
DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS 

 

APR240001 

PREVIEWS #429 JUNE 2024 

THIS MONTH'S COVER ART: Two Great Publishers! 

THIS MONTH'S THEME: Sci-Fi/Fantasy Month! 

PREVIEWS is your ul1mate guide to comics, graphic novels and pop-culture merchandise available 

from your local comic book shop... revealed up to two months in advance! Read detailed product 

descrip1ons and storylines for hundreds comic books and graphic novels from the top comic book 

publishers and see the coolest toys and pop-culture merchandise on Earth! Plus: PREVIEWS Exclusive 

items you'll find nowhere else! It's a great monthly read to find out what's at comic shops! Each issue 

includes a download code for FREE digital edi1ons of this month's PREVIEWS and Marvel PREVIEWS! 

This June issue features items scheduled to ship in August 2024 and beyond. (STL311263) 

Catalog, SC, 480pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240002 

PREVIEWS #429 JUNE 2024 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM 

PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this separate order form 

booklet! This June issue features items scheduled to ship in August 2024 and beyond. (STL311264) 

Comic-sized, 48pgs           SRP: PI  

 

APR240006 

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #292 

Game Trade Magazine, the monthly publica1on of Alliance Game Distributors, is your guide to what's 

new in the world of gaming! With ar1cles on new and upcoming games, previews, reviews, game-

related comics and fic1on, self-contained mini-games or game modules, plus product informa1on on 

upcoming game releases, Game Trade Magazine is your essen1al guide to gaming today! This June 

issue features items scheduled to ship in August 2024 and beyond. (STL311259) 

Magazine           SRP: PI  

 

APR240008 

MARVEL PREVIEWS VOL 6 #34 JULY 2024 (BUNDLE OF 10) 

Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 128-page, full-color guide and preview to all of 

Marvel's upcoming releases - it's your #1 source for advanced informa1on on Marvel Comics! This 

July issue features items scheduled to ship in 2024 and beyond. (STL318013) 

128pgs           SRP: $1.25 



 

APR240009 

IDW SOLICIT CATALOG JULY 2024 

(W)  IDW Publishing 

Get the latest news on IDW Publishing's upcoming releases with this monthly catalog that 

supplements and expands upon the informa1on found in PREVIEWS. Ships in bundles of 10. This July 

issue features items scheduled to ship in September 2024 and beyond. (STL317826) 

48pgs, FC           SRP: PI  

 

PREMIER PUBLISHERS 

 

BOOM! STUDIOS 

 

APR240010 

PROFANE #1 (OF 5) CVR A RODRIGUEZ 

(W) Peter Milligan (A) Raul Fernandez (CA) Javier Rodriguez 

Solving murders in Los Angeles is the daily bread of private detec1ve Will Profane, but something is 

strange about his latest case.   

 

When every clue points toward a famous detec1ve novelist at the center of this mystery, Will's world 

will transform into something truly unreal. 

 

Discover a new mind-bending thriller from legendary writer Peter Milligan (Hellblazer, X-Sta1x,  

Shade, The Changing Man) and veteran ar1st Raül Fernandez (Detec1ve Comics, Jus1ce League Dark) 

about the precariously thin line between reality and fic1on-perfect for fans of BANG! and Newburn. 

(STL318777) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240011 

PROFANE #1 (OF 5) CVR B DEODATO 

(W) Peter Milligan (A) Raul Fernandez (CA) Mike Deodato 

Solving murders in Los Angeles is the daily bread of private detec1ve Will Profane, but something is 

strange about his latest case.   

 



When every clue points toward a famous detec1ve novelist at the center of this mystery, Will's world 

will transform into something truly unreal. 

 

Discover a new mind-bending thriller from legendary writer Peter Milligan (Hellblazer, X-Sta1x,  

Shade, The Changing Man) and veteran ar1st Raül Fernandez (Detec1ve Comics, Jus1ce League Dark) 

about the precariously thin line between reality and fic1on-perfect for fans of BANG! and Newburn. 

(STL319095) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240015 

LAWFUL #1 (OF 8) CVR A KHALIDAH 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Diego Galindo (CA) Qis1na Khalidah 

Magical meets modern in a walled city with strangely familiar architecture, where two small children 

with a sense of adventure get a grim reminder of reality…. 

 

Because every mistake one makes in this world will cause them to transform into a monster, bit by 

bit, and in the eyes of society, there's no dis1nc1on between the rules and what's right!  

 

Imperfec1on breeds monstrous consequences in this urban fantasy adventure with deep social 

commentary from renowned and award-winning writer Greg Pak (Mech Cadets, Darth Vader, Planet 

Hulk) and acclaimed ar1st Diego Galindo (Stranger Things: The Voyage). (STL319107) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 8)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240016 

LAWFUL #1 (OF 8) CVR B MERCADO 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Diego Galindo (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Magical meets modern in a walled city with strangely familiar architecture, where two small children 

with a sense of adventure get a grim reminder of reality…. 

 

Because every mistake one makes in this world will cause them to transform into a monster, bit by 

bit, and in the eyes of society, there's no dis1nc1on between the rules and what's right!  

 

Imperfec1on breeds monstrous consequences in this urban fantasy adventure with deep social 

commentary from renowned and award-winning writer Greg Pak (Mech Cadets, Darth Vader, Planet 

Hulk) and acclaimed ar1st Diego Galindo (Stranger Things: The Voyage). (STL319110) 



SC, 32pgs, FC (1 of 8)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240020 

O/A MECH CADETS TP BOOK 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A/CA) Takeshi Miyazawa 

Every four years, giant sen1ent robots from outer space come to Earth and bond forever with a 

brand new crop of Sky Corps Academy cadets. 

 

But this 1me, instead of a cadet, one mech bonds with Stanford Yu, a young kid working with his 

mom as a janitor at Sky Corps.  

 

This is the opportunity of a life1me for Stanford, but first he’ll have to earn the trust of his classmates 

and survive an uncompromising enemy…the Sharg! 

 

Bestselling author Greg Pak (Ronin Island, Planet Hulk) and fan-favorite ar1st Takeshi Miyazawa 

(Runaways, Ms. Marvel) bring to life this underdog story as Stanford and the newest team of Cadets 

and Robos face relentless training, an alien invasion, and the threat of losing themselves and human 

existence.  

 

They’ll realize the true sacrifice that comes with duty and service and what makes a hero in this full 

collec1on of Mech Cadets perfect as a jumping on point ahead of the animated series on NePlix!  

 

Collects Mech Cadet Yu #1–12. (STL259970) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 320pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240021 

BRZRKR A FACEFUL OF BULLETS #1 CVR A MANNA (MR) 

(W) Jason Aaron (A/CA) Francesco Manna 

When B. finds himself in the middle of a greedy land baron and a runaway daughter, will he play the 

role of guardian angel, or angel of death? 

 

And when she prays for the vengeance she so obsessively clings to, the bloodbath may be more than 

she bargained for… 

 



Legendary comics writer Jason Aaron (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Batman Off-World) enters the 

brutal world of BRZRKR along with acclaimed ar1st Francesco Manna (Predator: The Last Hunt, 

Carnage). (STL319114) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 56pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240022 

BRZRKR A FACEFUL OF BULLETS #1 CVR B SCALERA (MR) 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Francesco Manna (CA) MaTeo Scalera 

When B. finds himself in the middle of a greedy land baron and a runaway daughter, will he play the 

role of guardian angel, or angel of death? 

 

And when she prays for the vengeance she so obsessively clings to, the bloodbath may be more than 

she bargained for… 

 

Legendary comics writer Jason Aaron (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Batman Off-World) enters the 

brutal world of BRZRKR along with acclaimed ar1st Francesco Manna (Predator: The Last Hunt, 

Carnage). (STL319116) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 56pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240023 

BRZRKR A FACEFUL OF BULLETS #1 CVR C FOIL VAR MANNA (MR) 

(W) Jason Aaron (A/CA) Francesco Manna 

When B. finds himself in the middle of a greedy land baron and a runaway daughter, will he play the 

role of guardian angel, or angel of death? 

 

And when she prays for the vengeance she so obsessively clings to, the bloodbath may be more than 

she bargained for… 

 

Legendary comics writer Jason Aaron (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Batman Off-World) enters the 

brutal world of BRZRKR along with acclaimed ar1st Francesco Manna (Predator: The Last Hunt, 

Carnage). (STL319117) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 56pgs, FC           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR240024 

BRZRKR A FACEFUL OF BULLETS #1 CVR D FOIL VAR SCALERA (MR) 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Francesco Manna (CA) MaTeo Scalera 

When B. finds himself in the middle of a greedy land baron and a runaway daughter, will he play the 

role of guardian angel, or angel of death? 

 

And when she prays for the vengeance she so obsessively clings to, the bloodbath may be more than 

she bargained for… 

 

Legendary comics writer Jason Aaron (Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Batman Off-World) enters the 

brutal world of BRZRKR along with acclaimed ar1st Francesco Manna (Predator: The Last Hunt, 

Carnage). (STL319118) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 56pgs, FC           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR240030 

BRZRKR (BERZERKER) TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, MaT Kindt (A) Ron Garney (CA) Rafael Grampá 

A WAR WITH NO END, A MAN WITH NO LIMITS. 

The man known only as B. is half-mortal and half-God, cursed and compelled to violence...even at 

the sacrifice of his sanity.   

But aVer centuries, B. may have finally found a refuge – working for the U.S. government to fight the 

baTles too violent and too dangerous for anyone else.  

In exchange, B. will be granted the one thing he desires: the truth about his endless blood-soaked 

existence…and how to end it. 

Keanu Reeves makes his comic book wri1ng debut alongside New York Times bestselling co-writer 

MaT Kindt (Folklords, Grass Kings) and acclaimed ar1st Ron Garney (Juggernaut) in a brutally violent 

new series about one immortal warrior’s fight through the ages. 

Collects BRZRKR #1-4. (STL167623) (MAY210997) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 



APR240031 

BRZRKR (BERZERKER) TP VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, MaT Kindt (A) Ron Garney (CA) Rafael Grampá 

Half-mortal and half-god, cursed and compelled to violence, the man known only as B. begins 

wandering the world anew. 

 

AVer enduring a series of experiments and missions, B.’s memories of his origins will be finally 

restored. But what does this revela1on mean for his future? 

 

Keanu Reeves con1nues his comic book wri1ng debut alongside New York Times bestselling co-writer 

MaT Kindt (Folklords, Grass Kings) and legendary ar1st Ron Garney (Wolverine, Captain America) in a 

brutally violent new series about one immortal warrior’s fight through the ages. 

 

Collects BRZRKR #5-8 (STL211103) (MAY220365) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240032 

BRZRKR (BERZERKER) TP VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Keanu Reeves, MaT Kindt (A) Ron Garney (CA) Rafael Grampá 

Uncover the ancient mysteries of our an1-hero's origins and his final fate! 

 

As B.'s full fury is unleashed, a new discovery promises to bring the answers he's been seeking for 

centuries. But as the team travels to finally uncover the mysteries of B.'s birth, is he finally near the 

end of his fatal goal, or will his violent efforts be in vain? 

 

WriTen by the iconic Keanu Reeves and New York Times bestselling writer MaT Kindt (Folklords, 

Grass Kings), and illustrated by acclaimed ar1st Ron Garney (Wolverine, Captain America), the final 

epically brutal chapter unfolds, soon to be adapted for NePlix! 

 

Collects BRZRKR #9-12. (STL274766) (JUN230450) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 



APR240033 

BRZRKR SHORT COMIC BOX (BUNDLE OF 5) 

(A) Javier Fernandez 

Nothing can contain the fury of your BRZRKR comics quite like this themed short box!  

 

What beTer way to replace those old long boxes and give your back a break than with this pris1ne 

tribute to the blood-soaked brutality of acclaimed art from the series? (STL319133 

Item           SRP: $69.99 

 

APR240034 

BRIAR #6 (OF 8) CVR A LINS 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Alex Lins 

In the wake of tragic devasta1on, Briar, Spider, and company wrestle with guilt as cold and bleak as 

the snow-coated mountains they make their way through. 

 

Plagued by poten1al madness, fear of Briar's origins and connec1ons to their enemy, and magic gone 

awry, the party will find themselves in even more danger soon enough… 

 

Christopher Cantwell (Thanos, Star Trek: Defiant) is joined by Eisner Award-nominated ar1st Alex Lins 

(Hellcat, Guardians of the Galaxy) as the dark fantasy hit series returns! (STL318077) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (6 of 8)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240037 

BRIAR #6 (OF 8) CVR D FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Alex Lins (CA)  TBA 

In the wake of tragic devasta1on, Briar, Spider, and company wrestle with guilt as cold and bleak as 

the snow-coated mountains they make their way through. 

 

Plagued by poten1al madness, fear of Briar's origins and connec1ons to their enemy, and magic gone 

awry, the party will find themselves in even more danger soon enough… 

 

Christopher Cantwell (Thanos, Star Trek: Defiant) is joined by Eisner Award-nominated ar1st Alex Lins 

(Hellcat, Guardians of the Galaxy) as the dark fantasy hit series returns! (STL318080) 



SC, 32pgs, FC (6 of 8)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240039 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #38 CVR A DELL EDERA 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

During the third vicious escapade into Erica's secret past, she finds herself squaring off with a 

monster worse than nightmares… 

 

However, as she struggles to live another day aVer yet another baTle, it becomes clear that an even 

more deadly monster lies at the heart of it all, and it will take all the new skills she's acquired to track 

it down… (STL318130) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240040 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #38 CVR B FRISON 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA) Jenny Frison 

During the third vicious escapade into Erica's secret past, she finds herself squaring off with a 

monster worse than nightmares… 

 

However, as she struggles to live another day aVer yet another baTle, it becomes clear that an even 

more deadly monster lies at the heart of it all, and it will take all the new skills she's acquired to track 

it down… (STL318131) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240041 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #38 CVR C 5 YEAR FOIL STAM 

(W) James TynionIV (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

During the third vicious escapade into Erica's secret past, she finds herself squaring off with a 

monster worse than nightmares… 

 

However, as she struggles to live another day aVer yet another baTle, it becomes clear that an even 

more deadly monster lies at the heart of it all, and it will take all the new skills she's acquired to track 

it down… (STL318132) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 



 

APR240044 

SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN #38 CVR F FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Werther Dell'Edera (CA)  TBA 

During the third vicious escapade into Erica's secret past, she finds herself squaring off with a 

monster worse than nightmares… 

 

However, as she struggles to live another day aVer yet another baTle, it becomes clear that an even 

more deadly monster lies at the heart of it all, and it will take all the new skills she's acquired to track 

it down… (STL318135) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240046 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #24 CVR A MALAVIA 

(W) Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Nimit Malavia 

In the penul1mate issue of THE BUTCHER'S WAR, Jace wants blood, but René proves to be a difficult 

opponent, even while seemingly at a disadvantage-an unexpected strength in disguise! 

 

Meanwhile it's Maven vs. Jolie, desperate to protect the children from the hunter and her white 

masks… (STL318103) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240047 

HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #24 CVR B DELL EDERA 

(W) Tate Brombal (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

In the penul1mate issue of THE BUTCHER'S WAR, Jace wants blood, but René proves to be a difficult 

opponent, even while seemingly at a disadvantage-an unexpected strength in disguise! 

 

Meanwhile it's Maven vs. Jolie, desperate to protect the children from the hunter and her white 

masks… (STL318104) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240048 



HOUSE OF SLAUGHTER #24 CVR C SPOT UV VAR FUSO 

(W) Tate Brombal (A/CA) Antonio Fuso 

In the penul1mate issue of THE BUTCHER'S WAR, Jace wants blood, but René proves to be a difficult 

opponent, even while seemingly at a disadvantage-an unexpected strength in disguise! 

 

Meanwhile it's Maven vs. Jolie, desperate to protect the children from the hunter and her white 

masks… (STL318105) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240053 

GRIM #18 CVR A FLAVIANO 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A/CA)  Flaviano 

Hell and Earth collide as the denizens of each realm coexist in complete chaos! The deal between 

Annabel and Adira has had cataclysmic consequences-ones that even with an army, Jess struggles to 

control. 

 

However, in order to set things right, is Jess ready to put herself in a role she never expected? Is she 

even willing to? (STL318099) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240054 

GRIM #18 CVR B PATRIDGE 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A)  Flaviano (CA) Skylar Patridge 

Hell and Earth collide as the denizens of each realm coexist in complete chaos! The deal between 

Annabel and Adira has had cataclysmic consequences-ones that even with an army, Jess struggles to 

control. 

 

However, in order to set things right, is Jess ready to put herself in a role she never expected? Is she 

even willing to? (STL318100) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240057 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #121 CVR A CLARKE (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Hendry Prasetya (CA) Taurin Clarke 



Billy devises a plan to delay Dark Specter, desperate to stop the growing infec1on from spreading, 

but the consequences of his risky idea are impossible to predict. 

 

In order to shore up his resolve for what's to come, Billy seeks strength among friends new and old, 

but will it be enough to defeat Dark Specter once and for all? 

 

In this special guest ar1st issue, fans will be delighted to see the return of Hendry Prasetya and MaT 

Herms, the original Mighty Morphin Power Rangers art team! (STL318119) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240058 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #121 CVR B DARK GRID BARENDS (C 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Hendry Prasetya (CA) Bjorn Barends 

Billy devises a plan to delay Dark Specter, desperate to stop the growing infec1on from spreading, 

but the consequences of his risky idea are impossible to predict. 

 

In order to shore up his resolve for what's to come, Billy seeks strength among friends new and old, 

but will it be enough to defeat Dark Specter once and for all? 

 

In this special guest ar1st issue, fans will be delighted to see the return of Hendry Prasetya and MaT 

Herms, the original Mighty Morphin Power Rangers art team! (STL318120) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240059 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS #121 CVR C HELMET VAR MONTES (C 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Hendry Prasetya (CA) Goni Montes 

Billy devises a plan to delay Dark Specter, desperate to stop the growing infec1on from spreading, 

but the consequences of his risky idea are impossible to predict. 

 

In order to shore up his resolve for what's to come, Billy seeks strength among friends new and old, 

but will it be enough to defeat Dark Specter once and for all? 

 



In this special guest ar1st issue, fans will be delighted to see the return of Hendry Prasetya and MaT 

Herms, the original Mighty Morphin Power Rangers art team! (STL318121) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240064 

RANGER ACADEMY #8 CVR A MERCADO (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A) Jo Mi-Gyeong (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Dark Specter's corrup1on has arrived at Ranger Academy, and Sage will have to fully morph into a 

Ranger for the first 1me if she hopes to defend her friends. 

 

But the nature of Sage's transforma1on and its connec1ons to one of the campus' shadowy past will 

have serious consequences… but not for the one readers might expect. (STL318126) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240065 

RANGER ACADEMY #8 CVR B BLACK BLANK SKETCH VAR (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Maria Ingrande Mora (A) Jo Mi-Gyeong (CA)  Blank Cover 

Dark Specter's corrup1on has arrived at Ranger Academy, and Sage will have to fully morph into a 

Ranger for the first 1me if she hopes to defend her friends. 

 

But the nature of Sage's transforma1on and its connec1ons to one of the campus' shadowy past will 

have serious consequences… but not for the one readers might expect. (STL318127) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Boom Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240068 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 05 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice & Various (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Tommy's friends are transformed into something else en1rely… something evil.  

 

As Dark Specter's power grows, former friends will baTle for the fate of the mul1verse, while 

Mistress Vile grapples with what she's released. And in a race to secure a Master Arch, the last 



Ranger anyone expected arrives… but the lines between hero and villain blur even further, with the 

ensuing baTle bringing a beloved character's journey to an end…  

 

Fan-favorite Power Rangers creators, including series writer Melissa Flores (Spider-Gwen: Smash) and 

ar1st Simona Di Gianfelice (Firefly: Return to the Earth That Was) along with ar1sts Marco Renna 

(Rogue Sun) and Adam Gorham (The Witcher: The Lesser Evil) con1nue the Power Rangers' DARKEST 

HOUR! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #115-118. (STL315385) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power 

Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR240069 

O/A MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 01 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Ryan ParroT, Melissa Flores (A) Moises Hidalgo & Various (CA) Sergio Mora 

When a Ranger is forced to make a decision that will forever change the Power Rangers, what will 

their legacy become?  As stories end and converge, and new beginnings arise, join the Power Rangers 

and kick off a brand new journey!  

 

News of a deathly threat reaches the team—one that threatens every Ranger, Earth, and even a 

home long since destroyed.  As the climac1c baTle against unspeakable enemies unfolds, the lines 

between friend and foe blur, and difficult decisions await even the strongest of Rangers. 

 

The epic culmina1on of a story years in the making… and as with all endings, a new beginning! 

 

Writer Ryan ParroT (Go Go Power Rangers) delivers the final issue on the main series, joined by a 

superstar lineup of returning ar1sts including Dan Mora (Once & Future), Marco Renna (Power 

Rangers), Moisés Hidalgo (Dark Blood), Hendry Prasetya (Wonder Woman: Agent of Peace), Daniele 

di Nicuolo (Seven Secrets), Eleonora Carlini (Marauders), Francesco Mortarino (Dune: The Waters of 

Kanly), Miguel Mercado (X-Force), as well as writer Melissa Flores (The Dead Lucky) and ar1st Simona 

Di Gianfelice (All-New Firefly) on issues 101-102! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #100-102. (STL248453) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power 

Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 



APR240070 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 02 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice, Kath Lobo (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

In dreams of the distant past and the baTle for Earth and the Moon, new revela1ons about Zedd, 

Zordon, and Rita are uncovered. While the Rangers debate their priori1es and the fate of their 

captured friend, an agent of their enemies awaits them- one of an evil presence that's all too 

familiar! 

Meanwhile, Rita Repulsa (a.k.a. Mistress Vile) ramps up her pursuit of a special prize for Dark 

Specter- one that he won't be able to resist. With new allies and an all-too-familiar minion, will the 

Morphin Grid manage to withstand Mistress Vile's onslaught? 

Writer Melissa Flores (The Dead Lucky), ar1st Simona Di Gianfelice (Firefly), and colorist Raúl Angulo 

(Buffy the Vampire Slayer), along with guest ar1st Kath Lobo (Go, Go, Power Rangers!) and colorist 

Fabi Marques (Batman: The World), con1nue this bold new era of Mighty Morphin Power Rangers! 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #103-106. (STL263109) (APR230363) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240071 

MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 03 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice, Marco Renna (CA) Taurin Clarke 

Mistress Vile and Dark Specter are on a mission…to invade our world! 

 

While Lord Zedd develops unexpected powers, Grace's second-in-command keeps a past plan alive, a 

plan which may provide a cu]ng edge in the baTle with Dark Specter- or prove to be the Rangers' 

undoing.  

 

Meanwhile, Mistress Vile finds the ul1mate use for the Vessel, whose iden1ty is finally revealed!  In 

the emo1onal chain of events that follow, The Vessel themself will have to contend with where their 

allegiance will lie. In either case… who will stop Mistress Vile and Dark Specter? 

 

Melissa Flores (The Lucky Dead), Simona Di Gianfelice (All-New Firefly), Marco Renna (Rogue Sun) 

and Raúl Angulo (Buffy the Vampire Slayer) bring Dark Specter's secrets to light in this bold new era! 

 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #107-110. (STL274790) (AUG230032) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom 

Power Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 



 

APR240072 

O/A MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS RECHARGED TP VOL 04 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Simona Di Gianfelice, Hendry Prasetya (CA) Taurin Clarke 

With control of the Morphin Grid and Dark Specter's infec1on spreading throughout all of 1me and 

space, the separated and stranded Rangers receive help from the last team they'd expect, but the 

DRAKKON RANGERS may not be the help they were hoping for… 

Meanwhile, a Master Arch explosion strands Trini, Zack, Kimberly, and Tommy on a mysterious and 

deadly planet, and it'll take a team effort with Aisha to break the vile spell cast on their close friend 

and the current Green Ranger, MaT. 

And with the Death Ranger, the possessed Wild Force Rangers, and the return of an evil bounty 

hunter also in the mix, their Master plan best not fail… or the Rangers may be erased from existence 

forever-good thing the HyperForce Rangers are also on the scene! 

Writer Melissa Flores (Dead Lucky) and ar1st Simona Di Gianfelice (All-New Firefly) along with guest 

ar1st Hendry Prasetya deliver the highly an1cipated event that will forever change the Power 

Rangers universe! 

Collects Mighty Morphin Power Rangers #111-114. (STL292033) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Boom Power 

Rangers - Not Available in select Asian countries (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong & others). 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR240073 

ONCE & FUTURE DLX ED HC BOOK 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Dan Mora 

BridgeTe, Duncan, and Rose, - along with the en1rety of Britain - have been dragged into the 

Otherworld.  Meanwhile, a rival king rises to confront Arthur, plunging the land into civil war... and 

both pursue our heroes as they travel across the land, desperately trying to find a way to return 

Britain to its senses. 

 

When the Kings all converge on Excalibur, each determined to be the true ruler, chaos arises! What if 

no one has the strength to take the sword? Will there finally be peace aVer so much conflict, or will 

an unexpected figure claim the throne? Rituals, bombs, and baTles ensue, and the final fate of your 

favorite characters and indeed, all of Britain is revealed.  

 

The incomparable Kieron Gillen (The Wicked + The Divine) and Dan Mora (Detec1ve Comics) deliver 

the long-awaited conclusion to their Eisner and Hugo Award-nominated mys1cal modern take on 

Arthurian legend. 

 



Collects Once & Future #19-30. (STL301979) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240074 

ONCE & FUTURE DLX ED HC SLIPCASE BOOK 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Dan Mora 

BridgeTe, Duncan, and Rose, - along with the en1rety of Britain - have been dragged into the 

Otherworld.  Meanwhile, a rival king rises to confront Arthur, plunging the land into civil war... and 

both pursue our heroes as they travel across the land, desperately trying to find a way to return 

Britain to its senses. 

 

When the Kings all converge on Excalibur, each determined to be the true ruler, chaos arises! What if 

no one has the strength to take the sword? Will there finally be peace aVer so much conflict, or will 

an unexpected figure claim the throne? Rituals, bombs, and baTles ensue, and the final fate of your 

favorite characters and indeed, all of Britain is revealed.  

 

The incomparable Kieron Gillen (The Wicked + The Divine) and Dan Mora (Detec1ve Comics) deliver 

the long-awaited conclusion to their Eisner and Hugo Award-nominated mys1cal modern take on 

Arthurian legend. 

 

Collects Once & Future #19-30. (STL301980) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240075 

ONCE & FUTURE DLX LTD SLIPCASE ED HC BOOK 01 (WAVE 2) (C: 0- 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Dan Mora 

WHAT IF ALL THE LEGENDS ARE TRUE? Re1red monster hunter BridgeTe McGuire knows that they 

are. And when a group of Na1onalists uncover the fabled scabbard of Excalibur in order to bring King 

Arthur back from the dead to reclaim England, she will be the only one who can stop them. 

 

In order to do so, she'll need to pull her unsuspec1ng academic grandson, Duncan, into a deadly 

world of myth and prophecy. 

 

Their quest will lead them to confront the complicated history of their family, confront the deadly 

secrets of England's past, and throw the Otherworld into shambles, allowing for new legends and 

characters to make their appearance--and bring a world of trouble along with them. 



 

The defini1ve collec1on of the first three story arcs of the Eisner Award-nominated series by New 

York Times bestselling author, Kieron Gillen (The Wicked + The Divine), and Russ Manning Award 

Winner, Dan Mora (Detec1ve Comics) for the first 1me in a single deluxe hardcover. This limited 

edi1on will feature an exclusive slipcase and be limited to its first prin1ng. (STL218612) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240076 

SLOW BURN TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ollie Masters (A) Pierluigi Mino] (CA) MaT Taylor 

Fleeing a botched robbery in New York City, a junkie, her dying partner, and a demen1a-ridden old 

man pull into a coal mining ghost town in central Pennsylvania. 

 

Obscured by the caus1c mists spewed forth by the coal-seam fire from the 1960s-s1ll burning-Trier is 

the perfect place to lay low, score a fix, and take a hostage... or is it? 

 

As the caus1c origins of a town of fire are revealed, along with the guilt, fear, and penance 1ed to the 

past, and those who stayed in Trier, they will discover a horrific truth while on the run from death. 

 

Acclaimed crime writer Ollie Masters (Snow Blind, The Kitchen) and ar1st Pierluigi Mino] (Lost Falls) 

transport readers into a bleak, violent world, perfect for fans of Gideon Falls and Stray Bullets. 

 

Collects Slow Burn #1-5. (STL301986) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240077 

ONCE UPON A TIME AT THE END OF THE WORLD TP VOL 03 (OF 5) (C 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Nick DragoTa & Various (CA) Ariel Olive] 

Braving the wasteland apart feels unthinkable, yet here Maceo and Mezzy are, isolated on a world 

breathing its last breaths. Join each on their separate journeys through the darkest, apocalyp1c pits 

of depression-two wayward sides of a coin. 

 

Old age at the end of the world is as stark and brutal as it sounds for Mezzy and Maceo, as two 

people that were once so important to each other are chasms apart.  



 

But when a group of ravagers steal technology from one of Maceo's partners with the intent to 

hasten the end of earth itself… two former lovers will find themselves s1tched together by fate. If 

they make it out alive… if everyone makes it out alive, will Mezzy and Maceo find love again? Perhaps 

peace lies elsewhere… 

 

Collects Once Upon a Time at the End of the World #11-15. (STL301981) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, FC (3 of 5)           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240078 

ONCE UPON A TIME AT END OF THE WORLD TP VOL 01 (OF 5) (MR) ( 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Alexandre Tefenkgi, Nick DragoTa (CA) Mike Del Mundo 

Love in the Wasteland” kicks off the first arc of this epic trilogy that spans a life1me as the dark 

mysteries of a ruined world and their own stark differences tear at the threads holding Mezzy and 

Maceo together. As they endure the horrors of plas1c tornadoes and frozen sludge, Maceo proves to 

be more than just a burden, and they make an unlikely connec1on. But to their peril… they might not 

be as alone as they thought… 

 

New York Times bestselling, Eisner and Harvey Award-winning writer Jason Aaron (Thor, The 

Avengers, Southern Bastards) launches his most ambi1ous original series to date with three dis1nct 

ar1s1c partners – Eisner Award-winning ar1st Alexandre Tefenkgi (The Good Asian), acclaimed ar1sts 

Leila del Duca (Wonder Woman: Tempest Tossed, Sleepless), and Nick DragoTa (East of West, Ghost 

Cage) –  to take on a vision of the end of the world that’s brutal and nostalgic, whimsical and 

grounded… and ul1mately, 1meless. 

 

Collects Once Upon A Time At The End Of The World #1-5. (STL263110) (MAR230231) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240079 

ONCE UPON A TIME AT THE END OF THE WORLD TP VOL 02 (OF 5) (C 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Leila Del Duca (CA) Kevin Wada 

A suburban community is the last thing Maceo and Mezzy expected to find. As more people come to 

reside in this seTlement called Golgonooza, it flourishes, and becomes a home for Mezzy and Maceo. 

 



However, the cracks in Maceo and Mezzy’s oasis turn to chasms as they (and the community) face 

their first disasters! 

 

The chasm between them grows–quite literally–as Golgonooza’s founda1on crumbles and bubbles 

with a strange poison gas… 

 

New York Times bestselling Eisner and Harvey Award-winning writer Jason Aaron (Thor, Star Wars: 

Darth Vader) is joined by acclaimed ar1st Leila del Duca (Wonder Girl: Homecoming) in the second 

chapter of his ambi1ous post-apocalyp1c original series! (STL292034) (SEP230149) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240080 

AMORY WARS NO WORLD FOR TMRRW #2 (OF 12) CVR A GUGLIOTTA (MR 

(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert (A) Guillaume Mar1nez (CA) Gianluca GuglioTa 

In the con1nua1on of the epic long-awaited return of Amory Wars, Claudio and Chase find 

themselves surrounded by the Red Army and a returning villain, without a prayer. 

 

While a means of escape is only a chao1c series of events away, there's no guarantee they won't be 

followed by the enemy, or get some unexpected company! (STL318069) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 12)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240081 

AMORY WARS NO WORLD FOR TMRRW #2 (OF 12) CVR B WAYSHAK (MR) 

(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert (A) Guillaume Mar1nez (CA) Jonathan Wayshak 

In the con1nua1on of the epic long-awaited return of Amory Wars, Claudio and Chase find 

themselves surrounded by the Red Army and a returning villain, without a prayer. 

 

While a means of escape is only a chao1c series of events away, there's no guarantee they won't be 

followed by the enemy, or get some unexpected company! (STL318070) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 12)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240084 



CROCODILE BLACK #2 (OF 5) CVR A SORRENTINO (MR) 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A)  Som (CA) Andrea Sorren1no 

Danny's ego and fascina1on with Leo climb sky-high as he takes a morbid interest in Leo's life, 

possessions, and living space-all while in the presence of Leo's s1ll-ro]ng corpse. 

 

But literally walking in Leo's shoes will inevitably lead to trouble, especially as a man he meets can't 

help but take a liking to Danny's violent tendencies… (STL318082) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240088 

ANIMAL POUND #4 (OF 5) CVR A GROSS (MR) 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Peter Gross 

Piggy the dog reigns in a dictatorial role, insta1ng a system of brutality and death, a meatgrinder of 

hierarchy that there is no escape from. 

 

When two groups of animals work together to try and put a stop to this, will their efforts be enough 

to prevent Piggy's third term? (STL318141) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240089 

ANIMAL POUND #4 (OF 5) CVR B SHIMIZU (MR) 

(W) Tom King (A) Peter Gross (CA) Yuko Shimizu 

Piggy the dog reigns in a dictatorial role, insta1ng a system of brutality and death, a meatgrinder of 

hierarchy that there is no escape from. 

 

When two groups of animals work together to try and put a stop to this, will their efforts be enough 

to prevent Piggy's third term? (STL318142) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240091 



ANIMAL POUND #4 (OF 5) CVR D FOC REVEAL (MR) 

(W) Tom King (A) Peter Gross (CA)  TBA 

Piggy the dog reigns in a dictatorial role, insta1ng a system of brutality and death, a meatgrinder of 

hierarchy that there is no escape from. 

 

When two groups of animals work together to try and put a stop to this, will their efforts be enough 

to prevent Piggy's third term? (STL318144) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240093 

RARE FLAVOURS #6 (OF 6) CVR A  ANDRADE 

(W)  Ram V (A/CA) Filipe Andrade 

Against all odds, Rubin and Mo's documentary seems like it will finally be finished… but with Rubin 

nowhere to be found, just what exactly is he intending? 

 

Ram V and Filipe Andrade's delectable story of celebrity, demons, and that indelible magic of cooking 

reaches its climac1c final issue, with an ending that cements the book as another must-read from the 

Eisner, Harvey, and Ringo-Award nominated team. (STL319136) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (6 of 6)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240094 

RARE FLAVOURS #6 (OF 6) CVR B RICCARDI 

(W)  Ram V (A) Filipe Andrade (CA) Vincenzo Riccardi 

Against all odds, Rubin and Mo's documentary seems like it will finally be finished… but with Rubin 

nowhere to be found, just what exactly is he intending? 

 

Ram V and Filipe Andrade's delectable story of celebrity, demons, and that indelible magic of cooking 

reaches its climac1c final issue, with an ending that cements the book as another must-read from the 

Eisner, Harvey, and Ringo-Award nominated team. (STL319137) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (6 of 6)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240097 

BLOW AWAY #3 (OF 5) CVR A WU 



(W) Zac Thompson (A) Nicola Izzo (CA) Annie Wu 

Is Brynne willing to risk her life for the truth?  

 

As a deadly storm precedes her treacherous climb up Mount Odin alone, her paranoia turns 

parasocial in the way she views her suspects, and her impa1ence reaches a boiling point. 

 

As she makes her way to the scene of the crime, will she find the answers she seeks, or will the 

mountain get the best of her? (STL318073) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240098 

BLOW AWAY #3 (OF 5) CVR B BOSS 

(W) Zac Thompson (A) Nicola Izzo (CA) Tyler Boss 

Is Brynne willing to risk her life for the truth?  

 

As a deadly storm precedes her treacherous climb up Mount Odin alone, her paranoia turns 

parasocial in the way she views her suspects, and her impa1ence reaches a boiling point. 

 

As she makes her way to the scene of the crime, will she find the answers she seeks, or will the 

mountain get the best of her? (STL318074) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240101 

UNCANNY VALLEY #3 (OF 6) CVR A WACHTER 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A/CA) Dave Wachter 

Oliver finds himself someplace outside our world, a two-dimensional place where his mom is 

desperate to get him back from, but it seems impossible. 

 

As Oliver runs into very real danger in the cartoon realm, someone from his family's past and other 

allies may be just the help he needs… (STL318137) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 6)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240102 



UNCANNY VALLEY #3 (OF 6) CVR B BROWNE 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Dave Wachter (CA) Ryan Browne 

Oliver finds himself someplace outside our world, a two-dimensional place where his mom is 

desperate to get him back from, but it seems impossible. 

 

As Oliver runs into very real danger in the cartoon realm, someone from his family's past and other 

allies may be just the help he needs… (STL318138) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 6)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240105 

MANS BEST #4 (OF 5) CVR A LONERGAN 

(W) Pornsak Pichetshote (A/CA) Jesse Lonergan 

In the penul1mate issue of the unforgeTable space adventure, The Musketeers find themselves in 

another new biome-a vast metropolis teeming with humanoid creatures, but they wonder if their 

search will be in vain. 

 

But a hopeful discovery isn't far off, along with someone unexpected from their crew! (STL318115) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240106 

MANS BEST #4 (OF 5) CVR B KUNG 

(W) Pornsak Pichetshote (A) Jesse Lonergan (CA) Crystal Kung 

In the penul1mate issue of the unforgeTable space adventure, The Musketeers find themselves in 

another new biome-a vast metropolis teeming with humanoid creatures, but they wonder if their 

search will be in vain. 

 

But a hopeful discovery isn't far off, along with someone unexpected from their crew! (STL318116) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240108 

MANS BEST #4 (OF 5) CVR D FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Pornsak Pichetshote (A) Jesse Lonergan (CA)  TBA 



In the penul1mate issue of the unforgeTable space adventure, The Musketeers find themselves in 

another new biome-a vast metropolis teeming with humanoid creatures, but they wonder if their 

search will be in vain. 

 

But a hopeful discovery isn't far off, along with someone unexpected from their crew! (STL318118) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240110 

DISPLACED #5 (OF 5) CVR A CASALANGUIDA 

(W) Ed Brisson (A/CA) Luca Casalanguida 

Despera1on leads to death as those that remain turn to more and more reckless ac1vi1es to survive, 

and their numbers dwindle to almost none… 

 

Will the final forgoTen find some way to escape their fate, or will the inevitable sickness and 

disappearance overtake them? (STL318086) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240111 

DISPLACED #5 (OF 5) CVR B SHALVEY 

(W) Ed Brisson (A) Luca Casalanguida (CA) Declan Shalvey 

Despera1on leads to death as those that remain turn to more and more reckless ac1vi1es to survive, 

and their numbers dwindle to almost none… 

 

Will the final forgoTen find some way to escape their fate, or will the inevitable sickness and 

disappearance overtake them? (STL318087) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240114 

GHOSTLORE #11 CVR A MURAKAMI 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A)  Leomacs (CA) Reiko Murakami 

Lucas and Harmony encounter another story, another group of ghosts who need help, and a 

realiza1on that will change their rela1onship moving forward. 

 



And in another spectral story, shocking details about Shane's nature materialize… (STL318096) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240115 

GHOSTLORE #11 CVR B LA BELLA 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A)  Leomacs (CA) Riccardo La Bella 

Lucas and Harmony encounter another story, another group of ghosts who need help, and a 

realiza1on that will change their rela1onship moving forward. 

 

And in another spectral story, shocking details about Shane's nature materialize… (STL318097) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240117 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #4 (OF 8) CVR A SWANLAND 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA) Raymond Swanland 

Treachery and tribula1ons, experimental drugs, violent coups, and the Emperor's personal elite army 

all wreak havoc throughout the Imperium. 

 

Meanwhile, the Baron's Mentat Piter slyly plays for power, and Jessica's fateful pregnancy 

progresses… (STL318090) 

SC, 40pgs, FC (4 of 8)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240118 

DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #4 (OF 8) CVR B FISH 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA) Veronica Fish 

Treachery and tribula1ons, experimental drugs, violent coups, and the Emperor's personal elite army 

all wreak havoc throughout the Imperium. 

 

Meanwhile, the Baron's Mentat Piter slyly plays for power, and Jessica's fateful pregnancy 

progresses… (STL318091) 

SC, 40pgs, FC (4 of 8)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240121 



DUNE HOUSE CORRINO #4 (OF 8) CVR E FOC REVEAL VAR 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Simone Ragazzoni (CA)  TBA 

Treachery and tribula1ons, experimental drugs, violent coups, and the Emperor's personal elite army 

all wreak havoc throughout the Imperium. 

 

Meanwhile, the Baron's Mentat Piter slyly plays for power, and Jessica's fateful pregnancy 

progresses… (STL318094) 

SC, 40pgs, FC (4 of 8)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240123 

DUNE HOUSE ATREIDES TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson (A) Dev Pramanik (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

The New York Times best-selling Dune: House Atreides comes to soV cover for the first 1me, as 

adapted & scripted by the novel's co-writers Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson and illustrated by 

ar1st Dev Pramanik (Blade Runner 2039), from the prequel novel based on Dune creator Frank 

Herbert's notes and original vision. 

 

In the far future on the desert planet Arrakis,the Imperial Planetologist Pardot Kynes seeks its 

secrets. Meanwhile, a violent coup is planned by the son of Emperor Elrood, an eight-year-old 

Duncan Idaho seeks to escape his cruel masters, and a young man named Leto Atreides begins a 

fateful journey. These unlikely souls will come together as renegades and soon discover that fate has 

decreed they will change the very shape of history. 

 

Collects Dune: House Atreides #1-4. (STL315366) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240124 

FIREFLY THE FALL GUYS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sam Humphries (A) Jordi Pérez (CA)  Ejikure 

The crew is broke and out of luck, and will have to deal with some less-than-trustworthy associates if 

the Serenity is going to keep flying. 

 

What seems like an easy job in town for half the crew turns sideways with feds, uneasy locals, and a 

high profile poli1cian in the mix. Not to men1on, with an assassina1on aTempt pushing the feds to 

extreme measures, the Serenity crew is in dire straits! Burdened by an unbelievably high bounty, 

Kaylee and the crew do their best to hide… but the feds are always one step ahead… 



 

Superstar Marvel and DC writer Sam Humphries (Star-Lord: The Saga of Peter Quill, Harley Quinn) 

teams up with fan-favorite ar1st Jordi Pérez (How I Became a ShopliVer) to bring Firefly fans a new 

limited series filled with assassins and organized crime! (STL301969) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240125 

MAGIC TP BOOK 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ig Guara & Various (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Based on the global sensa1on Magic: The Gathering card game, this soVcover edi1on is the second 

of three volumes collec1ng the en1rety of BOOM! Studios MAGIC comics-the longest con1nuous run 

of Magic comics stories ever, from the bestselling acclaimed comics writer Jed MacKay (Moon Knight, 

Avengers), superstar ar1st Ig Guara (Silk), and more! 

 

As the adventure con1nues, the Planeswalker heroes Kaya, Vraska, and Ral Zarek return home to 

Ravnica… and are immediately taken cap1ve! Now a new trio of Planeswalkers must find their way 

past the barrier preven1ng planeswalking in or out of Ravnica to save the others: the combus1ble 

Chandra Nalaar, monster tracker Garruk Wildspeaker, and athlete Niko Aris, whose explora1ons 

across the planes are just beginning. 

 

Their journey will take them from Dominaria, to Zendikar, Eldraine, Innistrad, and New Capenna 

before they at last find a way into Ravnica. Once there, they'll have to liberate the plane from the 

megalomaniacal metal mage, Tezzeret, who seeks to bend powerful sites of magic across the 

Mul1verse, and the powers of a Planeswalker making her first appearance in MAGIC comics-Isona 

Maive-to his goal: the power to cast the Elderspell and make himself a god. 

 

Collects Magic #11-20. (STL308439) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240126 

O/A MAGIC TP BOOK 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Ig Guara, French Carlomagno (CA) Miguel Mercado 

Across the vast Mul1verse, those giVed with a "spark" can tap into the raw power of Magic and 

travel across realms. They are Planeswalkers, and in Ravnica, they are hunted. Three Planeswalkers 

from rival guilds--Ral Zarek, Vraska, and Kaya--together inves1gate a series of assassina1on aTempts 

that leV Jace Beleren, the famous mind mage, in peril.  



They soon learn that the assassins came from a cult with members from all of Ravnica's guilds. A cult 

that worships the ancient, incomprehensibly powerful being Marit Lage, whose physical 

manifesta1on is hurtling toward the city in a frozen comet. The influence of Marit Lage upon her 

followers tends in one direc1on: toward obsessive worship, and endless death as tribute. The 

Planeswalkers' inves1ga1on becomes a baTle: to rid Ravnica of the influence of the Cult of Marit 

Lage, and to save their world and every other world in the Mul1verse from her maddening power. It 

will take more than three Planeswalkers working together, and one Planeswalker's ul1mate sacrifice. 

Collected for the first 1me in a value-priced soVcover edi1on are the first two groundbreaking story 

arcs by bestselling acclaimed writer Jed MacKay (Moon Knight, Avengers), and ar1st Ig Guara (Silk), 

as well an issue by guest ar1st French Carlomagno (The Dead Lucky, Mighty Morphin Power 

Rangers). 

Collects Magic #1-10. (STL301974) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240127 

JIM HENSONS LABYRINTH ARCHIVE ED #3 (OF 3) CVR A PALMER 

(W) Sid Jacobson (A) John Buscema, Romeo Tanghal (CA) Tom Palmer 

Will Sarah succumb to the power of the Goblin King and his enchan1ng promises, or will she realize 

her true power and see his cruelty for what it is and rescue Toby? 

 

Most of all, as she reflects on how she's grown along the way, she'll never forget the friends she's 

made, and how she'll always need them! (STL318113) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240128 

JIM HENSONS LABYRINTH ARCHIVE ED #3 (OF 3) CVR B PANOSIAN 

(W) Sid Jacobson (A) John Buscema, Romeo Tanghal (CA) Dan Panosian 

Will Sarah succumb to the power of the Goblin King and his enchan1ng promises, or will she realize 

her true power and see his cruelty for what it is and rescue Toby? 

 

Most of all, as she reflects on how she's grown along the way, she'll never forget the friends she's 

made, and how she'll always need them! (STL318114) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240129 

I HEART SKULL-CRUSHER #4 (OF 5) CVR A ZONNO 



(W) Josie Campbell (A/CA) Alessio Zonno 

The penul1mate issue heats up in tandem with the con1nuing tournament! The finest teams of the 

Wasteland baTle it out, but our heroes' unconven1onal team draws the distaste of the ruling class. 

 

In a lead up to the finals featuring will-they-won't-they roman1c tension, no one will be prepared for 

the upcoming baTle and the iden1ty of the secret guest of honor… (STL318110) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240130 

I HEART SKULL-CRUSHER #4 (OF 5) CVR B DIALYNAS 

(W) Josie Campbell (A) Alessio Zonno (CA) Michael Dialynas 

The penul1mate issue heats up in tandem with the con1nuing tournament! The finest teams of the 

Wasteland baTle it out, but our heroes' unconven1onal team draws the distaste of the ruling class. 

 

In a lead up to the finals featuring will-they-won't-they roman1c tension, no one will be prepared for 

the upcoming baTle and the iden1ty of the secret guest of honor… (STL318111) 

SC, 32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240132 

ROCKOS MODERN LIFE AND AFTERLIFE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ryan Ferrier & Various (A) Ian McGinty & Various (CA)  Blank Cover 

Modern life has never been easy for Rocko, Filburt, and Heffer. But it gets even harder when Rocko's 

dog Spunky becomes an overnight internet sensa1on. Desperate 1mes call for desperate measures 

and Rocko will do whatever it takes to win back his best bud's affec1on, even if it means breaking the 

law or facing childhood bullies at his high school reunion. 

 

In Rocko's Modern AVerlife, in O-town's dystopian future, everyone's cell phone is glued to their 

hands, Heffer makes a living streaming video games online, and the latest app lets you avoid all 

contact with everyone else without even looking up from your gadget!  

 

But even in the midst of this techno-utopia, there's something not quite right with Rocko's fellow 

ci1zens. While Rocko takes two weeks to chill and unplug from technology, the rest of the town 

seems to be going mad. When danger comes knocking at his door, the newly zen wallaby will have to 

choose whether to stay barricaded within his home or venture forth into a wasteland of mindless 

ci1zens. 

 



Don't miss out on the collected adventures of Rocko, Spunky, Heffer, and Filburt as writer Ryan 

Ferrier (Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles), ar1st Ian McGinty 

(Adventure Time, Welcome to Showside), Anthony Burch (Borderlands 2) and ar1st Ma]a Di Meo 

(Regular Show) bring the Rocko's Modern Life family back to life! 

 

Collects Rocko's Modern Life #1-8 and Rocko's Modern AVerlife #1-4. (STL301983) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 320pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

DYNAMITE 

 

APR240133 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR A FRISON 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Jenny Frison 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 

save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319405) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240134 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR B PARILLO 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 

save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. 

 



 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319406) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240135 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR C LINSNER 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 

save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319407) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240136 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR D ANACLETO 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Jay Anacleto 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 

save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319408) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240137 



VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR E COSPLAY 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA)  Cosplay 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 

save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319409) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240138 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR H BLANK AUTHENTIX (C: 0-1 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA)  Blank Cover 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 

save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319412) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240149 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR F PARRILLO FOIL (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 



save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. (STL319410) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240150 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR G PARRILLO FOIL VIRGIN (C 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

A new miniseries from the writers of Vampiverse explodes onto comic shelves in June! Lilith, a 

daughter of Vampirella, now working for the Reality Corp., has been assigned her first mission, 

inves1ga1ng an anomaly in one of the many threads of the Fabric where the Vampirella of that world 

has gone eerily silent. Upon reaching this reality, Lilith discovers a world overrun by the spawn of 

Chaos and a Vampirella beaten and broken by the forces she has sworn to combat. It is up to Lilith to 

save this world from a monstrous evil and to restore Vampirella to the warrior of Order she had once 

been. (STL319411) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR240151 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR I FRISON METAL PREMIUM (C 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Jenny Frison 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi1on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las1ng dye-infused prin1ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi1on enhancement ligh1ng the collec1ng community on fire! (STL319413) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240152 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR J FRISON LTD VIRGIN (C: 0 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Jenny Frison 

Get Jenny Frison's cover for Vampirella: Dark Reflec1ons #1 free of trade dress with this Limited, 

Virgin Edi1on! (STL319414) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240153 

VAMPIRELLA DARK REFLECTIONS #1 CVR K ANACLETO ATLAS ED (C: 0 

(W) Tom Sniegoski, Jeannine Acheson (A) Daniel Maine (CA) Jay Anacleto 



Signed by Tom Sniegoski and Jeannine Acheson! (STL319415) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240154 

LILO & STITCH #626 GN (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Moana McAdams & Various (A) George Kambadais & Various (CA) Sean Galloway 

HAPPY STITCH DAY! Dynamite proudly presents an 85-page spectacular celebra1ng the greatest (and 

bluest) of all holidays, in honor of everyone’s favorite furball, STITCH, aka EXPERIMENT 626 (on 

6/26…get it?)! Featuring solo tales starring S1tch, Lilo, Nani, Jumba, Pleakley, Bubbles, David, Myrtle 

and all of your favorite characters from the classic Lilo & S1tch film! (STL319615) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240155 

LILO & STITCH OHANA GN (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Joshua Middleton 

HOME IS WHERE THE ‘OHANA IS! 

 

Don’t tell the Cluster Sovereign, but the first collec1on of the all-new adventures of Lilo & S1tch is 

arriving here on Earth! 

 

Life seems to have calmed down for Experiment 626 and his new family — at least un1l evil aliens 

come hun1ng for everyone’s favorite blue-furred troublemaker. The kicker? They’re using giant 

robots that are powered by S1tch’s own DNA! Will Lilo’s beloved pet be able to take on these villains 

and lead them away from his adopted planet and loved ones? And even if he succeeds, will he be 

able to find his way back home? 

 

All these ques1ons (and more!) will be answered in Lilo & S1tch: ‘Ohana, debu1ng in June! WriTen 

and illustrated by the acclaimed crea1ve team of GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO, this digest-sized 

(6" x 9") volume collects issues #1-4 of the ongoing series, and features JOSHUA MIDDLETON’s 

beau1ful cover artwork on both hardcover and trade paperback edi1ons. (STL319616) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

SC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR240156 

LILO & STITCH OHANA HC (C: 1-1-2) 



(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Joshua Middleton 

HOME IS WHERE THE ‘OHANA IS! 

 

Don’t tell the Cluster Sovereign, but the first collec1on of the all-new adventures of Lilo & S1tch is 

arriving here on Earth! 

 

Life seems to have calmed down for Experiment 626 and his new family — at least un1l evil aliens 

come hun1ng for everyone’s favorite blue-furred troublemaker. The kicker? They’re using giant 

robots that are powered by S1tch’s own DNA! Will Lilo’s beloved pet be able to take on these villains 

and lead them away from his adopted planet and loved ones? And even if he succeeds, will he be 

able to find his way back home? 

 

All these ques1ons (and more!) will be answered in Lilo & S1tch: ‘Ohana, debu1ng in June! WriTen 

and illustrated by the acclaimed crea1ve team of GREG PAK and GIULIA GIACOMINO, this digest-sized 

(6" x 9") volume collects issues #1-4 of the ongoing series, and features JOSHUA MIDDLETON’s 

beau1ful cover artwork on both hardcover and trade paperback edi1ons. (STL319617) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

HC, 6x9, 104pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240157 

LILO & STITCH #6 CVR A BALDARI (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) NicoleTa Baldari 

Just in 1me for S1tch Day, Lilo & S1tch #6 lands! In this issue, Experiment 626 winds up his 

impromptu circumnaviga1on of the globe just steps ahead of the increasingly agitated Cluster 

Sovereign. Will Lilo's beloved "puppy" shake off his intergalac1c pursuers for good? There's only one 

way to find out pick up Lilo & S1tch #6 in June! 

This special S1tch Day delivery comes courtesy of acclaimed author GREG PAK and intrepid ar1st 

GIULIA GIACOMINO, and arrives wrapped in sublime covers from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH 

FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! (STL319599) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240158 

LILO & STITCH #6 CVR B FORSTNER (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Trish Forstner 

Just in 1me for S1tch Day, Lilo & S1tch #6 lands! In this issue, Experiment 626 winds up his 

impromptu circumnaviga1on of the globe just steps ahead of the increasingly agitated Cluster 



Sovereign. Will Lilo's beloved "puppy" shake off his intergalac1c pursuers for good? There's only one 

way to find out pick up Lilo & S1tch #6 in June! 

This special S1tch Day delivery comes courtesy of acclaimed author GREG PAK and intrepid ar1st 

GIULIA GIACOMINO, and arrives wrapped in sublime covers from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH 

FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! (STL319600) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240159 

LILO & STITCH #6 CVR C GALMON (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Edwin Galmon 

Just in 1me for S1tch Day, Lilo & S1tch #6 lands! In this issue, Experiment 626 winds up his 

impromptu circumnaviga1on of the globe just steps ahead of the increasingly agitated Cluster 

Sovereign. Will Lilo's beloved "puppy" shake off his intergalac1c pursuers for good? There's only one 

way to find out pick up Lilo & S1tch #6 in June! 

This special S1tch Day delivery comes courtesy of acclaimed author GREG PAK and intrepid ar1st 

GIULIA GIACOMINO, and arrives wrapped in sublime covers from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH 

FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! (STL319601) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240160 

LILO & STITCH #6 CVR D ROUSSEAU COLOR BLEED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Giulia Giacomino (CA) Craig Rousseau 

Just in 1me for S1tch Day, Lilo & S1tch #6 lands! In this issue, Experiment 626 winds up his 

impromptu circumnaviga1on of the globe just steps ahead of the increasingly agitated Cluster 

Sovereign. Will Lilo's beloved "puppy" shake off his intergalac1c pursuers for good? There's only one 

way to find out pick up Lilo & S1tch #6 in June! 

This special S1tch Day delivery comes courtesy of acclaimed author GREG PAK and intrepid ar1st 

GIULIA GIACOMINO, and arrives wrapped in sublime covers from NICOLETTA BALDARI, TRISH 

FORSTNER, EDWIN GALMON, and CRAIG ROUSSEAU! (STL319602) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in 

North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240165 

HERCULES #3 CVR A KAMBADAIS 

(W) EllioT Kalan (A/CA) George Kambadais 



AVer the unexplained disappearance of both Aphrodite and Hephaestus, the remaining gods of 

Olympus convene an emergency council to tackle the problem. Rejec1ng Hercules's outlandish idea 

that Hades might have returned, they dismis- sively send the demigod on another divine errand this 

1me to the city of Thessaly, which is under aTack from an army of centaurs. 

As Hercules and Galatea take on the hooved besiegers, Meg and Phil search for the source of their 

hos1lity- only to find that their main suspect has become the latest vic1m of the ongoing rash of 

supernatural vanishings! 

The mythological mystery deepens in Hercules #3, inscribed for the ages by Emmy Award-winning 

writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and Gargoyles ar1st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, and enclosed in 

covers from KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

(STL319445) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK 

& Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240166 

HERCULES #3 CVR B LOLLI 

(W) EllioT Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) MaTeo Lolli 

AVer the unexplained disappearance of both Aphrodite and Hephaestus, the remaining gods of 

Olympus convene an emergency council to tackle the problem. Rejec1ng Hercules's outlandish idea 

that Hades might have returned, they dismis- sively send the demigod on another divine errand this 

1me to the city of Thessaly, which is under aTack from an army of centaurs. 

As Hercules and Galatea take on the hooved besiegers, Meg and Phil search for the source of their 

hos1lity- only to find that their main suspect has become the latest vic1m of the ongoing rash of 

supernatural vanishings! 

The mythological mystery deepens in Hercules #3, inscribed for the ages by Emmy Award-winning 

writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and Gargoyles ar1st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, and enclosed in 

covers from KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

(STL319446) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK 

& Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240167 

HERCULES #3 CVR C TOMASELLI 

(W) EllioT Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

AVer the unexplained disappearance of both Aphrodite and Hephaestus, the remaining gods of 

Olympus convene an emergency council to tackle the problem. Rejec1ng Hercules's outlandish idea 

that Hades might have returned, they dismis- sively send the demigod on another divine errand this 

1me to the city of Thessaly, which is under aTack from an army of centaurs. 



As Hercules and Galatea take on the hooved besiegers, Meg and Phil search for the source of their 

hos1lity- only to find that their main suspect has become the latest vic1m of the ongoing rash of 

supernatural vanishings! 

The mythological mystery deepens in Hercules #3, inscribed for the ages by Emmy Award-winning 

writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and Gargoyles ar1st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, and enclosed in 

covers from KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

(STL319447) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK 

& Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240168 

HERCULES #3 CVR D RANALDI NEGATIVE SPACE 

(W) EllioT Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Alessandro Ranaldi 

AVer the unexplained disappearance of both Aphrodite and Hephaestus, the remaining gods of 

Olympus convene an emergency council to tackle the problem. Rejec1ng Hercules's outlandish idea 

that Hades might have returned, they dismis- sively send the demigod on another divine errand this 

1me to the city of Thessaly, which is under aTack from an army of centaurs. 

As Hercules and Galatea take on the hooved besiegers, Meg and Phil search for the source of their 

hos1lity- only to find that their main suspect has become the latest vic1m of the ongoing rash of 

supernatural vanishings! 

The mythological mystery deepens in Hercules #3, inscribed for the ages by Emmy Award-winning 

writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and Gargoyles ar1st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, and enclosed in 

covers from KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

(STL319448) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK 

& Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240177 

HERCULES #3 CVR E KAMBADAIS FOIL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioT Kalan (A/CA) George Kambadais 

AVer the unexplained disappearance of both Aphrodite and Hephaestus, the remaining gods of 

Olympus convene an emergency council to tackle the problem. Rejec1ng Hercules's outlandish idea 

that Hades might have returned, they dismis- sively send the demigod on another divine errand this 

1me to the city of Thessaly, which is under aTack from an army of centaurs. 

As Hercules and Galatea take on the hooved besiegers, Meg and Phil search for the source of their 

hos1lity- only to find that their main suspect has become the latest vic1m of the ongoing rash of 

supernatural vanishings! 



The mythological mystery deepens in Hercules #3, inscribed for the ages by Emmy Award-winning 

writer ELLIOTT KALAN (The Daily Show) and Gargoyles ar1st GEORGE KAMBADAIS, and enclosed in 

covers from KAMBADAIS, MATTEO LOLLI, FRANCESCO TOMASELLI, and ALESSANDRO RANALDI! 

(STL319449) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240178 

HERCULES #3 CVR F LOLLI LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioT Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) MaTeo Lolli 

Get MaTeo Lolli's cover for Hercules #3 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi1on! 

(STL319450) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240179 

HERCULES #3 CVR G TOMASELLI METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) EllioT Kalan (A) George Kambadais (CA) Francesco Tomaselli 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi1on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las1ng dye-infused prin1ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi1on enhancement ligh1ng the collec1ng community on fire! (STL319451) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK & Ireland. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240180 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR A MATTINA 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco Ma]na 

“...They call it the Ghost Planet now.” 

Jan, Jace, Blip and Space Ghost travel to the Ghost Planet, the mysterious headquarters of the even 

more mysterious Space Ghost. Leaving on an urgent mission, Space Ghost give explicit orders to: 

STAY. PUT. What could go wrong? Also featuring an unexpected flight of the Phantom Cruiser! 

Over the next year, everything you know about Space Ghost, his companions and his enemies will be 

revealed as only Dynamite can! 



WriTen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar1sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

Ma]na, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319426) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240181 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR B LEE & CHUNG 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

“...They call it the Ghost Planet now.” 

Jan, Jace, Blip and Space Ghost travel to the Ghost Planet, the mysterious headquarters of the even 

more mysterious Space Ghost. Leaving on an urgent mission, Space Ghost give explicit orders to: 

STAY. PUT. What could go wrong? Also featuring an unexpected flight of the Phantom Cruiser! 

Over the next year, everything you know about Space Ghost, his companions and his enemies will be 

revealed as only Dynamite can! 

WriTen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar1sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

Ma]na, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319427) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240182 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR C BARENDS 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Bjorn Barends 

“...They call it the Ghost Planet now.” 

Jan, Jace, Blip and Space Ghost travel to the Ghost Planet, the mysterious headquarters of the even 

more mysterious Space Ghost. Leaving on an urgent mission, Space Ghost give explicit orders to: 

STAY. PUT. What could go wrong? Also featuring an unexpected flight of the Phantom Cruiser! 

Over the next year, everything you know about Space Ghost, his companions and his enemies will be 

revealed as only Dynamite can! 

WriTen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar1sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

Ma]na, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 



ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319428) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240183 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR D CHO 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Frank Cho 

“...They call it the Ghost Planet now.” 

Jan, Jace, Blip and Space Ghost travel to the Ghost Planet, the mysterious headquarters of the even 

more mysterious Space Ghost. Leaving on an urgent mission, Space Ghost give explicit orders to: 

STAY. PUT. What could go wrong? Also featuring an unexpected flight of the Phantom Cruiser! 

Over the next year, everything you know about Space Ghost, his companions and his enemies will be 

revealed as only Dynamite can! 

WriTen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar1sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

Ma]na, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319429) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto 

Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240195 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR E MATTINA FOIL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco Ma]na 

“...They call it the Ghost Planet now.” 

Jan, Jace, Blip and Space Ghost travel to the Ghost Planet, the mysterious headquarters of the even 

more mysterious Space Ghost. Leaving on an urgent mission, Space Ghost give explicit orders to: 

STAY. PUT. What could go wrong? Also featuring an unexpected flight of the Phantom Cruiser! 

Over the next year, everything you know about Space Ghost, his companions and his enemies will be 

revealed as only Dynamite can! 

WriTen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar1sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

Ma]na, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319430) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 



APR240196 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR F MATTINA FOIL VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco Ma]na 

“...They call it the Ghost Planet now.” 

Jan, Jace, Blip and Space Ghost travel to the Ghost Planet, the mysterious headquarters of the even 

more mysterious Space Ghost. Leaving on an urgent mission, Space Ghost give explicit orders to: 

STAY. PUT. What could go wrong? Also featuring an unexpected flight of the Phantom Cruiser! 

Over the next year, everything you know about Space Ghost, his companions and his enemies will be 

revealed as only Dynamite can! 

WriTen by David (Punisher) Pepose and drawn by Dynamite superstar Jonathan Lau, issue #1 

features an array of the most incredible ar1sts in the known Galaxy: Bjorn Barends, Francesco 

Ma]na, Jae Lee and Michael Cho! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319431) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. 

Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR240197 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR G MATTINA METAL PREMIUM (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Francesco Ma]na 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi1on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las1ng dye-infused prin1ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi1on enhancement ligh1ng the collec1ng community on fire! (STL319432) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240198 

SPACE GHOST #2 CVR H CHO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Pepose (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Frank Cho 

Get Michael Cho's cover for Space Ghost #2 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi1on! 

(STL319433) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240199 



THUNDERCATS #5 CVR A NAKAYAMA (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) David Nakayama 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 

(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319503) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240200 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR B PARRILLO (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 

(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319504) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240201 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR C SHALVEY (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) Declan Shalvey 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 



(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319505) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240202 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR D LEE & CHUNG (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) Jae Lee, June Chung 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 

(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319506) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240203 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR E TAO (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) Ivan Tao 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 

(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319507) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240204 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR F ACTION FIGURE (C: 1-0-0) 



(W/A) Stephen Mooney 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 

(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319508) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240217 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR G PARRILLO FOIL (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 

(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 

CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319509) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240218 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR H PARRILLO FOIL VIRGIN (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Although Lion-0 has the body of an adult, his accelerated growth means that his physical strength 

has outpaced his emo1ons, and he s1ll has a lot of growing up to do before he can achieve the kind 

of maturity that every leader needs. Luckily, a seasoned warrior is ready to help him master his 

temper with some painful combat lessons! 

In the aVermath of the Third-Earth-shaking events in the first story arc, Cheetara takes center stage 

for "Training Day," a special standalone issue wriTen and drawn by guest author STEPHEN MOONEY 

(The Rocketeer: The Great Race, Half Past Danger), who also contributes a cover for the issue 

together with series stalwarts DAVID NAKAYAMA, LUCIO PARRILLO, DECLAN SHALVEY, JAE LEE & JUNE 



CHUNG, and IVAN TAO! (STL319510) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories 

(Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR240219 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR I NAKAYAMA METAL PREMIUM (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) David Nakayama 

Dynamite’s aluminum metal covers create a unique addi1on to any book. Visually stunning, brilliant 

metal covers provide another dimension to the artwork with vibrant colors and incredible details. 

These covers use a long-las1ng dye-infused prin1ng process on .020 thick aluminum. It is the next 

limited edi1on enhancement ligh1ng the collec1ng community on fire! (STL319511) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and 

Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240220 

THUNDERCATS #5 CVR J NAKAYAMA LTD VIRGIN (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A) Stephen Mooney (CA) David Nakayama 

Get David Nakayama's cover for ThunderCats #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin Edi1on! 

(STL319512) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and 

Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240221 

THUNDERCATS #1 LEE LINE ART VIRGIN DE EXC VAR (C: 1-1- 

(CA) Jae Lee 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this striking line art edi1on of Jae Lee's masterful 

cover for ThunderCats #1 is now being offered to retailers at net cost-see this month's Previews 

order form for details. 

A limited number of copies signed by Jae Lee, as well as copies signed and remarqued with an 

original sketch by Jae Lee, are also available! (STL319618) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North 

America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240222 



THUNDERCATS #1 LEE SGN LINE ART VIRGIN DE EXC VAR (C:  

(CA) Jae Lee 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this striking line art edi1on of Jae Lee's masterful 

cover for ThunderCats #1 is now being offered to retailers at net cost-see this month's Previews 

order form for details. 

A limited number of copies signed by Jae Lee, as well as copies signed and remarqued with an 

original sketch by Jae Lee, are also available! (STL319620) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North 

America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: PI  

 

APR240223 

THUNDERCATS #1 LEE SGN & REMARKED LINE ART VIRGIN DE EXC VAR 

(CA) Jae Lee 

Previously available only on the Dynamite website, this striking line art edi1on of Jae Lee's masterful 

cover for ThunderCats #1 is now being offered to retailers at net cost-see this month's Previews 

order form for details. 

A limited number of copies signed by Jae Lee, as well as copies signed and remarqued with an 

original sketch by Jae Lee, are also available! (STL319621) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Only available in North 

America, U.S. Territories (Puerto Rico and Guam), the UK, Ireland, and Europe. 

32pgs, FC           SRP: PI  

 

APR240224 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #3 CVR A MIDDLETON 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joshua Middleton 

In the thrilling con1nua1on of Steve Nile’s Red Sonja: Empire of the Damned, join the fiery redhead 

and her new companion Luna, as they brave the desert sands in search of the lost kingdom. Through 

the rough winds of a sandstorm, meet alongside Sonja a mysterious pair of twins, and an old man, 

who might just be the key to finding the valley that Sonja seeks. What dangers will our favorite 

heroine meet in such a harsh climate? What peril and despair are likely to fall upon her now? Find 

out all this and more in the next exci1ng installment of the series, coming this June! 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319461) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240225 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #3 CVR B LINSNER 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 



In the thrilling con1nua1on of Steve Nile’s Red Sonja: Empire of the Damned, join the fiery redhead 

and her new companion Luna, as they brave the desert sands in search of the lost kingdom. Through 

the rough winds of a sandstorm, meet alongside Sonja a mysterious pair of twins, and an old man, 

who might just be the key to finding the valley that Sonja seeks. What dangers will our favorite 

heroine meet in such a harsh climate? What peril and despair are likely to fall upon her now? Find 

out all this and more in the next exci1ng installment of the series, coming this June! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319462) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240226 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #3 CVR C CELINA 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA)  Celina 

In the thrilling con1nua1on of Steve Nile’s Red Sonja: Empire of the Damned, join the fiery redhead 

and her new companion Luna, as they brave the desert sands in search of the lost kingdom. Through 

the rough winds of a sandstorm, meet alongside Sonja a mysterious pair of twins, and an old man, 

who might just be the key to finding the valley that Sonja seeks. What dangers will our favorite 

heroine meet in such a harsh climate? What peril and despair are likely to fall upon her now? Find 

out all this and more in the next exci1ng installment of the series, coming this June! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319463) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240227 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #3 CVR D COSPLAY 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA)  Cosplay 

In the thrilling con1nua1on of Steve Nile’s Red Sonja: Empire of the Damned, join the fiery redhead 

and her new companion Luna, as they brave the desert sands in search of the lost kingdom. Through 

the rough winds of a sandstorm, meet alongside Sonja a mysterious pair of twins, and an old man, 

who might just be the key to finding the valley that Sonja seeks. What dangers will our favorite 

heroine meet in such a harsh climate? What peril and despair are likely to fall upon her now? Find 

out all this and more in the next exci1ng installment of the series, coming this June! 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319464) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 



APR240238 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #3 CVR E MIDDLETON FOIL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joshua Middleton 

In the thrilling con1nua1on of Steve Nile’s Red Sonja: Empire of the Damned, join the fiery redhead 

and her new companion Luna, as they brave the desert sands in search of the lost kingdom. Through 

the rough winds of a sandstorm, meet alongside Sonja a mysterious pair of twins, and an old man, 

who might just be the key to finding the valley that Sonja seeks. What dangers will our favorite 

heroine meet in such a harsh climate? What peril and despair are likely to fall upon her now? Find 

out all this and more in the next exci1ng installment of the series, coming this June! (STL319479) (C: 

0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240239 

RED SONJA EMPIRE DAMNED #3 CVR F MIDDLETON LTD VIRGIN (C: 0- 

(W) Steve Niles (A) Alessandro Amoruso (CA) Joshua Middleton 

Get Joshua Middleton's cover for Red Sonja: Empire of the Damned #3 free of trade dress with this 

Limited, Virgin Edi1on! (STL319465) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240240 

VAMPIRELLA #670 CVR A PARRILLO 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Having finally achieved (goTen? Won?) everything she’s sought in life—love, community, purpose—

Vampirella learns her reality, and everything in it, is a lie. Faced with a choice between losing 

everything and everyone she loves in order to make things right or embracing the lie, Vampirella 

chooses the lie... with dire consequences. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319586) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240241 

VAMPIRELLA #670 CVR B CHATZOUDIS 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Elias Chatzoudis 



Having finally achieved (goTen? Won?) everything she’s sought in life—love, community, purpose—

Vampirella learns her reality, and everything in it, is a lie. Faced with a choice between losing 

everything and everyone she loves in order to make things right or embracing the lie, Vampirella 

chooses the lie... with dire consequences. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319587) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240242 

VAMPIRELLA #670 CVR C COHEN 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Carla Cohen 

Having finally achieved (goTen? Won?) everything she’s sought in life—love, community, purpose—

Vampirella learns her reality, and everything in it, is a lie. Faced with a choice between losing 

everything and everyone she loves in order to make things right or embracing the lie, Vampirella 

chooses the lie... with dire consequences. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319588) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240243 

VAMPIRELLA #670 CVR D COSPLAY 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA)  Cosplay 

Having finally achieved (goTen? Won?) everything she’s sought in life—love, community, purpose—

Vampirella learns her reality, and everything in it, is a lie. Faced with a choice between losing 

everything and everyone she loves in order to make things right or embracing the lie, Vampirella 

chooses the lie... with dire consequences. 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319589) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240251 



VAMPIRELLA #670 CVR E PARRILLO LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Christopher Priest (A) Ergun Gunduz (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

Having finally achieved (goTen? Won?) everything she’s sought in life—love, community, purpose—

Vampirella learns her reality, and everything in it, is a lie. Faced with a choice between losing 

everything and everyone she loves in order to make things right or embracing the lie, Vampirella 

chooses the lie... with dire consequences. (STL319590) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240252 

O/A VAMPIRELLA TAROT CARDS SET 

Dynamite Entertainment celebrates the vibrant history of the one and only Vampirella with a 

func1oning Tarot Card Deck that captures the 1meless images of the 1969 Vampirella Magazine art 

in a unique and enjoyable collec1ble.  Created in 1969 by horror icon Forrest J. Ackerman, Vampirella 

has thrived for nearly 50 years delivering classic tales of terror in comics, graphic novels, and 

magazines.  These cover images helped to define the horror comic genre with master illustrators like 

Frank FrazeTa, Sanjulian, Bill Hughes, Jose Gonzalez, Enrich, Esteban Maroto, and Paul Gulacy along 

with a host of other legendary contribu1ng ar1sts.   

 

This first game offering from Dynamite Entertainment is a fun and exci1ng way to immerse yourself 

in the world of Vampirella.  This set of 78 Vampirella Tarot cards illustrates the major and minor 

arcana and comes in a deluxe illustrated box with instruc1ons for divining the future.  The cards are 

built in a beau1ful art deco style that embraces the vintage look and feel of the classic Vampirella 

Magazine covers. (STL061091) 

3x5           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240253 

AOD FOREVER #9 CVR A BARENDS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Bjorn Barends 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

 

Ash: Three Necronomicons!? 

Ash: Three g*ddamn Necronomicons!? 

Issue #9: Sheila faces a terrifying revela1on in the past, while Ash takes a trip through yet another 

portal, only to discover a world worse than he leV and s1ll no closer to home. 

 



Picking up immediately aVer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar1st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319607) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240254 

AOD FOREVER #9 CVR B SUYDAM 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Arthur Suydam 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

 

Ash: Three Necronomicons!? 

Ash: Three g*ddamn Necronomicons!? 

Issue #9: Sheila faces a terrifying revela1on in the past, while Ash takes a trip through yet another 

portal, only to discover a world worse than he leV and s1ll no closer to home. 

 

Picking up immediately aVer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar1st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319608) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240255 

AOD FOREVER #9 CVR C FLEECS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Tony Fleecs 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

 

Ash: Three Necronomicons!? 

Ash: Three g*ddamn Necronomicons!? 



Issue #9: Sheila faces a terrifying revela1on in the past, while Ash takes a trip through yet another 

portal, only to discover a world worse than he leV and s1ll no closer to home. 

 

Picking up immediately aVer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar1st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319609) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240256 

AOD FOREVER #9 CVR D BURNHAM 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Pop Mhan (CA) Chris Burnham 

The Legendary ASH WILLIAMS is back destroying Deadites past, present and future!  

 

Ash: Three Necronomicons!? 

Ash: Three g*ddamn Necronomicons!? 

Issue #9: Sheila faces a terrifying revela1on in the past, while Ash takes a trip through yet another 

portal, only to discover a world worse than he leV and s1ll no closer to home. 

 

Picking up immediately aVer the ARMY OF DARKNESS DIRECTOR’S CUT, this new series features four 

incredible covers by horror icons, including series writer/Mastermind Tony Fleecs, ar1st Chris 

Burnham, the zombie king Arthur Suydam and Bjorn Barends! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319610) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240261 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #5 CVR A ACOSTA 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Dave Acosta 



Cthulhu awakens, and he can’t find the snooze buTon! It’s Elvira versus LovecraV, in a showdown 

between the Mistress of the Dark and the Master of Cosmic Horror. Will Earth succumb to the Great 

Old Ones? Will a dead racist author rule over all of reality? What are the overdue fees like when 

you’ve had the Necronomicon out on loan for 4,000 years? These, and other ques1ons will be finally 

answered by David Avallone (Elvira in Monsterland, Be]e Page: Unbound) and ar1st Kewber Bal 

(Vampirella, Red Rising) in our final, senses-shaTering all-ac1on ish. 

Featuring returning cover ar1sts Dave Acosta, interior ar1st Kewber Baal, along with the return of 

David Hack and a stunning Elvira photo cover! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319577) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240262 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #5 CVR B BAAL 

(W) David Avallone (A/CA) Kewber Baal 

Cthulhu awakens, and he can’t find the snooze buTon! It’s Elvira versus LovecraV, in a showdown 

between the Mistress of the Dark and the Master of Cosmic Horror. Will Earth succumb to the Great 

Old Ones? Will a dead racist author rule over all of reality? What are the overdue fees like when 

you’ve had the Necronomicon out on loan for 4,000 years? These, and other ques1ons will be finally 

answered by David Avallone (Elvira in Monsterland, Be]e Page: Unbound) and ar1st Kewber Bal 

(Vampirella, Red Rising) in our final, senses-shaTering all-ac1on ish. 

Featuring returning cover ar1sts Dave Acosta, interior ar1st Kewber Baal, along with the return of 

David Hack and a stunning Elvira photo cover! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319578) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240263 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #5 CVR C HACK 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Robert Hack 

Cthulhu awakens, and he can’t find the snooze buTon! It’s Elvira versus LovecraV, in a showdown 

between the Mistress of the Dark and the Master of Cosmic Horror. Will Earth succumb to the Great 

Old Ones? Will a dead racist author rule over all of reality? What are the overdue fees like when 

you’ve had the Necronomicon out on loan for 4,000 years? These, and other ques1ons will be finally 



answered by David Avallone (Elvira in Monsterland, Be]e Page: Unbound) and ar1st Kewber Bal 

(Vampirella, Red Rising) in our final, senses-shaTering all-ac1on ish. 

Featuring returning cover ar1sts Dave Acosta, interior ar1st Kewber Baal, along with the return of 

David Hack and a stunning Elvira photo cover! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319579) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240264 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #5 CVR D PHOTO 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA)  Photo 

Cthulhu awakens, and he can’t find the snooze buTon! It’s Elvira versus LovecraV, in a showdown 

between the Mistress of the Dark and the Master of Cosmic Horror. Will Earth succumb to the Great 

Old Ones? Will a dead racist author rule over all of reality? What are the overdue fees like when 

you’ve had the Necronomicon out on loan for 4,000 years? These, and other ques1ons will be finally 

answered by David Avallone (Elvira in Monsterland, Be]e Page: Unbound) and ar1st Kewber Bal 

(Vampirella, Red Rising) in our final, senses-shaTering all-ac1on ish. 

Featuring returning cover ar1sts Dave Acosta, interior ar1st Kewber Baal, along with the return of 

David Hack and a stunning Elvira photo cover! 

 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319580) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240268 

ELVIRA MEETS HP LOVECRAFT #5 CVR E ACOSTA LTD VIRGIN (C: 0-1 

(W) David Avallone (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Dave Acosta 

Get Dave Acosta's cover for Elvira Meets H.P. LovecraV #5 free of trade dress with this Limited, Virgin 

Edi1on! (STL319581) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR240269 

JAMES BOND 007 (2024) #6 CVR A JOHNSON 



(W) Garth Ennis (A) Rapha Lobosco (CA) Dave Johnson 

Bond does what all smart secret agents do and calls in an airstrike- unfortunately he’s s1ll at ground 

zero when it arrives. As MI6’s number one killer struggles to stop the deployment fo Stalvoda, the 

snake in the ranks of Bri1sh Intelligence finally reveals himself- but is it too late for Bond to do 

anything about it? 

Featuring a cover by Dave Johnson (100 Bullets, Red Son, Deadpool), and interior art by Rapha 

Lobosco (James Bond: Black Box), “YOUR COLD, COLD HEART” kicks off the 10-year celebra1on of 

James Bond comics at Dynamite. 

 

ALL COVERS CARDSTOCK (STL319598) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240270 

SWEETIE CANDY VIGILANTE VOL 2 #3 CVR A TAO (MR) 

(W) Suzanne Cafiero (A) Thiago Vale (CA) Ivan Tao 

THIS IS FINE... AND DANDY AS CANDY! 

Is Pixie ques1oning a life of candy carnage? Are things all GOOD with Swee1e's resident ninjeTe? Is 

she ac1ng BAD in the name of GOOD? What's really on her mind as she gazes into the halo of the 

Strawberry Ice Moon deep in thought? Moonlight on that and more will be shed.... 

Swee1e calls a company SWEET MEET to update Candy Wolf, Pixie, Hansel and Gretel, Peter 

CoTontail, Jack Rabbit, and Honey B. (with Gummee Bear and Tinsel joining on video conference), 

about the GOOD news that business is growing faster than imagined, and plans for the "Fortress of 

Sweetness" are nearing comple1on. That's just Hatchy Milatchy! Soon, the en1re world will know the 

name Swee1e Candy Vigilante! 

Also on the agenda, and topping Swee1e's NAUGHTY LIST, is salty nemesis Bart Volgare. S1ll reeling 

from the "Sugartown Showdown," he confides to his girlfriend that Swee1e's "fairy tale wash-ups" 

(as he calls them) wiped out his en1re A-Team, leaving him and his now disfigured henchman SUV as 

the sole survivors. SUV is literally speechless and scarred with a twisted grin on his face, unable to 

muTer a single word. He's seen some s**t! 

Turns out Bart's main squeeze is a high-profile member of the news media, and he's got a scheme to 

expose Swee1e on live TV for being more than what she may appear to be on her sugary surface. 

Tales of bullet-ea1ng ice-crystal skulls made from magical snow, exploding jellybeans and grenade 

easter eggs leave his sanity, or at least his sobriety, in ques1on. 

The NYPD learns two mysterious uninhabited islands, long since considered abandoned and 

dangerous, and within eyeshot of NYC's notorious jail on Rikers Island, have recently been purchased 

from the city by a "private buyer." Well, well- isn't that NICE!? 

THIS ISSUE IS DANDY AS CANDY... DON'T MISS IT! (STL319486) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240271 

SWEETIE CANDY VIGILANTE VOL 2 #3 CVR B KEITH (MR) 

(W) Suzanne Cafiero (A) Thiago Vale (CA) Chad J. Keith 

THIS IS FINE... AND DANDY AS CANDY! 

Is Pixie ques1oning a life of candy carnage? Are things all GOOD with Swee1e's resident ninjeTe? Is 

she ac1ng BAD in the name of GOOD? What's really on her mind as she gazes into the halo of the 

Strawberry Ice Moon deep in thought? Moonlight on that and more will be shed.... 

Swee1e calls a company SWEET MEET to update Candy Wolf, Pixie, Hansel and Gretel, Peter 

CoTontail, Jack Rabbit, and Honey B. (with Gummee Bear and Tinsel joining on video conference), 

about the GOOD news that business is growing faster than imagined, and plans for the "Fortress of 

Sweetness" are nearing comple1on. That's just Hatchy Milatchy! Soon, the en1re world will know the 

name Swee1e Candy Vigilante! 

Also on the agenda, and topping Swee1e's NAUGHTY LIST, is salty nemesis Bart Volgare. S1ll reeling 

from the "Sugartown Showdown," he confides to his girlfriend that Swee1e's "fairy tale wash-ups" 

(as he calls them) wiped out his en1re A-Team, leaving him and his now disfigured henchman SUV as 

the sole survivors. SUV is literally speechless and scarred with a twisted grin on his face, unable to 

muTer a single word. He's seen some s**t! 

Turns out Bart's main squeeze is a high-profile member of the news media, and he's got a scheme to 

expose Swee1e on live TV for being more than what she may appear to be on her sugary surface. 

Tales of bullet-ea1ng ice-crystal skulls made from magical snow, exploding jellybeans and grenade 

easter eggs leave his sanity, or at least his sobriety, in ques1on. 

The NYPD learns two mysterious uninhabited islands, long since considered abandoned and 

dangerous, and within eyeshot of NYC's notorious jail on Rikers Island, have recently been purchased 

from the city by a "private buyer." Well, well- isn't that NICE!? 

THIS ISSUE IS DANDY AS CANDY... DON'T MISS IT! (STL319487) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240272 

SWEETIE CANDY VIGILANTE VOL 2 #3 CVR C HOWARD (MR) 

(W) Suzanne Cafiero (A) Thiago Vale (CA) Josh Howard 

THIS IS FINE... AND DANDY AS CANDY! 

Is Pixie ques1oning a life of candy carnage? Are things all GOOD with Swee1e's resident ninjeTe? Is 

she ac1ng BAD in the name of GOOD? What's really on her mind as she gazes into the halo of the 

Strawberry Ice Moon deep in thought? Moonlight on that and more will be shed.... 



Swee1e calls a company SWEET MEET to update Candy Wolf, Pixie, Hansel and Gretel, Peter 

CoTontail, Jack Rabbit, and Honey B. (with Gummee Bear and Tinsel joining on video conference), 

about the GOOD news that business is growing faster than imagined, and plans for the "Fortress of 

Sweetness" are nearing comple1on. That's just Hatchy Milatchy! Soon, the en1re world will know the 

name Swee1e Candy Vigilante! 

Also on the agenda, and topping Swee1e's NAUGHTY LIST, is salty nemesis Bart Volgare. S1ll reeling 

from the "Sugartown Showdown," he confides to his girlfriend that Swee1e's "fairy tale wash-ups" 

(as he calls them) wiped out his en1re A-Team, leaving him and his now disfigured henchman SUV as 

the sole survivors. SUV is literally speechless and scarred with a twisted grin on his face, unable to 

muTer a single word. He's seen some s**t! 

Turns out Bart's main squeeze is a high-profile member of the news media, and he's got a scheme to 

expose Swee1e on live TV for being more than what she may appear to be on her sugary surface. 

Tales of bullet-ea1ng ice-crystal skulls made from magical snow, exploding jellybeans and grenade 

easter eggs leave his sanity, or at least his sobriety, in ques1on. 

The NYPD learns two mysterious uninhabited islands, long since considered abandoned and 

dangerous, and within eyeshot of NYC's notorious jail on Rikers Island, have recently been purchased 

from the city by a "private buyer." Well, well- isn't that NICE!? 

THIS ISSUE IS DANDY AS CANDY... DON'T MISS IT! (STL319488) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240273 

SWEETIE CANDY VIGILANTE VOL 2 #3 CVR D VALE (MR) 

(W) Suzanne Cafiero (A/CA) Thiago Vale 

THIS IS FINE... AND DANDY AS CANDY! 

Is Pixie ques1oning a life of candy carnage? Are things all GOOD with Swee1e's resident ninjeTe? Is 

she ac1ng BAD in the name of GOOD? What's really on her mind as she gazes into the halo of the 

Strawberry Ice Moon deep in thought? Moonlight on that and more will be shed.... 

Swee1e calls a company SWEET MEET to update Candy Wolf, Pixie, Hansel and Gretel, Peter 

CoTontail, Jack Rabbit, and Honey B. (with Gummee Bear and Tinsel joining on video conference), 

about the GOOD news that business is growing faster than imagined, and plans for the "Fortress of 

Sweetness" are nearing comple1on. That's just Hatchy Milatchy! Soon, the en1re world will know the 

name Swee1e Candy Vigilante! 

Also on the agenda, and topping Swee1e's NAUGHTY LIST, is salty nemesis Bart Volgare. S1ll reeling 

from the "Sugartown Showdown," he confides to his girlfriend that Swee1e's "fairy tale wash-ups" 

(as he calls them) wiped out his en1re A-Team, leaving him and his now disfigured henchman SUV as 

the sole survivors. SUV is literally speechless and scarred with a twisted grin on his face, unable to 

muTer a single word. He's seen some s**t! 



Turns out Bart's main squeeze is a high-profile member of the news media, and he's got a scheme to 

expose Swee1e on live TV for being more than what she may appear to be on her sugary surface. 

Tales of bullet-ea1ng ice-crystal skulls made from magical snow, exploding jellybeans and grenade 

easter eggs leave his sanity, or at least his sobriety, in ques1on. 

The NYPD learns two mysterious uninhabited islands, long since considered abandoned and 

dangerous, and within eyeshot of NYC's notorious jail on Rikers Island, have recently been purchased 

from the city by a "private buyer." Well, well- isn't that NICE!? 

THIS ISSUE IS DANDY AS CANDY... DON'T MISS IT! (STL319489) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240278 

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK TP VOL 01 

(W) Michael Avallone (A) Dave Acosta (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

The Mistress of the Dark has become unstuck in 1me! Elvira crashes Mary Shelley's monster 

weekend, beginning an epic journey through horror history, stalked by the most terrifying nightmare 

to ever walk the Earth. (No spoilers!) Writer David Avallone (Be]e Page, Doc Savage, Twilight Zone) 

and Dave Acosta (Doc Savage) bring you the thrills, chills and double-entendres in the first chapter of 

this four-issue miniseries! 

Played by actress-writer Cassandra Peterson, Elvira, Mistress of the Dark has carved out a niche in 

popular American culture that is sure to endure for decades to come. Elvira's reign as 'Queen of 

Halloween' has now spanned thirty-five years and includes two na1onally syndicated television 

series, two feature films (Elvira, Mistress of the Dark and Elvira's Haunted Hills), an IMAX movie and 

two mo1on control rides. She has appeared in Na1onal ad campaigns for Pepsi and Coors, recorded 

five music CDs, wriTen four books and licensed over Four Hundred products including pinball 

machines, ac1on figures, guitars, three comic book series, a beer, wine, soda pop, perfume, slot 

machines and the best-selling female costume of all 1me. (STL101862) (NOV181235) 

SC, 104pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240279 

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK TP VOL 02 

(W) David Avallone (A) Dave Acosta (CA) John Royle 

Elvira's temporal adventures land her in hot water - so hot -- one more 1me, and it may be the last. 

Her new nemesis sends her to the worst place in the universe, and we're not talking about Encino! 

See it all go to Hell in the fiVh exci1ng chapter of ELVIRA: TIMESCREAM, brought to you in Elvirascope 

(no special glasses required) by ar1st Dave Acosta (TWELVE DEVILS DANCING) and wriTen in 

Elviravision by David Avallone (BETTIE PAGE), the team who brought you DOC SAVAGE: RING OF FIRE 

and TWILIGHT ZONE: THE SHADOW (STL119935) (AUG191299) 



SC, 104pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240280 

ELVIRA MEETS VINCENT PRICE TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) David Avallone (A) Juan Samu (CA) John Royle 

The two 1tans of horror and comedy unite in comics for the very first 1me! Dynamite Entertainment 

Proudly Presents... Elvira Meets Vincent Price! 

 

Elvira is back, with her most historic AND greatest costar ever! The ghost of Vincent Price is a spirit 

with a mission, and only the Mistress of the Dark can help! The Apocalypse is coming, and it's going 

to be live-streamed for binge-watching, but a long-lost movie can save the world... if only the movie 

star specter and the horror hostess with the mostest can find it in 1me! Thrills, chills, and all sorts of 

terrible puns! (STL214949) (MAY220652) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240281 

VAMPIRELLA VS DRACULA TP 

(W) Joe Harris (A) Ivan Rodriguez (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Spinning out of Alan Moore's retelling of the ageless horror classic, Dracula has come to America to 

play out his 1meless narra1ve in this brave, New World. Only he didn't realize ANOTHER vampire 

already beat him to it. Drawn to one another across con1nents and centuries by a mysterious force, 

both Vampirella and Bram Stoker's immortal monster find themselves sucked into a 1me-tossed epic 

of love, hate, death, and damna1on. But can an epic built for one vampire possibly hold them both? 

Collec1ng the six-issue series in one volume, along with a complete cover gallery featuring art by Joe 

Linsner. (STK468830) (JUN121051) 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240282 

DARK SHADOWS VAMPIRELLA TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Marc Andreyko (A) Patrick BerkenkoTer, Jose Malaga (CA) Fabiano Neves 

For the first 1me ever, two of the most iconic vampires in pop culture - Vampirella and Barnabas 

Collins - meet in a blood-curdling thriller! Can these very different vampire heroes set aside their 

distrust to together bring down the notorious Big Apple Butcher, or will their bloodthirsty natures 

destroy them before the killer strikes again? And who - or what - is pulling the strings of the Butcher? 

The answer is an evil older than Barnabas and Vampi combined! Featuring appearances by Quen1n 

Collins and Pantha, Dark Shadows / Vampirella collects all five issues by acclaimed writer Marc 

Andreyko and ar1sts Patrick BerkenkoTer and Jose Malaga. (STK523855) (FEB130948) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240283 

DAWN VAMPIRELLA TP 

(W/A/CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 

Joseph Michael Linsner, the celebrated creator of Dawn, writes and illustrates the first-ever crossover 

event for his beloved goddess, teaming her -- and pi]ng her against -- horror icon Vampirella! When 

the silver-tongued demon Masodik kidnaps these beau1ful, powerful women, he demands that the 

two engage in a caPight to prove which is best suited as his new paramour. The ladies suggest 

combat by a more sophis1cated and feminine means: by engaging in a storytelling contest. Together, 

Dawn and Vampirella take us a on journey to the bloody shores of Drakulon, post-apocalyp1c New 

York, and worlds beyond imagina1on. Ul1mately, they know that they must join forces to overcome 

Masodik... but what common ground can be found between goddess and vampire? (STL137601) 

(SEP191164) 

128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240284 

VAMPIRELLA TP VOL 01 CROWN OF WORMS 

(W) Eric Trautmann (A) Wagner Reis 

Dynamite Entertainment is pleased to reintroduce readers to the scourge of the undead, Vampirella 

— and she's all that stands between us and the end of the world! Vampi's back and hot on the 

corpse-strewn trail of her nemesis, Vlad Dracula! It's a darker world for Vampirella, and something 

more sinister than vampires lurks in the shadows... something even Dracula himself has cause to 

fear! Collects the first seven issues of Dynamite's hit ongoing Vampirella series, and features a 

complete cover gallery by Alex Ross, J ScoT Campbell, Jelena Kevic-Djurdjevic, Joe Madureira, and 

others. (STK438123) (MAY111012) 

SC, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240285 

VAMPIRELLA TP VOL 02 A MURDER OF CROWS 

(W) Eric Trautmann, Brandon Jerwa (A) Fabiano Neves & Various (CA) Paul Renaud 

Vampirella's back and on the hunt! Dynamite Entertainment's acclaimed mistress of the dark 

con1nues her supernatural adventures, running a gauntlet of murder and despair across an 

increasingly imperiled globe. 

A trio of demoness assassins - the Kerasu Shimei (the "Crow Sisters") - have clawed their into our 

world, and are intent on building a bloody monument to murder, sin and mayhem, and it will take all 

of Vampirella's considerable skill to send them screaming back to Hell... 



And in a special guest story, a terrifying exorcism awaits Vampirella and her companion, Sofia 

Murray, in Germany. But this par1cular demon isn't ready for evic1on just yet... 

Vampirella: A Murder of Crows collects issues 8-11 of Dynamite's acclaimed horror/adventure series, 

and features stories by writers Eric Trautmann  and Brandon Jerwa  and the art talents of Fabiano 

Neves, Heubert Khan Michael and Johnny Desjardins. (STK455339) (DEC111016) 

120pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240286 

VAMPIRELLA TP VOL 03 THRONE OF SKULLS 

(W) Eric Trautmann (A) Jose Malaga, Patrick BerkenkoTer (CA) Paul Renaud 

WELCOME TO THE END OF DAYS! A mysterious hijacking - by an undetectable force which leaves only 

death in its wake - lures Vampirella to Russia, and deeper into a deadly conspiracy where nothing is 

what it seems. At the request of Vampirella's allies - the Va1can's paranormal covert strike force, 

Cestus Dei - the blood-drinking scourge of the supernatural travels to Russia, on the hunt for a 

terrifying killer with a giV for murder. But there's more at play than a simple search-and-destroy 

mission. Complica1ng maTers is the return of the King of the Vampires, Dracula - more powerful 

than ever before, and determined to consecrate an unholy pact with ancient, unknowable forces that 

even the lords of Chaos and Order wisely fear. War is on the horizon, and only one who has worn the 

Crown of Worms can sit upon a Throne of Skulls. Old foes are reborn, alliances are broken, and 

nothing in Vampirella's world will ever be the same!  Collec1ng issues #12-20 of the popular ongoing 

Vampirella series, with a complete cover gallery. (STK517719) (NOV121062) 

SC, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR240287 

VAMPIRELLA TP VOL 04 INQUISITION (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brandon Jerwa (A) Heubert Khan Michael (CA) Paul Renaud 

Vampirella must defend her recent ac1ons to a tribunal deep within Va1can City. Accused of falling to 

the corrup1ng influence of Chaos, she struggles to prove her innocence while simultaneously figh1ng 

a psychic baTle with her most powerful enemy.  Meanwhile, the vampire lord Dracula prepares his 

dark army for a march against humanity, empowering a terrifying new lieutenant to lead the charge. 

(STK615045) (JUL131053) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240288 

VAMPIRELLA TP VOL 05 MOTHERS SONS & HOLY GHOST (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brandon Jerwa (A) Heubert Khan Michael, Patrick BerkenkoTer (CA) Paul Renaud 



Secrets (and blood) are spilled when supernatural heroine Vampirella is drawn into an unexpected 

family reunion! What are the secrets of The Conjures and the man called 

Criswell... and how do they relate to Lilith, Vampirella's estranged mother? But bad blood and old 

grievances are put aside when a deadly coven of witches threatens to unravel all 1me and reality, 

and Vampirella finds herself stranded one hundred years in the future. A vision of things to come 

forces our heroine to make a painful decision, forever altering her fate. Will she survive as a new 

kingdom rises in the land? (STK635000) (FEB141217) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240289 

VAMPIRELLA TP VOL 06 FINAL CURTAIN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brandon Jerwa (A) Heubert Khan Michael, Patrick BerkenkoTer (CA) Fabiano Neves 

You know her name. You know the legend. A beau1ful vampire from a strange land who has sworn to 

save us all from the forces of Chaos. She is...VAMPIRELLA! The final act of Dynamite's first ongoing 

VAMPIRELLA series is collected in this volume! What begins in the shadowy jungles of a voodoo 

island empire will reach its astonishing conclusion in Hell itself! Everyone's favorite dark heroine will 

be pushed to the breaking point as her sanctuary is threatened, her love is at risk, and her own 

mother might just be her worst enemy aVer all! It's a story of endings and beginnings! 

Collects issues 32-38 by Berandon Jerwa, Heubert Khan Michael, and Patrick BerkenkoTer along with 

a complete cover gallery. (STK644708) (MAY141364) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

TITAN COMICS 

 

APR240290 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1 (OF 4) CVR A ARTGERM 

(W) Dan WaTers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA)  Artgerm 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE!  

 

The FIFTEENTH DOCTOR and RUBY SUNDAY have followed a mysterious signal to a shopping mall in 

the last days of Earth. It's sure to be a trap, but to find the source, The Doctor must face his greatest 

fears... (STL319154) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240291 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1 (OF 4) CVR B PHOTO 



(W) Dan WaTers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA)  Photo 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE!  

 

The FIFTEENTH DOCTOR and RUBY SUNDAY have followed a mysterious signal to a shopping mall in 

the last days of Earth. It's sure to be a trap, but to find the source, The Doctor must face his greatest 

fears... (STL319155) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240292 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1 (OF 4) CVR C SWABY 

(W) Dan WaTers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA) Joshua Swaby 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE!  

 

The FIFTEENTH DOCTOR and RUBY SUNDAY have followed a mysterious signal to a shopping mall in 

the last days of Earth. It's sure to be a trap, but to find the source, The Doctor must face his greatest 

fears... (STL319156) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240293 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1 (OF 4) CVR D JONES 

(W) Dan WaTers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA) Christopher Jones 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE!  

 

The FIFTEENTH DOCTOR and RUBY SUNDAY have followed a mysterious signal to a shopping mall in 

the last days of Earth. It's sure to be a trap, but to find the source, The Doctor must face his greatest 

fears... (STL319157) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240294 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1 (OF 4) CVR E MOORE 

(W) Dan WaTers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA) Alex Moore 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE!  

 



The FIFTEENTH DOCTOR and RUBY SUNDAY have followed a mysterious signal to a shopping mall in 

the last days of Earth. It's sure to be a trap, but to find the source, The Doctor must face his greatest 

fears... (STL319158) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240295 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1 (OF 4) CVR F ARTGERM FOIL 

(W) Dan WaTers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey (CA)  Artgerm 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE!  

 

The FIFTEENTH DOCTOR and RUBY SUNDAY have followed a mysterious signal to a shopping mall in 

the last days of Earth. It's sure to be a trap, but to find the source, The Doctor must face his greatest 

fears... (STL319664) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR240296 

DOCTOR WHO FIFTEENTH DOCTOR #1 (OF 4) CVR G LOGO 

(W) Dan WaTers (A)  Ramsay, Kelsey 

JOIN THE FIFTEENTH DOCTOR IN A NEW COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE!  

 

The FIFTEENTH DOCTOR and RUBY SUNDAY have followed a mysterious signal to a shopping mall in 

the last days of Earth. It's sure to be a trap, but to find the source, The Doctor must face his greatest 

fears... (STL319163) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240297 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 9TH TP VOL 01 WEAPONS OF PAST DESTRUCTION 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A) Blair Shedd & Various 

Leaving World War II behind, the ninth Doctor, Rose, and Captain Jack discover that Time Lord 

technology, lost in the wake of the Time War, is being sold on the intergalac1c black market! Now the 

threat of a new temporal war brews on the horizon, with the Doctor and his friends caught between 

the twin threats of the Unon and the Lect, two species with intertwined histories who are jostling to 

replace the Time Lords on the universal stage. Can the Doctor stop history repea1ng itself? Collects 

Doctor Who: The Ninth Doctor #1-5. (STL011806) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 



 

APR240298 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 9TH TP VOL 02 DOCTORMANIA 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A) Cris Bolson, Marco Lesko (CA) Shea Standefer 

The Ninth Doctor takes the spotlight for an all-new adventure with fan-favorites Rose Tyler and 

Captain Jack Harkness! The ongoing and unseen tales of this beloved trio! (STL035939) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240299 

DOCTOR WHO 9TH TP VOL 03 OFFICIAL SECRETS 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A) Adriana Melo & Various 

A new companion joins the Ninth Doctor's Tardis, as old friends and new foes collide and recombine 

in adventures that sweep the globe from Bristol to Brazil! (STL058830) (AUG172006) 

SC, 7x10, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240300 

DOCTOR WHO 9TH TP VOL 04 SIN EATERS 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A) Adriana Melo & Various (CA) Will Brooks 

Don't miss the stunning fourth collec1on of the Ninth Doctors all-new comics adventures with Rose 

Tyler and Captain Jack Harkness! 

Collects Doctor Who: The Ninth Doctor #11-15 (STL070794) (DEC171834) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240301 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 10TH HC VOL 01 REVOLUTIONS TERROR 

(W) Nick Abadzis (A) Elena Casagrande (CA) Alice X Zhang 

The Doctor thought he was done with new companions aVer Donna's tragic exit — but that was 

before he met Gabriella "Gabby" Gonzalez during an incursion of psychic parasites in Brooklyn, New 

York! Now she’s traveling the cosmos as the Doctor's latest companion — and life couldn’t be more 

exci1ng! BaTling invisible creatures on the Day of the Dead, uncovering a galac1c conspiracy in the 

universe’s most famous art gallery — the only downside is the constant threat of death! Collects 

Doctor Who: The Tenth Doctor #1-5. (STK654202) 

HC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 



APR240302 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 10TH TP VOL 04 ENDLESS SONG 

(W) Nick Abadzis (A) Eleonora Carlini, Elena Casagrande (CA) Alex Ronald 

A bold new season begins for the tenth Doctor and companion Gabby Gonzalez! Whether facing 

down an evil corrup1on of sen1ent music on a gas giant, catching up on unseen trips with Gabby's 

best friend Cindy Wu, or journeying back to the dawn of humankind to witness the clash between 

Neanderthals and Cro-Magnons, there are no limits to the adventure or the danger! Collects Doctor 

Who: The Tenth Doctor Year Two #1-5. (STL015039) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240303 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 10TH HC VOL 06 SINS OF THE FATHER 

(W) Nick Abadzis (A) Giorgia Sposito, Eleonora Carlini (CA) Will Brooks 

When Cindy, the Doctor, and Gabby baTle an ancient Nocturne in New Orleans at the height of the 

Jazz Age, Cindy faces a deadly challenge that will leave her forever changed! Before they have a 

chance to digest the fallout from that encounter, the Tenth Doctor TARDIS team are pulled back to 

face the wrath of Anubis, who's becoming more like his father, Sutekh, every day...!" Collects Doctor 

Who: The Tenth Doctor Year Two #11-14. (STL022328) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase 

from UK vendor.) 

HC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240304 

DOCTOR WHO 10TH TP VOL 07 WAR OF GODS 

(W) Nick Abadzis (A) Giorgia Sposito & Various 

NEW ADVENTURES WITH THE TENTH DOCTOR! (STL054432) (JUL172153) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240305 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 11TH TP VOL 01 AFTER LIFE 

(W) Al Ewing, Rob Williams (A) Simon Fraser, Boo Cook (CA) Alice X Zhang 

Alice Obiefune was at her lowest ebb when the eleventh Doctor burst into her life - she'd lost her 

mother, her job and her apartment. But it didn't take much of the Doctor's compassion to get her on 

board the TARDIS, rediscovering the beauty in life, one 1me-lost adventure at a 1me!  From tackling 

an alien pet in the streets of London, to exposing a devilish mystery in the 1930s Bayou, every day 

with the Doctor brings a new, impossible, life-threatening experience! Collects Doctor Who: The 

Eleventh Doctor #1-5. (STL063914) 



SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240306 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 11TH TP VOL 02 SERVE YOU 

(W) Al Ewing, Rob Williams (A) Simon Fraser & Various (CA) Boo Cook 

A threat in reverse as 1me inside the TARDIS flows backwards! An ancient alien war for supremacy in 

the sky comes to near-future London! And the machina1ons of SERVEYOUinc revealed, when the 

Doctor hits them where it hurts — their wallets! Three companions — three 1mes the danger, three 

1mes the excitement! Experience every twist and secret reveal in the thrilling second act of The 

Eleventh Doctor's first year in comics! Collects Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor #6-10 (STL000708) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240307 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 11TH TP VOL 03 CONVERSION 

(W) Al Ewing, Rob Williams (A) Simon Fraser & Various (CA) Simon Fraser 

The first year of Eleventh Doctor stories comes to a stunning conclusion as secrets and lies come 

tumbling out of the TARDIS, and enemies old and new conspire against the Doctor and his friends! 

Witness all of SERVEYOUinc's origins and plans revealed, along with the fates of the Doctor, Alice, 

Jones and ARC! Collects Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor #11-15 and the eleventh Doctor short 

from the FCBD 2015 special. (STL008853) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240308 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 11TH TP VOL 04 THEN AND NOW (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Simon Spurrier, Rob Williams (A) Simon Fraser & Various (CA) Alex Ronald 

Accused of terrible war crimes that he can't remember commi]ng, the eleventh Doctor goes on the 

run with his companion Alice Obiefune, along with a mysterious amnesiac who calls herself The 

Squire, and Abslom Daak, Dalek Killer! As they dig deep into the history of the Time War in the hope 

of clearing the Doctor's name, the bounty hunter called The Then and The Now, a hideous perversion 

of space1me, tracks them at every turn! Collects Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor Year Two #1-5. 

(STL015036) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240309 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 12TH COMPLETE ED YEAR ONE HC 



The first year of the TwelVh Doctor’s Titan Comics adventures collected in one bumper-size volume, 

featuring Clara and Kate Stewart. 

From 1960s Vegas to India in the 24th century to the corridors of Coal Hill School, the Doctor and 

Clara encounter all the weird and wonderful things that come with travelling in the TARDIS, including 

cyborg cephalopods, a suburban Dad from another dimension and an ancient enemy of the Time 

Lords... Faithfully recrea1ng the TV dynamic of the TwelVh Doctor and Clara and full of familiar 

elements made new, this volume makes a very accessible star1ng point for anyone looking to dip 

their toe into the comics of the Whoniverse. (STL054422) 

HC, 7x10, 368pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240310 

DOCTOR WHO 12TH HC VOL 02 FRACTURES 

(W) Robbie Morrison (A) Brian Williamson (CA) Blair Shedd 

The TwelVh Doctor and Clara Oswald take a TARDIS trip into all-new adventures!  

First, they baTle an enemy who can slide between the cracks of the universe and take over unwilling 

human hosts – the FRACTURES! Then, it’s a hard-fought baTle against an alien invasion in 60s Las 

Vegas – forcing the pair to team up with local gangsters… in GANGLAND! (STL092726) NOTE: Not 

available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.) 

HC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240311 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 12TH HC VOL 04 SCHOOL OF DEATH (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Robbie Morrison (A) Rachael StoT (CA) Alice X Zhang 

There's something fishy going on at the remote Sco]sh school of Ravenscaur. Something that has 

bedevilled students and teachers alike. Something that has lurked in the caverns beneath the school 

for millennia! Only the Doctor and Clara can unravel a deadly conspiracy that reaches as high as the 

Prime Minister of England! (STL003274) (C: 0-0-1) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK 

vendor.) 

HC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240312 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 12TH TP VOL 06 SONIC BOOM 

(W) Robbie Morrison (A) Mariano Laclaustra, Rachael StoT 

The conclusion of the TwelVh Doctor's second year featured a swashbuckling French an1-heroine, 

shadows from beyond 1me… And the Doctor coming face to face with the comic creators who have 

been heavily 'inspired' by his life! (STL061762) 



SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240313 

DOCTOR WHO 13TH TP VOL 01 NEW BEGINNING 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Rachael StoT, Enrica Eren Angiolini (CA) Babs Tarr 

Bestselling comics writer Jody Houser and fan-favorite ar1st Rachael StoT launch the Doctor into a 

new universe of unforgeTable adventure! Featuring Jodie WhiTaker as the first female incarna1on of 

the Doctor! Burs1ng straight out of her hit new television adventures, this cri1cally acclaimed first 

collec1on of the Thirteenth Doctor's comic book tales is a scorchingly fresh incarna1on, perfect for 

fans old and new! (STL110791) (JAN192113) 

112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240314 

DOCTOR WHO 13TH TP VOL 02 HIDDEN HUMAN HISTORY 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Rachael StoT & Various (CA)  Photo 

The Doctor and her companions Ryan, Yaz, and Graham return in a fast-paced, fun, accessible new 

adventure from Eisner-nominated writer Jody Houser (Stranger Things, Faith, Spider-Man: Renew 

Your Vows)! When the TARDIS arrives in 16th century Europe, the gang are caught up in a war 

between dukes… and demons?! Collects Doctor Who: The Thirteenth Doctor #5-8. (STL120363) 

(APR191967) 

112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240315 

DOCTOR WHO 13TH TP VOL 03 OLD FRIENDS 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Rachael StoT & Various (CA) Veronica Fish 

The Doctor and her companions Ryan, Yaz, and Graham return in a fast-paced, fun, accessible new 

adventure. The Doctor finally unites with her childhood hero - the roguish Time Lord known as The 

Corsair! It's just a shame their mee1ng isn't a happy one… From writer Jody Houser (Stranger Things, 

Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows, Mother Panic) - guest-starring a never-before-seen Time Lord, 

created for the show by Neil Gaiman! Collects Doctor Who: The Thirteenth Doctor #9-12. 

(STL133150) (AUG192248) 

112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240316 

O/A DOCTOR WHO 13TH TP VOL 04 TALE OF TWO TIME LORDS NEW PTG 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata (CA)  Photo 



In a spectacular return to comics, the Thirteenth Doctor teams up with fan-favorite Tenth Doctor for 

a deadly encounter with the menacing Weeping Angels! 

Eisner-nominated writer Jody Houser and ar1st Roberta Ingranata return for Year Two of the cri1cally 

acclaimed Doctor Who comics. This volume 1es into the fan-favorite season 3 episode "Blink", 

wriTen by former showrunner Steven Moffat. 

The Thirteenth Doctor is back with her friends - Yaz, Ryan and Graham - in a brand new 1me-

travelling adventure. This 1me she faces the horrific Weeping Angels - who else can help her out but 

one of her previous incarna1ons: the Tenth Doctor himself! Landing in the swinging 60s, the 

Thirteenth Doctor and fam are stranded in the middle of a territorial baTle between the Angels and 

the creepy autons, all the while having to avoid her former self and causing the universe to implode! 

What could go wrong? 

Burs1ng straight out of the long-running hit television series, this Doctor Who collec1on con1nues 

the 1me-travelling tales of the Doctor and friends! 

Collects Doctor Who: The Thirteenth Doctor #2.1-4. (STL269470) 

112pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240317 

DOCTOR WHO MISSY TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata (CA) Claudia Caranfa 

CELEBRATE THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE MASTER WITH A UNIQUE GRAPHIC NOVEL STARRING 

FAN-FAVORITE MISSY! 

Missy's up to her old tricks, but this 1me she's not alone! How will the Doctor survive this latest 

maniacal plot in this special story celebra1ng the 50th anniversary of the Master? 

Collect's Doctor Who Missy #1-4 (STL193819) (JUN211847) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240318 

DOCTOR WHO ALTERNATING CURRENT TP 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata 

Doctor Who returns with the comic debut of iconic 70s TV Villain! 

AVer narrowly escaping the Weeping Angels and the Autons in 1960s London,  

the Tenth and Thirteenth Doctor must team-up once again to save present-day Earth from being 

overrun by both the Skithra and the classic aqua1c villain, the Sea Devils!  

Who else can they turn to for help but Rose Tyler: leader of the human resistance! Collects Doctor 

Who Comics #1-4 (STL180190) (JAN211577) 



112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240319 

DOCTOR WHO EMPIRE OF WOLF TP 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata (CA) David Buisian 

NEW STORY STARRING THE EIGHTH AND ELEVENTH DOCTORS PLUS THE RETURN OF ROSE TYLER. 

Celebra1ng the 25th anniversary of Doctor Who: The Movie starring the Eight Doctor! Rose Tyler 

must work with The Doctors (MaT Smith and Paul McGann) to end the tyrannical rule of the 

warmongering BAD WOLF EMPRESS! 

Collects issues #1-4 of the incredible Doctor Who: Empire of the Wolf comics! (STL217657) 

(JAN221678) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240320 

DOCTOR WHO ORIGINS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata, Warina Sahadewa (CA) Abigail Harding 

FEATURING THE FUGITIVE DOCTOR IN HER COMICS DEBUT! 

 

Working for the mysterious division on a dangerous assignment, the doctor uncovers something 

insidious afoot. Discover what this doctor was up to before she became the fugi1ve! 

 

Collects Doctor Who: Origins #1-4 and the Free Comic Book Day 2022 edi1on. (STL239279) 

(JUL221981) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 128pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240321 

DOCTOR WHO TIME LORD VICTORIOUS TP VOL 01 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Roberta Ingranata 

An incredible new graphic novel starring the Tenth Doctor, played by fan-favorite David Tennant, and 

features his mortal enemies, the Daleks, for the first 1me ever in TITAN COMICS! This story 1es in 

with the BBC's mul1-plaPorm event: Time Lord Victorious! 

AVer awaking in an alternate reality where the Time War never took place, the Tenth Doctor is 

recruited by his deadly nemeses, the Daleks, to defeat a terror that even they fear. Can the Doctor 



make peace with his enemies in order to stop this unknown monster from the Dark Times as it seeks 

to ex1nguish all life in the universe?! 

This brand new 1me-travelling tale is part of the BBC's mul1-plaPorm event that connects across all 

Doctor Who publishing media, including books, audio dramas, an escape room and much more! 

Collects Doctor Who: Time Lord Victorious #1 & #2. (STL179777) (OCT208915) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240322 

HIGH ON LIFE #1 (OF 4) CVR A BALDMEMAR (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA) Baldemar Rivas 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

THE BOUNTY HUNTER HAS BECOME THE HUNTED!  

 

Though they restored peace to the cosmos by killing Garmantuous, there's no rest for the Bounty 

Hunter when a brutal new threat to Humans shoots its way onto the scene. Armed with plucky & 

determined Harper - and the rest of the Gatlian gang - the series will take them on an explosive, 

twis1ng adventure across the cosmos.  

 

A story of GUTS, GORE, REDEMPTION, and lost love, this brand-new miniseries will be a rollercoaster 

romp in the world of the eponymous video game. (STL319177) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240323 

HIGH ON LIFE #1 (OF 4) CVR B WALLIS (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA) Kit Wallis 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

THE BOUNTY HUNTER HAS BECOME THE HUNTED!  

 

Though they restored peace to the cosmos by killing Garmantuous, there's no rest for the Bounty 

Hunter when a brutal new threat to Humans shoots its way onto the scene. Armed with plucky & 



determined Harper - and the rest of the Gatlian gang - the series will take them on an explosive, 

twis1ng adventure across the cosmos.  

 

A story of GUTS, GORE, REDEMPTION, and lost love, this brand-new miniseries will be a rollercoaster 

romp in the world of the eponymous video game. (STL319178) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240324 

HIGH ON LIFE #1 (OF 4) CVR C GAME ART (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

THE BOUNTY HUNTER HAS BECOME THE HUNTED!  

 

Though they restored peace to the cosmos by killing Garmantuous, there's no rest for the Bounty 

Hunter when a brutal new threat to Humans shoots its way onto the scene. Armed with plucky & 

determined Harper - and the rest of the Gatlian gang - the series will take them on an explosive, 

twis1ng adventure across the cosmos.  

 

A story of GUTS, GORE, REDEMPTION, and lost love, this brand-new miniseries will be a rollercoaster 

romp in the world of the eponymous video game. (STL319179) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240325 

HIGH ON LIFE #1 (OF 4) CVR D UNDERWOOD (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA) Bayleigh Underwood 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

THE BOUNTY HUNTER HAS BECOME THE HUNTED!  

 



Though they restored peace to the cosmos by killing Garmantuous, there's no rest for the Bounty 

Hunter when a brutal new threat to Humans shoots its way onto the scene. Armed with plucky & 

determined Harper - and the rest of the Gatlian gang - the series will take them on an explosive, 

twis1ng adventure across the cosmos.  

 

A story of GUTS, GORE, REDEMPTION, and lost love, this brand-new miniseries will be a rollercoaster 

romp in the world of the eponymous video game. (STL319180) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240326 

HIGH ON LIFE #1 (OF 4) CVR E BLANK (MR) 

(W) Alec Robbins (A) Kit Wallis, JP Jordan (CA)  Blank Cover 

THE DEBUT COMIC BASED ON THE HIT GAME FROM SQUANCH GAMES! 

 

THE BOUNTY HUNTER HAS BECOME THE HUNTED!  

 

Though they restored peace to the cosmos by killing Garmantuous, there's no rest for the Bounty 

Hunter when a brutal new threat to Humans shoots its way onto the scene. Armed with plucky & 

determined Harper - and the rest of the Gatlian gang - the series will take them on an explosive, 

twis1ng adventure across the cosmos.  

 

A story of GUTS, GORE, REDEMPTION, and lost love, this brand-new miniseries will be a rollercoaster 

romp in the world of the eponymous video game. (STL319181) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240327 

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN #3 (OF 6) CVR A HORLEY (MR) 

(W)  Tieri, Frank & Various (A) Patch Zircher & Various (CA) Alex Horley 

THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN con1nues its triumphant return from Heroic Signatures and Titan 

Comics! 

 



Featuring a chilling CONAN tale from writer Frank Tieri and ar1st Cary Nord, the exci1ng conclusion 

of writer/ar1st Patch Zircher's SOLOMON KANE epic, a silent Conan story from writer/ar1st Alan 

Quah, a tantalizing sneak peak of John C Hocking's novel CONAN: CITY OF THE DEAD, jaw-dropping 

covers from Alex Horley and Cary Nord, incredible art pin-ups, and more! (STL319191) 

MATURE THEMES 

64pgs, B&W (3 of 6)           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240328 

SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN #3 (OF 6) CVR B NORD (MR) 

(W) Frank Tieri & Various (A) Alan Quah & Various (CA) Cary Nord 

THE SAVAGE SWORD OF CONAN con1nues its triumphant return from Heroic Signatures and Titan 

Comics! 

 

Featuring a chilling CONAN tale from writer Frank Tieri and ar1st Cary Nord, the exci1ng conclusion 

of writer/ar1st Patch Zircher's SOLOMON KANE epic, a silent Conan story from writer/ar1st Alan 

Quah, a tantalizing sneak peak of John C Hocking's novel CONAN: CITY OF THE DEAD, jaw-dropping 

covers from Alex Horley and Cary Nord, incredible art pin-ups, and more! (STL319192) 

MATURE THEMES 

64pgs, B&W (3 of 6)           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240329 

CONAN BARBARIAN #12 CVR A LOVE (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre (CA) Jeffrey Alan Love 

BEYOND FLESH. BEYOND DEATH. BEYOND TIME.  

Conan has travelled far and seen much in his legendary journeys, but nothing he has experienced 

thus far can prepare him for a quest to lands beyond to answer dark riddles of the past.  

Unexpected allies await, fierce enemies loom, and the strange power of the Black Stone s1rs in THE 

AGE UNCONQUERED! (STL319142) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240330 

CONAN BARBARIAN #12 CVR B SAYGER (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre (CA) Stuart Sayger 



BEYOND FLESH. BEYOND DEATH. BEYOND TIME.  

Conan has travelled far and seen much in his legendary journeys, but nothing he has experienced 

thus far can prepare him for a quest to lands beyond to answer dark riddles of the past.  

Unexpected allies await, fierce enemies loom, and the strange power of the Black Stone s1rs in THE 

AGE UNCONQUERED! (STL319143) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240331 

CONAN BARBARIAN #12 CVR C BROADMORE (MR) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre (CA) Greg Broadmore 

BEYOND FLESH. BEYOND DEATH. BEYOND TIME.  

Conan has travelled far and seen much in his legendary journeys, but nothing he has experienced 

thus far can prepare him for a quest to lands beyond to answer dark riddles of the past.  

Unexpected allies await, fierce enemies loom, and the strange power of the Black Stone s1rs in THE 

AGE UNCONQUERED! (STL319144) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240332 

CONAN BARBARIAN CVR A #9-12 PACK (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jim Zub (A) Roberto De La Torre & Various (CA) Mike Deodato & Various 

AN UNMISSABLE SPECIAL COLLECTOR'S PACK! 

 

COLLECTS ISSUES #1-4! 

 

FEAUTURES BONUS VIRGIN #10 ROBERTO DE LA TORRE VARIANT EXCLUSIVE TO THIS PACK.  

 

LIMITED TO 1000 COPIES (STL319140) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 



APR240333 

CONAN CITY OF DEAD PROSE NOVEL SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) John C. Hocking 

Two epics in one hardcover as Conan the mercenary faces hideously transformed wizards and 

undead creatures in ac1on-packed fantasy combining Robert E. Howard's trademark sword and 

sorcery with concepts straight out of LovecraVian horror. 

 

Combines the classic Conan and the Emerald Lotus with the all-new, original Conan and the Living 

Plague. (STL319131) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 512pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.95 

 

APR240334 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #2 CVR A LIM (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Kendrick Lim 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AVer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca1on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL319168) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240335 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #2 CVR B PARRILLO (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Lucio Parrillo 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

AVer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca1on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL319169) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240336 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #2 CVR C COSPLAY (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA)  Cosplay 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

 

AVer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca1on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL319170) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240337 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #2 CVR D KHENG (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A/CA) Ang Hor Kheng 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

 

AVer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca1on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL319171) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240338 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #2 CVR E ROBECK NUDE BAGGED (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Thaddeus Robeck 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

 

AVer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 



Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca1on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL319172) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $10.00 

 

APR240339 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #2 CVR F ROBECK CLOTHED (MR) (C:  

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Thaddeus Robeck 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

 

AVer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca1on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL319173) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240340 

GUN HONEY COLLISION COURSE #2 CVR G LIM FOIL (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Kendrick Lim 

THE BEST-SELLING SERIES, GUN HONEY IS BACK! JOANNA TAN RETURNS FOR A NEW HEART-RACING 

SERIES!  

 

AVer nearly a year in hiding from government agents looking to kill her, GUN HONEY - JOANNA TAN - 

launches a plan to turn the tables that will take her from the jungles of Borneo, to the streets of 

Yokohama, and the sands of the Gobi Desert. But when four armed groups converge on one secret 

loca1on, will anyone survive the explosive collision? (STL319174) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR240342 

BREAKNECK TP (MR) 

(W) Duane Swierczynski (A) Simone Guglielmini & Various (CA) Fay Dalton 



Hard Case Crime presents Breakneck - a new high-tension countdown thriller perfect for fans of 24, 

Homeland, and Falling Down, from celebrated crime and comics author Duane Swierczynski 

(Deadpool, The Punisher)! When white-collar everyman Joe Hayward confronts the government 

agent sleeping with his wife, he's plunged into a terrorist plot that will bring Philadelphia to its knees 

- with just two hours un1l everyone dies! Collects Breakneck #1-4. (STL113860) (FEB191991) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240343 

O/A FRANK LEE AFTER ALCATRAZ HC 

(W) David Hasteda (A/CA) Ludovic Chesnot 

Celebra1ng the 60th anniversary of his incredible escape from Alcatraz prison, this thrilling graphic 

novel imagines what Frank Lee did next… 

Bank robber. Escape ar1st. Genius. 

But on june 11th 1962, Frank Lee Morris performed the most daring feat of them all: escaping from 

Alcatraz. He was never found, presumed to have drowned in San Francisco Bay. the FBI's case 

remains open to this day.       

But what if he survived that fateful night? A free man. A second chance. What did he do then?       

Immortalised by Clint Eastwood in the 1979 film, Escape from Alcatraz, writer David Hasteda and 

ar1st Ludovic Chesnot imagine just what Frank's life might have been like aVer performing one of the 

most dangerous escapes of all 1me. (STL217651) 

HC, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240344 

NORMANDY GOLD TP (MR) 

(W) Alison Gaylin, Megan Abbot (A) Steve ScoT, Lovern Kindzierski 

When her younger sister is found at the center of a brutal murder case, tough-as-nails sheriff 

Normandy Gold is forced to dive headfirst into the seedy world of 1970s pros1tu1on in Washington 

DC. (STL061858) (SEP171954) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240345 

O/A PRAGUE COUP HC 

(W) Jean-Luc Fromental (A) Hyman Miles (CA) Miles Hyman 



Author Graham Greene finds himself in the midst of an intricate plot to unseat the government of 

Czechoslovakia in an event that would be remembered as The Prague Coup. Winter 1948, the 

Austrian capital is under occupa1on by the allied powers. Debriefed by London Films, Graham 

Greene works on the wri1ng of his next feature film, assisted by the enigma1c Elizabeth Montagu. A 

seemingly peaceful mission enters into a revolu1on that history will remember as the "coup de 

Prague". (STL089356) 

112pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240346 

MILLENNIUM GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO TP (MR) 

(W) Sylvain Runberg (A) Jose Homs 

Facing prison 1me for slander, discredited journalist Mikel Blompkvist is hired by a reclusive 

industrialist to inves1gate an unresolved family disappearance. Aided by the mysterious computer 

hacker, Lisbeth Salander, the two soon discover a brutal trail of murder, decep1on and dark secrets 

leading right up to the present day. (STL051439) (JUN171995) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240347 

MILLENNIUM GIRL WHO KICKED THE HORNETS NEST TP (MR) 

(W) Sylvain Runberg (A) Jose Homs, Manolo Carot (CA) Claudia Caranfa 

The Millennium Saga con1nues! Lisbeth Salander is in cri1cal condi1on and facing trial for a triple 

murder, and the only one who can save her is her friend, journalist Mikael Blomkvist! (STL072928) 

(DEC171850) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240348 

MILLENNIUM GIRL WHO PLAYED WITH FIRE TP (MR) 

(W) Sylvain Runberg (A)  Man 

The Millennium Saga con1nues with The Girl Who Played With Fire: The second chapter in S1eg 

larsson's best-selling novel series. In this exci1ng comics adapta1on, anarchist-hacker Lisbeth 

Salander finds herself on the run aVer being accused of a triple-murder and only renowned journalist 

Mikael Blomkvist has the skills to help clear her name! (STL061766) (SEP171955) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 



 

APR240349 

O/A PEEPLAND TP (MR) 

(W) Christa Faust, Gary Phillips (A) Andrea Camerini 

When a chance encounter for Peepbooth worker Roxy Bell leads to the brutal murder of a public 

access pornographer, the ero1c performer and her punk rock ex-partner Nick Zero soon find 

themselves under fire from criminals, cops, and the city elite, as they begin to untangle a complex 

web of corrup1on leading right to city hall. (STL037983) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240350 

O/A MS TREE TP SKELETON IN THE CLOSET 

(W) Max Allan Collins (A) Terry BeaTy (CA) Denys Cowan 

From the minds of Road to Perdi1on author Max Allan Collins and ar1st Terry BeaTy, comes the 

second collec1on of six classic Ms Tree comics. Join Ms. Michael Tree, the 6V, 9mm carrying private 

detec1ve on her thrilling adventures as she solves crimes and fights to get her revenge for her 

murdered husband. No case is too small, no violence too extreme, just as long as it gets the job 

done. (STL148454) 

SC, 6x9, 264pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR240351 

MS TREE DEADLINE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Max Allan Collins (A) Terry BeaTy (CA) Claudia Caranfa 

JOIN MICHAEL TREE, THE 6FT, 9MM CARRYING PRIVATE DETECTIVE ON HER THRILLING ADVENTURES. 

NO CASE IS TOO SMALL, NO VIOLENCE TOO EXTREME, JUST AS LONG AS IT GETS THE JOB DONE.  

REPRINTED IN A COLLECTED EDITION FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

Featuring the stories Dedline, Skin Deep, Runaway, Runaway II and Death, Danger and Diamonds. 

(STL235550) (JUN221971) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $34.99 

 

APR240352 

MIKE HAMMER TP NIGHT I DIED (MR) 



(W) Max Allan Collins, Mickey Spillane (A) Marcelo Salaza 

An all-new Mike Hammer story, adapted by Max Allan Collins (Road to Perdi1on, Quarry) from a 

never-before-seen 1950s screenplay by original creator Mickey Spillane! 

Hard-boiled Hammer dodges bullets and broads as part of Mickey Spillane's 100th birthday 

celebra1ons! When a chance encounter with a cap1va1ng femme fatale leads to violent mob 

retalia1on, detec1ve Mike Hammer undertakes the most dangerous case of his career… 

Cover by Robert McGinnis, poster ar1st for classic James Bond movies! (STL095858) (AUG182273) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240353 

O/A ASSIGNMENT TP 

(W) Walter Hill (A)  Matz (CA)  Jef 

THE COMIC BOOK BEHIND THE UPCOMING NEW MOVIE (RE) ASSIGNMENT - STARRING SIGOURNEY 

WEAVER (ALIENS) & MICHELLE RODRIGUEZ (FAST & FURIOUS) AND DIRECTED BY WALTER HILL (THE 

WARRIORS)! 

 

Hitman Frank Kitchen's assignment to kill a celebrated fashion designer takes an unexpected turn 

when his vic1m's sister, a sociopathic surgeon, decides to punish him in the unique way only she 

can... 

 

Abducted and operated on against his will, Frank awakens in an altered condi1on - but with a 

hitman's hunger for revenge.. (STL036463) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240354 

MINKY WOODCOCK GIRL WHO ELECTRIFIED TESLA HC VOL 02 (MR) 

(W/A) Cynthia von Buhler (CA) Robert McGinnis 

TITAN BESTSELLING HARD CASE CRIME SERIES IS BACK! 

A stylish, glamorous feminist take on the classic gumshoe! 

Private inves1gator Minky Woodcock becomes involved in an inves1ga1on of maverick genius and 

reclusive pigeon-fancier, Nikola Tesla, and discovers a horrifying conspiracy involving corrupt 

poli1cians and Nazis. 

Collects Minky Woodcock: The Girl Who Electrified Tesla #1-4 (STL193814) (JUN211868) 



MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240355 

O/A GUN HONEY TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Charles Ardai (A) Ang Hor Kheng (CA) Bill Sienkiewicz 

THE WEAPON YOU NEED, WHERE YOU NEED IT, WHEN YOU NEED IT, SHE'LL GET IT! 

When a gun smuggled into a high-security prison leads to the escape of a brutal criminal, weapons 

expert Joanna Tan is enlisted by the U.S. government to find the man she set loose and bring him 

down! 

Collects issues #1-4. 

From Edgar Award Winning Writer Charles Ardai - Founder of Hard Case Crime. 

TV Series Now In Development! 

"CHARLES ARDAI IS A VERY SMART AND VERY COOL FELLOW." - STEPHEN KING (STL212751) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240356 

TRIGGERMAN TP (MR) 

(W) Walter Hill,  Matz (A)  Jef 

An opera1c prohibi1on era crime caper from legendary director Walter Hill! AVer years behind bars, 

Roy Nash never thought he’d walk the mean streets of Chicago again... let alone see his beloved one 

last 1me. But when the city’s Mafia elite spring the notorious gun-for-hire, Roy once again finds 

himself thrown headfirst into a life of bloodshed and bullets as he sprints a breathless race to save 

the girl he leV behind. (STL037982) (JAN172021) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240357 

O/A TYLER CROSS ANGOLA HC (MR) 

(W) Fabien Nury (A)  Bruno 

A GRITTY 1950s GANGSTER THRILLER! 

Angola: a high-security prison, surrounded by deadly swamps, run by a brutal crime family. 



Tyler Cross is the toughest trafficker in the US, but when a risk-free gig sends him to hell, his life 

sentence could be a death sentence! (STL101598) 

MATURE THEMES 

104pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240358 

GUMAA BEGINNING OF HER #7 (OF 7) CVR A JEEHYUNG (MR) 

(W) Jee-Hyung Lee (A) Jee-Hyung Lee, Nabetse Zitro (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

FROM JEEHYUNG LEE, RENOWNED ARTIST FOR DC AND MARVEL COMICS! 

 

YOUNG KHALIDA escapes from a drug syndicate and discovers an ancient blade in a long-abandoned 

temple. Using its power, she becomes the GODDESS OF THE CITY, controlling the ci1zens through 

dark magic and fear. But events are being manipulated against her from the shadows, targe1ng 

Khalida.  

 

A final ac1on-packed confronta1on will reawaken the ancient war and change the balance of power 

between HEAVEN AND HELL…FOREVER. (STL319165) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC (7 of 7)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240359 

GUMAA BEGINNING OF HER #7 (OF 7) CVR B JEEHYUNG (MR) 

(W) Jee-Hyung Lee (A) Jee-Hyung Lee, Nabetse Zitro (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

FROM JEEHYUNG LEE, RENOWNED ARTIST FOR DC AND MARVEL COMICS! 

 

YOUNG KHALIDA escapes from a drug syndicate and discovers an ancient blade in a long-abandoned 

temple. Using its power, she becomes the GODDESS OF THE CITY, controlling the ci1zens through 

dark magic and fear. But events are being manipulated against her from the shadows, targe1ng 

Khalida.  

 

A final ac1on-packed confronta1on will reawaken the ancient war and change the balance of power 

between HEAVEN AND HELL…FOREVER. (STL319166) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (7 of 7)           SRP: $4.99 



 

APR240360 

GUMAA BEGINNING OF HER #7 (OF 7) CVR C JEEHYUNG CONCEPT ART  

(W) Jee-Hyung Lee (A) Jee-Hyung Lee, Nabetse Zitro (CA) Jee-Hyung Lee 

FROM JEEHYUNG LEE, RENOWNED ARTIST FOR DC AND MARVEL COMICS! 

 

YOUNG KHALIDA escapes from a drug syndicate and discovers an ancient blade in a long-abandoned 

temple. Using its power, she becomes the GODDESS OF THE CITY, controlling the ci1zens through 

dark magic and fear. But events are being manipulated against her from the shadows, targe1ng 

Khalida.  

 

A final ac1on-packed confronta1on will reawaken the ancient war and change the balance of power 

between HEAVEN AND HELL…FOREVER. (STL319167) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC (7 of 7)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240361 

DARK SOULS HC VOL 1-3 BOX SET (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) George Mann (A) Alan Quah 

TIES INTO THE MULTI-AWARD WINNING GAME, DARK SOULS! 

 

Venture back into the fallen decaying world of Dark Souls with a collec1on of the first three volumes 

inspired by the Award-winning games. From Star Wars writer George Mann and horror ar1st Alan 

Quah, ideal for fans of the FromsoVware game and visceral horror stories! 

 

INCLUDES ART CARDS! 

 

Collects DARK SOULS: Breath of Andolus, DARK SOULS: Winters Spite, and DARK SOULS: Legends of 

the Flame. (STL319145) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240362 



RIVERS OF LONDON STRAY CAT BLUES #2 (OF 4) CVR A GLASS (MR) 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Jose Maria Beroy (CA) Vv Glass 

THE HIT COMIC BASED ON Ben Aaronovitch's bestselling novels  

is back!  

 

Old frenemies become allies in the latest Rivers of London saga, when a mysterious cat-woman 

comes to Abigail looking for help to free her sisters from a notorious chimera brothel run by London 

gangster Monty and his sinister magically endowed mother, Mrs. Napier. (STL319185) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240363 

RIVERS OF LONDON STRAY CAT BLUES #2 (OF 4) CVR B BUISAN (MR) 

(W) Ben Aaronovitch, Andrew Cartmel (A) Jose Maria Beroy (CA) David M Buisan 

THE HIT COMIC BASED ON Ben Aaronovitch's bestselling novels  

is back!  

 

Old frenemies become allies in the latest Rivers of London saga, when a mysterious cat-woman 

comes to Abigail looking for help to free her sisters from a notorious chimera brothel run by London 

gangster Monty and his sinister magically endowed mother, Mrs. Napier. (STL319186) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240364 

PEANUTS HERES TO YOU CHARLIE BROWN SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Charles M. Schulz 

The Facsimile edi1on of HERE'S TO YOU, CHARLIE BROWN, published 1960-1962 

 

The facsimile edi1on of Here's to You, Charlie Brown, first published in 1960. Featuring many of your 

favorite characters including: Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy Schroeder, Linus, PaTy, and Pigpen. 

(STL319176) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 



APR240365 

FORGOTTEN RUNES WIZARDS CULT TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joe Rechthman (A) Reilly Brown 

Explore the Runiverse in the comic book debut of the ForgoTen Runes Wizards! Perfect for fans of 

lighthearted, original fantasy stories set in a unique living universe! 

 

What begins as a seemingly unconnected series of fantas1c tales about disparate wizards - 

Archmagus Crowley of Atlan1s, who has been hired to steal a treasure chest from a ship in the 

middle of the ocean; Mys1c Willow of the Brambles who's dealing with her own drama, as the 

humans in a nearby village wrongfully accuse her of abduc1ng children; Alchemist Danny of the Fey's 

appren1ce begins to suspect her master has been kidnapped and replaced with an imposter - 

gradually merges into a much larger, and more terrifying tale. (STL319164) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240366 

WITCH OF THISTLE CASTLE GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) John Tarachine 

THEO MUST FACE HIS PAST AND MARIE WILL SEE HER PUPIL UNDERGO HIS FINAL TEST!  

 

AVer the conflagra1on struck London, Theo and Marie are summoned by the church to answer for 

their part in the catastrophe! LiTle do they know that Theo's former mentor, the white witch Lily, will 

be wai1ng for them, and that the consequences will be grave indeed… (STL319129) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240367 

WITCH OF THISTLE CASTLE GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) John Tarachine 

A JAPANESE SPIN ON HARRY POTTER AND CHARMED!  

A HEARTFELT MANGA ABOUT A WITCH AND HER APPRENTICE 

 

The last in a long line of Witches of the Black Wood, Marie Blackwood lives a quiet life in Edinburgh - 

away from the scru1ny of the Church. But when the Church thrusts 13-year-old Theo into her hands 

for safekeeping, Marie suddenly gains the responsibility not just of taking care of a teenager - but 



protec1ng the world, and Theo himself, from the amazing power that lives inside of him. 

(STL275944) (MAY231167) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240368 

MY NAME IS ZERO GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Hana Shinohara 

Perfect for fans of isekai, videogame, and fantasy manga , follow the story of Kanzaki Rei, an avid 

gamer who is transported into the dangerous world of his favorite videogame! 

Kanzaki Rei is an avid gamer, but his debts are moun1ng up as the expensive medical treatments for 

his sister don’t come cheap… in a fit of despera1on he follows a link in a mysterious email promising 

help only to find him transported into the dangerous world of his favorite videogame. For each boss 

he kills he earns money, keeping his sister safe, but he risks death with each confronta1on! 

(STL319184) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240369 

ALPI SOUL SENDER GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  RONA 

For fans of the magical girl manga - a coming-of-age story about young 'soul sender', Alpi! 

 

 The adventure con1nues and Alpi and her assistant Perenai strike out again to help ease the passing 

of the spirits of the world. Alpi gains a clue in the hunt for her lost parents, as an unlikely friend 

passes on a tale of their mee1ng. The hints lead them to a legendary library city, where all the 

knowledge in the world just might help them on their quest! (STL319125) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240370 

O/A ALPI SOUL SENDER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  RONA 

FOR FANS OF THE MAGICAL GIRL MANGA - A COMING- OF-AGE STORY ABOUT YOUNG 'SOUL 

SENDER', ALPI  

 



In Alpi's magical world, divine spirits are the source of all life, communi1es living in harmony under 

their protec1on. However, when their lives end, a terrible curse drives them to evil, and these malign 

spirits must be sent to the aVerlife by the Soul Senders. Alpi is one such girl, talented despite her 

young age, and assisted by her familiar Pelenai! (STL279733) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240371 

KAMEN RIDER KUUGA GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shotaro Ishinomori, Toshiki Inoue (A/CA) Hitotsu Yokoshima 

THE CLASSIC MANGA ADAPTATION BY TOKUSATSU LEGEND SHOTARO ISHINOMORI! 

 

 

Yusuke Godai returns in the epic 6th volume of Kamen Rider Kuuga!  

 

The deadly gegeru con1nues as Me Galme Re's murder spree culminates in an epic showdown with 

Kuuga! But no longer able to transform into Kuuga, how will Yusuke Godai protect everyone without 

his powers? (STL319182) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240372 

KAMEN RIDER KUUGA GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shotaro Ishinomori, Toshiki Inoue (A/CA) Hitotsu Yokoshima 

Manga adapta1on of the famous Japanese TV series! 

An epic ac1on series about a defender of jus1ce with a twist! 

Based on the original concept and story by tokusatsu legend Shotaro Ishinomori! 

Kamen Rider Kuuga marks the return of a classic manga character adapted for the 21st century that's 

sure to surprise both new and veteran fans alike. (STL232201) (MAY221782) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 240pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240373 

KAMEN RIDER KUUGA GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shotaro Ishinomori, Toshiki Inoue (A/CA) Hitotsu Yokoshima 



MANGA ADAPTATION OF THE FAMOUS JAPANESE TV SERIES! 

AN EPIC ACTION SERIES ABOUT A DEFENDER OF JUSTICE WITH A TWIST! 

BASED ON THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT AND STORY BY TOKUSATSU LEGEND SHOTARO ISHINOMORI! 

Kamen Rider Kuuga marks the return of a classic manga character adapted for the 21st century that's 

sure to surprise both new and veteran fans alike. 

PERFECT FOR FANS OF POWER RANGERS AND SCI-FI/MECHA MANGA! (STL242351) (AUG221891) (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 240pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240374 

O/A KAMEN RIDER KUUGA GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shotaro Ishinomori, Toshiki Inoue (A/CA) Hitotsu Yokoshima 

MANGA ADAPTATION OF THE FAMOUS JAPANESE TV SERIES! 

AN EPIC ACTION SERIES ABOUT A DEFENDER OF JUSTICE WITH A TWIST! 

BASED ON THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT AND STORY BY TOKUSATSU LEGEND SHOTARO ISHINOMORI! 

Kamen Rider Kuuga marks the return of a classic manga character adapted for the 21st century that's 

sure to surprise both new and veteran fans alike. 

PERFECT FOR FANS OF POWER RANGERS AND SCI-FI/MECHA MANGA! (STL249662) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 240pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240375 

THREE EXORCISM SIBLINGS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Shinta Harekawa 

BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER...  

 

Training under the legendary Renjirô Uzura, Mamoru is strengthening his skills as a monster hunter 

when a fearsome Tengu aTacks the shrine! The master and pupil leap to the defence of Mamoru's 

younger siblings, but the beast is fearsome and begins to acquire power beyond imagining. 

(STL319193) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR240376 

STAR WARS INSIDER #226 NEWSSTAND ED 



(W)  Titan 

FEATURING: 

 

 

AND MORE! (STL319188) 

Magazine, 82pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240377 

STAR WARS INSIDER #226 PX ED 

(W)  Titan 

FEATURING: 

 

 

AND MORE! (STL319189) 

Magazine, 82pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240378 

STAR WARS INSIDER #226 FOIL VAR 

(W)  Titan 

FEATURING: 

 

 

AND MORE! (STL319187) 

Magazine, 84pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240379 

AVENGERS FIRST 60 YEARS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

TBD (STL319190) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.) 

HC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240380 



SPIDER-MAN FIRST 60 YEARS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Titan 

Celebrate over 60 spectacular years of Spider-Man in this deluxe collector's edi1on! 

From behind the scenes insight into his crea1on to an in-depth explora1on of his greatest adventures 

and deadliest foes, this will be an essen1al addi1on to the bookshelves of the wallcrawler's millions 

of fans! (STL235560) (JUN221989) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase from UK 

vendor.) 

HC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240381 

O/A FANTASTIC FOUR FIRST 60 YEARS HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Titan 

EXPLORE THE RICH COMIC BOOK HISTORY OF MARVEL'S 

FIRST FAMILY IN THIS LAVISH GUIDE TO THE ADVENTURES 

OF REED RICHARDS, SUE STORM, JOHNNY STORM AND BEN 

GRIMM! AKA MR. FANTASTIC, THE INVISIBILE WOMAN, THE 

HUMAN TORCH AND THE THING. 

 

MEET THE TALENTED WRITERS AND ARTISTS WHO HAVE BROUGHT OVER 60 YEARS OF STORIES TO 

LIFE, CREATING ICONIC FOES SUCH AS DOCTOR DOOM, MOLE MAN, AND GALACTUS ALONG WITH 

FAN-FAVORITE ALLIES 

SUCH AS THE SILVER SURFER AND AGATHA HARKNESS! (STL226755) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 

UK. (May purchase from UK vendor.) 

HC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240382 

MARVEL HULK FIRST 60 YEARS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

A celebra1on of 60 rage-filled years of Marvel's immortal, incredible, and savage hero, THE HULK! 

This deluxe book explores the comic book history of the Hulk, looking in-depth at his greatest baTles, 

deadliest enemies, and his unlikeliest allies. Includes profiles of the talented creators behind his 

ongoing adventures. (STL267123) (MAR231048) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in UK. (May purchase 

from UK vendor.) 

HC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 



APR240383 

ULTRASEVEN PROSE NOVEL SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Pat Cadigan 

For fans of the Ultraman franchise, kaiju, heroic sentai shows, mecha stories and ac1on-packed space 

adventures. (STL319194) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x8, 320pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240384 

MARVEL STUDIOS INFINITY SAGA AVENGERS ART MOVIE HC (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Jason Surrell 

The official art book for the movie Marvel's The Avengers, the 5th 1tle reissue of the 24-book Marvel 

Studios: The Infinity Saga series published as a resized matching set. (STL292711) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #9 (SEP230991) 

HC, 278pgs, FC           SRP: $40.00 

 

IMAGE COMICS 

 

APR240385 

RIFTERS #1 CVR A JOHNSON 

(W) Brian Posehn, Joe Trohman (A/CA) Chris Johnson 

Series Premiere. Please, Saran-Wrap your ass, because you're about to projec1le-shit yourself right 

into the wild world of RiVers, where Time Cop collides with Law & Order, filtered through the Stupid 

McSmartsalot-Einstein lens of Mr. Show. Fenton and Geller are a couple of part-1me Wisenheimers, 

full-1me vice 1me-cops who suck at rule-following but excel at bus1ng 1me-travel crimes. 

Unfortunately, their daily grind involves tedious police work—like chasing down douchebag 

influencers hellbent on live-streaming illegal transtemporal trips to 1920s Chicago to steal primo 

bootleg hooch. However, in a twist of fate, our heroes find themselves thrust into the heart of an 

inter-1me serial homicide mystery, but not before things change, forcing our pair into the crosshairs 

of poten1ally lethal consequences. The stakes are high, 1me is of the essence, and Fenton and Geller 

are about to discover that playing with the 1me-stream isn't all flappers and jazz hands. Get ready 

for a high-octane, double-illegal adventure where the only sure thing is that RiVers is rewri1ng the 

rulebook on 1me-travel tales! (STL318728) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240386 

RIFTERS #1 CVR B OEMING 



(W) Brian Posehn, Joe Trohman (A) Chris Johnson (CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

SERIES PREMIERE 

 

Please, Saran-Wrap your ass, because you're about to projec1le-shit yourself right into the wild 

world of RIFTERS, where Time Cop collides with Law & Order, filtered through the Stupid 

McSmartsalot-Einstein lens of Mr. Show 

 

Fenton and Geller are a couple of part-1me Wisenheimers, full-1me vice 1me-cops who suck at rule-

following but excel at bus1ng 1me-travel crimes. Unfortunately, their daily grind involves tedious 

police work—like chasing down douchebag influencers hellbent on live-streaming illegal 

transtemporal trips to 1920s Chicago to steal primo bootleg hooch. 

 

However, in a twist of fate, our heroes find themselves thrust into the heart of an inter-1me serial 

homicide mystery, but not before things change, forcing our pair into the crosshairs of poten1ally 

lethal consequences. 

 

The stakes are high, 1me is of the essence, and Fenton and Geller are about to discover that playing 

with the 1me-stream isn't all flappers and jazz hands. Get ready for a high-octane, double-illegal 

adventure where the only sure thing is that RIFTERS is rewri1ng the rulebook on 1me-travel tales! 

(STL318729) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240387 

RIFTERS #1 CVR C MOORE 

(W) Brian Posehn, Joe Trohman (A) Chris Johnson (CA) Tony Moore 

SERIES PREMIERE 

 

Please, Saran-Wrap your ass, because you're about to projec1le-shit yourself right into the wild 

world of RIFTERS, where Time Cop collides with Law & Order, filtered through the Stupid 

McSmartsalot-Einstein lens of Mr. Show 

 

Fenton and Geller are a couple of part-1me Wisenheimers, full-1me vice 1me-cops who suck at rule-

following but excel at bus1ng 1me-travel crimes. Unfortunately, their daily grind involves tedious 

police work—like chasing down douchebag influencers hellbent on live-streaming illegal 

transtemporal trips to 1920s Chicago to steal primo bootleg hooch. 

 



However, in a twist of fate, our heroes find themselves thrust into the heart of an inter-1me serial 

homicide mystery, but not before things change, forcing our pair into the crosshairs of poten1ally 

lethal consequences. 

 

The stakes are high, 1me is of the essence, and Fenton and Geller are about to discover that playing 

with the 1me-stream isn't all flappers and jazz hands. Get ready for a high-octane, double-illegal 

adventure where the only sure thing is that RIFTERS is rewri1ng the rulebook on 1me-travel tales! 

(STL318730) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240390 

FALLING IN LOVE ON PATH TO HELL #1 CVR A BROWN 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A/CA) Garry Brown 

Series Premiere. Gerry Duggan and Garry Brown present a massive Double-Length First Issue of their 

groundbreaking new series! The sun set on samurai and gunslingers at roughly the same 1me, but 

our two leads didn't die off quietly. In the East, Asami, an Onna-musha warrior and female samurai, 

would rather die with her weapons than surrender them to a sword hunt. In the West, the gunslinger 

MacRaith follows his revenge to the biTer end and pays the ul1mate price.  The future lovers are 

mortally wounded a world apart and awake together in a purgatory ruled by a ruthless society of 

damned warriors. This one has it all—ac1on, the dead, the dying, the undead, and of course… 

Romance. (STL318717) 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240393 

DESTRO #1 (OF 5) CVR A BRESSAN & LUCAS 

(W) Dan WaTers (A) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas (CA) Andrei Bressan, Adam Lucas 

Mini-Series Premiere. The next chapter of The Cobra Threat threat begins here! James McCullen 

Destro XXIV is the man behind M.A.R.S. Industries, the undisputed leader in providing high-tech 

weapons to world powers… for the right price. But the emergence of Energon has changed 

everything. As Destro's ambi1ons grow, the "Crimson Twins" Tomax and Xamot Paoli emerge to 

destroy their compe11on, and Cobra Commander realizes his current ally could be his future 

greatest enemy. Acclaimed writer Dan WaTers and ar1st Andrei Bressan change the balance of 

power in the Energon Universe forever. (STL318709) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240394 

DESTRO #1 (OF 5) CVR B JONES 



(W) Dan WaTers (A) Andrei Bressan, Adam Lucas (CA) Joëlle Jones 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

THE NEXT CHAPTER OF THE COBRA THREAT BEGINS HERE! 

James McCullen Destro XXIV is the man behind M.A.R.S. Industries, the undisputed leader in 

providing high-tech weapons to world powers…for the right price.  

But the emergence of Energon has changed everything.   

As Destro's ambi1ons grow, the "Crimson Twins" Tomax and Xamot Paoli emerge to destroy their 

compe11on, and Cobra Commander realizes his current ally could be his future greatest enemy.  

Acclaimed writer DAN WATTERS (UNIVERSAL MONSTERS: CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 

LIVES!, Loki) and ar1st ANDREI BRESSAN (DARK RIDE, BIRTHRIGHT) change the balance of power in 

the Energon Universe forever! (STL318710) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240400 

DESTRO #1 (OF 5) CVR H BLANK CVR 

(W) Dan WaTers (A) Andrei Bressan, Adriano Lucas (CA)  Blank Cover 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

THE NEXT CHAPTER OF THE COBRA THREAT BEGINS HERE! 

James McCullen Destro XXIV is the man behind M.A.R.S. Industries, the undisputed leader in 

providing high-tech weapons to world powers…for the right price.  

But the emergence of Energon has changed everything.   

As Destro's ambi1ons grow, the "Crimson Twins" Tomax and Xamot Paoli emerge to destroy their 

compe11on, and Cobra Commander realizes his current ally could be his future greatest enemy.  

Acclaimed writer DAN WATTERS (UNIVERSAL MONSTERS: CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON 

LIVES!, Loki) and ar1st ANDREI BRESSAN (DARK RIDE, BIRTHRIGHT) change the balance of power in 

the Energon Universe forever! (STL318716) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240401 

MISERY #1 (OF 4) 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Don Aguillo 

Mini-Series Premiere. Cyan Fitzgerald is just a young woman trying to find her place in the world. As 

the daughter of Wanda Fitzgerald, the former wife of Al Simmons (aka Spawn), she has been 

endowed with incredible abili1es—abili1es that keep her cut off from those around her. Her journey 

into the darkness starts here. (STL318720) 



24pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240402 

SCARLETT #1 (OF 5) CVR A FERRARI 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A/CA) Marco Ferrari 

Mini-Series Premiere. The next chapter of Codename: G.I. Joe begins here! Shana "ScarleT" O'Hara is 

about to take on the most dangerous black ops mission of her career: infiltra1ng the mysterious 

rising power in Japan known as Clan Arashikage. Her one lead is her former partner—Jinx—turned 

Arashikage enforcer. Now, ScarleT must use her very par1cular set of skills to survive undercover… 

and discover a shocking weapon that could change the balance of power on Earth. Red-hot writer 

Kelly Thompson and ar1st Marco Ferrari introduce some of the most an1cipated characters to the 

Energon Universe in ways you'll never expect! (STL318734) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240403 

SCARLETT #1 (OF 5) CVR B JONES 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Marco Ferrari (CA) Joëlle Jones 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

THE NEXT CHAPTER OF CODENAME: G.I. JOE BEGINS HERE. 

Shana "ScarleT" O'Hara is about to take on the most dangerous black ops mission of her career: 

infiltra1ng the mysterious rising power in Japan known as Clan Arashikage. Her one lead is her 

former partner—Jinx—turned Arashikage enforcer.  

Now, ScarleT must use her very par1cular set of skills to survive undercover…and discover a shocking 

weapon that could change the balance of power on Earth.  

Red-hot writer KELLY THOMPSON (Black Widow, Birds of Prey) and ar1st MARCO FERRARI 

(FRONTIERSMAN) introduce some of the most an1cipated characters to the Energon Universe in 

ways you'll never expect! (STL318735) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240409 

SCARLETT #1 (OF 5) CVR H BLANK CVR 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A) Marco Ferrari (CA)  Blank Cover 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

THE NEXT CHAPTER OF CODENAME: G.I. JOE BEGINS HERE. 



Shana "ScarleT" O'Hara is about to take on the most dangerous black ops mission of her career: 

infiltra1ng the mysterious rising power in Japan known as Clan Arashikage. Her one lead is her 

former partner—Jinx—turned Arashikage enforcer.  

Now, ScarleT must use her very par1cular set of skills to survive undercover…and discover a shocking 

weapon that could change the balance of power on Earth.  

Red-hot writer KELLY THOMPSON (Black Widow, Birds of Prey) and ar1st MARCO FERRARI 

(FRONTIERSMAN) introduce some of the most an1cipated characters to the Energon Universe in 

ways you'll never expect! (STL318741) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240410 

PRECIOUS METAL #1 (OF 6) CVR A BERTRAM 

(W) Darcy Van Poelgeest (A/CA) Ian Bertram 

Mini-Series Premiere. Thirty-five years before the events of LiTle Bird Volume 1: The Fight for Elder's 

Hope, disillusioned mod-tracker Max Weaver's rou1ne hunt for a modified child takes a grisly and 

unexpected turn. Now, saddled with an unpredictable mod who may be the key to unlocking his 

missing memories, Max will soon find that he isn't the only one interested in the child's unique 

abili1es—and if he wants to know more, it's going to cost him everything. Eisner Award-winning 

crea1ve team Darcy Van Poelgeest and Ian Bertram reunite for their gripping return to the dystopian 

American Empire. (STL318724) 

56pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240411 

PRECIOUS METAL #1 (OF 6) CVR B MOORE 

(W) Darcy Van Poelgeest (A) Ian Bertram (CA) Tradd Moore 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

Thirty-five years before the events of LITTLE BIRD, VOL. 1: THE FIGHT FOR ELDER'S HOPE, 

disillusioned mod-tracker Max Weaver's rou1ne hunt for a modified child takes a grisly and 

unexpected turn. Now, saddled with an unpredictable mod who may be the key to unlocking his 

missing memories, Max will soon find that he isn't the only one interested in the child's unique 

abili1es—and if he wants to know more, it's going to cost him everything. 

Eisner Award-winning crea1ve team DARCY VAN POELGEEST and IAN BERTRAM reunite for their 

gripping return to the dystopian American Empire. (STL318725) 

56pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240412 

PLASTIC DEATH & DOLLS #1 (OF 5) CVR A HILLYARD & MADSEN 



(W) Doug Wagner (A) Daniel Hillyard (CA) Daniel Hillyard, Michelle Madsen 

Mini-Series Premiere. Everyone's favorite serial killer has returned! Learn how Edwyn came to his 

first kill at 10 years old and how that set him on a blood-soaked path of decapita1ons, sporks, and 

dolls on his way to finding the one true love of his life… a sex doll named Virginia. (STL318721) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240413 

PLASTIC DEATH & DOLLS #1 (OF 5) CVR B HILLYARD & MADSEN 

(W) Doug Wagner (A) Daniel Hillyard (CA) Daniel Hillyard, Michelle Madsen 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE SERIAL KILLER HAS RETURNED! 

Learn how Edwyn came to his first kill at 10 years old and how that set him on a blood-soaked path 

of decapita1ons, sporks, and dolls on his way to finding the one true love of his life…a sex doll named 

Virginia. (STL318722) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240414 

PLASTIC DEATH & DOLLS #1 (OF 5) CVR C PAGLUICA 

(W) Doug Wagner (A) Daniel Hillyard (CA) Melissa Pagluica 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

EVERYONE'S FAVORITE SERIAL KILLER HAS RETURNED! 

Learn how Edwyn came to his first kill at 10 years old and how that set him on a blood-soaked path 

of decapita1ons, sporks, and dolls on his way to finding the one true love of his life…a sex doll named 

Virginia. (STL318723) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240415 

REMOTE SPACE #1 (OF 4) CVR A RATHBURN 

(W/A/CA) Cliff Rathburn 

Mini-Series Premiere. The year is 2450. Earth is dying. The human species has gone down two 

different evolu1onary paths. One used cyberne1c augmenta1on to adapt to space travel. The 

humans leV behind used gene1c manipula1on to adapt to earth's worsening climate. For earth to 

survive, civiliza1ons need to collide. (STL318726) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR240417 

SELF HELP #1 CVR A IGNAZZI 

(W) Jesse Kellerman, Owen King (A/CA) Marianna Ignazzi 

Mini-Series Premiere. Down-on-his-luck rideshare driver Jerry Hauser's existence is a bleak one… 

especially because every fare he picks up tells him how much he looks like uber-successful self-help 

guru Darren Hart. But aVer a twist of fate, Jerry is given the chance of a life1me… which, if he's not 

careful, may well end his life1me. So begins this California noir—a rollicking and gleefully lurid pulp 

crime story for our 1me. (STL318742) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240418 

SELF HELP #1 CVR B BYRNE 

(W) Jesse Kellerman, Owen King (A) Marianna Ignazzi (CA) Stephen Byrne 

MINISERIES PREMIERE 

Down-on-his-luck rideshare driver Jerry Hauser's existence is a bleak one…especially because every 

fare he picks up tells him how much he looks like uber-successful self-help guru Darren Hart. But 

aVer a twist of fate, Jerry is given the chance of a life1me…which, if he's not careful, may well end his 

life1me. So begins this California noir—a rollicking and gleefully lurid pulp crime story for our 1me. 

(STL318743) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240421 

COBRA COMMANDER TP VOL 01 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrea Milana, Annalisa Leoni 

The Cobra Threat Begins Here! In a world where the Cobra organiza1on hasn't formed, one man's 

sinister plans to u1lize the mysterious alien substance known as Energon sends shockwaves across 

the globe. Who is Cobra Commander? Where does he come from? And what horrors is he planning 

to unleash that will rock the world—and maybe the universe—to its core? Writer Joshua Williamson 

and ar1st Andrea Milana kick off the second of four ac1on-packed miniseries that will introduce the 

best and worst humanity has to offer in the Energon Universe. Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive 

cover by Andrea Milana that will only be printed once. Collects Cobra Commander #1-5. (STL308666) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240422 

COBRA COMMANDER TP VOL 01 DIRECT MARKET ED 



(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Andrea Milana, Annalisa Leoni 

The Cobra Threat Begins HERE! 

In a world where the Cobra organiza1on hasn't formed, one man's sinister plans to u1lize the 

mysterious alien substance known as Energon sends shockwaves across the globe. 

Who is Cobra Commander? Where does he come from? And what horrors is he planning to unleash 

that will rock the world—and maybe the universe—to its core? 

Red-hot writer JOSHUA WILLIAMSON (Superman, DUKE) and ar1st ANDREA MILANA (IMPACT 

WINTER: ROOK) kick off the second of four ac1on-packed miniseries that will introduce the best and 

worst humanity has to offer in the Energon Universe. 

Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive cover by ANDREA MILANA that will only be printed once.  

Collects COBRA COMMANDER #1-5. (STL318864) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240423 

DUKE TP VOL 01 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Tom Reilly, Jordie Bellaire 

Codename: G.I. Joe Begins Here! Conrad Hauser made first contact with an alien being and lived to 

tell the tale. But no one, not even Colonel Hawk, will believe the story of the colossal transforming 

robot that nearly killed the man known as Duke. Now, one of the US Army's most decorated officers 

is on the hunt for answers, drawn into a conflict that no amount of training could ever prepare him 

for. A war that only a real American hero has any chance of surviving… Writer Joshua Williamson and 

ar1st Tom Reilly kick off the first of four ac1on-packed miniseries that will introduce the best and 

worst humanity has to offer in the Energon Universe. Featuring a Direct Market Exclusive cover by 

Tom Reilly that will only be printed once. Collects Duke #1-5. (STL308660) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240424 

DUKE TP VOL 01 DIRECT MARKET ED 

(W) Joshua Williamson (A/CA) Tom Reilly, Jordie Bellaire 

 (STL318879) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240425 

BLIZZARD TP 

(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Andrea Mu] 



Set in same world as Geiger and Junkyard Joe, this tale of the Unnamed stars Michael Verardi, who 

was convicted for shoo1ng and killing the man who murdered his son. While being transferred to a 

high-security prison, a violent blizzard leaves Michael stranded on a Colorado mountain with other 

convicted felons and transport guards. AVer witnessing unexplainable visions of their sins, a 

ferocious monster threatens to tear them all apart in retribu1on… Collects the en1re story of The 

Blizzard, as originally published in Image! 30th Anniversary Anthology #1-12. (STL308690) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240426 

BLOODRIK TP 

(W/A/CA) Andrew Krahnke 

A hulking barbarian makes his way across a brutal landscape in search of food in this fresh take on 

the sword and sorcery genre! Bloodrik is angry, confused and starving. Finding nothing but failure in 

his usual hun1ng grounds, the woodsman stomps his way into unfamiliar territory in an aTempt to 

feed his stomach and heal his wounded ego. What he finds there will lead him on a journey of 

madness, violence, fire, and blood! Collects the en1re debut miniseries, plus three bonus short 

stories: "Hold Fast" "Head Rot" and "ShaTerwing" Collects Bloodrik #1-3. (STL308672) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240427 

DANDELION TP 

(W) Sabir Pirzada (A) Mar1n Morazzo, Vanesa R. Del Rey (CA) Tula Lotay 

From Sabir Pirzada, writer of Marvel Studios' Moon Knight and Ms. Marvel TV series, comes a bold 

vision of the future! When climate change and automa1on disrupt the lives of millions, a new 

civiliza1on is formed in the skies—one that threatens the wealthy ci1zens who've been hoarding 

Earth's meager resources for themselves. Nomadland meets Mad Max in this anthology featuring 

stunning artwork by Margn Morazzo (Ice Cream Man), Vanesa Del Rey (Redlands), and more! 

(STL308667) 

SC, 124pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240428 

DEAD LUCKY TP VOL 02 

(W) Melissa Flores (A/CA) French Carlomagno 

In the aVermath of the BaTle for San Francisco, Bibi struggles with her new responsibili1es as a 

corporate superhero—but when an unexpected face from her past resurfaces, threatening to 

redefine everything she thinks she believes, Bibi will have to decide what she's willing to sacrifice to 

bring Morrow down for good. The Dead Lucky is a Massive-Verse series. Collects The Dead Lucky #7-

12. (STL308639) 



SC, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240429 

FRIDAY TP BOOK 03 

(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Marcos Mar1n, Muntsa Vicente (CA) Marcos Mar1n 

Yellowjackets meets The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina in the third and final volume of this genre-

defying, older-YA masterpiece trilogy from two of comics' most acclaimed talents! Friday Fitzhugh 

has been sent back to the night she first arrived in Kings Hill. But the ques1on is why: to save 

Lancelot Jones, the smartest boy in the world, or to have to watch him die yet again? Is she traveling 

in 1me, or caught in a 1me loop? And what is the White Lady's secret plan for their town back in the 

present 1me? All will be revealed in the stunning final chapter of this post-YA masterpiece! 

(STL318162) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR240430 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE 

(W) Geoff Johns,  Various (A) Gary Frank,  Various (CA) Gary Frank 

The Unnamed Universe starts here! Set 25 years from now, a nuclear war has ravaged the planet, and 

desperate outlaws baTle for survival in a world of radioac1ve chaos. Out past the poisoned 

wasteland lives a man even the Nightcrawlers and Organ People fear. His name is Tariq Geiger, whose 

body has transformed into a living nuclear reactor wai1ng to explode. And he will do anything to 

protect his wife and children, sealed inside a fallout shelter and completely cut off from him. But the 

Warlords of Vegas want Geiger dead, and if his family must be released into the toxic soup, so be it. 

By the cri1cally acclaimed team of writer Geoff Johns, ar1st Gary Frank, and colorist Brad Anderson 

(Doomsday Clock, Batman Earth One), this gorgeous, oversized hardcover collects Geiger #1-6, 

por1ons of Geiger 80-Page Giant #1, and over 30 pages of bonus material! (STL314366) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240331) 

HC, 8x12, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $34.99 

 

APR240431 

GRIZ GROBUS TP 

(W/A/CA) Simon Roy 

On a distant planet, a prying scribe, a sen1mental constable, and a mayor resurrect a sleepy town's 

long-defunct priest-bot. But "Father Stanley" is not what he seems. Meanwhile, in another universe, 

a hungry wizard accidentally conjures a war-god into the body of a chicken. These two intertwined 

tales make up Griz Grobus, the hit Kickstarter graphic novel sensa1on now at Image Comics! Perfect 

for fans of Hayao Miyazaki, Asterix, and Arthur C. Clarke! (STL308661) 



SC, 6x9, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240432 

HOUSES OF THE UNHOLY HC 

(W) Ed Brubaker (A) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips (CA) Sean Phillips 

An FBI agent from the cult crime beat and a woman with a past linked to the Satanic Panic are drawn 

into a terrifying hunt for an insane killer hiding in the shadows of the underworld. Can you ever 

escape your past, or are all your bad decisions just more ghosts to haunt you, wherever you go? 

Houses of the Unholy is a rive1ng horror thrill ride from bestselling creators Ed Brubaker and Sean 

Phillips, the award-winning team behind Criminal, Reckless, Night Fever, and Where the Body Was. 

(STL318167) 

HC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240433 

I HATE FAIRYLAND COMPENDIUM TP VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Sko]e Young 

Eisner Award-winning writer and ar1st Sko]e Young tells the bloody good tale of the gruesome, 

grotesque, green-haired Gert! In this deluxe mega-sized compendium, join Gert, a grown woman 

trapped in a six-year-old girl's body, who has been stuck in the magical world of Fairyland for over 

thirty years. All Gert wants is to return home, but with an endless array of cute and terrifying 

Fairylanders blocking her every move, she might lose her mind in the process. We're talking totally 

fluffing losing it. Accompanied by a chain-smoking fly named Larry and her trusty blood-soaked 

baTle axe, Gert baTles an army of cosplay Gerts, a goblin king, and her own sanity, only to find 

herself sucked into a fantasy hellscape forever. Forever ever. Forever ever? Yeah. No biggie. Collects I 

Hate Fairyland #1-20 & the I Hate Image FCBD 2017 special. (STL308677) 

SC, 556pgs, FC           SRP: $34.99 

 

APR240434 

INVINCIBLE TP VOL 04 NEW EDITION 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Ryan OTley, Bill Crabtree (CA) Cory Walker, Dave McCaig 

Now a hit animated series on Prime Video! These all-new defini1ve soVcover edi1ons collect the 

en1re Invincible comic book series from the very beginning, with stunning new covers from Cory 

Walker & Dave McCaig. While Mark Grayson—aka Invincible—con1nues to deal with the loss of his 

father, he finds himself face-to-face with a massive amount of villains and the worst conflict of all: 

teenage love! Collects Invincible #20-24 & Invincible #0. (STL308679) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 



APR240435 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE 

(W/A/CA) Wes Craig 

Kaya and Jin barter a deal with a band of pirates that can deliver them to their long-dream of safe 

harbor. But to earn their passage, first they'll have to track down a rebellious princess in a city on the 

edge of revolu1on! 2023 Ringo Awards nominee for Best Kids Comic and Best Cartoonist. Collects 

Kaya #12-17. (STL308648) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240336) 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240436 

MIDLIFE TP VOL 01 

(W) Steve Buccellato (A/CA) Stefano Simeone 

Ruben Kwan is a 50-year-old legacy firefighter who's been afraid of fire his whole life. Instead of 

running into burning buildings, he pushes papers, living in the shadow of his father, who died a hero 

on the job. AVer 25 years in the LAFD, he's firmly in the middle of an unremarkable life… un1l his 

new wife gets pregnant and a random act of courage reveals that Ruben is Fireproof! New York 

Times-bestselling writer Brian Buccellato teams up with star ar1st Stefano Simeone to tell the totally 

relatable story of a middle-aged man who embarks on the greatest midlife crisis of all: becoming a 

superhero—and a Dad—at fiVy! Collects Midlife (or How to Hero at FiVy!) #1-6. (STL308669) 

SC, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240437 

OUR BONES DUST TP 

(W) Ben Stenbeck (A) Ben Stenbeck, Dave Stewart (CA) Ben Stenbeck 

When an AI archaeologist on a final mission to post-apocalyp1c Earth finds a feral child that's equal 

parts predator and prey, they form an unlikely bond. Together, the two are hunted by a family of 

nomadic cannibals across a brutal and bloody landscape, even as a homicidal mechanical menace 

lurks in the shadows. Finding hope by the end of this horrific adventure may just prove to be very 

difficult—for everyone! Our Bones Dust is the first solo ou1ng of long-1me Mike Mignola 

collaborator Ben Stenbeck, ar1st on Bal1more, Witchfinder, Frankenstein, and Koshchei! Collects Our 

Bones Dust #1-4, plus a bonus sketchbook and variant covers. (STL308671) 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240438 

PAKLIS 1949 TP 



(W/A/CA) Dus1n Weaver 

By day, Detec1ve Blank is a cop on the trail of a vicious serial killer in the year 1949. But when she 

sleeps, Blank lives a different life—two hundred years in the future. Is Detec1ve Blank next on the 

killer's list? Her dreams may hold the key to the case, if only she can remember them in 1me. The 

danger mounts and the suspense builds as the detec1ve closes in, in this genre-bending sci-fi noir 

thriller. For Detec1ve Blank, to catch the killer will mean facing her greatest mystery—herself. 

Collects the en1re story of Paklis: 1949, as originally published in Paklis #5-7. (STL308676) 

SC, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR240439 

PETROL HEAD TP VOL 01 

(W) Rob Williams (A/CA) Pye Parr 

In a climate crisis-ravaged future metropolis, an old, grumpy, obsolete, smoke-belching, cigar-

chomping, hotrod-racing robot is one 12-year-old girl's only hope. Together, can they outrace the 

chasing Robo-Cops with an inven1on that might just save humanity? Collects Petrol Head #1-5. 

(STL308662) 

SC, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240440 

PHANTOM ROAD TP VOL 02 

(W) Jeff Lemire (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Gabriel Hernandez Walta 

Grindhouse horror meets high-concept supernatural fantasy in the second volume of the bold new 

series from Jeff Lemire and Gabriel Hernández Walta, the Eisner Award-nominated crea1ve team 

behind the bestselling Sen1ent series. Birdie and Dom con1nue their journey through the Other 

Place in an aTempt to safely deliver their ward. But when they find themselves stopping at an 

abandoned roadside circus, the trip takes another wildly surreal u-turn. Collects Phantom Road #6-

10. (STL308663) 

SC, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240441 

QUEST TP VOL 01 

(W) Jonathan Luna, Crystal Wood (A/CA) Jonathan Luna 

Writer and ar1st Jonathan Luna (The Sword, Alex + Ada) presents his new, hit fantasy series with 

writer Crystal Wood. In a land inspired by Southeast Asia, Princess Anya's new husband Prince 

Devyan is violently abducted by three giant demons at their wedding. Anya sets out on an epic 

journey with a growing band of loyal warriors, crossing deadly landscapes and baTling horrifying 

demons. What will she sacrifice to save the man she loves? Collects Quest #1-5. (STL307682) 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #1 (JAN240316) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240442 

SAVAGE DRAGON ULTIMATE COLLECTION HC VOL 03 

(W/A/CA) Erik Larsen 

Savage Dragon's forma1ve years collected at last! This massive hardcover con1nues the deluxe re-

presenta1on of the Savage Dragon's greatest adventures! Featuring team-ups with Spawn! Hellboy! 

WildStar! The Maxx! The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! Plus: Dragon gets engaged! Rapture has a 

baby! And the classic showdown between God and the Devil! Savage Dragon: The Ul1mate 

Collec1on Volume 3 is a must-have for any fearless Fin-Addict in search of an easy entry point into 

one of Image Comics' longest-running series! Introduc1on by Geoff Johns. Collects Savage Dragon 

#22-35. (STL318903) 

HC, 8x11, 400pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240443 

ROCK CANDY MOUNTAIN COMP ED TP 

(W) Kyle Starks (A) Kyle Starks, Chris Schweitzer (CA) Kyle Starks 

The Eisner-nominated tale of tough-as-nails hobos in a magical post-WWII America is collected here 

for the first 1me in a brand-new complete edi1on! The world's toughest hobo is searching for the 

mysterious sinners' heaven—Rock Candy Mountain. But why? And why is the Literal Devil chasing 

him? Jackson will have to survive underground fight clubs, trainyard bullies, the toughest FBI agent 

you've ever seen, prison, newfound friendships, and more if he's going to make it to his des1na1on. 

A kung fu hobo epic, the likes of which you've never seen before! WriTen and drawn by Kyle Starks, 

with colors by Chris Schweizer, and featuring a brand-new cover designed by MaT Kindt! Collects 

Rock Candy Mountain #1-8 and includes addi1onal bonus material! (STL308674) 

SC, 232pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240444 

SPAWN ORIGINS HC 

(W) Todd McFarlane,  Various (A/CA) Todd McFarlane 

Back In Print! Classic Spawn, reprinted in an oversized hardcover! With Spawn,  legendary writer and 

ar1st Todd McFarlane unleashed his iconic an1hero on the world and launched the most successful 

independent comic book in history. Spawn: Origins Volume 2 includes classic Spawn stories wriTen 

by Todd McFarlane, as well as industry giants Grant Morrison, Tom Orzechowski, and Andrew 

Grossberg. Revisit epic baTles that featured old foes and introduced many new characters—such as 

Violator, Redeemer, and Overkill—into the Spawn Universe. Extra features include a cover art gallery, 



behind-the-scenes art, and more, printed in an oversized hardcover format. Collects Spawn #13-25. 

(STL318907) 

HC, 328pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR240445 

AINT NO GRAVE #2 (OF 5) 

(W) Sko]e Young (A/CA) Jorge Corona 

Ryder seeks out Death in the city of Cypress, but quickly realizes that Death is on the hunt for her as 

well. She's a wanted woman and every bullet in this dark place is looking to put her in a grave. 

(STL318757) 

48pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240446 

BEAR PIRATE VIKING QUEEN #2 (OF 3) 

(W) Sean Lewis (A/CA) Jonathan Marks Barravecchia 

The Viking has taken control of the boat, and through the tempest, he heads to England. It's a land 

he has ancient history with, and a land whose queen is dressing for war with him. With the Bear, he 

stalks its streets destroying Bri1sh soldiers. Un1l he finds a home—and a whole other story to take 

out on the Bri1sh flag. (STL318918) 

40pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240447 

BLACK CLOAK #7 

(W) Kelly Thompson (A/CA) Meredith McClaren 

New Story Arc. Black Cloak returns! Something old has awakened beneath the city. In the five years 

since the "Essex Fire," Kiros has changed drama1cally. Ex-Black Cloak Phaedra Essex is either the 

city's greatest hero or greatest villain, depending on who you ask, and Black Cloak Pax has a bloody 

new case, a rookie partner, and absolutely no leads. (STL319021) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240448 

BLOOD SQUAD SEVEN #2 CVR A FRY 

(W) Joe Casey (A/CA) Paul Fry 



Rebuilding a brand—even one as ubiquitous as Blood Squad Seven—has its challenges. For one 

thing, even superheroes aren't perfect. What happens when that imperfec1on slips through the 

cracks? What sacrifices is this new team willing to make? Plus, a flashback to 1992—guest-starring 

the original Savage Dragon! (STL318919) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240449 

BLOOD SQUAD SEVEN #2 CVR B CROSS 

(W) Joe Casey (A) Paul Fry (CA) Chris Cross 

Rebuilding a brand—even one as ubiquitous as Blood Squad Seven—has its challenges. For one 

thing, even superheroes aren't perfect. What happens when that imperfec1on slips through the 

cracks? What sacrifices is this new team willing to make? Plus, a flashback to 1992—guest-starring 

the original Savage Dragon! (STL318920) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240452 

CABINET #5 (OF 5) CVR A RAIMONDI 

(W) Jordan Hart, David EbeltoV (A/CA) Chiara Raimondi 

Mini-Series Finale. In this electrifying and soul-s1rring conclusion, Avani and Trent put the Cabinet's 

teleporta1on abili1es to the test! Which may or may not result in someone plumme1ng 100+ feet to 

their possible demise! If that wasn't enough, our heroes' journey accelerates as Avani's world is 

turned upside down when she discovers that the mistake she's been trying to fix might've already 

corrected itself… but in the worst possible way! (STL318923) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240453 

CABINET #5 (OF 5) CVR B SAUVAGE 

(W) Jordan Hart, David EbeltoV (A) Chiara Raimondi (CA) Marguerite Sauvage 

MINISERIES FINALE 

In this electrifying and soul-s1rring conclusion, Avani and Trent put the Cabinet's teleporta1on 

abili1es to the test! Which may or may not result in someone plumme1ng 100+ feet to their possible 

demise! If that wasn't enough, our heroes' journey accelerates as Avani's world is turned upside 

down when she discovers that the mistake she's been trying to fix might've already corrected 

itself…but in the worst possible way! (STL318924) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240456 

DEPARTMENT OF TRUTH #23 CVR A SIMMONDS 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Mar1n Simmonds 

New Story Arc. The Eisner-Nominated series returns! Confronted with an enemy intent on exposing 

their secrets to the world, the Department of Truth makes a shocking choice—go public first. But to 

understand Lee Harvey Oswald's risky gambit, we have to return to where it all started: Dallas, 1963, 

as President John F. Kennedy's motorcade passed the grassy knoll… Mul1ple Eisner-winning writer 

James Tynion IV and acclaimed ar1st Mar1n Simmonds bring their celebrated series back from hiatus 

with the bang heard around the world! (STL319022) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240459 

DEVIANT #6 (OF 9) CVR A HIXSON (MR) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Joshua Hixson 

One of the grimmest chapters in Milwaukee's history repeats itself as the law descends on Michael 

Schmitz, eerily echoing the Deviant Killer's arrest half a century ago. But is Michael the copycat 

murderer… or just another outsider primed to take the blame for an act of horror he didn't commit? 

(STL319010) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (6 of 9)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240462 

DRAWING BLOOD #3 (OF 12) CVR A EASTMAN 

(W) David Avallone, Kevin Eastman (A) Ben Bishop & Various (CA) Kevin Eastman 

A funeral, an angry widow, a talking statue, a crazed mob, a silent-movie nightmare, and a face-off 

with murderous Lithuanian gangsters. It's another tricky day for Shane "Books" Bookman, a comic 

book creator who rode the roller coaster of fame and fortune and ended up… in a whole loTa 

trouble! (STL318927) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 12)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240463 

DRAWING BLOOD #3 (OF 12) CVR B BISHOP 

(W) David Avallone, Kevin Eastman (A) Ben Bishop & Various (CA) Ben Bishop 

A funeral, an angry widow, a talking statue, a crazed mob, a silent-movie nightmare, and a face-off 

with murderous Lithuanian gangsters. It's another tricky day for Shane "Books" Bookman, a comic 



book creator who rode the roller coaster of fame and fortune and ended up…in a whole loTa 

trouble! (STL318928) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 12)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240464 

DRAWING BLOOD #3 (OF 12) CVR C BISLEY & EASTMAN 

(W) David Avallone, Kevin Eastman (A/CA) Ben Bishop & Various 

A funeral, an angry widow, a talking statue, a crazed mob, a silent-movie nightmare, and a face-off 

with murderous Lithuanian gangsters. It's another tricky day for Shane "Books" Bookman, a comic 

book creator who rode the roller coaster of fame and fortune and ended up…in a whole loTa 

trouble! (STL318929) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 12)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240465 

FERAL #4 CVR A FORSTNER & FLEECS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Trish Forstner, Tone Rodriguez (CA) Trish Forster, Tony Fleecs 

More animal horror in this ongoing series from the creators of Stray Dogs! The indoor cats finally 

come home, but so do their secrets! AVer surviving the rabies-infested forest, can the cats survive… 

each other?!? And what exactly is lurking in the basement? Don't get bit. Don't get scratched. Don't 

become… feral. (STL318930) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240466 

FERAL #4 CVR B FORSTNER & FLEECS 

(W) Tony Fleecs (A) Trish Forstner, Tone Rodriguez (CA) Trish Forstner, Tony Fleecs 

MORE ANIMAL HORROR IN THIS ONGOING SERIES FROM THE CREATORS OF STRAY DOGS! 

The indoor cats finally come home, but so do their secrets! AVer surviving the rabies-infested forest, 

can the cats survive…each other?!? 

And what exactly is lurking in the basement? 

Don't get bit. 

Don't get scratched. 

Don't become…FERAL. (STL318931) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240469 

FORGED #9 (MR) 

(W) Greg Rucka, Eric Trautmann (A/CA) Mike Henderson 

CrazyJo must lead Scimitar-3 alongside two other Forged teams into T-space on a mission that spells 

genocide for the Phobes, while the KIA-listed Vic finds herself face to face with an old frenemy. On 

Throneworld, Davian enters an uneasy alliance with a Cassandra, but will their alliance reveal the 

Empress's true agenda, or is it just part of a longer game? (STL318934) 

MATURE THEMES 

64pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240470 

GEIGER #3 CVR A FRANK & ANDERSON 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Gary Frank, Gary Frank (CA) Gary Frank 

Tariq Geiger surrounds himself with some dangerous friends. His two-headed wolf Barney bears the 

trauma of the fateful night that Geiger found him. And he and Geiger's surprising new companion try 

to atone for a life of unfeTered violence and brutality. But even between the three of them, they are 

no match for the many threats in pursuit. Plus, the return of Junkyard Joe! (STL318935) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240471 

GEIGER #3 CVR B 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Gary Frank 

Tariq Geiger surrounds himself with some dangerous friends. His two-headed wolf Barney bears the 

trauma of the fateful night that Geiger found him. And he and Geiger's surprising new companion try 

to atone for a life of unfeTered violence and brutality. But even between the three of them, they are 

no match for the many threats in pursuit. Plus, the return of Junkyard Joe! (STL318936) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240473 

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #307 CVR A KUBERT & ANDERSON 

(W) Larry Hama (A) Chris Mooneyham, Francesco Segala (CA) Andy Kubert, Brad Anderson 

Serpentor... Triumphant? The Joes must fight wars on two fronts, as Cobra Island and Springfield 

become key baTlegrounds in the war with Serpentor. But Destro has his own plans… (STL318938) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR240474 

GI JOE A REAL AMERICAN HERO #307 CVR B KUBERT 

(W) Larry Hama (A) Chris Mooneyham, Francesco Segala (CA) Andy Kubert 

SERPENTOR...TRIUMPHANT?  

The Joes must fight wars on two fronts, as Cobra Island AND Springfield become key baTlegrounds in 

the war with Serpentor. 

But Destro has his own plans… (STL318939) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240476 

GROMMETS #2 (OF 7) CVR A PARSON 

(W) Rick Remender, Brian Posehn (A) BreT Parson, Moreno Dinisio (CA) BreT Parson 

The Grommets' big day out! AVer some fine dining at the Bell, Rick and Brian meet up with the Jens 

to skate a parking garage. They'll face security guards, jock thugs, and wipeouts in a classic day of 

unsupervised danger, fun, and adventure in the lives of 80s suburban latchkey kids. (STL318941) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 7)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240478 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #33 CVR A HENRIQUES 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) Daniel Henriques 

With no powers and no way to heal himself, the Gunslinger seeks the aid of an old friend and 

discovers he has a new ally! (STL318943) 

SC, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240479 

GUNSLINGER SPAWN #33 CVR B WAYSHAK 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Carlo Barberi (CA) Jonathan Wayshak 

With no powers and no way to heal himself, the Gunslinger seeks the aid of an old friend and 

discovers he has a new ally! (STL318944) 

SC, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240480 



HOLY ROLLER #7 (OF 9) CVR A BOSCHI & DINISIO 

(W) Rick Remender & Various (A) Roland Boschi, Moreno DiNisio (CA) Roland Boschi, Moreno Diniso 

The day has come! The horrors of yesterday rise like a zombie and infect modern thinking! 

Everyone's been poisoned, leading to a sickness that blinds them, and only one man can see the 

light, only one man can save us from ourselves—it's probably our hero, right?! (STL318945) 

24pgs, FC (7 of 9)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240482 

I HATE FAIRYLAND #15 CVR A BEAN (MR) 

(W) Sko]e Young (A/CA) BreT Bean 

End of Story Arc. It's the rise of Gertzilla! As Gert and Larry reach the end of Fairyland, the liTle baby 

Gertlins from a year ago are now decidedly not liTle and are in fact huge, slobbering, Gert-ea1ng 

monsters. With a liTle help from Virgil, the team pulls together one final weapon to kill 'em all... 

(STL318947) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240483 

I HATE FAIRYLAND #15 CVR B BEAN (MR) 

(W) Sko]e Young (A/CA) BreT Bean 

END OF STORY ARC 

IT'S THE RISE OF GERTZILLA! As Gert and Larry reach the end of Fairyland, the liTle baby Gertlins 

from a year ago are now decidedly NOT liTle and are in fact huge, slobbering, Gert-ea1ng monsters. 

With a liTle help from Virgil, the team pulls together one final weapon to kill & em all... (STL318948) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240484 

INFERNALS #5 CVR A PEARSON (MR) 

(W) Ryan ParroT, Noah Gardner (A/CA) John Pearson 

The baTle for Bethlehem begins. Sam makes a fateful decision. Abe meets his father. (STL318949) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR240485 

INFERNALS #5 CVR B GLAPION (MR) 

(W) Ryan ParroT, Noah Gardner (A) John Pearson (CA) Jonathan Glapion 

The baTle for Bethlehem begins. Sam makes a fateful decision. Abe meets his father. (STL318950) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240486 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE 

(W/A/CA) Wes Craig 

What's happened to Kaya's magic arm? What strange lands have her adventures taken her to, and 

where is her brother Jin? Glimpse Kaya's future in this shocking standalone story! Featuring a backup 

story by rising star Juni Ba. (STL314574) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240392) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240487 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE 

(W/A) Wes Craig (CA) Jim Mahfood 

"What’s happened to Kaya’s magic arm? What strange lands have her adventures taken her to, and 

where is her brother Jin? Glimpse Kaya’s future in this shocking standalone story! Featuring a backup 

story by rising star JUNI BA. 

" (STL314575) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240393) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240488 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE (MR) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) German Erramouspe, Jason Sean Alexander (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander 

End of Story Arc. "Death Be Not Proud," Part 6 (of 6). The latest arc of the sold-out Eisner Award-

nominated series arrives at its explosive conclusion! For the first 1me, bringing together Spawn, 

Savage Dragon, and the cursed one known as Blacula himself! From Rodney Barnes, the writer and 



execu1ve producer behind HBO's Winning Time, and Jason Shawn Alexander, the ar1st who 

redefined Spawn. Plus: A backup story featuring Hell's baddest badass, Johnny Gatlin! Also available 

in Noir Edi1on, featuring black-and-white line art interiors. (STL314474) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240394) 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240489 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE (MR) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Jason Sean Alexander, German Erramouspe (CA) Viktor Farro 

END OF STORY ARC&quot;DEATH BE NOT PROUD,&quot; Part Six (of Six)The latest arc of the sold-out 

Eisner Award-nominated series arrives at its explosive conclusion! For the first 1me, bringing 

together Spawn, Savage Dragon, and the cursed one known as Blacula himself!From RODNEY 

BARNES, the writer and execu1ve producer behind HBO&#39;s Winning Time, and JASON SHAWN 

ALEXANDER, the ar1st who redefined SPAWN.PLUS: A backup story featuring Hell&#39;s baddest 

badass, Johnny Gatlin!Also available in NOIR EDITION, featuring black-and-white line art interiors. 

(STL314475) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240395) 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240490 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE (MR) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Jason Sean Alexander, German Erramouspe (CA) Jason Shawn Alexander 

END OF STORY ARC&quot;DEATH BE NOT PROUD,&quot; Part Six (of Six)The latest arc of the sold-out 

Eisner Award-nominated series arrives at its explosive conclusion! For the first 1me, bringing 

together Spawn, Savage Dragon, and the cursed one known as Blacula himself!From RODNEY 

BARNES, the writer and execu1ve producer behind HBO&#39;s Winning Time, and JASON SHAWN 

ALEXANDER, the ar1st who redefined SPAWN.PLUS: A backup story featuring Hell&#39;s baddest 

badass, Johnny Gatlin!Also available in NOIR EDITION, featuring black-and-white line art interiors. 

(STL314476) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240396) 

40pgs, B&W           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240491 



KING SPAWN #35 CVR A KEANE 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Kevin Keane 

Spawn has always had a target on his back, but he recently found out it was bigger than he ever 

realized. (STL318951) 

SC, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240492 

KING SPAWN #35 CVR B ALEXANDER 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Javi Fernandez (CA) Fern Alexander 

Spawn has always had a target on his back, but he recently found out it was bigger than he ever 

realized. (STL318952) 

SC, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240493 

LAST MERMAID #4 CVR A KIM 

(W/A/CA) Derek Kirk Kim 

Secrets unfold when a mysterious stranger joins the mermaid. At long last, the mermaid reveals her 

desperate lifelong mission. And much to her shock, the stranger claims to know the way to fulfilling 

her dream. But can the cau1ous mermaid put her trust in this enigma1c wanderer? (STL318953) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240494 

LEGO NINJAGO SHATTERSPIN #2 (OF 5) CVR A VUONG 

(W) Tri Vuong (A) Tri Vuong, Riccardo Robaldo (CA) Tri Vuong 

Enter a New and Terrifying Realm—The Wyldness! Garmadon comes face-to-face with a new foe: 

The Lycan King! But as the truth behind the Wolf Clan and the power of ShaTerspin are revealed, 

Garmadon faces his most terrifying challenge: training new students!  

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configura1ons, the Minifigure and NINJAGO are trademarks 

and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group. 2024 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved. (STL319026) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240495 

LEGO NINJAGO SHATTERSPIN #2 (OF 5) CVR B MASON 



(W) Tri Vuong (A) Tri Vuong, Riccardo Robaldo (CA) Jus1n Mason 

Enter a New and Terrifying Realm—The Wyldness!  

Garmadon comes face-to-face with a new foe: The Lycan King! But as the truth behind the Wolf Clan 

and the power of ShaTerspin are revealed, Garmadon faces his most terrifying challenge: training 

new students!  

LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configura1ons, the Minifigure and NINJAGO are trademarks 

and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group. 2024 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved. (STL319027) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240497 

LOVE EVERLASTING #15 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Elsa Charre1er 

End of Story Arc. "Just West of Love," Part Five. Joan and the Cowboy know each other now; their 

secrets, their hopes, and their regrets. All that's leV is the blood that needs to be spilled. The Eisner 

and Harvey-nominated series reaches its halfway point with this clima1c issue, as the woman behind 

the curtain is revealed and everything changes. (STL319015) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240498 

LOCAL MAN #11 CVR A SEELEY & FLEECS (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs 

The fate of Farmington is on the line, and Jack Xaver is all out of friends. Now, to stop the Faceless 

Horde, Local Man will do any damn thing… including giving himself over to the evil of the Fright! But 

there's one being more malevolent than an ancient alien fear god in town—former U.S. VP Dan 

Quayle. (STL318954) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240499 

LOCAL MAN #11 CVR B RANEY & REBER (MR) 

(W/A) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs (CA) Tom Raney, Brian Reber 

The fate of Farmington is on the line, and Jack Xaver is all out of friends. Now, to stop the Faceless 

Horde, Local Man will do any damn thing…including giving himself over to the evil of the Fright! But 

there's one being more malevolent than an ancient alien fear god in town—former U.S. VP Dan 

Quayle. (STL318955) 



MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240500 

LOCAL MAN #11 CVR C SEELEY & FLEECS (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Tim Seeley, Tony Fleecs 

The fate of Farmington is on the line, and Jack Xaver is all out of friends. Now, to stop the Faceless 

Horde, Local Man will do any damn thing…including giving himself over to the evil of the Fright! But 

there's one being more malevolent than an ancient alien fear god in town—former U.S. VP Dan 

Quayle. (STL319134) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240501 

MONOLITH #2 (OF 3) 

(W) Sean Lewis (A/CA) Valerio Giangiordano 

The baTle between Monolith and Omega Spawn rages across the stars. And unfortunately for them, 

it will all come crashing down where they least expect it. (STL318956) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240502 

MONSTRESS #52 (MR) 

(W) Marjorie M. Liu (A/CA) Sana Takeda 

To fight back against her father's destruc1on, Maika must seek out more of her mother's secrets—

and grapple with the role she plays in each parent's legacy. (STL319016) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240503 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE 

(W) Kyle Higgins, ScoT "Kid Cudi" Mescudi (A/CA) Marco Loca1 



Ramon dives deeper into the mystery of his powers and learns a truth that changes everything. With 

his family on the line, Ramon will have to decide where he stands—and find out who he can trust to 

stand with him. (STL314416) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240404) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240504 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE 

(W) Kyle Higgins, ScoT "Kid Cudi" Mescudi (A) Marco Loca1 (CA) French Carlomagno 

Ramon dives deeper into the mystery of his powers and learns a truth that changes everything. With 

his family on the line, Ramon will have to decide where he stands—and find out who he can trust to 

stand with him. (STL314417) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240405) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240505 

PLEASE DO NOT ORDER ON THIS LINE 

(W) Kyle Higgins, ScoT "Kid Cudi" Mescudi (A) Marco Loca1 (CA) Paris Alleyne 

Ramon dives deeper into the mystery of his powers and learns a truth that changes everything. With 

his family on the line, Ramon will have to decide where he stands—and find out who he can trust to 

stand with him. (STL314418) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #3 (MAR240406) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240506 

NAPALM LULLABY #4 CVR A BENGAL 

(W) Rick Remender (A/CA)  Bengal 

More secrets of the sanc1fied city are revealed as our family of an1heroes ventures deeper into the 

dome in search of the Glorious Leader while trying to outrun the Sin Police, only to encounter the 

unimaginable power of the Janitor's wrath. (STL318957) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240508 

NIGHTS #8 (MR) 



(W) WyaT Kennedy (A/CA) Luigi Formisano 

Yo, isn't it wild people s1ll think folks give drugs to trick 'r treaters? Read a book. Anyway, there's a 

headless body running around Santo Pedro murdering people. MaT's Halloween party starts at 8. 

BYOB. (STL318959) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240509 

ONE HAND #5 (OF 5) CVR A CAMPBELL LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Ram V. (A) Laurence Campbell, Lee Loughridge (CA) Laurence Campbell & Various 

Mini-Series Finale. Ari Nassar is on the cusp of catching the One Hand Killer and ge]ng the answers 

he has sought. But is Ari truly ready for the soul-crushing revela1ons about the murders, his world, 

and the darkness that lies beyond the truth? The gruesome crime drama comes to its mind-blowing 

conclusion! Grippingly wriTen by award-winning writer Ram V with haun1ngly atmospheric art and 

covers by Laurence Campbell And Lee Loughridge, The One Hand is a miniseries that will keep you 

guessing un1l the very end. (STL318960) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240510 

ONE HAND #5 (OF 5) CVR B KUMAR LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Ram V. (A) Laurence Campbell, Lee Loughridge (CA) Lee Loughridge & Various 

MINISERIES FINALE 

Ari Nassar is on the cusp of catching the One Hand Killer and ge]ng the answers he has sought. But 

is Ari truly ready for the soul-crushing revela1ons about the murders, his world, and the darkness 

that lies beyond the truth? The gruesome crime drama comes to its mind-blowing conclusion!  

Grippingly wriTen by award-winning writer RAM V (The Many Deaths of Laila Starr, Swamp Thing) 

with haun1ngly atmospheric art and covers by LAURENCE CAMPBELL (Old Haunts, BPRD: Hell on 

Earth) and LEE LOUGHRIDGE (DEADLY CLASS), THE ONE HAND is a miniseries that will keep you 

guessing un1l the very end.  

For fans of Blade Runner, Ghost in the Shell, and Black Mirror. (STL318961) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240511 



RAT CITY #3 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Ze Carlos (CA) Bjorn Barends 

Peter Cairn, the Deviant, has decided that he is done hiding; he is taking the fight directly to those 

who created him! (STL318962) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240512 

REDCOAT #3 CVR A HITCH & ANDERSON 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Bryan Hitch & Various (CA) Bryan Hitch, Brad Anderson 

The Unnamed's immortal hero, Simon Pure, has made a lot more enemies than friends through the 

centuries. None more so than the macabre cabal of hooded cult figures relentlessly chasing him 

through those centuries! But 12-year-old Albert Einstein claims to know how to help Simon unlock 

his true powers… if Simon will let him. (STL318963) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240513 

REDCOAT #3 CVR B ASRAR & WILSON 

(W) Geoff Johns (A) Bryan Hitch & Various (CA) Mahmud Asrar, MaThew Wilson 

THE UNNAMED's immortal hero, Simon Pure, has made a lot more enemies than friends through the 

centuries. None more so than the macabre cabal of hooded cult figures relentlessly chasing him 

through those centuries! But 12-year-old Albert Einstein claims to know how to help Simon unlock 

his true powers…if Simon will let him. (STL318964) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240515 

ROGUE SUN #20 

(W) Ryan ParroT (A)  Abel (CA) Stefano Simeone 

With Perrine Jewelry slowly rebuilding and Rogue Sun stretched to his limit, DoTy calls in an old 

friend to help track down the escaped supervillains—but who is Divinity, and what dangerous secrets 

are buried in her past? Rogue Sun is a Massive-Verse series. (STL318966) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240516 

ROOK EXODUS #3 CVR A FABOK & ANDERSON 



(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Jason Fabok, Brad Anderson 

As Rook and Dire Wolf are hunted by the bear warden Ursaw, they need allies to fight back. Dire Wolf 

takes them to a secret sanctuary called the Oasis, where we meet another enigma1c Warden and his 

formidable crew. But can they be trusted? And whose side are they really on? Also: If you think you 

know how sick and twisted Ursaw is, you've seen nothing yet! (STL318967) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240517 

ROOK EXODUS #3 CVR B FABOK & ANDERSON 

(W) Geoff Johns (A/CA) Jason Fabok, Brad Anderson 

As Rook and Dire Wolf are hunted by the bear warden Ursaw, they need allies to fight back. Dire Wolf 

takes them to a secret sanctuary called the Oasis, where we meet another enigma1c Warden and his 

formidable crew. But can they be trusted? And whose side are they really on? Also: If you think you 

know how sick and twisted Ursaw is, you've seen nothing yet! (STL318968) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240519 

SACRIFICERS #9 CVR A FIUMARA & MCCAIG 

(W) Rick Remender (A/CA) Max Fiumara, Dave McCaig 

With the world falling deeper into chaos, the consequences of Pigeon's choices come back to haunt 

him. Now, he must decide if he'll be consumed by guilt and loss, or if he'll rise up to take his 

vengeance on the gods. (STL318970) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240521 

SAM AND TWITCH CASE FILES #4 

(W) Todd McFarlane (A) Szymon Kudranski (CA) Jonathan Glapion 

Just when they thought they'd cracked the case, another body turns up. The killer is constantly one 

step ahead of them, and Sam is beginning to doubt his abili1es. (STL318972) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240522 

SAVAGE DRAGON #271 CVR A LARSEN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Erik Larsen 



The Rascally Rodent Returns! The famous star of stage has his eyes set on Maxine Dragon and 

Malcolm, and the S.O.S. have their hands full trying to protect her! Comes with our highest possible 

recommenda1on! (STL319017) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240523 

SAVAGE DRAGON #271 CVR B LARSEN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Erik Larsen 

The Rascally Rodent Returns! The famous star of stage has his eyes set on Maxine Dragon and 

Malcolm, and the S.O.S. have their hands full trying to protect her! Comes with our highest possible 

recommenda1on! (STL319018) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240524 

SIX FINGERS #5 (OF 5) CVR A KUMAR LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Dan WaTers (A) Lee Loughridge, Sumit Kumar (CA) Lee Loughridge & Various 

Mini-Series Finale. Soaked in blood and steeped in the secrets of Neo Novena, there may only be one 

way out for serial killer Johannes in the bone-chilling conclusion to the gruesome series! Grippingly 

wriTen by writer Dan WaTers with haun1ngly atmospheric art and covers by Sumit Kumar and Lee 

Loughridge, The Six Fingers is a miniseries that will keep you on the edge un1l the very end. 

(STL318973) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240525 

SIX FINGERS #5 (OF 5) CVR B CAMPBELL LOUGHRIDGE MULLER (MR) 

(W) Dan WaTers (A) Lee Loughridge, Sumit Kumar (CA) Lee Loughridge & Various 

MINISERIES FINALE 

Soaked in blood and steeped in the secrets of Neo Novena, there may only be one way out for serial 

killer Johannes in the bone-chilling conclusion to the gruesome series! 

Grippingly wriTen by writer DAN WATTERS (HOME SICK PILOTS, Loki) with haun1ngly atmospheric 

art and covers by SUMIT KUMAR (Man-Bat, These Savage Shores) and LEE LOUGHRIDGE (DEADLY 

CLASS), THE SIX FINGERS is a miniseries that will keep you on the edge un1l the very end.  



For fans of Blade Runner, Ghost in the Shell, and Black Mirror. (STL318974) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240526 

SOMETHING EPIC #11 CVR A KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

In the deepest depths of an imaginary primordial jungle, Noa and D seek council from Mother 

Nature—the first goddess—who points them to the nine mythic realms in search of a thunder god. 

Features 32 full pages of pure story and art! (STL318975) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240527 

SOMETHING EPIC #11 CVR B KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

In the deepest depths of an imaginary primordial jungle, Noa and D seek council from Mother 

Nature—the first goddess—who points them to the nine mythic realms in search of a thunder god. 

Features 32 full pages of pure story and art! (STL318976) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240528 

SOMETHING EPIC #11 CVR C KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

In the deepest depths of an imaginary primordial jungle, Noa and D seek council from Mother 

Nature—the first goddess—who points them to the nine mythic realms in search of a thunder god. 

Features 32 full pages of pure story and art! (STL318977) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240529 

SOMETHING EPIC #11 CVR D KUDRANSKI 

(W/A/CA) Szymon Kudranski 

In the deepest depths of an imaginary primordial jungle, Noa and D seek council from Mother 

Nature—the first goddess—who points them to the nine mythic realms in search of a thunder god. 

Features 32 full pages of pure story and art! (STL318978) 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240530 

SPAWN #355 CVR A RANDAL 

(W) Rory McConville (A) BreT Booth (CA) Von Randal 

Bludd's new assassin is hot on Spawn's heels, and without the ability to disappear into the shadows, 

it's only a maTer of 1me before he finds him. Will this be their final face-off? (STL318979) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240531 

SPAWN #355 CVR B SPEARS 

(W) Rory Mcconville (A) BreT Booth (CA) Mark Spears 

Bludd's new assassin is hot on Spawn's heels, and without the ability to disappear into the shadows, 

it's only a maTer of 1me before he finds him. Will this be their final face-off? (STL318980) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240532 

SPAWN SCORCHED #31 CVR A GAY 

(W) John Layman (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Raymond Gay 

The man that Jessica Priest has tried for so long to forget has returned to her life. Not only has he 

returned, but he wants her back under his control, and he doesn't care who he needs to kill to make 

that happen! (STL318981) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240533 

SPAWN SCORCHED #31 CVR B REVOLVER 

(W) John Layman (A) Stephen Segovia (CA) Tonton Revolver 

The man that Jessica Priest has tried for so long to forget has returned to her life. Not only has he 

returned, but he wants her back under his control, and he doesn't care who he needs to kill to make 

that happen! (STL318982) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR240534 



ST MERCY GODLAND #3 (OF 4) CVR A ROJO 

(W) John Zuur PlaTen (A/CA) A1lio Rojo 

The violent life Mercy hoped to escape has followed her to Hollywood as the ancient gods are 

determined to reclaim their gold. Now, with the help of a rising star named ScoT, Mercy is 

determined to end the curse that torments her and her ancient Incan sisters Quispe and Toctollissica. 

But her new circle of celebrity friends are not all who they appear to be, and they have plans of their 

own… plans that may end Mercy's immortality in a whirlwind of blood. (STL318983) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240535 

ST MERCY GODLAND #3 (OF 4) CVR B CAFARO & ROJO 

(W) John Zuur PlaTen (A) A1lio Rojo (CA) Giuseppe Cafaro, A1lio Rojo 

The violent life Mercy hoped to escape has followed her to Hollywood as the ancient gods are 

determined to reclaim their gold. Now, with the help of a rising star named ScoT, Mercy is 

determined to end the curse that torments her and her ancient Incan sisters Quispe and Toctollissica. 

But her new circle of celebrity friends are not all who they appear to be, and they have plans of their 

own…plans that may end Mercy's immortality in a whirlwind of blood. (STL318984) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240536 

TRANSFORMERS #9 CVR A JOHNSON & SPICER 

(W) Daniel Warren Johnson (A) Jorge Corona, Mike Spicer (CA) Daniel Warren Johnson, Mike Spicer 

The wars on Cybertron and Earth converge in ways the Autobots and Decep1cons never expected… 

(STL319029) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240537 

TRANSFORMERS #9 CVR B CORONA & SPICER 

(W) Daniel Warren Johnson (A/CA) Jorge Corona, Mike Spicer 

The wars on Cybertron and Earth converge in ways the Autobots and Decep1cons never expected… 

(STL319030) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240541 



UNIVERSAL MONSTERS BLACK LAGOON #3 (OF 4) CVR A ROBERTS 

(W) Dan WaTers, Ram V. (A) MaThew Roberts, Dave Stewart (CA) MaThew Roberts 

Kate's quest for revenge creates unexpected dangers as she closes in on the serial killer known as 

Collier and discovers their surprising connec1on to the creature that dwells within the rainforest. 

(STL318985) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240542 

UNIVERSAL MONSTERS BLACK LAGOON #3 (OF 4) CVR B TEDESCO 

(W) Dan WaTers, Ram V. (A) MaThew Roberts, Dave Stewart (CA) Julian To1no Tedesco 

Kate's quest for revenge creates unexpected dangers as she closes in on the serial killer known as 

Collier and discovers their surprising connec1on to the creature that dwells within the rainforest. 

(STL318986) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240547 

VOID RIVALS #10 CVR A DE FELICI 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Lorenzo De Felici, Matheus Lopes (CA) Lorenzo De Felici 

Secrets of the Sacred Ring revealed! Void Rivals finally puts the "energon" in their corner of the 

Energon Universe! (STL318991) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240548 

VOID RIVALS #10 CVR B RIVAS 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Lorenzo De Felici, Matheus Lopes (CA) Baldemar Rivas 

Secrets of the Sacred Ring revealed!    

VOID RIVALS finally puts the "energon" in their corner of the Energon Universe! (STL318992) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240552 

W0RLDTR33 #11 CVR A BLANCO (MR) 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Fernando Blanco, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Fernando Blanco 



End of Story Arc. Agent Silk's determina1on brought her face-to-face with PH34R in a confronta1on 

that may cost Silk her sanity—if not her life. But PH34R isn't ac1ng alone. As the second arc of the 

smash-hit sci-fi/horror series reaches its harrowing climax, the architect behind the Undernet's 

return steps out of the shadows. (STL318996) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240553 

W0RLDTR33 #11 CVR B FORNES (MR) 

(W) James TynionIV (A) Fernando Blanco, Jordie Bellaire (CA) Jorge Fornes 

END OF STORY ARC 

Agent Silk's determina1on brought her face-to-face with PH34R in a confronta1on that may cost Silk 

her sanity—if not her life. But PH34R isn't ac1ng alone. As the second arc of the smash-hit sci-

fi/horror series reaches its harrowing climax, the architect behind the Undernet's return steps out of 

the shadows. (STL318997) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240556 

WALKING DEAD DLX #90 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig 

For those in Alexandria, tensions con1nue to brew from outside and within. This deluxe presenta1on 

in stunning full color also features another installment of Cu]ng Room Floor and creator 

commentary. (STL319001) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240557 

WALKING DEAD DLX #90 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig 

For those in Alexandria, tensions con1nue to brew from outside and within. 

This deluxe presenta1on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cu]ng 

Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL319002) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240558 

WALKING DEAD DLX #90 CVR C WU (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Annie Wu 

For those in Alexandria, tensions con1nue to brew from outside and within. 

This deluxe presenta1on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cu]ng 

Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL319003) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240559 

WALKING DEAD DLX #90 CVR D TEDESCO (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Julian To1no Tedesco 

For those in Alexandria, tensions con1nue to brew from outside and within. 

This deluxe presenta1on in STUNNING FULL COLOR also features another installment of Cu]ng 

Room Floor and creator commentary. (STL319159) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240560 

WALKING DEAD DLX #91 CVR A FINCH & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) David Finch, Dave McCaig 

The group's excursions outside Alexandria become increasingly dangerous with few rewards… 

(STL319004) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240561 

WALKING DEAD DLX #91 CVR B ADLARD & MCCAIG (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A/CA) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig 



The group's excursions outside Alexandria become increasingly dangerous with few rewards… 

(STL319005) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240562 

WALKING DEAD DLX #91 CVR C PHILLIPS (MR) 

(W) Robert Kirkman (A) Charlie Adlard, Dave McCaig (CA) Sean Phillips, Jacob Phillips 

The group's excursions outside Alexandria become increasingly dangerous with few rewards… 

(STL319006) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240563 

WEATHERMAN VOL 3 #6 (OF 7) (MR) 

(W) Jody LeHeup (A/CA) Nathan Fox 

The Weatherman saga reaches its stunning climax in this must-read penul1mate issue. (STL319007) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (6 of 7)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240564 

WHISPER QUEEN #2 (OF 3) CVR A ANKA 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A/CA) Kris Anka 

The disgraced assassin Javro leads her friends to find her son. But first they need to get past the 

legendary killer: the Dark Whisper. Don't miss this miniseries sequel to The White Trees by Chip 

Zdarsky (Newburn, Batman) and Kris Anka (Across the Spider-Verse)! (STL319008) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240565 

WHISPER QUEEN #2 (OF 3) CVR B LLOVET 

(W) Chip Zdarsky (A) Kris Anka (CA) Maria Llovet 

The disgraced assassin Javro leads her friends to find her son. But first they need to get past the 

legendary killer…the Dark Whisper. 



Don't miss this miniseries sequel to THE WHITE TREES by CHIP ZDARSKY (NEWBURN, Batman) and 

KRIS ANKA (Across the Spider-Verse)! (STL319009) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

MARVEL COMICS 

 

APR240566 

DEADPOOL WOLVERINE WWIII #2 

(W) Joe Kelly (A/CA) Adam Kubert 

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST!  

WOLVERINE and DEADPOOL, caught in a snowy wasteland, with no hope of survival - except each 

other! If they can fight off the ENHANCED FORCES of THOSE WHO WATCH, only one baTle remains - 

LOGAN VS. WADE WILSON! And it can only end - IN DEATH! You'll have to read it to believe it! And: 

The story behind the DELTA revealed! 

Rated T+ (STL316999) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240568 

DEADPOOL WOLVERINE WWIII #2 BAZALDUA STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Joe Kelly (A) Adam Kubert (CA) Jan Bazaldua 

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST!  

WOLVERINE and DEADPOOL, caught in a snowy wasteland, with no hope of survival - except each 

other! If they can fight off the ENHANCED FORCES of THOSE WHO WATCH, only one baTle remains - 

LOGAN VS. WADE WILSON! And it can only end - IN DEATH! You'll have to read it to believe it! And: 

The story behind the DELTA revealed! 

Rated T+ (STL317000) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240569 

DEADPOOL KILLS MARVEL UNIVERSE #1 FACSIMILE ED 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Dalibor Talajic (CA) Kaare Andrews 

Presen1ng another chance to watch the heroes of the Marvel Universe bite the big one as one of the 

most acclaimed Deadpool stories ever published gets the Facsimile treatment! What if everything 

you thought was funny about Wade Wilson was really just disturbing? What if he decided to kill 



everyone and everything that makes up the Marvel Universe? What if he actually pulled it off? 

Would that be fun for you? The Merc with a Mouth takes a turn for the twisted in a horror comic like 

no other! It's one of the all-1me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, 

ads and all! Reprin1ng DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE #1. 

Rated T+ (STL317180) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240570 

DEADPOOL #3 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Taurin Clarke 

DEADPOOL VS. CROSSBONES! 

Deadpool and Taskmaster may be mercs for hire, but someone has hired Crossbones to hunt them 

down. Plus, Deadpool gets a new hire he is not expec1ng. Meanwhile Death Grip gets a valuable key 

to Deadpool's mortality! 

Rated T+ (STL316993) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240571 

DEADPOOL #3 HILDEBRANDT DEADPOOL MMP III VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

DEADPOOL VS. CROSSBONES! 

Deadpool and Taskmaster may be mercs for hire, but someone has hired Crossbones to hunt them 

down. Plus, Deadpool gets a new hire he is not expec1ng. Meanwhile Death Grip gets a valuable key 

to Deadpool's mortality! 

Rated T+ (STL316994) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240573 

DEADPOOL #3 ROB LIEFELD VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Rob Liefeld 

DEADPOOL VS. CROSSBONES! 

Deadpool and Taskmaster may be mercs for hire, but someone has hired Crossbones to hunt them 

down. Plus, Deadpool gets a new hire he is not expec1ng. Meanwhile Death Grip gets a valuable key 

to Deadpool's mortality! 



Rated T+ (STL316998) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240574 

DEADPOOL #3 MATTHEW WAITE VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA) MaThew Waite 

DEADPOOL VS. CROSSBONES! 

Deadpool and Taskmaster may be mercs for hire, but someone has hired Crossbones to hunt them 

down. Plus, Deadpool gets a new hire he is not expec1ng. Meanwhile Death Grip gets a valuable key 

to Deadpool's mortality! 

Rated T+ (STL316996) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240575 

DEADPOOL #3 MOVIE VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Roge Antonio (CA)  Movie Cover 

DEADPOOL VS. CROSSBONES! 

Deadpool and Taskmaster may be mercs for hire, but someone has hired Crossbones to hunt them 

down. Plus, Deadpool gets a new hire he is not expec1ng. Meanwhile Death Grip gets a valuable key 

to Deadpool's mortality! 

Rated T+ (STL316997) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240576 

BLOOD HUNT #4 

(W) Jed MacKay (A/CA) Pepe Larraz 

Doctor Strange and Clea court a dread ally - but at what cost comes this aid? Hunter's Moon and 

Tigra do the same- but can this shadowy figure be trusted? And meanwhile, the Avengers are given 

the baTle they so sorely crave in order to avenge their fallen friends. But in the darkness...a light? 

Rated T+ (STL316966) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240580 



BLOOD HUNT #4 TONY DANIEL VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz (CA) Tony Daniel 

Doctor Strange and Clea court a dread ally - but at what cost comes this aid? Hunter's Moon and 

Tigra do the same- but can this shadowy figure be trusted? And meanwhile, the Avengers are given 

the baTle they so sorely crave in order to avenge their fallen friends. But in the darkness...a light? 

Rated T+ (STL316973) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240581 

BLOOD HUNT #4 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz (CA) Peach Momoko 

Doctor Strange and Clea court a dread ally - but at what cost comes this aid? Hunter's Moon and 

Tigra do the same- but can this shadowy figure be trusted? And meanwhile, the Avengers are given 

the baTle they so sorely crave in order to avenge their fallen friends. But in the darkness...a light? 

Rated T+ (STL316971) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240582 

BLOOD HUNT #4 DAVID BALDEON FANGS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz (CA) David Baldeon 

Doctor Strange and Clea court a dread ally - but at what cost comes this aid? Hunter's Moon and 

Tigra do the same- but can this shadowy figure be trusted? And meanwhile, the Avengers are given 

the baTle they so sorely crave in order to avenge their fallen friends. But in the darkness...a light? 

Rated T+ (STL316967) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240584 

BLOOD HUNT RED BAND #4 

(W) Jed MacKay (A/CA) Pepe Larraz 

But will this light be drowned in the blood of this special no-holds-barred unexpurgated RED BAND 

edi1on? 

Explicit Content (STL316974) 

32pgs SRP: $5.99 



 

APR240585 

BLOOD HUNT RED BAND #4 TBD ARTIST BLOODY HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pepe Larraz (CA)  TBA 

But will this light be drowned in the blood of this special no-holds-barred unexpurgated RED BAND 

edi1on? 

Explicit Content (STL319253) 

32pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240586 

DRACULA BLOOD HUNT #2 

(W) Danny Lore (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Rod Reis 

In the deepest, darkest, unholiest night ever known to man or beast, DRACULA, Lord of Vampires, 

has come to BLOODLINE, daughter of Blade, demanding a sacrifice: a devil's bargain of the soul. A 

soul in peril? Seek a priest. A deal to escape? A lawyer. And a devil must be met face-to-face. Luckily 

for Bloodline, there's one man who fulfills all three criteria: none other than DAREDEVIL. But does he 

- or anyone - stand a chance against a city full of bloodthirsty vampires…and the unending night in 

which they feed?! 

Rated T+ (STL317006) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240587 

DRACULA BLOOD HUNT #2 MATEUS MANHANINI VAR 

(W) Danny Lore (A) Vincenzo Carratu (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

In the deepest, darkest, unholiest night ever known to man or beast, DRACULA, Lord of Vampires, 

has come to BLOODLINE, daughter of Blade, demanding a sacrifice: a devil's bargain of the soul. A 

soul in peril? Seek a priest. A deal to escape? A lawyer. And a devil must be met face-to-face. Luckily 

for Bloodline, there's one man who fulfills all three criteria: none other than DAREDEVIL. But does he 

- or anyone - stand a chance against a city full of bloodthirsty vampires…and the unending night in 

which they feed?! 

Rated T+ (STL317007) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240588 

MIDNIGHT SONS BLOOD HUNT #2 



(W) Bryan Hill (A) German Peralta (CA) Ken Lashley 

THE REUNION CONTINUES!  

What do you get when you cross two Ghost Riders, a daywalker, their supernatural-hun1ng friends 

and a horde of vampires swarming the Earth? A whole lot of fangs, fire and penance… 

Rated T+ (STL317041) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240589 

MIDNIGHT SONS BLOOD HUNT #2 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) German Peralta (CA) Sko]e Young 

THE REUNION CONTINUES!  

What do you get when you cross two Ghost Riders, a daywalker, their supernatural-hun1ng friends 

and a horde of vampires swarming the Earth? A whole lot of fangs, fire and penance… 

Rated T+ (STL317043) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240591 

MIDNIGHT SONS BLOOD HUNT #2 DECLAN SHALVEY VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) German Peralta (CA) Declan Shalvey 

THE REUNION CONTINUES!  

What do you get when you cross two Ghost Riders, a daywalker, their supernatural-hun1ng friends 

and a horde of vampires swarming the Earth? A whole lot of fangs, fire and penance… 

Rated T+ (STL317042) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240592 

BLACK PANTHER BLOOD HUNT #2 

(W) Cheryl Lynn Eaton (A) Farid Karami (CA) Andrea Sorren1no 

MYTHOLOGY, MONSTERS AND MANKIND CLASH! 

T'Challa has been transformed into a vampire! 

While on a mission as an agent (or perhaps double agent?) of the vampire leader, T'Challa is warned 

by Bast herself about the true nature of his enemy, the wrath of the Gods and the danger of bringing 

his bloodlust to Wakanda… 



PLUS: T'Challa reignites a feud with a familiar foe! 

Rated T+ (STL316961) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240593 

BLACK PANTHER BLOOD HUNT #2 DAVI GO VAR 

(W) Cheryl Lynn Eaton (A) Farid Karami (CA) Davi Go 

MYTHOLOGY, MONSTERS AND MANKIND CLASH! 

T'Challa has been transformed into a vampire! 

While on a mission as an agent (or perhaps double agent?) of the vampire leader, T'Challa is warned 

by Bast herself about the true nature of his enemy, the wrath of the Gods and the danger of bringing 

his bloodlust to Wakanda… 

PLUS: T'Challa reignites a feud with a familiar foe! 

Rated T+ (STL316962) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240594 

STRANGE ACADEMY BLOOD HUNT #2 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA) Humberto Ramos 

The Strange Academy kids' mission to find a spell to solve the Blood Hunt has taken them all the way 

to Madripoor to find THE DARKHOLD! Readers of CONTEST OF CHAOS know, however, that the 

Darkhold is now a child and the only way to stop the Vampire onslaught means…the death of the 

Darkhold Child! 

Rated T+ (STL317098) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240595 

STRANGE ACADEMY BLOOD HUNT #2 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A)  Zagaria, Luigi (CA)  TBA 

The Strange Academy kids' mission to find a spell to solve the Blood Hunt has taken them all the way 

to Madripoor to find THE DARKHOLD! Readers of CONTEST OF CHAOS know, however, that the 

Darkhold is now a child and the only way to stop the Vampire onslaught means…the death of the 

Darkhold Child! 

Rated T+ (STL317099) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240596 

UNION JACK THE RIPPER BLOOD HUNT #2 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A) Kev Walker (CA) Rod Reis 

WAR OF BLOOD! 

JOEY CHAPMAN, Union Jack, is at war with the brood of a certain vampire running amok in 

Manchester… But who is THE HUNGER? And what ally of Union Jack has fallen prey to his wicked 

ways? 

Rated T+ (STL317120) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240597 

UNION JACK THE RIPPER BLOOD HUNT #2 KYLE HOTZ VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A) Kev Walker (CA) Kyle Hotz 

WAR OF BLOOD! 

JOEY CHAPMAN, Union Jack, is at war with the brood of a certain vampire running amok in 

Manchester… But who is THE HUNGER? And what ally of Union Jack has fallen prey to his wicked 

ways? 

Rated T+ (STL317121) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240598 

BLOOD HUNTERS #2 

(W) Kaare Andrews, Ann Nocen1 (A) David Baldeon, Bernard Chang (CA) Greg Land 

The bloody chaos con1nues as the events of BLOOD HUNT spill across the Marvel Universe! When 

the skies go dark, what will happen when a group of vampires gets a taste of the Hulk's gamma-

irradiated blood?! Kate Bishop takes aim against the creatures of the night with the help of a 

mysterious new vampire hunter. And Dagger and Elsa Bloodstone have teamed up to face down the 

vampiric hordes - but when a new combatant enters the field, will she prove friend or foe? Or both?! 

The forma1on of Marvel's wildest new team yet, the BLOOD HUNTERS, con1nues! 

Rated T+ (STL316975) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



APR240599 

BLOOD HUNTERS #2 TBD ARTIST BOOK CVR VAR 

(W) Kaare Andrews, Ann Nocen1 (A) David Baldeon, Bernard Chang (CA) Declan Shalvey 

The bloody chaos con1nues as the events of BLOOD HUNT spill across the Marvel Universe! When 

the skies go dark, what will happen when a group of vampires gets a taste of the Hulk's gamma-

irradiated blood?! Kate Bishop takes aim against the creatures of the night with the help of a 

mysterious new vampire hunter. And Dagger and Elsa Bloodstone have teamed up to face down the 

vampiric hordes - but when a new combatant enters the field, will she prove friend or foe? Or both?! 

The forma1on of Marvel's wildest new team yet, the BLOOD HUNTERS, con1nues! 

Rated T+ (STL316976) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240600 

WOLVERINE BLOOD HUNT #1 

(W) Thomas Waltz (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Ben Harvey 

LOGAN FIGHTS BACK THE DARKNESS!  

WOLVERINE's the best there is at what he does - and today, figh1ng vampires is going to have to top 

that list! Don't miss the MARVEL DEBUT of scin1lla1ng scribe TOM WALTZ (Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles, The Last Ronin) as he teams up with daring ar1s1c dynamo JUAN JOSÉ RYP (WOLVERINE, 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT) for a bloody good 1me! As the sky darkens across the globe 

and vampires reign, what hidden plot puts LOGAN directly in their crosshairs? Hint: It's like nothing 

you've seen in BLOOD HUNT yet! Be here as the plot (and blood!) thickens when a secret vampire 

sect enacts a startling strategy that'll take Logan - and the world - to the brink! Guest-starring some 

SURPRISE characters from Wolverine's past! 

Rated T+ (STL317143) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240601 

WOLVERINE BLOOD HUNT #1 NICK BRADSHAW VAR 

(W) Thomas Waltz (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Nick Bradshaw 

LOGAN FIGHTS BACK THE DARKNESS!  

WOLVERINE's the best there is at what he does - and today, figh1ng vampires is going to have to top 

that list! Don't miss the MARVEL DEBUT of scin1lla1ng scribe TOM WALTZ (Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles, The Last Ronin) as he teams up with daring ar1s1c dynamo JUAN JOSÉ RYP (WOLVERINE, 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT) for a bloody good 1me! As the sky darkens across the globe 

and vampires reign, what hidden plot puts LOGAN directly in their crosshairs? Hint: It's like nothing 

you've seen in BLOOD HUNT yet! Be here as the plot (and blood!) thickens when a secret vampire 



sect enacts a startling strategy that'll take Logan - and the world - to the brink! Guest-starring some 

SURPRISE characters from Wolverine's past! 

Rated T+ (STL317146) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240602 

WOLVERINE BLOOD HUNT #1 KEVIN EASTMAN VAR 

(W) Thomas Waltz (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Kevin Eastman 

LOGAN FIGHTS BACK THE DARKNESS!  

WOLVERINE's the best there is at what he does - and today, figh1ng vampires is going to have to top 

that list! Don't miss the MARVEL DEBUT of scin1lla1ng scribe TOM WALTZ (Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles, The Last Ronin) as he teams up with daring ar1s1c dynamo JUAN JOSÉ RYP (WOLVERINE, 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT) for a bloody good 1me! As the sky darkens across the globe 

and vampires reign, what hidden plot puts LOGAN directly in their crosshairs? Hint: It's like nothing 

you've seen in BLOOD HUNT yet! Be here as the plot (and blood!) thickens when a secret vampire 

sect enacts a startling strategy that'll take Logan - and the world - to the brink! Guest-starring some 

SURPRISE characters from Wolverine's past! 

Rated T+ (STL317145) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240603 

WOLVERINE BLOOD HUNT #1 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Thomas Waltz (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Sko]e Young 

LOGAN FIGHTS BACK THE DARKNESS!  

WOLVERINE's the best there is at what he does - and today, figh1ng vampires is going to have to top 

that list! Don't miss the MARVEL DEBUT of scin1lla1ng scribe TOM WALTZ (Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles, The Last Ronin) as he teams up with daring ar1s1c dynamo JUAN JOSÉ RYP (WOLVERINE, 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT) for a bloody good 1me! As the sky darkens across the globe 

and vampires reign, what hidden plot puts LOGAN directly in their crosshairs? Hint: It's like nothing 

you've seen in BLOOD HUNT yet! Be here as the plot (and blood!) thickens when a secret vampire 

sect enacts a startling strategy that'll take Logan - and the world - to the brink! Guest-starring some 

SURPRISE characters from Wolverine's past! 

Rated T+ (STL317147) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240605 



WOLVERINE BLOOD HUNT #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Thomas Waltz (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

LOGAN FIGHTS BACK THE DARKNESS!  

WOLVERINE's the best there is at what he does - and today, figh1ng vampires is going to have to top 

that list! Don't miss the MARVEL DEBUT of scin1lla1ng scribe TOM WALTZ (Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles, The Last Ronin) as he teams up with daring ar1s1c dynamo JUAN JOSÉ RYP (WOLVERINE, 

VENGEANCE OF THE MOON KNIGHT) for a bloody good 1me! As the sky darkens across the globe 

and vampires reign, what hidden plot puts LOGAN directly in their crosshairs? Hint: It's like nothing 

you've seen in BLOOD HUNT yet! Be here as the plot (and blood!) thickens when a secret vampire 

sect enacts a startling strategy that'll take Logan - and the world - to the brink! Guest-starring some 

SURPRISE characters from Wolverine's past! 

Rated T+ (STL317144) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240606 

WOLVERINE BLOOD HUNT #2 

(W) Thomas Waltz (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Ben Harvey 

FIGHTING FANGS WITH FANGS!  

WOLVERINE is up to his claws in vampires, but luckily he gets a liTle help from his friends! LOUISE, 

the vampire-hun1ng vampire of the NIGHTGUARD, and LOGAN cut their way through vamps to bring 

the fight to their leader - and you'll NEVER GUESS who it is! But can Louise control her vampiric 

tendencies to save the day, or is every step closer to their enemy a step closer to disaster? 

Rated T+ (STL317149) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240607 

WOLVERINE BLOOD HUNT #2 NICK BRADSHAW VAR 

(W) Thomas Waltz (A) Juan Jose Ryp (CA) Nick Bradshaw 

FIGHTING FANGS WITH FANGS!  

WOLVERINE is up to his claws in vampires, but luckily he gets a liTle help from his friends! LOUISE, 

the vampire-hun1ng vampire of the NIGHTGUARD, and LOGAN cut their way through vamps to bring 

the fight to their leader - and you'll NEVER GUESS who it is! But can Louise control her vampiric 

tendencies to save the day, or is every step closer to their enemy a step closer to disaster? 

Rated T+ (STL317150) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240608 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT JUBILEE #1 

(W) Pree1 Chhibber (A) Enid Balam (CA) Erica D'Urso 

Running from the past is one race you'll never win - and as darkness suffuses the world, JUBILEE's 

past as a vampire is back to take a big bite out of her! It's gonna take more than a couple plasma 

bursts to get out of this one, Jubila1on… 

Rated T+ (STL317214) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240609 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT JUBILEE #1 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Pree1 Chhibber (A) Enid Balam (CA) Peach Momoko 

Running from the past is one race you'll never win - and as darkness suffuses the world, JUBILEE's 

past as a vampire is back to take a big bite out of her! It's gonna take more than a couple plasma 

bursts to get out of this one, Jubila1on… 

Rated T+ (STL317216) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240610 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT JUBILEE #1 YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Pree1 Chhibber (A) Enid Balam (CA) Sko]e Young 

Running from the past is one race you'll never win - and as darkness suffuses the world, JUBILEE's 

past as a vampire is back to take a big bite out of her! It's gonna take more than a couple plasma 

bursts to get out of this one, Jubila1on… 

Rated T+ (STL317217) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240612 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT JUBILEE #1 BLOOD RED VAR 

(W) Pree1 Chhibber (A) Enid Balam (CA)  Blood Red Cover 

Running from the past is one race you'll never win - and as darkness suffuses the world, JUBILEE's 

past as a vampire is back to take a big bite out of her! It's gonna take more than a couple plasma 

bursts to get out of this one, Jubila1on… 

Rated T+ (STL317215) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240613 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT MAGIK #1 

(W) Ashley Allen (A) Jesus Hervas (CA) Rod Reis 

AVer the Fall of the House of X, Illyana Raspu1na has returned to her homeland to search her soul 

and steel it for what comes next. But how will she protect her first home when a vampire army 

descends on Russia, seeking to turn it into a living hell? She may have been forged in the fires of 

Limbo, but has it prepared her for the Blood Hunt? 

Rated T+ (STL317219) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240614 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT MAGIK #1 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Ashley Allen (A) Jesus Hervas (CA) Peach Momoko 

AVer the Fall of the House of X, Illyana Raspu1na has returned to her homeland to search her soul 

and steel it for what comes next. But how will she protect her first home when a vampire army 

descends on Russia, seeking to turn it into a living hell? She may have been forged in the fires of 

Limbo, but has it prepared her for the Blood Hunt? 

Rated T+ (STL317223) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240615 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT MAGIK #1 CASAGRANDE STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Ashley Allen (A) Jesus Hervas (CA) Elena Casagrande 

AVer the Fall of the House of X, Illyana Raspu1na has returned to her homeland to search her soul 

and steel it for what comes next. But how will she protect her first home when a vampire army 

descends on Russia, seeking to turn it into a living hell? She may have been forged in the fires of 

Limbo, but has it prepared her for the Blood Hunt? 

Rated T+ (STL317220) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240616 

X-MEN BLOOD HUNT MAGIK #1 IVAN TALAVERA MAGIK VAR 



(W) Ashley Allen (A) Jesus Hervas (CA) Ivan Talavera 

AVer the Fall of the House of X, Illyana Raspu1na has returned to her homeland to search her soul 

and steel it for what comes next. But how will she protect her first home when a vampire army 

descends on Russia, seeking to turn it into a living hell? She may have been forged in the fires of 

Limbo, but has it prepared her for the Blood Hunt? 

Rated T+ (STL317221) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240618 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN BLOOD HUNT #2 

(W) Jus1na Ireland (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA) Marcelo Ferreria 

Spider-Man and the Lizard need to save Morbius the Living Vampire if the heroes of the Marvel 

Universe stand a chance at stopping the vampire virulence! 

But does Dr. Michael Morbius WANT to be saved?! 

Rated T+ (STL316955) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240619 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN BLOOD HUNT #2 BJORN BARENDS VAR 

(W) Jus1na Ireland (A) Marcelo Ferreira (CA) Bjorn Barends 

Spider-Man and the Lizard need to save Morbius the Living Vampire if the heroes of the Marvel 

Universe stand a chance at stopping the vampire virulence! 

But does Dr. Michael Morbius WANT to be saved?! 

Rated T+ (STL316956) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240620 

VENOM #34 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Juan Ferreyra (CA)  CAFU 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: LEE PRICE RETURNS! 

The CAPTIVE is loose! And the vampiric super-foe thirsts for one thing - VENOM! And the Cap1ve 

isn't the only problem - the dead now walk an Earth smothered in eternal night. Vampires infest New 

York City, and LEE PRICE, one-1me host to the Venom symbiote, rises from the grave! And he has 

unfinished business with his old partner. 



Rated T+ (STL317126) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240621 

VENOM #34 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Juan Ferreyra (CA) Sko]e Young 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: LEE PRICE RETURNS! 

The CAPTIVE is loose! And the vampiric super-foe thirsts for one thing - VENOM! And the Cap1ve 

isn't the only problem - the dead now walk an Earth smothered in eternal night. Vampires infest New 

York City, and LEE PRICE, one-1me host to the Venom symbiote, rises from the grave! And he has 

unfinished business with his old partner. 

Rated T+ (STL317127) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240624 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #21 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Travel Foreman (CA) Federico Vicen1ni 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: THE ENDLESS NIGHT!  

Endless hordes of bloodsucking vampires ravage the Earth beneath pitch-black skies of Earth's last 

night! But vampire-slayer BLADE has a plan, and his only hope for victory rests with MILES MORALES! 

But Blade's mission comes with a cost - one SPIDER-MAN may be unwilling to pay! 

Rated T (STL317045) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240625 

MILES MORALES SPIDER-MAN #21 YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Cody Ziglar (A) Travel Foreman (CA) Sko]e Young 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: THE ENDLESS NIGHT!  

Endless hordes of bloodsucking vampires ravage the Earth beneath pitch-black skies of Earth's last 

night! But vampire-slayer BLADE has a plan, and his only hope for victory rests with MILES MORALES! 

But Blade's mission comes with a cost - one SPIDER-MAN may be unwilling to pay! 

Rated T (STL317046) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 



 

APR240627 

AVENGERS #15 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Joshua Cassara 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: A BLOODY BRAWL ON A VAMPIRE-INFESTED HELICARRIER! 

Captain America's ad hoc team of Avengers old and new must face a foe commanding an army of 

vampires… 

…IN THE SKY! With a group of decidedly earthbound heroes! 

Don't miss this ac1on-packed, bloody tale of heroism and hemoglobin! 

Rated T+ (STL316957) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240628 

AVENGERS #15 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Sko]e Young 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: A BLOODY BRAWL ON A VAMPIRE-INFESTED HELICARRIER! 

Captain America's ad hoc team of Avengers old and new must face a foe commanding an army of 

vampires… 

…IN THE SKY! With a group of decidedly earthbound heroes! 

Don't miss this ac1on-packed, bloody tale of heroism and hemoglobin! 

Rated T+ (STL316959) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240630 

AVENGERS #15 JUNGGEUN YOON VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) C.F. Villa (CA) Jung-Geun Yoon 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: A BLOODY BRAWL ON A VAMPIRE-INFESTED HELICARRIER! 

Captain America's ad hoc team of Avengers old and new must face a foe commanding an army of 

vampires… 

…IN THE SKY! With a group of decidedly earthbound heroes! 

Don't miss this ac1on-packed, bloody tale of heroism and hemoglobin! 

Rated T+ (STL316958) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240631 

FANTASTIC FOUR #21 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Alex Ross 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: FORMULATING A CURE?  

Reed and Alicia are in New York for a day trip to an art museum, when suddenly the skies turn black 

with darkforce energy and vampires aTack, everywhere, all at once! It's Reed Richards versus the 

world as he tries to save everyone he can - AND come up with a cure for vampirism! But vampires 

are magic, illogical, impossible. Can Reed come up with a cure? And even if he can't, how is he going 

to keep all the survivors alive and safe? And can Sue, Ben, and Johnny, all alone in Arizona, keep their 

families safe? It's a BLOOD HUNT 1e-in you won't want to miss as the Fantas1c Four take on a world 

overrun with VAMPIRES! 

Rated T+ (STL317008) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240632 

FANTASTIC FOUR #21 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Sko]e Young 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: FORMULATING A CURE?  

Reed and Alicia are in New York for a day trip to an art museum, when suddenly the skies turn black 

with darkforce energy and vampires aTack, everywhere, all at once! It's Reed Richards versus the 

world as he tries to save everyone he can - AND come up with a cure for vampirism! But vampires 

are magic, illogical, impossible. Can Reed come up with a cure? And even if he can't, how is he going 

to keep all the survivors alive and safe? And can Sue, Ben, and Johnny, all alone in Arizona, keep their 

families safe? It's a BLOOD HUNT 1e-in you won't want to miss as the Fantas1c Four take on a world 

overrun with VAMPIRES! 

Rated T+ (STL317010) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240634 

FANTASTIC FOUR #21 ARTHUR ADAMS VAR 

(W) Ryan North (A) Ivan Fiorelli (CA) Arthur Adams 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: FORMULATING A CURE?  

Reed and Alicia are in New York for a day trip to an art museum, when suddenly the skies turn black 

with darkforce energy and vampires aTack, everywhere, all at once! It's Reed Richards versus the 



world as he tries to save everyone he can - AND come up with a cure for vampirism! But vampires 

are magic, illogical, impossible. Can Reed come up with a cure? And even if he can't, how is he going 

to keep all the survivors alive and safe? And can Sue, Ben, and Johnny, all alone in Arizona, keep their 

families safe? It's a BLOOD HUNT 1e-in you won't want to miss as the Fantas1c Four take on a world 

overrun with VAMPIRES! 

Rated T+ (STL317009) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240635 

DOCTOR STRANGE #16 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Alex Ross 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: DOCTOR STRANGE…THE VAMPIRE?! 

Earth's mys1c defender is off the board as the skies darken! Can Wong and Clea save Stephen from 

himself? Or…can they save themselves from him? 

Rated T+ (STL317002) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240636 

DOCTOR STRANGE #16 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Sko]e Young 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: DOCTOR STRANGE…THE VAMPIRE?! 

Earth's mys1c defender is off the board as the skies darken! Can Wong and Clea save Stephen from 

himself? Or…can they save themselves from him? 

Rated T+ (STL317004) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240638 

DOCTOR STRANGE #16 MARTIN COCCOLO STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Pasqual Ferry (CA) Sko]e Young 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: DOCTOR STRANGE…THE VAMPIRE?! 

Earth's mys1c defender is off the board as the skies darken! Can Wong and Clea save Stephen from 

himself? Or…can they save themselves from him? 

Rated T+ (STL317003) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240639 

VENGEANCE OF MOON KNIGHT #6 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Devmalya Pramanik (CA)  Paratore, Davide 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: THE MIDNIGHT MISSION JOINS THE HUNT! 

As the Marvel Universe devolves in panic and fear with the unfolding BLOOD HUNT, writer JED 

MACKAY casts his gaze from the events of the main event to this companion 1e-in! With more chaos 

on their hands than ever before, and no tested leader to show them the way, the MIDNIGHT 

MISSION is on their own as they fight like hell to save New York and its people from being completely 

overrun by vampires! 

Rated T+ (STL317122) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240640 

VENGEANCE OF MOON KNIGHT #6 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Devmalya Pramanik (CA) Sko]e Young 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: THE MIDNIGHT MISSION JOINS THE HUNT! 

As the Marvel Universe devolves in panic and fear with the unfolding BLOOD HUNT, writer JED 

MACKAY casts his gaze from the events of the main event to this companion 1e-in! With more chaos 

on their hands than ever before, and no tested leader to show them the way, the MIDNIGHT 

MISSION is on their own as they fight like hell to save New York and its people from being completely 

overrun by vampires! 

Rated T+ (STL317124) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240642 

VENGEANCE OF MOON KNIGHT #6 CF VILLA STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Jed MacKay (A) Devmalya Pramanik (CA) C.F. Villa 

BLOOD HUNT TIE-IN: THE MIDNIGHT MISSION JOINS THE HUNT! 

As the Marvel Universe devolves in panic and fear with the unfolding BLOOD HUNT, writer JED 

MACKAY casts his gaze from the events of the main event to this companion 1e-in! With more chaos 

on their hands than ever before, and no tested leader to show them the way, the MIDNIGHT 

MISSION is on their own as they fight like hell to save New York and its people from being completely 

overrun by vampires! 



Rated T+ (STL317123) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240643 

X-MEN #35 

(W) Gerry Duggan,  Various (A) Phil Noto,  Various (CA) Pepe Larraz 

THE END OF AN ERA - UNCANNY X-MEN #700!  

All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for 

mutantkind…its 1me has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the 

madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X…they have all come to their end and led to this 

moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. WriTen and drawn by an all-

star cast of writers and ar1sts who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will 

want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont…and a glimpse of 

things to come! 

Rated T+ (STL317152) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240644 

X-MEN #35 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan,  Various (A) Phil Noto,  Various (CA) Sko]e Young 

THE END OF AN ERA - UNCANNY X-MEN #700!  

All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for 

mutantkind…its 1me has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the 

madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X…they have all come to their end and led to this 

moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. WriTen and drawn by an all-

star cast of writers and ar1sts who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will 

want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont…and a glimpse of 

things to come! 

Rated T+ (STL317160) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240646 

X-MEN #35 RUSSELL DAUTERMAN TRADING CARD VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan,  Various (A) Phil Noto,  Various (CA) Russell Dauterman 

THE END OF AN ERA - UNCANNY X-MEN #700!  



All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for 

mutantkind…its 1me has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the 

madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X…they have all come to their end and led to this 

moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. WriTen and drawn by an all-

star cast of writers and ar1sts who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will 

want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont…and a glimpse of 

things to come! 

Rated T+ (STL317158) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240647 

X-MEN #35 SCOTT KOBLISH WRAPAROUND VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan,  Various (A) Phil Noto,  Various (CA) ScoT Koblish 

THE END OF AN ERA - UNCANNY X-MEN #700!  

All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for 

mutantkind…its 1me has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the 

madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X…they have all come to their end and led to this 

moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. WriTen and drawn by an all-

star cast of writers and ar1sts who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will 

want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont…and a glimpse of 

things to come! 

Rated T+ (STL317159) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240648 

X-MEN #35 BETSY COLA PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan,  Various (A) Phil Noto,  Various (CA) Betsy Cola 

THE END OF AN ERA - UNCANNY X-MEN #700!  

All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for 

mutantkind…its 1me has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the 

madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X…they have all come to their end and led to this 

moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. WriTen and drawn by an all-

star cast of writers and ar1sts who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will 

want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont…and a glimpse of 

things to come! 

Rated T+ (STL317154) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 



 

APR240650 

X-MEN #35 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan,  Various (A) Phil Noto,  Various (CA)  TBA 

THE END OF AN ERA - UNCANNY X-MEN #700!  

All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for 

mutantkind…its 1me has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the 

madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X…they have all come to their end and led to this 

moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. WriTen and drawn by an all-

star cast of writers and ar1sts who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will 

want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont…and a glimpse of 

things to come! 

Rated T+ (STL317163) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240652 

X-MEN #35 INSIGNIA VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan,  Various (A) Phil Noto,  Various (CA)  Insignia 

THE END OF AN ERA - UNCANNY X-MEN #700!  

All good things must come to an end, and as good of a thing as the Krakoan era has been for 

mutantkind…its 1me has come at last. The tragedy and triumph of FALL OF THE HOUSE OF X, the 

madness and mystery of RISE OF THE POWERS OF X…they have all come to their end and led to this 

moment that will change the future of mutantkind for years to come. WriTen and drawn by an all-

star cast of writers and ar1sts who have shaped the Krakoan Age, this is one milestone no X-Fan will 

want to miss! Also featuring a story of family by X-Men master Chris Claremont…and a glimpse of 

things to come! 

Rated T+ (STL317155) 

88pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240654 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 ALEX ROSS CVR A 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Alex Ross 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 



fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317199) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240655 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 PASTROVICCHIO CVR B 

(W) Rachel Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Lorenzo Pastrovicchio 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317206) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240656 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 FRANK MILLER VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Frank Miller 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317201) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 



 

APR240657 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 RON LIM VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Ron Lim 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317210) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240658 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Peach Momoko 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317208) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240659 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 JOHN ROMITA JR VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) John Romita Jr. 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 



It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317205) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240660 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 SKOTTIE YOUNG VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Sko]e Young 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317211) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240661 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 ELIZABETH TORQUE VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Elizabeth Torque 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317200) 



64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240666 

UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 STEVE MCNIVEN FOIL VAR (Net) 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Paolo MoTura & Various (CA) Steve McNiven 

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER, MARVEL AND DISNEY TEAM-UP TO BRING YOU THE STORY OF THE 

¢ENTURY! 

It's the story you never expected! One of the greatest characters in the history of comics leaps into 

his most epic adventure yet, in the manner only MARVEL can deliver! When UNCLE SCROOGE'S 

fabled money bin gets stolen by a shocking culprit, the world's toughest duck must undertake a quest 

unlike any other, alongside a surprising array of allies: other versions of himself! An oversized special, 

from Marvel mainstay writer JASON AARON (THOR, AVENGERS) and a cadre of celebrated Scrooge 

ar1sts! Also re-presen1ng the classic CHRISTMAS ON BEAR MOUNTAIN, the first appearance of 

Scrooge McDuck by the legendary DISNEY COMICS creator, CARL BARKS! 

Kids to Adults (STL317212) 

64pgs SRP: $7.99 

 

APR240669 

ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #5 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) Carlos Nieto (CA) Stefano Caselli 

THE BLACK PANTHER MUST TAKE BACK WAKANDA! 

T'Challa, Killmonger, and Storm arrive in Wakanda so T'Challa can reclaim the throne! And what do 

the Vodu-Khan, the mysterious, mys1cal branch of the Dora Milaje, have wai1ng for him? Plagued by 

an ominous prophecy, Black Panther must embark on a spiritual journey! 

Rated T+ (STL317110) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240670 

ULTIMATE BLACK PANTHER #5 CLAYTON CRAIN VAR 

(W) Bryan Hill (A) Carlos Nieto (CA) Clayton Crain 

THE BLACK PANTHER MUST TAKE BACK WAKANDA! 

T'Challa, Killmonger, and Storm arrive in Wakanda so T'Challa can reclaim the throne! And what do 

the Vodu-Khan, the mysterious, mys1cal branch of the Dora Milaje, have wai1ng for him? Plagued by 

an ominous prophecy, Black Panther must embark on a spiritual journey! 

Rated T+ (STL317111) 



32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240672 

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #6 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A/CA) Marco CheccheTo 

THE SHOCKING CONCLUSION OF THE ULTIMATE OPENING ARC! 

Spider-Man must finally confront the head honcho himself: Wilson Fisk, the Kingpin! Kingpin, as 

owner and operator of the Daily Bugle, has been working with the Maker's Council to control the 

spread of informa1on in their favor… Which means he's the first domino that must be toppled to end 

their regime! PLUS: Mary Jane holds her own. 'Nuff said! 

Rated T (STL317113) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240673 

ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #6 CHRIS SAMNEE VAR 

(W) Jonathan Hickman (A) Marco CheccheTo (CA) Chris Samnee 

THE SHOCKING CONCLUSION OF THE ULTIMATE OPENING ARC! 

Spider-Man must finally confront the head honcho himself: Wilson Fisk, the Kingpin! Kingpin, as 

owner and operator of the Daily Bugle, has been working with the Maker's Council to control the 

spread of informa1on in their favor… Which means he's the first domino that must be toppled to end 

their regime! PLUS: Mary Jane holds her own. 'Nuff said! 

Rated T (STL317114) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240675 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #4 

(W/A/CA) Peach Momoko 

NEW MUTANTS! 

Hisako and Mei's classmate, Nico Minoru, has figured out that these two girls possess unusual 

abili1es… But they're not the only ones! Hisako's world gets a whole lot bigger in ULTIMATE X-MEN 

#4! 

Rated T+ (STL317116) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



APR240677 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #4 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W/A/CA) Peach Momoko 

NEW MUTANTS! 

Hisako and Mei's classmate, Nico Minoru, has figured out that these two girls possess unusual 

abili1es… But they're not the only ones! Hisako's world gets a whole lot bigger in ULTIMATE X-MEN 

#4! 

Rated T+ (STL317118) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240678 

ULTIMATE X-MEN #4 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W/A) Peach Momoko (CA)  TBA 

NEW MUTANTS! 

Hisako and Mei's classmate, Nico Minoru, has figured out that these two girls possess unusual 

abili1es… But they're not the only ones! Hisako's world gets a whole lot bigger in ULTIMATE X-MEN 

#4! 

Rated T+ (STL317119) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240679 

THANOS ANNUAL #1 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca, Sara Pichelli (CA) Salvador Larroca 

Welcome to INFINITY WATCH! The Annual Event of 2024 starts here as Thanos, aVer the events of his 

series, goes off to find the INFINITY STONES! He's in for a shock when he discovers that the Infinity 

Stones have been incorporated into actual people like STAR, QUANTUM, OVERTIME, PRINCE OF 

POWER and MULTITUDE! But wait, there are six Infinity Stones but only five people listed?! You don't 

want to miss this Marvel Universe-shaking saga! 

Rated T+ (STL317190) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240680 

THANOS ANNUAL #1 FRANK MILLER VAR 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca, Sara Pichelli (CA) Frank Miller 



Welcome to INFINITY WATCH! The Annual Event of 2024 starts here as Thanos, aVer the events of his 

series, goes off to find the INFINITY STONES! He's in for a shock when he discovers that the Infinity 

Stones have been incorporated into actual people like STAR, QUANTUM, OVERTIME, PRINCE OF 

POWER and MULTITUDE! But wait, there are six Infinity Stones but only five people listed?! You don't 

want to miss this Marvel Universe-shaking saga! 

Rated T+ (STL317191) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240682 

THANOS ANNUAL #1 ROSE BESCH VAR 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca, Sara Pichelli (CA) Rose Besch 

Welcome to INFINITY WATCH! The Annual Event of 2024 starts here as Thanos, aVer the events of his 

series, goes off to find the INFINITY STONES! He's in for a shock when he discovers that the Infinity 

Stones have been incorporated into actual people like STAR, QUANTUM, OVERTIME, PRINCE OF 

POWER and MULTITUDE! But wait, there are six Infinity Stones but only five people listed?! You don't 

want to miss this Marvel Universe-shaking saga! 

Rated T+ (STL317193) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240684 

THANOS ANNUAL #1 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca, Sara Pichelli (CA) Sko]e Young 

Welcome to INFINITY WATCH! The Annual Event of 2024 starts here as Thanos, aVer the events of his 

series, goes off to find the INFINITY STONES! He's in for a shock when he discovers that the Infinity 

Stones have been incorporated into actual people like STAR, QUANTUM, OVERTIME, PRINCE OF 

POWER and MULTITUDE! But wait, there are six Infinity Stones but only five people listed?! You don't 

want to miss this Marvel Universe-shaking saga! 

Rated T+ (STL317196) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240686 

THANOS ANNUAL #1 SALVADOR LARROCA FOIL VAR (Net) 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca, Sara Pichelli (CA) Salvador Larroca 

Welcome to INFINITY WATCH! The Annual Event of 2024 starts here as Thanos, aVer the events of his 

series, goes off to find the INFINITY STONES! He's in for a shock when he discovers that the Infinity 

Stones have been incorporated into actual people like STAR, QUANTUM, OVERTIME, PRINCE OF 



POWER and MULTITUDE! But wait, there are six Infinity Stones but only five people listed?! You don't 

want to miss this Marvel Universe-shaking saga! 

Rated T+ (STL317195) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240687 

THANOS ANNUAL #1 TBD ARTIST INFINITY WATCH VAR 

(W) Derek Landy (A) Salvador Larroca, Sara Pichelli (CA)  TBA 

Welcome to INFINITY WATCH! The Annual Event of 2024 starts here as Thanos, aVer the events of his 

series, goes off to find the INFINITY STONES! He's in for a shock when he discovers that the Infinity 

Stones have been incorporated into actual people like STAR, QUANTUM, OVERTIME, PRINCE OF 

POWER and MULTITUDE! But wait, there are six Infinity Stones but only five people listed?! You don't 

want to miss this Marvel Universe-shaking saga! 

Rated T+ (STL317198) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240688 

VENOMVERSE REBORN #1 

(W) Ben Percy & Various (A) Brian Level (CA) Tony S. Daniel 

THE DARKEST WEB IS RESPUN! 

Dive back into the darkness as the Venomverse is reborn, with stories of symbiotes from all across 

the Mul1verse! First, Benjamin Percy and Brian Level spin a tale of the murder of the Earth's 

Migh1est Heroes by one of their own…but who? Then Christos Gage drags Venom from Insomniac 

Games' Marvel's Spider-Man 2 across the Venomverse to take on Knull! And all the while, Al Ewing 

and Danilo S. Beyruth set the stage for the tales spinning out of the ongoing VENOM series! 

Rated T+ (STL317134) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240689 

VENOMVERSE REBORN #1 LEINIL YU CONNECT VAR 

(W) Ben Percy & Various (A) Brian Level (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE DARKEST WEB IS RESPUN! 

Dive back into the darkness as the Venomverse is reborn, with stories of symbiotes from all across 

the Mul1verse! First, Benjamin Percy and Brian Level spin a tale of the murder of the Earth's 

Migh1est Heroes by one of their own…but who? Then Christos Gage drags Venom from Insomniac 



Games' Marvel's Spider-Man 2 across the Venomverse to take on Knull! And all the while, Al Ewing 

and Danilo S. Beyruth set the stage for the tales spinning out of the ongoing VENOM series! 

Rated T+ (STL317137) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240690 

VENOMVERSE REBORN #1 DERRICK CHEW SYMBIOTE VAR 

(W) Ben Percy & Various (A) Brian Level (CA) Derrick Chew 

THE DARKEST WEB IS RESPUN! 

Dive back into the darkness as the Venomverse is reborn, with stories of symbiotes from all across 

the Mul1verse! First, Benjamin Percy and Brian Level spin a tale of the murder of the Earth's 

Migh1est Heroes by one of their own…but who? Then Christos Gage drags Venom from Insomniac 

Games' Marvel's Spider-Man 2 across the Venomverse to take on Knull! And all the while, Al Ewing 

and Danilo S. Beyruth set the stage for the tales spinning out of the ongoing VENOM series! 

Rated T+ (STL317135) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240692 

VENOMVERSE REBORN #1 SALVADOR LARROCA VAR 

(W) Ben Percy & Various (A) Brian Level (CA) Salvador Larroca 

THE DARKEST WEB IS RESPUN! 

Dive back into the darkness as the Venomverse is reborn, with stories of symbiotes from all across 

the Mul1verse! First, Benjamin Percy and Brian Level spin a tale of the murder of the Earth's 

Migh1est Heroes by one of their own…but who? Then Christos Gage drags Venom from Insomniac 

Games' Marvel's Spider-Man 2 across the Venomverse to take on Knull! And all the while, Al Ewing 

and Danilo S. Beyruth set the stage for the tales spinning out of the ongoing VENOM series! 

Rated T+ (STL317138) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240694 

X-MEN HEIR OF APOCALYPSE #1 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Dotun Akande 

For centuries, Apocalypse tested the mutants of Earth to guarantee that only the strong would 

survive. Now, as he takes his throne on Arakko, another must rise in his place and ensure the 

mutants of Earth do not grow weak in his absence! Twelve mutants chosen from the X-Men's 



greatest heroes - and villains - will compete for the honor, but only one can become...the HEIR OF 

APOCALYPSE! 

Rated T+ (STL317168) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240695 

X-MEN HEIR OF APOCALYPSE #1 APOCALYPSE MMP III VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

For centuries, Apocalypse tested the mutants of Earth to guarantee that only the strong would 

survive. Now, as he takes his throne on Arakko, another must rise in his place and ensure the 

mutants of Earth do not grow weak in his absence! Twelve mutants chosen from the X-Men's 

greatest heroes - and villains - will compete for the honor, but only one can become...the HEIR OF 

APOCALYPSE! 

Rated T+ (STL317170) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240697 

X-MEN HEIR OF APOCALYPSE #1 DAVI GO VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Davi Go 

For centuries, Apocalypse tested the mutants of Earth to guarantee that only the strong would 

survive. Now, as he takes his throne on Arakko, another must rise in his place and ensure the 

mutants of Earth do not grow weak in his absence! Twelve mutants chosen from the X-Men's 

greatest heroes - and villains - will compete for the honor, but only one can become...the HEIR OF 

APOCALYPSE! 

Rated T+ (STL317169) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240698 

X-MEN HEIR OF APOCALYPSE #2 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Dotun Akande 

Cable, Exodus, Mirage, Wolverine, and more - Apocalypse saw great poten1al in twelve hand-picked 

mutants. But when a thirteenth contender crashes the tournament, endangering the lives of 

thousands in the process, will any survive to carry on in Apocalypse's footsteps? Not if MISTER 

SINISTER has anything to say about it! 

Rated T+ (STL317172) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240699 

X-MEN HEIR OF APOCALYPSE #2 DIKE RUAN VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Netho Diaz (CA) Dike Ruan 

Cable, Exodus, Mirage, Wolverine, and more - Apocalypse saw great poten1al in twelve hand-picked 

mutants. But when a thirteenth contender crashes the tournament, endangering the lives of 

thousands in the process, will any survive to carry on in Apocalypse's footsteps? Not if MISTER 

SINISTER has anything to say about it! 

Rated T+ (STL317173) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240701 

X-MEN 97 #4 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Salva Espin (CA) Todd Nauck 

SINISTER SECRETS COME TO LIGHT!  

As the X-Men gather to celebrate good news, some of their most dangerous foes show up to crash 

the party - and strike a deadly blow to mutant/human rela1ons in the process! The official prelude to 

the hit new Disney+ TV show reaches its explosive conclusion here, se]ng up key plots that will play 

out in the seasons ahead! 

Rated T (STL317164) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240702 

X-MEN 97 #4 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Salva Espin (CA) Sko]e Young 

SINISTER SECRETS COME TO LIGHT!  

As the X-Men gather to celebrate good news, some of their most dangerous foes show up to crash 

the party - and strike a deadly blow to mutant/human rela1ons in the process! The official prelude to 

the hit new Disney+ TV show reaches its explosive conclusion here, se]ng up key plots that will play 

out in the seasons ahead! 

Rated T (STL317165) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240704 

X-MEN 97 #4 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Salva Espin (CA)  TBA 

SINISTER SECRETS COME TO LIGHT!  

As the X-Men gather to celebrate good news, some of their most dangerous foes show up to crash 

the party - and strike a deadly blow to mutant/human rela1ons in the process! The official prelude to 

the hit new Disney+ TV show reaches its explosive conclusion here, se]ng up key plots that will play 

out in the seasons ahead! 

Rated T (STL317167) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240705 

WOLVERINE MADRIPOOR KNIGHTS #5 

(W) Chris Claremont (A) Edgar Salazar (CA) Philip Tan 

INTO THE HEART OF MADRIPOOR'S DARKNESS - FOR THE LAST TIME! 

THE HAND has finally enacted their decades-long plan for NATASHA ROMANOFF! With the BLACK 

WIDOW mee1ng her des1ny (as teased in UNCANNY X-MEN #268!!!), will WOLVERINE and CAPTAIN 

AMERICA be able to save her or succumb to dark forces as this trio team up for the LAST TIME? Chris 

Claremont's all-new, in-con1nuity adventure concludes with the culmina1on of his story over thirty 

years in the making! 

Rated T+ (STL317151) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240706 

MS MARVEL MUTANT MENACE #4 

(W)  Vellani, Iman (A) ScoT Godlewski (CA) Carlos E. Gomez 

OH, THE INHUMANITY!  

As Ms. Marvel's powers rebel against her, she turns to her OG superfam - the Inhumans! Medusa, 

Karnak and (everyone's favorite) Lockjaw guest-star as being a mutant con1nues to be no end of 

trouble to Jersey City's number-one daughter! 

Rated T+ (STL317048) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240707 



MS MARVEL MUTANT MENACE #4 PEACH MOMOKO VAR 

(W)  Vellani, Iman (A) ScoT Godlewski (CA) Peach Momoko 

OH, THE INHUMANITY!  

As Ms. Marvel's powers rebel against her, she turns to her OG superfam - the Inhumans! Medusa, 

Karnak and (everyone's favorite) Lockjaw guest-star as being a mutant con1nues to be no end of 

trouble to Jersey City's number-one daughter! 

Rated T+ (STL317049) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240708 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #19 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Kael Ngu 

WAR MACHINE VS. IRON MAN! 

From Iron Man to War Machine to the Iron Patriot and back, James Rhodes has always been there for 

his best friend. Now Rhodey has endured months in one of America's most brutal prisons to protect 

Tony Stark. What happens when he's had ENOUGH? 

Rated T+ (STL317029) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240709 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #19 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Sko]e Young 

WAR MACHINE VS. IRON MAN! 

From Iron Man to War Machine to the Iron Patriot and back, James Rhodes has always been there for 

his best friend. Now Rhodey has endured months in one of America's most brutal prisons to protect 

Tony Stark. What happens when he's had ENOUGH? 

Rated T+ (STL317031) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240711 

INVINCIBLE IRON MAN #19 ROD REIS IRON PATRIOT VAR 

(W) Gerry Duggan (A) Andrea Di Vito (CA) Rod Reis 

WAR MACHINE VS. IRON MAN! 



From Iron Man to War Machine to the Iron Patriot and back, James Rhodes has always been there for 

his best friend. Now Rhodey has endured months in one of America's most brutal prisons to protect 

Tony Stark. What happens when he's had ENOUGH? 

Rated T+ (STL317030) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240712 

HELLVERINE #2 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Ryan Stegman 

THE HELLFIRE WARRIORS UNLEASHED!  

PROJECT HELLFIRE has unleashed their HELLFIRE-FUELED WARRIORS! But as HELLVERINE comes into 

conflict with this renegade team of reanimated fighters, will LOGAN be able to quell their violent 

mission, or will the clash result in hell on Earth? 

Rated T+ (STL317018) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240713 

HELLVERINE #2 TONY DANIEL VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Julius Ohta (CA) Tony Daniel 

THE HELLFIRE WARRIORS UNLEASHED!  

PROJECT HELLFIRE has unleashed their HELLFIRE-FUELED WARRIORS! But as HELLVERINE comes into 

conflict with this renegade team of reanimated fighters, will LOGAN be able to quell their violent 

mission, or will the clash result in hell on Earth? 

Rated T+ (STL317020) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240715 

GET FURY #2 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows (CA) Goran Parlov 

TARGET: FURY! 

The plot thickens as Frank Castle drops into Hanoi on his mission to assassinate Nick Fury. Nick Fury is 

making his OWN journey to Hanoi at gunpoint and what they find along the way is truly horrifying. 

Explicit Content (STL317012) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240716 

GET FURY #2 GORAN PARLOV VAR 

(W) Garth Ennis (A) Jacen Burrows (CA) Goran Parlov 

TARGET: FURY! 

The plot thickens as Frank Castle drops into Hanoi on his mission to assassinate Nick Fury. Nick Fury is 

making his OWN journey to Hanoi at gunpoint and what they find along the way is truly horrifying. 

Explicit Content (STL317013) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240717 

DEADPOOL ROLE PLAYS MARVEL UNIVERSE TP 

(W) Cullen Bunn 

The first comic-sized, one-shot adventure for the MARVEL MULTIVERSE ROLE-PLAYING GAME is here! 

Play as Deadpool and his team - or use your own characters - in a fourth-wall breaking adventure 

right out of Marvel's comics! Includes a comic story lead-in by Cullen Bunn (DEADPOOL KILLS THE 

MARVEL UNIVERSE), an RPG adventure and new character profiles! 

Rated T+ (STL317228) 

SC, 48pgs SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240718 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #257 FACSIMILE ED 

(W) Tom DeFalco (A/CA) Ron Frenz 

Con1nuing a Facsimile celebra1on of the early days of Spider-Man's black costume before he knew it 

was an alien symbiote intending to bond with him forever! Spider-Man is at the mercy of the Puma! 

But just as the clawed mercenary is poised to strike the killing blow, Spidey's luck changes - and the 

Black Cat rides to the rescue! But the thrilling rematch between Spider-Man and his feral foe is 

interrupted by a different woman in Peter Parker's life: Mary Jane has a shocking revela1on that will 

change their rela1onship forever! It's one of the all-1me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-

presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprin1ng AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #257. 

Rated T (STL317175) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



APR240720 

MSH SECRET WARS #7 FACSIMILE ED 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL317187) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240721 

MSH SECRET WARS #7 FACSIMILE ED W SCOTT FORBES VAR 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL317189) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240722 

MSH SECRET WARS #7 FACSIMILE ED FOIL VAR (Net) 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL317188) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240723 

GODZILLA #1 FACSIMILE ED 

(W) Doug Moench (A/CA) Herb Trimpe 

The King of the Monsters goes on the rampage in the Marvel Universe in this Facsimile 

representa1on of the first issue of the classic comic book! When Godzilla surfaces in Alaska and 

leaves a path of destruc1on, it naturally aTracts the aTen1on of Nick Fury and S.H.I.E.L.D.! But what 

can they possibly do to stop a towering, fire-breathing force of nature like Godzilla? Find out in a bold 

adventure of the legendary kaiju by a pair of industry 1tans: Doug Moench and Herb Trimpe! It's one 

of the all-1me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! 

Reprin1ng GODZILLA (1977) #1. 

Rated T (STL317184) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240725 

GODZILLA #1 FACSIMILE ED FOIL VAR (Net) 



(W) Doug Moench (A/CA) Herb Trimpe 

The King of the Monsters goes on the rampage in the Marvel Universe in this Facsimile 

representa1on of the first issue of the classic comic book! When Godzilla surfaces in Alaska and 

leaves a path of destruc1on, it naturally aTracts the aTen1on of Nick Fury and S.H.I.E.L.D.! But what 

can they possibly do to stop a towering, fire-breathing force of nature like Godzilla? Find out in a bold 

adventure of the legendary kaiju by a pair of industry 1tans: Doug Moench and Herb Trimpe! It's one 

of the all-1me great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! 

Reprin1ng GODZILLA (1977) #1. 

Rated T (STL317185) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240726 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #51 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) Ed McGuinness 

THE SINISTER SIX IS BACK!  

As if the Green Goblin weren't enough, the Sinister Six has returned too!!! 

When it rains, it pours - and this rain is going to put Spider-Man into a world of hurt! 

Rated T (STL316942) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240727 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #51 TONY HARRIS VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Tony Harris 

THE SINISTER SIX IS BACK!  

As if the Green Goblin weren't enough, the Sinister Six has returned too!!! 

When it rains, it pours - and this rain is going to put Spider-Man into a world of hurt! 

Rated T (STL316947) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240728 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #51 IVAN BIGARELLA DISNEY WHAT IF VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Ivan Bigarella 

THE SINISTER SIX IS BACK!  



As if the Green Goblin weren't enough, the Sinister Six has returned too!!! 

When it rains, it pours - and this rain is going to put Spider-Man into a world of hurt! 

Rated T (STL316944) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240730 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #51 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Sko]e Young 

THE SINISTER SIX IS BACK!  

As if the Green Goblin weren't enough, the Sinister Six has returned too!!! 

When it rains, it pours - and this rain is going to put Spider-Man into a world of hurt! 

Rated T (STL316945) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240732 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #52 

(W) Zeb Wells (A/CA) Ed McGuinness 

Nothing is okay.  

This issue is so shocking and troubling we can't even show you the cover! 

Rated T (STL316948) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240734 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #52 DAVI GO PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Davi Go 

Nothing is okay.  

This issue is so shocking and troubling we can't even show you the cover! 

Rated T (STL316950) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240735 



AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #52 PABLO VILLALOBOS VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Pablo Villalobos 

Nothing is okay.  

This issue is so shocking and troubling we can't even show you the cover! 

Rated T (STL316951) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240737 

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #52 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Zeb Wells (A) Ed McGuinness (CA) Sko]e Young 

Nothing is okay.  

This issue is so shocking and troubling we can't even show you the cover! 

Rated T (STL316953) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240739 

KID VENOM #3 

(W/A/CA)  Taigami 

OPEN THE PORTAL! 

KID VENOM must return the mysterious child to her universe… but who stands in his way? KID 

VENOM's world is about to be ripped wide open! 

Rated T+ (STL317037) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240740 

KID VENOM #3 PHILIP TAN HOMAGE VAR 

(W/A)  Taigami (CA) Philip Tan 

OPEN THE PORTAL! 

KID VENOM must return the mysterious child to her universe… but who stands in his way? KID 

VENOM's world is about to be ripped wide open! 

Rated T+ (STL317040) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 



 

APR240741 

KID VENOM #3 LUCIANO VECCHIO VAR 

(W/A)  Taigami (CA) Luciano Vecchio 

OPEN THE PORTAL! 

KID VENOM must return the mysterious child to her universe… but who stands in his way? KID 

VENOM's world is about to be ripped wide open! 

Rated T+ (STL317039) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240743 

JACKPOT BLACK CAT #4 

(W) Celeste Bronfman (A) Emilio Laiso (CA) Phil Noto 

The huge ac1on finale of the hoTest mini of 2024 has arrived! Jackpot and Black Cat prove once 

again why they are the best heroines in the Marvel U! 

Rated T (STL317033) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240744 

JACKPOT BLACK CAT #4 BETSY COLA PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W) Celeste Bronfman (A) Emilio Laiso (CA) Betsy Cola 

The huge ac1on finale of the hoTest mini of 2024 has arrived! Jackpot and Black Cat prove once 

again why they are the best heroines in the Marvel U! 

Rated T (STL317034) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240745 

JACKPOT BLACK CAT #4 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Celeste Bronfman (A) Emilio Laiso (CA) Sko]e Young 

The huge ac1on finale of the hoTest mini of 2024 has arrived! Jackpot and Black Cat prove once 

again why they are the best heroines in the Marvel U! 

Rated T (STL317035) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240747 

SPIDER-GWEN THE GHOST-SPIDER #3 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Federica Mancin (CA) Mark Brooks 

GWEN VS. GWEN!  

Gwen has had a hard 1me figuring out who she can trust in her new life in 616 or convincing anyone 

to trust her. All of which is about to get a whole lot worse as a classic Spider-foe sets about making 

everyone see her as a villain! 

Rated T+ (STL317056) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240748 

SPIDER-GWEN THE GHOST-SPIDER #3 MC PRESENTS VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Federica Mancin (CA)  TBA 

GWEN VS. GWEN!  

Gwen has had a hard 1me figuring out who she can trust in her new life in 616 or convincing anyone 

to trust her. All of which is about to get a whole lot worse as a classic Spider-foe sets about making 

everyone see her as a villain! 

Rated T+ (STL317061) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240749 

SPIDER-GWEN THE GHOST-SPIDER #3 PABLO VILLALOBOS VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Federica Mancin (CA) Pablo Villalobos 

GWEN VS. GWEN!  

Gwen has had a hard 1me figuring out who she can trust in her new life in 616 or convincing anyone 

to trust her. All of which is about to get a whole lot worse as a classic Spider-foe sets about making 

everyone see her as a villain! 

Rated T+ (STL317057) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240751 



SPIDER-GWEN THE GHOST-SPIDER #3 YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Federica Mancin (CA) Sko]e Young 

GWEN VS. GWEN!  

Gwen has had a hard 1me figuring out who she can trust in her new life in 616 or convincing anyone 

to trust her. All of which is about to get a whole lot worse as a classic Spider-foe sets about making 

everyone see her as a villain! 

Rated T+ (STL317059) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240753 

SPIDER-WOMAN #8 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Ig Guara (CA) Leinil Yu 

WHO ARE "THE ASSEMBLY"?  

Spider-Woman finds San Francisco full of old foes, old friends and a new super-team that could s1ll 

be either. AVer a fight with Angar the Screamer, the origin of another new New Champions character 

will be revealed! 

Rated T+ (STL317065) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240754 

SPIDER-WOMAN #8 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Steve Foxe (A) Ig Guara (CA)  TBA 

WHO ARE "THE ASSEMBLY"?  

Spider-Woman finds San Francisco full of old foes, old friends and a new super-team that could s1ll 

be either. AVer a fight with Angar the Screamer, the origin of another new New Champions character 

will be revealed! 

Rated T+ (STL317066) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240755 

SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN 2099 #4 (OF 5) 

(W) Peter David (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Leinil Yu 

NUEVA YORK - UNDER SYMBIOTE SEIGE!  



Miguel O'Hara, the SPIDER-MAN of 2099, is more powerful - and more violent - than ever before 

aVer bonding to a symbiote, and his baTle with VENOM 2099 threatens to push him over the brink! 

The heroes (and villains) of 2099 rally to try to save Nueva York…and save Miguel from himself. But it 

may already be too late! 

Rated T+ (STL317103) 

32pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240756 

SYMBIOTE SPIDER-MAN 2099 #4 (OF 5) SPIDER-MAN 2099 MMP III V 

(W) Peter David (A) Roge Antonio (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

NUEVA YORK - UNDER SYMBIOTE SEIGE!  

Miguel O'Hara, the SPIDER-MAN of 2099, is more powerful - and more violent - than ever before 

aVer bonding to a symbiote, and his baTle with VENOM 2099 threatens to push him over the brink! 

The heroes (and villains) of 2099 rally to try to save Nueva York…and save Miguel from himself. But it 

may already be too late! 

Rated T+ (STL317104) 

32pgs (4 of 5) SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240758 

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #4 

(W) Greg Weisman (A/CA) Humberto Ramos 

The world comes crashing down around Peter and Miles. Someone has just 1cked off the wrong 

Spider-Men. The gloves have come off, and people are going to get hurt. 

Rated T (STL317106) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240759 

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #4 FRANCESCO MOBILI VAR 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Humberto Ramos (CA) Francesco Mobili 

The world comes crashing down around Peter and Miles. Someone has just 1cked off the wrong 

Spider-Men. The gloves have come off, and people are going to get hurt. 

Rated T (STL317108) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240760 

SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MEN #4 ETHAN YOUNG HOMAGE VAR 

(W) Greg Weisman (A) Humberto Ramos (CA) Ethan Young 

The world comes crashing down around Peter and Miles. Someone has just 1cked off the wrong 

Spider-Men. The gloves have come off, and people are going to get hurt. 

Rated T (STL317107) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240762 

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN #8 

(W) Dan SloT (A/CA) Mark Bagley 

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN NO MORE!  

This issue contains more Superior Spiders than you'd expect. But by the end, only one Spider-Man 

will be leV standing. Dan SloT and Mark Bagley's en1re run from Spider-Man to Superior has led up 

to this! 

Rated T (STL317100) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240763 

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN #8 MIKE MCKONE VAR 

(W) Dan SloT (A) Mark Bagley (CA) Mike McKone 

SUPERIOR SPIDER-MAN NO MORE!  

This issue contains more Superior Spiders than you'd expect. But by the end, only one Spider-Man 

will be leV standing. Dan SloT and Mark Bagley's en1re run from Spider-Man to Superior has led up 

to this! 

Rated T (STL317101) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240764 

SPIDER-BOY #8 

(W) Dan SloT (A) Jason Loo (CA) Humberto Ramos 

INTRODUCING PUZZLE MAN!  



Bailey is so close to reuni1ng with someone from his past! Who might actually remember him! But to 

get there, he has to make his way through the perilous puzzles, menacing mazes and brutal 

brainteasers of Marvel's newest villain. Trust us, this is anything but fun and games! 

Rated T (STL317052) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240765 

SPIDER-BOY #8 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Dan SloT (A) Jason Loo (CA) Sko]e Young 

INTRODUCING PUZZLE MAN!  

Bailey is so close to reuni1ng with someone from his past! Who might actually remember him! But to 

get there, he has to make his way through the perilous puzzles, menacing mazes and brutal 

brainteasers of Marvel's newest villain. Trust us, this is anything but fun and games! 

Rated T (STL317054) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240767 

SPIDER-BOY #8 NIC KLEIN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Dan SloT (A) Jason Loo (CA) Sko]e Young 

INTRODUCING PUZZLE MAN!  

Bailey is so close to reuni1ng with someone from his past! Who might actually remember him! But to 

get there, he has to make his way through the perilous puzzles, menacing mazes and brutal 

brainteasers of Marvel's newest villain. Trust us, this is anything but fun and games! 

Rated T (STL317053) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240768 

WHAT IF VENOM #5 

(W) Jeremy Holt (A) Jesus Hervas (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE EPIC FINALE! WHAT IF…?  

VENOM has slithered its way through Marvel's history, encountering some of its most recognizable 

places and people - but none are as badass as the host the symbiote will find in this epic series finale: 

MOON KNIGHT! But which iden1ty of Moon Knight's will the symbiote connect with? And what will 

their union mean for New York?! 



Rated T+ (STL317140) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240770 

WHAT IF VENOM #5 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Jeremy Holt (A) Jesus Hervas (CA)  TBA 

THE EPIC FINALE! WHAT IF…?  

VENOM has slithered its way through Marvel's history, encountering some of its most recognizable 

places and people - but none are as badass as the host the symbiote will find in this epic series finale: 

MOON KNIGHT! But which iden1ty of Moon Knight's will the symbiote connect with? And what will 

their union mean for New York?! 

Rated T+ (STL317142) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240771 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #2 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Paulo Siqueira 

FRANTIC FIGHT AT FOUR FREEDOMS! 

VENOM has a new enemy, the PURPLE MAN! And Zebediah Killgrave's reality-warping abili1es have 

torn EDDIE BROCK'S life apart - LITERALLY! But how does Purple Man now also possesses the same 

wicked web-slinging powers as Venom?! And how can Venom possibly become whole once more? 

The FANTASTIC FOUR might have the key! 

Rated T+ (STL317130) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240772 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #2 VICENTINI STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Federico Vicen1ni 

FRANTIC FIGHT AT FOUR FREEDOMS! 

VENOM has a new enemy, the PURPLE MAN! And Zebediah Killgrave's reality-warping abili1es have 

torn EDDIE BROCK'S life apart - LITERALLY! But how does Purple Man now also possesses the same 

wicked web-slinging powers as Venom?! And how can Venom possibly become whole once more? 

The FANTASTIC FOUR might have the key! 

Rated T+ (STL317132) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240774 

VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #2 PAULO SIQUEIRA HOMAGE VAR 

(W) David Michelinie (A) Gerardo Sandoval (CA) Paulo Siqueira 

FRANTIC FIGHT AT FOUR FREEDOMS! 

VENOM has a new enemy, the PURPLE MAN! And Zebediah Killgrave's reality-warping abili1es have 

torn EDDIE BROCK'S life apart - LITERALLY! But how does Purple Man now also possesses the same 

wicked web-slinging powers as Venom?! And how can Venom possibly become whole once more? 

The FANTASTIC FOUR might have the key! 

Rated T+ (STL317133) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240775 

GIANT-SIZE DAREDEVIL #1 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Bryan Hitch 

SIN WILL FIND YOU OUT, DAREDEVIL! 

He's on the hunt: One of DAREDEVIL's deadliest and most dangerous foes, empowered by forces 

unknown even to himself, prepares for the kill. Yes, none other than KINGPIN, stalking the streets of 

ManhaTan by night. And no maTer the speed with which Daredevil moves…there will be blood.  

PLUS: Includes a reprin1ng of DAREDEVIL #170 by Frank Miller - A.K.A. "THE KINGPIN MUST DIE!" - 

get your Fisk fix here, fearless fans! 

Rated T+ (STL317181) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240776 

GIANT-SIZE DAREDEVIL #1 GREG LAND VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Greg Land 

SIN WILL FIND YOU OUT, DAREDEVIL! 

He's on the hunt: One of DAREDEVIL's deadliest and most dangerous foes, empowered by forces 

unknown even to himself, prepares for the kill. Yes, none other than KINGPIN, stalking the streets of 

ManhaTan by night. And no maTer the speed with which Daredevil moves…there will be blood.  

PLUS: Includes a reprin1ng of DAREDEVIL #170 by Frank Miller - A.K.A. "THE KINGPIN MUST DIE!" - 

get your Fisk fix here, fearless fans! 



Rated T+ (STL317183) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240777 

GIANT-SIZE DAREDEVIL #1 DAVE BARDIN DEADLY FOES VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Paul Davidson (CA) Dave Bardin 

SIN WILL FIND YOU OUT, DAREDEVIL! 

He's on the hunt: One of DAREDEVIL's deadliest and most dangerous foes, empowered by forces 

unknown even to himself, prepares for the kill. Yes, none other than KINGPIN, stalking the streets of 

ManhaTan by night. And no maTer the speed with which Daredevil moves…there will be blood.  

PLUS: Includes a reprin1ng of DAREDEVIL #170 by Frank Miller - A.K.A. "THE KINGPIN MUST DIE!" - 

get your Fisk fix here, fearless fans! 

Rated T+ (STL317182) 

48pgs SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240778 

INCREDIBLE HULK #13 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A/CA) Nic Klein 

AVer smashing into STRANGE ACADEMY to save Charlie's life, DOCTOR VOODOO has sent the souls 

of both Hulk AND Banner into an exorcist's soul cage, where some of the most terrifying beings on 

Earth have been condemned for eternity. There they'll seek Charlie's last chance for survival: 

SUMUNGARU THE FLESH-WEAVER, one of the most evil sorcerers to ever live. Even if Hulk doesn't 

murder Banner first and even if they survive the encounter with Sumungaru, can Hulk and Banner 

convince such an evil creature to save Charlie? And what will it ask in return? One chapter ends, 

another begins in this pivotal issue! 

Rated T+ (STL317025) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240779 

INCREDIBLE HULK #13 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Sko]e Young 

AVer smashing into STRANGE ACADEMY to save Charlie's life, DOCTOR VOODOO has sent the souls 

of both Hulk AND Banner into an exorcist's soul cage, where some of the most terrifying beings on 

Earth have been condemned for eternity. There they'll seek Charlie's last chance for survival: 

SUMUNGARU THE FLESH-WEAVER, one of the most evil sorcerers to ever live. Even if Hulk doesn't 

murder Banner first and even if they survive the encounter with Sumungaru, can Hulk and Banner 



convince such an evil creature to save Charlie? And what will it ask in return? One chapter ends, 

another begins in this pivotal issue! 

Rated T+ (STL317027) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240781 

INCREDIBLE HULK #13 BETSY COLA PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W) Phillip Kennedy Johnson (A) Nic Klein (CA) Betsy Cola 

AVer smashing into STRANGE ACADEMY to save Charlie's life, DOCTOR VOODOO has sent the souls 

of both Hulk AND Banner into an exorcist's soul cage, where some of the most terrifying beings on 

Earth have been condemned for eternity. There they'll seek Charlie's last chance for survival: 

SUMUNGARU THE FLESH-WEAVER, one of the most evil sorcerers to ever live. Even if Hulk doesn't 

murder Banner first and even if they survive the encounter with Sumungaru, can Hulk and Banner 

convince such an evil creature to save Charlie? And what will it ask in return? One chapter ends, 

another begins in this pivotal issue! 

Rated T+ (STL317026) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240782 

IMMORTAL THOR #12 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Valen1na Pin1 (CA) Alex Ross 

GODSDEATH! 

In Andlang, land of spirits, the Utgard-Odin challenged Thor to baTle for the rune of his brother, the 

war god Tyr. For Tyr was changed by strange forces, within and without...and to restore him would 

come only at equal cost. This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and the Odinson's end. 

Rated T+ (STL317021) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240783 

IMMORTAL THOR #12 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Valen1na Pin1 (CA) Sko]e Young 

GODSDEATH! 

In Andlang, land of spirits, the Utgard-Odin challenged Thor to baTle for the rune of his brother, the 

war god Tyr. For Tyr was changed by strange forces, within and without...and to restore him would 

come only at equal cost. This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and the Odinson's end. 



Rated T+ (STL317023) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240785 

IMMORTAL THOR #12 DAVI GO PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Valen1na Pin1 (CA) Davi Go 

GODSDEATH! 

In Andlang, land of spirits, the Utgard-Odin challenged Thor to baTle for the rune of his brother, the 

war god Tyr. For Tyr was changed by strange forces, within and without...and to restore him would 

come only at equal cost. This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR...and the Odinson's end. 

Rated T+ (STL317022) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240786 

CAPTAIN MARVEL #9 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Ruairi Coleman (CA) Stephen Segovia 

BROKEN BONDS!  

Isolated from Yuna and her allies, Captain Marvel is about to find a place at the Undone's table - as 

the main course! An endless food supply for a cosmic being! But we're talking about the woman who 

took down the Brood aVer they'd tortured her mind and body beyond superhuman limits. Carol 

Danvers will fight her way out of this too…right? 

Rated T+ (STL316981) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240787 

CAPTAIN MARVEL #9 CHRIS ALLEN STORMBREAKERS VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Ruairi Coleman (CA) Chris Allen 

BROKEN BONDS!  

Isolated from Yuna and her allies, Captain Marvel is about to find a place at the Undone's table - as 

the main course! An endless food supply for a cosmic being! But we're talking about the woman who 

took down the Brood aVer they'd tortured her mind and body beyond superhuman limits. Carol 

Danvers will fight her way out of this too…right? 

Rated T+ (STL316982) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 



 

APR240788 

CAPTAIN MARVEL #9 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Alyssa Wong (A) Ruairi Coleman (CA) Sko]e Young 

BROKEN BONDS!  

Isolated from Yuna and her allies, Captain Marvel is about to find a place at the Undone's table - as 

the main course! An endless food supply for a cosmic being! But we're talking about the woman who 

took down the Brood aVer they'd tortured her mind and body beyond superhuman limits. Carol 

Danvers will fight her way out of this too…right? 

Rated T+ (STL316983) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240790 

SPIDER-MAN SHADOW OF GREEN GOBLIN #3 

(W) J.M. DemaTeis (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Paulo Siqueira 

WHO STALKS THE OSBORNS?! 

The biggest mistake of NORMAN OSBORN's life is back to haunt him…and it ain't who you think! Is 

PETER PARKER ready for a rematch with Proto-Goblin? Ready or not: IT'S ROUND TWO! 

Rated T (STL317062) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240791 

SPIDER-MAN SHADOW OF GREEN GOBLIN #3 MMP III VAR 

(W) J.M. DemaTeis (A) Michael Sta. Maria (CA) Greg Hildebrandt, Tim Hildebrandt 

WHO STALKS THE OSBORNS?! 

The biggest mistake of NORMAN OSBORN's life is back to haunt him…and it ain't who you think! Is 

PETER PARKER ready for a rematch with Proto-Goblin? Ready or not: IT'S ROUND TWO! 

Rated T (STL317063) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240793 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #10 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Jesus Saiz (CA) Taurin Clarke 



THE PRICE OF FREEDOM!  

When a change agent on Captain America's recruitment list finds him, Cap expects the Front Door 

Cabaret's protec1on to be an easy sell. Instead, he's confronted by a cri1cal ques1on: How do you 

protect someone who doesn't want your help? 

Rated T+ (STL316977) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240794 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #10 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Jesus Saiz (CA) Sko]e Young 

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM!  

When a change agent on Captain America's recruitment list finds him, Cap expects the Front Door 

Cabaret's protec1on to be an easy sell. Instead, he's confronted by a cri1cal ques1on: How do you 

protect someone who doesn't want your help? 

Rated T+ (STL316979) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240796 

CAPTAIN AMERICA #10 BETSY COLA PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Jesus Saiz (CA) Sko]e Young 

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM!  

When a change agent on Captain America's recruitment list finds him, Cap expects the Front Door 

Cabaret's protec1on to be an easy sell. Instead, he's confronted by a cri1cal ques1on: How do you 

protect someone who doesn't want your help? 

Rated T+ (STL316978) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240797 

BLACK WIDOW AND HAWKEYE #4 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Stephen Segovia 

USING A HAWK TO CATCH A WIDOW!  

Damon Dran has taken Hawkeye to bait the Black Widow, and Clint's only hope of keeping Natasha 

away is to trust her less-than-impressed symbiote. But the Black Widow has never been one to back 

down from a fight - even when it could cost her her life! 



Rated T+ (STL316963) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240798 

BLACK WIDOW AND HAWKEYE #4 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Stephanie Phillips (A) Paolo Villanelli (CA) Sko]e Young 

USING A HAWK TO CATCH A WIDOW!  

Damon Dran has taken Hawkeye to bait the Black Widow, and Clint's only hope of keeping Natasha 

away is to trust her less-than-impressed symbiote. But the Black Widow has never been one to back 

down from a fight - even when it could cost her her life! 

Rated T+ (STL316964) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240800 

SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK #9 

(W) Rainbow Rowell (A/CA)  Genolet, Andres 

The most explosive SHE-HULK story in HISTORY starts here! Something is brewing that is going to 

have effects felt beyond just SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK. You cannot afford to miss it! 

Rated T+ (STL317050) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240801 

SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK #9 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Rainbow Rowell (A)  Genolet, Andres (CA)  TBA 

The most explosive SHE-HULK story in HISTORY starts here! Something is brewing that is going to 

have effects felt beyond just SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK. You cannot afford to miss it! 

Rated T+ (STL317051) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240802 

DAREDEVIL #10 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Juann Cabal (CA) John Romita Jr. 



THE WAGES OF SIN EQUAL DEATH!  

For months, MaT Murdock, his loved ones and his allies have been plagued by demons and devils of 

unknown origin! As the mystery surrounding the supernatural forces targe1ng MaT and those he 

loves the most has at last begun to become clear, the stage is set for Daredevil's greatest foe to 

return to Hell's Kitchen, bigger and badder than ever! 

Rated T+ (STL316989) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240803 

DAREDEVIL #10 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Juann Cabal (CA) Sko]e Young 

THE WAGES OF SIN EQUAL DEATH!  

For months, MaT Murdock, his loved ones and his allies have been plagued by demons and devils of 

unknown origin! As the mystery surrounding the supernatural forces targe1ng MaT and those he 

loves the most has at last begun to become clear, the stage is set for Daredevil's greatest foe to 

return to Hell's Kitchen, bigger and badder than ever! 

Rated T+ (STL316991) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240805 

DAREDEVIL #10 DAVI GO PRIDE ALLIES VAR 

(W) Saladin Ahmed (A) Juann Cabal (CA) Davi Go 

THE WAGES OF SIN EQUAL DEATH!  

For months, MaT Murdock, his loved ones and his allies have been plagued by demons and devils of 

unknown origin! As the mystery surrounding the supernatural forces targe1ng MaT and those he 

loves the most has at last begun to become clear, the stage is set for Daredevil's greatest foe to 

return to Hell's Kitchen, bigger and badder than ever! 

Rated T+ (STL316990) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240806 

GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #4 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Danny Kim (CA) Juan Ferreyra 

JOHNNY BLAZE IS COMING FOR THE SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE! 



The Ghost Rider's purpose is retribu1on, and Chicago is set to feel his wrath. Can Johnny stop the 

Hood before he completes his takeover of the city's underworld? And what lengths will the Hood go 

to hold on to his family? 

Rated T+ (STL317014) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240807 

GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #4 YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Danny Kim (CA) Sko]e Young 

JOHNNY BLAZE IS COMING FOR THE SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE! 

The Ghost Rider's purpose is retribu1on, and Chicago is set to feel his wrath. Can Johnny stop the 

Hood before he completes his takeover of the city's underworld? And what lengths will the Hood go 

to hold on to his family? 

Rated T+ (STL317016) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240809 

GHOST RIDER FINAL VENGEANCE #4 ALEXANDER LOZANO VAR 

(W) Ben Percy (A) Danny Kim (CA) Alexander Lozano 

JOHNNY BLAZE IS COMING FOR THE SPIRIT OF VENGEANCE! 

The Ghost Rider's purpose is retribu1on, and Chicago is set to feel his wrath. Can Johnny stop the 

Hood before he completes his takeover of the city's underworld? And what lengths will the Hood go 

to hold on to his family? 

Rated T+ (STL317015) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240810 

CARNAGE #8 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Pere Perez (CA) Juan Ferreyra 

VENOM WAR is coming.  

And like any war, it will require new weapons and surprising allies. In this issue, Carnage finds both. 

Plus: More Meridius! 

Rated T+ (STL316985) 



32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240811 

CARNAGE #8 SKOTTIE YOUNG BIG MARVEL VAR 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Pere Perez (CA) Sko]e Young 

VENOM WAR is coming.  

And like any war, it will require new weapons and surprising allies. In this issue, Carnage finds both. 

Plus: More Meridius! 

Rated T+ (STL316986) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240813 

CARNAGE #8 TBD ARTIST VAR 

(W) Torunn Gronbekk (A) Pere Perez (CA)  TBA 

VENOM WAR is coming.  

And like any war, it will require new weapons and surprising allies. In this issue, Carnage finds both. 

Plus: More Meridius! 

Rated T+ (STL316988) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240814 

ALIENS WHAT IF #4 

(W) Hans Rodionoff (A) Guiu Villanova (CA) Phil Noto 

WHAT IF…CARTER BURKE HAD LIVED?  

Or more importantly, what if Carter Burke was about to die a different, even more horrible death?! 

Xenomorphs are loose on the mining asteroid where Burke's made his small sad life and even-more-

insignificant career. Panic is about to break out, slaughter to follow - and once again, it's all Burke's 

fault. Is this jus1ce at last for the consummate company man? Or is there more to Burke's character 

hidden beneath the mountain of mistakes? 

Rated T+ (STL316940) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240815 

ALIENS WHAT IF #4 SALVADOR LARROCA VAR 

(W) Hans Rodionoff (A) Guiu Villanova (CA) Salvador Larroca 

WHAT IF…CARTER BURKE HAD LIVED?  

Or more importantly, what if Carter Burke was about to die a different, even more horrible death?! 

Xenomorphs are loose on the mining asteroid where Burke's made his small sad life and even-more-

insignificant career. Panic is about to break out, slaughter to follow - and once again, it's all Burke's 

fault. Is this jus1ce at last for the consummate company man? Or is there more to Burke's character 

hidden beneath the mountain of mistakes? 

Rated T+ (STL316941) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240816 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) David Nakayama 

Rated T (STL317072) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240817 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 AKA VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA)  Aka 

Rated T (STL317073) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240818 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 AKA VIR VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA)  Aka 

Rated T (STL317074) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240819 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 ANNIE WU VAR 



(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) Annie Wu 

Rated T (STL317075) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240820 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 JAN DUURSEMA VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) Jan Duursema 

Rated T (STL317077) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240821 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 SPROUSE PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) Chris Sprouse 

Rated T (STL317076) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240822 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 JTC ACTION FIGURE VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

Rated T (STL317078) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240823 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 KEN LASHLEY FOIL VAR (Net) 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA) Ken Lashley 

Rated T (STL317079) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240824 

STAR WARS AHSOKA #1 TV VAR 

(W) Rodney Barnes (A) Steven Cummings (CA)  TV Cover 



Rated T (STL317080) 

40pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240825 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #8 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A)  Towe, James (CA) Phil Noto 

ENTER…BARON BOOLAN! 

TEY SIRREK, LOURNA DEE and SSKEER on a dangerous mission. KEEVE TRENNIS and the other JEDI 

helpless to assist. The NIHIL'S mysterious MINISTER OF ADVANCEMENT finally revealed…along with 

his diabolical experiments. PROTECT THE PATH! 

Rated T (STL317094) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240826 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #8 PHANTOM MENACE 25T H ANN VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A)  Towe, James (CA) Chris Sprouse 

ENTER…BARON BOOLAN! 

TEY SIRREK, LOURNA DEE and SSKEER on a dangerous mission. KEEVE TRENNIS and the other JEDI 

helpless to assist. The NIHIL'S mysterious MINISTER OF ADVANCEMENT finally revealed…along with 

his diabolical experiments. PROTECT THE PATH! 

Rated T (STL317095) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240827 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC #8 PAULINA GANUCHEAU PRIDE VAR 

(W) Cavan ScoT (A)  Towe, James (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

ENTER…BARON BOOLAN! 

TEY SIRREK, LOURNA DEE and SSKEER on a dangerous mission. KEEVE TRENNIS and the other JEDI 

helpless to assist. The NIHIL'S mysterious MINISTER OF ADVANCEMENT finally revealed…along with 

his diabolical experiments. PROTECT THE PATH! 

Rated T (STL317096) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 



APR240829 

STAR WARS DARTH MAUL BW RED #3 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Leonard Kirk (CA) Sara Pichelli 

CRISIS OF MAUL! 

DARTH MAUL is fiercely loyal to his master, DARTH SIDIOUS, and a true believer in the Sith. But will a 

mission to a remote moon change his mind? ERICA SCHULTZ (Hallow's Eve, Amazing Spider-Man) and 

LEONARD KIRK (Sabretooth) bring you a crisis of Master and Appren1ce! 

Rated T (STL317081) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240831 

STAR WARS DARTH MAUL BW RED #3 PAULO SIQUEIRA VAR 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Leonard Kirk (CA) Paulo Siqueira 

CRISIS OF MAUL! 

DARTH MAUL is fiercely loyal to his master, DARTH SIDIOUS, and a true believer in the Sith. But will a 

mission to a remote moon change his mind? ERICA SCHULTZ (Hallow's Eve, Amazing Spider-Man) and 

LEONARD KIRK (Sabretooth) bring you a crisis of Master and Appren1ce! 

Rated T (STL317085) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240832 

STAR WARS DARTH MAUL BW RED #3 JOHN ROMITA JR VAR 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Leonard Kirk (CA) John Romita Jr. 

CRISIS OF MAUL! 

DARTH MAUL is fiercely loyal to his master, DARTH SIDIOUS, and a true believer in the Sith. But will a 

mission to a remote moon change his mind? ERICA SCHULTZ (Hallow's Eve, Amazing Spider-Man) and 

LEONARD KIRK (Sabretooth) bring you a crisis of Master and Appren1ce! 

Rated T (STL317083) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240834 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #47 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Leinil Yu 



THE RAZING OF EXEGOL CONTINUES! 

DARTH VADER and the SCHISM IMPERIAL launch their boldest challenge to the power of PALPATINE 

with an assault on EXEGOL, the home of the EMPEROR'S greatest secrets and treasures! But if sheer 

brute force can't overcome the defenses of the SITH CITADEL, what terrifying new resources will the 

DARK LORD draw upon? Also: CAPTAIN ENRIC PRYDE faces his greatest test! 

Rated T (STL317086) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240835 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #47 PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Chris Sprouse 

THE RAZING OF EXEGOL CONTINUES! 

DARTH VADER and the SCHISM IMPERIAL launch their boldest challenge to the power of PALPATINE 

with an assault on EXEGOL, the home of the EMPEROR'S greatest secrets and treasures! But if sheer 

brute force can't overcome the defenses of the SITH CITADEL, what terrifying new resources will the 

DARK LORD draw upon? Also: CAPTAIN ENRIC PRYDE faces his greatest test! 

Rated T (STL317087) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240837 

STAR WARS DARTH VADER #47 RACHAEL STOTT PRIDE VAR 

(W) Greg Pak (A) Raffaele Ienco (CA) Rachael StoT 

THE RAZING OF EXEGOL CONTINUES! 

DARTH VADER and the SCHISM IMPERIAL launch their boldest challenge to the power of PALPATINE 

with an assault on EXEGOL, the home of the EMPEROR'S greatest secrets and treasures! But if sheer 

brute force can't overcome the defenses of the SITH CITADEL, what terrifying new resources will the 

DARK LORD draw upon? Also: CAPTAIN ENRIC PRYDE faces his greatest test! 

Rated T (STL317089) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240838 

STAR WARS JANGO FETT #4 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Luke Ross (CA) Leinil Yu 

THE HUNTER BECOMES THE HUNTED! 



Every major bounty hunter in the galaxy is stalking JANGO FETT and AURRA SING! Will the unlikely 

partners solve the mystery of a priceless stolen ar1fact in 1me? Who will survive the SHOCKING 

CONCLUSION to the series? 

Rated T (STL317090) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240839 

STAR WARS JANGO FETT #4 PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Luke Ross (CA) Chris Sprouse 

THE HUNTER BECOMES THE HUNTED! 

Every major bounty hunter in the galaxy is stalking JANGO FETT and AURRA SING! Will the unlikely 

partners solve the mystery of a priceless stolen ar1fact in 1me? Who will survive the SHOCKING 

CONCLUSION to the series? 

Rated T (STL317091) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240840 

STAR WARS JANGO FETT #4 JAVIER GARRON PRIDE VAR 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Luke Ross (CA)  Garron, Javier 

THE HUNTER BECOMES THE HUNTED! 

Every major bounty hunter in the galaxy is stalking JANGO FETT and AURRA SING! Will the unlikely 

partners solve the mystery of a priceless stolen ar1fact in 1me? Who will survive the SHOCKING 

CONCLUSION to the series? 

Rated T (STL317092) 

32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240841 

STAR WARS JANGO FETT #4 TONY DANIEL VAR 

(W)  Sacks, Ethan (A) Luke Ross (CA) Tony Daniel 

THE HUNTER BECOMES THE HUNTED! 

Every major bounty hunter in the galaxy is stalking JANGO FETT and AURRA SING! Will the unlikely 

partners solve the mystery of a priceless stolen ar1fact in 1me? Who will survive the SHOCKING 

CONCLUSION to the series? 

Rated T (STL317093) 



32pgs SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240842 

STAR WARS #47 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Stephen Segovia 

LANDO IS ALL IN! 

THE TRIAL OF LANDO CALRISSIAN for treason against the REBEL ALLIANCE comes down to its 

stunning finale! The evidence is not in Lando's favor, nor is the fact that he's offered a full confession 

to the crimes of which he is accused. Does he have any cards leV to play? 

Rated T (STL317067) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240844 

STAR WARS #47 PHIL JIMENEZ PRIDE VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Phil Jimenez 

LANDO IS ALL IN! 

THE TRIAL OF LANDO CALRISSIAN for treason against the REBEL ALLIANCE comes down to its 

stunning finale! The evidence is not in Lando's favor, nor is the fact that he's offered a full confession 

to the crimes of which he is accused. Does he have any cards leV to play? 

Rated T (STL317071) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240845 

STAR WARS #47 CHRIS SPROUSE PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) Chris Sprouse 

LANDO IS ALL IN! 

THE TRIAL OF LANDO CALRISSIAN for treason against the REBEL ALLIANCE comes down to its 

stunning finale! The evidence is not in Lando's favor, nor is the fact that he's offered a full confession 

to the crimes of which he is accused. Does he have any cards leV to play? 

Rated T (STL317069) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240846 



STAR WARS #47 JTC ACTION FIGURE VAR 

(W) Charles Soule (A) Madibek Musabekov (CA) John Tyler Christopher 

LANDO IS ALL IN! 

THE TRIAL OF LANDO CALRISSIAN for treason against the REBEL ALLIANCE comes down to its 

stunning finale! The evidence is not in Lando's favor, nor is the fact that he's offered a full confession 

to the crimes of which he is accused. Does he have any cards leV to play? 

Rated T (STL317070) 

32pgs SRP: $4.99 

 

APR240847 

GHOST RIDER 2099 OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Len Kaminski (A) Chris Bachalo & Various (CA) Chris Bachalo 

Between Neuromancer and The Matrix, there was Ghost Rider 2099: a dark cyberpunk take on 

Marvel's biker from beyond the grave! When the consciousness of Zero Cochrane, a murdered 

computer hacker, is downloaded into the body of an unstoppable cyberne1c warbot, sparks fly - and 

Cochrane's killers become his first targets for vengeance! But ge]ng his revenge won't be easy as 

Ghost Rider finds himself under the power of the mysterious inhabitants of the Ghostworks, a digital 

A.I. realm with its own set of rules — and the Doctor Doom of 2099 wants Ghost Rider under his 

control, as well! Enter a futuris1c world that may be too close for comfort, and witness the epic story 

of one of Marvel's most deadly new heroes of the 1990s - one hundred years ahead of his 1me! 

Collec1ng GHOST RIDER 2099 (1994) #1-25. 

Rated T (STL317235) 

HC, 632pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240848 

GHOST RIDER 2099 OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 

(W) Len Kaminski (A) Chris Bachalo & Various (CA) Chris Sprouse 

Between Neuromancer and The Matrix, there was Ghost Rider 2099: a dark cyberpunk take on 

Marvel's biker from beyond the grave! When the consciousness of Zero Cochrane, a murdered 

computer hacker, is downloaded into the body of an unstoppable cyberne1c warbot, sparks fly - and 

Cochrane's killers become his first targets for vengeance! But ge]ng his revenge won't be easy as 

Ghost Rider finds himself under the power of the mysterious inhabitants of the Ghostworks, a digital 

A.I. realm with its own set of rules — and the Doctor Doom of 2099 wants Ghost Rider under his 

control, as well! Enter a futuris1c world that may be too close for comfort, and witness the epic story 

of one of Marvel's most deadly new heroes of the 1990s - one hundred years ahead of his 1me! 

Collec1ng GHOST RIDER 2099 (1994) #1-25. 

Rated T (STL317236) 



HC, 632pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240849 

ROM ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC VOL 03 

(W) Bill Mantlo (A) Sal Buscema & Various (CA) P. Craig Russell 

The epic climax of Marvel’s classic saga of the Spaceknight! Rom has exposed the vile Dire Wraiths 

hiding in Earth’s midst — but that only means his accursed enemies become more bold…and more 

deadly! It’s a good thing Rom has allies, including his armored companion, Starshine, and fellow 

heroes including Nick Fury, Doctor Strange, Ant-Man, Alpha Flight and the New Mutants — but will 

perennial sidekick, Rick Jones, be his new best pal? As the Dire Wraiths scale up their invasion plans, 

seeking to merge their Wraithworld with Earth, Forge of the X-Men lends a technological hand — 

and, in the final fight to save the world, prac1cally every Marvel super hero joins the fray! But, if Rom 

can complete his mission at last, what will that leave for the Spaceknight? Can he find his happy 

ending, back on Galador? Collec1ng ROM (1979) #51-75 and ANNUAL #3-4, and INCREDIBLE HULK 

(1968) #296. 

Rated T (STL317250) 

HC, 752pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

APR240850 

ROM ORIGINAL MARVEL YEARS OMNIBUS HC VOL 03 DM VAR 

(W) Bill Mantlo (A) Sal Buscema & Various (CA) Bill Sienkiewicz 

The epic climax of Marvel’s classic saga of the Spaceknight! Rom has exposed the vile Dire Wraiths 

hiding in Earth’s midst — but that only means his accursed enemies become more bold…and more 

deadly! It’s a good thing Rom has allies, including his armored companion, Starshine, and fellow 

heroes including Nick Fury, Doctor Strange, Ant-Man, Alpha Flight and the New Mutants — but will 

perennial sidekick, Rick Jones, be his new best pal? As the Dire Wraiths scale up their invasion plans, 

seeking to merge their Wraithworld with Earth, Forge of the X-Men lends a technological hand — 

and, in the final fight to save the world, prac1cally every Marvel super hero joins the fray! But, if Rom 

can complete his mission at last, what will that leave for the Spaceknight? Can he find his happy 

ending, back on Galador? Collec1ng ROM (1979) #51-75 and ANNUAL #3-4, and INCREDIBLE HULK 

(1968) #296. 

Rated T (STL317251) 

HC, 752pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

APR240851 

PUNISHER MAX BY AARON DILLON OMNIBUS HC NEW PTG 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Steve Dillon, Roland Boschi (CA) Dave Johnson 



Jason Aaron and Steve Dillon’s grisly, uncensored Punisher run is collected in one oversized volume! 

The mob has set a trap for Frank Castle, turning low-level enforcer Wilson Fisk into a fic1onal 

"Kingpin of Crime" for Frank to target. But Fisk decides he quite likes his new posi1on — enough to 

kill his bosses to keep it. Suddenly, the Punisher finds himself in a one-on-one war with a deadly 

threat, and he must decide how far he is willing to go to take down the Kingpin! Contending with 

dirty cops, baTling the Kingpin's henchmen Bullseye and Elektra, and suffering through a s1nt in 

prison, Frank Castle is brought lower than he has ever been. But as the Kingpin of Crime will soon 

find out, all that means is Frank has nothing leV to lose! Collec1ng PUNISHERMAX (2009) #1-22 and 

PUNISHER MAX X-MAS SPECIAL #1. 

Explicit Content (STL317249) 

HC, 544pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240852 

PUNISHER MAX BY AARON DILLON OMNIBUS HC NEW PTG DM VAR 

(W) Jason Aaron (A) Steve Dillon, Roland Boschi (CA) Steve Dillon 

Jason Aaron and Steve Dillon’s grisly, uncensored Punisher run is collected in one oversized volume! 

The mob has set a trap for Frank Castle, turning low-level enforcer Wilson Fisk into a fic1onal 

"Kingpin of Crime" for Frank to target. But Fisk decides he quite likes his new posi1on — enough to 

kill his bosses to keep it. Suddenly, the Punisher finds himself in a one-on-one war with a deadly 

threat, and he must decide how far he is willing to go to take down the Kingpin! Contending with 

dirty cops, baTling the Kingpin's henchmen Bullseye and Elektra, and suffering through a s1nt in 

prison, Frank Castle is brought lower than he has ever been. But as the Kingpin of Crime will soon 

find out, all that means is Frank has nothing leV to lose! Collec1ng PUNISHERMAX (2009) #1-22 and 

PUNISHER MAX X-MAS SPECIAL #1. 

Explicit Content (STL317248) 

HC, 544pgs SRP: $100.00 

 

APR240853 

UNCANNY X-MEN OMNIBUS HC NEW PTG 

(W) Chris Claremont,  Various (A) John Byrne,  Various (CA) Stuart Immonen 

Chris Claremont, Dave Cockrum and John Byrne took a liTle reprint series called X-MEN and turned it 

into the all-new, all-different 1tan that conquered comicdom. Now, you can experience the thrills and 

excitement of their classic tales from “The Dark Phoenix Saga” to “Days of Future Past” — and so 

much more — in this enormous Omnibus! Including the debuts of X-universe mainstays Emma Frost 

and KiTy Pryde, the threat of Mys1que’s Brotherhood of Evil Mutants, Magneto’s return, Wolverine’s 

first solo story, and a rare Savage Land adventure — plus the original ending of “Dark Phoenix” and a 

host of bonus stories! Collec1ng X-MEN (1963) #132-141 and ANNUAL (1970) #4-5, UNCANNY X-MEN 

(1981) #142-153, AVENGERS ANNUAL (1967) #10, MARVEL FANFARE (1982) #1-4, MARVEL TREASURY 

EDITION #26-27, MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) #100, BIZARRE ADVENTURES (1981) #27, and PHOENIX: 

THE UNTOLD STORY 



Rated T (STL317261) 

HC, 912pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

APR240854 

UNCANNY X-MEN OMNIBUS HC NEW PTG DM VAR 

(W) Chris Claremont,  Various (A) John Byrne,  Various (CA) John Byrne 

Chris Claremont, Dave Cockrum and John Byrne took a liTle reprint series called X-MEN and turned it 

into the all-new, all-different 1tan that conquered comicdom. Now, you can experience the thrills and 

excitement of their classic tales from "The Dark Phoenix Saga" to "Days of Future Past" — and so 

much more — in this enormous Omnibus! Including the debuts of X-universe mainstays Emma Frost 

and KiTy Pryde, the threat of Mys1que's Brotherhood of Evil Mutants, Magneto's return, Wolverine's 

first solo story, and a rare Savage Land adventure — plus the original ending of "Dark Phoenix" and a 

host of bonus stories! Collec1ng X-MEN (1963) #132-141 and ANNUAL (1970) #4-5, UNCANNY X-MEN 

(1981) #142-153, AVENGERS ANNUAL (1967) #10, MARVEL FANFARE (1982) #1-4, MARVEL TREASURY 

EDITION #26-27, MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) #100, BIZARRE ADVENTURES (1981) #27, and PHOENIX: 

THE UNTOLD STORY 

Rated T (STL317260) 

HC, 912pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

APR240855 

DAZZLER OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Tom DeFalco,  Various (A) John Romita Jr.,  Various (CA) Stanley Lau "Artgerm" 

Who’s got disco fever? We do! Marvel presents the en1re 1980s DAZZLER run in a single, massive, 

oversized Omnibus. Leaping from the pages of X-MEN and AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, Alison Blaire, 

A.K.A. Dazzler, charted one of the comic-book direct market’s first exclusive offerings in her solo 

series. Equal parts pop star and super hero, Dazzler’s stories feature drama, romance, adventure and 

ac1on in the mighty Marvel manner. But being the hardest-working mutant in show business isn’t as 

glamorous as you’d think! She faces prison, family intrigue, the Sisterhood of Evil Mutants, a vengeful 

Rogue during her villain days and even Galactus! Complete with leTers pages and more! Collec1ng X-

MEN (1963) #130-131, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #203, DAZZLER (1981) #1-42, MARVEL 

GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) #12, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST #1-4, SECRET WARS II #4, and material from 

WHAT IF (1977) #33 and MARVEL FANFARE (1982) #38. 

Rated T+ (STL317225) 

HC, 1360pgs SRP: $150.00 

 

APR240856 

DAZZLER OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 



(W) Tom DeFalco,  Various (A) John Romita Jr.,  Various (CA) Bob Larkin 

Who's got disco fever? We do! Marvel presents the en1re 1980s DAZZLER run in a single, massive, 

oversized Omnibus. Leaping from the pages of X-MEN and AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, Alison Blaire, 

A.K.A. Dazzler, charted one of the comic-book direct market's first exclusive offerings in her solo 

series. Equal parts pop star and super hero, Dazzler's stories feature drama, romance, adventure and 

ac1on in the mighty Marvel manner. But being the hardest-working mutant in show business isn't as 

glamorous as you'd think! She faces prison, family intrigue, the Sisterhood of Evil Mutants, a vengeful 

Rogue during her villain days and even Galactus! Complete with leTers pages and more! Collec1ng X-

MEN (1963) #130-131, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #203, DAZZLER (1981) #1-42, MARVEL 

GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) #12, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST #1-4, SECRET WARS II #4, and material from 

WHAT IF (1977) #33 and MARVEL FANFARE (1982) #38. 

Rated T+ (STL317226) 

HC, 1360pgs SRP: $150.00 

 

APR240857 

MMW TOMB OF DRACULA HC VOL 04 

(W) Marv Wolfman,  Various (A) Gene Colan,  Various (CA) Gene Colan 

Marv Wolfman's complex, long-form plo]ng on TOMB OF DRACULA was years ahead of its 1me. On 

the art side, Gene Colan and Tom Palmer's visuals were arguably the final word on Dracula. So what 

do they have in store for us? An absolute Marvel Masterworks! Quincy Harker and his vampire 

hunters thought they had put an end to the Lord of Vampires — but no! Dracula's evil has 

survived…and has split our heroes apart. All the threads come together as Dracula enacts his 

revenge, but Dr. Sun may have different plans. Meanwhile, in the shadows lurks Deacon Frost! And 

Blade pursues the Legion of the Damned in his complete '70s solo stories. Also featuring Dracula's 

final Giant-Size issues — including John Byrne's first Marvel story! Collec1ng TOMB OF DRACULA 

(1972) #31-40, GIANT-SIZE DRACULA #4-5, and material from VAMPIRE TALES (1973) #8-9, and 

MARVEL PREVIEW #3 and #8. 

Rated T+ (STL317243) 

HC, 392pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

APR240858 

MMW TOMB OF DRACULA HC VOL 04 DM VAR 

(W) Marv Wolfman,  Various (A) Gene Colan,  Various (CA) Gene Colan 

Marv Wolfman's complex, long-form plo]ng on TOMB OF DRACULA was years ahead of its 1me. On 

the art side, Gene Colan and Tom Palmer's visuals were arguably the final word on Dracula. So what 

do they have in store for us? An absolute Marvel Masterworks! Quincy Harker and his vampire 

hunters thought they had put an end to the Lord of Vampires — but no! Dracula's evil has 

survived…and has split our heroes apart. All the threads come together as Dracula enacts his 

revenge, but Dr. Sun may have different plans. Meanwhile, in the shadows lurks Deacon Frost! And 



Blade pursues the Legion of the Damned in his complete '70s solo stories. Also featuring Dracula's 

final Giant-Size issues — including John Byrne's first Marvel story! Collec1ng TOMB OF DRACULA 

(1972) #31-40, GIANT-SIZE DRACULA #4-5, and material from VAMPIRE TALES (1973) #8-9, and 

MARVEL PREVIEW #3 and #8. 

Rated T+ (STL317244) 

HC, 392pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

APR240859 

MMW MAN-THING HC VOL 01 

(W) Steve Gerber,  Various (A) Val Mayerik,  Various (CA) Gray Morrow 

From the fe1d of the swamps of the south comes the Man-Thing! The brilliant Dr. Ted Sallis' progress 

on a new Super-Solider Serum gained the envious aTen1on of A.I.M. One untested injec1on and a 

hot-pursuit car crash into the swamp later, Sallis is forever changed. He is now the Man-Thing, a 

lumbering creature with the searing power to burn those who know fear! Under writer Steve Gerber, 

this concept became a 1970s comic-book classic. Mixing horror, occult and the Marvel Universe, 

Gerber's unique narra1ve concoc1ons could produce taut morality tales, bi1ng social commentary, a 

budding sorceress, the Nexus of All Reali1es…and Howard the Duck! And with the top-flight 

restora1on of the Marvel Masterworks, the muck monster has never looked beTer - or worse…bad in 

a good way, that is! Collec1ng ASTONISHING TALES (1970) #12-13, FEAR #11-19, MAN-THING (1974) 

#1, MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE (1974) #1, and material from SAVAGE TALES (1971) #1 and FEAR #10. 

Rated T+ (STL317241) 

HC, 304pgs SRP: $75.00 

 

APR240860 

MMW MAN-THING HC VOL 01 DM VAR 

(W) Steve Gerber,  Various (A) Val Mayerik,  Various (CA) Gray Morrow 

From the fe1d of the swamps of the south comes the Man-Thing! The brilliant Dr. Ted Sallis’ progress 

on a new Super-Solider Serum gained the envious aTen1on of A.I.M. One untested injec1on and a 

hot-pursuit car crash into the swamp later, Sallis is forever changed. He is now the Man-Thing, a 

lumbering creature with the searing power to burn those who know fear! Under writer Steve Gerber, 

this concept became a 1970s comic-book classic. Mixing horror, occult and the Marvel Universe, 

Gerber’s unique narra1ve concoc1ons could produce taut morality tales, bi1ng social commentary, a 

budding sorceress, the Nexus of All Reali1es…and Howard the Duck! And with the top-flight 

restora1on of the Marvel Masterworks, the muck monster has never looked beTer – or worse…bad 

in a good way, that is! Collec1ng ASTONISHING TALES (1970) #12-13, FEAR #11-19, MAN-THING 

(1974) #1, MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE (1974) #1, and material from SAVAGE TALES (1971) #1 and FEAR 

#10. 

Rated T+ (STL317242) 

HC, 304pgs SRP: $75.00 



 

APR240861 

X-MEN X-TINCTION AGENDA OMNIBUS HC 

(W) Chris Claremont,  Various (A) Jim Lee,  Various (CA) Jim Lee 

The X-Men, New Mutants and X-Factor are targeted for X-Tinc1on! When the island na1on of 

Genosha strikes at the X-Men, the mutants mount a rescue mission that leads to disaster! With old 

foe Cameron Hodge pulling the strings, the X-teams are captured, brainwashed, stripped of their 

powers and forced into combat — and at least one among them will die! Plus: In the sequel to "Days 

of Future Past," the X-teams and Fantas1c Four are shaken when an adult Franklin Richards travels 

back in 1me from a horrific future — with the mutant-killing Ahab hot on his heels! Plus: a treasure 

trove of rare tales from the X-Men's late-'80s Australian era, including the classic "Colossus: God's 

Country"! Collec1ng UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #270-272, NEW MUTANTS (1983) #95-97, X-FACTOR 

(1986) #60-62, X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #14-15 and X-MEN: SPOTLIGHT ON STARJAMMERS #1-2 — 

plus material from FANTASTIC FOUR ANNUAL (1963) #23; NEW MUTANTS ANNUAL #6-7; X-FACTOR 

ANNUAL #5-6; NEW WARRIORS ANNUAL #1; MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS (1988) #10-17, #24-32, #41, 

#43 and #48-49; MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1990) #2 and #6-8; MARVEL HOLIDAY SPECIAL (1991) #1; 

and MARVEL TALES (1964) #262. 

Rated T (STL317266) 

HC, 984pgs SRP: $125.00 

 

APR240862 

X-MEN X-TINCTION AGENDA OMNIBUS HC DM VAR 

(W) Chris Claremont,  Various (A) Jim Lee,  Various (CA) Jim Lee 

The X-Men, New Mutants and X-Factor are targeted for X-Tinc1on! When the island na1on of 

Genosha strikes at the X-Men, the mutants mount a rescue mission that leads to disaster! With old 

foe Cameron Hodge pulling the strings, the X-teams are captured, brainwashed, stripped of their 

powers and forced into combat — and at least one among them will die! Plus: In the sequel to "Days 

of Future Past," the X-teams and Fantas1c Four are shaken when an adult Franklin Richards travels 

back in 1me from a horrific future — with the mutant-killing Ahab hot on his heels! Plus: a treasure 

trove of rare tales from the X-Men's late-'80s Australian era, including the classic "Colossus: God's 

Country"! Collec1ng UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #270-272, NEW MUTANTS (1983) #95-97, X-FACTOR 

(1986) #60-62, X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #14-15 and X-MEN: SPOTLIGHT ON STARJAMMERS #1-2 — 

plus material from FANTASTIC FOUR ANNUAL (1963) #23; NEW MUTANTS ANNUAL #6-7; X-FACTOR 

ANNUAL #5-6; NEW WARRIORS ANNUAL #1; MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS (1988) #10-17, #24-32, #41, 

#43 and #48-49; MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1990) #2 and #6-8; MARVEL HOLIDAY SPECIAL (1991) #1; 

and MARVEL TALES (1964) #262. 

Rated T (STL317267) 

HC, 984pgs SRP: $125.00 

 



APR240863 

WHITE WIDOW WELCOME TO IDYLHAVEN TP 

(W) Sarah Gailey (A) Alessandro Miracolo (CA) David Marquez 

Yelena Belova returns! Superspy. Rogue agent. Shadow of the Black Widow. Yelena Belova has been 

many things, but striking out as a hero in her own right is new. Now that she's finally free to choose 

her own path, who will she become? Just as Yelena begins to seTle into life in suburbia as a 

consultant for honest, hardworking assassins, change comes in the form of Armament - a company 

that seems to infiltrate every aspect of the 1ny town of Idylhaven. But what, exactly, does that have 

to do with Yelena's rogue mentees? As she and her neighbors are threatened with evic1on, Yelena 

takes maTers into her own hands. AVer all, there's rarely a problem a liTle murder can't solve! But 

Armament is not quite what it seems, and a single mistake could cost Yelena everything! Collec1ng 

WHITE WIDOW #1-4. 

Rated T+ (STL317264) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

APR240864 

THUNDERBOLTS ACCEPTABLE LOSSES TP 

(W) Andy Diggle,  Various (A) Roberto De La Torre,  Various (CA) Francesco Ma]na 

The end of Norman Osborn's Dark Reign rocks his team of killers! The ruthless Wolverine foe known 

only as Mr. X joins the Thunderbolts! He's just in 1me to help the squad target former team member 

Songbird, but she has plenty of tricks up her sleeve — and enough experience figh1ng dirty to know 

that aTack is the best form of defense! But who will answer her cries for help? What is the Black 

Widow's deadly game? And how are Nick Fury and his band of Secret Warriors involved? Then, 

Osborn targets Power Man and Iron Fist! Is he trying to kill them, recruit them — or both? Plus: It's 

on as the Thunderbolts set their sights on 1950s heroes the Agents of Atlas! And as Osborn begins 

his insane siege of Asgard, his team of psycho killers will clash with the Mighty Avengers! Collec1ng 

THUNDERBOLTS (1997) #132-143 and SECRET WARRIORS (2009) #7-9. 

Rated T+ (STL317262) 

SC, 376pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240865 

IMMORTAL THOR TP VOL 02 

(W) Al Ewing (A) Mar1n Coccolo & Various (CA) Alex Ross 

The All-Father sought answers to new troubles in memories of old. To refresh those memories, he 

consulted his Skald of Realms, to tell a tale of when young Thor and young Loki journeyed out 

beyond Asgard on a quest that would determine the fate of all the Realms! Yet the teller was the 

Skald, in their aspect as Thor’s enemy. And thus, the tale could twist upon itself — and if Thor 

faltered, it could make a new end! The Son of Odin faced three of his greatest foes in baTle — with 



the fog of magic closing around him. Yet even if he won, he lost — for Thor fought not for his life, but 

for his death! Plus: the dawn of the Roxxon Age of Comixx, starring Chad Hammer — secret iden1ty 

of the Roxxin’ Thor! Collec1ng IMMORTAL THOR #6-10 and ROXXON PRESENTS: THOR. 

Rated T+ (STL317238) 

SC, 144pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240866 

DAREDEVIL GANG WAR TP 

(W) Erica Schultz (A) Sergio Avila (CA) Sergio Davila 

The heat is on in Hell's Kitchen! Spider-Man recruits Elektra Natchios, former assassin turned 

Daredevil, to stop New York City from tearing itself apart as every mobster and super villain in town 

goes to war! Elektra already has her hands full with the dangerous new gang known as the Heat 

when a new player with powerful and lethal abili1es, and skills to match her own, explodes into the 

fray! For the first 1me in her life, Elektra may be out of her depth! With the city engulfed in violence 

and chaos, she's all that stands between the people of Hell's Kitchen and a bloodthirsty criminal 

conspiracy! Collec1ng DAREDEVIL: GANG WAR #1-4. 

Rated T+ (STL317224) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

APR240867 

I AM IRON MAN TP 

(W) Murewa Ayodele (A/CA) Dotun Akande 

Never-before-seen stories set in iconic eras! Beneath Iron Man’s red-and-gold armor is a hopeless 

roman1c, a genius inventor, a war hero, a billionaire, an Avenger, a person: Tony Stark. Murewa 

Ayodele and Dotun Akande (MOON KNIGHT: BLACK, WHITE &amp; BLOOD, AVENGERS UNLIMITED) 

journey through ol’ Shellhead’s rich history in celebra1on of his 60th anniversary! Kaiju baTles under 

the sea, alien invasions in the desert, a rescue mission in outer space — all this and more await in a 

collec1on ideal for both readers new to Iron Man and long-standing fans of the Golden Avenger! 

Collec1ng I AM IRON MAN #1-5 and material from IRON MAN (2020) #25. 

Rated T+ (STL317237) 

SC, 128pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240868 

DEMON WARS TP 

(W) Peach Momoko, Zack Davisson (A/CA) Peach Momoko 



Stormbreaker Peach Momoko takes her version of the Marvel Universe to the next level! Welcome to 

another dimension — one filled with wondrous creatures: sen1ent samurai armor, a winged 

individual in a falcon mask, a mysterious panther person and a red, snakelike monster with a deadly 

appe1te. As these incredible Yokai baTle, will Mariko Yashida be forced to choose a side? When Iron 

Samurai clashes with Shield of Jus1ce, their war will be anything but civil — and their cataclysmic 

confronta1on could devastate two worlds! Meanwhile, the spirit world is divided — and Mariko finds 

herself caught between Phoenix and Magik! And another Yokai with incredible power has plans to 

paint the world scarlet! Collec1ng DEMON WARS: THE IRON SAMURAI, DEMON WARS: SHIELD OF 

JUSTICE, DEMON WARS: DOWN IN FLAMES and DEMON WARS: SCARLET SIN. 

Rated T+ (STL317229) 

SC, 144pgs SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240869 

SPIDER-MAN 2099 MIGUEL OHARA TP 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Devmalya Pramanik & Various (CA) Nick Bradshaw 

Spider-Man 2099 does the monster mash in a horrific vision of the future! The web-slinger of 

tomorrow, Miguel O'Hara, must face off against the most gruesome adversaries Nueva York has to 

offer! Blade lends a hand against the Marvel Zombie, seeking to stop an undead infec1on that 

threatens Miguel's mother! With the moon under aTack, Moon Knight 2099 needs Spidey's help 

against Dracula! When a howling mad Werewolf by 2099 is unleashed, can Miguel withstand this 

cursed soul? Body parts fly as the new Terror Inc. strikes! And will Spider-Man burn at the touch of 

the nightmarish Man-Thing? A new breed of horror is unleashed, thanks to these far-out future 

versions of some of Marvel's most iconic monsters! Collec1ng MIGUEL O'HARA — SPIDER-MAN 2099 

#1-5. 

Rated T+ (STL317256) 

SC, 120pgs SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240870 

DOCTOR STRANGE FALL SUNRISE TP 

(W) Tradd Moore (A) Tradd Moore, Jensine Eckwall (CA) Tradd Moore 

From the uncanny mind of Tradd Moore (SILVER SURFER: BLACK), the Master of the Mys1c Arts stars 

in one of his most mind-bending adventures! Doctor Strange awakens alone in a distant world not his 

own. Lost of purpose and surrounded by danger, the wandering sorcerer must explore this land of 

blades and mystery to unravel arcane secrets and escape the deadly horrors that lie in wait! Strange 

is pulled in every direc1on by powerful figures while millions of lives rest in the balance — including 

his own! Who can he trust? Can this world's deadly ritual be stopped? Or is the answer 

simply…blood? Heaven help us, it must be blood! Collec1ng DOCTOR STRANGE: FALL SUNRISE #1-4. 

Rated T+ (STL317231) 

SC, 136pgs SRP: $17.99 



 

APR240871 

DOCTOR STRANGE BY MARK WAID TP VOL 02 

(W) Mark Waid,  Various (A) Barry Kitson,  Various (CA) Ariel Olive] 

Mark Waid completes his spellbinding run! Stephen Strange: herald of Galactus?! When an alien 

sorcerer demands Stephen's help saving his far-off planet from the World-Eater, Galactus ends up 

banished to the darkest depths of the mys1c realms! Now, with his powers depleted, Strange must 

undertake a rescue mission like never before! Then, a truly terrifying villain works their way into the 

Marvel Universe via a small house in Kansas, and their impact will be huge! And with his hands 

healed aVer so many years of pain, Stephen can return to his old life as a Surgeon Supreme! But torn 

between his obliga1ons, which solemn oath will he choose to uphold? Join Stephen Strange, M.D., 

for a new era of modern medicine, mys1c arts…and horror! Collec1ng DOCTOR STRANGE (2018) #12-

20, DOCTOR STRANGE ANNUAL (2019) #1 and DR. STRANGE (2019) #1-6. 

Rated T+ (STL317230) 

SC, 384pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240872 

STAR WARS MACE WINDU TWILIGHT RUN TP 

(W) Marc Bernardin (A) Georges Jeanty, Chris Cross (CA) Mateus Manhanini 

One of the greatest Jedi Knights of all stars in his own comic book! Even in the years before the Clone 

Wars, Mace Windu was known for his discipline, determina1on and combat skills. They’ll all be put 

to the test as he vies to stop an incendiary secret from falling into the wrong hands! When a 

scien1st’s discovery threatens the balance of the galaxy, Mace is led down a treacherous path of 

mystery and ac1on! AVer working together to escape the menace of the Bore Worm, Mace and 

smuggler Azita Cruuz are pursued by a HuT-hired bounty hunter on the refinery moon Ro Mira. But 

what else lies in their path? Who is following them? And what is Coaxium Ultra? Collec1ng STAR 

WARS: MACE WINDU (2024) #1-4 and material from STAR WARS: REVELATIONS (2023) #1. 

Rated T (STL317259) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

APR240873 

SHANG-CHI BY GENE LUEN YANG TP 

(W) Gene Luen Yang (A) Dike Ruan & Various (CA) Jim Cheung 

The comic-book saga of Shang-Chi and the legendary Ten Rings! An ancient and evil secret society 

has remained in hiding since the death of their leader, Zheng Zu. But now a successor has been 

chosen: Zheng Zu’s son, Shang-Chi! In a frac1ous family reunion, Shang-Chi gets to know the siblings 

he never knew he had! But who among them can he trust — and who is trying to kill him? As Shang-

Chi assumes his righPul place as the leader of the Five Weapons Society, his fellow super heroes — 



including Spider-Man and the Fantas1c Four — start to see him as the bad guy! And when he gains 

control of the massively powerful Ten Rings, every bounty hunter and assassin in the Marvel 

Universe is determined to take them from him! Collec1ng SHANG-CHI (2020) #1-5, SHANG-CHI 

(2021) #1-12, SHANG-CHI AND THE TEN RINGS #1-6, SHANG-CHI: MASTER OF THE TEN RINGS and 

material from MARVEL’S VOICES: IDENTITY (2021) #1. 

Rated T+ (STL317253) 

SC, 560pgs SRP: $54.99 

 

APR240874 

ETERNALS BY KIERON GILLEN TP 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Esad Ribic & Various (CA) Esad Ribic 

Never die…never win. What's the point of an endless baTle? For millions of years, one hundred 

Eternals have roamed the Earth, secret protectors of humanity. Without them, humankind would be 

smears between the teeth of the demon-like Deviants. The Deviant/Eternal war has waged for all 

1me, echoing in our myths and nightmares. But today, the Eternals face something new: change! Can 

they - or anyone on Earth - survive this discovery? An Eternal has been murdered by one of their 

own, and this may not be the last such killing. But Sersi's number one suspect is…Thena?! And as the 

Eternals learn the truth of their existence, their society falls into chaos. Who can raise them up from 

the ashes? All hail Thanos, the Mad Titan - Eternal Prime! Collec1ng ETERNALS (2021) #1-12, 

ETERNALS: THANOS RISES, ETERNALS: CELESTIA and ETERNALS: THE HERETIC. 

Rated T+ (STL317233) 

SC, 384pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240875 

WHAT IF DARK TP 

(W) Walter Simonson,  Various (A) ScoT Eaton,  Various (CA) Greg Land 

The legendary series returns, with a dark twist! Prepare for some of the most harrowing stories the 

Marvel Mul1verse has to offer! Walter Simonson returns to his acclaimed Thor era to see what 

happens if Loki takes charge! If Gwen Stacy never died on that bridge, but Peter Parker did, who will 

bring the Green Goblin to jus1ce? When Mister Fantas1c trapped the Venom symbiote, his worst 

nightmare would be his best friend, the Thing, se]ng it loose! If Bushman slays Moon Knight, a very 

different Fist of Khonshu will rise! Ponder Cortland Kasady, long-dead ancestor of Cletus, becoming 

Carnage! And what if Dracula turns Blade into a full vampire? Collec1ng WHAT IF…? DARK: LOKI, 

WHAT IF…? DARK: SPIDER-GWEN, WHAT IF…? DARK: VENOM, WHAT IF…? DARK: MOON KNIGHT, 

WHAT IF…? DARK: CARNAGE and WHAT IF…? DARK: TOMB OF DRACULA. 

Rated T+ (STL317263) 

SC, 200pgs SRP: $29.99 

 



APR240876 

X-MEN REIGN OF X BY JONATHAN HICKMAN TP VOL 01 

(W) Jonathan Hickman,  Various (A) Leinil Yu,  Various (CA) Leinil Yu 

AVer transforming the landscape for mutantkind in HOUSE OF X/POWERS OF X, Jonathan Hickman 

reinvents the X-MEN! In a whole new world of possibility, Cyclops, Jean Grey and their extended clan 

make a Summer House for themselves — on the moon! But when an island full of unspeakable 

horrors appears on the horizon, the X-Men have their work cut out for them keeping their new 

homeland of Krakoa safe! As Earth comes to terms with the new global superpower, the mutant 

na1on's leaders aTend an economic forum to show the humans who's in charge now. And when the 

New Mutants return from space, they bring intergalac1c trouble with them! The Brood! The 

Starjammers! The Shi'ar Imperial Guard! But what do they all want? Plus: When Storm is in danger, 

Emma Frost and Jean Grey must ride to the rescue! And an eerie adventure for the swashbuckling 

Nightcrawler! COLLECTING: X-Men (2019) 1-9, Giant-Size X-Men: Jean Grey and Emma Frost (2020) 1, 

Giant-Size X-Men: Nightcrawler (2020) 1 

Rated T+ (STL317265) 

SC, 336pgs SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240877 

SAVAGE AVENGERS BY GERRY DUGGAN TP #1 

(W) Gerry Duggan, Chris Claremont (A) Mike Deodato,  Various (CA) David Finch 

The most vicious team of an1heroes in the Marvel Universe assembles! Wolverine! Venom! Elektra! 

Punisher! Doctor Voodoo! And in their midst - Conan the Barbarian! Together, they are the Savage 

Avengers, here to take on the terrifying threats no other team can handle - like when the deadly 

ninja army known as the Hand teams up with the evil wizards of another age to summon a death god 

from a celes1al hell. From the Savage Land to Latveria, Conan's travels unite him with suitably savage 

warriors - including the Black Widow, Daimon Hellstrom…and even Doctor Doom! But as the dreaded 

secret of the sorcerer Kulan Gath's power is revealed, can Doctor Strange and Elektra deal with this 

unbelievable horror? Or are they otherwise occupied? Plus: Something is killing the Shuma-Goraths! 

Collec1ng SAVAGE AVENGERS (2019) #1-12 and ANNUAL #1, SAVAGE AVENGERS (2019) #0 [including 

UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #190-191], and material from FREE COMIC BOOK DAY 2019 

(AVENGERS/SAVAGE AVENGERS). 

Rated T+ (STL317252) 

SC, 392pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240878 

DRACULA TP 

(W) Roy Thomas (A) Dick Giordano (CA) Jelena Kevic Djurdjevic 



The classic story of Dracula, in the mighty Marvel manner! Since 1897, Bram Stoker's Dracula has 

mesmerized audiences as a novel, in movies - and in comics. Now, this defini1ve comics collec1on 

tells the tale of Jonathan Harker, Mina Murray, Abraham Van Helsing and Count Dracula in the story 

that invented the vampire genre: the classic DRACULA! This volume from master comics ar1sans Roy 

Thomas and Dick Giordano spans more than three decades of work, star1ng in Marvel's DRACULA 

LIVES! magazine in 1974 and concluding in STOKER'S DRACULA in 2005. Thomas and Giordano's 

stunning adapta1on is presented here in color, brilliantly rendered by June Chung. Experience the 

greatest comics adapta1on of one of literature's greatest works! Collec1ng DRACULA (2010) #1-4. 

Rated T+ (STL317232) 

SC, 192pgs SRP: $24.99 

 

APR240879 

DEADPOOL CABLE MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 01 BROMANCE 

(W) Fabian Nicieza (A) Patch Zircher & Various (CA) Rob Liefeld 

Marvel's migh1est mercs are back - and stuck with each other! Can two grown men armed to the 

teeth with deadly gene1c weaponry live together without driving each other crazy?! Ac1on, 

adventure, black humor, black ops, face-changing viruses and lots of gunfire mark this legendary 

pairing of two of Marvel's fan-favorite an1heroes, Wade Wilson and Nathan Summers! Fabian 

Nicieza, co-creator of Deadpool and the writer who defined Cable for a genera1on, returns to the 

characters he made famous - okay, infamous - in a sweeping and hilarious epic for the ages! 

Collec1ng CABLE &amp; DEADPOOL (2004) #1-18. 

Rated T+ (STL317227) 

SC, 424pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240880 

INCREDIBLE HULK EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 09 KILL OR BE KILLED 

(W) Roger Stern,  Various (A) Sal Buscema,  Various (CA) Herb Trimpe 

What hope lies within the mind of the man cursed by the Incredible Hulk? Roger Stern and Sal 

Buscema seek the answer to that tragic ques1on in this Epic Collec1on. Of course, ol' Jade Jaws will 

also have plenty to smash as he goes aVer Moonstone and gets wound up in a struggle with Machine 

Man! Then, the high-tech Goldbug needs the Hulk to find a lost city of gold. And can Hulk stand up to 

a foe even bigger than he is? Find out when he takes on It the Living Colossus! Also featuring a trio of 

iconic Annuals boas1ng an all-1me great Stern 'n' Byrne collabora1on, the Hulk vs. Sasquatch and 

the return of legendary Hulk ar1st Steve Ditko! Collec1ng INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #227-244 and 

ANNUAL (1968) #7-9, CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) #230, MARVEL CALENDAR 1979, and material from 

MARVEL TREASURY EDITION #20 and #24. 

Rated T (STL317239) 

SC, 520pgs SRP: $49.99 



 

APR240881 

SHE-HULK EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 06 TO DIE AND LIVE IN LA 

(W) ScoT Benson,  Various (A) Tom Morgan,  Various (CA) Pat Olliffe 

The sensa1onal She-Hulk meets the savage She-Hulk! What will Jen Walters make of her old self in a 

bizarre tale featuring the Gopher? Will she meet her un1mely end at the hands of the Man-Elephant, 

her archfoe Titania or the ruthless Rumbler?! Which fallen heroes will She-Hulk meet in a tour of the 

aVerlife? And can she somehow smash the fourth wall back to the land of the living?! You’d beTer 

hope so, because Jen has a court date – with a host of super villains! Plus: Shulkie baTles the Bi-

Beast alongside her cousin, the Hulk, and shares adventures with Doc Samson, the Thing and 

Nosferata, the Dark Princess! Collec1ng SENSATIONAL SHE-HULK (1989) #51-60, DOC SAMSON 

(1996) #1-4, INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #441-442, THING &amp; SHE-HULK: THE LONG NIGHT, and 

material from MARVEL COMICS PRESENTS (1988) #123-126 and INCREDIBLE HULK (1968) #412. 

Rated T+ (STL317254) 

SC, 480pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240882 

STAR WARS MODERN ERA EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 01 SKYWALKER STRIKE 

(W) Jason Aaron, Kieron Gillen (A) John Cassaday,  Various (CA) John Cassaday 

A new age of Star Wars storytelling begins! The ragtag Rebel Alliance has just destroyed the massive 

Death Star, but the Empire isn’t toppled yet! Join Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Chewbacca, 

C-3PO and R2-D2 as they con1nue the fight for freedom against Darth Vader and the evil Emperor! 

But when a rebel assault goes wrong, Luke comes face to face with Vader himself! Luke’s quest to 

learn about the Jedi leads to an encounter with Boba FeT and lands him in the Arena of Death! 

Meanwhile, Han and Leia face a mysterious woman from the charming smuggler’s past — one with a 

very personal grudge! And when Vader crash-lands on a desolate world, is this the rebels’ best 

chance to defeat him? Collec1ng STAR WARS (2015) #1-14 and #1 DIRECTOR’S CUT, STAR WARS: 

VADER DOWN, and DARTH VADER (2015) #13-15. 

Rated T (STL317258) 

SC, 488pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240883 

STAR WARS LEGENDS THRAWN TRILOGY TP 

(W) Mike Baron (A) Olivier Va1ne & Various (CA)  TBA 

One of the most popular STAR WARS stories of all 1me! Five years aVer the glorious rebel victory 

against the second Death Star, Luke Skywalker remains the last of the Jedi! Han Solo and Princess 

Leia are married and have taken on many of the burdens of stabilizing the fledgling New Republic. 

But the galaxy is not yet safe. Far, far away, something festers. One lingering fac1on of the Empire - 



near death, but all the more dangerous for it. And the discovery of a long-lost force could spark it 

back into life! The last of the Emperor's military masterminds, Grand Admiral Thrawn, is ready to 

seize his chance to control the remaining Empire - and the galaxy! Collec1ng STAR WARS: HEIR TO 

THE EMPIRE #1-6, STAR WARS: DARK FORCE RISING #1-6 and STAR WARS: THE LAST COMMAND #1-6. 

Rated T (STL317257) 

SC, 504pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240884 

SILVER SURFER EPIC COLLECT VOL 03 FREEDOM NEW PTG 

(W/A) John Byrne,  Various (CA) Marshall Rogers 

The sen1nel of the spaceways soars again! AVer years trapped on Earth, the Silver Surfer finally 

breaks free of Galactus’ barrier and returns to the stars. His full Power Cosmic restored, he heads for 

Zenn-La. But the old saying holds true: You can’t go home again. While the age-old war between the 

Kree and the Skrulls heats up once again, the Elders of the Universe target Galactus! They’re not the 

only heavy hiTers in play — not with Mephisto, Death and Eternity around. But love is the greatest 

force of all — will Surfer find it with his old flame, Shalla Bal? With Galactus’ herald, Nova? Or with 

the Celes1al Madonna, Man1s? Plus: The origin of Galactus and more! Collec1ng SILVER SURFER 

(1982) #1, SILVER SURFER (1987) #1-14, SUPER-VILLAIN CLASSICS #1, and material from EPIC 

ILLUSTRATED #1 and MARVEL FANFARE (1982) #51. 

Rated T (STL317255) 

SC, 488pgs SRP: $44.99 

 

APR240885 

FANTASTIC FOUR EPIC COLLECT TP VOL 20 TIME STREAM NEW PTG 

(W) Walter Simonson,  Various (A) Rick Buckler,  Various (CA) Walter Simonson 

It's sensa1onal Simonson storytelling for Marvel's First Family! And when a 1me anomaly sends the 

FF into the future, will the universe fall to Galactus while the famous foursome are clashing with 

Kang and Nebula? As Sharon Ventura and the Human Torch face personal crises, the Fantas1c Four 

find themselves on a parallel Earth baTling cyborg dictators and displaced dinosaurs! And the 

temporal madness only gets worse when the adult Franklin Richards flees to the present from the 

"Days of Future Past" 1meline — with Hound-master Ahab in hot pursuit! Guest-starring the 

Avengers, the X-Men, Spider-Man and Death's Head! Collec1ng FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #334-346 

and ANNUAL (1963) #23; and material from NEW MUTANTS ANNUAL #6, X-FACTOR ANNUAL #5 and 

X-MEN ANNUAL (1970) #14. 

Rated T (STL317234) 

SC, 504pgs SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240886 



MIGHTY MMW AVENGERS TP VOL 04 SIGN OF SERPENT 

(W) Stan Lee, Roy Thomas (A) Don Heck (CA)  Romero, Leonardo 

Avengers Assemble! Earth's Migh1est Heroes are back in another Mighty Marvel Masterworks 

volume of classic tales from the Avengers' early days! Hold on 1ght as Captain America, Goliath, the 

Wasp, Hawkeye, Quicksilver and the Scarlet Witch baTle the villainous Sons of the Serpent, the Living 

Laser, Ultrana and no less than Namor, the Sub-Mariner! With guest appearances by Iron Man, Black 

Widow, Hercules and Nick Fury, plus the first appearance of Giant-Man-to-be Bill Foster and the 

beginning of Avengers storyteller supreme Roy Thomas' amazing work on the series? There's no 

ques1on this volume is a packed-to-the-limits must-have for every Marvel fan. Collec1ng AVENGERS 

(1963) #31-40. 

Kids to Adults (STL317245) 

SC, 216pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

APR240887 

MIGHTY MMW AVENGERS TP VOL 04 SIGN OF SERPENT DM VAR 

(W) Stan Lee, Roy Thomas (A) Don Heck (CA) Gil Kane 

Avengers Assemble! Earth's Migh1est Heroes are back in another Mighty Marvel Masterworks 

volume of classic tales from the Avengers' early days! Hold on 1ght as Captain America, Goliath, the 

Wasp, Hawkeye, Quicksilver and the Scarlet Witch baTle the villainous Sons of the Serpent, the Living 

Laser, Ultrana and no less than Namor, the Sub-Mariner! With guest appearances by Iron Man, Black 

Widow, Hercules and Nick Fury, plus the first appearance of Giant-Man-to-be Bill Foster and the 

beginning of Avengers storyteller supreme Roy Thomas' amazing work on the series? There's no 

ques1on this volume is a packed-to-the-limits must-have for every Marvel fan. Collec1ng AVENGERS 

(1963) #31-40. 

Kids to Adults (STL317246) 

SC, 216pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

APR240888 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER A 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL318016) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

APR240889 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER B 



24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL318017) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

APR240890 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER C 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL318018) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

APR240891 

MARVEL UNIVERSE JUNE POSTER D 

24" x 36" 

 

Kids to Adults (STL318019) 

1pgs SRP: $8.99 

 

APR240892 

DEADPOOL #1 FACSIMILE ED 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL317177) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240893 

DEADPOOL #1 FACSIMILE ED BEN SU VAR 

(W/A)  TBA (CA) Benjamin Su 

Rated T (STL317178) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 



APR240894 

DEADPOOL #1 FACSIMILE ED FOIL VAR (Net) 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T (STL317179) 

40pgs SRP: $5.99 

 

APR240895 

MOON KNIGHT TP VOL 06 

(W/A/CA)  TBA 

Rated T+ (STL317247) 

SC, 112pgs SRP: $15.99 

 

DELUXE PUBLISHERS 

 

AFTERSHOCK COMICS 

 

APR240896 

O/A ASTRONAUT DOWN TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) James Patrick (A/CA)  Rubine 

Douglas Spitzer wants to be one of the "astronauts" selected for the crucial Mission Politzer. And just 

like astronauts like Buzz Aldrin and Sally Ride, Douglas is brave, adaptable, and self-sacrificing. He's 

one of the program's best candidates.  

But if he qualifies, Douglas won't be traveling through space; he'll be launched into alternate reali1es 

on a desperate mission to save Earth from a horrific crisis that has our world on the brink of 

ex1nc1on. Unfortunately, it's a mission where everything will go wrong, where Douglas's training 

and very humanity will be put to the test, and where a deep-seeded secret could sabotage 

everything.  

Writer James Patrick (KAIJU SCORE, CAMPISI: THE DRAGON INCIDENT) and ar1st Rubine (SEARCH 

FOR HU) lead us on a perilous undertaking to save the planet from total destruc1on!  

This 128-page volume contains the en1re series, issues #1-5. (STL244418) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240897 



BABYTEETH TP VOL 01 BORN 

(W) Donny Cates (A/CA) Garry Brown 

Collec1ng all five issues of the first story arc from the hit AVerShock series, babyteeth! 

Sadie RiTer is sixteen years old, nine months pregnant, and scared out of her sweet nerdy mind. 

Having a baby that young is tough, but with the support of her loving family behind her, everything 

should be okay. OH YEAH, and also her baby is the an1christ and it's going to break open the barriers 

between the earthly and demonic planes and unleash eternal suffering to all of humankind. Other 

than that, though...should be fine. 

From Donny Cates, writer of Buzzkill, Paybacks, Rednecks and the break-out hit God Country, comes 

a pulse-pounding new series with art from THE REVISIONIST's Garry Brown! (STL059620) 

(OCT171087) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240898 

BABYTEETH TP VOL 02 RAZED 

(W) Donny Cates (A/CA) Garry Brown 

Collec1ng the complete second storyarc from the hit AVerShock series, babyteeth! 

Crazy Warlock dudes, super secret cabals, inter-dimensional portals, new assassins, and the horrors 

of airline travel with a (demonic hellspawn sent to destroy the universe) baby! Plus-Marty, your new 

favorite demon-racoon-thing friend! An all-new story arc of the cri1cally-acclaimed series 

BABYTEETH is here! 

From Donny Cates, writer of Thanos, Dr. Strange, Buzzkill, Paybacks, Rednecks and the break-out hit 

God Country, comes a pulse-pounding new series with art from THE REVISIONIST's Garry Brown! 

 

"This book is going to be the most sought aVer 1tle of 2017" -Rick Shea of Famous Faces & Funnies 

comic shop (STL071143) (APR181225) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240899 

BABYTEETH TP VOL 04 

(W) Donny Cates (A/CA) Garry Brown 

The end is coming. The forces are aligned. The inevitable is nigh. The apocalypse…is here. 

Sadie and the RiTer clan go up against the Devil himself for Clark's soul and the fate of the en1re 

world. 

From Donny Cates, the writer of Venom, Paybacks, Redneck and the breakout hit God Country, 

comes this pulse-pounding series with art from THE REVISIONIST's Garry Brown! 



This 128-page volume contains the final five issues of the series, issues #16-20. (STL201543) 

(OCT211109) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240900 

BACKWAYS TP VOL 01 

(W) Jus1n Jordan (A/CA) Eleonora Carlini 

There is a hidden na1on, a na1on of magic and madness, a na1on that exists in all the forgoTen 

places. In your basement, your a]c, in the haunted house down the street-any one of these might 

be a part of the Backways. 

Anna Merrick lost someone in the Backways and she'll stop at nothing to get them back-even if it 

means unleashing something unimaginable! As Anna is led deeper and deeper into the Backways by 

her guide Coyote Bones, her journey becomes more perilous as they're stalked by ever more 

dangerous enemies. Will Anna save those most precious to her-and at what cost?  

Collec1ng the magical first arc of Backways-issues #1-5-wriTen and created by Jus1n Jordan 

(STRAYER, Green Lantern: New Guardians) and with art by Eleonora Carlini (Batgirl, Doctor Who) this 

story will be appeal to fans of Harry PoTer and The Chronicles of Narnia! (STL079934) (JUN181353) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240901 

BAD RECEPTION TP 

(W/A/CA) Juan Doe 

It's the celebrity wedding of the century, set in an undisclosed, remote loca1on, with no access to 

wifi, cell phone recep1on or the outside world. But the dream wedding becomes a nightmare when, 

one by one, the guests are brutally slaughtered by a mysterious killer who brands his vic-1ms with a 

hashtag.  

BAD RECEPTION is a searing horror story that doubles as a topical, sa1rical cri1que on society's 

obsession with technology, social media and the cult of celebrity. WriTen and drawn by AVer-Shock's 

very own Juan Doe (DARK ARK, AMERICAN MONSTER, WORLD READER)! This collec1on contains the 

en1re series, issues #1-5. 

"…fantas1c character designs, a really good se]ng, some gorgeous colorwork, and a real sense of 

self and personality…It's a very easy recommenda1on in collected form as once the mystery and the 

murders start going on, you're going to want a lot more of it very quickly." - The Fan-dom Post 

(STL144186) (OCT201056) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240902 



BEQUEST TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Tim Seeley (A/CA) Freddie Williams II 

Welcome to the high fantasy world of Tangea! A land where wizards and warriors baTle dragons in 

dark dank dungeons! Where thieves pillage ancient ruins and priests an-swer the audible words of 

their great gods! 

 Welcome to Chicago, Illinois! Where the magical items from Tangea are being traded on the black 

market and are messing everything up. 

 Now, a group of Tangea adventurers must go undercover in our modern world to stop ar1facts and 

monsters from falling into the wrong hands. But how will they fare in a world without wizards and 

warriors? A world without heroes? This 128-page volume contains the en1re series, issues #1-4.  

From Tim Seeley (DARK RED, BRILLIANT TRASH) and Freddie E. Williams II (HeMan/Thundercats, 

Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) comes BEQUEST, a real-world fantasy tale. (STL194384) 

(SEP211174) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240903 

BETROTHED TP VOL 01 LOVE OR DIE 

(W) Sean Lewis (A/CA) Steve Uy 

Kieron and Tamara are both seniors at the same high school. They've never paid much aTen1on to 

each other, even though they're the only kids at school who are orphans. On the eve of their 

eighteenth birthdays, they discover a lifelong secret: in a dimension far away, they are each the 

leader of an army that is at war with the other. What's more, they're to be either Betrothed or Fight 

to the Death! 

From writer Sean Lewis (The Few) and ar1st Steve Uy (Uncanny X-Men, Avengers Ini1a1ve, Grumpy 

Cat) comes a Romeo and Juliet story for the next genera1on. Collec1ng the en1re series, issues #1-5. 

(STL107532) (DEC181450) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240904 

BEYOND THE BREACH TP 

(W) Ed Brisson (A/CA) Damian Couceiro 

Life sucks for Vanessa. Her mother just died and her boyfriend is chea1ng on her (with her own 

sister!). To clear her mind, Vanessa is taking the California road-trip that she's been dreaming about 

for years. 

  

Her postcard-perfect drive through old growth forests quickly turns when the Breach hits. A bizarre 

anomaly in the sky plunges California into a nightmare-world populated with strange, extra-



dimensional creatures. Now Vanessa, along with Dougie, an orphaned child, and Kai, a strange, 

fuzzball of a beast, must fight to survive if they ever hope to make it back home. If there's even a 

home to return to. 

 

This volume contains issues #1-5. (STL208284) (NOV211080) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240905 

BEYONDERS TP VOL 01 

(W) Paul Jenkins (A/CA) Wesley St. Claire 

A young boy obsessed with crop circles and cryptography finds his boring life turned upside-down 

when he discovers that all of his conspiracy theories are true, sending him on the ul1mate treasure 

hunt for an ancient secret spanning thousands of years. 

What is the connec1on between a lost mountaineer, an indecipherable manuscript, and the lost 

library of Alexandria? How is this connected to a one-eyed, flatulent Welsh Corgi and endless plates 

of corned beef sandwiches? 

Find out in… BEYONDERS! 

From Paul Jenkins (ALTERS, Wolverine: Origin, Sentry) and Wesley St. Claire (FU JITSU, Teen Titans) 

comes the mystery series that can be summed up in one word of its own – AVerShock! (STL107533) 

(MAR191371) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240906 

BRILLIANT TRASH TP VOL 01 GOD CRASH 

(W) Tim Seeley, Steve Seeley (A) Priscilla Petraites (CA) Mike Norton 

In the near future, a super-powered teenage girl wipes the heavily disputed Old City of Jerusalem off 

the map. Now, in the poli1cally charged world of the "Lady Last Word Incident", a click-bait headline 

wri1ng "journalist" holds the key to a med-tech conspiracy that could allow people buy superpowers 

for the cost of days off their lifespan.  

From Tim Seeley (Revival, Grayson) and breakout art sensa1on Priscilla Petraites, comes the series 

that HAD to be told at AVerShock Comics! (STL077983) (MAY181326 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240907 

O/A BULLS OF BEACON HILL TP 



(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Andy MacDonald 

Doctor Christopher Boldt has everything he ever wanted: A successful career as a surgeon, a 

suppor1ve and loving boyfriend, and an overload of hype on his rumored run for Boston City Council. 

But there's one problem - it's all held up by a lie. For years, Chris has been hiding in plain sight, 

desperate not to be connected to his father, Orin Paige, one of Boston's most notorious gangsters. 

 

Un1l now, Chris has been able to live with the secret. And Chris's father has been just as happy to 

deny any connec1on to his queer son, who he sees as a liability in the mob world. Now, Chris's 

poli1cal aspira1ons have put father and son on a collision course. A collision course bathed in blood. 

 

From Eisner and GLAAD Award-Nominated writer Steve Orlando (Extreme Carnage, Midnighter, 

Darkhold, KILL A MAN) and ar1st Andy MacDonald (Rogue Planet, Loki, MY DATE WITH MONSTERS, I 

BREATHED A BODY), comes a story of family secrets and violent retribu1on. 

 

This collec1on contains the en1re series, issues #1-5. (STL271808) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240908 

BYLINES IN BLOOD TP 

(W) Erica Schultz, Van Jensen (A/CA)  Aneke 

The near future. Poli1cians invent their own facts, and independent newspapers no longer exist. The 

very concept of truth has died. In this world, private detec1ves serve as ronin, searching out the hard 

truths that people are desperate to keep hidden.  

The best of these PIs is Satya, a former journalist turned gumshoe who runs every lead to ground. 

But Satya has just received her hardest case yet: her former editor has been murdered. Someone 

wanted him silenced, and the trail points toward the highest bas1ons of power. To find jus1ce for her 

friend, she'll have to put everything - and everyone - she knows at risk.  

A prophe1c neo-noir thriller with unexpected twists at every turn, BYLINES IN BLOOD is co-created 

by Ringo Award-nominated writer Erica Schultz (M3, ForgoTen Home, Strange Tails) and comic writer 

and former newspaper crime reporter Van Jensen (Two Dead, Cryptocracy, Superman: Man of 

Tomorrow), aided and abeTed by Spanish art sensa1on Aneke (DC Comics Bombshells, Legenderry: 

Red Sonja).  

This volume collects the en1re series, issues #1-4. (STL227107) (MAY221119) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240909 

O/A CALCULATED MAN TP 



(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Alberto Alburquerque 

A verifiable math genius, Jack Beans used to run the numbers for the Pinafore crime family, un1l one 

day he ran them too well and concluded that the only way out of this life was in a casket or Witness 

Protec1on. So, he turned state's evidence and ran. 

Now, the Pinafores are out to end their favorite accountant. LiTle do they know that Jack's skills with 

math and his perfect memory have made him a beTer killer than they ever could have realized. What 

follows is a journey full of murder, mayhem and mathema1cs.  

Writer Paul Tobin (BUNNY MASK, MY DATE WITH MONSTERS) and ar1st Alberto Alburquerque (The 

Amazing Spider-Man, Savage Sword) unleash a master of math on a mission to eliminate a criminal 

empire for good. 

This 120-page volume contains the en1re series, issues #1-4. (STL244419) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR240910 

O/A CAMPISI DRAGON INCIDENT TP 

(W) James Patrick (A) Marco Loca1 (CA) Fran Galan 

Sonny Campisi is a small-1me fixer for the mob-controlled neighborhood of Green Village. If you 

don't pay your gambling debt, he'll come and collect. If you get a liTle rough with one of "the girls," 

he gets a liTle rough with you. But when a dragon flies into town and Sonny is the one who's tasked 

with ge]ng rid of it, it's a problem unlike any he's ever faced, and a chain of events begins that will 

affect everyone who lives in that neighborhood. Especially Sonny.   

From James Patrick, the writer of KAIJU SCORE, and breakout ar1st Marco Loca1, CAMPISI is a genre-

mashing comedy-thriller that plays like one part Get Shorty, one-part Dragonslayer, and all parts 

absurdly wonderful! 

This volume collects the en1re friggin' series, issues #1-4. (STL208285) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240911 

CHICKEN DEVIL TP VOL 01 UNDER PRESSURE 

(W) Brian Buccellato (A/CA) Hayden Sherman 

Mitchell Moss is about as regular as it gets. He's married with two children and co-owns a successful 

chain of Memphis Hot Chicken restaurants. It's not the life that screams hero/vigilante...un1l he 

discovers that his business partner is in bed with the mob and owes them $2 million. Unfortunately, 

Mitch is ill-equipped to be a badass - he's just a guy who makes really good chicken. Can he protect 

his family from cold-blooded gangsters? Absolutely not. 

But maybe the CHICKEN DEVIL can…     



Writer Brian Buccellato (Detec1ve Comics, The Flash, Witchblade) and ar1st Hayden Sherman (COLD 

WAR, MARY SHELLEY MONSTER HUNTER) serve up a darkly comedic crime drama that's juicy, tender 

and finger-lickin' hilarious. 

This 120-page volume collects the en1re series, issues #1-4. (STL215028) (FEB221142) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR240912 

CLANKILLERS TP VOL 01 

(W) Sean Lewis (A/CA) Antonio Fuso 

coverFinola has a problem — her father, the king, is losing his mind. All he cares about is power...and 

Finola thinks power is stupid. Finola thinks her vicious older sisters are stupid. Finola thinks the royal 

court is stupid. And, above all, she thinks the clans across the country are stupid. 

So, Finola makes a plan with her good friend Cillian: Let's kill all the clans. And then, we go for Dad. 

From writer Sean Lewis (BETROTHED, The Few) and ar1st Antonio Fuso (James Bond, G.I.Joe) comes 

the collected CLANKILLERS, containing issues #1-5. (STL107534) (JAN191469) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

ABLAZE PUBLISHING 

 

APR240913 

HAPPYLAND GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Shingo Honda 

 Welcome to Happyland, an extreme amusement park! 

 

The Komiya family is not unusual is any way, two parents love each other and their two children, who 

are healthy, happy, and accomplished at school and with extracurriculars. In appearance, they're an 

ideal family that has everything going for them! 

 

At least… That's what they believed un1l the father decided to take them to spend a day at 

Happyland Park. In this park with its extreme aTrac1ons, the most shameful secrets will emerge in 

the most literally explosive way possible! A horrifying and gory tale of survival begins in this first of 

two volumes by Shingo Honda! (STL318239) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 180pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 



APR240914 

ART OF ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Peter Richardson 

ABLAZE presents the ul1mate, all-in-one compila1on of artwork for Zombie Makeout Club! Get a 

behind-the-scenes look at the development of creator Peter Richardson's stylish and macabre brand, 

from years-past to today, with this beau1ful hardcover volume. Perfect for fans of ZMC's dark, gory, 

anime-punk-inspired world! (STL315329) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240915 

ART OF ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB DLX ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Peter Richardson 

ABLAZE presents the ul1mate, all-in-one compila1on of artwork for Zombie Makeout Club! Get a 

behind-the-scenes look at the development of creator Peter Richardson's stylish and macabre brand, 

from years-past to today with this beau1ful hardcover volume. Perfect for fans of ZMC’s dark, gory, 

anime-punk-inspired world! The Deluxe Edi1on of The Art of Zombie Makeout Club comes with 

exclusive bonuses sure to appeal to mega-fans of this unique horror brand, including: signed, limited 

edi1on HC with new cover art, slipcase, folded poster and s1cker. (STL315330) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR240916 

ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB GN VOL 01 DEATHWISH (MR) 

(W/A) Peter Richardson 

The Hit webtoon comes to print! 

 

A rebellious high school student is brought back to life in a strange underground facility aVer 

commi]ng suicide. Now, she must piece together not only how and why she has been resurrected, 

but also confront the fragmented memories of her past and the horrors of the laboratory that want 

to send her back to the aVerlife. This breakneck story illustrates a violent vision of life aVer death. 

 

Welcome to DEATHWISH. A graphic and chao1c comic about life, death, suicide, and the other side. 

Brought to you by the creator of ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB. 

Collec1ng the popular Webtoon comic series, plus bonus material! (STL227106) (JUL221026) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240917 

ZOMBIE MAKEOUT CLUB GN VOL 02 (MR) 

(W/A) Peter Richardson 

: The stylish and macabre feast of Zombie Makeout Club returns!  

  

Powered by the mysterious phenomenon of "Black Blood" and effortless gorepunk aesthe1cs, 

various youngsters in Death City find themselves tangled up together and piTed against the 

mysterious organiza1on that seeks to harvest their bodies and abili1es. 

  

When Yuka goes searching for her missing sister, she becomes entwined in a web of serial killings, 

madness, and conspiracy. Yuka's path leads her to Ai, who has awakened within the facility. Both girls 

are pursued by a new foe and her human pet, but with what means and to what ends? 

  

Collec1ng Volume 2 of the popular Webtoon in print for the first 1me. (STL294889) (OCT231029) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240918 

THE AWL GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Choi Gyu-Seok 

Determined to ensure nego1a1ons fall though, the company has implemented a plan of sanc1ons, 

pressure, and complaints against the union members. Will Yi Su-in, Gu Go-sin and their team of 

determined workers be able to carry on their fight despite everything?  

 

 

Having established itself as a must for salaried workers, a veritable textbook on labor, and a Bible for 

all workers, The Awl is now complete in a total of six volumes. A recipient of the Korean Cartoon of 

Today Prize, this tour de force has enhanced public percep1ons of labor problems according to many 

evaluators. 

 



This work sharply depicts labor problems, which cons1tute the most crucial issue in South Korean 

and many other socie1es. In addi1on to conveying a social message, The Awl aTains both drama1c 

entertainment value and ar1stry through outstanding construc1on and storytelling, so much so that 

it has established itself as a monumental work in South Korean webcomics. (STL307152) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR240919 

TERROR MAN GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dongwoo Han (A) Jinho Ko 

Jungwoo is becoming ever more entangled in the fallout of Project Imagine. When he encounters 

another member of the project, another super-powered human who was supposedly sent by 

Jungwoo’s father, he inches ever closer to the truth and towards the inevitable conclusion of chao1c 

mission. However, Lilia is growing worried. Has Jungwoo’s determina1on and supposed des1ny 

changed him irreparably for the worse? 

 

Don't miss this popular Korean Webtoon, perfect for fans of Chainsaw Man, coming to print in 

English for the first 1me! 

 

Animated series adapta1on from Studio Bazooka & Dr. Movie coming soon! (STL307151) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 300pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240920 

TERROR MAN GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Dongwoo Han (A/CA) Jinho Ko 

Jungwoo Min has a special ability, one that lets him see when a path leads to a misfortune, or 

disaster. He uses his "Eyes of Misfortune" to spot these unfortunate events and stop them. Disguising 

himself as a terrorist, he begins using his power to save people from certain danger. This leads him to 

become feared by the people he is looking to save. Soon he discovers that the more he saves others, 

the unhappier he becomes. Thus unfolds the story of a hero and his struggle between happiness and 

despair. And the unfortunate reality of saving the world, even while becoming a supposed 

terrorist...or TERROR MAN! (STL259507) (APR231041) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 300pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240921 

GET SCHOOLED GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Yongtaek Chae (A/CA) Garam Han 

Warden Hwajin Na's faces a dilemma outside of normal school hours, and outside of his strict du1es, 

when he encounters a neglected child. Failed by the adults in his life and by the systems designed to 

protect him, Hwajin finds himself with liTle choice but to step outside of those systems to seek 

jus1ce. Meanwhile, Warden Im embarks on her own new mission, dealing with a violent bully who 

persists despite authority. 

 

Collec1ng the hugely popular Webtoon in print for the first 1me! (STL307150) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 264pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240922 

GET SCHOOLED GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Yongtaek Chae (A/CA) Garam Han 

It is the near future, and student violence in schools is out of control. In a ques1onnaire survey for 

teachers, 98.6% say it is far more challenging to teach students than in the past, and 85.8% say it is 

not only more challenging but now dangerous. 

Eventually, due to out of control youth violence, a teacher is murdered, and the news goes 

everywhere. As a result, public opinion calling for rapid changes to juvenile law boils over in all parts 

of the country. 

The Ministry of Educa1on and the Na1onal Assembly, feeling the seriousness of the collapse of the 

teaching authority, take the news very seriously and revise the Teaching Rights Protec1on Act to 

create a single supervisory body. The name of the supervisory body is the Office of the Protec1on of 

Educa1onal Rights. 

Hwajin Na becomes a supervisor of the Educa1onal Rights Protec1on Bureau and is sent to a school 

where the collapse of authority is severe. His teaching techniques are violent for someone who 

works in the Ministry of Educa1on. That being said, when punishments don't seem to work on even 

the worst of school bullies, there is no beTer man for the job. Some1mes you can't get a good 

educa1on un1l those bullies are taught a lesson... 

Collec1ng the hugely popular Webtoon in print for the first 1me! (STL263145) (MAY231190) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 250pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240923 

BLITZ VOL 1-3 COLL BANDED SET 

(W) Cedric Biscay, Harumo Sanazaki (A/CA) Daitaro Nishihara 

: Get caught up on BLITZ, the shonen sports manga about the game of chess, with this collected set 

of the first three volumes at a special price! 



 

Tom, a young high school student, has a crush on his classmate Harmony. When he learns about her 

passion for chess, Tom quickly decides to sign up for the school's chess club. But he doesn't even 

know the rules! To impress Harmony, he is leV with no choice: he must learn quickly and train 

seriously. Soon, Tom discovers the existence of Garry Kasparov, the greatest player in the history of 

chess. He stumbles upon a virtual reality machine that promises to help him analyze the most 

legendary matches of the master! In an unexpected twist of event, Tom soon is granted access to the 

highest echelons of the chess... And, as his passion and skills grow, he becomes an asset to his team 

in compe11on. The Chess Club's rise in pres1ge brings ever-greater challenges, however, and Tom 

and his teammates will have to u1lize strategy and strength of character to overcome them! 

(STL318250) 

Belly Banded Set, SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $31.00 

 

APR240924 

TORPEDO 1972 #4 CVR A EDUARDO RISSO (MR) 

(W) Enrique Sanchez Abuli (A/CA) Eduardo Risso 

Torpedo has his target in his sights, but there are more twists and turns in the work than he 

expected. When a trap is sprung, there is no clean getaway, but the job (killing a cop on behalf of a 

madame) s1ll has to be done. (STL318240) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240925 

TORPEDO 1972 #4 CVR B RUAIRI COLEMAN (MR) 

(W) Enrique Sanchez Abuli (A) Eduardo Risso (CA) Ruairi Coleman 

Torpedo has his target in his sights, but there are more twists and turns in the work than he 

expected. When a trap is sprung, there is no clean getaway, but the job (killing a cop on behalf of a 

madame) s1ll has to be done. (STL318241) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240926 

TORPEDO 1972 #4 CVR C FRITZ CASAS CASINO HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Enrique Sanchez Abuli (A) Eduardo Risso (CA) Fritz Casas 



Torpedo has his target in his sights, but there are more twists and turns in the work than he 

expected. When a trap is sprung, there is no clean getaway, but the job (killing a cop on behalf of a 

madame) s1ll has to be done. (STL318242) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240935 

ANIMAL CASTLE MIXED FORMAT COLL SET (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Xavier Dorison (A/CA) Felix Delep 

: Get caught up or reacquainted with the Eisner-nominated (Best Limited Series, Best 

Painter/Mul1media Ar1st) Animal Castle with this mixed-format collec1on from ABLAZE. This set 

offers the current two volumes of Animal Castle, the Vol. 1 hardcover and the three issues of Vol. 2 

(Cover A, Felix Delep), PLUS two Blank Cover Edi1ons (Vol. #1, Vol. 2 #1), all at a special price! 

 

On the Farm all animals were equal. In the Castle some are more equal than others. For fans of the 

bestselling Stray Dogs and the Eisner Award winning Beasts of Burden comes an animal fable at once 

familiar and surprising! You may think you know the story but set aside your assump1ons, this 

animal uprising is unlike any you have read! Nestled in the heart of a farm forgoTen by men, the 

Animal Castle is ruled with an iron hoof by President Silvio. The bull and its dog mili1a savor their 

power, while the other animals are exhausted by work, un1l the arrival of the mysterious Azelard, a 

traveling rat who will teach them the secrets of civil disobedience. (STL318254) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240936 

ABLAZE PRIDE 2024 COLL BANDED SET (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Marco B. Bucci & Various (A/CA) Riccardo Atzeni & Various 

: In honor of Pride Month, Ablaze present three 1tles spotligh1ng LGBTQ+ themes, characters, and 

creators. 

 

In Red Lightning: On the morning of January 10, 2016, thirty-year-old Samuel is ready to leave the 

house and live another day of his ordinary existence. But, as soon as he arrives on the street, he 

learns about David Bowie's death. The news strikes him so hard that he is stunned, and his are not 

moments of bewilderment, but hours, days, years, and centuries...he finds himself catapulted across 

space and 1me. He awakens hundreds of thousands of years later, in a society of the future, the year 

200016. 

 



In Tales of the City: Anna Madrigal runs a boarding house at 28 Barbary Lane, San Fransico. She 

welcomes people who have nowhere else to go: the misfits. This matriarch is known for her 

unending kindness and her superb marijuana crop. The novel starts with the arrival of Mary Ann 

Singleton, a prudish, naive, young woman who escaped her dull Ohio hometown. She seTles in with 

her other fellow tenants: Michael "Mouse," a personable young gay man, Brian Hawkins, an 

incorrigible Don Juan, and Mona Ramsey, a young hippyish bisexual. 

 

In A Man's Skin: Tackling universal themes such as gender, sexuality, LGBTQ+, compassion, religion, 

and morality through a cap1va1ng and subtle fable, Hubert and Zanzim brilliantly ques1on our 

rela1onship to gender and sexuality... but not only that. By mixing religion and sex, morality and 

humor, nobility and outspokenness, A Man's Skin invites us both to the libera1on of morals and to 

the mad and noble quest for love. (STL318253) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Belly Banded Set, HC, 7x10, 400pgs, FC           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR240937 

ABLAZE ARTIST SPOTLIGHT WERTHER DELLEDERA BANDED SET (MR) (C 

(W) Francesco Ar1bani, Tiziano Sclavi (A/CA) Werther Dell'Edera 

From the ar1st and co-creator of Something is Killing the Children! 

 

MARKETING DESCRIPTION: ABLAZE presents two graphic novels featuring Eisner and Ringo Award-

winning ar1st Werther Dell'Edra, collected together for the first 1me as a special price. 

 

In He Who Fights with Monsters, it's World War 2 and the struggle between good and evil is in full 

force. In Prague, the great Bohemian city is being oppressed by the Nazi occupa1on and the 

popula1on lives in terror, while the resistance forces try to organize themselves in the shadows. It is 

an almost impossible task. With the ruthless SS 1ghtening their grip on every street and 

neighborhood with overwhelming might, only one hope feeds the struggle. A crazy hope, which rests 

on the fragile founda1ons of an ancient, monstrous legend... 

      

In The Voices of Water, under a persistent rain, which seems des1ned to never subside, Stavros lives 

and moves through the streets of a dark and gloomy nameless city. He has a job and a fiancée; his 

life is normal. Yet several, different voices talk to him - some1mes whispering, some1mes whining or 

yelling - whenever he hears the water running. One day, as Stavros wanders the city under a heavy 

rain, the voices become insistent, revealing his deepest, unspeakable secrets, as well as his dreams 

and memories. He is tormented by these mysterious voices, perhaps a sign of his madness. Or 

perhaps of a wider, collec1ve madness, which infects everyone around him, to the point of being 

transmiTed to the en1re universe. (STL318252) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



Belly Banded Set, HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $33.50 

 

APR240938 

O/A BREAKER GN OMNIBUS BOX SET (1-5) (MR) 

(W) Jeon Geuk-Jin (A/CA) Park Jin-Hwan 

The story of The Breaker follows Si-woon Lee, a 1mid high school student who becomes the disciple 

to Chun-Woo Han, an extremely talented mar1al ar1st who is an enemy to the secret mar1al arts 

society known as the Murim. However, Si-woon is naive and unaware of his master's past and the 

unseen underbelly of the society. How will Chun-Woo manage to teach Si-woon and help him survive 

in the brutal world of Murim? 

Jeon Geuk-jin and Park Jin-Hwan's figh1ng manhwa has been praised for its sensa1onal ac1on and 

cap1va1ng storyline, with many charisma1c characters and stylish mar1al arts techniques that will 

keep you glued to the page! 

The Breaker Vol 1-5 Omnibus Box Set contains all 5 volumes of the bestselling, cri1cally acclaimed 

series, collec1ng them into a handsome box set compila1on. Each omnibus contains two volumes, 10 

volumes in all. Plus, a folded bonus poster! (STL263147) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 1900pgs, B&W           SRP: $90.00 

 

APR240939 

O/A CAGASTER VOL 1-6 COLLECTED SET 

(W/A/CA) Kachou Hasimoto 

ABLAZE is offering all six volumes of Cagaster in one collected set!  Stream it and read it in one 

si]ng!  

It's the year 2125, and a strange plague called "Cagaster" appears. One-in-a-thousand people is 

infected by this disease, which turns humans into monstrous cannibalis1c insects. Two-thirds of 

humanity is decimated... 30 years later, young expert bug exterminator and mercenary adventurer 

Kidow and newfound friend Ilie struggle to survive in this brutal new world, while delving into the 

mysteries of the plague and its causes.  

Kidow is tasked with finding Ilie's mother, aVer being entrusted with her by her dying father. 

Meanwhile, the baTle con1nues to rage against the mutated popula1on of Earth, with the code 

possibly being cracked to finally end the nightmare. Cagaster is a thrilling shonen adventure into a 

strange apocalyp1c universe, somewhere between Mad Max and ATack on Titan.  

Published by Tokuma Shoten in Japan, Cagaster has been adapted into an Anime series by Gonzo 

Anima1on called Cagaster of an Insect Cage under the direc1on of Koichi Chigira (Tokyo Babylon, Full 

Metal Panic!, Last Exile) which is streaming now on NePlix!  

  



________________________________________ (STL208223) 

SC, 5x7x3, 1248pgs, B&W           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR240940 

O/A TRESE BOX SET GN VOL 01- 06 

(W) BudjeTe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning Filipino comic book and now NePlix anime series! 

When the sun sets in the city of Manila, don't you dare make a wrong turn and end up in that dimly- 

lit side of the metro, where blood-sucking aswang run the most-wanted kidnapping rings, where 

gigan1c kapre are the kingpins of crime, and magical engkantos slip through the cracks and steal your 

most precious possessions. When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Alexandra Trese. 

The Trese Volume 1-6 Box Set contains the first 6 volumes of the bestselling, cri1cally acclaimed 

Filipino horror series, collected into an aTrac1ve box set compila1on, and includes a folded bonus 

poster, featuring original box/poster designs by series ar1st Kajo Baldisimo. Each volume in the series 

features updated/remastered artwork, as well as extra material, including Alexandra's journal entries 

chronicling her creature encounters and more. (STL271805) 

SC, 880pgs, B&W           SRP: $90.00 

 

APR240941 

O/A VERSUS FIGHTING STORY VOL 1-2 COLLECTED SET (MR) 

(W)  Izu (A/CA) Kalon Madd 

From Japan to the USA, the e-sport phenomenon con1nues to grow! The first manga dedicated to 

the world of e-sports compe11on! Max Volta, leader of a team of professional players, launches an 

assault on the Capcom Pro Tour, one of the major interna1onal compe11ons for Street Fighter V. 

Everything does not happen as expected for the arrogant and overconfident Max. Even aVer being 

named top pick to win the tournament, he suffers a crushing defeat. Max takes it out on his friends, 

which leads to his sponsors pulling out. He's afraid his career is over. But then the mysterious Ines 

offers a return to the basics of "VS figh1ng" and puts together a team capable of bea1ng the 

Japanese god of figh1ng games...which will cause a storm in the world of professional gaming!  

 

Collec1ng volumes 1-2 of VERSUS FIGHTING STORY for one great price, this bundle is sure to 

resonate. Whether you're a beginner or a combat game specialist, you'll enjoy taking a dive into the 

heart of the compe11on in this humorous adventure and its gallery of colorful characters! Officially 

endorsed by Capcom and the figh1ng game community, featuring genuine Street Fighter characters, 

and produced in the vein of the best sports shonen, discover the e-sports spirit as you have seen it 

before. (STL291652) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 384pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 



 

APR240942 

O/A CRUELER THAN DEAD COLLECTED SET 1 & 2 (MR) 

(W) Tsukasa Saimura (A/CA) Kozo Takahashi 

Discover the BEST of GORE from JAPAN! Crueler Than Dead features fast paced and extremely 

graphic violence, concealing none of the absolute horror...and requiring a strong heart and stomach! 

A two-volume deal for lovers of horror! 

 

No one knows where it started...but when the world finally realized what was going on, it was 

already too late. When Maki Akagi wakes up in a lab full of corpses, she learns from a dying soldier 

that she is the result of a last-ditch experiment to cure humans of a virus turning them into zombies. 

Accompanied by a young boy who also miraculously escaped, she will have to try to get to the very 

center of a devastated Tokyo filled with bloodthirsty monsters. The dome located there contains the 

last survivors of mankind. Humanity's very survival depends solely on a few drops of a miraculous 

vaccine...  

 

In Vol. 2: Maki and Shota finally make it to Tokyo Dome, the largest refugee camp in the en1re Kanto 

region and one of the last places to survive the zombie outbreak that has overwhelmed the whole 

world. 

 

Maki, who brings with her the remaining doses of the vaccine developed at the Gunma 

pharmaceu1cal center where she woke up in the first volume, is taken care of by the structure in 

power in the Dome, where a handful of privileged people, under the leadership of Colonel 

Shimamoto, live in luxury, while the majority of the rest of the survivors are reduced to survive in 

appalling condi1ons. 

 

Shota and Miura are thrust into the difficult daily lives of survivors who do not have the chance to be 

privileged. Miura is assigned to a work team while Shota befriends the leader of a gang of children 

who say they can help locate her father... 

 

Inspired by Katsuhiro Otomo (Akira), The Walking Dead, Romero classics, and new zombie films like 

28 Day Later, Crueler Than Dead delights in the me1culous detail of decomposed flesh, with a wicked 

and hungry eye...evoking a modern vision of a zombie world that is terrifying and tension filled. 

(STL286998) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 416pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

MASSIVE SELECT 



 

APR240943 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE EXC MACK VAR (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea1ng their series 

Echo, brought The Exiled's hero, Niles Roach, to life in his signature watercolor style with this Massive 

Publishing Exclusive.  

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, (STL318827) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240944 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE EXC MACK VIRGIN VAR (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea1ng their series 

Echo, brought The Exiled's hero, Niles Roach, to life in his signature watercolor style with this Massive 

Publishing Exclusive.  

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318695) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $29.99 

 



APR240945 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE EXC MACK BLACK METAL VAR LMT 25 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea1ng their series 

Echo, created this Massive Publishing Exclusive cover in his signature watercolor style, now available 

with an alternate black background as a limited metal variant.  

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318699) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR240946 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE EXC MACK BLACK FOIL VAR LMT 50  

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea1ng their series 

Echo, created this Massive Publishing Exclusive cover in his signature watercolor style, now available 

with an alternate black background as a limited foil variant.  

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318698) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $59.99 

 



APR240947 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE EXC MACK FOIL VAR LMT 100 (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea1ng their series 

Echo, created this Massive Publishing Exclusive cover in his signature watercolor style, now available 

as a virgin variant.  

   

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318696) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240948 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE EXC MACK METAL VAR LMT 50 (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) David Mack 

David Mack, known for his work on Marvel's Daredevil, Jessica Jones, and for co-crea1ng their series 

Echo, created this Massive Publishing Exclusive cover in his signature watercolor style, now available 

as a rare limited metal variant.  

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318697) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $89.99 

 



APR240949 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) KENT BLADE RUNNER HOMAGE METAL LMT 30 ( 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) Tony Kent 

Tony Kent, who delivered a series of classic movie homage covers across Massive's en1re line of 

books, returns with his tribute to Blade Runner as a rare metal variant. 

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318692) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240950 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) KENT BLADE RUNNER HOMAGE FOIL LMT 100 ( 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) Tony Kent 

Tony Kent, who delivered a series of classic movie homage covers across Massive's en1re line of 

books, returns with his tribute to Blade Runner as a rare foil variant. 

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318683) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240951 



THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) CALERO BLADE HOMAGE FOIL LMT 75 (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) Michael Calero 

Massive Publishing' Co-Founder Michael Calero (Alpha Betas, Quested) brings back his homage to 

the iconic Blade poster as a limited foil variant. 

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318693) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR240952 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) CALERO BLADE HOMAGE METAL LMT 30 (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) Michael Calero 

Massive Publishing' Co-Founder Michael Calero (Alpha Betas, Quested) brings back his homage to 

the iconic Blade poster as a limited foil variant. 

  

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318694) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR240953 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) WILLIS FOIL VAR LMT 75 (MR) 



(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) Rob Willis 

Exiled #1's main cover by ar1st Rob Willis, known for his contribu1ons to Dan Fraga's Black Flag and 

Rob Liefeld's New Prophet Remastered, now available as a limited foil variant. 

 

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318681) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240954 

THE EXILED #1 (OF 6) WILLIS METAL VAR LMT 30 (MR) 

(W) Wesley Snipes & Various (A)  Eskivo (CA) Rob Willis 

Exiled #1's main cover by ar1st Rob Willis, known for his contribu1ons to Dan Fraga's Black Flag and 

Rob Liefeld's New Prophet Remastered, now available as a limited metal variant. 

 

WESLEY SNIPES (producer and star of the Blade franchise) presents his original series, THE EXILED, a 

genre-bending Sci-Fi Noir described as "Seven meets Blade Runner." 

 

The Exiled follows hardboiled detec1ve Niles "Roach" Washington as he pursues a serial killer who is 

using mysterious, ancient tools to rip the spines from his vic1ms. When forces outside and within the 

police department aTempt to discredit him for his theories, Roach's ins1ncts keep pushing him 

forward. With enemies on all sides, Roach wades deeper into the conspiracy and uncovers a secret 

5000 years in the making. (STL318682) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240955 

LIQUID KILL #1 (OF 6) JUNG GI GLOW IN THE DARK VAR LMT 50 (M 

(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Kim Jung Gi 



Cover art by world-renowned illustrator Kim Jung Gi, the master ar1st who inspired millions with his 

sprawling, elaborate live drawings and the incredible brushwork that appeared everywhere from 

museum exhibi1ons and galleries to comic art published by Marvel, DC, and more. This high-quality 

variant is available in a special glow-in-the-dark treatment printed on metal. 

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriTen by the creators of the 

cri1cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar1st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios). 

(STL318766) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $124.99 

 

APR240958 

LIQUID KILL #1 (OF 6) INFANTE FOIL LMT 50 (MR) 

(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Toni Infante 

This cover by Barcelona-based illustrator Toni Infante (Marvel, DC, Boom!) was the original main 

cover image for Liquid Kill #1. It is available now in high-quality limited foil and metal variants. Don't 

miss this chance to grab these collec1ble designs from Massive's hit ac1on-adventure series. 

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriTen by the creators of the 

cri1cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar1st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios). 

(STL318770) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240959 

LIQUID KILL #1 (OF 6) INFANTE METAL LMT 25 (MR) 

(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Toni Infante 

This cover by Barcelona-based illustrator Toni Infante (Marvel, DC, Boom!) was the original main 

cover image for Liquid Kill #1. It is available now in high-quality limited foil and metal variants. Don't 

miss this chance to grab these collec1ble designs from Massive's hit ac1on-adventure series. 

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriTen by the creators of the 

cri1cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar1st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios). 

(STL318771) 



MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240960 

LIQUID KILL #1 (OF 6) SDCC EXC VAR LMT 300 (MR) 

(W) Max Hoven, Aaron Crow (A) Gabriel Iumazark (CA) Mako Vice 

Cover by Mako Vice, known for her manga-style depic1ons combining beauty and gore. This variant 

was printed as a special SDCC exclusive for Massive Publishing. Its remaining stock has now been 

made available at retail for the first 1me. For fans and collectors of Liquid Kill, this is a must-have that 

will be new to most readers.  

 

LIQUID KILL follows sadist-slaughtering vigilantes as they encounter pure evil in a blood-soaked 

cyberpunk future (à la GHOST IN THE SHELL meets JOHN WICK) wriTen by the creators of the 

cri1cally-acclaimed series IT EATS WHAT FEEDS IT and ar1st Gabriel Iumazark (Boom! Studios). 

(STL318799) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240961 

QUESTED #1 VIDEO GAME HOMAGE 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Michael Calero, Trevor Richardson 

Series writer and creator Michael Calero, with Alpha Betas colorist Trevor Richardson, highlights 

Quested's classic video game influences with this homage to Legend of Zelda, back by popular 

demand from Massive's own limited stock from the original run of the hit fantasy-comedy. 

 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318701) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 



APR240962 

QUESTED #1 VIDEO GAME HOMAGE FOIL VAR LMT 200 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Michael Calero, Trevor Richardson 

Series writer and creator Michael Calero, with Alpha Betas colorist Trevor Richardson, highlights 

Quested's classic video game influences with this homage to Legend of Zelda, now available in a 

special foil treatment at retail for the first 1me. 

 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318702) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR240963 

QUESTED #1 VIDEO GAME HOMAGE METAL VAR LMT 100 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Michael Calero, Trevor Richardson 

Series writer and creator Michael Calero, with Alpha Betas colorist Trevor Richardson, highlights 

Quested's classic video game influences with this homage to Legend of Zelda, now available in a 

special metal treatment at retail for the first 1me. 

 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318703) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR240964 



QUESTED #1 MASSIVE EXC CALERO VAR 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Michael Calero 

Series writer and creator Michael Calero delivers this Massive Publishing Exclusive virgin variant of 

his original cover contribu1on to his debut series, Quested. 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318704) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240965 

QUESTED #1 MASSIVE EXC CALERO FOIL VAR LMT 50 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Michael Calero 

Series writer and creator Michael Calero delivers this Massive Publishing Exclusive virgin variant of 

his original cover contribu1on to his debut series, Quested. 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318705) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240966 

QUESTED #1 MASSIVE EXC CALERO METAL VAR LMT 25 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Michael Calero 

Series writer and creator Michael Calero delivers this Massive Publishing Exclusive virgin variant of 

his original cover contribu1on to his debut series, Quested, now available in metal for the first 1me 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 



When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318706) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $89.99 

 

APR240967 

QUESTED #1 MASSIVE EXC VILLALOBOS 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Ramon Villalobos 

Cover by popular Marvel and DC ar1st Ramon Villalobos, this virgin variant had a limited release as a 

Massive Publishing exclusive and is available at retail for the first 1me.  

 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318707) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240968 

QUESTED #1 MASSIVE EXC VILLALOBOS FOIL VAR LMT 50 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Ramon Villalobos 

Cover by popular Marvel and DC ar1st Ramon Villalobos, this virgin variant had a limited release as a 

Massive Publishing exclusive and is available at retail for the first 1me. This special foil variant of 

Villalobos' art had a limited print run of 50 copies. 

 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318708) 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR240969 

QUESTED #1 MASSIVE EXC VILLALOBOS METAL VAR LMT 25 

(W) Michael Calero, Thomas Parson (A) Kit Wallis (CA) Ramon Villalobos 

Cover by popular Marvel and DC ar1st Ramon Villalobos, this virgin variant had a limited release as a 

Massive Publishing exclusive and is available at retail for the first 1me. This special metal variant of 

Villalobos' art had a very limited print run of only 25 copies. 

 

Quested fuses the a]tude of Hellboy and the fantasy-adventure spirit of Legend of Zelda as it follows 

the ques1ng misadventures of pawn shop owner and morally ambiguous hero-for-hire, Jinx, through 

a world filled with lizard henchmen, dungeon-bosses, and unicorn burgers! 

 

"Episode 1: Faux Highness" 

When a plan to take advantage of a desperate king trying to protect his daughter goes wrong, Jinx 

and his two accomplices (I mean guild members!) find themselves actually having to save the 

princess. (STL318732) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $89.99 

 

APR240970 

NORTH VALLEY GRIMOIRE #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE SDCC EXCLU MURPHY (M 

(W) Blake NorthcoT (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Sean Gordon Murphy 

This black & white virgin variant of Sean Murphy's cover design for North Valley Grimoire #1 was 

offered by Massive as an exclusive for SDCC. Now, through Massive Select, this can be purchased at 

retail for fans and collectors of both Sean Gordon Murphy and Blake NorthcoT's supernatural spy 

thriller. 

 

SPYCRAFT MEETS SPELLCRAFT in North Valley: a slick, James Bond-style adventure fused with the 

supernatural suspense of The Magicians. 

 

In this thrilling debut, a CIA black-ops division clandes1nely hunts - and eliminates - the most 

dangerous threat in history: MAGICK. 

 

On a rou1ne assignment, Agent Malek discovers a grimoire more powerful than a nuclear weapon … 

but when The Agency wants to recover the spellbook instead of destroy it, he begins to ques1on 

their endgame. 



 

WriTen by bestselling author Blake NorthcoT (Catwoman) with art by Giuseppe Cafaro (Suicide 

Squad), The North Valley Grimoire is an enchanted tale of espionage like none other. (STL318804) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240971 

NORTH VALLEY GRIMOIRE #1 (OF 6) MASSIVE SDCC EXCLU NAKAYAMA  

(W) Blake NorthcoT (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) David Nakayam 

Marvel and DC cover ar1st David Nakayama captures the magical essence of The North Valley 

Grimoire with this vibrant variant cover for issue #1. This was offered as a virgin variant exclusively at 

SDCC and is now available at retail while supplies last. 

 

SPYCRAFT MEETS SPELLCRAFT in North Valley: a slick, James Bond-style adventure fused with the 

supernatural suspense of The Magicians. 

 

In this thrilling debut, a CIA black-ops division clandes1nely hunts - and eliminates - the most 

dangerous threat in history: MAGICK. 

 

On a rou1ne assignment, Agent Malek discovers a grimoire more powerful than a nuclear weapon … 

but when The Agency wants to recover the spellbook instead of destroy it, he begins to ques1on 

their endgame. 

 

WriTen by bestselling author Blake NorthcoT (Catwoman) with art by Giuseppe Cafaro (Suicide 

Squad), The North Valley Grimoire is an enchanted tale of espionage like none other. (STL318805) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR240972 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) MASSIVE EXCL TRUNNEC 

(W) Simon Furman (A/CA) Hector Trunnec 

Hector Trunnec, Astrobots series ar1st, created this cover as an exclusive for Massive Publishing in 

his elegant watercolor style. Massive is making its remaining stock of this freewheeling cover design 

available to retail for the first 1me 



 

Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318394) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240973 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) MASSIVE EXCL TRUNNEC VIRGIN 

(W) Simon Furman (A/CA) Hector Trunnec 

Hector Trunnec, Astrobots series ar1st, created this cover as an exclusive for Massive Publishing in 

his elegant watercolor style. Massive is making the virgin variant of this freewheeling cover design 

available to retail for the first 1me.  

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318395) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR240974 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) MASSIVE EXCL TRUNNEC FOIL 100 

(W) Simon Furman (A/CA) Hector Trunnec 

Hector Trunnec, Astrobots series ar1st, created this cover as an exclusive for Massive Publishing in 

his elegant watercolor style. Massive is making the foil variant of this freewheeling cover design 

available to retail for the first 1me.  

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318396) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240975 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) MASSIVE EXCL TRUNNEC METAL 25 

(W) Simon Furman (A/CA) Hector Trunnec 

Hector Trunnec, Astrobots series ar1st, created this cover as an exclusive for Massive Publishing in 

his elegant watercolor style. Massive is making the metal variant of this freewheeling cover design 

available to retail for the first 1me.  

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318662) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240976 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) MASSIVE EXCL BLUEPRINT BLACK VAR LMT 300 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Aaron Thomas 

This variant cover by ASTROBOTS toy designer and series co-creator, Aaron Thomas, depicts the 

blueprint of lead robot, Apollo. It was offered in a special black and white variant as a SDCC exclusive 

is now available at retail for fans and collectors of Astrobots. 

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318663) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240977 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) MASSIVE EXCL BLUEPRINT BLACK FOIL VAR LM 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Aaron Thomas 

This variant cover by ASTROBOTS toy designer and series co-creator, Aaron Thomas, depicts the 

blueprint of lead robot, Apollo. It was offered in a special black and white variant as a SDCC exclusive 

is now available at retail for fans and collectors of Astrobots. 

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318665) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240978 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) MASSIVE EXCL BLUEPRINT BLACK METAL VAR L 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Aaron Thomas 

This variant cover by ASTROBOTS toy designer and series co-creator, Aaron Thomas, depicts the 

blueprint of lead robot, Apollo. It was offered in a special black and white variant as a SDCC exclusive 

is now available at retail for fans and collectors of Astrobots. 

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318667) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240979 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) PEREZ FOIL VAR LMT 100 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Josh Perez 

Josh Perez, cover ar1st on Transformers, IDW's Godzilla, Megaman: Master Mix, UDON's Street 

Fighter, and more, brings his experience with giant robots and anime to the world of Astrobots now 

available in high-quality, limited run metal treatment. 

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." 

-Simon Furman (STL318669) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR240980 

ASTROBOTS #1 (OF 5) PEREZ METAL VAR LMT 25 

(W) Simon Furman (A) Hector Trunnec (CA) Josh Perez 

Josh Perez, cover ar1st on Transformers, IDW's Godzilla, Megaman: Master Mix, UDON's Street 

Fighter, and more, brings his experience with giant robots and anime to the world of Astrobots now 

available in high-quality, limited run metal treatment. 

 



Simon Furman, writer of the original Transformers comic series and creator of Marvel's Death's 

Head, has teamed up with Heavy Metal ar1st Hector Trunnec to create an all-new Mecha-

Masterwork based on the toyline designed by Aaron Thomas.  

  

Pathfinders, Pioneers…breaking new ground in the furthest reaches of the galaxy…they are - 

ASTROBOTS. 

  

The clock is 1cking for planet Earth and the race is on to find a new world capable of sustaining 

human life. New, sophis1cated machine lifeforms called Astrobots are dispatched to scout far-flung 

worlds in the hope of craVing a new home. With food and raw materials running out and climate 

disasters escala1ng, the evacua1on of the en1re human popula1on is the only slender hope 

remaining. 

  

On Colony World 1, a catastrophic power struggle forges a new - all-Astrobot - society, and presiding 

over this nascent civiliza1on is Atlas, an evolved mech with a futureproof plan. A plan that does not 

include humankind. 

 

"Furman's wri1ng is top-notch, crea1ng a fantas1c introduc1on to the world of Astrobots that would 

sa1sfy any Transformers fan. Trunnec's artwork is stunning, with a beau1ful watercolor-like aesthe1c 

that brings these robots to life." 

-Nolan P. Smith, Pastrami Na1on 

 

"Transformers is nearly 40 years old now… but Astrobots is entry-level, a proper star1ng-from-scratch 

epic in the making. There's so much more already in the pipeline I can't talk about yet, but trust me - 

it's got all the breadth and poten1al to be a proper rival to the robots in disguise in the fullness of 

1me." (STL318673) 

24pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $79.99 

 

APR240981 

ALPHA BETAS #1 (OF 4) RIEGEL SDCC EXC RIEGEL (MR) 

(W) Kyle Starks (A) Michael Calero & Various (CA) Alex Riegel 

Alex Riegel, the series ar1st on the smash hit Ninja Funk, presents the boys of Alpha Betas in his 

signature style. This special cover was offered as a limited conven1on exclusive at San Diego Comic 

Con in 2023. 

 

Origins Part 1. It's Rick and Morty meets Tron as top gamers Eddie, Buck, Mason, and Tommy find 

themselves caught in the middle of a high stakes baTle between the U.S. government and a digital 



terrorist inside the virtual realm of video games. Now they must save the pixelated world of NIMBUS 

to prevent catastrophic consequences in the real world. Based on the new animated series with over 

7 million views, Alpha Betas is a collabora1on between popular Youtube creators, Evan 

"VanossGaming" Fong, Marcel "BasicallyIDoWrk" Cunningham, Tyler "I AM WILDCAT" Wine, and 

Brian "Terroriser" Hanby, with more than 60 million subscribers across their channels, and the voice 

talents of Hollywood heavy hiTers like Paget Brewster (Community), Stephanie Beatriz (Brooklyn 

Nine-Nine), and Chris Parnell (Rick and Morty). (STL318384) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 28pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240982 

ALPHA BETAS #1 (OF 4) CALERO B&W VAR LMT 500 (MR) 

(W) Kyle Starks (A) Michael Calero & Various (CA) Michael Calero 

Series ar1st Michael Calero (Quested, American Psycho) delivers his original main cover image as a 

limited black and white variant. 

 

Origins Part 1. It's Rick and Morty meets Tron as top gamers Eddie, Buck, Mason, and Tommy find 

themselves caught in the middle of a high stakes baTle between the U.S. government and a digital 

terrorist inside the virtual realm of video games. Now they must save the pixelated world of NIMBUS 

to prevent catastrophic consequences in the real world. Based on the new animated series with over 

7 million views, Alpha Betas is a collabora1on between popular Youtube creators, Evan 

"VanossGaming" Fong, Marcel "BasicallyIDoWrk" Cunningham, Tyler "I AM WILDCAT" Wine, and 

Brian "Terroriser" Hanby, with more than 60 million subscribers across their channels, and the voice 

talents of Hollywood heavy hiTers like Paget Brewster (Community), Stephanie Beatriz (Brooklyn 

Nine-Nine), and Chris Parnell (Rick and Morty). (STL318388) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 28pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR240983 

ALPHA BETAS #1 (OF 4) CALERO VIRGIN VAR LMT 500 (MR) 

(W) Kyle Starks (A) Michael Calero & Various (CA) Michael Calero 

Series ar1st Michael Calero  (Quested, American Psycho) delivers his original main cover image as a 

limited virgin variant. 

 

Origins Part 1. It's Rick and Morty meets Tron as top gamers Eddie, Buck, Mason, and Tommy find 

themselves caught in the middle of a high stakes baTle between the U.S. government and a digital 

terrorist inside the virtual realm of video games. Now they must save the pixelated world of NIMBUS 

to prevent catastrophic consequences in the real world. Based on the new animated series with over 



7 million views, Alpha Betas is a collabora1on between popular Youtube creators, Evan 

"VanossGaming" Fong, Marcel "BasicallyIDoWrk" Cunningham, Tyler "I AM WILDCAT" Wine, and 

Brian "Terroriser" Hanby, with more than 60 million subscribers across their channels, and the voice 

talents of Hollywood heavy hiTers like Paget Brewster (Community), Stephanie Beatriz (Brooklyn 

Nine-Nine), and Chris Parnell (Rick and Morty). (STL318390) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 28pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $19.99 

 

ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

APR240984 

TRUE HORROR MYSTERIES BOSTON STRANGLER CVR A COLAPIETRO (MR) 

(CA) Leonardo Colapietro 

In the 20th Century, few serial killers cap1vated the na1on—and the world—as much as the Boston 

Strangler. For over three years, he terrorized New England, murdering over a dozen vic1ms, leaving a 

frightened populace in his wake. True Horror Mysteries examines this and other stories, exploring the 

events surrounding the killings, shedding light on the vic1ms and analyzing the suspectsthe readers 

to see the truth inside these shocking events. (STL317786) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240986 

FAIRY TALE TEAM-UP ROBYN HOOD & VAN HELSING CVR A VIGONTE 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Greebo Vigonte 

When Robyn Hood discovers a nest of affluent vampires running an underground club in New York 

City, she quickly realizes she needs the help of Liesel Van Helsing, the world's foremost vampire 

hunter, to take them down. (STL317766) 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240987 

FAIRY TALE TEAM-UP ROBYN HOOD & VAN HELSING CVR B VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Igor Vitorino 

When Robyn Hood discovers a nest of affluent vampires running an underground club in New York 

City, she quickly realizes she needs the help of Liesel Van Helsing, the world's foremost vampire 

hunter, to take them down. (STL317776) 



48pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240988 

FAIRY TALE TEAM-UP ROBYN HOOD & VAN HELSING CVR C MATAS 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Sonia Matas 

When Robyn Hood discovers a nest of affluent vampires running an underground club in New York 

City, she quickly realizes she needs the help of Liesel Van Helsing, the world's foremost vampire 

hunter, to take them down. (STL317779) 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240989 

FAIRY TALE TEAM-UP ROBYN HOOD & VAN HELSING CVR D ABBONDANZA 

(W) Dave Franchini, David Wohl (CA) Pierluigi Abbondanza 

When Robyn Hood discovers a nest of affluent vampires running an underground club in New York 

City, she quickly realizes she needs the help of Liesel Van Helsing, the world's foremost vampire 

hunter, to take them down. (STL317783) 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR240991 

POOH VS BAMBI #3 (OF 3) CVR A AL BARRIONUEVO 

(W) Noah Mitchell (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

In the climac1c finale, Pooh and Bambi face off, and the fate of the Hundred Acre Wood hangs in the 

balance! But even if Pooh can stop his erstwhile partner, can he hope to save General Christopher 

Robin and the rest of humanity from the war to come? (STL317649) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240992 

POOH VS BAMBI #3 (OF 3) CVR B IGOR VITORINO 

(W) Noah Mitchell (CA) Igor Vitorino 

In the climac1c finale, Pooh and Bambi face off, and the fate of the Hundred Acre Wood hangs in the 

balance! But even if Pooh can stop his erstwhile partner, can he hope to save General Christopher 

Robin and the rest of humanity from the war to come? (STL317755) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240993 

POOH VS BAMBI #3 (OF 3) CVR C MARIA LAURA SANAPO 

(W) Noah Mitchell (CA) Maria Laura Sanapo 

In the climac1c finale, Pooh and Bambi face off, and the fate of the Hundred Acre Wood hangs in the 

balance! But even if Pooh can stop his erstwhile partner, can he hope to save General Christopher 

Robin and the rest of humanity from the war to come? (STL317757) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240995 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #85 CVR A VITORINO 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Beaten, bloodied and hunted-Skye Mathers and Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco are racing against 1me 

before all is lost! With the weight of a dark curse anchoring our heroes as they sink deeper into a 

prophesied oblivion, there may be only one way this adventure ends—to save many, one must be 

lost forever! (STL317639) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240996 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #85 CVR B MANUEL PREITANO 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Manuel Preitano 

Beaten, bloodied and hunted-Skye Mathers and Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco are racing against 1me 

before all is lost! With the weight of a dark curse anchoring our heroes as they sink deeper into a 

prophesied oblivion, there may be only one way this adventure ends—to save many, one must be 

lost forever! (STL317638) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR240997 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #85 CVR C ALFREDO REYES 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Alfredo Reyes 

Beaten, bloodied and hunted-Skye Mathers and Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco are racing against 1me 

before all is lost! With the weight of a dark curse anchoring our heroes as they sink deeper into a 

prophesied oblivion, there may be only one way this adventure ends—to save many, one must be 

lost forever! (STL317640) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR240998 

GRIMM FAIRY TALES #85 CVR D LORENZO SPERLONGA 

(W) Dave Franchini (CA) Lorenzo Sperlonga 

Beaten, bloodied and hunted-Skye Mathers and Anabelle "Belle" DiMarco are racing against 1me 

before all is lost! With the weight of a dark curse anchoring our heroes as they sink deeper into a 

prophesied oblivion, there may be only one way this adventure ends—to save many, one must be 

lost forever! (STL317641) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241000 

OZ FALL OF EMERALD CITY #3 (OF 3) CVR A IGOR VITORINO 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Igor Vitorino 

Polychrome has taken control of Emerald City and all of the Kingdoms of Oz now bow to her 

seemingly benevolent will. But Dorothy Gale has discovered the dark secret that threatens to destroy 

everything and has begun to fight back—but with her allies already in the thrall of the Empress, is it 

already too late? (STL317646) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241001 

OZ FALL OF EMERALD CITY #3 (OF 3) CVR B MANUEL PREITANO 

(W) David Wohl (CA) Manuel Preitano 

Polychrome has taken control of Emerald City and all of the Kingdoms of Oz now bow to her 

seemingly benevolent will. But Dorothy Gale has discovered the dark secret that threatens to destroy 

everything and has begun to fight back—but with her allies already in the thrall of the Empress, is it 

already too late? (STL317647) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241002 

OZ FALL OF EMERALD CITY #3 (OF 3) CVR C J CARDYGRADE 

(W) David Wohl (CA) J Cardygrade 

Polychrome has taken control of Emerald City and all of the Kingdoms of Oz now bow to her 

seemingly benevolent will. But Dorothy Gale has discovered the dark secret that threatens to destroy 

everything and has begun to fight back—but with her allies already in the thrall of the Empress, is it 

already too late? (STL317648) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR241007 

WATCHER TP 

(W) Ralph Tedesco, Victoria Rau (A) Babisu Kour1s (CA) Fran Gamboa 

A Catholic Deacon and his family relocate to a suburban New England home that's long been 

rumored to be haunted by an evil en1ty. As his teenage daughter, Erica, begins to adjust to a new 

school and new friends, her ongoing bouts with sleep paralysis worsen and she begins to wonder if 

there really is a presence inside the home. Meanwhile, when two of Erica's high school friends are 

brutally murdered, she begins to suspect the creepy neighbor who she's no1ced watching her 

through his window is behind it all. 

Check out this tense three-issue thriller that blends the fun of Disturbia with the scares of The 

Conjuring from the minds of Zenescope Entertainment! 

Collects The Watcher #1-3. (STL147151) (MAR202256) 

SC, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241008 

O/A MONSTER PLANET TP 

(W) Joe Brusha (A) Sergio Arino (CA) Maxflan Araujo 

Mankind has been all but wiped out...decimated by a virus that turns us into primal beasts. Only a 

handful of humans are leV struggling to survive in a hos1le world. But scien1sts have discovered a 

cure-they must call on monsters of our nightmares: vampires, werewolves and more...who somehow 

hold the key to mankind's survival. Now, one team is in a race against 1me to find the lord of the 

vampires and convince him to help save that which he despises most...man.   

Collects Monster Planet #1 - 5. (STL164456) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241009 

MANGOAT AND BUNNYMAN TP 

(W) Joe Brusha (A) Kat Fajardo (CA) Arreola Pereyra 

Bigfoot, the Jersey Devil, the Loch Ness Monster. All are age old folklore fodder, but could they 

actually be real? In recent years the myth of Man Goat and The Bunny Man has grown locally, and 

many have claimed sigh1ngs of the two unique creatures; yet no concrete evidence exists... 

And that's exactly how they want it! 

Dealing with the things nightmares are made of so we don't have to - deranged mutants, satanic 

cults, demons, summer vaca1oners - Man Goat and the Bunny Man protect us from the evils that 

hide in plain sight. But they don't want your adora1on, they just want to be leV alone! 



Don't miss the ac1on-packed first adventure of this genre-bending horror-comedy from the sick 

bastards at Zenescope! 

Collects Man Goat & The Bunnyman #1 - 3. (STL196640) (SEP211916) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241010 

O/A RED AGENT ISLAND OF DR MOREAU TP 

(W) Brian Studler (A) Jason Muhr (CA) Ceci de la Cruz 

S1ll on the run aVer recent events, Red and Avril are lured out of hiding by RUBICON - a sinister 

government agency that has taken the place of the Highborn Ini1a1ve.  In order to clear their names, 

they must track down the woman responsible for an aTack on a high-tech gene1cs lab: Dr. Helena 

Moreau, and her vicious animal/human hybrids.  The beginning of an exci1ng new series, inspired by 

H.G. Wells'classic novel! 

Collects Red Agent: Island of Dr. Moreau #1-5. (STL232082) 

SC, 7x10, 148pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS 

 

APR241011 

WICKED TRINITY ONESHOT CVR A LISA STERLE 

(W) Sam Maggs (A/CA) Lisa Sterle 

Sabrina's magical nemesis Amber Nightstone and her sidekicks, Jade Kazane and Sapphire Gill, are 

intent on becoming the most powerful witches in the world. Isolated from so many around them, the 

three have formed a coven based on their individual needs for vengeance and true freedom. But 

when there is some dissent among the ranks, their small coven is threatened to be obliterated from 

within. (STL317431) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241012 

WICKED TRINITY ONESHOT CVR B SOO LEE 

(W) Sam Maggs (A) Lisa Sterle (CA) Soo Lee 

Sabrina's magical nemesis Amber Nightstone and her sidekicks, Jade Kazane and Sapphire Gill, are 

intent on becoming the most powerful witches in the world. Isolated from so many around them, the 

three have formed a coven based on their individual needs for vengeance and true freedom. But 

when there is some dissent among the ranks, their small coven is threatened to be obliterated from 

within. (STL317433) 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241013 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #2 (OF 3) CVR A MEGAN HUTCHISON 

(W) Aubrey SiTerson (A/CA) Meghan Hutchinson 

The epic Archie Horror event con1nues, as does Archie's quest. Jughead's trying his best to act as 

Archie's conscience and voice of reason, but with so many people once familiar and even beloved to 

Archie turning into demonic monstrosi1es, can Archie maintain his grip? Maybe if Jughead gets more 

people on his side, they can talk some sense into him-are BeTy and Veronica up to the task of 

bringing back the Archie they know and love from Alistair's grasp? (STL317422) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241014 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #2 (OF 3) CVR B FRANCAVILLA 

(W) Aubrey SiTerson (A) Meghan Hutchinson (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The epic Archie Horror event con1nues, as does Archie's quest. Jughead's trying his best to act as 

Archie's conscience and voice of reason, but with so many people once familiar and even beloved to 

Archie turning into demonic monstrosi1es, can Archie maintain his grip? Maybe if Jughead gets more 

people on his side, they can talk some sense into him-are BeTy and Veronica up to the task of 

bringing back the Archie they know and love from Alistair's grasp? (STL317423) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241015 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #2 (OF 3) CVR C INHYUK LEE 

(W) Aubrey SiTerson (A) Meghan Hutchinson (CA) In-Hyuk Lee 

The epic Archie Horror event con1nues, as does Archie's quest. Jughead's trying his best to act as 

Archie's conscience and voice of reason, but with so many people once familiar and even beloved to 

Archie turning into demonic monstrosi1es, can Archie maintain his grip? Maybe if Jughead gets more 

people on his side, they can talk some sense into him-are BeTy and Veronica up to the task of 

bringing back the Archie they know and love from Alistair's grasp? (STL317424) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241016 

ARCHIE COMICS JUDGMENT DAY #2 (OF 3) CVR D REIKO MURAKAMI 

(W) Aubrey SiTerson (A) Meghan Hutchinson (CA) Reiko Murakami 



The epic Archie Horror event con1nues, as does Archie's quest. Jughead's trying his best to act as 

Archie's conscience and voice of reason, but with so many people once familiar and even beloved to 

Archie turning into demonic monstrosi1es, can Archie maintain his grip? Maybe if Jughead gets more 

people on his side, they can talk some sense into him-are BeTy and Veronica up to the task of 

bringing back the Archie they know and love from Alistair's grasp? (STL317425) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241017 

ARCHIE & FRIENDS BLOCKBUSTER MOVIES ONESHOT 

(W) Ian Flynn (A) Steven Butler, Lily Butler (CA) Steven Butler 

BRAND NEW STORY: Archie's summer movie fantasies get out of control! You've heard of Deadpool! 

Well, get ready for PoolNoodle-a character whose first appearance may be his last! 

Archie and the gang poke fun at every movie you can shake a s1ck (or sword!) at. But no blood in this 

issue, unless it's a paper cut. (STL317434) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241018 

BETTY & VERONICA A YEAR IN THE LIFE TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Various & Various (A/CA) Dan Parent 

BeTy Cooper and Veronica Lodge have done it all over the last 80+ years, and now you can join them 

to experience a year's worth of Riverdale adventures! This special collec1on shines a light on what 

the iconic duo tackle over the course of twelve months, from helpful hilarity to fes1ve fun! Collects 

five sensa1onal BeTy & Veronica Friends Forever comics: Good Ci1zens, Winterfest, Spring Break, 

Summer Fun, and Halloween Spooktacular! (STL317435) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241019 

WORLD OF BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #33 

(W/A)  Various, Dan Parent (CA) Dan Parent 

BRAND NEW STORY! BeTy and Veronica will do anything to get the aTen1on of hearThrob Dr. 

Masters while he is filming his new medical series on Riverdale Beach. It's a baTle at the beach with 

BeTy vs Veronica! (STL317429) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241020 



ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #351 

(W) Bill Golliher,  Various (A)  VARIOUS, Bill Golliher (CA) Dan Parent 

BRAND NEW STORY! Move over, Scooby Doo, the new mystery-solving team is here. Fran Frazer and 

her crime-figh1ng cat S1nger are on the case with Archie and friends. Can they save the old beach 

theme park or will they be scaredy cats? (STL317426) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241021 

BETTY & VERONICA JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #325 

(W)  VARIOUS, Goldie Chan (A)  Various, Holly G (CA) Dan Parent 

BRAND NEW STORY!  Dr. Masters gives some befuddled ci1zens of Riverdale (Veronica, BeTy, Archie, 

and Ethel) great da1ng advice that goes horribly and hilariously wrong in a series of short FlipFlop 

videos. (STL317427) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241022 

WORLD OF ARCHIE JUMBO COMICS DIGEST #141 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Various, Dan Parent (CA) Dan Parent 

BRAND NEW STORY! The gang is spending a fun day on the beach-un1l things start disappearing! 

There's a rumor that mysterious ghost surfers are playing havoc, but that couldn't be true... could it? 

(STL317428) (C: 0-1-1) 

Digest, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241023 

BITE SIZED ARCHIE TP VOL 01 

(W) Ron Cacace (A/CA) Vincent Lovallo 

We hope you're hungry for laughs! The collec1on of Archie Comics' first-ever webcomic series is 

here! Bite Sized Archie features all your pals and gals from Riverdale (and beyond) while covering 

everything from video games to pop culture to embarrassing group chats! Complete with exclusive 

bonus features, character sketches and behind-the-scenes conversa1ons from the crea1ve team, 

you'll be absolutely thrilled as we take a deeper look at the comic that's been deligh1ng Archie fans 

on social media every week! (STL220629) (FEB221225) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241024 



O/A BITE SIZED ARCHIE TP VOL 02 GOING VIRAL 

(W) Ron Cacace (A/CA) Vincent Lovallo 

Just when you thought it was safe to go back on the internet… 

  

Why would you ever think that? At least Bite Sized Archie is back in print to take your mind away 

from that madness! Bite Sized Archie returns in the second collec1on of the thought-provoking (sure, 

why not) and sa1rical (most definitely) webcomic! The gang from Riverdale go way past meta and 

right into real as they tackle the world of today in their weekly strips. Both charming and sardonic, 

these comics reflect all the liTle things in life, pop culture and beyond. Packed with behind-the-

scenes content from the crea1ve team, you can't miss this sequel compila1on! (STL262391) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241025 

BIG ETHEL ENERGY TP VOL 01 

(W) Kheryl Brown-Ahmed (A/CA) Siobhan Keenan 

She used to be the laughingstock of Riverdale. Now she's a successful New York journalist with a 

DGAF a]tude. AVer gradua1ng from Riverdale High, Ethel Muggs couldn't get away from her 

hometown-and onto her chosen career path-fast enough. When the Mayor of Riverdale pays her 

handsomely to write a history of the city, she can't wait to return to take down Archie, Jughead, 

BeTy, Veronica, and all the other Riverdale na1ves who made her life hell all those years ago. The 

only thing she forgets to consider is… maybe they've all changed, too. Archie Comics is proud to 

present this first volume of the hit WEBTOON series Big Ethel Energy, collec1ng season 1, episodes 1-

13. (STL235025) (JUN221280) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241026 

O/A BIG ETHEL ENERGY TP VOL 02 

(W) Kheryl Brown-Ahmed (A/CA) Siobhan Keenan 

The second volume of the hit WEBTOON series Big Ethel Energy is here! When we last leV off, Ethel's 

return to Riverdale has been confusing and everyone seems to be dealing with something-Archie's 

going through it, BeTy's obsessing over her boss Seth, Jughead is cold and distant, and Veronica is… 

well, Veronica. And as for Ethel-it seems like feelings were star1ng to brew between her and a most 

unlikely counterpart: Moose! But Ethel's never had much luck with love-so why would this be any 

different? Plus, what secrets about Riverdale will she discover while she's hard at work on a story 

about its history? (STL255333) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 



APR241027 

O/A BIG ETHEL ENERGY TP VOL 03 

(W) Kheryl Brown-Ahmed (A/CA) Siobhan Keenan 

Ethel is hard at work on her journalis1c venture in Riverdale, wri1ng a history of her beloved 

hometown. She's learning so much about the place she once called home-and not just about its 

landmarks! Ethel learns some heart-wrenching truths about Ms. Grundy's personal life, and in doing 

so is tasked with special request on behalf of her favorite teacher. She's determined to give Ms. 

Grundy the fairytale ending she deserved-but what about her own love life? It's clear that Moose is 

interested, but is Ethel ready to seTle down or see what op1ons are out there for her? Before she 

can truly make up her mind, she must confront a part of her past she'd rather leave behind: her 

rela1onship with Jughead. (STL282250) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

COMICS · GRAPHIC NOVELS · PRINT 

 

DARK HORSE COMICS 

 

APR241028 

ANANSI BOYS I #2 CVR A MACK 

(W) Neil Gaiman, Marc Bernardin (A) Shawn Mar1nbrough (CA) David Mack 

New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer 

Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves co-creator Shawn Mar1nbrough to adapt Gaiman's Locus and 

Bri1sh Fantasy award-winning novel as a comic book.  Reeling from the knowledge bomb that his 

father was a trickster god, Fat Charlie returns to his life: the impending wedding to Rosie, his fiancée, 

and his job working for the completely unfulfilling Grahame Coats Agency. But not before he learns 

how to contact the mysterious brother he never knew he had. (STL317535) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241029 

ANANSI BOYS I #2 CVR B MARTINBROUGH 

(W) Neil Gaiman, Marc Bernardin (A/CA) Shawn Mar1nbrough 

#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer 

Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves co-creator Shawn Mar1nbrough to adapt Gaiman’s Locus and 

Bri1sh Fantasy award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first 1me—and soon to be a 

television show on Amazon Prime!  

   



 Reeling from the knowledge bomb that his father was a trickster god, Fat Charlie returns to his life: 

the impending wedding to Rosie, his fiancée, and his job working for the completely unfulfilling 

Grahame Coats Agency. But not before he learns how to contact the mysterious brother he never 

knew he had. 

 

 • Faithfully adapted from the original novel! (STL317536) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241030 

ASSASSINS CREED MIRAGE SOAR OF EAGLES #1 

(W) Michael Avon Oeming (A) Mirko Colak (CA) Julie Dillon 

Years before the events of Assassin's Creed Mirage, a young Fuladh must return to his homeland to 

inves1gate poli1cal unrest that could point to a secret Order of the Ancients' stronghold. But in order 

to discover what's behind the chaos and violence in Adulis, Fuladh and Roshan will have to confront 

a more immediate danger.  Join writer Michael Avon Oeming and ar1st Mirko Colak as they explore a 

mysterious new tale from the world of Assassin's Creed, created in partnership with UbisoV. 

(STL317828) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241031 

AVATAR FRONTIERS OF PANDORA #6 

(W) Ray Fawkes (A/CA) Gabriel Guzman 

So’lek and his unexpected ally begin their escape from the RDA stronghold, a feat which will put his 

mental and emo1onal strength to the test. What lies ahead is more shocking than his visions of the 

past—is it further destruc1on or is it... hope? (STL317537) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241032 

BEYOND PALE #2 

(W) Christofer Emgard (A/CA) Tomas Aira 

HeTa Sawyer con1nues her inves1ga1on into the missing soldiers at Firebase Tartarus. With few 

excep1ons, those at the base are far from welcoming, and if HeTa wants to get any informa1on she’s 

going to have to pry it from their 1ghtly sealed lips. With new soldiers missing even since her arrival, 

HeTa is determined to get to the boTom of this. (STL317538) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 



APR241033 

BUTCHERS BOY #3 

(W) Landry Walker (A/CA) Jus1n Greenwood 

While the journal wriTen by the child of the notorious Butcher tells the tale of meat and madness, 

the true mystery has revealed itself—who is the Butcher's Boy? Were they the first vic1m of their 

dark father, or did they become something much worse? The answer to these ques1ons can't come 

soon enough for the five friends trapped within La Perdita, for now they know there is only one truth 

in this land—you MUST eat, or you WILL be eaten. (STL317539) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241034 

CANTO A PLACE LIKE HOME #2 CVR A ZUCKER 

(W) David M. Booher (A/CA) Drew Zucker 

Canto is... deceived? As Canto rushes to save his friends atop the Emerald Tower, he learns they're 

only a distrac1on so the Shrouded Man can move his forces to defenseless New Arcana. But Canto's 

people will not give up so easily. How long can they fend off the strongest army in the Unnamed 

World un1l reinforcements arrive? (STL317540) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241035 

CANTO A PLACE LIKE HOME #2 CVR B BAK 

(W) David M. Booher (A) Drew Zucker (CA) Pius Bak 

Canto is . . . deceived? As Canto rushes to save his friends atop the Emerald Tower, he learns they’re 

only a distrac1on so the Shrouded Man can move his forces to defenseless New Arcana. But Canto’s 

people will not give up so easily. How long can they fend off the strongest army in the Unnamed 

World un1l reinforcements arrive?  

 

 • The finale series to the Shrouded Man Saga begins at Dark Horse Comic! (STL317541) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241037 

CRITICAL ROLE VOX MACHINA ORIGINS IV #3 

(W) MaThew Mercer, Jody Houser (A) Noah Hayes (CA)  PocketChicken 

Deep underground, the beleaguered members of Vox Machina are forced to take on an unpleasant—

and incredibly dangerous—side quest. Their reward? Safe passage to fresh air and civiliza1on, free 



from monstrously-large bugs. Can they play exterminator long enough to reunite with Vax and Pike? 

The campaign con1nues with series IV of Cri1cal Role: Vox Machina Origins, from the New York 

Times bestselling team of Jody Houser, Noah Hayes, Diana Sousa, and Ariana Maher! (STL317543) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241038 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #1 CVR A ELPHICK 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A/CA) Jake Elphick 

Fire up the engines, it’s a street takeover! With her foot on the pedal of the hoTest   ride in Night 

City, the daughter of a famed carjacker is out to fix the past. In a crowd of gangsters, racers, and 

criminals, word on the street travels fast—and that’s all according to plan. (STL317832) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241039 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #1 CVR B RUDCEF 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A) Jake Elphick (CA)  RUDCEF 

Fire   up the engines, it's a street takeover! With her foot on the  pedal of the hoTest   ride in Night 

City, the daughter of a famed  carjacker is out to fix the past.   In a crowd of gangsters, racers, and  

criminals, word on the street travels   fast—and that's all according  to plan. 

 

 • WriTen by Tomasz Marchewka (the principal writer of the Cyberpunk 2077 expansion Phantom 

Liberty)! (STL317834) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241040 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #1 CVR C ARAUJO 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A) Jake Elphick (CA) Andre Araujo 

Fire   up the engines, it’s a street takeover! With her foot on the  pedal of the hoTest   ride in Night 

City, the daughter of a famed  carjacker is out to fix the past.   In a crowd of gangsters, racers, and  

criminals, word on the street travels   fast—and that’s all according  to plan. 

 

 • WriTen by Tomasz Marchewka (the principal writer of the Cyberpunk 2077 expansion Phantom 

Liberty)! (STL317836) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR241041 

CYBERPUNK 2077 KICKDOWN #1 CVR D DOFRESH 

(W) Tomasz Marchewka (A) Jake Elphick (CA)  DOFRESH 

Fire   up the engines, it’s a street takeover! With her foot on the  pedal of the hoTest   ride in Night 

City, the daughter of a famed  carjacker is out to fix the past.   In a crowd of gangsters, racers, and  

criminals, word on the street travels   fast—and that’s all according  to plan. 

 

 • WriTen by Tomasz Marchewka (the principal writer of the Cyberpunk 2077 expansion Phantom 

Liberty)! (STL317837) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241042 

DAWNRUNNER #5 CVR A CAGLE 

(W) Ram V. (A/CA) Evan Cagle 

Series finale! All things must evolve! Anita and Dawnrunner, driven by their stories, have changed 

into something unforeseen as they make their stand against The Prime. But in their transcendence 

lies the poten1al for both hope and despair. As the true mo1va1on of monsters both alien and 

homegrown comes to light, sacrifices must be made to protect the ones you love. (STL317544) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241043 

DAWNRUNNER #5 CVR B ANDRADE 

(W) Ram V. (A) Evan Cagle (CA) Filipe Andrade 

All things must evolve! 

Anita and Dawnrunner, driven by their stories, have changed into  something unforeseen as they 

make their stand against The Prime. But in  their transcendence lies the poten1al for both hope and 

despair. As the  true mo1va1on of monsters both alien and homegrown comes to light,  sacrifices 

must be made to protect the ones you love. 

WriTen by Ram V, drawn by Evan Cagle, colored by Dave Stewart, and leTered by Aditya Bidikar. 

Series finale! (STL317545) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241044 



DAWNRUNNER #5 CVR C DIS PATER 

(W) Ram V. (A) Evan Cagle (CA)  DIS.PATER 

All things must evolve! 

 

 Anita and Dawnrunner, driven by their stories, have changed into  something unforeseen as they 

make their stand against The Prime. But in  their transcendence lies the poten1al for both hope and 

despair. As the  true mo1va1on of monsters both alien and homegrown comes to light,  sacrifices 

must be made to protect the ones you love. 

 

 WriTen by Ram V, drawn by Evan Cagle, colored by Dave Stewart, and leTered by Aditya Bidikar. 

 

 • Series finale! (STL317546) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241046 

GRENDEL DEVILS CRUCIBLE DEFIANCE #1 CVR A MATT WAGNER 

(W/A/CA) MaT Wagner 

A new Grendel story from visionary creator MaT Wagner!  Grendel Prime has returned to Earth, but 

things are not as he leV them. The pockets of humanity that remain and the "Necro Lords" that rule 

them have turned against Grendel. Grendel Prime will need to hide his iden1ty as he explores his 

suddenly hos1le home planet. Featuring a standard cover by MaT Wagner and a variant cover by 

Brennan Wagner. (STL317856) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241047 

GRENDEL DEVILS CRUCIBLE DEFIANCE #1 CVR B BRENNAN WAGNER 

(W/A) MaT Wagner (CA) Brennan Wagner 

A new Grendel story from visionary creator MaT Wagner! 

 

 Grendel Prime has returned to Earth, but things are not as he leV them. The pockets of humanity 

that remain and the “Necro Lords” that rule them have turned against Grendel. Grendel Prime will 

need to hide his iden1ty as he explores his suddenly hos1le home planet.  

 

 Featuring a standard cover by MaT Wagner and a variant cover by Brennan Wagner. (STL317857) 



7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241048 

FROM WORLD OF MINOR THREATS BARFLY #1 CVR A HEPBURN 

(W) PaTon Oswalt & Various (A) Ryan Browne (CA) ScoT Hepburn 

Spinning out of the world of the hit Minor Threats superhero series by PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum, 

and ScoT Hepburn comes a new tale of costumed underdogs—featuring a low-level henchman 

without a leader to serve. The Lower Lair bar is home to all sorts of supervillains, lowlifes, and 

scumbags... but only one of them has to puke diges1ve fluids onto his food to eat. $#!%eater, the 

humanoid mutant fly is a loser, a lifelong minion who lives to serve his criminal master. But what 

happens to a henchman when he no longer has anyone leV to hench for? Comic book legends Kyle 

Starks and Ryan Browne present the heartwarming, feel good, coming-of-age story about an insect 

monster-man searching for his iden1ty amongst the criminal underworld of Twilight City. 

(STL317848) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241049 

FROM WORLD OF MINOR THREATS BARFLY #1 CVR B BROWNE 

(W) PaTon Oswalt & Various (A/CA) Ryan Browne 

Spinning out of the world of the hit Minor Threats superhero series by PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum, 

and ScoT Hepburn comes a new tale of costumed underdogs—featuring a low-level henchman 

without a leader to serve.  

   

 The Lower Lair bar is home to all sorts of supervillains, lowlifes, and scumbags... but only one of 

them has to puke diges1ve fluids onto his food to eat. $#!%eater, the humanoid mutant fly is a loser, 

a lifelong minion who lives to serve his criminal master. But what happens to a henchman when he 

no longer has anyone leV to hench for?  

   

 Comic book legends Kyle Starks (Where Monsters Lie) and Ryan Browne (Eight Billion Genies) 

present the heartwarming, feel good, coming-of-age story about an insect monster-man searching 

for his iden1ty amongst the criminal underworld of Twilight City. A grimy punk rock odyssey that 

answers the ques1on ""How much $#!% can one lackey eat before he says NO MORE?!"" 

(STL317851) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241050 

FROM WORLD OF MINOR THREATS BARFLY #1 CVR C MORAZZO 



(W) PaTon Oswalt & Various (A) Ryan Browne (CA) Mar1n Morazzo 

Spinning out of the world of the hit Minor Threats superhero series by PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum, 

and ScoT Hepburn comes a new tale of costumed underdogs—featuring a low-level henchman 

without a leader to serve.  

   

 The Lower Lair bar is home to all sorts of supervillains, lowlifes, and scumbags... but only one of 

them has to puke diges1ve fluids onto his food to eat. $#!%eater, the humanoid mutant fly is a loser, 

a lifelong minion who lives to serve his criminal master. But what happens to a henchman when he 

no longer has anyone leV to hench for?  

   

 Comic book legends Kyle Starks (Where Monsters Lie) and Ryan Browne (Eight Billion Genies) 

present the heartwarming, feel good, coming-of-age story about an insect monster-man searching 

for his iden1ty amongst the criminal underworld of Twilight City. A grimy punk rock odyssey that 

answers the ques1on ""How much $#!% can one lackey eat before he says NO MORE?!"" 

(STL317852) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241051 

FROM WORLD OF MINOR THREATS BARFLY #1 CVR D HEPBURN FOIL 

(W) PaTon Oswalt & Various (A) Ryan Browne (CA) Mar1n Morazzo 

Spinning out of the world of the hit Minor Threats superhero series by PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum, 

and ScoT Hepburn comes a new tale of costumed underdogs-featuring a low-level henchman 

without a leader to serve. 

The Lower Lair bar is home to all sorts of supervillains, lowlifes, and scumbags... but only one of 

them has to puke diges1ve fluids onto his food to eat. $#!%eater, the humanoid mutant fly is a loser, 

a lifelong minion who lives to serve his criminal master. But what happens to a henchman when he 

no longer has anyone leV to hench for? 

Comic book legends Kyle Starks (Where Monsters Lie) and Ryan Browne (Eight Billion Genies) present 

the heartwarming, feel good, coming-of-age story about an insect monster-man searching for his 

iden1ty amongst the criminal underworld of Twilight City. A grimy punk rock odyssey that answers 

the ques1on "How much $#!% can one lackey eat before he says NO MORE?!" (STL317853) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241054 

HEARTPIERCER #3 

(W) Rich Douek (A/CA) Gavin Smith 



As the werewolves wear down Briarglen's defenses, Atala will go to every length to hold back the 

forces of the night. But it will all be in vain if she cannot overcome their fear and show them victory 

is possible. With the monstrous Howler himself bearing down on the village however, it seems 

increasingly unlikely. (STL317548) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241055 

HELEN OF WYNDHORN #5 CVR A EVELY 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Bilquis Evely 

In this penul1mate issue, Helen's frustra1ons con1nue to exacerbate as her drinking worsens and 

her longing for the ways of the other fantasy world con1nue to plague the house of Wyndhorn. 

(STL317549) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241056 

HELEN OF WYNDHORN #5 CVR B FOIL EVELY 

(W) Tom King (A/CA) Bilquis Evely 

In this penul1mate issue, Helen’s frustra1ons con1nue to exacerbate as her drinking worsens and her 

longing for the ways of the other fantasy world con1nue to plague the house of Wyndhorn. 

 

 From the Eisner award-winning crea1ve team of Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow—the upcoming film 

helmed by director James Gunn. (STL317550) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241058 

INTO UNBEING PART ONE #2 CVR A SHERMAN 

(W) Zac Thompson (A/CA) Hayden Sherman 

With their leader missing and a sand storm at their backs, the expedi1on has no choice but to take 

shelter within their newly discovered alien environment. Inside, the team must contend with their 

own egos as they discover strange indigenous lifeforms and impossible secrets that stretch back 

decades. (STL317552) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241059 



INTO UNBEING PART ONE #2 CVR B HENDERSON 

(W) Zac Thompson (A) Hayden Sherman (CA) Trevor Henderson 

With their leader missing and a sand storm at their backs, the  expedi1on has no choice but to take 

shelter within their newly  discovered alien environment. Inside, the team must contend with their  

own egos as they discover strange indigenous lifeforms and impossible  secrets that stretch back 

decades. 

   

 From cri1cally acclaimed writer Zac Thompson (Cemetery Kids Don’t Die, Blow Away) and visionary 

ar1st Hayden Sherman (Dark Spaces: Dungeon, Wasted Space). (STL317553) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241060 

JOY OPERATIONS 2 #2 CVR A BYRNE 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A/CA) Stephen Byrne 

Everything was fine un1l the joy opera1on. When one of the trusts implanted the psyche of one of 

their en.voi's into master en.voi Joy Corrigan. Now Hampton and Joy live in the same body! They are 

just ge]ng used to what that means for their life, love, and future when the world decides to blame 

them for everything that's gone wrong. It's Joy and Hampton against the world. This is an all-new 

chapter of an all-new sci-fi extravaganza! (STL317554) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241061 

JOY OPERATIONS 2 #2 CVR B KAMBADAIS 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A) Stephen Byrne (CA) George Kambadais 

Everything was fine un1l the joy opera1on. When one of the trusts implanted the psyche of one of 

their en.voi's into master en.voi Joy Corrigan. Now Hampton and Joy live in the same body! They are 

just ge]ng used to what that means for their life, love, and future when the world decides to blame 

them for everything that's gone wrong. It's Joy and Hampton against the world. This is an all-new 

chapter of an all-new sci-fi extravaganza!!  

   

 if you dug Bendis’ Marvel events and Avengers run, and Stephen’s amazing work on Nightwing and 

X-Men, you will be blown away by Joy Opera1ons. (STL317555) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241062 

KILL ALL IMMORTALS #1 CVR A BARRETT 



(W) Zackary Kaplan (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Oliver BarreT 

Succession meets John Wick…with immortal Vikings. A thousand years ago, Viking explorer Erik the 

Red and his four adult children discovered a mysterious source of immortality. Now, in our modern 

world, they are an enigma1c billionaire family with a powerful banking empire. But when Erik's only 

daughter, Frey Asvald, seeks to finally be free from her family's influence, she must be prepared to 

reveal their supernatural secrets and confront her well-trained siblings in a deadly and epic struggle 

for power. Get ready for a bloodthirsty immortal fight like no other! (STL298819) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #11 (NOV230985) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241063 

KILL ALL IMMORTALS #1 CVR B RICCARDI 

(W) Zackary Kaplan (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Vincenzo Riccardi 

A thousand years ago, Viking explorer Erik the Red and his four adult children discovered a 

mysterious source of immortality. Now, in our modern world, they are an enigma1c billionaire family 

with a powerful banking empire. But when Erik’s only daughter, Frey Asvald, seeks to finally be free 

from her family’s influence, she must be prepared to reveal their supernatural secrets and confront 

her well-trained siblings in a deadly and epic struggle for power. 

Succession meets Jon Wick…with immortal Vikings. 

Get ready for a bloodthirsty immortal fight like no other, with comic creator Zack Kaplan (Mindset, 

Break Out, Port of Earth), ar1st Fico Ossio (Ac1on Comics, Star Wars, No One LeV To Fight), Mul1 

Eisner Award-Winning colorist Jordie Bellaire and Eisner nominated leTerer Hassan Otsmane-Elhaou. 

(STL298820) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #11 (NOV230986) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241065 

LESTER OF LESSER GODS #3 CVR A KENDALL 

(W) Eric Powell, Lucky Yates (A/CA) Gideon Kendall 

Writers Eric Powell (The Goon) and comedian and voice actor Lucky Yates (TV's Archer) team with 

Eisner Award-winning ar1st Gideon Kendall (Megaghost, Marley's Ghost) for the third installment of 

the larper's wet dream, Lester of the Lesser Gods. Lester faces his ul1mate baTle when he storms 

the lair of Will Frye the Technomancer Guy. But Frye's secret weapon may be too much for even this 

portly demigod. With an alternate special edi1on cover by Eric Powell. (STL317556) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241066 



LESTER OF LESSER GODS #3 CVR B POWELL 

(W) Eric Powell, Lucky Yates (A) Gideon Kendall (CA) Eric Powell 

Writers Eric Powell (The Goon) and comedian and voice actor Lucky Yates (TV’s Archer) team with 

Eisner Award-winning ar1st Gideon Kendall (Megaghost, Marley’s Ghost) for the third installment of 

the larper’s wet dream, Lester of the Lesser Gods. 

 

 Lester faces his ul1mate baTle when he storms the lair of Will Frye the Technomancer Guy. But 

Frye’s secret weapon may be too much for even this portly demigod.  

   

 With an alternate special edi1on cover by Eric Powell. (STL317557) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241067 

MASTERS OF UNIVERSE REVOLUTION #3 CVR A WILKINS 

(W) Tim Sheridan & Various (A) Daniel HDR (CA) Dave Wilkins 

All is revealed! Hordak's young appren1ce, against the master's orders, returns to his home world for 

what promises to be a grisly family reunion. But the plan abruptly changes when he uncovers 

shocking new informa1on that brings him face-to-face with the powerful dark force that's been 

guiding both he and Hordak toward their doom! Do either of them have enough strength to fight it? 

And, even if they escape the dreaded FRIGHT ZONE, what new horrors might they have unleashed? 

(STL317558) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241068 

MASTERS OF UNIVERSE REVOLUTION #3 CVR B MACLEAN 

(W) Tim Sheridan & Various (A) Daniel HDR (CA) Andrew MacLean 

ALL IS REVEALED! 

Hordak’s young appren1ce, against the master’s orders, returns to his home world for what promises 

to be a grisly family reunion. But the plan abruptly changes when he uncovers shocking new 

informa1on that brings him face-to-face with the powerful dark force that’s been guiding both he 

and Hordak toward their doom! Do either of them have enough strength to fight it? And, even if they 

escape the dreaded FRIGHT ZONE™, what new horrors might they have unleashed? (STL317559) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241069 



MINOR THREATS FASTEST WAY DOWN #4 CVR A HEPBURN 

(W) PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum (A/CA) ScoT Hepburn 

Play1me vs The Ac1on. Blood! Revenge! And dragons! Frankie will risk her en1re supervillain 

criminal empire to save her daughter from clutches of the twisted teen heroes and their unlikely ally 

Rep1lian. All the while Scalpel races to save the life of a Minor Threat at death's door. The future of 

Twilight City will be decided here in the second volume's ac1on-packed finale to the costumed crime 

saga by PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum, and ScoT Hepburn. (STL317560) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241070 

MINOR THREATS FASTEST WAY DOWN #4 CVR B JARRELL 

(W) PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum (A) ScoT Hepburn (CA) Sandy Jarrell 

Play1me vs The Ac1on. Blood! Revenge! And dragons! Frankie will risk her en1re supervillain 

criminal empire to save her daughter from clutches of the twisted teen heroes and their unlikely ally 

Rep1lian. All the while Scalpel races to save the life of a Minor Threat at death's door. The future of 

Twilight City will be decided here in the second volume's ac1on-packed finale to the costumed crime 

saga by PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum and ScoT Hepburn. 

 

 • Series finale! (STL317561) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241071 

MINOR THREATS FASTEST WAY DOWN #4 CVR C FOIL HEPBURN 

(W) PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum (A/CA) ScoT Hepburn 

Play1me vs The Ac1on. Blood! Revenge! And dragons! Frankie will risk her en1re supervillain 

criminal empire to save her daughter from clutches of the twisted teen heroes and their unlikely ally 

Rep1lian. All the while Scalpel races to save the life of a Minor Threat at death's door. The future of 

Twilight City will be decided here in the second volume's ac1on-packed finale to the costumed crime 

saga by PaTon Oswalt, Jordan Blum and ScoT Hepburn. 

 

 • Series finale! (STL317562) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241072 

MONSTERS ARE MY BUSINESS & BUSINESS IS BLOODY #4 



(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Patrick Piazzalunga 

Series finale! It's a standoff between monsters! And Griz is caught right in the middle. Along with a 

killer koala with a chainsaw, a necromancer who wants to sacrifice him, and a secret agent he doesn't 

trust, Griz stands between the mutant horror of the Howling Gargoyles... and the mutant horror he 

has sworn to protect! And—as if the situa1on need a liTle more kick-in-the-teeth flavor—the 

Gargoyles are under the sway of none other than Griz's ex-girlfriend! (STL317563) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241073 

NEMESIS ROGUES GALLERY #1 CVR A GIANGIORDANO 

(W) Mark Millar (A/CA) Valerio Giangiordano 

From best-selling, award-winning creator Mark Millar (Civil War, Kingsman), Millarworld and Dark 

Horse Comics are proud to present the debut of a brand-new arc of the bestselling thriller: Nemesis. 

Immediately following the events of the smash-hit Big Game, Nemesis lies broken and destroyed, but 

hell-bent on vengeance against every single person who wronged him. The bloody fire back begins 

here as he marshals together a plan for the ages. (STL317841) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241075 

NEMESIS ROGUES GALLERY #1 CVR C LEE 

(W) Mark Millar (A) Valerio Giangiordano (CA) Jae Lee 

Millarworld and Dark Horse Comics are proud to present the debut of a brand-new arc of the 

bestselling thriller: Nemesis.  

Immediately following the events of the smash-hit Big Game,  Nemesis lies broken and destroyed, 

but hell-bent on vengeance against  every single person who wronged him. The bloody fire back 

begins here as  he marshals together a plan for the ages. 

 • From best-selling, award-winning creator Mark Millar (Civil War, Kingsman)! 

 • The return of Millarworld’s most popular character. (STL317846) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241076 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #11 CVR A ROBLES 

(W) Tate Brombal, Nick Robles (A) Soo Lee (CA) Nick Robles 

Christopher picks up the pieces aVer his experiment has gone awry but are his friends in the Monster 

Club available to help him? And who are the mysterious twins that have shown up in school 

preoccupied with Christopher? Are Sasha and Luka new friends or terrible foes? (STL317564) 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241077 

ODDLY PEDESTRIAN LIFE CHRISTOPHER CHAOS #11 CVR B WU 

(W) Tate Brombal, James TynionIV (A) Soo Lee (CA) Annie Wu 

Christopher picks up the pieces aVer his experiment has gone awry but are his friends in the Monster 

Club available to help him? And who are the mysterious twins that have shown up in school 

preoccupied with Christopher? Are Sasha and Luka new friends or terrible foes? (STL317565) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241079 

OPERATION SUNSHINE ALREADY DEAD #4 CVR A RUBIN 

(W) Henry Zebrowski, Marcus Parks (A/CA) David Rubin 

In this final issue our heroes raid the vampire party to retrieve the Onyx object—determined to put 

an end to this monster madness once and for all! (STL317567) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241080 

OPERATION SUNSHINE ALREADY DEAD #4 CVR B DORKIN 

(W) Henry Zebrowski, Marcus Parks (A) David Rubin (CA) Evan Dorkin 

In this final issue our heroes raid the vampire party to retrieve the Onyx object—determined to put 

an end to this monster madness once and for all! (STL317568) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241081 

OPERATION SUNSHINE ALREADY DEAD #4 CVR C CHA 

(W) Henry Zebrowski, Marcus Parks (A) David Rubin (CA) ScoT Hepburn 

In this final issue our heroes raid the vampire party to retrieve the Onyx object—determined to put 

an end to this monster madness once and for all! (STL317569) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241082 

PARANOID GARDENS #1 CVR A WESTON 



(W) Gerard Way, Shaun Simon (A/CA) Chris Weston 

Writers Gerard Way (The Umbrella Academy) and Shaun Simon (The Fabulous Killjoys), join forces 

with Illustrator Chris Weston (The Filth), colorist Dave Stewart (Hellboy), and leTerer Nate Piekos 

(Black Hammer) to present an all-new surreal comic book experience that's ER meets Doctor Who on 

acid. Loo is a nurse at the most bizarre care-center in the universe. The staff are not en1rely human, 

and the cases downright unearthly. Aliens, ghosts, superheroes, and more creatures plague its 

hallways as both doctors and pa1ents and the hospital itself seems to be somewhat self-aware. Loo 

believes that despite a recent failure at her job she's been given some sort of higher calling in this 

mysterious place, and decides to rise to the challenge. Along the way she must fight her way through 

corrupt staff members, powerful theme park cults, and her own personal demons and trauma to 

meet this challenge and discover what secrets the gardens hold. (STL317860) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241083 

PARANOID GARDENS #1 CVR B MOTOHIRO 

(W) Gerard Way, Shaun Simon (A) Chris Weston (CA)  Motohiro 

Writers Gerard Way (The Umbrella Academy) and Shaun Simon (The Fabulous Killjoys), join forces 

with Illustrator Chris Weston (The Filth), colorist Dave Stewart (Hellboy), and leTerer Nate Piekos 

(Black Hammer) to present an all-new surreal comic book experience that’s ER meets Doctor Who on 

acid.  

Loo is a nurse at the most bizarre care-center in the universe. The staff are not en1rely human, and 

the cases downright unearthly. Aliens, ghosts, superheroes, and more creatures plague its hallways 

as both doctors and pa1ents and the hospital itself seems to be somewhat self-aware. Loo believes 

that despite a recent failure at her job she’s been given some sort of higher calling in this mysterious 

place, and decides to rise to the challenge. Along the way she must fight her way through corrupt 

staff members, powerful theme park cults, and her own personal demons and trauma to meet this 

challenge and discover what secrets the gardens hold. (STL317861) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241084 

RESIDENT ALIEN BOOK OF LIFE #2 

(W) Peter Hogan (A/CA) Steve Parkhouse 

As his status quo takes another major shiV, alien-in-hiding Harry Vanderspiegel unknowingly exposes 

himself to the Feds again! His old pursuers are far from his mind, however, as he and his new family 

move into a new home. In the latest mesmerizing Resident Alien story arc from writer Peter Hogan 

and ar1st Steve Parkhouse, Harry hasn’t seen the last of his human pursuers—or his home planet! 

(STL317570) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR241085 

SAINT JOHN #4 CVR A SCHKADE 

(W) Dan Schkade & Various (A/CA) Dan Schkade 

AVer a year of natural disasters and personal conflict, the city of Portland comes together to 

celebrate Pride—but there’s danger brewing amidst the flags and floats, and it’s down to Tori and 

Saint John to root it out before it’s too late. A dis1nctly PDX miniseries from Eisner-nominated 

cartoonist Dan Schkade (Lavender Jack, The Spirit) and Portland na1ve creator Brennan Wagner 

(Grendel, Batman), produced with—and featuring the fashion of—Portland Gear. (STL294659) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231230) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241086 

SAINT JOHN #4 CVR B DEL DUCA 

(W) Dan Schkade & Various (A) Dan Schkade (CA) Leila Del Duca 

AVer a year of natural disasters and personal conflict, the city of Portland comes together to 

celebrate Pride—but there’s danger brewing amidst the flags and floats, and it’s down to Tori and 

Saint John to root it out before it’s too late.  

   

 A dis1nctly PDX miniseries from Eisner-nominated cartoonist Dan Schkade (Lavender Jack, The 

Spirit) and Portland na1ve creator Brennan Wagner (Grendel, Batman), produced with—and 

featuring the fashion of—Portland Gear. (STL294660) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231231) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241087 

SEANCE IN ASYLUM #1 CVR A MUTTI 

(W) Clay McLeod Chapman (A/CA) Andrea Mu] 

1865. Defrauded spiritual medium Alicia Wilkinson is brought to The AshcroV Hospital at the behest 

of Dr. John James Templeton. He offers Alicia a second chance to revive her once-thriving career: 

Perform a séance amongst the pa1ents in order to drawing out their mental maladies. Alicia 

performs her first series of séances with the pa1ents—including trauma1zed soldiers returning from 

the Civil War, women whose sanity has slipped through their fingers—only to realize their sessions 

might work all too well. What no one knows is Alicia is a fake. A liar. A cheat… So why are the pa1ents 

suddenly ac1ng possessed? (STL317862) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 



APR241088 

SEANCE IN ASYLUM #1 CVR B HENDERSON 

(W) Clay McLeod Chapman (A) Andrea Mu] (CA) Trevor Henderson 

1865. Defrauded spiritual medium Alicia Wilkinson is brought to The AshcroV Hospital at the behest 

of Dr. John James Templeton. He offers Alicia a second chance to revive her once-thriving career: 

Perform a séance amongst the pa1ents in order to drawing out their mental maladies. Alicia 

performs her first series of séances with the pa1ents-including trauma1zed soldiers returning from 

the Civil War, women whose sanity has slipped through their fingers-only to realize their sessions 

might work all too well. What no one knows is Alicia is a fake. A liar. A cheat… So why are the pa1ents 

suddenly ac1ng possessed? (STL317863) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241089 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES PHASE III #8 CVR A TOLIBA 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A/CA) Harvey Tolibao 

Everything is about to change! As Lula, Zeen, and their friends approach Eriadu, they are aTacked by 

Nihil fighters. Will the hope of a Republic resistance be shot down? Meanwhile, on the other side of 

the galaxy, events are unfolding that will surprise the Jedi and the Nihil and alter the course of their 

galac1c baTle! The most shocking chapter of the High Republic saga yet! (STL317571) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241090 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES PHASE III #8 CVR B TBD 

(W) Daniel Jose Older (A) Harvey Tolibao (CA)  TBD 

Everything is about to change! As Lula, Zeen, and their friends approach Eriadu, they are aTacked by 

Nihil fighters. Will the hope of a Republic resistance be shot down? Meanwhile, on the other side of 

the galaxy, events are unfolding that will surprise the Jedi and the Nihil and alter the course of their 

galac1c baTle!  

 

 Tune in for the most shocking chapter of the High Republic saga yet! (STL317572) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241091 

STAR WARS HIGH REPUBLIC ADVENTURES SABER FOR HIRE #4 

(W) ScoT Cavan (A/CA) Rachael StoT 



The epic miniseries comes to a shocking conclusion! The iden1ty of the sinister Child of the Storm 

revealed. A past confronted and a sacrifice made as Ty Yorrick and her appren1ce face their biggest 

challenge yet. Ty's life will never be the same! (STL317573) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241092 

USAGI YOJIMBO CROW #4 CVR A SAKAI 

(W/A/CA) Stan Sakai 

Usagi, Gen, and Stray Dog have discovered where the rival bounty hunter group—led by the ruthless 

Inuyoshi—is holding Yukichi hostage. The rescue aTempt leads to a huge confronta1on, but they 

receive news that may force the vicious enemies to form an uneasy alliance. (STL317574) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241093 

USAGI YOJIMBO CROW #4 CVR B NAKAYAMA 

(W/A) Stan Sakai (CA) David Nakayama 

Usagi, Gen, and Stray Dog have discovered where the rival bounty hunter group—led by the ruthless 

Inuyoshi—is holding Yukichi hostage. The rescue aTempt leads to a huge confronta1on, but they 

receive news that may force the vicious enemies to form an uneasy alliance. (STL317575) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241095 

WILLIAM OF NEWBURY #3 

(W/A/CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

From the co-creator of the Eisner Award-winning, bestselling Powers comes this brand-new 

anthropomorphic supernatural series that's Hellboy meets Redwall. William and Winnie have been 

arrested by Abbot Edward and are on their way to trial. But they must make an escape to arrive in 

Melrose Abbey where they will confront their most dangerous revenant yet. This undead chaplain 

has chased away the clergy, burst nuns into flames, and leaves devilish claw marks on the church. 

What will William and Winnie do when this evil raises its full power against them? Based on the true 

accounts of English historian William of Newbury. (STL317577) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241096 

WRITER #2 



(W) Ben Berkowitz & Various (A) Ariel Olive] (CA) Tonci Zonjic 

In a dark turn, comic book writer Stan Siegel's life dives into a neo-Nazi occult nightmare. 

Orchestrated by legendary Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers, "The Writer" plunges Stan into a 

whirl of folklore and magic. Amid demonic chaos and high-speed chases, Stan's hunger for answers 

unveils hidden iden11es, se]ng off a desperate race against 1me in this thrilling saga. To combat the 

rising 1de of terror, Stan must become the hero from his pages. (STL317578) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241097 

ART OF SUPER7 HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Super7 

Science fic1on, giant monsters, comic books, punk rock, skateboarding, robots, and rebellion: these 

seven elements form the manifesto of pop-culture knowledge, graphics, aesthe1cs, and DIY energy 

that is Super7. Join us as we explore each of these obsessions through the crea1ve offerings of one 

of the premier design houses of lifestyle-oriented collec1bles, toys, and apparel. The Art of Super7 

explores the art, design, and packaging of official product collec1ons that include G.I. Joe, Disney, 

Universal Monsters, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Thundercats, Transformers, and Peanuts, in 

addi1on to music legends Motorhead, Misfits, Beas1e Boys, Ghost, O.D.B., as well as Super7's own 

in-house crea1ons and many, many more. (STL295020) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231266) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR241098 

BOOK OF EVIL SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) ScoT Snyder (A)  Jock 

Blending prose and mul1ple kinds of illustra1on, New York Times-bestselling comics writer ScoT 

Snyder and renowned comics ar1st Jock weave a tale of horror about growing up in a world far more 

harrowing than our own. Imagine that from tomorrow morning onward, nearly every baby born into 

this world is a future psychopath. There is no answer as to why the change is happening. Is this 

human evolu1on? Devolu1on? An uncurable virus of some kind? Regardless, just like that, the new 

normal is psychopathy. FiVy years in the future, four friends must set off on a journey that will take 

them down the roads and rivers of this transformed America in hope of finding a place where 

goodness s1ll lives. (STL317884) (C: 0-1-2) 

Illustrated Novel, SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241099 

COUNT CROWLEY TP VOL 03 MEDIOCRE MIDNIGHT MONSTER HUNTER (C: 



(W) David Dastmalchian (A/CA) Lukas Ketner 

When Jeri Bartman assumed the role of Count Crowley, horror host of the late-night creature 

feature, she never imagined how much her life would be turned upside down. Turns out her 

predecessor was moonligh1ng as one of the world's last monster hunters. S1ll struggling to 

overcome her self-destruc1ve tendencies, Jeri has gone full throTle into her new role as an 

appointed slayer of the supernatural. With a stalking vampire, a vengeful Halloween en1ty, 

werewolves and a host of dysfunc1onal rela1onships to manage, Jerri is going to have to learn the 

hard way that there is no room for mediocrity in the eradica1on of evil. Collects Count Crowley: 

Mediocre Midnight Monster Hunter #1-4. (STL317872) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241100 

CUPHEAD TP VOL 03 COLORFUL CRACKUPS & CHAOS (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Zack Keller (A/CA) Shawn Dickinson 

Cuphead, Mugman, and Ms. Chalice return in this brand-new collec1on of chaos and capers! The 

gang gets themselves into some close calls and hilarious hiccups featuring ice cream enterprises, 

literally jumping into boardgames, and more! This original graphic novel features exci1ng all-new 

adventures, all drawn in the magnificent, magical, award-winning vintage style of Cuphead! 

(STL317873) (C: 0-1-2) 

6x9, 72pgs, FC           SRP: $10.99 

 

APR241101 

DRIFTERS OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Kohta Hirano 

From Kohta Hirano, the creator of Hellsing, comes DriVers, an ac1on-packed fantasy epic where 

warriors and warlords from Earth's history are transported to an alien world to intervene in a 

worldwide civil war. At the eye of the storm is the Black King who, desiring more than land and 

resources, is uni1ng the non-human races for a single purpose—the genocide of humanity. DriVers 

Omnibus Volume 2 collects DriVers volumes 4, 5 and 6 with 688 pages of all-out mys1cal mayhem! 

(STL302439) (C: 0-1-2) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #12 (DEC231024) 

SC, 6x8, 688pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241102 

EC ARCHIVES HAUNT OF FEAR TP VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Al Feldstein (A) Graham Ingles & Various (CA) Graham Ingles 



Delight in fright! Now in an affordable paperback, this fourth volume of the EC Comics horror classic 

The Haunt of Fear collects a gruesome medly of unforgeTable frights! Featuring art from the 

legendary talents of Bill Gaines, Al Feldstein, Graham Ingels, George Evans, Jack Kamen, Jack Davis, 

and Reed Crandall, this volume collects The Haunt of Fear #19-24 and includes a foreword by Rob 

Zombie. (STL317879) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241103 

EERIE ARCHIVES TP VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Gardner Fox, Doug Moench (A) Richard Corben, Esteban Maroto 

Take a ride on the river Styx with your jovial boatman Cousin Eerie in the panic-packed Eerie Archives 

Volume 7, now in a value-priced paperback edi1on. Remove the pennies from your eyes long enough 

to take in the dastardly dramas from creators Tom SuTon, Ken Kelly, Richard Corben, Doug Moench, 

Basil Gogos, Carlos Garzon, Nicola Cu1, and more. Also includes an illustrated foreword by comics 

creator Guy Davis and the first US appearance of comic great Esteban Maroto! Collects Eerie 

magazine issues #32-36. (STL317876) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x11, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241104 

HELLSING DLX ED TP VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kohta Hirano (A) Kohta Hirano, Kohta Hirano 

The final chapter in Kohta Hitano's epic Hellsing saga pushes the boundaries of horror/ac1on manga 

into new territories of thrills, shocks, and more than a few bloody laughs! The curtain raises on the 

final act of the apocalyp1c war between vampires, Nazis, Catholics, werewolves, Protestants, and 

mercenaries, and the outcome is s1ll in doubt. Amidst the blood-drenched wreckage of London, the 

champions of light and darkness face off in a final showdown that will determine the future of 

humanity—or see humanity's fall! (STL317877) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241105 

LOVING OHIO GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) MaThew Erman (A) Sam Beck 

AVer the mysterious suicide of their friend, Sloane, EllioT, Cameron, and Ana are just trying to get 

through the rest of high school. They live in Loving, Ohio—a town built around The Chorus, a new 

age cult with members firmly planted in posi1ons of power and influence throughout the 

community. Through their grief a series of murders throw these friends into a mystery connected to 



everything around them. Sloane and her friends have to escape a roaming murderer, figure out their 

place in the world, and deal with loss all in the looming shadow of The Chorus. But through it they 

will find the true cost of friendship and the adulthood they seek. This beau1fully drawn coming of 

age story will stay on the mind for days aVer reading. (STL317885) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241106 

MAGIC ORDER GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Millar (A) Stuart Immonen 

A magical turf war like you've never seen before! The London chapter of the Magic Order has 

entered the scene, and these tough Guy Ritchie-style gangsters have a problem with the Eastern 

European Warlocks moving into their territory. Can new leader Cordelia Moonstone keep the peace? 

The highly an1cipated sequel to the smash-hit first volume by Mark Millar and Olivier Coipel. This 

new arc is drawn by the peerless Stuart Immonen and is just as massive and cap1va1ng as the first! 

Collects The Magic Order Volume 2 #1-6. (STL317881) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241107 

POWERS GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Brian Michael Bendis (A/CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

From New York Times-bestselling writer Brian Michael Bendis and ar1st Michael Avon Oeming comes 

this new collec1on of the Eisner award-winning series Powers. Walker and Pilgrim join the big 

leagues! Deena Pilgrim is now a federal agent and dealing with the biggest Powers cases in the en1re 

country. But will this new life close the closet full of skeletons she carries with her? Plus, Walker must 

choose between his humanity and his powers—with a cost! Powers Book Seven collects the Powers: 

Bureau #1-12 and behind-the-scenes content from the making of this super-hero noir classic. 

(STL317878) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 376pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241108 

SUNNY LUNA TRAVELLING ORACLE GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) MaThew Erman (A) Sam Beck 

Esta, a lonely, book-hungry, restless teen, must fight to save the planet in this eco-noir graphic novel 

thriller that's part Fahrenheit 451 and part Sta1on Eleven. In the devastated dystopian dust bowl of 

what was once America, a mesmerizing stage show called The Sunny-Luna Travelling Oracle comes to 

Esta's town. When Sunny and Luna take an interest in her, it feels like her 1cket out. But these 



mysterious proprietors are secretly members of a harsh authoritarian order, and they have a hidden 

agenda: scavenge for mythic texts that hold the last hope for reviving a natural world—and destroy 

them. Esta is the unwi]ng key to this strange magic, and she soon finds herself literally transported 

to a supernatural Wonderland—and the twisted plot of Sunny and Luna. (STL317886) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241109 

TIME TRAVELER TALES GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Dave Scheidt (A) Kelly MaThews & Various 

An all-ages ac1on adventure comics story from content creator and internet superstar Karl Jacobs! 

Oliver has a problem—a 1me travel problem. An unknown force keeps throwing him through 1me, 

from the Wild West to the 1920s to a haunted beach house. All while a mysterious stranger pursues 

him, seeking Oliver's abili1es and to gain power over 1me itself! This volume collects the comics 

series debut from Karl Jacobs, in collabora1on with writer David Scheidt, ar1sts Kicking Shoes, and 

leTerer JoameTe Gil. Collects issues #1-5. (STL317887) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241110 

VAMPIRE HUNTER D OMNIBUS TP VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Hideyuki Kikuchi (A/CA) Yoshitaka Amano 

The hunt con1nues in the bizarre far future of 12,090 A.D, where the immortal vampire lords who 

were the only winners of mankind's nuclear war s1ll oppress the human survivors who have pushed 

the blood-drinking fiends back to the lawless Fron1er. Yet humanity too remains as quick as ever to 

prey upon itself, and where the law can't bring safety or jus1ce, the crescent blade of D will—

assuming you meet the half-vampire wanderer's price! Vampire Hunter D Omnibus Book Six collects 

in full two different novels. Tyrant's Stars brings a legacy of evil hurtling down when a meteorite that 

destroys half a sector in the northern Fron1er is revealed as none other than the return of Valcua, 

the undead Ul1mate Noble, exiled from our planet millenia ago…and now back to wreak vengeance 

on the living descendants of those who banished him. Then, in Fortress of the Elder God, there is 

terror enough on Earth already, as D ventures forth against an ancient abomina1on that an army of 

30,000 vampires once failed to destroy! Collects volumes 16, 17, and 18 in author Hideyuki Kikuchi's 

adventure horror series. (STL317883) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 744pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241111 

WITCHFINDER OMNIBUS TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mike Mignola & Various (A) Ben Stenbeck 



Collect the occult adventures of Sir Edward Grey, otherwise known as Her Majesty's Witchfinder! 

Discover a nest of vampires, brave a technological "gate" to another realm, and track down the truth 

behind Jack the Ripper in this collec1on of three intense adventures of Sir Edward Grey. As the 

Queen's personal "Witchfinder," Grey con1nues to pursue the occult goings on in London and 

beyond. But this 1me the events he encounters—and the things he learns—will lead him to ques1on 

his very future. Collects Witchfinder volumes 4-6. (STL317882) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 440pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241112 

REBEL MOON IMPERIUM DROPSHIP REPLICA (C: 0-1-2) 

Dark Horse Comics, in partnership with NePlix, are proud to announce our first highly detailed ship 

replica of the Imperium Dropship for Zack Snyder's sci-fi epic, Rebel Moon. Emphasizing the 

extensive world-building elements of Rebel Moon, the massive scale of the universe is represented 

by the near-endless variety of ships that navigate the stars. The Imperium Dropship Replica is hand 

painted with excep1onal quality and made out of poly resin with metallic parts. Held aloV with a 

metal rod upon a base emblazoned with the Rebel Moon logo, this ship replica measures 

approximately at 6 3/4" long, 3 3/4" wide, and 4" tall. (STL317691) (C: 0-1-2) 

Replica           SRP: $89.99 

 

IDW PUBLISHING 

 

APR241113 

GODZILLA BEST OF SPACEGODZILLA 

(W/A)  Various (CA) James Biggie 

Some of IDW Publishing's best stories featuring Spacegodzilla are collected in this special issue! 

(STL317625) NOTE: Available in US, Canada, UK, Australia, Mexico, much of Europe, and other select 

countries. 

7x10, 100pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

APR241114 

GODZILLA HERE THERE BE DRAGONS II SONS OF GIANTS #1 CVR A MI 

(W) Frank Tieri (A/CA) Inaki Miranda 

A sequel to last summer’s smash miniseries! Frank Tieri and Inaki Miranda reunite to explore the 

conspiracy that led to Sir Francis Drake hiding his treasure on Monster Island! Who are the Sons of 

Giants, and what is their mission? More importantly, what is their connec1on to Godzilla and the 

other monsters? This series shows us how it all came to be, how Godzilla was discovered by the 

leaders of the world, and how it changed history forever! (STL317626) 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241115 

GODZILLA HERE THERE BE DRAGONS II SONS OF GIANTS #1 CVR B SM 

(W) Frank Tieri (A) Inaki Miranda (CA) Gavin Smith 

A sequel to last summer’s smash miniseries! Frank Tieri and Inaki Miranda reunite to explore the 

conspiracy that led to Sir Francis Drake hiding his treasure on Monster Island! Who are the Sons of 

Giants, and what is their mission? More importantly, what is their connec1on to Godzilla and the 

other monsters? This series shows us how it all came to be, how Godzilla was discovered by the 

leaders of the world, and how it changed history forever! (STL317630) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241117 

GODZILLA SKATE OR DIE #1 CVR A JOYCE 

(W/A/CA) Louise Joyce 

Australian skater punks versus Varan and the King of the Monsters in this thrilling debut issue by 

writer/ar1st Louie Joyce! Four years ago, four best friends and die-hard skaters found the perfect 

loca1on for a DIY skatepark. AVer months of hard work, they created the world's sickest spot that 

they could enjoy for the rest of their lives… That is, un1l the ferocious Varan appeared in the middle 

of central Australia and started making a beeline for their beloved park. Why is Varan on a rampage? 

Why did Godzilla just appear off the coast? What does their beloved skate spot have to do with this? 

And most importantly… what are these punks willing to do to save it? (STL317806) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241118 

GODZILLA SKATE OR DIE #1 CVR B BA 

(W/A) Louise Joyce (CA) Juni Ba 

Australian skater punks versus Varan and the King of the Monsters in this thrilling debut issue by 

writer/ar1st Louie Joyce (A FisPul of Pain)!Four years ago, four best friends and die-hard skaters 

found the perfect loca1on for a DIY skatepark. AVer months of hard work, they created the world’s 

sickest spot that they could enjoy for the rest of their lives… That is, un1l the ferocious Varan 

appeared in the middle of central Australia and started making a beeline for their beloved park. 

Why is Varan on a rampage? Why did Godzilla just appear off the coast? What does their beloved 

skate spot have to do with this? And most importantly…what are these punks willing to do to save it? 

(STL317807) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 



APR241119 

GODZILLA VS MMPR II #3 CVR A RIVAS 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Baldemar Rivas 

The terrifying Psycho Rangers have siphoned the energies of some of Godzilla's greatestFoes, giving 

rise to the Kaiju Psycho Rangers! Even with Jet Jaguar and Mothra by their side,Godzilla and the 

Power Rangers might not stand a chance! But Zordon and the fairies have onelast magical trick to 

play… one that creates the most unexpected group of Power Rangers of all 1me! (STL317597) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241120 

GODZILLA VS MMPR II #3 CVR B SANCHEZ 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Baldemar Rivas (CA) Alex Sanchez 

The terrifying Psycho Rangers have siphoned the energies of some of Godzilla’s greatestFoes, giving 

rise to the Kaiju Psycho Rangers! Even with Jet Jaguar and Mothra by their side,Godzilla and the 

Power Rangers might not stand a chance! But Zordon and the fairies have onelast magical trick to 

play…one that creates the most unexpected group of Power Rangers of all1me! (STL317598) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241122 

MY LITTLE PONY BEST OF SPIKE #1 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Brenda Hickey 

IDW’s Best of My LiTle Pony series returns to celebrate Twilight Sparkle’s “number-one assistant,” 

Equestria’s ambassador of friendship, and everypony’s favorite baby dragon: Spike! From teaching 

unwieldy Sea Beasts some manners to saving all of Ponyville from a mysterious ailment, revisit the 

moments that show Spike the Dragon is a treasure among ponies.Collec1ng My LiTle Pony: Friends 

Forever #3, #21, and #14; My LiTle Pony: Micro-series #9; and My LiTle Pony: Friendship Is Magic 

#40. (STL317813) 

7x10, 100pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

APR241123 

MLP KENBUCKY ROLLER DERBY #5 CVR A SHERRON 

(W) Casey Gilly (A) Natalie Haines (CA) Kate Sherron 

Skates? Check! Helmet? Check! Knee pads? Check! The Mane Six have been training for the 

Kenbucky Roller Derby for… Well, probably not as long as they should have… And it’s finally here! The 

team just found their rhythm, and they’re ready to block, dip, and jam, but the compe11on is tough. 



Sunny is going to have to coach like she’s never coached before, bout aVer bout, if they hope to 

make it to the final! (STL317600) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241124 

MLP KENBUCKY ROLLER DERBY #5 CVR B VALLE 

(W) Casey Gilly (A) Natalie Haines (CA) Ryan Valle 

Skates? Check! Helmet? Check! Knee pads? Check! The Mane Six have been training for the 

Kenbucky Roller Derby for… Well, probably not as long as they should have… And it’s finally here! The 

team just found their rhythm, and they’re ready to block, dip, and jam, but the compe11on is tough. 

Sunny is going to have to coach like she’s never coached before, bout aVer bout, if they hope to 

make it to the final! (STL317601) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241125 

MLP MARETIME MYSTERIES #1 CVR A STARLING 

(W) Stephanie Williams (A) Abby Bulmer (CA) Abigail Starling 

Roll the dice and embrace the spirit of adventure with Misty in this spellbinding new four-issue 

mystery miniseries!When Misty happens upon an old board game said to be inspired by real-life 

Mare1me Bay mysteries, she can’t think of a more exci1ng way to learn about her new home than a 

cozy night of gaming with Sunny, Hitch, and Sparky. But when the game comes to life and expands its 

borders beyond the board, Misty and her friends will need all hooves on deck if they’re to win the 

game and liV an enchantment placed on the real Mare1me Bay. So much for a cozy night in! 

(STL317810) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241126 

MLP MARETIME MYSTERIES #1 CVR B GRANT 

(W) Stephanie Williams (A) Abby Bulmer (CA) Shauna Grant 

Roll the dice and embrace the spirit of adventure with Misty in this spellbinding new four-issue 

mystery miniseries!When Misty happens upon an old board game said to be inspired by real-life 

Mare1me Bay mysteries, she can’t think of a more exci1ng way to learn about her new home than a 

cozy night of gaming with Sunny, Hitch, and Sparky. But when the game comes to life and expands its 

borders beyond the board, Misty and her friends will need all hooves on deck if they’re to win the 

game and liV an enchantment placed on the real Mare1me Bay. So much for a cozy night in! 

(STL317812) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR241127 

MY LITTLE PONY VOL 04 SISTER SWITCH 

(W) Celeste Bronfman (A/CA) Amy Mebberson 

The adventures con1nue for the new genera1on of ponies as Pipp and Zipp take center stage! 

There's no beTer friend than a sister... unless your sister thinks what they're doing is waaay more 

important than what you're doing! Pipp has been super stressed because the new, edgy musician 

Carotang has been totally stealing her limelight. But Zipp has been too busy helping Queen Haven 

prepare for the Royal Dinner at the castle to even no1ce Pipp's distress. AVer a huge fight, they both 

make a wish… but wishes don't come true, right? Collects issues #16-20. (STL317808) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241128 

MY LITTLE PONY SET YOUR SAIL #3 CVR A GANUCHEAU 

(W) Megan Brown (A) Amy Mebberson (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

Ah, another beau1ful day in the Sparkling Sea—krrzzhh— Ahoy there, squids and scoundrels! Pull up 

a clamshell and listen to our tale of captured princ—krrzzhh—Ahem, sorry about that, everypony. It 

seems our solicit was interrupted by some sort of pirate radio signal… Whoever that was definitely 

wasn’t going to say anything about a captured princess. Nope. Everything is toootally fine under the 

Sparkling Sea. Princess Pipp Petals is on a super-standard diploma1c mission, and any meddling 

princess sisters do not need to worry about her whereabouts or the crumbling coral around the 

palace. Please enjoy this completely not suspicious comic! (STL317602) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241129 

MY LITTLE PONY SET YOUR SAIL #3 CVR B JUSTASUTA 

(W) Megan Brown (A) Amy Mebberson (CA)  JustaSuta 

Ah, another beau1ful day in the Sparkling Sea—krrzzhh— Ahoy there, squids and scoundrels! Pull up 

a clamshell and listen to our tale of captured princ—krrzzhh—Ahem, sorry about that, everypony. It 

seems our solicit was interrupted by some sort of pirate radio signal… Whoever that was definitely 

wasn’t going to say anything about a captured princess. Nope. Everything is toootally fine under the 

Sparkling Sea. Princess Pipp Petals is on a super-standard diploma1c mission, and any meddling 

princess sisters do not need to worry about her whereabouts or the crumbling coral around the 

palace. Please enjoy this completely not suspicious comic! (STL317603) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241130 



SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #70 CVR A HAMMERSTROM 

(W) Evan Stanley (A/CA) Aaron Hammerstrom 

Welcome back, race fans! Extreme gear engines are revving as we prep for the second leg of the 

Clean Sweepstakes! But there’s drama on the track! As Tails and Amy go to inves1gate a mystery of 

their own, only Sonic is leV to answer the ques1on, who is the Phantom Rider?! (STL317604) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241131 

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #70 CVR B STARLING 

(W) Evan Stanley (A) Aaron Hammerstrom (CA) Abigail Starling 

Welcome back, race fans! Extreme gear engines are revving as we prep for the second leg of the 

Clean Sweepstakes! But there’s drama on the track! As Tails and Amy go to inves1gate a mystery of 

their own, only Sonic is leV to answer the ques1on, who is the Phantom Rider?! (STL317605) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241133 

STAR TREK #21 CVR A LEVENS 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A/CA) Megan Levens 

Welcome to the Pleroma, a place outside 1me and space where god-level species have gathered to 

discuss the fate of the universe! It's up to Captain Sisko and his valiant crew of the U.S.S. Theseus to 

persuade the gods to allow them to help repair Kahless' unraveling of space-1me—but will they 

listen to mere mortals responsible for their prophesied undoing? (STL317607) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241134 

STAR TREK #21 CVR B RAHZZAH 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Megan Levens (CA)  Rahzzah 

Welcome to the Pleroma, a place outside 1me and space where god-level species have gathered to 

discuss the fate of the universe! It's up to Captain Sisko and his valiant crew of the U.S.S. Theseus to 

persuade the gods to allow them to help repair Kahless' unraveling of space-1me-but will they listen 

to mere mortals responsible for their prophesied undoing? (STL317608) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241136 



STAR TREK ANNUAL 2024 #1 CVR A STOTT 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A/CA) Rachael StoT 

With no one but himself to blame for his brother's sudden escape during the Klingon Day of Blood, 

Lieutenant Commander Data sheds his Starfleet uniform for an ensemble inspired by none other 

than Sherlock Holmes to track down Lore's whereabouts… and figure out what sinister plans he's 

been scheming. With the one and only Miles O'Brien as his Watson at his side, there is no mystery 

that Detec1ve Data can't solve! (STL317822) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241137 

STAR TREK ANNUAL 2024 #1 CVR B ROSANAS 

(W) Collin Kelly, Jackson Lanzing (A) Rachael StoT (CA) Ramon Rosanas 

With no one but himself to blame for his brother’s sudden escape during the Klingon Day of Blood, 

Lieutenant Commander Data sheds his Starfleet uniform for an ensemble inspired by none other 

than Sherlock Holmes to track down Lore’s whereabouts…and figure out what sinister plans he’s 

been scheming. With the one and only Miles O’Brien as his Watson at his side, there is no mystery 

that DETECTIVE DATA can’t solve!Acclaimed ar1st RACHAEL STOTT (Star Wars, Doctor Who, Fantas1c 

Four) joins Star Trek writers Jackson Lanzing and Collin Kelly in the latest installment of the Eisner-

nominated series. (STL317823) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241139 

STAR TREK DEFIANT #16 CVR A UNZUETA 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A/CA) Angel Unzueta 

It's now or never for the Defiant crew if they are to survive the parasi1c infesta1on on the isolated 

Sec1on 31 outpost Starbase 99. But with B'Elanna s1ll connected to both Borg ally Hugh and the 

parasite hivemind, Nymira nowhere to be found, and a giant portal connec1ng their reality to a 

horde of hellish bugs just itching to burrow into each of their brain stems, things are looking dire at 

best. The third arc of the cri1cally acclaimed series ends here! (STL317610) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241140 

STAR TREK DEFIANT #16 CVR B WOODWARD 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Angel Unzueta (CA) J. K. Woodward 

It’s now or never for the Defiant crew if they are to survive the parasi1c infesta1on on the isolated 

Sec1on 31 outpost Starbase 99. But with B’Elanna s1ll connected to both Borg ally Hugh and the 

parasite hivemind, Nymira nowhere to be found, and a giant portal connec1ng their reality to a 



horde of hellish bugs just itching to burrow into each of their brain stems, things are looking dire at 

best.The third arc of the cri1cally acclaimed series ends here! (STL317611) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241142 

STAR TREK DEFIANT HC VOL 02 ANOTHER PIECE OF ACTION 

(W) Christopher Cantwell (A) Mike Feehan & Various 

S1ll reeling from the baTle on Qo'noS, Worf and the Defiant crew have been ordered to return to 

Starfleet headquarters. Despite their heroic ac1ons, the Federa1on can't celebrate the crew's 

involvement in the fight against Kahless and the Red Path. In fact, they're forced to discharge Worf 

and his crew! With the unspoken, unwriTen agreement that they'll operate with full Starfleet 

authority... completely off the books. Disavowed from Starfleet, Worf and his crew set out in their 

new roles as secret bounty hunters for the Federa1on. Their targets: untouchable criminals 

protected by trea1es and alliances. They'll take on villains from across Star Trek's history such as an 

individualized ex-member of the Borg Collec1ve, a 1me-traveling con man from The Next 

Genera1on, and an alien gangster from Sigma Io1a II. Collects issues #8-11 and the Defiant Annual. 

(STL317792) 

HC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241143 

STAR TREK SONS OF STAR TREK #4 CVR A BARTOK 

(W) Morgan Hampton (A) Angel Hernandez (CA) Jake Bartok 

The final chapter! What do you get when you cross three of the Federa1on's most celebrated sons 

with a misguided god? An alternate reality full of lessons that may be just what the doctor ordered. 

But with Jake Sisko's enrollment in the Pennington School, Alexander Rozhenko's prison sentence, 

and Nog's first Starfleet pos1ng all fast approaching, they'll have to move fast to defeat the Breen 

once and for all if they're to convince Q Jr. to return them to their home reality. (STL317613) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241144 

STAR TREK SONS OF STAR TREK #4 CVR B HERNANDEZ 

(W) Morgan Hampton (A/CA) Angel Hernandez 

The final chapter! What do you get when you cross three of the Federa1on's most celebrated sons 

with a misguided god? An alternate reality full of lessons that may be just what the doctor ordered. 

But with Jake Sisko's enrollment in the Pennington School, Alexander Rozhenko's prison sentence, 

and Nog's first Starfleet pos1ng all fast approaching, they'll have to move fast to defeat the Breen 

once and for all if they're to convince Q Jr. to return them to their home reality. (STL317614) 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241146 

TMNT BLACK WHITE & GREEN #2 CVR A RODRIGUEZ 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Javier Rodriguez 

More of the hoTest creators in comics share their takes on the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and 

they’ve all got a green streak! From the sewers to the streets, four thrilling new standalone 

adventures told in black, white, and green from Javier Rodríguez (Daredevil, Defenders), Tyler Boss 

(What’s the Furthest Place From Here?), Mikey Way (Electric Century, Collapser), and TMNT veteran 

Gavin Smith! (STL317616) 

44pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241147 

TMNT BLACK WHITE & GREEN #2 CVR B LOVE 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Jeffrey Love 

More of the hoTest creators in comics share their takes on the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and 

they've all got a green streak! From the sewers to the streets, four thrilling new standalone 

adventures told in black, white, and green from Javier Rodríguez (Daredevil, Defenders), Tyler Boss 

(What's the Furthest Place From Here?), Mikey Way (Electric Century, Collapser), and TMNT veteran 

Gavin Smith! (STL317617) 

44pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241149 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV 2023 #14 CVR A MYER 

(W) Erik Burnham (A/CA) Sarah Myer 

AVer two rounds of compe11on against the interdimensional imp Mr. Ogg, the Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles are 1ed with him, their very existence on the line if they don’t win the final game! So 

far, they’ve baTled monsters and squared off with themselves, but Mr. Ogg isn’t taking any chances 

for this last challenge: He’s bringing out enemies past, present, and future to ensure his victory over 

the Heroes in a Half Shell. The conclusion of the Ogglympics is here, so grab yourself a copy and strap 

yourselves in for the ride! (STL317619) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241150 

TMNT SATURDAY MORNING ADV 2023 #14 CVR B HYMEL 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Sarah Myer (CA) Travis Hymel 



AVer two rounds of compe11on against the interdimensional imp Mr. Ogg, the Teenage Mutant 

Ninja Turtles are 1ed with him, their very existence on the line if they don’t win the final game! So 

far, they’ve baTled monsters and squared off with themselves, but Mr. Ogg isn’t taking any chances 

for this last challenge: He’s bringing out enemies past, present, and future to ensure his victory over 

the Heroes in a Half Shell. The conclusion of the Ogglympics is here, so grab yourself a copy of 

Saturday Morning Adventures and strap yourselves in for the ride! (STL317620) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241151 

TMNT SOURCEBOOK #4 

(W) Patrick Ehlers (A)  Various (CA) Dave Wachter 

IDW's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles comics synthesize and remix 40 years of Turtles' lore and 

transform it into a single sprawling epic! This sourcebook collects and catalogs every character, every 

loca1on, and every notable event—and serves as a comprehensive companion to that epic—into 

four issues by writer Patrick Ehlers. When the mutagen bomb goes off, the wall goes up and shell 

breaks loose! The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles join throngs of new mutants and try to live normal 

lives in an extremely strange place. This issue takes a tour of Mutant Town and explores how society 

reinvents itself in the wake of a paradigm shiV. Men become beasts, friends become strangers, and 

enemies… become bandmates. (STL317621) NOTE: Available in US, Canada, UK, Australia, Mexico, 

much of Europe, and other select countries. 

100pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

APR241152 

TMNT UNTOLD DESTINY OF FOOT CLAN #4 CVR A SANTOLOUCO 

(W) Erik Burnham (A/CA) Mateus Santolouco 

Karai returns to the source of her power, the place where she first found her amazing sword, the Kira 

no Ken. With her are Casey Jones, Natsu, and Clyde—all on a mission as dictated by Toshiro himself. 

But what they find in the dark cave of secrets are things they don’t want to confront: their own dark 

fears manifested in the form of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! These guys are hard enough to 

fight in the real world, but think how bad it must be when they are, instead, figments of your own 

soul and privy to your worst fears and weaknesses! (STL317622) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241153 

TMNT UNTOLD DESTINY OF FOOT CLAN #4 CVR B TANGO 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Mateus Santolouco (CA)  Tango 

Karai returns to the source of her power, the place where she first found her amazing sword, the Kira 

no Ken. With her are Casey Jones, Natsu, and Clyde—all on a mission as dictated by Toshiro himself. 



But what they find in the dark cave of secrets are things they don’t want to confront: their own dark 

fears manifested in the form of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! These guys are hard enough to 

fight in the real world, but think how bad it must be when they are, instead, figments of your own 

soul and privy to your worst fears and weaknesses!Con1nuing the epic tale that will establish a 

whole new order for the Foot Clan! (STL317623) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241155 

TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO SATURDAY MORNING ADV #1 CVR A LAWRENCE 

(W) Erik Burnham (A/CA) Jack Lawrence 

Usagi Yojimbo, honorable samurai and rabbit out of 1me, has been stuck in New York City ever since 

one of Donatello's experiments with a transdimensional portal went awry. Usagi has grown to 

appreciate the city, his friends in the Turtles, and most of all, pizza, but he s1ll wants to return to his 

own dimension more than anything. When Donatello finally finds a way for Usagi to do just that, the 

rabbit warrior invites the Turtles to visit his home… where they find a dangerous new enemy. It's the 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Usagi Yojimbo together again in a whole new dimension! 

(STL317814) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241156 

TMNT USAGI YOJIMBO SATURDAY MORNING ADV #1 CVR B JONES 

(W) Erik Burnham (A) Jack Lawrence (CA) Jon Sommariva 

Usagi Yojimbo, honorable samurai and rabbit out of 1me, has been stuck in New York City ever since 

one of Donatello’s experiments with a transdimensional portal went awry. Usagi has grown to 

appreciate the city, his friends in the Turtles, and most of all, pizza, but he s1ll wants to return to his 

own dimension more than anything. When Donatello finally finds a way for Usagi to do just that, the 

rabbit warrior invites the Turtles to visit his home…where they find a dangerous new enemy. It’s the 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Usagi Yojimbo together again in a whole new dimension! 

(STL317816) 

7x10, 40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241159 

TMNT TURTLE POWER PACK TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Landry Q. Walker, Dean Clarrain (A) Chad Thomas, Ken Mitchroney 

Burs1ng with all the fun and ac1on you can ask for, these graphic novel collec1ons are the perfect fit 

for any young Turtles fan! Turtle Power Pack brings you select stories from series based on the 

animated shows, including TMNT: Adventures, TMNT: Amazing Adventures, TMNT: New Animated 

Adventures, Rise of the TMNT, and more! Brought to you by a host of creators including Landry Q. 



Walker, Chad Thomas, Dean Clarrain, Ken Mitchroney, Marlene Becker, Kenny Byerly, Dario Brizuela, 

and Sophie Campbell. Includes stories from TMNT: Amazing Adventures #1 and #2; TMNT: 

Adventures #18; TMNT: New Animated Adventures #1; and TMNT Universe #10. (STL317797) (C: 0-1-

1) 

SC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241160 

WOLFPITCH TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Lorinczi, Balazs 

All's fair in love and music when this supernatural all-girl rock band must beat the odds and become 

the best band in town! Izzy's a bass-playing werewolf. Geraldine's the ghost of an amazing jazz 

pianist. Delilah's the meanest drummer in town. They'd be the perfect trio to win the BaTle of 

Bands... except Geraldine can't play a solo since she passed away, and Izzy and Delilah are at each 

other's throats at every opportunity. Can they work through their problems to win the compe11on, 

or will they be defeated by Delilah's ex-band and their villainous frontman, Dylan? Sparks will fly, 

milkshakes will melt, and ears will ring in the latest delicious LGBTQ romp from graphic novelist 

Balazs Lorinczi. (STL317803) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x8, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241161 

CANTO HC VOL 04 LIONHEARTED (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) David M. Booher (A/CA) Drew Zucker 

The 1ny clockwork knight in search of a heart secured his people's freedom and saved them from the 

curse of the Shrouded Man, but is he ready to face his ul1mate enemy on the baTlefield? AVer 

making the ul1mate sacrifice, Canto bears a weapon that could defeat the Shrouded Man and free all 

the inhabitants of the Unnamed World. Now, he races to find the hidden seTlement of his former 

slavers to enlist them as allies in the coming war. That is, if the Shrouded Man doesn't find them 

first… (STL317870) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241162 

DARK SPACES HOLLYWOOD SPECIAL TP (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jeremy Lambert (A) Claire Roe 

This fresh installment of ScoT Snyder's Dark Spaces anthology unearths a monster in the twisted 

underbelly of Pennsylvania mine country. There's a monster lurking outside of Minersville, and he's 

1red of hiding. Everyone thinks Viv's crazy. Delusional. That she didn't see what she saw. Everyone, 

that is, except the locals. Vivian copes the best way she can—with a visit to the local watering hole—



but it's what happens aVer that changes everything. The Mismatch Man is hungry, you see… and 

Vivian's many wounds have never healed. (STL317789) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241163 

DEJA ROSS SPEAKS TO FREAKS TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Lisa Naffziger 

Deja Ross is a seventh-grade cryptozoologist. That means she loves monsters… and hopes to 

someday prove they're real! On a long family road trip, she pulls out her new video camera to search 

for legendary creatures at every stop. One night, Deja sneaks out of the RV and meets the Texas 

chupacabra face-to-face! In her excitement to meet an actual cryp1d, she charms the beast out of 

ea1ng her. It turns out that mythological animals are not only real… they can talk. And maybe it's 

1me for their stories to be heard! Deja and her furry new friend hatch a plan to interview the rest of 

the cryp1d community. Unfortunately, they're not the only ones on the trail… and some other 

monster-hunters don't have inten1ons as pure as Deja's. Has she led her beloved beasts into a trap? 

(STL317805) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241164 

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS LIBRARY COLL TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Paul Crilley & Various (A) Valerio Schi1, Lee Ferguson 

Explore iconic loca1ons and fan-favorite characters from across the mul1verse with these thrilling 

stories from the history of IDW's Dungeons & Dragons comics! First, journey into Eberron's seedy 

back alleys with Abraxis Wren in Infesta1on and the 2012 Annual wriTen by Paul Crilley with art by 

Valerio Schi1. Then, delve into the fabled port city of Waterdeep in Dungeons & Dragons: ForgoTen 

Realms. Legendary world builder and writer Ed Greenwood and ar1sts Lee Ferguson and Sal 

Buscema, kick off a deadly tale with a kidnapping that is more—and less—than it seems. Lastly, no 

D&D adventure would be complete without a trip to the Feywild. The 2022 Annual will transport 

readers into the whimsical Witchlight Carnival, a traveling circus filled with wild wonders aplenty. 

Featuring stories from writers Jim Zub and Ryan Cady with art by Eduardo Mello, Kyler Clodfelter, and 

Vincenzo Riccardi. (STL317788) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 264pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241165 

HUNGER & DUSK TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) G. Willow Wilson (A) Chris Wildgoose 



In a dying world, only humans and orcs remain—mortal enemies baTling for territory and poli1cal 

advantage. But when a group of fearsome ancient humanoids known as the Vangol arrive from 

across the sea, the two struggling civiliza1ons are forced into a fragile alliance to protect what they 

have built. As a gesture of his commitment to the cause—and to the relief of his bride-to-be, Faran 

Stoneback—the most powerful orc overlord, Troth Icemane, sends his beloved cousin Tara, a high-

ranking young healer, to fight alongside brash human commander Callum BaTlechild and his 

company of warriors. With a crisis looming, the success of this unlikely pair's partnership and the 

survival of their peoples will depend on their ability to unlearn a life1me of antagonis1c ins1ncts 

toward one another…and rise above the s1ng of heartbreak. (STL317798) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR241166 

JOHN ROMITA AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ARTISAN ED VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A/CA) John Romita 

Jazzy John Romita was for many the defini1ve ar1st on The Amazing Spider-Man. His sleek line work 

brought the web-slinger to life for a genera1on of fans. This volume collects issues 106, 108, 109, 

110, 111, 112,113, 114, and 115 in their en1rety. Addi1onally there is a beau1ful gallery sec1on of 

Romita extras. Like all of IDW's award-winning Ar1st Edi1on style books, each page has been 

painstakingly scanned from the original art to ensure the finest possible reproduc1on, mimicking the 

experience of seeing Romita's hand-drawn pages. While appearing to be in black and white, each 

page was scanned in color to mimic as closely as possible the experience of viewing the actual 

original ar1nstance, correc1ons, blue pencils, paste-overs, all the liTle nuances that make original art 

unique. (STL317790) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, SC, 8x12, 216pgs, B&W           SRP: $39.99 

 

AARDVARK VANAHEIM 

 

APR241167 

CEREBUS TP VOL 03 CHURCH & STATE I REMASTERED ED 

(W/A/CA) Dave Sim 

Thirty years ago, the idea that a genocidal, absolu1st "fire and brimstone" faith-based ideology could 

actually steamroll its way across na1onal borders, financing itself by loo1ng its own ci1zenry was 

considered too far-fetched "even for comic books" so that it could only be addressed in the broad 

confines of the Ul1mate Parody Comic, Dave Sim & Gerhard's Cerebus. (STK000103) (STAR00271) 

SC, 8x10, 600pgs, B&W           SRP: $35.00 

 

ABSTRACT STUDIOS 



 

APR241168 

STRANGERS IN PARADISE TP VOL 04 (OF 4) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 

When Francine marries someone else, Katchoo recovers from the devasta1ng loss by focusing on her 

art with a star-studded gallery exhibi1on. But all is not well in paradise as Francine struggles to adapt 

to life without Katchoo and Tambi forces David to tell his terrible secret to the two women who love 

him most, Katchoo and Casey. Katchoo's solu1on is shocking and heartwarming but as the plan 

unfolds things get complicated when Francine returns to claim her place by Katchoo's side and finds 

the spot taken. Can Francine convince Katchoo to take her back? Find out in this exci1ng finale to the 

Strangers In Paradise saga! (STL304081) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 484pgs, B&W (4 of 4)           SRP: $26.95 

 

AC COMICS 

 

APR241169 

CAULDRON OF HORROR #5 

(W) Mark G. Heike & Various (A) Mark & Stephanie Heike & Various (CA) Mark & Stephanie Heike 

More great stories! Almost a half dozen macabre masterpieces including "Mark of t h̀e Beast," 

"Hun1ng Trip at the LovecraV Estate," "Paris 1930," "Frankenstein Vs. The Hunchback of Notre 

Dame" and another adventure of Djus1ne, female monster hunter. An issue-wide celebra1on of 

Gothic horror in full color! (STL316431) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $5.95 

 

ACONYTE 

 

APR241170 

LEGEND OF THE FIVE RINGS POSTER BOOK (C: 0-1-1) 

The Legend of the Five Rings is one of tabletop gaming’s most beloved sagas, and the land of 

Rokugan, its Imperial rulers, and the Great Clans who vie for their favor have inspired some 

breathtaking pieces of art. This oversized volume collects twenty-four of the very best examples of 

these artworks for the game’s many fans and lovers of fantasy art to savor or pull out as posters. 

Subjects of the art include many of the great leaders, warriors, and spiritual characters of the 

Emerald Empire, as well as iconic maps, landscapes, and architecture of the extraordinary fantasy 

world. (STL315555) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, SC, 11x16, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $29.95 



 

AHOY COMICS 

 

APR241171 

DEADWEIGHTS #3 (OF 6) CVR A PIRIZ 

(W) Tyrone Finch (A/CA) Sebas1an Piriz 

It's hard out there for a pair of ex-supervillain henchmen! When Jerry and Clarence's escape from the 

Paladin stronghold doesn't go as planned, the pair gets aid from an unexpected party. Featuring the 

third of six "mug shot" incen1ve covers by Richard Pace (Second Coming), which form a linked image. 

(STL317673) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 6)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241173 

MY BAD ESCAPE FROM PECULIAR ISLAND #2 (OF 5) CVR A KRAUSE (M 

(W) Mark Russell, Bryce Ingman (A/CA) Peter Krause 

Con1nuing "One of-if not the-funniest superhero parodies I've ever read" (Comics Beat). Banned 

from his favorite baloney restaurant, re1red crimefighter The Chandelier seeks redemp1on at a 

sincere-seeming, paywalled website. In the Peculiar Islands, newly installed Governor (and former US 

President) Amazing Adams faces off against Professor Octopus, a new character you've never heard 

of! (STL317675) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241175 

O/A MY BAD TP VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Mark Russell, Bryce Ingman (A/CA) Peter Krause 

A sharp super-hero spoof from a stellar team that includes co-creators of Irredeemable and Second 

Coming! In Gravel City, the super-villain Emperor King has devised not only a sadis1c death trap for 

his arch-enemy, The Accelerator, but also the means to penetrate the top secrets of his other arch-

enemy, The Chandelier. Get in on the ground floor of the important new comic book universe! 

(STL220086) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241176 



O/A MY BAD TP VOL 02 THIRTY MINUTES OR DEAD (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Mark Russell, Bryce Ingman (A/CA) Peter Krause 

Someone in Gravel City is killing caped heroes-or would be, if they were beTer at it. Can they draw 

the arrogant, self-deluding crime-fighter The Chandelier out of re1rement? My Bad Volume 2: Thirty 

Minutes or Dead features an outrageous array of heroes and villains tripping over themselves, 

accidentally scarring their enemies for life, and going on hideously embarrassing dates. Featuring Dr. 

Do-Over, Steel Integrity, Good Karen, Monkeyman, and everyone's favorite homicidal rascal: Acid 

Chimp! (STL262295) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241177 

PROJECT CRYPTID #10 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Carol Lay, Atagun Ilhan 

More wild, mythical creatures in unlikely places! Writer/ar1st Carol Lay takes us on an adventure in 

Nantucket, where a young girl befriends a sea serpent. Atagun Ilhan brings us back to Mongolia in 

600 BCE, where an ancient family feud threatens a downfall. (STL317677) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241178 

WRONG EARTH DEAD RINGERS #4 (OF 5) 

(W) Tom Peyer (A) Jamal Igle, Juan Castro (CA) Jamal Igle 

The mul1verse comic you must have! Low-stakes life on campy Earth-Alpha is finally threatening 

Dragonfly's sanity, forcing Dragonflyman to hunt his own parallel-world doppelganger! Now trapped 

on griTy Earth-Omega, Lady Dragonflyman and Nights1ng will risk everything to prevent a wave of 

aTacks on all the Earths -unless they decide the Megaverse isn't worth it (a serious possibility)! 

(STL317678) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

ALOHA COMICS/PARA BOOKS 

 

APR241179 

MY STUDENT SPIRIT CHAPTER ONE 

(W) Leena Kilevaya (A)  Mul1ple 



Ever envisioned your own demise, the tranquil repose amidst silk and blossoms? Elijah did, un1l it 

became his eerie reality. They say ghosts linger where death was abrupt, violent, or where unfinished 

business calls. But why, of all places, is a young student's spirit bound to his minuscule dorm room? 

(STL317632) 

38pgs, FC (1 of 3)           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR241180 

MY STUDENT SPIRIT CHAPTER TWO 

(W) Leena Kilevaya (A)  Mul1ple 

Sleep Paralysis: Caught Between Dreams and Reality. When your mind awakens, but your body 

remains frozen, a nightmarish limbo unfolds. Auditory and visual delusions, chest-clutching dread, 

and complete powerlessness evoke primal terror. The sleep paralysis demons may wear various 

masks, but their desire remains constant: they crave something from you, and they won't leave un1l 

it's granted. (STL317633) 

64pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR241181 

MY STUDENT SPIRIT CHAPTER THREE 

(W) Leena Kilevaya (A)  Mul1ple 

Elijah's Posthumous Virtual Odyssey: Living the Dream Beyond the Grave! In this life simula1on 

game, he's shaping his ideal world even in the aVerlife. It's a welcome escape from the Dmitry's 

dilemma, torn between choices for the year's most crucial holiday. (STL317634) 

64pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR241182 

SCP FOUNDATION COMICS PLAGUE DOCTOR (MR) 

(W)  Djkaktus, Gabriel Jade (CA)  Janesonn, Phil CTchn 

The most popular web horror of all 1mes is now in comic book. A story of one of the most iconic 

SCPs, the Plague Doctor, told from the perspec1ve of the Founda1on scien1st Dr. Hamm tasked with 

its containment. Increasingly fascinated by this strange beaked humanoid creature, Hamm descends 

into the depths of madness. (STL317628) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT 



 

APR241183 

CAVEWOMAN KILLER CURVES SUPREME CVR A  DEVON MASSEY (MR) (C: 

(W/A/CA) Devon Massey 

Following the success of the original three Killer Curves Pinup Books we present our first Killer Curves 

Supreme book.  A completely new set of sexy Cavewoman pinups created just for this release and for 

the 1me in this series, and all images are in full color! (STL316900) (C: 0-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 

Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.50 

 

APR241184 

CAVEWOMAN KILLER CURVES SUPREME CVR B MASSEY NUDE (A)  

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR241185 

CAVEWOMAN KILLER CURVES SUPREME CVR C MASSEY NUDE (A)  

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $12.00 

 

AMULET BOOKS 

 

APR241187 

UMBRELLA ACADEMY HC NOVEL YOUNG BLOOD (C: 0-1-0) 

The official prequel novel to the hit Umbrella Academy series on NePlix, starring a teenaged 

Umbrella Academy in an original, darkly comic adventure! The Umbrella Academy has always been 

extraordinary—ready to leap to superpowered ac1on at a moment's no1ce. But the only thing 

Luther, Diego, Allison, Klaus, Ben, and Viktor want is to be normal... which is much easier said than 

done, when you're raised by someone like Hargreeves. Klaus suggests that they all need a change of 



scenery—just one night of partying like a bunch of average teens. In fact, Klaus knows just the place; 

there's a frat house in a neighboring college town that throws weekend blowouts. What could go 

wrong? They soon realize sneaking out of Hargreeves's house—er, fortress—is the least of their 

concerns. When the six teens pledge not to use their powers under any circumstances, they fail to 

factor in the sheer force of teen drama. Faced with weird earthquakes, weirder partygoers, and a 

possible new foe, the Umbrella Academy must choose between the night they always dreamed of 

and an unexpected mission that may save the world! (STL316090) (C: 0-1-0) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

ALIEN BOOKS 

 

APR241188 

VALIANTS (2024) #2 (OF 4) CVR A DI MATTIA 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Nico Di Ma]a 

Brace yourselves for the ul1mate face-off in the Geomancer's life-or-death baTle against the 

formidable Deathmate! With Tama's fate hanging in the balance, Capshaw has no choice but to enlist 

the unstoppable Bloodshot for a mission of cosmic propor1ons. Will Deathmate's sinister grip prove 

too decisive? (STL318417) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241189 

VALIANTS (2024) #2 (OF 4) CVR B GIRIBALDI 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Diego Giribaldi 

Brace yourselves for the ul1mate face-off in the Geomancer's life-or-death baTle against the 

formidable Deathmate! With Tama's fate hanging in the balance, Capshaw has no choice but to enlist 

the unstoppable Bloodshot for a mission of cosmic propor1ons. Will Deathmate's sinister grip prove 

too decisive? (STL318418) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241190 

VALIANTS (2024) #2 (OF 4) CVR C DI MATTIA VIRGIN 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Nico Di Ma]a 

Brace yourselves for the ul1mate face-off in the Geomancer's life-or-death baTle against the 

formidable Deathmate! With Tama's fate hanging in the balance, Capshaw has no choice but to enlist 

the unstoppable Bloodshot for a mission of cosmic propor1ons. Will Deathmate's sinister grip prove 

too decisive? (STL319645) 



32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241191 

VALIANTS (2024) #2 (OF 4) CVR D GIRIBALDI VIRGIN 

(W) Ryan Cady (A) Al Barrionuevo (CA) Diego Giribaldi 

Brace yourselves for the ul1mate face-off in the Geomancer's life-or-death baTle against the 

formidable Deathmate! With Tama's fate hanging in the balance, Capshaw has no choice but to enlist 

the unstoppable Bloodshot for a mission of cosmic propor1ons. Will Deathmate's sinister grip prove 

too decisive? (STL319646) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241192 

BLOODSHOT UNLEASHED RELOADED #4 (OF 4) CVR A LEVEL (MR) (C:  

(W) Mauro Mantella (A) Rodrigo Rocha (CA) Brian Level 

The stunning conclusion to the BLOODSHOT UNLEASHED saga! The clock is 1cking as Jessie and 

Magic race against 1me to join the fray. Just as we think we're concluding, we have NEW BLOOD. 

(STL318412) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241193 

FAITH RETURNS #2 (OF 2) CVR A BALDO 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Aleta Vidal (CA) Fernando Baldo 

Faith is ensnared in a web of deceit and conspiracy, framed by a mysterious and malevolent group 

known as the Faithless. Accused of crimes she did not commit, our heroine must navigate a 

treacherous path to clear her tarnished name and expose the truth hidden in the shadows. Final 

issue. (STL318413) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241194 

FAITH RETURNS #2 (OF 2) CVR B VIDAL 

(W) Jody Houser (A/CA) Aleta Vidal 

Faith is ensnared in a web of deceit and conspiracy, framed by a mysterious and malevolent group 

known as the Faithless. Accused of crimes she did not commit, our heroine must navigate a 



treacherous path to clear her tarnished name and expose the truth hidden in the shadows. Final 

issue. (STL318414) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241195 

FAITH RETURNS #2 (OF 2) CVR C BALDO VIRGIN 

(W) Jody Houser (A) Aleta Vidal (CA) Fernando Baldo 

Faith is ensnared in a web of deceit and conspiracy, framed by a mysterious and malevolent group 

known as the Faithless. Accused of crimes she did not commit, our heroine must navigate a 

treacherous path to clear her tarnished name and expose the truth hidden in the shadows. Final 

issue. (STL319647) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241196 

FAITH RETURNS #2 (OF 2) CVR D VIDAL VIRGIN 

(W) Jody Houser (A/CA) Aleta Vidal 

Faith is ensnared in a web of deceit and conspiracy, framed by a mysterious and malevolent group 

known as the Faithless. Accused of crimes she did not commit, our heroine must navigate a 

treacherous path to clear her tarnished name and expose the truth hidden in the shadows. Final 

issue. (STL319648) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241197 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #2 (OF 2) CVR A BARRIONUEVO 

(W) Dan AbneT (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

Rai and Raijin unite to face the formidable Darque, accompanied by a cadre of familiar faces from the 

past! (STL318415) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241198 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #2 (OF 2) CVR B SANZ 

(W) Dan AbneT (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Salvador Sanz 

Rai and Raijin unite to face the formidable Darque, accompanied by a cadre of familiar faces from the 

past! (STL318416) 



32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241199 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #2 (OF 2) CVR C BARRIONUEVO VIRGIN 

(W) Dan AbneT (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

Rai and Raijin unite to face the formidable Darque, accompanied by a cadre of familiar faces from the 

past! (STL319649) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241200 

RAI BOOK OF DARQUE #2 (OF 2) CVR D SANZ VIRGIN 

(W) Dan AbneT (A) Emilio Utrera (CA) Al Barrionuevo 

Rai and Raijin unite to face the formidable Darque, accompanied by a cadre of familiar faces from the 

past! (STL319650) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241201 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #2 (OF 4) CVR A PERALTA 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) German 

Peralta 

Aric begins a quest for combat and companionship as he seeks out the mysterious Soothsayer. 

Teaming up with a trusted ally, Aric navigates a journey that intertwines mar1al prowess with 

personal connec1ons. (STL318419) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241202 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #2 (OF 4) CVR B ALESSIO 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) Agus1n 

Alessio 

Aric begins a quest for combat and companionship as he seeks out the mysterious Soothsayer. 

Teaming up with a trusted ally, Aric navigates a journey that intertwines mar1al prowess with 

personal connec1ons. (STL318420) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 



APR241203 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #2 (OF 4) CVR C PERALTA VIRGIN 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) German 

Peralta 

Aric begins a quest for combat and companionship as he seeks out the mysterious Soothsayer. 

Teaming up with a trusted ally, Aric navigates a journey that intertwines mar1al prowess with 

personal connec1ons. (STL319651) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241204 

X-O MANOWAR INVICTUS #2 (OF 4) CVR D ALESSIO VIRGIN 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Michael Conrad (A) Fernando Heinz, Fernando Heinz Furukawa (CA) Agus1n 

Alessio 

Aric begins a quest for combat and companionship as he seeks out the mysterious Soothsayer. 

Teaming up with a trusted ally, Aric navigates a journey that intertwines mar1al prowess with 

personal connec1ons. (STL319652) 

32pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241205 

NINJAK VS ROKU #1 (OF 4) CVR A ERBETTA 

(W) Aj Ampadu (A) Emilano Correa (CA) Luca ErbeTa 

The line between ally and foe blurs as these two extraordinary warriors clash in a baTle that will 

redefine the very essence of danger. Ninjak's latest mission catapults him into a face-off with the 

lethal and enigma1c Roku. In a pulse-pounding race against 1me, Ninjak finds himself at odds with 

this formidable adversary, both vying for the same coveted prize. (STL318421) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241206 

NINJAK VS ROKU #1 (OF 4) CVR B WILLSMER 

(W) Aj Ampadu (A) Emilano Correa (CA) Toby Willsmer 

The line between ally and foe blurs as these two extraordinary warriors clash in a baTle that will 

redefine the very essence of danger. Ninjak's latest mission catapults him into a face-off with the 

lethal and enigma1c Roku. In a pulse-pounding race against 1me, Ninjak finds himself at odds with 

this formidable adversary, both vying for the same coveted prize. (STL318423) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 



 

APR241207 

NINJAK VS ROKU #1 (OF 4) CVR C ERBETTA VIRGIN 

(W) Aj Ampadu (A) Emilano Correa (CA) Luca ErbeTa 

The line between ally and foe blurs as these two extraordinary warriors clash in a baTle that will 

redefine the very essence of danger. Ninjak's latest mission catapults him into a face-off with the 

lethal and enigma1c Roku. In a pulse-pounding race against 1me, Ninjak finds himself at odds with 

this formidable adversary, both vying for the same coveted prize. (STL318424) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241208 

NINJAK VS ROKU #1 (OF 4) CVR D WILLSMER VIRGIN 

(W) Aj Ampadu (A) Emilano Correa (CA) Toby Willsmer 

The line between ally and foe blurs as these two extraordinary warriors clash in a baTle that will 

redefine the very essence of danger. Ninjak's latest mission catapults him into a face-off with the 

lethal and enigma1c Roku. In a pulse-pounding race against 1me, Ninjak finds himself at odds with 

this formidable adversary, both vying for the same coveted prize. (STL318425) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241209 

KERBEROS IN SILVER RAIN GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Lira Aikawa, Nao Itsuki (A/CA) Berry Star 

The dog is out of the cage! The Omega Team is star1ng to get suspicious about Kerberos' plans. What 

is the "psi" energy they have to protect with their lives? Can they get out of this dangerous job? Who 

is the mysterious Nayuta who lives inside of Sakuya? They'll have to figure out the answers while 

figh1ng with gunsling cowboys, savage monsters, and even each other! (STL310514) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 212pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241210 

MOMO LEGENDARY WARRIOR GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kazuto Okina, Naoto Tsushima (A/CA)  Z-One 

AVer the cruel events of the previous volume, Taro decides to con1nue his journey with Momo 

through this inhospitable planet. Together with their new canine allies, they must discover the secret 

to defeat the Oni, which could be related to Taro's lost memories... The turbulent second act of this 

science fic1on fable begins! (STL310516) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY PRODUCTIONS 

 

APR241211 

HATCHET MIDNIGHT MURDERS #1 CVR A MARTINEZ 

(W) G.O. Parsons, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

Victor Crowley returns in 'Hatchet: Midnight Murders,' a new three-part series from American 

Mythology. It's 1985 and the Mardi Gras scene is at the height of its annual debauchery. But amidst 

the booze and hedonism, people are disappearing at an alarming rate. Is there a serial killer in the 

Bayou to blame for the wanton bloodle]ng or something even more sinister?  Sharpen your axes 

and prepare for a blood-soaked baTle in the heart of the swamp in a series wriTen by Willy's 

Wonderland creator G.O. Parsons and Freddy Vs Jason Vs Ash scribe James Kuhoric! (STL319211) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241212 

HATCHET MIDNIGHT MURDERS #1 CVR B HASSON 

(W) G.O. Parsons, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson 

Victor Crowley returns in 'Hatchet: Midnight Murders,' a new three-part series from American 

Mythology. It's 1985 and the Mardi Gras scene is at the height of its annual debauchery. But amidst 

the booze and hedonism, people are disappearing at an alarming rate. Is there a serial killer in the 

Bayou to blame for the wanton bloodle]ng or something even more sinister?  Sharpen your axes 

and prepare for a blood-soaked baTle in the heart of the swamp in a series wriTen by Willy's 

Wonderland creator G.O. Parsons and Freddy Vs Jason Vs Ash scribe James Kuhoric! (STL319215) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241213 

HATCHET MIDNIGHT MURDERS #1 CVR C GAMBONE 

(W) G.O. Parsons, James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Gerardo Gambone 

Victor Crowley returns in 'Hatchet: Midnight Murders,' a new three-part series from American 

Mythology. It's 1985 and the Mardi Gras scene is at the height of its annual debauchery. But amidst 

the booze and hedonism, people are disappearing at an alarming rate. Is there a serial killer in the 

Bayou to blame for the wanton bloodle]ng or something even more sinister?  Sharpen your axes 

and prepare for a blood-soaked baTle in the heart of the swamp in a series wriTen by Willy's 

Wonderland creator G.O. Parsons and Freddy Vs Jason Vs Ash scribe James Kuhoric! (STL319219) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 



 

APR241214 

HATCHET MIDNIGHT MURDERS #1 CVR D CALZADA 

(W) G.O. Parsons, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

Victor Crowley returns in 'Hatchet: Midnight Murders,' a new three-part series from American 

Mythology. It's 1985 and the Mardi Gras scene is at the height of its annual debauchery. But amidst 

the booze and hedonism, people are disappearing at an alarming rate. Is there a serial killer in the 

Bayou to blame for the wanton bloodle]ng or something even more sinister?  Sharpen your axes 

and prepare for a blood-soaked baTle in the heart of the swamp in a series wriTen by Willy's 

Wonderland creator G.O. Parsons and Freddy Vs Jason Vs Ash scribe James Kuhoric! (STL319220) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241215 

ADAM GREENS HATCHET TP VOL 01 

(W) James Kuhoric (A) Andrew Mangum, Gabriel Mangum (CA) Rich Bonk 

Dive into the world of Adam Green's horror masterpiece, Hatchet, with this violent and horrifying 

story set in the bloody acres of Honey Island Swamp! (STL085161) (JUN181379) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241216 

O/A HATCHET UNSTOPPABLE HORROR #1 CVR A MAIN CARRATU (MR) 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Vincenzo Carratu 

The tales of Victor Crowley have always been terrifying, but now American Mythology opens the 

door to an even darker path as we deliver three new stories steeped in grueling horror! A creature of 

pure rage and anger, Victor Crowley savagely defends his remote, swamp home, teaching the true 

meaning of despair to interlopers of his domain before tearing them horribly asunder. But not only is 

Victor Crowley a hideous, murderous monster, he just won't die as we'll see in these three, unique 

stories that highlight the unstoppable, supernatural nature of Victor Crowley! These tales are not for 

the faint of heart and reveal the true darkness within the monster haun1ng Honey Island Swamp! 

Hatchet Unstoppable Horror #1 comes with three covers - Main by Vincenzo Carratù, Variant by 

Cyrus Mesarcia, and a limited edi1on 1/350 Bloody Horror cover. (STL148793) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241217 

O/A HATCHET VENGEANCE #3 CVR A BUZ & HAESER (MR) (C: 1-0-0) 



(W) James Kuhoric (A) Puis Calzada (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

At LAST! This is a special issue of Hatchet for the FANS!  Chock full of extras - an interview with Adam 

Green, extra Hatchet behind the scenes features, and special content!  32 pages of pure gory glory 

for the horror fan! If you are squeamish, this is not the book for you. It's an all-out slaughterfest! 

Papa's killers converge on Victor Crowley and the risen Vengeance Demon to soak the swamp with 

bullets and blood. This is grueling over-the-top horror the way it was meant to be. Be there for the 

conclusion of this new chapter in classic American horror! Hatchet Vengeance #3 comes with three 

covers - Main Cover by The Living Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, Slaughter Cover & 300 

copy Limited Edi1on Bloody Horror Cover by Puis Calzada! (STL109095) (C: 1-0-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241218 

O/A HATCHET VENGEANCE #3 SLAUGHTER CALZADA CVR (MR) 

(W) James Kuhoric (A/CA) Puis Calzada 

If you are squeamish, this is not the book for you. It's an all-out slaughterfest! Papa's killers converge 

on Victor Crowley and the risen Vengeance Demon to soak the swamp with bullets and blood. This is 

grueling over-the-top horror the way it was meant to be. Be there for the conclusion of this new 

chapter in classic American horror! Hatchet Vengeance #3 comes with three covers - Main Slaughter 

Cover by interior ar1st Puis Calzada, Swamp Kill Cover by Demi Mandir, and limited-edi1on Bloody 

Horror Cover also by Calzada. (STL109079) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241219 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES II CVR B CARVED BONK  

(W) Adam Green & Various (A) Alessandro Miracolo & Various (CA) Rich Bonk 

Its Halloween in Honey Island Swamp again! A 1me when the ghosts of the dead roam freely and 

Victor Crowley must turn his rage against the minions of the underworld.  This year's volume of 

violence includes three stories of All Hallow's Eve including a NEW ORIGINAL STORY BY HATCHET 

CREATOR & FILMMAKER ADAM GREEN!  In "Which Way to Honey Island Swamp" Green tells the 

story of three very unlucky witches intruding on Victory Crowley's swamp. Jason Pell (Beware the 

Witch's Shadow) returns with "Dimitri Fought A Bear"  and horror and splaTer veteran James Kuhoric 

(Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) caps it off with the tragic tale of "Weed." Plus a horrific Halloween bonus - 

our holiday fun pages are back with a bloody vengeance! This issue is chock full of frights and fun! 

Victor Crowley's Hatchet Halloween II is available with three covers - Main by Roy Allan Mar1nez, 

Carved by Richard Bonk, and Racy by Mike Wolfer! (STL162819) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241220 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES II CVR C RACY WOLFER  

(W) Adam Green & Various (A) Alessandro Miracolo & Various (CA) Mike Wolfer 

Its Halloween in Honey Island Swamp again! A 1me when the ghosts of the dead roam freely and 

Victor Crowley must turn his rage against the minions of the underworld.  This year's volume of 

violence includes three stories of All Hallow's Eve including a NEW ORIGINAL STORY BY HATCHET 

CREATOR & FILMMAKER ADAM GREEN!  In "Which Way to Honey Island Swamp" Green tells the 

story of three very unlucky witches intruding on Victory Crowley's swamp. Jason Pell (Beware the 

Witch's Shadow) returns with "Dimitri Fought A Bear"  and horror and splaTer veteran James Kuhoric 

(Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) caps it off with the tragic tale of "Weed." Plus a horrific Halloween bonus - 

our holiday fun pages are back with a bloody vengeance! This issue is chock full of frights and fun! 

Victor Crowley's Hatchet Halloween II is available with three covers - Main by Roy Allan Mar1nez, 

Carved by Richard Bonk, and Racy by Mike Wolfer! (STL162820) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241221 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN III #1 CVR A DEAD RISE (MR) 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

It's back…the annual Halloween event of the year!  Return to Honey Island Swamp with three new 

tales of All Hallows' Eve! Blood flows and bodies rot in the swamp.  And the tortured spirit of Victor 

Crowley con1nues to dole out brutal violent retribu1on upon those that dare to enter his domain. 

This 1me of year the spirits of the dead are close and they return from Purgatory to try to take back 

some measure of vengeance!  Join a host of horror writers and ar1sts as we deliver a dose of 

glorious over-the-top horror that will get your Halloween off to a great start!  Victor Crowley's 

Hatchet Halloween III comes with three cover edi1ons - Main "The Dead Rise" by Roy Allan Mar1nez 

(Zorro Swords of Hell), "Jack's Back" Variant by Richard Bonk (Hatchet), and "Don't Lose Your Head" 

cover by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). (STL198299) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241222 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN III #1 CVR B JACKS BACK (MR 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Rich Bonk 



It's back…the annual Halloween event of the year!  Return to Honey Island Swamp with three new 

tales of All Hallows' Eve! Blood flows and bodies rot in the swamp.  And the tortured spirit of Victor 

Crowley con1nues to dole out brutal violent retribu1on upon those that dare to enter his domain. 

This 1me of year the spirits of the dead are close and they return from Purgatory to try to take back 

some measure of vengeance!  Join a host of horror writers and ar1sts as we deliver a dose of 

glorious over-the-top horror that will get your Halloween off to a great start!  Victor Crowley's 

Hatchet Halloween III comes with three cover edi1ons - Main "The Dead Rise" by Roy Allan Mar1nez 

(Zorro Swords of Hell), "Jack's Back" Variant by Richard Bonk (Hatchet), and "Don't Lose Your Head" 

cover by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). (STL198310) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241223 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN III #1 CVR C LOST YOUR HEAD 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Puis Calzada 

It's back…the annual Halloween event of the year!  Return to Honey Island Swamp with three new 

tales of All Hallows' Eve! Blood flows and bodies rot in the swamp.  And the tortured spirit of Victor 

Crowley con1nues to dole out brutal violent retribu1on upon those that dare to enter his domain. 

This 1me of year the spirits of the dead are close and they return from Purgatory to try to take back 

some measure of vengeance!  Join a host of horror writers and ar1sts as we deliver a dose of 

glorious over-the-top horror that will get your Halloween off to a great start!  Victor Crowley's 

Hatchet Halloween III comes with three cover edi1ons - Main "The Dead Rise" by Roy Allan Mar1nez 

(Zorro Swords of Hell), "Jack's Back" Variant by Richard Bonk (Hatchet), and "Don't Lose Your Head" 

cover by Puis Calzada (Hatchet). (STL198313) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241224 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN III #1 CVR E CENTURY 100 CO 

(W) James Kuhoric & Various (A) Puis Calzada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

Only 100 copies exist of this ghostly Century Edi1on! (STL224565) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241225 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES IV #1 CVR A (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 



It's baaaaack!  The annual Victor Crowley Halloween bloodbath is here!  And this year it is bigger, 

bolder, and bloodier than ever!  We start with our biggest announcement yet - this is a whopping 

cover to cover horror extravaganza!  No ads!  Just pure Hatchet Halloween horror from start to finish!  

No other comics give you that much gore!  And by special demand - this year's stories will be 

introduced by the ghosts of vic1ms past!  Who will you see?  Jack Cracker?  Ben?  Samson?  Reverend 

Zomibe?  Maybe even Bob?  There's only one way to find out!  Ask your local comics retailer to 

reserve a copy of this year's Hatchet Halloween Tales and sit back with three brand new over-the-top 

stories of terror!  This issue comes with four covers - Main "Get Some" cover by the one and only Roy 

Allan Mar1nez, "Trick or Treat" cover by The Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, "Story1me" 

cover by Jason Craig, and a special 350 copy limited edi1on Black & White virgin art cover! 

(STL238482) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241226 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES IV #1 CVR B (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Buz Hasson, Ken Haeser 

It's baaaaack!  The annual Victor Crowley Halloween bloodbath is here!  And this year it is bigger, 

bolder, and bloodier than ever!  We start with our biggest announcement yet - this is a whopping 

cover to cover horror extravaganza!  No ads!  Just pure Hatchet Halloween horror from start to finish!  

No other comics give you that much gore!  And by special demand - this year's stories will be 

introduced by the ghosts of vic1ms past!  Who will you see?  Jack Cracker?  Ben?  Samson?  Reverend 

Zomibe?  Maybe even Bob?  There's only one way to find out!  Ask your local comics retailer to 

reserve a copy of this year's Hatchet Halloween Tales and sit back with three brand new over-the-top 

stories of terror!  This issue comes with four covers - Main "Get Some" cover by the one and only Roy 

Allan Mar1nez, "Trick or Treat" cover by The Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, "Story1me" 

cover by Jason Craig, and a special 350 copy limited edi1on Black & White virgin art cover! 

(STL238488) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241227 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEY HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES IV #1 CVR C (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Jason Craig 

It's baaaaack!  The annual Victor Crowley Halloween bloodbath is here!  And this year it is bigger, 

bolder, and bloodier than ever!  We start with our biggest announcement yet - this is a whopping 

cover to cover horror extravaganza!  No ads!  Just pure Hatchet Halloween horror from start to finish!  

No other comics give you that much gore!  And by special demand - this year's stories will be 

introduced by the ghosts of vic1ms past!  Who will you see?  Jack Cracker?  Ben?  Samson?  Reverend 

Zomibe?  Maybe even Bob?  There's only one way to find out!  Ask your local comics retailer to 



reserve a copy of this year's Hatchet Halloween Tales and sit back with three brand new over-the-top 

stories of terror!  This issue comes with four covers - Main "Get Some" cover by the one and only Roy 

Allan Mar1nez, "Trick or Treat" cover by The Corpse Crew - Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser, "Story1me" 

cover by Jason Craig, and a special 350 copy limited edi1on Black & White virgin art cover! 

(STL238489) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241228 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES V #1 CVR A MARTINEZ  

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

The midnight hour is close at hand! Everyone's favorite slasher is back with brand-new terrifying 

bloody tales of Halloween to enjoy this holiday season. This year's issue is the biggest yet! Three new 

frightening tales narrated by the dismembered vic1ms of Victor Crowley. Join us for an issue packed 

with comics, extras, and Halloween horror from start to finish! This is more gore for your buck than 

any other comic book! Spend Halloween in Honey Island Swamp this year and watch out for Victor 

Crowley! (STL287810) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241229 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES V #1 CVR B CALZADA ( 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Puis Calzada 

The midnight hour is close at hand! Everyone's favorite slasher is back with brand-new terrifying 

bloody tales of Halloween to enjoy this holiday season. This year's issue is the biggest yet! Three new 

frightening tales narrated by the dismembered vic1ms of Victor Crowley. Join us for an issue packed 

with comics, extras, and Halloween horror from start to finish! This is more gore for your buck than 

any other comic book! Spend Halloween in Honey Island Swamp this year and watch out for Victor 

Crowley! (STL287811) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241230 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES V #1 CVR C HASSON (M 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Buz Hasson 



The midnight hour is close at hand! Everyone's favorite slasher is back with brand-new terrifying 

bloody tales of Halloween to enjoy this holiday season. This year's issue is the biggest yet! Three new 

frightening tales narrated by the dismembered vic1ms of Victor Crowley. Join us for an issue packed 

with comics, extras, and Halloween horror from start to finish! This is more gore for your buck than 

any other comic book! Spend Halloween in Honey Island Swamp this year and watch out for Victor 

Crowley! (STL287812) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241231 

O/A VICTOR CROWLEYS HATCHET HALLOWEEN TALES V #1 CVR D LTD ED (M 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Ev Cantada & Various (CA) Buz Hasson 

This edi1on is limited to just 350 copies and features the beau1ful Black & White virgin cover art by 

the amazing Roy Allan Mar1nez!  Have it slabbed by your favorite grading company! (STL287813) (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241232 

MONSTER TAG TEAM VOL 2 #1 BOOGEYMAN VS SCARECROW CVR D 1/100 

(W) S.A. Check (A/CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

The Century edi1on is the rarest of the rare! Only 100 printed making this the perfect book to slab 

with your favorite grading company! (STL319233) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241233 

ROBONIC STOOGES SATURDAY MORNING CARTOONS #1 CVR E 1/100 CEN 

(W) S.A. Check & Various (A) Brendon Fraim, Brian Fraim (CA)  Photo 

The Century edi1on is the rarest of the rare! Only 100 printed making this the perfect book to slab 

with your favorite grading company! (STL319262) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241234 

THE GUNHAND #2 CVR A PLOG (C: 0-0-1) 



(W) Marty Grosser, MaThew Plog (CA) MaThew Plog 

With the chaos and dangers of New York City behind him, Frankenstein's monster, now iden1fying as 

"Victor Caine", begins his journey of discovery and vengeance, descending into the pastoral lands of 

Pennsylvania. There, among the Amish seTlers he encounters on his way, Victor finds fellowship and 

a sense of community he has never known before. But when masked riders strike in the dead of 

night, intent on driving these peaceful folk from their land, Victor has liTle 1me to react when a 

supernatural juggernaut is unleashed upon the raiders, and the body-count rises! As the mayhem 

unfolds, the strange guardian begins to blur the lines between the guilty and the innocent… and only 

the unsteady arm of The GunHAND can bring the situa1on under control! The saga of The GunHAND 

con1nues from PREVIEWS Editor Marty Grosser and master illustrator MaThew Plog (Kent Menace, 

BaTletech Game Series)! Covers by MaThew Plog and guest ar1st Barry McClain, Jr. (Billy the Kit)! 

(STL294532) (C: 0-0-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231626) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241235 

THE GUNHAND #2 CVR B MCCLAIN JR (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Marty Grosser, MaThew Plog (CA) Barry McClain Jr 

Leaving behind the chaos and dangers of New York City circa 1888, the Frankenstein monster, know 

iden1fying as "Victor Caine", begins his journey of discovery and vengeance, descending into the 

pastoral lands of Pennsylvania. There, among the Amish seTlers he encounters along his way, Victor 

finds fellowship and a sense of community he has never known before. But when masked riders 

strike in the dead of night, intent on driving these peaceful folk from their land through threats and 

violence, Victor has liTle 1me to react when a supernatural juggernaut is unleashed upon the 

raiders, and the body-count rises! As the mayhem unfolds, the strange guardian begins to blur the 

lines between the guilty and the innocent… and only the unsteady arm of The GunHAND can possibly 

bring the situa1on under control! The saga of The GunHAND con1nues from PREVIEWS Editor Marty 

Grosser and master illustrator MaThew Plog (Kent Menace, BaTletech Game Series)! (STL294533) (C: 

0-0-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231627) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241236 

O/A BLOODY PARTS #1 CVR A MARTINEZ (MR) 

(W) Konstan1ne Paradias, James Kuhoric (A) Ev Cantada (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

Did you ever want to change everything about you?  Quinn is the perfect subject: unhappy with their 

body's limita1ons, addicted to prosthe1cs. They would do anything to become perfect...and Doctor 

Torossian, head of Trabeal's Project CHANGELING, is about to oblige. So, get ready for a bloody tale 

of sci-fi-themed carnage and cyberne1cally assisted psychosis, in full living color!  This incredible 



story is about to open up into a whole new world when the long-lost hero Agent '79 is called out of 

re1rement to try to stop Quinn's rampage.  It's old school vs new school when an obsolete relic has 

to stop a cu]ng-edge nightmare!  "Parts" was originally serialized in American Mythology Monsters. 

This issue is fully colored for the first 1me and includes a brand-new chapter! (STL266733) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241237 

O/A BLOODY PARTS #1 CVR B CANTADA (MR) 

(W) Konstan1ne Paradias, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Ev Cantada 

Did you ever want to change everything about you?  Quinn is the perfect subject: unhappy with their 

body's limita1ons, addicted to prosthe1cs. They would do anything to become perfect...and Doctor 

Torossian, head of Trabeal's Project CHANGELING, is about to oblige. So, get ready for a bloody tale 

of sci-fi-themed carnage and cyberne1cally assisted psychosis, in full living color!  This incredible 

story is about to open up into a whole new world when the long-lost hero Agent '79 is called out of 

re1rement to try to stop Quinn's rampage.  It's old school vs new school when an obsolete relic has 

to stop a cu]ng-edge nightmare!  "Parts" was originally serialized in American Mythology Monsters. 

This issue is fully colored for the first 1me and includes a brand-new chapter! (STL266736) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241238 

O/A BLOODY PARTS #1 CVR C MARTINEZ B&W LTD VIRGIN 1/350 (MR) 

(W) Konstan1ne Paradias, James Kuhoric (A) Ev Cantada (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

This is the beau1ful black & white virgin art presenta1on 350 copy limited edi1on of Roy Alan 

Mar1nez's incredible artwork!  Get it graded before its too late! (STL266737) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241239 

O/A BLOODY PARTS #1 CVR D AGENT 79 PREMIERE (MR) 

(W) Konstan1ne Paradias, James Kuhoric (A) Ev Cantada (CA) Gerardo Gambone 

The extremely limited Agent '79 premiere design cover edi1on was limited to just 350 copies printed! 

This is available while supplies last - alloca1ons may occur. (STL295702) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241240 

O/A TWO GUN TERROR #1 CVR A CRAIG 

(W) Konstan1ne Paradias & Various (A) Jason Craig & Various (CA) Jason Craig 

Skeletal outlaws!  Demonic coachmen!  Quick drawing masked monsters!  Step back in 1me with us 

to the haunted Old West where the monsters aren't just the outlaws.  Three new terrifying tales of 

two-gun jus1ce and creature carnage are on tap told in glorious stark black & white!  G.O. Parsons 

(writer of the Willy's Wonderland Movie) and Jason Craig (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) deliver a devil's 

bargain that will leave you dying for more in "The Coachman".  Strap on your spurs and load the 

silver bullets - these stories are going to leave scars!  Available with three covers - Main by Jason 

Craig, Demons by The Corpse Crew (Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser), and a special Dead Sheriff cover by 

Buz Hasson! (STL231828) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, B&W           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241241 

O/A TWO GUN TERROR #1 CVR B DEMONS HAESER & HASSON 

(W) Konstan1ne Paradias & Various (A) Jason Craig & Various (CA) Ken Haeser, Buz Hasson 

Skeletal outlaws!  Demonic coachmen!  Quick drawing masked monsters!  Step back in 1me with us 

to the haunted Old West where the monsters aren't just the outlaws.  Three new terrifying tales of 

two-gun jus1ce and creature carnage are on tap told in glorious stark black & white!  G.O. Parsons 

(writer of the Willy's Wonderland Movie) and Jason Craig (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) deliver a devil's 

bargain that will leave you dying for more in "The Coachman".  Strap on your spurs and load the 

silver bullets - these stories are going to leave scars!  Available with three covers - Main by Jason 

Craig, Demons by The Corpse Crew (Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser), and a special Dead Sheriff cover by 

Buz Hasson! (STL231829) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, B&W           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241242 

O/A TWO GUN TERROR #1 CVR C DEAD SHERIFF HASSON 

(W) Konstan1ne Paradias & Various (A) Jason Craig & Various (CA) Buz Hasson 

Skeletal outlaws!  Demonic coachmen!  Quick drawing masked monsters!  Step back in 1me with us 

to the haunted Old West where the monsters aren't just the outlaws.  Three new terrifying tales of 

two-gun jus1ce and creature carnage are on tap told in glorious stark black & white!  G.O. Parsons 

(writer of the Willy's Wonderland Movie) and Jason Craig (Freddy vs Jason vs Ash) deliver a devil's 

bargain that will leave you dying for more in "The Coachman".  Strap on your spurs and load the 

silver bullets - these stories are going to leave scars!  Available with three covers - Main by Jason 



Craig, Demons by The Corpse Crew (Buz Hasson & Ken Haeser), and a special Dead Sheriff cover by 

Buz Hasson! (STL231830) 

SC, 7x10, 32pgs, B&W           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241243 

PULP CREATURES READER PACK (6 ISSUES) 

Step into a creepy world of terror and doom with six issues of classic monsters pulp!  Covers are 

random fill. (STL319679 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR241244 

SIGNED LEGEND FELL READER PACK (3 ISSUES) 

Introduce yourself to the world of Legend Fell with a an awesome reader pack of the 3 fantasy epic 

story issues of Legend Fell! Issue #1 is signed by series creator and writer S.A. Check!  Covers are 

random fill. (STL319683 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241245 

VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #3 CVR A MARTINEZ (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

This summer - blood is in the air! And on the floor! And on the ceiling! With the movie's wrap party 

just around the corner, tensions are hea1ng up around Valen1ne Bluffs - and the body count is rising! 

The legend of miner turned serial killer Harry Warden lives on in this small town, where memories 

and scars run as deep as the abandoned mines below them. Can TJ and Sarah guess who the man 

behind the respirator is in 1me? Or is there another Valen1ne's Day massacre on the horizon? With 

more suspects than you can shake a pick-axe at, the true killer could be anywhere! Sleep 1ght and 

hold onto your heart - the bloodshed is just ge]ng ready to start! (STL319206) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241246 

VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #3 CVR B PHOTO (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA)  Photo 

This summer - blood is in the air! And on the floor! And on the ceiling! With the movie's wrap party 

just around the corner, tensions are hea1ng up around Valen1ne Bluffs - and the body count is rising! 



The legend of miner turned serial killer Harry Warden lives on in this small town, where memories 

and scars run as deep as the abandoned mines below them. Can TJ and Sarah guess who the man 

behind the respirator is in 1me? Or is there another Valen1ne's Day massacre on the horizon? With 

more suspects than you can shake a pick-axe at, the true killer could be anywhere! Sleep 1ght and 

hold onto your heart - the bloodshed is just ge]ng ready to start! (STL319207) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241247 

VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #3 CVR C CALZADA (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA) Puis Calzada 

This summer - blood is in the air! And on the floor! And on the ceiling! With the movie's wrap party 

just around the corner, tensions are hea1ng up around Valen1ne Bluffs - and the body count is rising! 

The legend of miner turned serial killer Harry Warden lives on in this small town, where memories 

and scars run as deep as the abandoned mines below them. Can TJ and Sarah guess who the man 

behind the respirator is in 1me? Or is there another Valen1ne's Day massacre on the horizon? With 

more suspects than you can shake a pick-axe at, the true killer could be anywhere! Sleep 1ght and 

hold onto your heart - the bloodshed is just ge]ng ready to start! (STL319208) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241248 

VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #3 CVR D HASSON (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA) Buz Hasson 

This summer - blood is in the air! And on the floor! And on the ceiling! With the movie's wrap party 

just around the corner, tensions are hea1ng up around Valen1ne Bluffs - and the body count is rising! 

The legend of miner turned serial killer Harry Warden lives on in this small town, where memories 

and scars run as deep as the abandoned mines below them. Can TJ and Sarah guess who the man 

behind the respirator is in 1me? Or is there another Valen1ne's Day massacre on the horizon? With 

more suspects than you can shake a pick-axe at, the true killer could be anywhere! Sleep 1ght and 

hold onto your heart - the bloodshed is just ge]ng ready to start! (STL319209) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241249 

VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #3 CVR E LTD ED B&W VIRGIN ART (MR 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 



Only 350 printed! Get this limited edi1on black & white virgin art cover slabbed by your favorite 

grading company. (STL319210) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241250 

O/A VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #1 CVR A MARTINEZ (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

The 1981 slasher classic comes to comics with brand-new bloody stories for the first 1me! Love isn't 

the only thing flowing, as the town of Valen1ne Bluffs invites you back for another bloody good 1me! 

It's the cult-classic slasher smash hit straight from the 1980's - My Bloody Valen1ne! Just when you 

thought it was safe to go back in the mines! Harry Warden turned Valen1ne's Day into one town's 

personal nightmare with a hand on his pick axe and a heart full of revenge. Now, the terror has 

returned, and the body count is rising! There's more than one way to lose your heart! Roses are Red - 

Don't End Up Dead - this February! (STL303393) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241251 

O/A VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #1 CVR B MOVIE PHOTO (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA)  Photo 

The 1981 slasher classic comes to comics with brand-new bloody stories for the first 1me! Love isn't 

the only thing flowing, as the town of Valen1ne Bluffs invites you back for another bloody good 1me! 

It's the cult-classic slasher smash hit straight from the 1980's - My Bloody Valen1ne! Just when you 

thought it was safe to go back in the mines! Harry Warden turned Valen1ne's Day into one town's 

personal nightmare with a hand on his pick axe and a heart full of revenge. Now, the terror has 

returned, and the body count is rising! There's more than one way to lose your heart! Roses are Red - 

Don't End Up Dead - this February! (STL303394) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241252 

O/A VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #1 CVR C ARCARI (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A/CA) Andrea Arcari 

The 1981 slasher classic comes to comics with brand-new bloody stories for the first 1me! Love isn't 

the only thing flowing, as the town of Valen1ne Bluffs invites you back for another bloody good 1me! 



It's the cult-classic slasher smash hit straight from the 1980's - My Bloody Valen1ne! Just when you 

thought it was safe to go back in the mines! Harry Warden turned Valen1ne's Day into one town's 

personal nightmare with a hand on his pick axe and a heart full of revenge. Now, the terror has 

returned, and the body count is rising! There's more than one way to lose your heart! Roses are Red - 

Don't End Up Dead - this February! (STL303395) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241253 

O/A VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #1 CVR D HASSON (MR) 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA) Buz Hasson 

The 1981 slasher classic comes to comics with brand-new bloody stories for the first 1me! Love isn't 

the only thing flowing, as the town of Valen1ne Bluffs invites you back for another bloody good 1me! 

It's the cult-classic slasher smash hit straight from the 1980's - My Bloody Valen1ne! Just when you 

thought it was safe to go back in the mines! Harry Warden turned Valen1ne's Day into one town's 

personal nightmare with a hand on his pick axe and a heart full of revenge. Now, the terror has 

returned, and the body count is rising! There's more than one way to lose your heart! Roses are Red - 

Don't End Up Dead - this February! (STL303396) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241254 

O/A VALENTINE BLUFFS MASSACRE #1 CVR E LTD ED B&W VIRGIN ART (MR 

(W) S.A. Check, James Kuhoric (A) Andrea Arcari (CA) Roy Allen Mar1nez 

Only 350 printed! Get this limited edi1on black & white virgin art cover slabbed by your favorite 

grading company. (STL303397) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241255 

RISE FROM THE DEAD READER PACK (4 ISSUES) 

Four issues of zombie ac1on! Get complete stories - complete arc or one shots of creepy crawling 

ghouls clawing their way from the grave to your comic shop! (STL319264) 

FC           SRP: $21.99 

 



APR241256 

FLORIDA MAN READER FOC COVERS PACK (3 ISSUES) 

The very hard to find FOC covers!  All three issues of the wild and crazy Florida Man series in a single 

pack! (STL319681 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

ANTARCTIC PRESS 

 

APR241257 

WINNIE THE POOH DEMON HUNTER #1 (OF 4) CVR A MUELLER (C: 0-0 

(W/A/CA) Nicholas Mueller 

TALKING BEAR FIGHTS DEMONIC FORCES! 

LOVABLE COMPANION AND LETHAL COMBATANT ALL IN ONE! 

Deep in the 100 Acre Woods, Christopher Robin and his good friend Pooh Bear protect the land from 

demonic threats, but what happens when Piglet disappears?  Can they find him before it's too late? 

(STL317476) (C: 0-0-1) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241258 

WINNIE THE POOH DEMON HUNTER #1 (OF 4) CVR B KELSEY SHANNON  

(W/A) Nicholas Mueller (CA) Kelsey Shannon 

TALKING BEAR FIGHTS DEMONIC FORCES! 

LOVABLE COMPANION AND LETHAL COMBATANT ALL IN ONE! 

Deep in the 100 Acre Woods, Christopher Robin and his good friend Pooh Bear protect the land from 

demonic threats, but what happens when Piglet disappears?  Can they find him before it's too late?  

Prepare to see a Bear of Very LiTle Pa1ence fight demons with a chainsaw! 

Guest ar1st Kelsey Shannon delivers!  Hunt down your own copy of this slash-tacular variant today-

no supernatural combat required! 

OH BOTHER! (STL317477) (C: 0-0-1) 

40pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241259 

CRITTER #3 CVR A SOUSA & DI NAPOLI 



(W) Tom Hutchinson (A) Fico Ossip (CA) Narcelio Sousa, Ylenia Di Napoli 

AP SUPERVERSE TITLE! 

 

SECOND-BEST SUPERHERO'S THIRD ISSUE! 

 

VIOLENCE EMERGES FROM THE PACIFIC! 

 

Tidepool rises from the depths, causing chaos in Southern California!  CriTer is on the way to help 

the local superheroes defend the shores, but more than one interrup1on is keeping her from being 

on 1me! (STL317469) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241260 

CRITTER #3 CVR B MASCARA VAR (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Tom Hutchinson (A) Fico Ossip (CA) Jason Hehir, Gat Melvyn 

AP SUPERVERSE TITLE! 

 

SECOND-BEST SUPERHERO'S THIRD ISSUE! 

 

VIOLENCE EMERGES FROM THE PACIFIC! 

 

Tidepool rises from the depths, causing chaos in Southern California!  CriTer is on the way to help 

the local superheroes defend the shores, but more than one interrup1on is keeping her from being 

on 1me! 

 

Get ready to lash out for this eye-opening variant cover featuring one of CriTer's more fetching foes, 

the mesmerizing Mascara!  She won't run, but you might want to-to your local retailer to reserve 

your copy now! (STL317470) (C: 0-0-1) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241261 

NINJA HIGH SCHOOL #195 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ben Dunn, Alfred Perez (A) Ben Dunn 



THE GODFATHER OF AMERICAN MANGA'S SEMINAL SERIES! 

 

FAMILY REUNION COULD SPELL DISASTER! 

 

Family maTers explode as Saki's grandmother finally locates her granddaughter in Pootville, bringing 

Saki news from home that could change NHS forever! (STL317473) (C: 0-1-1) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241262 

NINJAS VS ALIENS TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Ben Dunn, Jim Felker (A) Ben Dunn 

Life isn't easy for young Orion.  The conflict between his powerful home world of Salusia and its long-

1me enemy, the Zardon forces, is over, but now he has to adjust to….high school on Earth!  A pushy-

but-affec1onate ninja, a haughty Zardon beauty, and a lovely, soul-sucking demon are only the start 

of his troubles! (STL317475) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241263 

PLANET COMICS #29 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A/CA) David Broughton 

SPACE-FARING SHAMAN VS. DEMONIC ALIENS! 

 

Captured by the Shaman elite, Shaman Kane has been taken to Cubular Khan, home of the Shaman 

order.  Accused of alleged crimes by unknown forces, will Kane forfeit his life?  It's Shaman Kane vs. 

the Demon Drones of Demonicus in a full-length adventure! (STL317474) (C: 0-0-1) 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241264 

FREAKIER THAN NORMAL #2 (OF 4) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Francisco Balbuena (A) Maximo Montero (CA) Yonson Carbonell 

DIGITAL DREAMS VS. ANALOG REALITY! 

 

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR! 



 

AVer escaping from the alien ship, Mia prepares to use her powers against crime, while Jixel tries to 

keep everything a secret so the situa1on doesn't get worse. (STL317471) (C: 0-1-1) 

48pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241265 

FURRLOUGH #195 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Various (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Holly Daughtrey 

SEMI-AQUATIC EGG-LAYING MAMMALS OF ACTION! 

 

COMICS' LONGEST-RUNNING ANTHROPOMORPHIC  TITLE! 

 

30+ (HUMAN) YEARS AND STILL GOING STRONG! 

 

"Radioac1ve Samurai Platypi" (Kevin Given, Rafael Lanhllas), "Blinth" (Jason Dube, Noel Serrato). 

 

"Radioac1ve Samurai Platypi" (Kevin Given, Rafael Lanhllas): Four mere monotremes are exposed to 

alien radia1on, becoming space warriors!  "Blinth" (Jason Dube, Noel Serrato): The origin story of 

Hades and her heartbreaking awakening into The Dark.  How does an innocent find herself at the 

center of a tormen1ng love triangle with Lucifer and Blinth? (STL317472) (C: 0-1-1) 

32pgs, B&W           SRP: $4.99 

 

ANDREWS MCMEEL 

 

APR241266 

PECULIAR WOODS GN VOL 02 MYSTERY OF INTELLIGENTS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Andres J Colmenares 

Iggie and friends are back in this second book in the exci1ng Peculiar Woods series—and not a 

moment too soon! Iggie's friend, the curmudgeonly chair Boris, has been kidnapped and taken to the 

mysterious underground prison beneath the school. With help from Angie, his courageous neighbor 

and friend, Iggie sets out to rescue Boris but quickly gets caught up in a new series of adventures. 

Ques1ons abound: Who are the mysterious "Intelligents" they keep hearing about? What—or who—

caused the nearby town to flood? And could the same thing happen to Peculiar Woods? (STL314377) 

(C: 0-1-0) 



SC, 6x9, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241267 

PECULIAR WOODS HC GN VOL 02 MYSTERY OF INTELLIGENTS (C: 0-1- 

(W/A) Andres J Colmenares 

Iggie and friends are back in this second book in the exci1ng Peculiar Woods series—and not a 

moment too soon! Iggie's friend, the curmudgeonly chair Boris, has been kidnapped and taken to the 

mysterious underground prison beneath the school. With help from Angie, his courageous neighbor 

and friend, Iggie sets out to rescue Boris but quickly gets caught up in a new series of adventures. 

Ques1ons abound: Who are the mysterious "Intelligents" they keep hearing about? What—or who—

caused the nearby town to flood? And could the same thing happen to Peculiar Woods? (STL314378) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR241268 

SLICE OF MALLOW HC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Adam Foreman 

Slice of Mallow is a funny and delighPul graphic novel with three bite-sized stories! Meet Mallow—

he's an excitable yet pessimis1c marshmallow in a big world. In this laugh-out-loud funny graphic 

novel, Mallow goes on three fun, slice-of-life adventures with his friends Pizza, Ghost, Potato, and 

Doughnut. With bold, colorful art and three bite-sized chapters, this graphic novel based on a 

popular webcomic will appeal to fans of SpongeBob Squarepants, Adventure Time, and Pizza and 

Taco. (STL314379) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241269 

TIME BUDDIES GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) MaThew Cody & Various (A) Chad Thomas 

Buckle up your chrono-belt and get ready to explore another dimension of the Cat Ninja story! Time 

Buddies is a history-smashing, humor-packed new graphic novel from Epic Originals! When Hoot, an 

adorable, impulsive owlet from the future, meets Bentley, a studious, rule-following kid from the 

present, neither one quite fits into their own 1me. But with the accidental click of a sparkly buTon 

(or is it a snazzy one?), the two are off on an adventure that winds through ancient Egypt, the Wild 

West, and even the Renaissance! (STL315568) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241270 



TIME BUDDIES HC GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) MaThew Cody & Various (A) Chad Thomas 

Buckle up your chrono-belt and get ready to explore another dimension of the Cat Ninja story! Time 

Buddies is a history-smashing, humor-packed new graphic novel from Epic Originals! When Hoot, an 

adorable, impulsive owlet from the future, meets Bentley, a studious, rule-following kid from the 

present, neither one quite fits into their own 1me. But with the accidental click of a sparkly buTon 

(or is it a snazzy one?), the two are off on an adventure that winds through ancient Egypt, the Wild 

West, and even the Renaissance! (STL315569) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR241271 

ALEX ROSS MARVEL SUPER VILLAINS MURAL 2025 WALL CAL (C: 0-1- 

Unfolding to 6 V. wide x 2 V. tall, this oversized wall calendar features a mural of 37 Marvel Comics 

Super-Villains painted by renowned comics ar1st Alex Ross. (STL314309) (C: 0-1-2) 

Mural Calendar, 72x24, 2pgs, FC           SRP: $26.99 

 

APR241272 

LEGEND OF ZELDA TEARS OF THE KINGDOM 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C:  

 (STL316024) (C: 0-1-2) 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR241273 

MARVEL CLASSIC BLACK LIGHT 2025 POSTER CAL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Roy Thomas (A) Jack Kirby, Gene Colan 

Printed in fluorescent inks on high-quality paper, this calendar features 12 reproduc1ons of the 

original Marvel black light posters, first published in 1971 by Marvel Comics and The Third Eye, Inc. 

(STL314310) (C: 0-1-2) 

Wall Calendar, 11x17, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $26.99 

 

APR241274 

MARVEL THOMAS KINKADE 2025 WALL CAL (C: 0-1-0) 

 (STL316023) (C: 0-1-0) 

Wall Calendar, SC, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 



APR241275 

MARVEL VALUE STAMP 2025 DAY TO DAY CAL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Roy Thomas (A) Jack Kirby, Gene Colan 

 (STL317529) (C: 0-1-2) 

Boxed Calendar, 6x5, 740pgs, PC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241276 

MIGHTY MARVEL 2025 WALL CAL REISSUE 1975 CAL (C: 0-1-0) 

(A) John Romita Sr., Jack Kirby 

Spiral-bound and printed on sturdy cardstock, the Mighty Marvel 2025 Calendar is the first ever 

reissue of the classic 1975 calendar, which featured original art by legendary Marvel Comics ar1sts, 

including Jack Kirby, John Buscema, John Romita Sr., and others. (STL314312) (C: 0-1-0) 

Wall Calendar, HC, 12x12, 26pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241277 

POKEMON 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 0-1-1) 

 (STL314313) (C: 0-1-1) 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

ASPEN MLT INC 

 

APR241278 

O/A ASPEN VISIONS FATHOM SPINNING OUR FATE #1 CVR A MARIA 

(W) Blake NorthcoT (A/CA) Michael Sta. Maria 

In the tradi1on of DC's Elseworlds and Marvel's "What If?" classic stories comes Aspen's most mind-

bending concept ever-ASPEN VISIONS!  

The second thrilling chapter con1nues here as part of a special three part mini-series spanning across 

Aspen's most popular 1tles-Fathom, Soulfire and Execu1ve Assistant Iris! Just how does Execu1ve 

Assistant Iris encounter Fathom's preeminent heroine, Aspen MaThews, for the first 1me ever-and 

how does it all take place in the Victorian Era?! You'll have to discover for yourself in the pages of this 

second of a three-part event in the pulse-pounding launch of the all-new ASPEN VISIONS line of 

books that will shaTer everything you know about Aspen's most popular characters! (STL108491) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR241279 

O/A ASPEN VISIONS SOULFIRE HEART OF ETERNITY #1 CVR B GUNNELL 

(W) Blake NorthcoT (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Micah Gunnell 

In the tradi1on of DC's Elseworlds and Marvel's "What If?" classic stories comes Aspen's most mind-

bending concept ever-ASPEN VISIONS!  

The third chapter and CONCLUSION to the special three part mini-series spanning across Aspen's 

most popular 1tles-Fathom, Soulfire and Execu1ve Assistant Iris!  

The se]ng switches to The Soulfire Universe, as the eco-war monger, Nestor, con1nues to put all of 

humanity in his crosshairs in his quest to save the dragons! Aspen MaThews and Execu1ve Assistant 

Iris aTempt to thwart his plan far in the future, but several magical challenges stand in their way! 

The all-new ASPEN VISIONS line of books will shaTer everything you know abou (STL111234) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241280 

ASPEN MASCOTS TP VOL 01 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Joie Foster,  Various 

Aspen Comics' most popular mascots, criTers and creatures star in this all in one jam-packed comic, 

coloring and ac1vity book!  

Join Wormier, a fearless millipede, along with his lovable sidekick Griff, as they plot to go back in 1me 

in order to reverse the destruc1on of his worm village! Along the way, the pair will discover different 

eras, allies-and enemies! Plus, with over 5 incredible bonus stories, readers and fans alike will be able 

to color in the fun with added puzzles, exci1ng ac1vi1es and a whole lot more! (STL104091) 

(DEC181633) 

SC, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241281 

O/A ASPEN UNIVERSE REVELATIONS TP 

(W) Joshua Hale Fialkov, J. T. Krul (A) Jordan Gunderson 

The most groundbreaking event in Aspen Comics' history collected!!! 

For over thirteen years, devoted Aspen Comics fans clamored for something special...something 

unique...something...UNIMAGINABLE! Aspen Comics answered the call for loyal fans and new 

readers alike with ASPEN UNIVERSE: REVELATIONS. 

Legendary creator Michael Turner's two greatest crea1ons, FATHOM and SOULFIRE, united for the 

first 1me as one in this crossover story so massive in scope, it forged a BRAND NEW ASPEN UNIVERSE 

in the process! A magical being of unimaginable might has destroyed the world as they knew it, and 

it remains up to Soulfire's magical bearer of the light, Malikai, along with Fathom's preeminent 



heroine, Aspen MaThews, to try and restore order and peace to a world decimated by the 

malevolent power of dark magic! 

From the mind of Harvey, Eisner and Emmy Award nominated writer Joshua Hale Fialkov and New 

York Times Best-Selling author J.T. Krul, along with the amazing art abili1es of Jordan Gunderson and 

Peter Steigerwald, comes this world-shaTering crossover series event that set the stage for all future 

Aspen Comics 1tles to come! (STL033420) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241282 

O/A ASPEN UNIVERSE DECIMATION TP VOL 01 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Marco Renna 

The 1me for Revela1ons has ended. The 1me for Decima1on has begun…  

Following the groundbreaking events of Aspen Universe: Revela1ons, the world of Aspen's pre-

eminent heroes is torn apart by a force far greater than any they have ever faced-the collec1ve might 

of Aspen's most powerful an1-heroines! Together, this super group of dark ladies have a plan so 

catastrophic for the future of the Aspen Universe, that NO character is safe from their clutches!  

From writer Vince Hernandez (Fathom: Kiani) with art by Marco Renna (Fathom) comes Aspen's 

deadliest crossover event ever!  

The long sold out Kiani volume 3 series is collected in its en1rety, including a comprehensive cover 

gallery and a whole lot more! (STL088724) 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241283 

O/A DAMSELS IN EXCESS TP VOL 01 

(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Mirka Andolfo 

Five realms. Five princesses. Zero men. 

In the land of the Five Realms, the existence of men has long since been evaporated from the hearts 

and minds of women. Princess Bethany--ruler of Evanfar, the largest and most prominent kingdom, 

finds herself at the center of a vast conspiracy that could not only threaten her kingdom-but also her 

life! Journey to a place where magic is abundant, unicorns and ferrets can command armies, and five 

women struggle to find balance-and power--in an ever-changing fairy tale world! 

Join creator Vince Hernandez and ar1st Mirka Andolfo as they present to you one of Aspen's most 

popular series, Damsels in Excess. Collected in its en1rety for the first 1me! (STL045912) 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241284 



O/A FOUR POINTS TP VOL 01 HORSEMEN 

(W) ScoT Lobdell (A) Jordan Gunderson 

They thought she was crazy, and locked her away from the rest of the world. Yet, following a family 

tragedy, Gia Soren1no has inherited an empire--and with it, the keys to unlocking some of the most 

unimaginable secrets of mankind. Together, with three other women who possess abili1es of 

inhuman nature, Gia embarks on a journey to discover the full poten1al of their collec1ve powers. 

But, along with the amazing comes the sinister, and some things that should have remained hidden--

including those that can threaten not only their existence, but the rest of the world as well! 

From acclaimed writer ScoT Lobdell and featuring artwork by rising superstar Jordan Gunderson, The 

Four Points vol 1 TPB: Horsemen features a complete cover gallery, series concept art, and a whole 

lot more! (STL003973) 

SC, 7x10, 132pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241285 

O/A PSYCHO BONKERS TP VOL 01 

Crack the speed barrier wide open with PSYCHO BONKERS! Join Shine, a young but unyielding 

teenage girl, as she races to find the true story behind the tragedy that wrecked her family and 

shaTered the sport of Bonk Racing to its core. Along with her trusted robot technician, Gabbo, and 

her sen1ent Bonk Racer car, Shiza, Shine will discover that learning the truth about her future is as 

dangerous as the tragic past she is trying to forget! Told in a series of legs within the race of all races-

the Super Bonk Rally, this thrilling series spans amazing landscapes and death-defying terrain, as 

these racers go PSYCHO BONKERS! Collec1ng together Aspen’s first full-length all-ages series in its 

en1rety, this amazing trade paperback includes a comprehensive cover gallery, concept art, and a 

whole lot more. Don’t miss out on the series that redefines what it means to go full throTle! 

(STK686849) 

SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241286 

SHRUGGED TP VOL 01 A LITTLE PERSPECTIVE 

(W) Frank Mastromauro, Michael Turner (A) Jason Gorder & Various (CA) Micah Gunnell, Jason 

Gorder 

Everyday we're faced with choices, with each decision affec1ng our life, our fate. But what if those 

choices affected more than that, like the fate of the universe? What if they already do? What would 

you choose? For every decision Theo makes, there is someone making the decisions for him — and 

all of us! Welcome to Perspecta, and the reasons behind your wildest thoughts and darkest desires. If 

you thought you knew anything about our world, think again! Collec1ng Shrugged Volume 1 in its 

en1rety, including the Preview and Beginnings issue, this collec1on is not to be missed. (STK384590) 

(NOV083796) 

236pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 



 

APR241287 

O/A SHRUGGED TP VOL 02 NEW THING TO FEAR 

(W) Frank Mastromauro (A) Jonathan Marks 

What are you afraid of? Theo and his friends are entering their final year of high school, and even 

though Ange and Dev are s1ll along for the ride, a host of new characters have joined in on the 

adventure! But, everything isn't all fun and games this 1me around as an evil force has also returned 

and is preparing to silence those voices inside their heads...permanently. If you thought you knew 

what fear was, you haven't seen anything yet! Brought to you by creator Frank Mastromauro, ar1st 

Jonathan Marks and colorist Beth Sotelo, this thrilling second volume in the Shrugged series includes 

a complete cover gallery and a whole lot more! (STL072908) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

ARCANA STUDIO 

 

APR241288 

O/A ULTRADUCK HC 

(W) Edgar Delgado (A) Omar Lozano (CA) Pedro Delgado 

Carlos, a regular duck living in the great city of Featherbay, just got dumped by his girlfriend, his life 

as a freelance do-it-all is going nowhere, and he must make some grown up decisions: to get a real 

job, get his girl back, and stop drinking. That is, un1l he gets super powers and becomes the only 

duck in the world who can stop a powerful creature who's destroying the city on a vengeful rampage, 

and an evil weapons manufacturing corpora1on who want his abili1es. (STL098332) 

HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $24.95 

 

ATHENEUM BOOKS 

 

APR241289 

MILES MORALES SUSPENDED SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Jason Reynolds (A) Zeke Pena 

Miles Morales is s1ll just your average teenager. He has unexpectedly become totally obsessed with 

poetry and can never seem to do much more than babble around his crush. Nothing too weird. Oh! 

Except, just yesterday, he used his spidey superpowers to save the world (no biggie) from an evil 

mastermind called The Warden. And the grand prize Miles gets for that is… Suspension. But what 

begins as a long boring day of in-school suspension is interrupted by a liTle bzzz in his mind. His 

spidey-sense is telling him there's something not quite right here, and soon he finds himself in a 

fierce baTle with an insidious… termite?! His unexpected foe is hiding a secret, one that could lead to 



the destruc1on of the world's history—especially Black and Brown history—and only Miles can stop 

him! (STL314373) (C: 0-1-0) 

Novel, SC, 6x9, 320pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

ATHENEUM BOOKS FOR YOUNG READE 

 

APR241290 

READY OR NOT GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Andi PorreTa 

With senior year finally behind them, Cassie and her three best friends are on their way to what's 

next. Like their parents, the crew has always been inseparable: there's Marcy, the ar1st, for whom 

style is self-expression and sarcasm is a love language; Aaron, the future lawyer, whose good humor 

balances out his compe11ve streak; Nico, the musician, whose flirta1ousness, obliviousness, and 

recent interest in a rising senior are becoming increasingly unbearable to Cassie; and of course, 

Cassie herself, the only one who doesn't have her future all figured out. This summer is their last 

chance to make memories together in New York City before everyone but Cassie scaTers across the 

globe for college—and she's determined to make the most of it. Her plan? They'll spend August 

playing the game of dares and risks they invented as kids! From adventurous to outrageous, these 

dares will definitely make for an unforgeTable summer. Even beTer, Cassie is hopeful they'll help the 

group stay friends no maTer what… because she is not ready for a future without them. (STL314375) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241291 

READY OR NOT HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Andi PorreTa 

With senior year finally behind them, Cassie and her three best friends are on their way to what's 

next. Like their parents, the crew has always been inseparable: there's Marcy, the ar1st, for whom 

style is self-expression and sarcasm is a love language; Aaron, the future lawyer, whose good humor 

balances out his compe11ve streak; Nico, the musician, whose flirta1ousness, obliviousness, and 

recent interest in a rising senior are becoming increasingly unbearable to Cassie; and of course, 

Cassie herself, the only one who doesn't have her future all figured out. This summer is their last 

chance to make memories together in New York City before everyone but Cassie scaTers across the 

globe for college—and she's determined to make the most of it. Her plan? They'll spend August 

playing the game of dares and risks they invented as kids! From adventurous to outrageous, these 

dares will definitely make for an unforgeTable summer. Even beTer, Cassie is hopeful they'll help the 

group stay friends no maTer what… because she is not ready for a future without them. (STL314376) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 



 

ATRIA BOOKS 

 

APR241292 

BOLDLY GO REFLECTIONS ON LIFE AWE & WONDER SC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) William Shatner 

Long before Gene Roddenberry put him on a starship to explore the galaxy, long before he actually 

did venture to space, William Shatner was gripped by his own quest for knowledge and meaning. 

Though his evenPul life has been nothing short of extraordinary, Shatner is s1ll never so thrilled as 

when he experiences something that inspires him to simply say, "Wow." Within these affec1ng, 

entertaining, and informa1ve essays, he demonstrates that astonishing possibili1es and true wonder 

are all around us. Shatner reflects on what he has learned along the way to his ninth decade and how 

important it is to apply the joy of explora1on to our own lives. InsighPul, irreverent, and with his 

signature wit and drama1c flair, Boldly Go is an unputdownable celebra1on of all that our miraculous 

universe holds for us. (STL315556) (C: 0-1-0) 

Biography, SC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W           SRP: $18.99 

 

AVATAR PRESS INC 

 

APR241293 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD DEATH VALLEY #3 NUDE VAR (MR) (C: 0 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

The first 1me available in Previews! Zombie Gore Nude cover.  Limited to 500 copies.  First Prin1ng. 

(STL318433) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241294 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD DEATH VALLEY #4 NUDE VAR (MR) (C: 0 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

The first 1me available in Previews! Zombie Gore Nude cover.  Limited to 500 copies.  First Prin1ng. 

(STL318434) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 



 

APR241295 

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD DEATH VALLEY #5 NUDE VAR (MR) (C: 0 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

The first 1me available in Previews! Zombie Gore Nude cover.  Limited to 500 copies.  First Prin1ng. 

(STL318435) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241296 

CROSSED FAMILY VALUES CHOPPED BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Crossed: Family Values #1 C2E2, #3 Slam Dunk, #4 Mid Ohio, and #4 NYCC covers.  All First 

Prin1ngs. (STL318429) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241297 

CINEMA PURGATORIO COLLECTION (MR) 

(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Kevin O'Neill 

Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill invite you take a trip through the dark recesses of cinema, in their first 

major project together since League of Extraordinary Gentlemen. The power of movies, the people 

behind it, the damage it has done, and the story of one woman forced to bare her soul, is all 

unspooled one short film at a 1me. Every chapter is radically different yet all weaved into one 

tapestry of breathtaking complexity as only Alan Moore could do. This collec1on has all eighteen 

chapters for the complete story. (STL140778) (FEB201529) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241298 

O/A UBER COMP FIRST SERIES SLIP CASE SET (VOL 1-5) (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Daniel Gete & Various 

The five volumes of collec1ons making up the en1re first series of Uber, Kieron Gillen's breakout hit 

reinven1on of the alterna1ve history genre, is now available now in a handsome slipcase set!  April 



24, 1945, the world holds its breath as the war is only days away from ending.  Russian troops move 

through Germany to the final objec1ve… Hitler himself.  As those around the mad dictator crumble, 

the much ridiculed threats of the "Wunderwafen" finally materialize.  A new weapon is delivered, 

one with unstoppable power - a weapon like no other and with a madman pulling the trigger.  The 

Ubers change the direc1on of World War II providing a dark and uncompromising alterna1ve history 

in a way that you've never seen.   This Slipcase Set contains the collected Uber Volumes 1,2,3,4 and 

5. (STL078381) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, FC           SRP: $89.99 

 

APR241299 

ALAN MOORE WRITING FOR COMICS GN (NEW PTG) (MR) 

(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Jacen Burrows 

A new prin1ng of the 1meless master-class in sequen1al storytelling!  The maesto of comic book 

wri1ng shares his thoughts on how to deliver a top notch script!  The main essay was originally 

wriTen in 1985 and appeared in an obscure Bri1sh fanzine, right as Moore was reshaping the 

landscape of modern comics, and had been tragically lost ever since.  But it's all here, collected  as 

one graphic novel, and heavily illustrated by Jacen Burrows.  Alan Moore also provides a brand new 

essay on how his thoughts on wri1ng have changed in the two decades since he first wrote it.  For 

fans of Moore's work, new writers, or anyone who wants a peak behind the mental curtain of one of 

the greatest living writers, this is a can't miss book! (STK212258) (STAR18707) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 48pgs, B&W           SRP: $5.95 

 

APR241300 

PROVIDENCE PORTRAIT BAG SET A (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Providence #1-4 Portrait covers.  All First Prin1ngs. (STL318426) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241301 

PROVIDENCE PORTRAIT BAG SET B (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Providence #5-8 Portrait covers.  All First Prin1ngs. (STL318427) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241302 

PROVIDENCE PORTRAIT BAG SET C (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Jacen Burrows 

Contains: Providence #9-12 Portrait covers.  All First Prin1ngs. (STL318428) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241303 

CROSSED PLUS 100 HOMAGE BAG SET A (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Michael DiPascale 

Contains: Crossed +100 #7-10 Horrific Homage covers.  All First Prin1ngs. (STL318430) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241304 

CROSSED PLUS 100 HOMAGE BAG SET B (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Michael DiPascale 

Contains: Crossed +100 #11-14 Horrific Homage covers.  All First Prin1ngs. (STL318431) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241305 

CROSSED PLUS 100 HOMAGE BAG SET C (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Michael DiPascale 

Contains: Crossed +100 #15-18 Horrific Homage covers.  All First Prin1ngs. (STL318432) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

AVERY HILL PUBLISHING 



 

APR241306 

HARD SWITCH SC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Owen D. Pomery 

Ada, Haika, and Mallic are on a mission. One last mission, before everything, everywhere shuts 

down. They're raiding old, abandoned spaceships and wrecks for the (some1mes-expensive) parts—

and they make just enough money to get by. But living their nomadic, exploring life isn't sustainable 

when they can't afford fuel anymore.  The 1me is coming when the mineral that makes inter-system 

jumps possible runs out. When it does, the scaTered inhabitants of the vast galaxy will be stuck 

where they are. Everything will be different... unless the discovery in the latest wreck Ada, Haika, and 

Mallic are scavenging can unlock a whole new kind of interstellar transit. (STL316021) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 100pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241307 

VICTORY POINT SC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Owen D. Pomery 

On a summer's day, Ellen returns to the coastal town she grew up in: Victory Point. Revisi1ng old 

haunts and people from her past, she feels increasingly disconnected from her previous life, and 

exhausted by her constant struggle to forge a path ahead. Exploring the town, Ellen searches for 

some comfort in her own history that could give her the strength to move forward in her own life. 

Victory Point explores the concept of how we live and choose to be remembered, asking whether we 

should strive for a higher calling, or if a simple, domes1c legacy is the most honest and admirable 

achievement we can hope for. Set in a town that is itself an architectural experiment, this graphic 

novel is a poignant and hearPelt search for meaning in life. (STL316022) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 80pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241308 

WALKING DISTANCE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Lizzy Stewart 

Merging the personal and the poli1cal, observa1on and contempla1on, the author examines what 

her life is and wonders what it should be; what is expected of a thirty year old woman by society, by 

family and friends and by herself. She walks the streets of her London, crea1ng it and herself—

gaining agency by being in control of her own direc1on, speed and momentum. Walking is both an 

internal and external experience. It's a 1me for self-reflec1on, for observing others and for imagining 

how we appear to them. What is expected of a person of our age, sex, and race, and how should that 

influence what we do and how we feel about ourselves? (STL316020) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 56pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 



A WAVE BLUE WORLD INC 

 

APR241309 

MEZO TRIAL OF RODEN #2 (OF 5) CVR A VAL RODRIGUES 

(W) Tyler Chin-Tanner, Jarred Lujan (A/CA) Val Rodrigues 

Roden finds himself in prison where he awaits his trial. Meanwhile, Kyma and the Hero Twins search 

for a way into the palace to rescue him. And Emperor Vuh struggles under the weight of his 

newfound power, which brings him closer to the Godliness he always desired. But is it worth the 

cost? (STL316934) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241310 

MEZO TRIAL OF RODEN #2 (OF 5) CVR B CHRIS SHEHAN 

(W) Tyler Chin-Tanner, Jarred Lujan (A) Val Rodrigues (CA) Chris Shehan 

Roden finds himself in prison where he awaits his trial. Meanwhile, Kyma and the Hero Twins search 

for a way into the palace to rescue him. And Emperor Vuh struggles under the weight of his 

newfound power, which brings him closer to the Godliness he always desired. But is it worth the 

cost? (STL316935) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241312 

COLOR OF ALWAYS LGBTQIA LOVE ANTHOLOGY TP (MR) 

(W)  VARIOUS (A)  Various (CA) Elisa Romboli 

The fluTer of first dates, the thrill of a text-back, the heart-stopping seconds before coming out, and 

the rush when finally discovering who you truly are - all of these life-changing moments across the 

full spectrum of LGBTQIA+ experience are ready to explore in this bright and inspiring comics 

anthology! The Color of Always is a collec1on of personal stories, tes1monies, heirlooms, evoca1ons, 

and evangelisms for queer creators and readers that celebrates feeling good about who you are, and 

coming into your own at last. (STL263144) (MAR231312) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

AWA 

 

APR241313 



U & I #5 (OF 6) CVR A CHOI 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A/CA) Mike Choi 

The new chapter of the ac1on-packed romance set in the Resistance Universe from J. Michael 

Straczynski and Mike Choi!  

 

Star-crossed lovers U and Isabelle must juggle bringing down the criminal syndicate that's hun1ng 

them, unlocking the mystery of U's past, and falling in love in this visionary tale. (STL317867) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241314 

U & I #5 (OF 6) CVR B MAGUIRE & CHEETHAM 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Mike Choi (CA) Tula Lotay 

The new chapter of the ac1on-packed romance set in the Resistance Universe from J. Michael 

Straczynski and Mike Choi!  

 

Star-crossed lovers U and Isabelle must juggle bringing down the criminal syndicate that's hun1ng 

them, unlocking the mystery of U's past, and falling in love in this visionary tale. (STL317868) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241315 

U & I #5 (OF 6) CVR C ROMANCE NOVEL HOMAGE 

(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Mike Choi (CA) Chris Ferguson, Mike Choi 

The new chapter of the ac1on-packed romance set in the Resistance Universe from J. Michael 

Straczynski and Mike Choi!  

 

Star-crossed lovers U and Isabelle must juggle bringing down the criminal syndicate that's hun1ng 

them, unlocking the mystery of U's past, and falling in love in this visionary tale. (STL317869) 

32pgs, FC (5 of 6)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241316 

LITTLE BLACK BOOK #4 (OF 4) CVR A FRANCAVILLA (MR) 

(W) Jeff McComsey (A) Felipe Cunha (CA) Francesco Francavilla 

The white-knuckle finale of AWA's neo-Western crime thriller!  



 

Criminal heir "LiTle Stevie" is ge]ng closer to his goal: finding the lost LiTle Black Book of 

underworld contacts! He believes it will solve all of his syndicate's woes - but he's learning that 

ge]ng it won't be easy. Meanwhile, handyman Cole and pregnant wife Tess wrestle with the fallout 

of using the book...will it tear their new family apart before it has even begun? (STL317864) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241317 

LITTLE BLACK BOOK #4 (OF 4) CVR B FINNEGAN & SIMPSON (MR) 

(W) Jeff McComsey (A) Felipe Cuhna (CA) Jacob Phillips 

The white-knuckle finale of AWA's neo-Western crime thriller!  

 

Criminal heir "LiTle Stevie" is ge]ng closer to his goal: finding the lost LiTle Black Book of 

underworld contacts! He believes it will solve all of his syndicate's woes - but he's learning that 

ge]ng it won't be easy. Meanwhile, handyman Cole and pregnant wife Tess wrestle with the fallout 

of using the book...will it tear their new family apart before it has even begun? (STL317865) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241318 

LITTLE BLACK BOOK #4 (OF 4) CVR C MOVIE POSTER HOMAGE (MR) 

(W) Jeff McComsey (A) Felipe Cunha (CA) Chris Ferguson, Felipe Cunha 

The white-knuckle finale of AWA's neo-Western crime thriller!  

 

Criminal heir "LiTle Stevie" is ge]ng closer to his goal: finding the lost LiTle Black Book of 

underworld contacts! He believes it will solve all of his syndicate's woes - but he's learning that 

ge]ng it won't be easy. Meanwhile, handyman Cole and pregnant wife Tess wrestle with the fallout 

of using the book...will it tear their new family apart before it has even begun? (STL317866) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $3.99 

 

BAND OF BARDS 

 



APR241319 

COINS OF JUDAS THE GAMBLER #2 (OF 2) CVR A KALNINS 

(W) Travis Gibb (A/CA) Rolands Kalnins 

The Westergaard family travels to Las Vegas and allies themselves with Nava. With the help of this 

Na1ve American Demon Hunter will they be able to find the Coin of Judas that the Gambler once 

owned? Will they be able to destroy the demon with all of Las Vegas against them? (STL317589) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241320 

COINS OF JUDAS THE GAMBLER #2 (OF 2) CVR B CARPENTER 

(W) Travis Gibb (A) Rolands Kalnins (CA) Rolands Kalnins, Tyler Carpenter 

The Westergaard family travels to LAS VEGAS and allies themselves with Nava. With the help of this 

Na1ve American Demon Hunter will they be able to find the COIN OF JUDAS that the Gambler once 

owned? Will they be able to destroy the demon with all of Las Vegas against them? (Part 2 of 2) 

(STL317590) 

24pgs, FC (2 of 2)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241321 

A LAST GOODBYE (ONE SHOT) 

(W) Travis B. Hill (A/CA) Ben Humeniuk 

In the year 2096, a man and his dog journey through the barren, apocalyp1c wasteland that was 

formerly the United States. On a quest to return home one final 1me before the earth becomes 

uninhabitable, this wanderer stumbles across a tribe of mutant cannibals seeking to devour one of 

the few surviving human communi1es. Will he trek on and leave the people to their fate, or will he 

seek redemp1on for the mistakes of his past? (STL317596) 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241322 

VIGIA #2 (OF 3) RELAUNCH 

(W) C.J. Hudson (A) Rodrigo Gil (CA) Ka1a Vecchio 

Trapped on an unknown planet, deep underground, assailed by techno guardians, a devious ar1ficial 

intelligence, and an army of the undead… with no help coming.  

Science officer Gazala, and her companion Adi, journey deeper into the subterranean realm of the 

Qon, intent on one thing… finding their way out. But an infec1on may derail their progress all while 

Mure's true inten1ons remain shrouded in mystery. (STL317591) 



48pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $6.99 

 

BATTLE QUEST COMICS 

 

APR241323 

TRIDENT OF AURELIA STORM #2 CVR A OXYNUK 

(W) Lee Moyer (A) Melissa Spandri, Lee Moyer (CA) Anton Oxynuk 

Trident, the thrilling series Peter Beagle (The Last Unicorn) calls "fascina1ng and ominous," returns in 

its next oversized issue! The mermaids' thorny quest for allies becomes all the more impera1ve as 

evil descends upon their home of Porto Stelle. The evil Halrik the Conquerer and his partner, the 

siren Ni Azza Ghul, even now approach the island by air. The storm gathers... and who can stop it? 

(STL317637) 

52pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

BDANG 

 

APR241324 

WHEN THE LAKE BURNS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Luke Langille, Genevieve Bigue (A) Genevieve Bigue 

When a local lake catches fire, a group of teens set out to see the spectacle for themselves—but not 

everything goes as planned. A very rare natural phenomenon is causing quite a s1r in Rivière-aux-

Corbeaux: Lake Kijikone has caught fire and grown into a veritable inferno. When the disaster occurs, 

an old local legend re-emerges, and a group of local teens decide to find out if the stories are true. 

Deep in the woods, one of the teens shares a secret so shocking that the group splits up—and the 

real nightmare begins. (STL316068) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $25.00 

 

BERSERKER 

 

APR241325 

ANDREI BRESSAN SKETCHBOOK SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Andrei Bressan 

A collec1on of Andrei Bressan sketches and commissions. Spanning his 15-year career with 

Birthright, Dark Ride, G.I. Joe, DC, Marvel, and Independent comic books. (STL316690) (C: 0-1-2) 



Art Book, SC, 58pgs, FC           SRP: $23.99 

 

BLACK PANEL PRESS 

 

APR241326 

A PILLBUG STORY GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Allison Conway 

It's summer in the countryside. The wildlife, down to the 1niest creature, is thriving. It's the New 

York City of the insect world; a mel1ng pot of bugs, birds, and beasts of all kinds. Millie the pillbug 

feels like a bug apart. Unlike her friends, Millie needs to stay moist all the 1me, she doesn't pee, and 

she's the only vegetarian. How will she ever fit in and find meaning in her short life? The bug world is 

harsh. One minute you're snacking on a scrump1ous aphid, the next you're being eaten alive by your 

spouse! Plus you've got social drama and your family ques1oning your 'alterna1ve' lifestyle to deal 

with. Ugh. With humor, delight, and a touch of terror, NYC-based author Allison Conway brings us a 

collec1on of slice-of-life comics about being a young, female isopod in a modern, ever-changing 

world. (STL301905) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x9, 196pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

BLACKBOX COMICS 

 

APR241327 

BIO MECHS #3 (OF 5) CVR A LIMA (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jay Sandlin (A/CA) Cleber Souza Lima 

While at another 1me point, Flashback and DriVer fuse into a single Bio-Mech en1ty known as 

Epoch, they journey into seven circles of an underground base, trying to locate a being known as the 

Engineer. Abandon all hope, Bio-Mechs who enter these rings of Hive. (STL317534) (C: 0-1-1) 

24pgs, FC (3 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241328 

BLACKBOX MYSTERY PACK (C: 0-1-1) 

This mystery pack will include one of our stunning holofoil's. The rest… is a mystery! (STL317586) (C: 

0-1-1 

Item           SRP: $40.00 

 

APR241329 



O/A BIGS AND TINY #1 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Dimitrios Zaharakis, Ramel Hill (A/CA) Federico Sabba1ni 

Don't miss out on your chance to pick up this hysterical, ac1on packed 5 issue series! Unsuspec1ng 

strangers, San1no Lugo and Bryan Clay, become fast friends while trying to figure out how they got 

super- powers. Follow these two on their comedic adventures as they unravel a seedy underworld in 

New York City! (STL156371) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241330 

O/A BIGS AND TINY #2 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Ramel Hill (A/CA) Federico Sabba1ni 

The comedic duo of San1no Lugo and Bryan Clay are unsuspec1ng strangers who are forced to figure 

out how they ended up with super powers.  They con1nue to unravel the mystery of a criminal 

underworld in the heart in New York City. (STL159290) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241331 

O/A BIGS AND TINY #3 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Ramel Hill (A/CA) Federico Sabba1ni 

The comedic duo of San1no Lugo and Bryan Clay are s1ll on the hunt to figure out how they ended 

up with super powers, while becoming fast friends. The ac1on doesn't stop on the quest for answers. 

(STL162693) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (3 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241332 

O/A BIGS AND TINY #4 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Ramel Hill (A/CA) Federico Sabba1ni 

Bryan and San1no find themselves in Police Custody with their new ally, Karen, which seems like the 

safest place to be when a crime syndicate is out for blood. (STL165112) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (4 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR241333 

O/A BIGS AND TINY #5 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Ramel Hill (A/CA) Federico Sabba1ni 

Things heat up as New York's finest combine forces with San1no to bring the fight to Pieris Industries, 

headquarters of the New York Syndicate. (STL166555) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241334 

PSYCHO LIST TP VOL 01 

(W) Kevin Grevioux (A/CA) Jonathan Lau 

AVer a former FBI agent becomes a therapist, he has a hard 1me staying out of his pa1ents lives, 

taking on their problems as his own. The FBI calls him back in for a special case that requires his 

unique skillset. (STL173264) (NOV201168) 

SC, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241335 

SHI NO KAGE TP 

(W) Neil Davis (A) Gus Mauk (CA) Jae Lee 

AVer the murder of one of his clan's seven samurai, the young warrior Hachiro is called upon to 

finish his training.  Bound by a sense of honor to his sister and community, he baTles through a 

gauntlet filled with demons, beasts, and his own past while his village braces for war. (STL198053) 

(JUL211460) 

SC, 96pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

BLACK MASK STUDIOS ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR241336 

GODKILLER DLX HC BOOK 03 SPIDERLAND (MR) (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) MaTeo Pizzolo (A) Anna Muckracker (CA) Nen Chang 

"GODKILLER: SPIDERLAND BANNED FROM PRINT IN CHINA & SOUTH KOREA.  China labels the 

graphic novel 'an1-humanity'. Godkiller has joined a number of graphic novel bans for queer content 

and blatant nihilism."   (-Bleeding Cool)   



 

The Wait is Over… Black Mask Studios collects the complete "banned edi1on" of GODKILLER:  

SPIDERLAND in a shocking oversize hardcover. Prepare yourself for a plunge into madness as the 

wildest graphic novel series on shelves thunders on with this deluxe oversize (7.25"x11") Banned 

Edi1on.   

 

"One of the most unique and energe1c series to hit stands in quite some 1me... Fast, brutal, and 

more than a liTle sexy... Not for the faint of heart." (-Nerdist) Halfpipe and Soledad gaze into The 

Abyss. Things get intense. Don't say we didn't warn you. (Collects issues 1-3)   

 

Following a raucous Kickstarter that absolutely crushed 5,262% of its funding goal, this stunning 

oversize deluxe edi1on will be available in comic shops this June! (STL319692) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 

available in China or Hong Kong, 

MATURE THEMES 

116pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

BLIZZARD ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR241337 

ART OF DIABLO HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Micky Neilson (A)  Various 

Blizzard Entertainment's Diablo franchise was growing with a monstrous new slate: Diablo II: 

Resurrected, Diablo: Immortal, as well as the blood-chilling Diablo IV. With the success of the first 

three acclaimed Diablo dungeon-crawlers under their belt, ar1sts had to innovate horror in 

unexpected ways for these next installments, from twisted monster ecologies to stomach-churning 

special effects, environments that looked real, yet hummed with ancient evil. Join the ar1sts from 

each Diablo 1tle in conversa1on as they discuss the craVing of the games' stunning key art, uncanny 

creatures, and masterfully executed effects and environments that give the universe its iconic 

aesthe1c. (STL316225) (C: 0-1-0) 

Art Book, HC, 10x13, 250pgs, FC           SRP: $45.00 

 

BLOOD MOON COMICS LLC 

 

APR241338 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #2 (OF 4) CVR A STEFANO CARDOSELLI (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A) Ma]a Doghini (CA) Stefano Cardoselli 



Constan1ne Lazar's troubled past collides with the enigma1c Silent VioleTe as they confront a 

malevolent force manipula1ng reality itself. As Lazar and VioleTe navigate a labyrinth of dark secrets, 

their journey takes them from the seedy underbelly of the past to the unseTling present. A haun1ng 

explora1on of redemp1on, betrayal, and the consequences of tampering with supernatural forces, 

this issue unravels a tapestry of deceit that binds our protagonists in a desperate struggle against 

1me, fate, and the shadows of their own pasts. (STL316092) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241339 

DELIVER US FROM EVIL #2 (OF 4) CVR B MIRANDA M (MR) 

(W) Peter Breau (A) Ma]a Doghini (CA)  MIRANDA M 

Constan1ne Lazar's troubled past collides with the enigma1c Silent VioleTe as they confront a 

malevolent force manipula1ng reality itself. As Lazar and VioleTe navigate a labyrinth of dark secrets, 

their journey takes them from the seedy underbelly of the past to the unseTling 

present. 

A haun1ng explora1on of redemp1on, betrayal, and the consequences of tampering with 

supernatural forces, this issue unravels a tapestry of deceit that binds our protagonists in a desperate 

struggle against 1me, fate, and the shadows of their own pasts. (STL316093) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, B&W (2 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241340 

FIRE IN THE MADHOUSE #4 (OF 4) CVR A HERNAN GONZALEZ (MR) 

(W) Elliot Worth (A/CA) Hernan Gonzalez 

Things escalate as Lester does what he can to fight off the parasi1c takeover which has infected the 

remaining bodies and minds on board the submarine. You won't want to miss the hellish finale to 

this deep sea nightmare as humanity goes up in blood and fire. (STL316094) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (4 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241341 

FIRE IN THE MADHOUSE #4 (OF 4) CVR B HERNAN GONZALEZ (MR) 

(W) Elliot Worth (A/CA) Hernan Gonzalez 



Things escalate as Lester does what he can to fight off the parasi1c takeover which has infected the 

remaining bodies and minds on board the submarine. You won't want to miss the hellish finale to 

this deep sea nightmare as humanity goes up in blood and fire. (STL316095) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (4 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241342 

FIRE IN THE MADHOUSE #4 (OF 4) CVR C DAMIAN FELITTE (MR) 

(W) Elliot Worth (A) Hernan Gonzalez (CA) Damian L. FeliTe 

Things escalate as Lester does what he can to fight off the parasi1c takeover which has infected the 

remaining bodies and minds on board the submarine. You won't want to miss the hellish finale to 

this deep sea nightmare as humanity goes up in blood and fire. (STL316108) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W (4 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241343 

GUNBREED MURDER OF TALKING CROWS CVR A HERNAN GONZALEZ (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A/CA) Hernan Gonzalez 

Why are there always so many damned crows in the town of Bajo Tierra? Sheriff Powder Cain is 

about to find out in "Murder of the Talking Crows." Then, the townsfolk are about to get a visit from 

an enigma1c demon called Ebenezer March, and he brings an offer they can't refuse in "Say, Say, 

Say." (STL316097) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241344 

GUNBREED MURDER OF TALKING CROWS CVR B PABLO VERDUGO (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Hernan Gonzalez (CA) Pablo Verdugo 

Why are there always so many damned crows in the town of Bajo Tierra? Sheriff Powder Cain is 

about to find out in "Murder of the Talking Crows." Then, the townsfolk are about to get a visit from 

an enigma1c demon called Ebenezer March, and he brings an offer they can't refuse in "Say, Say, 

Say." (STL316098) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W           SRP: $5.99 



 

APR241345 

GUNBREED MURDER OF TALKING CROWS CVR C HERNAN GONZALEZ (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A/CA) Hernan Gonzalez 

Why are there always so many damned crows in the town of Bajo Tierra? Sheriff Powder Cain is 

about to find out in "Murder of the Talking Crows." Then, the townsfolk are about to get a visit from 

an enigma1c demon called Ebenezer March, and he brings an offer they can't refuse in "Say, Say, 

Say." (STL316100) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241346 

GUNBREED MURDER OF TALKING CROWS CVR D NAHUELSB (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Hernan Gonzalez (CA) Nahuel Sb 

Why are there always so many damned crows in the town of Bajo Tierra? Sheriff Powder Cain is 

about to find out in "Murder of the Talking Crows." Then, the townsfolk are about to get a visit from 

an enigma1c demon called Ebenezer March, and he brings an offer they can't refuse in "Say, Say, 

Say." (STL316101) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241347 

GUNBREED MURDER OF TALKING CROWS CVR E HERNAN GONZALEZ  FOIL 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A/CA) Hernan Gonzalez 

Why are there always so many damned crows in the town of Bajo Tierra? Sheriff Powder Cain is 

about to find out in "Murder of the Talking Crows." Then, the townsfolk are about to get a visit from 

an enigma1c demon called Ebenezer March, and he brings an offer they can't refuse in "Say, Say, 

Say." (STL316102) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241348 

HEADSMAN #1 (OF 3) CVR A V. MOURA & C. CHIUFF (MR) 

(W) Doug Joseph (A/CA) V Moura, C Chiuff 



How does one invent the perfect execu1on? Headsman is a graphical and monologic journal of the 

inven1on of the perfect execu1on by Headsman Volt: a superhuman execu1oner and descendant of 

the great inventor, Thomas A. Edison. (STL316111) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 3)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241349 

HEADSMAN #1 (OF 3) CVR B V. MOURA & C. CHIUFF (MR) 

(W) Doug Joseph (A/CA) V Moura, C Chiuff 

How does one invent the perfect execu1on? Headsman is a graphical and monologic journal of the 

inven1on of the perfect execu1on by Headsman Volt: a superhuman execu1oner and descendant of 

the great inventor, Thomas A. Edison. (STL316123) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (1 of 3)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241350 

LONG ROAD TO RETRIBUTION #2 (OF 4) CVR A ANDY KUHN (MR) 

(W) Mark Fenton (A) Brian Rogers (CA) Andy Kuhn 

Once in space, the realiza1on sinks in with Jason that there is no turning back now. Learn what 

happened to Cheveyo's sister and what has fueled his drive to get to the prison sta1on. (STL317874) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241351 

LONG ROAD TO RETRIBUTION #2 (OF 4) CVR B VICTOR SANTOS (MR) 

(W) Mark Fenton (A) Brian Rogers (CA) Victor Santos 

Once in space, the realiza1on sinks in with Jason that there is no turning back now. Learn what 

happened to Cheveyo's sister and what has fueled his drive to get to the prison sta1on. (STL317875) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (2 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241352 

ONE GIANT LEAP #1 CVR A WOLFGANG SCHWANDT (MR) 



(W) Keith Rommel (A/CA) Wolfgang Schwandt 

Alex is a Vtoob sensa1on and an adrenaline junkie. He's celebra1ng his one millionth follower by 

jumping from one building to the next, pushing his limits and thrill for his viewers. Meanwhile, two 

celes1als are playing a game of chess with real people as their pawns. What does this have to do 

with Alex's One Giant Leap? The ques1on of whether or not humans can fly will be answered in a 

turn of shock and awe! (STL234169) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #6 (JUN221398) 

7x10, 28pgs, B&W           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241353 

ONE GIANT LEAP #1 CVR B AUBREY GRAY (MR) 

(W) Keith Rommel (A) Wolfgang Schwandt (CA) Aubrey Gray 

Alex is a Vtoob sensa1on and an adrenaline junkie. He's celebra1ng his one millionth follower by 

jumping from one building to the next, pushing his limits and thrill for his viewers. Meanwhile, two 

celes1als are playing a game of chess with real people as their pawns. What does this have to do 

with Alex's One Giant Leap? The ques1on of whether or not humans can fly will be answered in a 

turn of shock and awe! (STL317880) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 28pgs, B&W           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241354 

VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #1 (OF 4) CVR A RICHARD CRUZ AND NAYLA 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Ozzy Fernandez, Richard Cruz (CA) Richard Cruz, Nayla Aguirre 

The real masterminds behind the end of the world are revealed as Violet and Ruth try to survive an 

aTack by a demon horde. Also, Father Anselmo has a disturbing vision of the future with the coming 

of… Totema! (STL316129) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 28pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241355 

VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #1 (OF 4) CVR B OZZY FERNANDEZ (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Ozzy Fernandez, Richard Cruz (CA) Ozzy Fernandez 



The real masterminds behind the end of the world are revealed as Violet and Ruth try to survive an 

aTack by a demon horde. Also, Father Anselmo has a disturbing vision of the future with the coming 

of… Totema! (STL316130) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 28pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241356 

VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #1 (OF 4) CVR C FALCON & AGUIRRE (MR) 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Ozzy Fernandez, Richard Cruz (CA) Nayla Aguirre, Ivonne Falcon 

The real masterminds behind the end of the world are revealed as Violet and Ruth try to survive an 

aTack by a demon horde. Also, Father Anselmo has a disturbing vision of the future with the coming 

of… Totema! (STL316131) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 28pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241357 

VIOLET DESCENDS VOL 2 #1 (OF 4) CVR D NAYLA AGUIRRE FOIL (MR 

(W) Angel Fuentes (A) Ozzy Fernandez, Richard Cruz (CA) Nayla Aguirre 

The real masterminds behind the end of the world are revealed as Violet and Ruth try to survive an 

aTack by a demon horde. Also, Father Anselmo has a disturbing vision of the future with the coming 

of… Totema! (STL316132) 

MATURE THEMES 

7x10, 28pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $19.99 

 

BOUNDLESS COMICS 

 

APR241358 

JUNGLE FANTASY SECRETS SOLO BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Chris1an Zanier 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Secrets #0 Tundra, #1 Sasha, #2 Flora, and #2 BoToms Up covers.  All first 

prin1ngs. (STL318436) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 



 

APR241359 

LOOKERS DEATH DEFYING BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Raulo Caceres 

Contains: Lookers: Ember #2,3,5 and 8 Sexy Spies covers.  All first prin1ngs. (STL318437) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241360 

THRESHOLD FERAL BAG SET (4CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) David Boller 

Contains: Threshold (Avatar) #16 and 17 Cimmerian, 19 Wild Knight and 20 Kaos Moon covers.  All 

first prin1ngs. Some of these 20+ year old comics may have minor damage. (STL318438) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241361 

AVATARS TEAM NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

Contains: Avatars #1, 2 and Threshold #18 Furies Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. Some of these 20+ 

year old comics may have minor damage. (STL318439) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241362 

BELLADONNA WRAP NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Nahuel Lopez 

Contains: Belladonna #1,2 and 3 Wraparound Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. (STL318440) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 



 

APR241363 

BELLADONNA FIRE & FURY ANGUISH NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

Contains: Belladonna: Fire and Fury #4 Shield Maiden, #6 Demonic, and #10 Undead Nude covers.  

All first prin1ngs. (STL318441) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241364 

HELLINA WHIPPED NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Raulo Caceres 

Contains: Hellina #1 Whipcracker, Angelic, and KS Sacrilege Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. 

(STL318442) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241365 

HELLINA SCYTHE ENFORCER NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Ron Adrian 

Contains: Hellina: Scythe #1,2 and 3 Enforcer Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. (STL318443) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241366 

JUNGLE FANTASY ANNUAL 2027 WET NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0 

(CA) Renato Camilo 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy Annual 2017 Bikini Babes, Waterfall, and Wraparound Nude covers.  All first 

prin1ngs. (STL318444) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 



 

APR241367 

JUNGLE FANTASY IVORY HUNTRESS NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0- 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Ivory #1 KS Luscious, #2 Huntress, and #6 Nude covers. All first prin1ngs. 

(STL318445) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241368 

JUNGLE FANTASY SURVIVORS WILDLIFE NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C 

(CA) Chris1an Zanier 

Contains: Jungle Fantasy: Survivors #4 Snaked Topless, #5 Ice Age, and #9 Nude covers.  All first 

prin1ngs. (STL318446) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241369 

LOOKERS HIGH SPEEED NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Chris1an Zanier 

Contains: Lookers: Ember #9 Freefall, #7 High Speed Topless, and #1 Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. 

(STL318447) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241370 

PANDORA SHOTGUN MARY KILLER BODIES NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) ( 

(CA) Chris1an Zanier 

Contains: Pandora / Shotgun Mary #0 Sexy, Sultry, and Killer Bodies Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. 

(STL318448) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 



 

APR241371 

THRESHOLD DEMONSLAYER LUST NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(CA) Marat Mycheals 

Contains: Threshold (Avatar) #45, 47 and 48 Demonslayer Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. Some of 

these 20+ year old comics may have minor damage. (STL318449) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 

Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241372 

THRESHOLD ALLURE BONDAGE NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) Renato Camilo 

Contains: Threshold: Allure #0, 1 and 3 Bondage Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. (STL318450) (C: 0-1-

2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241373 

UNHOLY KILLERS NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

Contains: UnHoly #1, 2 Nude, and #4 Femme Fatale Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. (STL318451) (C: 

0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241374 

WAR GODDESS SEXY NUDE BAG SET (3CT) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(CA) MaT Mar1n 

Contains: War Goddess #8, 9 and 10 Nude covers.  All first prin1ngs. (STL318452) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: 

Not available in Canada. 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 



 

APR241375 

WEBWITCH ALIEN ADULT BAG SET (3CT) (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

BROADSWORD COMICS 

 

APR241376 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #115 CRYPT CHICK SKY CLAD (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

Only 100 of these card stock high quality variant Skyclad covers to Jim's "Rest In Peace" story of his 

Sexy Specter. Comes bagged, boarded, numbered, & signed by Jim with a COA. The perfect 

collector's self care treat! (STL317858) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Comic plus print, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR241377 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #115 RAVEN HEX SKY CLAD (MR) ( 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

Only 100 of these card stock high quality variant Skyclad covers to Jim's "Rest In Peace" story of his 

Dark Witch. Comes bagged, boarded, numbered, and signed by Jim with a COA. The perfect 

collector's self care treat. (STL317859) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Comic plus print, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR241378 

TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE #129 STUDIO DLX ED (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 

The Skeleton Man discovers that it was Crypt Chick that shot his wife and was the cause of Tarot and 

Raven Hex's mother's death! Jon is compelled to tell the sisters and Crypt Chick wants them all 



dead... including Jon! This Classic Cover is a  Flashback to Tarot #8 cover A. To set them apart from 

our other variants, we're created this Studio Edi1on, like giant trading cards! On the front is Jim's 

betwitching art and on the back a liTle history of the cover. Signed by Jim, bagged, boarded and 

uncludes a full color unsigned art print of Skyclad Crypt Chick! (STL317533) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Comic plus print, 7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $21.99 

 

BRILLIANT ENTERPRISE LLC 

 

APR241379 

O/A KENT MENACE VS TECHNOFREAK #1 FOSCO CVR 

(W) John Charles, ScoT Braden (A) Frank Fosco 

He is known by many names: "Mysterious Mariner," "Supernatural Sailor," "Weird Hero." He is Kent 

Menace, sailor of the ghostly Pangean Sea and comic book hero-turned-reality's champion! And, 

from modern-day Greece to a darkly futuris1c London Town, he is faced with the strange powers of 

the cyberne1c sleuth of the future, Jon Sherlok — the TechnoFreak. Or is he? Could it be the "Sinister 

Silver-Ager," a.k.a., The Comic-Booker, who is twis1ng reality — and these dark heroes' very lives — 

at his whim? (STL282235) 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR241380 

O/A KENT MENACE VS TECHNOFREAK #1 BUTCH GUICE VAR 

(W) John Charles, ScoT Braden (A) Frank Fosco 

One of comics greatest ar1sts, JACKSON "BUTCH" GUICE, is no stranger to ScoT Braden and Mike 

Malbrough's "MYSTERIOUS MARINER," "SUPERNATURAL SAILOR," and last but not least, just plain 

"WEIRD HERO." That's right, GUICE has created images of KENT MENACE -- sailor of the ghostly 

PANGEAN SEA and comic book hero turned reality's champion - for both THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO 

COLLECTING COMICS and inside KENT MENACE QUARTERLY #1. Now, he produces a must-have 

VARIANT COVER to this comic book crossover that takes place from modern day GREECE to a darkly 

futuris1c LONDON TOWN. Featuring an epic story by John Charles, script by creators Charles and 

Braden, and amazing art by master illustrator Frank Fosco, the comic also comes with scripts, process 

art, among other bonus material. What else is there to say but: HUZZAH! (STL291386) 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

CAL INK 

 

APR241381 



ELVIRA MISTRESS OF DARK 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-1) 

 (STL317462) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

CARTOON BOOKS 

 

APR241382 

THORN COMP PROTO BONE COLLEGE STRIPS 1982-1986 OTHER DRAWING 

(W/A) Jeff Smith 

The secret origin of Jeff Smith's BONE Comes to Light! Cartoon Books presents THORN: The Complete 

Proto- BONE College Strips from 1982 to 1986, and Other Early Drawings, reprin1ng the en1re run of 

his earliest rendering of Jeff Smith's world-famous BONE characters for the first 1me. These comic 

strips reveal an early version of BONE called THORN that was wriTen for a college audience in the 

1980s. THORN appeared in the pages of The Ohio State University's student newspaper The Lantern. 

A few were reprinted in a self-published 1983 book called THORN: Tales from The Lantern. Another 

small selec1on was published in 2008's limited edi1on fundraiser for OSU's Billy Ireland Cartoon 

Library & Museum called Before BONE. Both books are long out of print and sell at collector's prices. 

There has never been an official, complete run published un1l now. This beau1ful edi1on includes 

plenty of bonus material such as recently discovered early drawings of the BONE characters, essays 

and interviews. (STL316087) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 9x12, 304pgs, PC           SRP: $30.00 

 

CERNUNNOS 

 

APR241383 

MULTIVERSE ART OF ALEKSI BRICLOT HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Aleksi Briclot 

There's no way you haven't seen his art, whether it was while watching a movie, reading a comic-

book, or playing a card or a video game! Aleksi Briclot visually develops universes, stories, and 

characters for the greatest entertainment companies, like Wizards of the Coast, UbisoV, Image 

Comics, Dark Horse, Capcom, and Marvel Studios. In Mul1verse: The Art of Aleksi Briclot, you will 

find all of the ar1s1c universes Aleksi has developed throughout his career and is con1nuing to 

expand. The 272-page art book contains Aleksi's most iconic pieces of artwork, as well as his personal 

comments, anecdotes, and a very complete interview. This collector's piece is presented in a 

sophis1cated and elegant package and printed on a high-quality maTe paper. (STL316088) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 8x11, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 



CEX PUBLISHING 

 

APR241384 

PAST LAST MOUNTAIN TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Paul Allor (A) Louie Joyce, Gannon Beck (CA) Louie Joyce 

Simon the teenage troll boy is on the run from the United States military! But with the government 

hot on their trail, Simon and his friends soon discover that the world is a far more complex place 

than they knew—brutal beyond comprehension, and beau1ful beyond imagina1on. This cri1cally-

acclaimed story from visionary storytellers Paul Allor, Louie Joyce, and Gannon Beck is available now 

in digest size! It's the perfect format for this pulpy, subversive, and ul1mately hearPelt tale about 

coming-of-age under moun1ng oppression, a searing and 1mely story you'll want to revisit again and 

again. (STL317636) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

CHERRY BOMB COMICS LLC 

 

APR241385 

BROODING MUSE #8 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) James Patrick (A) Hernan Gonzalez (CA) Miguel Puerta 

Bring it on! Whether you're a new reader diving into the series or an old-school fan torn between a 

hero or heroine, embark on a thrilling journey as either Jason or Kayla remains to pursue The 

Brooding Muse. Catch this crucial issue for an electrifying encounter in a perilous realm. (STL317499) 

(C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 24pgs, B&W           SRP: $5.00 

 

CINEBOOK 

 

APR241386 

AMAZONIA GN VOL 01 EPISODE 1 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  Rodolphe,  LEO (A) Bertrand Marchal 

Brazil, 1949. A photographer crawls into a mission deep in the Amazonian rainforest and dies. On one 

of his films is an extraordinary shot: a man with skin white as snow and an elongated cranium. 

Deformed human … or extra-terrestrial being? Kathy Aus1n, having reluctantly become Bri1sh 

Intelligence's specialist in such situa1ons, is immediately sent by the crown to inves1gate. But the 

Bri1sh aren't the only ones with an interest in the bizarre creature… AVer Kenya and Namibia, the 

first volume of the third season. (STL317718) (C: 0-1-0) 



SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $11.95 

 

APR241387 

LUCKY LUKE BY BLUTCH GN UNTAMED (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Blutch 

A cowboy who shoots faster than his own shadow, his sarcas1c horse—this is the Old West at its 

funniest. A special volume by a great name of Franco-Belgian comics!  

Lucky Luke enters a small town to drop off at the sheriff's office a young man who tried to steal Jolly 

Jumper. A few miles down the road, in the middle of nowhere, he suddenly finds himself 

threatened… by a liTle girl! Young Rose and her brother are currently alone in their cabin aVer the 

mysterious disappearance of their parents. Luke will have to inves1gate, but also take care of two 

par1cularly wild and undisciplined children! (STL317717) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR241388 

MICHEL VAILLANT LEGENDARY RACES GN VOL 02 DRIVERS SOUL (C: 0 

(W) Denis Lapiere (A) Vincent Dutreuil 

Legendary historical races of the 60s and 70s as experienced by Michel Vaillant, star driver of the 

Vaillante race team, mul1ple champion and occasional man of adventure. 1971, Monaco Grand Prix. 

Jackie Stewart has a perfect racing weekend. Meanwhile, aVer a series of setbacks, Michel Vaillant is 

nursing doubts about his life and his career, and shares them, his feelings, and some of his racing 

secrets with a journalist. As for Steve Warson, contacted by the FBI, he agrees to exfiltrate an injured 

special agent from a hotel in Marseille—could the French Connec1on interfere with the race? 

(STL317715) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 64pgs, FC           SRP: $16.95 

 

APR241389 

RIN TIN CAN GN VOL 02 GODFATHER (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jean Leturgie, xavier Fauche (A)  Morris 

He's the dumbest dog west of the Pecos River, and even when he's not sharing one of Lucky Luke's 

adventures, he's s1ll a walking disaster! AVer inadvertently thwar1ng a convict's escape aTempt, Rin 

Tin Can flees the peniten1ary and ends up with two sheep herders who are being targeted by wool 

thieves. The robbers, Giuseppe and Aldo, are actually looking for a specific sheep skin taTooed with a 

treasure map, in order to post their father's bail. Unwi]ngly—as usual—Rin Tin Can becomes first 

the accomplice of the two not-too-bright brothers, then their "godfather." (STL317716) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $12.95 

 



COFFIN COMICS 

 

APR241390 

HELLWITCH BITCHCRAFT #1 CVR A DIEGO BERNARD STANDARD ED (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A/CA) Diego Bernard 

Chapter 6 of Hellwitch's story! To save her lover Nikita, Hellwitch must journey back to Hell and fight 

alongside a mortal enemy—Angelvex, an angelic hybrid with extraordinary powers. Can Hellwitch 

defeat an army of ruthless Hellbourne assassins bent on revenge? Or will she fall prey to the 

traitorous machina1ons of a once trusted ally? 48 pages of story & art! (STL316885) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241391 

HELLWITCH BITCHCRAFT #1 CVR B KEITH GARVEY COMMAND ED (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Keith Garvey 

Chapter 6 of Hellwitch's story. 

 

48 pages of story & art! To save her lover Nikita, Hellwitch must journey back to Hell and fight 

alongside a mortal enemy - Angelvex, an angelic hybrid with extraordinary powers. Can Hellwitch 

defeat an army of ruthless Hellbourne assassins bent on revenge? Or will she fall prey to the 

traitorous machina1ons of a once trusted ally? (STL316886) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241392 

HELLWITCH BITCHCRAFT #1 CVR C MCTEIGUE PREMIUM FOIL ED (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Dawn McTeigue 

Chapter 6 of Hellwitch's story. 

 

48 pages of story & art! To save her lover Nikita, Hellwitch must journey back to Hell and fight 

alongside a mortal enemy - Angelvex, an angelic hybrid with extraordinary powers. Can Hellwitch 

defeat an army of ruthless Hellbourne assassins bent on revenge? Or will she fall prey to the 

traitorous machina1ons of a once trusted ally? 

 



This premium edi1on, limited to quan11es ordered, features intricate, cu]ng edge foil 

enhancements! (STL316889) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 

 

APR241393 

HELLWITCH BITCHCRAFT #1 CVR D DAVID HARRIGAN RISQUE ED (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) David Harrigan 

Chapter 6 of Hellwitch's story. 

 

48 pages of story & art! To save her lover Nikita, Hellwitch must journey back to Hell and fight 

alongside a mortal enemy - Angelvex, an angelic hybrid with extraordinary powers. Can Hellwitch 

defeat an army of ruthless Hellbourne assassins bent on revenge? Or will she fall prey to the 

traitorous machina1ons of a once trusted ally? (STL316891) 

MATURE THEMES 

48pgs, FC           SRP: $40.00 

 

APR241395 

O/A LADY DEATH OMNIBUS HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido & Various (A) Dheeraj Verma & Various (CA) Diego Bernard 

Lady Death awakens from a cursed sleep and finds herself in the pits of Hell. Who among her 

depraved enemies is responsible? Her ultra-violent quest for answers brings her into direct conflict 

with Hell's nefarious rogues gallery, culmina1ng in an explosive baTle in the City of Dis. Then, Lady 

Death travels to earth to face the epic villainy of The Trinity alongside The Sworn, Earth's outlaw 

supernatural protectors. Featuring the alluring diva of death as only creator Brian Pulido and co-

writer Mike MacLean can deliver. If you want unapologe1c, heavy metal inspired stories that kick 

your ass, this is the book for you! Lady Death: Omnibus Volume 1 collects the first 10 chapters of 

Lady Death's epic story on the Coffin Comics imprint! (STL208417) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8x12, 544pgs, FC           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR241396 

O/A LADY DEATH RULES TP VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Brian Pulido, Mike MacLean (A) Diego Bernard (CA) Mike Krome 



Lady Death has come far. She's awakened from her cursed sleep and laid Hell to waste. She's come to 

Earth and rallied "The Sworn" to defeat the Trinity. But as we will soon see, her trails have just begun 

and she's about to face a villain who threatens the "Infinityverse" itself! Read on, dear reader, and 

prepare yourself for the unexpected! This full-color 216 page volume collects Malevolent Decima1on 

(Chapter 11), Treacherous Infamy (Chapter 12), Cataclysmic Majesty (Chapter 13), and Sacrificial 

Annihila1on (Chapter 14)! (STL268775) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

COMIC SHOP NEWS INC 

 

APR241397 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1924 

It's ge]ng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff! If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then you are totally missing out. New design, greater variety of products, 

more reasons to come into the store, and more content to keep your customers entertained and 

informed. Try it for a month and see the difference in your sales! (STL317493) 

Tabloid, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241398 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1925 

It's ge]ng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then you are totally missing out. New design, greater variety of products, 

more reasons to come into the store, and more content to keep your customers entertained and 

informed. Readers are calling the new CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners 

are saying, "it's the best way to retain customers and grow sales". Try it for a month and see the 

difference in your sales. (STL317494) 

Tabloid, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241399 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1926 

It's ge]ng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then you are totally missing out. New design, greater variety of products, 

more reasons to come into the store, and more content to keep your customers entertained and 

informed. Readers are calling the new CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners 



are saying, "it's the best way to retain customers and grow sales". Try it for a month and see the 

difference in your sales. (STL317495) 

Tabloid, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241400 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1927 

It's ge]ng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then you are totally missing out. New design, greater variety of products, 

more reasons to come into the store, and more content to keep your customers entertained and 

informed. Readers are calling the new CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners 

are saying, "it's the best way to retain customers and grow sales". Try it for a month and see the 

difference in your sales. (STL317496) 

Tabloid, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241401 

COMIC SHOP NEWS (100CT BUNDLE) #1928 

It's ge]ng harder to get customers into your shop every Wednesday, and Comic Shop News is the 

best & least expensive way to keep customers coming in and buying more stuff. If you haven't 

checked out the new CSN, then you are totally missing out. New design, greater variety of products, 

more reasons to come into the store, and more content to keep your customers entertained and 

informed. Readers are calling the new CSN, "the Wizard magazine for preorders" and store owners 

are saying, "it's the best way to retain customers and grow sales". Try it for a month and see the 

difference in your sales. (STL317497) 

Tabloid, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

CRITICAL ENTERTAINMENT LLC 

 

APR241402 

THE FIRST AMERICANS #2 (OF 8) (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Christopher Reda (A/CA) Tadd Galusha 

At the end of the Ice Age 14,000 years ago and on the verge of starva1on, a tribe of Paleo-Indians 

travel across from Siberia into North America to hunt an elusive pack of Mammoths; but when they 

fail to hunt down the beasts, the tribe members must adapt to their new surroundings before 

becoming ex1nct themselves. (STL317491) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

56pgs, FC (2 of 8)           SRP: $6.99 



 

CLOVER PRESS, LLC 

 

APR241403 

ITS THE GREAT STORM TOM THE DANCING BUG (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ruben Bolling 

The Complete Tom the Dancing Bug, Volume 8: 2020-2023 

 

Clover Press's Complete Tom the Dancing Bug program bursts forward with the eighth chronological 

volume, covering all of the most recent installments of the comic strip, a two-1me Pulitzer Prize 

Finalist, from 2020-2023.   

 

It's the Great Storm, Tom the Dancing Bug! includes Bolling's award-winning work covering the last 

year of the Trump presidency and the post-term MAGA insanity.  All the favorite Tom the Dancing 

Bug characters try to make sense of the dark 1mes of the early 2020s, including:  the Smythe family 

of Chagrin Falls; Lucky Ducky, the poor liTle duck who's rich in luck; and Billy Dare, boy adventurer.  

Also in the volume is Bolling's comic contribu1on to "Weird Al" Yankovic's hit graphic novel, The 

Illustrated Al. 

 

Tom the Dancing Bug is the wildly popular, groundbreaking comic strip that has won mul1ple awards, 

including the Herblock Prize, the Berryman Award, and a Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Award.  Mark 

Hamill called it "wondrous, whimsical, and wiTy," and Seth Meyers recently wrote, "The fact that 

Tom the bug can keep dancing in this day and age is a testament to Ruben Bolling's skills as a 

cartoonist!" (STL319271) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $26.99 

 

APR241404 

TOM DANCING BUG INTO THE TRUMPVERSE GN TP NEW PTG 

Tom The Dancing Bug is celebra1ng its 30th anniversary, and it remains as 1mely and poignant as 

ever. Cartoonist and Tom The Dancing Bug creator Ruben Bolling has certainly had plenty of material 

to work with over the last four years, while winning a Herblock Prize, a Robert F. Kennedy Journalism 

Award, and being named a Pulitzer Prize Finalist. Into The Trumpverse features more than 200 

cartoons covering the poli1cal landscape during that 1me. With a foreword by the legendary Neil 

Gaiman. (STL229880) (FEB221361 

Item           SRP: $25.99 

 

APR241405 



O/A TOM DANCING BUG AWAKENS TP 

(W/A) Ruben Bolling 

This new collec1on of Tom The Dancing Bug presents all of cartoonist Ruben Bolling's acclaimed 

weekly comic strips from 2012-2015. This volume includes some of the comic's most lauded 

installments, including poli1cal cartoons about the laTer Obama term and the beginnings of the 

Trump phenomenon, the introduc1on of the comic's popular Chagrin Falls feature, some of its most 

beloved Super-Fun-Pak Comix, the con1nuing adventures of God-Man, the Omnipotent Superhero, 

and much more. (STL194196) 

SC, 8x9, 212pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241406 

O/A TOM THE DANCING BUG TP EAT THE POOR 

Clover Press’s Complete Tom the Dancing Bug program marches on with the fiVh chronological 

volume (and third volume published to date), covering every installment of the award-winning (and 

two-1me Pulitzer Prize Finalist) comic strip, from 2007-2011. This volume covers the years of 

Obama’s elec1on and The Great Recession, with a par1cular focus on Lucky Ducky, "the Poor LiTle 

Duck Who’s Rich in Luck.” But the topics also range far from the poli1cal and topical, into waffle 

irons, drunk shirtless guys, and par1cle accelerators. And of course, it also features Tom the Dancing 

Bug favorites like God-Man, Super-Fun-Pak Comix, Billy Dare, Boy Adventurer, and Charley the 

Australopithecine. It also includes other comics Ruben Bolling created during those years: a 

Recession-themed comic created for Harper’s Magazine; and the legendary, insane Toy Story/Cormac 

McCarthy mashup he did for The Village Voice. (STL214875) 

SC, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241407 

TOM THE DANCING BUG ALL MIGHTY COMICS TP (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ruben Bolling 

The Complete Tom the Dancing Bug, Volume 4: 2003-2006 

Clover Press's Complete Tom the Dancing Bug program streaks forward with the fourth chronological 

volume, covering every installment of the award-winning (and two-1me Pulitzer Prize Finalist) comic 

strip, from 2003-2006.   

This volume includes favorite characters of Tom the Dancing Bug, such as:  God-Man, the 

Omnipotent Superhero; Charley the Australopithecine; Billy Dare, Boy Adventurer; Dinkle, the Un-

Lovable Loser; and even the origin of Lucky Ducky.  It also includes a special comic Bolling created for 

Mad Magazine during the covered years:  "Educa-Fun." 

Tom the Dancing Bug is the wildly popular, groundbreaking comic strip that Mark Hamill called 

"wondrous, whimsical, and wiTy," and that led Seth Meyers to recently write, "The fact that Tom the 

bug can keep dancing in this day and age is a testament to Ruben Bolling's skills as a cartoonist!" 

(STL235587) (JUN221449) (C: 0-1-1) 



SC, 8x9, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $25.99 

 

APR241408 

O/A ON THE TRAIL OF TOM THE DANCING BUG TP (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Ruben Bolling 

Clover Press's Complete Tom the Dancing Bug program strides confidently ahead with the third 

chronological volume, covering every installment of the comic strip, a two-1me Pulitzer Prize Finalist, 

from 1999-2002.   

 

This volume not only includes the comic strip's favorite formats and characters, such as Super-Fun-

Pak Comix, God-Man, the Omnipotent Superhero, Charley the Australopithecine, and its cover 

character Billy Dare, Boy Adventurer, it also includes the strip's famed and award-winning urgent 

turn into poli1cal sa1re following 9/11. Also in the volume is Ruben Bolling's brief run of monthly 

full-page comics for The New Yorker, and a special comic for The Village Voice on the 2000 Subway 

World Series. 

 

Tom the Dancing Bug is the wildly popular, groundbreaking comic strip that Mark Hamill called 

"wondrous, whimsical, and wiTy," and that led Seth Meyers to recently write, "The fact that Tom the 

bug can keep dancing in this day and age is a testament to Ruben Bolling's skills as a cartoonist!" 

(STL251713) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $26.99 

 

CUTAWAY COMICS 

 

APR241410 

DNA OF DOCTOR WHO PHILIP HINCHCLIFFE YEARS SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Philip Hinchcliffe,  Various 

The DNA of Doctor Who takes a look at the crea1ves involved in making Doctor Who through the 

lens of newly-commissioned essays examining key themes, cri1cal responses and reflec1ons on the 

era in ques1on. Philip Hinchcliffe was the producer for the early years of Tom Baker's era as the 

fourth Doctor, and The Philip Hinchcliffe Years includes essays on every one of Philip's stories wriTen 

by a host of well-known contributors bringing fresh perspec1ves to some of our most well-loved 

stories. Edited by Gary Russell and designed by Will Brooks this first volume in the DNA series is an 

essen1al addi1on to any discerning Doctor Who or television fan's library. (STL316691) (C: 0-1-2) 

Reference Book, SC, 8x12, 204pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR241411 



DNA OF DOCTOR WHO PHILIP HINCHCLIFFE YEARS HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Philip Hinchcliffe,  Various 

The first in a brand-new series of lavish large format books examining the key crea1ves behind 

Doctor Who - THE DNA OF DOCTOR WHO takes a look at the crea1ves involved in making Doctor 

Who through the lens of newly-commissioned essays examining key themes, cri1cal responses and 

reflec1ons on the era in ques1on.  Opening with a book on arguably the most cri1cally acclaimed 

era, the one that cemented TOM BAKER as the Doctor in the minds of millions of viewers.  

THE DNA OF DOCTOR WHO: THE PHILIP HINCHCLIFFE YEARS includes a series of essays on every one 

of Philip's stories wriTen by a host of well-known contributors bringing fresh perspec1ves to some of 

our most well-loved stories. Edited by GARY RUSSELL and designed by WILL BROOKS this first volume 

in the DNA series is an essen1al addi1on to any discerning Doctor Who or television fan's library. 

PHILLIP HINCHCLIFFE has been closely involved at all stages of this project, and we have made sure 

Philip's voice is present alongside those of our contributors. This has been made possible through 25 

hours of brand new interviews with Philip reflec1ng on each and every essay. 

Stories considered thema1cally in this book are: THE ARK IN SPACE, THE SONTARAN EXPERIMENT, 

GENESIS OF THE DALEKS, REVENGE OF THE CYBERMEN, TERROR OF THE ZYGONS, PLANET OF EVIL, 

PYRAMIDS OF MARS, THE ANDROID INVASION, THE BRAIN OF MORBIUS, THE SEEDS OF DOOM, THE 

MASQUE OF MANDRAGORA, THE HAND OF FEAR, THE DEADLY ASSASSIN, THE FACE OF EVIL, THE 

ROBOTS OF DEATH and THE TALONS OF WENG-CHIANG. (STL316692) (C: 0-1-2) 

Reference Book, HC, 8x12, 204pgs, FC           SRP: $82.99 

 

DAIKAIJU 

 

APR241412 

G FAN #144 (C: 0-0-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS 

Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire gets the G-FAN review treatment. What's coming next for Godzilla? 

Plus all the latest kaiju news, movie retrospec1ves, product reports, posters and collec1bles, behind 

the scenes interviews, and much more. See why G-FAN is the world's most successful fanzine! 

(STL317490) (C: 0-0-2) 

Magazine, SC, 80pgs, PC           SRP: $8.95 

 

DC THOMPSON 

 

APR241413 

STARBLAZER TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Grant Morrison, Mike Knowles (A) Enrique Alcatena, Carlos Pino (CA) Neil Roberts 



Interstellar Space Fic1on Adventure in Pictures! This astronomical anthology collects two classic 

Starblazer issues from DC Thomson's extra-terrestrial archives: The Web of Arcon by Mike Knowles, 

illustrated by Carlos Pino and John Mar1n, and The Death Reaper by Grant Morrison, illustrated by 

Enrique Alcatena and Keith Robson. These two vintage issues from 1979 and 1984 have been blown 

up to full-graphic novel. Also included in this volume are an exclusive interview with legendary ar1st 

Carlos Pino (Commando, 2000 AD's Judge Dredd), cover gallery, and foreword by Doctor Who 

screenwriter and comic author Paul Cornell. (STL316433) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x9, 144pgs, B&W           SRP: $24.99 

 

DEAD SKY PUBLISHING LLC 

 

APR241414 

DEPROG #4 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Tina Horn (A) Lisa Sterle (CA)  DaNi 

Captured by the Adaptogen1c desert cult and facing the very interdimensional bathtub ritual that 

killed her family, Tate once again finds herself alone against the manipula1ons of a charisma1c 

leader. In this special extended finale, will Tate be able to use her deprog skills to overcome trauma 

and stop the latest sacrifice before it's too late? (STL317489) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

DEVILS DUE 

 

APR241415 

CLUB NEPHILIM #0 CVR A VOYAGER (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Pat Shand (A) Anna P Martello (CA) Art Voyager 

From the world of Mercy Sparx! What happens when a demonic black market brothel is overthrown 

by its own angelic workers? Club Nephilim exists in the seedy underbelly of the supernatural realm. 

Where powerful elites can go to experience delights and debauchery unheard of to the the common 

person. Where those to whom money is no op1on can purchase arcane relics and enchanted 

ar1facts with no ques1ons asked. (STL317981) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241416 

CLUB NEPHILIM #0 CVR B BLAYLOCK (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 



(W) Pat Shand (A) Anna P Martello (CA) Josh Blaylock 

From the world of Mercy Sparx! What happens when a demonic black market brothel is overthrown 

by its own angelic workers? Club Nephilim exists in the seedy underbelly of the supernatural realm. 

Where powerful elites can go to experience delights and debauchery unheard of to the the common 

person. Where those to whom money is no op1on can purchase arcane relics and enchanted 

ar1facts with no ques1ons asked. (STL318034) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241417 

CLUB NEPHILIM #0 CVR C ENERJAX (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Pat Shand (A) Anna P Martello (CA)  Enerjax 

From the world of Mercy Sparx! What happens when a demonic black market brothel is overthrown 

by its own angelic workers? Club Nephilim exists in the seedy underbelly of the supernatural realm. 

Where powerful elites can go to experience delights and debauchery unheard of to the the common 

person. Where those to whom money is no op1on can purchase arcane relics and enchanted 

ar1facts with no ques1ons asked. (STL318035) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241418 

CLUB NEPHILIM #0 CVR D HERRERA (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Pat Shand (A) Anna P Martello (CA) Joel H Herrera 

From the world of Mercy Sparx! What happens when a demonic black market brothel is overthrown 

by its own angelic workers? Club Nephilim exists in the seedy underbelly of the supernatural realm. 

Where powerful elites can go to experience delights and debauchery unheard of to the the common 

person. Where those to whom money is no op1on can purchase arcane relics and enchanted 

ar1facts with no ques1ons asked. (STL318036) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

DIFFERENCE ENGINE PTE LTD 

 

APR241419 

WORK LIFE BALANCE GN (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Ree Wayne, Chee Benjamin (A) Chee Benjamin 

When a menacing mul1na1onal arrives on our shores, familiar creatures like pon1anaks, 

manananggals, raksasis, and ba jiao guis are forced out of their jobs. Some give in and sign up for 

mundane corporate life—but others would rather fight than join the broken-spirited hordes of the 

(desk)bound. Benjamin Chee's comics and Wayne Rée's prose intertwine in this collec1on to bring 

you familiar Asian mythology in an even more familiar se]ng: the realm of dead-end work, glass 

ceilings, and truly hellish bosses. (STL308422) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5.7x8.2, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $20.00 

 

DISNEY HYPERION 

 

APR241420 

TWISTED TALE STRAIGHT ON TIL MORNING GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Stephanie Kate Strohm, Liz Braswell (A) Noor Sofi 

Disney's Peter Pan gets a twisted, graphic novel makeover in this reimagined YA story that asks, 

"What if Wendy first traveled to Never Land... with Captain Hook?" Sixteen-year-old Wendy Darling's 

life is not what she imagined it would be. AVer nearly mee1ng her hero, Peter Pan, four years earlier, 

she s1ll holds on to his shadow—and the hope that his magical home truly exists. So when the 

chance to travel to Never Land arises, Wendy makes a deal with Peter's nemesis in exchange for 

passage. But the Never Land she discovers isn't the wondrous place she imagined: Peter is nowhere 

to be found, and his pixie friend Tinker Bell refuses to speak to her. S1ll, when Captain Hook reveals 

some evil and rather permanent plans for Never Land, it's up to Wendy and Tink to save Peter Pan—

and his world. (STL317530) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

DK PUBLISHING 

 

APR241421 

BROOKLYN NINE NINE BOOK SC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  DK Publishing 

"Call me... Velvet Thunder." Delve into top-secret, behind-the-scenes intel at Brooklyn Nine-Nine: 

everyone's favorite (and funniest) TV police precinct. Study case files on all the Nine-Nine's best-

loved cops and conduct an extensive background check into what makes Peralta, Rosa, Boyle, Amy, 

and more 1ck. Alongside the profiles, explore the running gags, on-set stories, hilarious quotes, and 

iconic moments that make this show a classic. The Brooklyn Nine-Nine Book is the ul1mate 

companion to everyone's favorite cop comedy—which celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2023! 

(STL317532) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, SC, 5x7, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 



 

APR241422 

STAR WARS YOUNG JEDI ADV POP UP BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  DK Publishing 

The Force is strong with this one! Join the younglings as they train to be the best Jedi Knights in the 

galaxy in this pop-up book featuring your liTle one’s favorite characters: Kai, Lys, Nubbs, Master 

Yoda, Nash, and RJ-83! LiTle hands can liV big flaps and see five peekaboo surprises pop up from the 

pages, and explore themes of friendship, teamwork, and bravery. With the help of parents and 

caregivers, children will have fun turning the sturdy board book pages, guessing what’s hiding under 

each flap, and then liVing the flaps to reveal the young Jedis and their friends, and play peekaboo! 

(STL317531) (C: 0-1-0) 

POP-UP Book, HC, 8x8, 12pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

DONALD GRANT PUBLISHING 

 

APR241423 

USE MUSIC TO KILL ART OF PHIL HALE HC (MR) 

(W) Phil Hale & Various (A/CA) Phil Hale 

Use Music to Kill is a collec1on of over two hundred pain1ngs, photographs, drawings and collages in 

Phil's dis1nc1ve style, from a career that has spanned fine art, portraiture, illustra1on, fashion 

photography, film and music. Foreword by science fic1on writer Michael Moorcock, conversa1ons 

with the ar1st and award winning short story writer Adam Marek and ar1st & illustrator Ashley 

Wood. Essay on the nature of violence in art by Dr Michiko Oki  and commentary by Texas-based 

musician Bob Schneider. (STL315292) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, HC, 11x11, 172pgs, FC           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR241424 

O/A JEFFREY JONES IDYL IM AGE SC 

(W/A/CA) Jeffrey Jones 

Two legendary graphic strips by the late Jeffrey Jones are collected for the first 1me. Idyl ran in the 

pages of the Na1onal Lampoon while the later I'm Age appeared in Heavy Metal Magazine. Idyl - I'm 

Age, a 96-page oversized 9" x 12" art book, celebrates the unique vision of celebrated ar1st Jeffrey 

Jones. The book has both an Introduc1on and an insighPul AVerword by award winning ar1st George 

PraT. Please Note: Due to a produc1on error the I'm Age strip from the October 1982 edi1on of 

Heavy Metal Magazine is missing from this collec1on. (STK686569) 

SC, 9x12, 96pgs, B&W           SRP: $24.99 



 

APR241425 

O/A JEFFREY JONES IDYL IM AGE HC 

(W/A/CA) Jeffrey Jones 

Two legendary graphic strips by the late Jeffrey Jones are collected for the first 1me. Idyl ran in the 

pages of the Na1onal Lampoon while the later I'm Age appeared in Heavy Metal Magazine. Now 

available is Idyl - I'm Age, a 96-page oversized 9" x 12" art book celebra1ng the unique vision of 

celebrated ar1st Jeffrey Jones. The book has both an Introduc1on and an insighPul AVerword by 

award winning ar1st George PraT. Please Note: Due to a late produc1on error the I'm Age strip from 

the October 1982 edi1on of Heavy Metal Magazine is missing from this collec1on. (STK686570) 

HC, 9x12, 96pgs, B&W           SRP: $39.99 

 

DRAWN & QUARTERLY 

 

APR241426 

WENDY AWARD GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Walter ScoT 

Everybody's favorite party girl Wendy is so back! When Wendy is nominated for the coveted Na1onal 

FoodHut Contemporary Art Prize alongside her friend Winona, all of her millennial dreams seem to 

be coming true. But not even achieving bona fide art star fame can hide the truth: a never-ending 

struggle with imposter syndrome. (STL317485) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x9, 248pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.95 

 

APR241427 

WENDY SC GN 

(W) Walter ScoT, Walter ScoT (CA) Walter ScoT 

With Wendy, ScoT launches the Wendyverse, brimming with painfully relatable characters. Wendy's 

an aspiring ar1st in a party city, and she's in a rut. She spends her 1me snor1ng MDMA in gallery 

bathrooms and watching Nurse Jackie reruns on her laptop while hungover. When she's accepted to 

a residency, Wendy and her BFF Winona become the centre of an art world controversy. (STL184518) 

(MAR211239) 

216pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.95 

 

APR241428 



WENDY MASTER OF ART GN (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Walter ScoT 

Wendy is an aspiring contemporary ar1st whose adventures have taken her to galleries, art openings, 

and par1es in Los Angeles, Tokyo, and Toronto. Walter ScoT's sly wit and social commentary zero in 

on MFA culture as our hero decides to hunker down and complete a master of fine arts at the 

University of Hell in small-town Ontario. It is deeply funny and endlessly relatable as it shows Wendy 

growing up from Millennial art party girl to successful ar1st, friend, teacher — and Master of Art. 

(STL153631) (MAR201813) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6.5x9, 276pgs, B&W           SRP: $24.95 

 

APR241429 

WENDYS REVENGE SC GN 

(W/A/CA) Walter ScoT 

In Wendy's Revenge, Wendy returns with a fresh set of awkward misadventures and messy nights 

out. When the book opens, aspiring ar1st Wendy has decided to move to the west coast to clear her 

head, only to find her collaborator and friend Winona packing up to leave. ScoT's inky character 

drawings evoke millennial culture with such Jungian accuracy that you can't help but stare and giggle 

in equal measure. (STL184519) (MAR211240) 

256pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.95 

 

APR241430 

O/A OFFSHORE LIGHTNING GN (MR) (C: 0-0-2) 

(W/A/CA) Saito Nazuna 

Nazuna Saito began making comics late. She was in her for1es when she submiTed a story to a major 

Japanese publishing house and won an award for newcomers. Offshore Lightning collects Saito's 

early work as well as two recent graphic novellas "In Cap1vity" (2012) and "Solitary Death Building" 

(2015), both focused on aging and death. (STL269962) (C: 0-0-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 384pgs, B&W           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241431 

ONWARD TOWARDS OUR NOBLE DEATHS GN (NEW PTG) (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

Kokopo, 1943. A platoon of soldiers is ordered into baTle. The objec1ve is death. The alterna1ve is 

certain execu1on as a consequence of survival. Inspired by Eisner Award-winning author Shigeru 



Mizuki's own mandatory tour of duty as an ac1ve combatant in the Imperial Japanese Army, Onward 

Towards Our Noble Deaths portrays a flailing infantry unit on its last legs near the end of the Second 

World War. (STL234802) (JUN221484) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 368pgs, B&W           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241432 

SHOWA HISTORY OF JAPAN GN VOL 01 1926 -1939 SHIGERU MIZUKI ( 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

Showa 1926-1939: A History of Japan lays the groundwork for Eisner award-winning author Shigeru 

Mizuki's historical and autobiographical series about Japanese life in the twen1eth century. Depicted 

against his trademark photorealis1c backdrops, Mizuki effortlessly portrays a na1on forced into a 

period of upheaval and brings history into the realm of the personal. Indeed, as a child coming of age 

in the Showa era, the author's earliest memories coincide with key events of the 1me. (STL234794) 

(JUN221477) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 560pgs, PC           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241433 

SHOWA HISTORY OF JAPAN GN VOL 02 1939-1944 SHIGERU MIZUKI (N 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

Showa 1939-1944: A History of Japan con1nues Eisner award-winning author Shigeru Mizuki's 

historical and autobiographical account of Japanese life in the twen1eth century. This volume covers 

the devasta1on of the Sino-Japanese War and the first few years of the Pacific War-a chilling 

reminder of just how harsh life in Japan was during this hos1le era. Pivotal events like the aTack on 

Pearl Harbor are reframed as part of a larger context detailing the country's brutal military expansion 

into Southeast Asia and elsewhere. (STL234796) (JUN221478) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 536pgs, B&W           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241434 

SHOWA HISTORY OF JAPAN GN VOL 03 1944-1953 SHIGERU MIZUKI (N 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

Showa 1944-1953: A History of Japan con1nues Eisner award-winning author Shigeru Mizuki's 

historical and autobiographical account of Japanese life in the twen1eth century. In this volume, the 

tail-end of the Pacific War and its devasta1ng consequences upon the author and his compatriots 



loom large. Two rival navies engage in a deadly game of feint and thrust, waging a series of ruthless 

military campaigns across the Pacific islands. When the United States unleashes the atomic bomb it 

is the ul1mate, defini1ve blow. The catastrophic fallout from both explosions surpasses the limits of 

popular imagina1on. (STL234797) (JUN221479) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 536pgs, B&W           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241435 

SHOWA HISTORY OF JAPAN GN VOL 04 1953-1989 SHIGERU MIZUKI (N 

(W/A/CA) Shigeru Mizuki 

Showa 1953-1989: A History of Japan concludes award-winning author Shigeru Mizuki's stunning 

historical and autobiographical series about Japanese life in the twen1eth century. The final volume 

picks up in the wake of uTer defeat in World War II, covering the United States' shiV from enemy to 

ally. Jobs, money, and opportunity are funneled along in a bid to establish the country as a bulwark 

against Communist expansion. Japan thus reinvents itself, emerging as an economic powerhouse. 

This period of peace and plenty conceals a populace s1ll struggling to come to terms with the 

devasta1on of their all-too-recent past. (STL234798) (JUN221480) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 552pgs, B&W           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241436 

O/A TALK TO MY BACK TP (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Yamada Murasaki 

Set in an apartment complex on the outskirts of Tokyo, Murasaki Yamada's Talk to My Back (1981-84) 

explores the fraying of Japan's suburban middle-class dreams through a woman's rela1onship with 

her two daughters as they mature and assert their independence, and with her husband, who works 

late and sees his wife as liTle more than a domes1c servant. (STL226338) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 384pgs, B&W           SRP: $29.95 

 

DREN PRODUCTIONS 

 

APR241437 

SIRE #7 REBIRTH PT 2 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Michael Dolce (A) Daniele Carmanico,  Sousherpa (CA) Victor Dandridge, Kris Carter 



"Rebirth," Part 2. The Sire crashes the party just in 1me to rescue Bard from the Executor's clutches. 

But an old adversary lurks in the darkness that might upend The Sire's quest to rescue him. Plus: 

Enter Serpen1ne! (STL316252) (C: 0-1-1) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

DREN PRODUCTIONS AFTER DARK 

 

APR241438 

DUNGEONS AND DIMWITS #1 CVR A KODARIS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Mascia (A/CA)  Kodaris 

A group of friends playing a tabletop role-playing game is sucked into the game and become their 

own characters by an NPC that was just too powerful. They find themselves in a fight for their very 

lives against an army far more powerful than their characters' level! What could possibly go wrong? 

(STL316256) (C: 0-1-1) 

20pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241439 

DUNGEONS AND DIMWITS #1 CVR B KODARIS (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) James Mascia (A/CA)  Kodaris 

A group of friends playing a tabletop role-playing game is sucked into the game and become their 

own characters by an NPC that was just too powerful. They find themselves in a fight for their very 

lives against an army far more powerful than their characters' level! What could possibly go wrong? 

(STL316257) (C: 0-1-1) 

20pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

DSTLRY MEDIA, INC 

 

APR241440 

BIG BURN #1 CVR A GARBETT 

(W) Joe Henderson (A/CA) Lee GarbeT 

NEW SERIES DEBUT from the Eisner-nominated crea1ve team of SKYWARD!  

 

Owen and Carlie are the Bonnie and Clyde of the 21st century - a smooth, slick duo who pull off 

impossible heists, and have the 1me of their lives doing it. But when jus1ce finally catches up to 



them, they think it's all over. Un1l the Devil himself offers them a deal - their freedom for their very 

SOULS. But they soon find that without their souls, their love is missing too. So they set out to recruit 

a crew of the damned for the ul1mate heist: break into Hell and steal their souls back.   

 

Joe Henderson (SKYWARD, SHADECRAFT, NePlix's Lucifer) and Lee GarbeT (SKYWARD, LOKI, 

UNCANNY SPIDER-MAN) invite you on a thrilling journey to a Hell you've never seen before. A place 

perfectly designed to give people hope, so that the devil can torture them with it when he takes it 

away. Again and again. That's right, Hell is a CASINO. And even with the greatest team of thieves, the 

house always wins.  

  

For fans of OCEANS 11, INCEPTION, LUCIFER, OUT OF SIGHT (STL318041) 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241441 

BIG BURN #1 CVR B 

(W) Joe Henderson (A) Lee GarbeT (CA)  TBA 

NEW SERIES DEBUT from the Eisner-nominated crea1ve team of SKYWARD!  

 

Owen and Carlie are the Bonnie and Clyde of the 21st century - a smooth, slick duo who pull off 

impossible heists, and have the 1me of their lives doing it. But when jus1ce finally catches up to 

them, they think it's all over. Un1l the Devil himself offers them a deal - their freedom for their very 

SOULS. But they soon find that without their souls, their love is missing too. So they set out to recruit 

a crew of the damned for the ul1mate heist: break into Hell and steal their souls back.   

 

Joe Henderson (SKYWARD, SHADECRAFT, NePlix's Lucifer) and Lee GarbeT (SKYWARD, LOKI, 

UNCANNY SPIDER-MAN) invite you on a thrilling journey to a Hell you've never seen before. A place 

perfectly designed to give people hope, so that the devil can torture them with it when he takes it 

away. Again and again. That's right, Hell is a CASINO. And even with the greatest team of thieves, the 

house always wins.  

  

For fans of OCEANS 11, INCEPTION, LUCIFER, OUT OF SIGHT (STL318044) 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241445 

BLOOD BROTHERS MOTHER #2 CVR A RISSO (MR) 

(W) Brian Azzarello (A/CA) Eduardo Risso 



“THE BLOOD BROTHERS MOTHER, Part 2” 

 

The hit Western from DSTRLY by Brian Azzarello and Eduardo Risso — the 

legendary crea1ve team behind the seminal crime series 100 BULLETS — keeps 

on charging! 

 

AVer the brutal murder of their step-father and the willful abduc1on of their mother, the 

three Blood brothers set off in hot pursuit…but their way is fraught with killer bandits, 

baTle-scarred soldiers and female preacher that’s not at all what she appears! 

In the tradi1on of The Searchers, The Outlaw Josie Wales and Blood Meridian comes a 

brutal new western series from writer BRIAN AZZARELLO and ar1st EDUARDO RISSO 

— the Eisner award-winning team behind the Ver1go crime classic, 100 BULLETS and 

Image Comics’ MOONSHINE! 

 

For fans of YELLOWSTONE 1883, CLINT EASTWOOD, TRUE GRIT. (STL318053) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241446 

BLOOD BROTHERS MOTHER #2 CVR B (MR) 

(W) Brian Azzarello (A) Eduardo Risso (CA)  TBA 

“THE BLOOD BROTHERS MOTHER, Part 2” 

 

The hit Western from DSTRLY by Brian Azzarello and Eduardo Risso — the 

legendary crea1ve team behind the seminal crime series 100 BULLETS — keeps 

on charging! 

 

AVer the brutal murder of their step-father and the willful abduc1on of their mother, the 

three Blood brothers set off in hot pursuit…but their way is fraught with killer bandits, 

baTle-scarred soldiers and female preacher that’s not at all what she appears! 

In the tradi1on of The Searchers, The Outlaw Josie Wales and Blood Meridian comes a 



brutal new western series from writer BRIAN AZZARELLO and ar1st EDUARDO RISSO 

— the Eisner award-winning team behind the Ver1go crime classic, 100 BULLETS and 

Image Comics’ MOONSHINE! 

 

For fans of YELLOWSTONE 1883, CLINT EASTWOOD, TRUE GRIT. (STL318054) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241450 

BLASFAMOUS #3 CVR A ANDOLFO (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo 

In this final issue, pop icon Clelia faces a crisis aVer uncovering rival Dorothy's iden1ty. Broken 

physically and spirtuallyl, she and Father Lev baTle against forces of… goodness? As Clelia's world 

teeters, the righteousness of maintaining the status quo is threatened! Offering an intense 

explora1on of personal and societal values in the glamorous yet ruthless pop industry, Blasfamous 

comes to a breathtaking, intense climax! 

 

The new, exci1ng series from interna1onal superstar Mirka Andolfo (SWEET PAPRIKA, MERCY, 

UNNATURAL, HARLEY QUINN, PUNCHLINE). (STL318048) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241451 

BLASFAMOUS #3 CVR B ANDOLFO (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Mirka Andolfo 

In this final issue, pop icon Clelia faces a crisis aVer uncovering rival Dorothy's iden1ty. Broken 

physically and spirtuallyl, she and Father Lev baTle against forces of… goodness? As Clelia's world 

teeters, the righteousness of maintaining the status quo is threatened! Offering an intense 

explora1on of personal and societal values in the glamorous yet ruthless pop industry, Blasfamous 

comes to a breathtaking, intense climax! 

 

The new, exci1ng series from interna1onal superstar Mirka Andolfo (SWEET PAPRIKA, MERCY, 

UNNATURAL, HARLEY QUINN, PUNCHLINE). (STL318049) 

MATURE THEMES 



8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241455 

SPECTREGRAPH #2 CVR A WARD (MR) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A/CA) Chris1an Ward 

Trapped in the Malibu mausoleum of late billionaire Ambrose EvereT Hall, real estate agent Janie 

Chase must find a way out to get back to her infant son. Meanwhile, Vesper Quinn, the aTaché for 

the sinister Thanatos Group, searches the mansion for the source of the occult power radia1ng 

through its walls... and coming to life before her very eyes. 

 

Two of the most celebrated visionaries of the medium, mul1ple-Eisner Award winners James Tynion 

IV (THE NICE HOUSE ON THE LAKE, SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN, W0RLDTR33) and 

Chris1an Ward (BATMAN: CITY OF MADNESS, INVISIBLE KINGDOM) invite you into the world of 

SPECTREGRAPH, a haun1ng, cerebral horror novel that peels back the layers of America's opulent 

wealth and uncovers the rot underneath. But be careful: once you enter, you may never leave. 

 

SPECTREGRAPH is perfect for fans of THE HAUNTING OF HILL HOUSE & THE CONJURING. (STL318058) 

MATURE THEMES 

8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241456 

SPECTREGRAPH #2 CVR B (MR) 

(W) James Tynion Iv (A) Chris1an Ward (CA)  TBA 

Trapped in the Malibu mausoleum of late billionaire Ambrose EvereT Hall, real estate agent Janie 

Chase must find a way out to get back to her infant son. Meanwhile, Vesper Quinn, the aTaché for 

the sinister Thanatos Group, searches the mansion for the source of the occult power radia1ng 

through its walls... and coming to life before her very eyes. 

 

Two of the most celebrated visionaries of the medium, mul1ple-Eisner Award winners James Tynion 

IV (THE NICE HOUSE ON THE LAKE, SOMETHING IS KILLING THE CHILDREN, W0RLDTR33) and 

Chris1an Ward (BATMAN: CITY OF MADNESS, INVISIBLE KINGDOM) invite you into the world of 

SPECTREGRAPH, a haun1ng, cerebral horror novel that peels back the layers of America's opulent 

wealth and uncovers the rot underneath. But be careful: once you enter, you may never leave. 

 

SPECTREGRAPH is perfect for fans of THE HAUNTING OF HILL HOUSE & THE CONJURING. (STL318059) 

MATURE THEMES 



8.5x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $8.99 

 

APR241460 

SOMNA HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Becky Cloonan, Tula Lotay (A) Tula Lotay, Becky Cloonan (CA) Becky Cloonan 

BECKY CLOONAN AND TULA LOTAY—BOTH WRITING AND DRAWING A GRAPHIC NOVEL TOGETHER 

FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

 

Set amidst the terrifying backdrop of the witch hunts in a quiet 1600s English village, SOMNA follows 

one woman's descent into an ero1c escape from the confines of her puritanical world. From the 

masterful minds of Becky Cloonan (BY CHANCE OR PROVIDENCE, Wonder Woman) and Tula Lotay 

(BARNSTORMERS) comes an intoxica1ng blend of history, ero1cism, and the supernatural in 

SOMNA—an evoca1ve masterpiece that draws inspira1on from cinema1c folk-horror gems like 

Midsommar and The Witch—and will transport readers to a world where passion and spirits 

intertwine, enrapturing your senses and leave you craving more.  

 

This Mass Market Hardcover features the complete three issues plus the 11 page story from The 

Devil's Cut. (STL301992) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8.5x11, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 

 

APR241461 

SOMNA HC DM EXC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Becky Cloonan, Tula Lotay (CA) Tula Lotay 

BECKY CLOONAN AND TULA LOTAY—BOTH WRITING AND DRAWING A GRAPHIC NOVEL TOGETHER 

FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

 

Set amidst the terrifying backdrop of the witch hunts in a quiet 1600s English village, SOMNA follows 

one woman's descent into an ero1c escape from the confines of her puritanical world. From the 

masterful minds of Becky Cloonan (BY CHANCE OR PROVIDENCE, Wonder Woman) and Tula Lotay 

(BARNSTORMERS) comes an intoxica1ng blend of history, ero1cism, and the supernatural in 

SOMNA—an evoca1ve masterpiece that draws inspira1on from cinema1c folk-horror gems like 

Midsommar and The Witch—and will transport readers to a world where passion and spirits 

intertwine, enrapturing your senses and leave you craving more. 

 



This Direct Market Exclusive Hardcover features the complete three issues, the 11 page story from 

The Devil's Cut, plus a new cover, more interior pages featuring backmaTer & a cover gallery, and a 

1p in plate. Will be printed to order, so don't miss out. (STL318063) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8.5x11, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $75.00 

 

APR241462 

GONE HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Jock 

NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL DEBUT FROM JOCK—WRITING AND DRAWING A CREATOR-OWNED PROJECT 

FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

 

On an impoverished and distant planet, where menial workers scratch out a living resupplying 

starships, the best place to be is GONE... and that's exactly where 13-year-old ABI wants to be. Abi 

stows away on a colossal luxury space-liner for a chance at a beTer life. When Abi suddenly finds 

herself branded a saboteur as she desperately struggles to evade the ship's deadly crew and to stay 

alive! Beau1fully wriTen and drawn by JOCK—Eisner Award winning ar1st of SNOW ANGELS & 

BATMAN: ONE DARK KNIGHT—GONE is an ac1on-packed sci-fi adventure where a young heroine 

confronts betrayal, discovers her true allies, and fights against all odds to discover that nothing is 

farther away than... home. 

 

This Mass Market Hardcover features the complete three issues plus the 11 page story from The 

Devil’s Cut. (STL301991) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8.5x11, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 

 

APR241463 

GONE HC DM EXC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Jock 

NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL DEBUT FROM JOCK—WRITING AND DRAWING A CREATOR-OWNED PROJECT 

FOR THE FIRST TIME! 

 

On an impoverished and distant planet, where menial workers scratch out a living resupplying 

starships, the best place to be is GONE... and that's exactly where 13-year-old ABI wants to be. Abi 

stows away on a colossal luxury space-liner for a chance at a beTer life. When Abi suddenly finds 

herself branded a saboteur as she desperately struggles to evade the ship's deadly crew and to stay 

alive! Beau1fully wriTen and drawn by JOCK—Eisner Award winning ar1st of SNOW ANGELS & 



BATMAN: ONE DARK KNIGHT—GONE is an ac1on-packed sci-fi adventure where a young heroine 

confronts betrayal, discovers her true allies, and fights against all odds to discover that nothing is 

farther away than... home.  

 

This Direct Market Exclusive Hardcover features the complete three issues, the 11 page story from 

The Devil's Cut, plus a new cover, more interior pages featuring backmaTer & a cover gallery, and a 

1p in plate. Will be printed to order, so don't miss out. (STL318064) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8.5x11, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $75.00 

 

DYNAMIC FORCES 

 

APR241464 

DF AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 SILVER TERRY & RACHEL DODSON SGN ( 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?! THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that 

boasts not only a double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and 

legends to be! The Sins of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true 

color - green. But is it truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you 

don't want to miss this ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA 

tells a story that will stay with you for a long 1me. And more! LEGACY #944 (STL319273) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR241465 

DF AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #50 CAPULLO VAR GOLD SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

GUESS WHO'S BACK?! THE GREEN GOBLIN RETURNS in this landmark and massive issue of ASM that 

boasts not only a double-sized main story but some instant Spider-Man classics by legends and 

legends to be! The Sins of Norman Osborn have found their way home and Norman shows his true 

color - green. But is it truly that simple? Spidey and Gobby's brutal fight is one for the ages and you 

don't want to miss this ending. PLUS! MARV WOLFMAN RETURNS TO SPIDER-MAN! NIKESH SHUKLA 

tells a story that will stay with you for a long 1me. And more! LEGACY #944 (STL319274) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR241466 

DF VENOM SEPARATION ANXIETY #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

LONG LIVE…THE KING IN PURPLE! AMAZING SPIDER-MAN legend and VENOM co-creator DAVID 

MICHELINIE triumphantly returns to tell another all-new, heart-pounding, brain-ea1ng tale set in 

EDDIE BROCK'S earliest days! This 1me, he's teaming up with VENOM and DEATH OF THE 



VENOMVERSE ar1st extraordinaire GERARDO SANDOVAL! Venom has made a new enemy. And their 

bond will be tested like never before when a foe with the power to alter reality itself threatens to 

tear Eddie's world apart, star1ng with his symbiote! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319275) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $94.00 

 

APR241467 

DF MARVEL COMICS BLANK VAR VENOM SKETCH COURT (C: 0-1-2) 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY JESSICA COURT! (STL319277) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR241468 

DF VENOM #32 BESCH VAR SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

"FLESH AND BLOOD" PART 3! BACK TO THE FUTURE! In the greatest depths of space and at the end 

of existence, within the flowering fauna of the symbio1c GARDEN OF TIME, some carnivorous new 

species has blossomed. Something bloodred, with thorns...and an appe1te! (STL319276) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $32.00 

 

APR241469 

DF SPIDER-GWEN SMASH #1 GIANG COMICXPOSURE EXC VENOMIZED VAR 

TIME TO FACE THE MUSIC! The Mary Janes are off on a four-city tour as the opening act to one of 

Earth-65's biggest rock bands! Gwen has promised the band that this big break will be all about the 

music. No web-slinging, just drums. But when a mysterious assassin targets the headliner, Gwen 

begins to wonder how she got this gig in the first place. Featuring new versions of some of your 

favorite characters! (STL319278) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241470 

DF ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #5 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

THE SECRET HISTORY OF HARRY OSBORN! How does the heir apparent of Oscorp become a masked 

vigilante? And what does Green Goblin know of the true status of the world he lives in? All and more 

will be revealed! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319279) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR241471 



DF ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #1 WAITE GAMING ED COMICXPOSURE EXC ( 

THE NEW ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN FOR A NEW ULTIMATE UNIVERSE! Visionary writer Jonathan 

Hickman (HOUSE OF X/POWERS OF X) and acclaimed ar1st Marco CheccheTo (DAREDEVIL) bring you 

a bold new take on Spider-Man, with this, the debut 1tle of the new line of Ul1mate Comics! AVer 

the events of ULTIMATE INVASION, the world needs a hero… who will rise up to take on that 

responsibility? Prepare to be entangled in a web of mystery and excitement as the all-new ULTIMATE 

SPIDER-MAN comic redefines the wall-crawler for the 21st Century! (STL319280) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR241472 

DF HELLVERINE #1 YOUNG VAR PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES! Because you demanded it - the 

return of the HELLVERINE!  When a DEMONIC FORCE known as BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it 

brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in 

the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the streets… and is he slashing his hellfire 

claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of 

the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST 

RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! (STL319283) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $36.00 

 

APR241473 

DF ULTIMATES #1 COELLO FOIL VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

THE ULTIMATES RETURN TO GREATNESS! Spinning out of Jonathan Hickman and Stefano Caselli's 

ULTIMATE UNIVERSE #1, rising stars Deniz Camp (CHILDREN OF THE VAULT, 20th Century Men) and 

Juan Frigeri (INVINCIBLE IRON MAN) assemble an all-new team of ULTIMATES in a series that kicks off 

the next chapter of the new Ul1mate line. Six months ago, Tony Stark sent Peter Parker a radioac1ve 

spider to set him back on the course to become Spider-Man. Since then, Iron Lad (Stark), Captain 

America, Doom, Thor and Sif have begun to do the same for other lost heroes, building a network of 

super-powered heroes hungry for change… Now they must band together to destroy the Maker's 

Council and restore freedom and free will to a world ruled from the shadows! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR 

HIGHER! (STL319281) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $119.61 

 

APR241474 

DF HELLVERINE #1 STEGMAN SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES! Because you demanded it - the 

return of the HELLVERINE!  When a DEMONIC FORCE known as BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it 

brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in 

the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the streets… and is he slashing his hellfire 



claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of 

the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST 

RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! (STL319282) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $36.00 

 

APR241475 

DF HELLVERINE #1 PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

RIDE TO HELL AND BACK IN HELLVERINE'S FIRST EVER SOLO SERIES! Because you demanded it - the 

return of the HELLVERINE!  When a DEMONIC FORCE known as BAGRA-GHUL first came to earth, it 

brought LOGAN and GHOST RIDER together to hunt it before it possessed WOLVERINE. But now, in 

the present day, what event will put the Hellverine back on the streets… and is he slashing his hellfire 

claws for good or evil? And, introducing the ALL-NEW HELLFIRE WARRIORS! Don't miss the launch of 

the all-new series, brought to you by Hellverine co-creator Benjamin Percy (WOLVERINE, GHOST 

RIDER) and blazing hot talent Julius Ohta (ALIEN, VENOM)! (STL319284) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $36.00 

 

APR241476 

DF WOLVERINE #49 PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Armor up for the penul1mate part of 'Sabretooth War!' Wolverine is powerless-but not defenseless. 

Forge made Logan one last inven1on, and with the lives of the X-Men and all mutants on the line, it's 

1me to unleash the ul1mate weapon! COLLECTORS' NOTE: Featuring the full debut of the 

Adaman1um Armor! (STL319285) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $35.00 

 

APR241477 

DF WOLVERINE #49 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Armor up for the penul1mate part of 'Sabretooth War!' Wolverine is powerless-but not defenseless. 

Forge made Logan one last inven1on, and with the lives of the X-Men and all mutants on the line, it's 

1me to unleash the ul1mate weapon! COLLECTORS' NOTE: Featuring the full debut of the 

Adaman1um Armor! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319286) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $74.00 

 

APR241478 

DF WOLVERINE #50 PERCY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Creed vs. Logan-The final showdown! It's all come down to this: the final baTle between Wolverine 

and Sabretooth. The Sabretooth War concludes in the way it began-a violent, bloody baTle-but who 

will be leV standing? Plus: Special short stories celebra1ng fiVy issues of this run and 50 years of 



Wolverine, from legendary Logan scribes including Larry Hama, as well as a final send-off from 

Benjamin Percy and Javi Fernández, and some special surprises! (STL319287) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $35.00 

 

APR241479 

DF WOLVERINE #50 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Creed vs. Logan-The final showdown! It's all come down to this: the final baTle between Wolverine 

and Sabretooth. The Sabretooth War concludes in the way it began-a violent, bloody baTle-but who 

will be leV standing? Plus: Special short stories celebra1ng fiVy issues of this run and 50 years of 

Wolverine, from legendary Logan scribes including Larry Hama, as well as a final send-off from 

Benjamin Percy and Javi Fernández, and some special surprises! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! 

(STL319288) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $74.00 

 

APR241480 

DF DEADPOOL #1 HAESER SGN & REMARKED LADY DEADPOOL SKETCH (C 

A NEW ERA FOR THE MERC WITH A MOUTH, AND A GUN, AND A SWORD… Cody Ziglar (MILES 

MORALES: SPIDER-MAN) has a wild ride planned for the Merc with the mouth! Introducing a 

terrifying new villain who won't stop un1l he catches Wade in his DEATH GRIP. But all work and no 

play makes Deadpool a very dead boy! (STL319291) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $91.00 

 

APR241481 

DF DEADPOOL & WOLVERINE WWIII #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

The most intensely mismatched team-up in comics and pop culture - the best there is and the merc 

with the mouth - undergoes a radical change as we kick off a three-part, globe-spanning saga for the 

ages! The mysterious DELTA believes in change. Change is good. But as he sets his sights on 

DEADPOOL, and WOLVERINE is caught up in the plot, is the third 1me really the charm, or the curse? 

Get ready for WWIII to erupt on the scene with the wildest duo in comics from legends Joe Kelly 

(DEADPOOL, UNCANNY X-MEN) and Adam Kubert (WOLVERINE, UNCANNY X-MEN)! CGC GRADED 9.6 

OR HIGHER! (STL319289) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $91.74 

 

APR241482 

DF DEADPOOL #2 ZIGLAR SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

AVer botching the Montreal job and making a new enemy out of DEATH GRIP, Deadpool had the 

great idea to start his own bou1que mercenary agency (definitely his idea! Not at all Agent Gao's!) 



But a startup is a lot of work, so Wade asks TASKMASTER to run it! Their first assignment? Finding out 

who this Death Grip is and why he's so interested in Wade. (STL319290) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR241483 

DF NEW MUTANTS #98 FACSIMILE ED 2024 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Introducing for the first 1me, the Merc With a Mouth, the extra-lethal Deadpool! CGC GRADED 9.6 

OR HIGHER! (STL319292) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $91.00 

 

APR241484 

DF BLACK PANTHER BLOOD HUNT #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

T'CHALLA THE VAMPIRE! Black Panther has been transformed and tasked with carrying out a key 

mission, but even a dark transforma1on won't keep him from his du1es to Wakanda - for beTer or 

for worse… CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319293) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR241485 

DF BLOOD HUNTERS #1 QUINN SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Hawkeye is on the run-but does he have enough trick arrows in his quiver to avoid both the long arm 

of the law and vampires out for his blood?! Man-Wolf and J. Jonah Jameson do a liTle father-son 

bonding-while also figh1ng for their lives against a horde of bloodsuckers! With Cloak missing in 

ac1on, Dagger strikes out in search of new and surprising allies. Witness the genesis of Marvel's 

wildest team yet: the Blood Hunters. (STL319294) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241486 

DF X-MEN BLACK EMMA FROST #1 HUGHES EXC VIRGIN VAR (C: 0-1-2 

THE DIAMOND DIVA STRIKES BACK! Before she was an X-Man, Emma Frost was White Queen of the 

Hellfire Club where she labored under the yolk of Sebas1an Shaw, the Black King. Now she sets her 

sights on the club, determined to tear down the organiza1on that wronged her...if she can convince 

the X-Men to help out. PLUS: Part 5 of X-MEN BLACK: APOCALYPSE! (STL319296) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $55.55 

 

APR241487 



DF DOOM #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

In the near future… Doom alone must save the Marvel Universe! Witness Doctor Doom on a journey 

unlike any He has ever taken! With Valeria Richards at his side, Doom goes on a quest to harness and 

wield more power than anyone before Him, in an aTempt to stop Galactus from bringing about the 

end of everything! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319295) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR241488 

DF WONDER WOMAN #750 HUGES EXC VIRGIN VAR (C: 0-1-2) 

An all-star 96-page celebra1on of the Amazon Princess by long1me favorites and acclaimed new 

voices! In the lead story, Wonder Woman's epic "Year of the Villain" baTle comes to a close, leading 

the way to new challenges ahead. Addi1onally, this oversized gem tells tales from Diana's past, 

present and future by some of the greatest storytellers in the business-including Colleen Doran, 

Mariko Tamaki, the Teen Titans: Raven team of writer Kami Garcia and ar1st Gabriel Picolo, and 

legendary Wonder Woman creators returning to the character, including Gail Simone and Greg 

Rucka! (STL319379) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR241489 

DF WONDER WOMAN #8 TEDESCO VAR GOLDEN LASSO SERIES KING SGN  

THE AMAZON WARRIOR VS. THE SOVEREIGN! Wonder Woman vs. The Sovereign! AVer being 

captured by a team of villains, Diana finds herself at the mercy of the scariest of them all. Unbe 

(STL319382) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $41.00 

 

APR241490 

DF STAR WARS PHANTOM MENACE 25TH ANN SP #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0- 

CELEBRATING THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PHANTOM MENACE WITH AN ALL-NEW STORY! 

Explore the earliest days and secret inner life of ANAKIN SKYWALKER with never-before-seen, 

revelatory stories set before, aVer and between the scenes of the classic movie! Featuring the dream 

of a JEDI, the giV of a TUSKEN RAIDER, the heart of a GUNGAN, the ache of a mother and the horror 

of a hero! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319392) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $89.99 

 

APR241491 

DF UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 ROSS VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0- 



Scrooge embarks on a 1me-honored Marvel adventure as he explores the mul1verse to stop a 

twisted alternate Scrooge from becoming the all-powerful and incomprehensibly rich Scrooge-

Above-All! Along the way, the story will introduce exci1ng new takes on the iconic tycoon with a 

heart of gold and feature appearances by Scrooge's nephew, Donald Duck; grandnephews, Huey, 

Duey, and Louie; and his suppor1ng cast of characters including Gyro Gearloose! CGC GRADED 9.6 

OR HIGHER! (STL319395) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $88.88 

 

APR241492 

DF DC COMICS COMISSIONED CVR ART SGN & REMARKED BATMAN SKETC 

ORIGINAL HAND-DRAWN ART BY MARIANO NICIEZA AND JOE DELBEATO! BLANK VARIANT MAY VARY. 

(STL319388) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR241493 

DF BATMAN #142 CVR B FINCH CARD STOCK VAR CGC GRADED (C: 0-1 

THE JOKER YEAR ONE, REVEALED BY CHIP ZDARSKY AND GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI! The tragic "death" 

of the leader of the Red Hood Gang in a vat of chemicals has become the subject of myth…but what 

is the heartbreaking and gruesome tale of the monster who walked away from that violent birth? 

And how does it affect Batman's distant future? "The Joker Year One" begins here! LEGACY #907. 

CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319387) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $90.70 

 

APR241494 

DF ENERGON UNIVERSE SP 2024 #1 WILLIAMSON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Discover three all new stories from the Energon Universe, with stunning revela1ons for the worlds of 

TRANSFORMERS, G.I. JOE AND Void Rivals from the biggest names in comics. Energon Universe talent 

Robert Kirkman (Invincible, The Walking Dead), Daniel Warren Johnson (Extremity, Do a Powerbomb, 

DC's Wonder Woman: Dead Earth) and Joshua Williamson (DC's Superman, Dark Ride) pen the 

stories, and Lorenzo De Felici (Kroma), Ryan OTley (Invincible) and Jason Howard (Super Dinosaur) 

will provide art. (STL319393) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $42.24 

 

APR241495 

DF ENERGON UNIVERSE SP 2024 #1 OTTLEY SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Discover three all new stories from the Energon Universe, with stunning revela1ons for the worlds of 

TRANSFORMERS, G.I. JOE AND Void Rivals from the biggest names in comics. Energon Universe talent 



Robert Kirkman (Invincible, The Walking Dead), Daniel Warren Johnson (Extremity, Do a Powerbomb, 

DC's Wonder Woman: Dead Earth) and Joshua Williamson (DC's Superman, Dark Ride) pen the 

stories, and Lorenzo De Felici (Kroma), Ryan OTley (Invincible) and Jason Howard (Super Dinosaur) 

will provide art. (STL319394) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $42.24 

 

APR241496 

DF UNCLE SCROOGE INFINITY DIME #1 AARON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

Scrooge embarks on a 1me-honored Marvel adventure as he explores the mul1verse to stop a 

twisted alternate Scrooge from becoming the all-powerful and incomprehensibly rich Scrooge-

Above-All! Along the way, the story will introduce exci1ng new takes on the iconic tycoon with a 

heart of gold and feature appearances by Scrooge's nephew, Donald Duck; grandnephews, Huey, 

Duey, and Louie; and his suppor1ng cast of characters including Gyro Gearloose! (STL319397) (C: 0-1-

2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $47.00 

 

APR241497 

DF CRISIS ON INFINITE EARTHS #1 FACSIMILE ED CGC GRADED (C:  

This is it, the biggest, and arguably most important, event in the history of the DCU. A wave of 

unstoppable destruc1ve force is sweeping across the mul1verse and indiscriminately destroying 

everything in its path. Nothing seems able to stop it. The Crime Syndicate of Amerika (evil versions of 

the JLA) of Earth-3 die trying, along with their world. Batman receives an ominous warning from the 

Flash. Weather and natural disasters are out of control. An eclec1c group of heroes and villains from 

around the mul1verse are assembled to halt the death and destruc1on, and the being known as the 

Monitor may be the only one who can help them. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319390) (C: 0-1-

2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $84.00 

 

APR241498 

DF TMNT ALPHA #1 AARON SGN (C: 0-1-2) 

What's the world like without the TMNT? Since their 1me-spanning victory over Armaggon, the 

Turtles have started to pursue other interests, leaving a void in New York among humans and 

mutants alike. This special issue explores the effects this change has on those connected to the 

brothers, from Old Hob to Jennika, across the five boroughs and all the way through Mutant Island. 

It's hard to tell how important someone is un1l they are gone. And who beTer to write such a story 

than Tom Waltz, the man who scripted the first 100 issues of IDW's series and the co-writer of The 

Last Ronin, and resign TMNT ar1st Gavin Smith! Also, get your first glimpse of what is coming in a 

special prequel to the new TMNT #1, wriTen by superstar scribe Jason Aaron (Scalped, Batman: Off-

World) and drawn by white-hot ar1st Chris Burnham (Batman, Inc., Die!Die!Die!). Donatello has had 



a hard 1me since he came back from the future, and he's found himself in an unexpected place. 

FINAL COVER MAY VARY. (STL319398) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $48.84 

 

APR241499 

DF TMNT ALPHA #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

What's the world like without the TMNT? Since their 1me-spanning victory over Armaggon, the 

Turtles have started to pursue other interests, leaving a void in New York among humans and 

mutants alike. This special issue explores the effects this change has on those connected to the 

brothers, from Old Hob to Jennika, across the five boroughs and all the way through Mutant Island. 

It's hard to tell how important someone is un1l they are gone. And who beTer to write such a story 

than Tom Waltz, the man who scripted the first 100 issues of IDW's series and the co-writer of The 

Last Ronin, and resign TMNT ar1st Gavin Smith! Also, get your first glimpse of what is coming in a 

special prequel to the new TMNT #1, wriTen by superstar scribe Jason Aaron (Scalped, Batman: Off-

World) and drawn by white-hot ar1st Chris Burnham (Batman, Inc., Die!Die!Die!). Donatello has had 

a hard 1me since he came back from the future, and he's found himself in an unexpected place. 

FINAL COVER MAY VARY. CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319399) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $84.00 

 

APR241500 

DF TMNT #147 NATEMADEIT COMICXPOSURE EXC (C: 0-1-2) 

Armaggon's inten1ons are revealed, and it's worse than Donatello could have ever imagined... The 

very fabric of reality is at stake-and back in the present, Leonardo's new protégé is on a path toward 

destruc1on! Can Donnie find a way to stave off Armaggon's aTack or is it 1me for the TMNT? The 

road to #150 con1nues here! (STL319400) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241501 

DF AMORY WARS NO WORLD FOR TOMORROW #1 CGC GRADED (C: 0-1-2) 

Long 1me comics creator and Coheed and Cambria frontman Claudio Sanchez makes a triumphant 

return to conclude the fan-favorite Amory Wars, where death is only the beginning. Claudio 

Kilgannon was thought dead by The Red Army, but a rising suspicion sends them on a trail to discover 

his fate. If Claudio is in fact alive, he'll be in dire straits amidst the mystery and mayhem that's yet to 

unfold... Sanchez teams with co-writer Chondra Echert and ar1st Guillaume Mar1nez for this epic 

maxi-series that acts as a companion story to the Coheed and Cambria album of the same name and 

is sure to appeal to readers of Descender and Saga! CGC GRADED 9.6 OR HIGHER! (STL319401) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $78.07 



 

APR241502 

DF GHOST MACHINE #1 QUINTANA FURYCOMIX COMICXPOSURE VIRGIN E 

A GROUNDBREAKING NEW ERA FOR COMICS- CHARACTERS AND CREATORS LAUNCHES NOW! An all-

new powerhouse- crea1ve collec1ve collides into comics with GHOST MACHINE's 64-page special- 

introducing its all-new shared universe of strange- fun- exci1ng and ac1on-packed characters: 

GEIGER! REDCOAT! ROOK! THE ROCKETFELLERS! AND MANY- MANY MORE! What 1es Geiger- 

Redcoat- Widow X- and the other mysterious- historical heroes of The Unnamed together? Why is 

Rook the key to saving the war-torn world of Exodus? How will everyone's soon-to-be-favorite family 

of the future adapt to a new life in the present? THE STORIES ALL START NOW! CREATORS YOU 

KNOW. CHARACTERS YOU'LL LOVE. WELCOME TO GHOST MACHINE. (STL319402) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241503 

DF SCHOOLS OUT SIX PACK SUPER SET (C: 0-1-2) 

This special package includes a mix of 6 Marvel, DC and independent publisher limited-edi1on 

comics! Minimum value of $179.94 with a special package price of $119.93 in honor of the year 

DYNAMIC FORCES was established!!! (STL319403) (C: 0-1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $119.93 

 

APR241504 

DF DYNAMIC FORCES MYSTERY BOX MIDDLE TIER (C: 0-1-2) 

We are excited to announce, for a limited 1me only, the new DYNAMIC FORCES Mystery Box! With 4 

1ers to choose from, the opportunity to acquire some awesome and comic books is at hand! 

Featuring amazing, signed books from some of the most recognizable names in the comic book 

industry: Alex Ross, John Romita Jr, Jim Lee, and many more! These boxes are a way for us to say 

thank you and give you a chance at some amazing comic books. Each box is guaranteed a Dynamic 

Force Signed comic book, a DYNAMIC FORCES exclusive cover variant, a CGC graded 9.8, a virgin 

cover and 10 base books! Higher 1ers will get metal covers, custom commissioned cover sketch art, 

silver age books, and the top 1er will even get a page of Marvel Original Comic Art! One box will have 

a signed book from the legendary John Romita Sr! Plus, as a special, one box in each 1er will contain 

a Jim Starlin signed file copy book from his own personal collec1on, as well as one box per 1er 

containing a guaranteed CGC 9.9. It starts off with the $100 box with $200 minimum in retail value. 

The middle box for $200 with $400 minimum in retail value, the high box for $350 with $540 

minimum retail value, or for a very limited 1me, we will have 1 box for $1000 with over $1900 in 

retail value. Every box will be unique, and a great value and we are excited to have these available All 

books cover bagged and boarded, and all DYNAMIC FORCES books come with the DYNAMIC FORCES 

COA These will be available exclusively on the DYNAMIC FORCES website! 

Some of the Signed Creators: 



-Adam Hughes 

-Adi Granov 

-Alex Ross 

-Andy Kubert 

-Brian Michael Bendis 

-Charles Soule 

-Christos Gage 

-Clayton Crain 

-Cliff Chiang 

-Dan Jurgens 

-Donny Cates 

-Geoff Johns 

-Greg Land 

-Greg Pak 

-Jae Lee 

-James Tynion IV 

-Jim Lee 

-J. Michael Straczynski 

-John Cassaday 

-John Romita Sr 

-John Romita Jr 

-Jonathan Hickman 

-J. ScoT Campbell 

-Ken Haeser 

-Kyle Higgins 

-MaT Frac1on 

-Peter David 

-Peter Tomasi 

-ScoT Snyder 

-Terry & Rachel Dodson 

-Tom King 



-Walt Simonson 

and many more! 

Retail Values: 

CGC 9.8 - $99.99 

CGC 9.9 - $149.99 

Virgin - $49.99 

Signed Book - Minimum $29.99 

Base books - $3-$10 each 

Metal - $99.99 

CCA - $89.99 

Silver Age - Minimum $49.99 

Marvel OA - $500 

Jim Starlin File Copy - $299.99 

DF Exclusive Variant - Minimum $19.99 

Middle Tier - $200 ($400 Retail Value) - 20x Available 

CGC 9.8, 1 Virgin Cover, 1 DF Signed, 1 DF Exclusive Variant, 1 Metal Cover, 1 Commissioned Cover 

Art Headshot, 10 Base 

(+1 Metal Cover, +1 Commissioned Cover Art Headshot) 

-1x CGC 9.8 - A Near Mint/Mint comic book graded by CGC, the world's leading third-party grading 

company 

-1x Virgin comic book - A comic book cover that features no logo or trade dress, so that the cover art 

can be fully appreciated. These are usually higher ra1o variants with much smaller print runs 

-1x DYNAMIC FORCES Signed Comic - A signed comic book that comes with the DYNAMIC FORCES 

COA 

-1x DYNAMIC FORCES Exclusive Cover Variant - A limited variant cover exclusive to DYNAMIC FORCES 

-1x Metal Cover - Premium metal comic book cover 

-1x Commissioned Cover Art [Head] - Custom, unique, hand drawn cover art on a blank comic book 

cover featuring a head shot 

-10x Base - A random assortment of 10 comic books featuring different publishers, characters and 

years. Including comics from the 1970s up to recent issues from the past few years (STL319404) (C: 0-

1-2) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $249.99 

 



EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS, INC 

 

APR241505 

ERB AUTH LIB TARZAN HC VOL 21 TARZAN THE MAGNIFICENT (C: 0-1 

(W) Edgar Rice Burroughs (A/CA) Joe Jusko 

The half-dead American raved of an unknown city... of women warriors ruled by a malignant 

wizard...of a great diamond, the Gonfal, with strange hypno1c power... of a long-lost English 

nobleman... of the savage queen who had betrayed her duty and helped him to escape. Tarzan puts 

liTle faith into Stanley Wood's story—un1l he sees the power of the Gonfal draw the American in 

spite of himself back into the clutches of the Amazons of Kaji. Then it is that the ape-man becomes 

once more the implacable hunter-for though he cares nothing for diamonds or lost civiliza1ons, no 

one may be allowed to harm a man the Lord of the Jungle has taken under his protec1on. 

(STL315213) (C: 0-1-1) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 6x9, 370pgs, B&W           SRP: $36.95 

 

APR241506 

ERB AUTH LIB TARZAN HC VOL 22 TARZAN & FOREIGN LEGION (C: 0- 

(W) Edgar Rice Burroughs (A/CA) Joe Jusko 

When an American bomber crashes in the jungles of enemy-held Sumatra, the survivors face the 

perils of a completely unknown world... and the RAF colonel who flew with them as observer only 

seems to compound their danger by going mad-stripping to a loincloth and throwing away his 

weapons except for his knife. But for Colonel John Clayton, Lord Greystoke, the hazards of wild 

beasts and a remorseless enemy are a familiar and joyously accepted challenge—a chance to return 

to his true iden1ty of Tarzan of the Apes. Gathering a motley crew of allies of many na1ons, Tarzan 

works a terrible vengeance on the occupying Japanese and leads an epic trek to the coast-to a final 

ocean rendezvous with enemies human and inhuman. (STL315214) (C: 0-1-1) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 6x9, 338pgs, B&W           SRP: $36.95 

 

APR241507 

ERB AUTH LIB TARZAN HC VOL 23 TARZAN AND THE MADMAN (C: 0-1- 

(W) Edgar Rice Burroughs (A/CA) Joe Jusko 

The drums boom forth an incredible message from tribe to tribe-Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle, has 

become an enemy to all, stealing and enslaving their women... as well as the daughter of an English 

millionaire, who offers a princely reward for her recapture and Tarzan's death. Certainly her captor 

told Sandra Pickerall that he was Tarzan... but he also told her he was God... Tarzan follows their trail 

with one thought in mind-to pursue and destroy the man who has stolen his name and made it 

infamous in the jungle world he loves. (STL315215) (C: 0-1-1) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 6x9, 278pgs, B&W           SRP: $36.95 



 

APR241508 

ERB AUTH LIB TARZAN HC VOL 24 TARZAN AND THE CASTAWAYS (C: 0 

(W) Edgar Rice Burroughs (A/CA) Joe Jusko 

Stranded on an uncharted Pacific island, Tarzan is forced to take command of an ill-sorted party—

English aristocrats, a Dutch officer, a woman of doubPul reputa1on-to ensure their safety from a 

band of mu1neers led by a madman. A lost colony of Mayans, avid for poten1al vic1ms for their 

barbarous human sacrifices, only add to their danger. But the Lord of the Jungle has unexpected 

allies... Cast away with his band is a shipment of African animals unknown to the island, striking 

terror in the hearts of the Mayans and mu1neers alike—but old friends and familiar antagonists to 

the man brought up among them: Tarzan of the Apes. This special Edgar Rice Burroughs Authorized 

Library edi1on includes the first publica1on anywhere of "Murder in the Jungle," the original version 

of "Tarzan and the Jungle Murders," taken directly from Edgar Rice Burroughs' typescript before the 

story was heavily rewriTen by a pulp magazine editor. (STL315216) (C: 0-1-1) 

Illustrated Novel, HC, 6x9, 380pgs, B&W           SRP: $36.95 

 

FAIRSQUARE COMICS LLC 

 

APR241509 

TUNIS TO SYDNEY TP 

(W) Meriam Carnouche, Chris1an Carnouche (A/CA) Sam Rapley 

Lilia and Bill enjoy a quiet life in the heart of Sydney, Australia. Bill is a local, while Lilia hails from 

Tunisia, making them an unconven1onal but inseparable pair. Their happiness has always been 

unshakeable, un1l that day. 

 

When Lilia receives the devasta1ng news of her parents' tragic death in a car accident, a staggering 

ten thousand miles away, she's consumed by a profound sense of shock. The weight of unspoken 

ques1ons surfaces. Did she fail her parents by not being there for them throughout the years? 

 

As they has1ly journey to Tunis for the funeral, Bill stands steadfastly by Lilia's side, offering 

unwavering support. Yet, this journey unveils the fault lines in Lilia's life, leading her to confront a 

cascade of profound ques1ons. An olive tree, symbol of peace and healing, owned by Lilia's parents, 

becomes the center of aTen1on, and triggers a drama1c situa1on that will change her forever. 

 

Dive into a poignant graphic novel that delves into the labyrinth of grief, resilience in the face of loss, 

and the complexi1es of human rela1onships. (STL305835) 

SC, 132pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 



 

APR241510 

O/A A BOY NAMED ROSE TP (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A) Gaelle Geniller 

Paris. The 1920s. Rose is a boy and, like all the girls he's spent 1me with since he was born, he wants 

to dance at "Le Jardin", the cabaret managed by his mother. As Rose blossoms into a 19 year old 

young man, he discovers love and tries to find his place in a society that's not ready to welcome true 

love between two men with open arms. 

 

PRIDE Month is there and we decided to celebrate Love like there's no tomorrow! Created and 

beau1fully drawn by Gaelle Geniller, A BOY NAMED ROSE is going to make you fall 

in love with this story, set in Art Deco Paris and where a young man discovers who he really is in a 

place filled with entertainme nt and drama. What is Rose's place in the world? Is he just a boy? Is he 

a girl inside? Rose just wants to be accepted for who he really is and live, love and dance as free as 

he can be. A beau1ful LGBTQIA+ tale from a 1me where loving different ly was a challenge, A BOY 

NAMED ROSE will move you, in all its subtleness and tenderness. (STL259500) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 212pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 

 

APR241511 

HATE REVISITED #1 (OF 4) (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Peter Bagge 

Peter Bagge returns to the series that defined a genera1on with this all-new, four-issue monthly 

miniseries! Buddy and Lisa, now middle aged with a free spirited young adult of their own, confront 

their own poor decisions as young people in the grungy 1990s. Expertly shiVing between the present 

day (in full color) and their Gen X heyday (in glorious, crosshatched B&W), we learn for the first 1me 

the story of how Buddy met Lisa, S1nky, George, and Val. Meanwhile, Buddy is forced to come to 

terms with the tragic -- and covered-up -- circumstances of S1nky's un1mely death (way back in Hate 

#27). Hate Revisited expertly showcases Bagge's inimitable humor and knack for character, and the 

genera1onal shiV lends an unexpected gravitas to their lives. This is the must-have comic of the 

summer! (STL318791) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 24pgs, FC (1 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241512 



COMPLETE HATE HC PETER BAGGE (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Peter Bagge 

An archival collec1on of one of the bestselling alterna1ve comic book series — arguably, the Great 

American Grunge novel — complete for the first 1me. 

The Complete Hate is a three-volume set that includes the original 1990-1998 30-issue run, the nine 

subsequent Hate Annuals, and tons of other Hate-related comics, illustra1ons, and ephemera 

created for books, magazines, comics, toys, and other merchandise. Bagge combined his cartoony 

drawing style with uncomfortably real Gen X characters, and the comic books resonated with 

readers. Book One (Hate 1-15), focuses on young Buddy Bradley's travails in early 1990s SeaTle. Book 

Two focuses on Buddy and his girlfriend Lisa Leavenworth's move back to Buddy's na1ve New Jersey 

(and a switch from black-and-white to full color). Book Three features the final arc of Bagge's 

magnum opus, as Buddy and Lisa become parents (and buy a garbage dump). Each volume, along 

with the slipcase, contains new covers, endpapers, 1tle pages, and other surprises by Bagge. 

(STL164729) (SEP201223) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 7x10, 938pgs, PC           SRP: $119.99 

 

APR241513 

BUDDY DOES JERSEY GN (CURR PTG) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Peter Bagge 

The second half of the riotous Buddy Bradley saga details his tumultuous rela1onships with his 

family, his some1me girlfriend Lisa, and his junkie business partner Jay. Collects Hate #16-30 in 

pris1ne black and white. (STK668069) (FEB151424) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 352pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241514 

O/A OTHER LIVES TP 

(W) Peter Bagge 

Other Lives follows three former college classmates: a self-loathing journalist whose family secret is 

the least of his problems; his girlfriend, whose obsession with ge]ng married borders on Bridezilla 

status; a conspiracy theorist who may or may not work for the Homeland Security but definitely lives 

with his mother; and a divorced, unemployed gaming addict who lives in his car. While it's their past 

that unites them, it's their fabricated online iden11es - some more dangerous than others - that lead 

to their "real" lives colliding years later. 

Originally published in 2010 by DC Comics' Ver1go imprint, Other Lives is Bagge's first post-Hate 

original graphic novel and has been out of print for several years. Fantagraphics is proud to publish 

this new edi1on, at a 1me when Bagge's oeuvre is enjoying renewed interest following the release of 

The Complete Hate in late 2020. (STL196630) 



SC, 136pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241515 

O/A HOGBOOK & LAZER EYES HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Maria Bamford (A/CA) ScoT Marvel Cassidy 

Hogbook and Lazer Eyes is the perfect graphic novel accompaniment to Maria Bamford's acclaimed 

NePlix series Lady Dynamite, depic1ng her unlikely romance with painter ScoT Cassidy. In a twist, 

the whole charming story is told through the eyes of their adopted rescue dogs. Cassidy's fine art 

training translates with ease into graphic storytelling, with a naturalis1c illustra1ve style that is a 

pitch-perfect match for Bamford's comic 1ming. (STL263125) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x11, 64pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241516 

SHTICK FIGURES HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Drew Friedman (A/CA) Drew Freidman 

A new collec1on of portraits of cultural legends from the 

only cartoonist to have graced the covers of both New 

Yorker and Mad magazine, and seemingly everything in 

between. 

For years, acclaimed ar1st Drew Friedman has chronicled an oddball, 

alternate history of American pop culture, where forgoTen character 

actors, old Jewish comedians, comic book ar1sts, and liver-spoTed elevator 

operators are afforded the spotlight over Hollywood starlets and 

hearThrobs. This latest collec1on showcases a wide range of recent color 

and black-and-white portraits of comedians (Gilbert Gowried, Groucho 

Marx, Selma Diamond, Moms Mabley, Brother Theodore), writers (Kurt 

Vonnegut, Alan Zwiebel, Bruce Jay Friedman, Arnie Kogan), musicians (B.B. 

King, Bob Dylan, Al Kooper, Sammy Davis, Jr., Weird Al), directors (Buster 

Keaton, Elaine May, Terry Zwigoff), comic book legends (Max Gaines, Bill 

Gaines, Kelly Freas, Ron Turner), actors (Boris Karloff, Lon Chaney, Jr, 

Rondo HaTon, Peter Falk) and other famous, infamous, and not-so-famous 

human beings that Friedman has drawn inspira1on from over his life1me. 



In addi1on to over 100 full-page images, this collec1on features a foreword 

by historian of comedy Kliph Nesteroff, a glossary of brief biographical 

informa1on on each subject by the author, as well as the never-before-collected 

eight-page comic strip, "R. Crumb and Me," detailing Friedman's intense 

rela1onship to the work of the cartoonist he cites as his greatest inspira1on of 

all. Sh1ck Figures is a must have for fans of Friedman's inimitable talent and 

sharp curatorial eye for preserving lesser known but worthy tributaries of all 

aspects of American culture, high and low. (STL304145) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9x12, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241517 

MAVERIX & LUNATIX ICONS OF UNDERGROUND COMIX HC (MR) (C: 0-1 

(W) Drew Friedman 

Perverted, Insane, Degenerate, Brilliant. Ar1st Drew Friedman pays tribute to the great underground 

comix creators from Z (Zap) to A (Arcade). With the publica1on of R. Crumb's debut issue of Zap in 

1968, the Underground Comix revolu1on exploded, crea1ng a major paradigm shiV and blowing the 

lid off the tradi1onal comic book. Maverix & Luna1x features 101 full page portraits (and more) by a 

cartooning icon in his own right, Drew Friedman, spotligh1ng the essen1al ar1sts, writers, and 

editors who defined one of the great art and countercultural movements of the 20th century. 

Featuring R. Crumb, Gilbert Shelton, S. Clay 

Wilson, Melinda Gebbie, Art Spiegelman, Vaughn Bode, Trina Robbins, Bill Griffith, Jay Lynch, Sharon 

Rudahl, Larry Gonick, Rick Veitch, Joyce Farmer, Jus1n Green, "Grass" Green, George DiCaprio, Diane 

Noomin, Harvey Pekar, Robert Williams, Howard Cruse, Dan O'Neill, Spain Rodriguez, Shary 

Flenniken, Richard Corben, and so many others… all of whom helped to reinvent an en1re ar1s1c 

medium and became icons of underground comix. 

Featuring a foreword by Marc Maron (WTF with Marc Maron) and an aVerword by historian Patrick 

Rosenkranz (Rebel Visions: The Underground Comix Revolu1on 1963-1975), each portrait in Maverix 

& Luna1x is also accompanied by a short biography of its subject by Friedman, making the book both 

a gorgeous art book and a valuable historical resource. 

Drew Friedman lives with his wife and collaborator, K. Bidus, in eastern PA. He is an award-winning 

illustrator/cartoonist whose clients have included The New York Times, MAD, The New Yorker, 

Howard Stern, and countless others. Marc Maron is an American stand-up comedian, podcaster 

(WTF with Marc Maron), writer, actor, and musician. Patrick Rosenkranz is widely acknowledged as 

one of the premiere scholars of the underground comix movement. (STL237054) (JUL221492) (C: 0-

1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 9x12, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $34.99 



 

APR241518 

DREW FRIEDMAN S̀ CHOSEN PEOPLE HC 

(W) Merrill Markoe (A/CA) Drew Friedman 

Featuring over 100 of Drew Friedman’s portraits of ar1sts, cartoonists, comedians, musicians, 

actors, poli1cians, the famous and the infamous, rendered by the man Boing Boing calls “The 

greatest living portrait ar1st.” No one is spared the loving Friedman treatment, including Drew 

Friedman himself! (STL066955) (OCT171591) 

HC, 272pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241519 

MORE HEROES OF COMICS HC PORTRAITS PIONEERING LEGENDS 

(W/A/CA) Drew Friedman 

Featuring approximately 75 full-color portraits of the pioneering legends of American comic books, 

including publishers, editors, and ar1sts from the industry’s birth through the ar1sts and writers who 

fueled the industry’s first few decades, all lovingly rendered and chosen by Drew Friedman, a 

cartooning legend in his own right. Each subject features a tribute essay by Friedman. (STL019866) 

(AUG161643) 

HC, 9x12, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $34.99 

 

APR241520 

TOO SOON CELEBRITY PORTRAITS HC 

(W/A/CA) Drew Friedman 

With TOO SOON? Friedman finally (none "too soon," in fact) gets his due with this fat, beau1ful 

collec1on that showcases his wide-ranging skills as a portrai1st and caricaturist. TOO SOON? is 

evenly split between poli1cal celebri1es and show-business ones, ranging from Friedman's instantly 

iconic "Barack Obama as George Washington" New Yorker cover to brutal depic1ons of Britney 

Spears and her tabloid-filling ilk. Subjects (or targets, depending on how you look at it) for 

Friedman's pen on the poli1cal side include Bill and Hillary Clinton, John Kerry, John McCain, and 

George W. Bush (with an iconic "W. as Strangelove" image) and his gang. Entertainers include Tiny 

Tim, Barney Fife, Bob Dylan, Woody Allen, Oprah Winfrey, Barbra Streisand, Jerry Lewis, the Three 

Stooges, Ellen DeGeneres, and Conan O'Brien. And falling somewhere in the gray area between 

entertainers and poli1cal players (you make the call!) Rush Limbaugh (who blasted Friedman's 

George W. Bush image as being of "low ar1s1c quality"), Sarah Palin, and Michael Moore. The book 

will also include a running commentary by Friedman on the stories behind the drawings, including 

reac1ons from magazine editors, celebri1es, and their fans. The cover is a stunning depic1on of 

Michael Jackson. Too soon? Nah! (STK415730) (APR100965) 



HC, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241521 

NEVER AGAIN WILL I VISIT AUSCHWITZ HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Richter Ari 

In this debut graphic memoir, New York-based ar1st 

Ari Richter weaves together two haun1ng stories - his 

grand- and great-grandfathers' imprisonment in 

Dachau and Auschwitz, and his own awakening to 

the contemporary rise of authoritarianism and the 

con1nuing crisis of an1-Semi1sm - with delicacy, 

immediacy, and an aTen1on to surreal detail. 

Never Again Will I Visit Auschwitz is an act of self-discovery and the 

resuscita1on of historical memory. At its heart is the intersec1on 

of a genocidal poli1cal moment in 20th century history and the 

author's own family history. Told from the perspec1ves of four 

genera1ons of the author's family, spanning pre-war Germany to 

post-Trump America, it is both a celebra1on of Jewish cultural resilience 

and a warning of democracy's fragility in the face of the seduc1ve 

forces of authoritarianism. Part travelogue, part memoir, part historic 

retelling, author Ari Richter recreates his family's journey leading up 

to and extending beyond the Holocaust. 

Relying on extensive genealogical research and his family's archiving, 

Richter illustrates the lives of his grandparents while reflec1ng on the 

burden of a storyteller to carry on these legacies. It is a rare glimpse into 

the firsthand stories of both Holocaust survivors and their descendants, 

told as an intertwined tapestry of faith, grief, and ul1mately, survival. 

Never Again Will I Visit Auschwitz is an in1mate reflec1on on coming 

to grips with the past. Harrowing and humorous in equal measure, this 

evoca1vely drawn graphic novel will be discussed for genera1ons to come. (STL304142) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $34.99 



 

APR241522 

BRABA TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(A)  VARIOUS 

A showcase of innova1ve Brazilian comics, curated by 

acclaimed ar1st Rafael Grampá and comics editor 

Janaina de Luna. 

American audiences have grown familiar with interna1onal comix through 

an influx of European bande dessinee and Japanese manga that has been 

translated into English over the past two decades. But there are vivacious 

crea1ve scenes happening worldwide, notably in Brazil, the largest country 

in South America and fiVh-largest country in the world. Braba aims to rec1fy 

this cultural blind spot with a single-volume showcase of innova1ve Brazilian 

comics, expertly curated by acclaimed cartoonist Rafael Grampá (Batman: 

Gargoyle of Gotham) and respected Brazilian comics editor Janaina de Luna. 

Produced by Fantagraphics in collabora1on with Brazilian publisher MINO, 

this extraordinary collec1on of 13 short stories created by 16 pioneering 

Brazilian cartoonists encapsulates a thriving and thrilling comics scene. 

Braba unites a diverse array of voices and styles under a unifying theme: 

deeply personal stories from experimental cartoonists. Each ar1st's unique vision 

with their stylized short stories contribute to the rich cultural tapestry of Brazilian 

comics. The contributors to Braba include Amanda Miranda, Bruno Seelig, Diego 

Sanchez, Gabriel Goes, Jefferson Costa, Jéssica Groke, Sirlene Barbosa, João 

Pinheiro, Cris Eiko, Paulo Crumbim, Pedro Cobiaco, Pedro Franz, Rafael Cou1nho, 

Shiko, and Wagner Willian. 

The term "braba," a Brazilian slang derived from "brava" meaning angry, has 

been embraced as a symbol of something impressive and groundbreaking. Origina1ng 

from Brazil's edgy youth culture, the term is a compliment for individuals 

who exhibit unique and daring a]tudes - an a]tude exemplified by the bold and 

vibrant comics in this anthology. (STL307156) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 



 

APR241523 

NOW #13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Various (CA)  Kayla E 

The mul1ple Eisner and Ignatz Award nominated comics 

anthology returns: with every issue publishing only selfcontained 

short stories from around the globe, NOW is the 

perfect primer of the very best of contemporary art and 

literary comics. 

In our latest issue, NOW #13, cartoonist Kayla E. (USA) returns with an 

all-new "Precious Rubbish" strip exploring childhood trauma through her 

darkly humorous lens; she also contributes this issue's cover. Nathan Gelgud 

(USA) makes his NOW debut with two strips adap1ng dialogue from 

interviews with filmmaker Paul Schrader, while indie humor phenom Josh 

Pe]nger (UK) also appears for the first 1me. Anchoring the issue is Caitlin 

Skaalrud's (USA) inspiring and beau1ful "How to Make Comics," a 40-page 

poe1c howl about the need to make art and the sacrifices that come with 

that need ("LEARN THE COPPER TASTE OF HUNGER"). And NOW regulars 

Noah Van Sciver (USA), Roman Muradov (Armenia), Josh Simmons (USA), 

Cynthia Alfonso (Spain), Steven Weissman (USA), Emil Friis Ernst (Denmark), 

and Stacy Gougoulis (Australia) are back with all new stories. 

NOW: The New Comics Anthology is s1ll the best value in comics: every 

issue is a self-contained cross-sec1on of the best short comics stories the 

globe has to offer, and it has established itself as the preeminent anthology of 

first-rate interna1onal comics talent. With all-new, never-before-seen material 

from a mix of emerging and established talent, NOW is the perfect answer to 

the ques1on, "Why Comics?" (STL304143) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241524 

FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND READY AMERICA TP (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Anna Haifisch 

Dogs in colorful sweatshirts, the glowing signs of a Vietnamese fast-food restaurant, solitary palm 

trees above the pavement: Ready America takes us on a ride through a both strangely familiar and 

quite alien Los Angeles. Packaging inscrip1ons, neon signs, and billboards fuse into an appealing 

typographic montage while familiar American icons peek out between stores and offices, clinics, and 

morgues. With her unmistakable wit, Anna Haifisch highlights the idiosyncrasies of a country in 

which catastrophes seem just as ordinary as the sight of a coyote in the Hollywood Hills. (STL318796) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x11, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241525 

FANTAGRAPHICS UNDERGROUND KATE CAREW TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Eddie Campbell (A) Kate Carew 

Kate Carew was America's first great woman cartoonist, drawing for newspapers in the first two 

decades of the 20th century. She drew Sunday color comics alongside George Herriman, but it was in 

the idiom of freestanding caricature that she made her mark. She interviewed and sketched many of 

the famous celebri1es of her 1me including the Wright brothers, who built and flew the world's first 

successful airplane; Marconi, who invented wireless radio; Picasso, the most famous painter of the 

20th century; the world champion African American heavyweight boxer Jack Johnson; and the 

leading figures of the suffrageTe movement in the years before women won the right to vote in the 

UK (1918) and the US (1920). Her most endearing achievement was her cartoon alter ego "Aunt 

Kate," whom she sketched into the proceedings, turning graphic reportage into her personal 

adventure from San Francisco and New York to London and Paris. (STL318798) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 8.5x11, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 

 

FILMFAX 

 

APR241526 

FILMFAX MAGAZINE #166 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA)  TBD 

FILMFAX #166: Atomic Antenna: Space Age Sci-Fi Television; Comprehensive History of Horror Comic 

Books; Hawk the Slayer: Making of an independent 1980s Sword and Sorcery film. Interview with 

actress Karen Sharp Kramer/wife of director Stanly Kramer (Part 2); Just for Fun; "That's 

Bruesploita1on:" a history of Bruce Lee inspired films; TV character actor Gary Bisin; DVD and Book 

reviews; and much more. (STL316760) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, SC, 88pgs, PC           SRP: $9.95 

 

1FIRST COMICS 



 

APR241527 

SPACE NEGRO THE LAST NEGRO #5 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jared Sams 

Black man vs. Infinite Blackness! Supernova has been baTered and betrayed, yet never broken. But 

what hope does he have against a foe bigger than all of space and 1me? Win or lose, for this negro 

nothing will ever be the same! (STL315771) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, FC (5 of 5)           SRP: $9.99 

 

FIRST SECOND BOOKS 

 

APR241528 

DETECTIVE SWEET PEA GN VOL 01 CASE OF GOLDEN BONE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Sara Varon 

From beloved author Sara Varon comes a new graphic novel series for young readers! Sweet Pea's 

got a preTy sweet life. The animals in her hometown of Parkville have always goTen along with one 

another, and she's free to spend her days doing what she loves best: making art, hanging out with 

friends, and digging through the trash for tasty treats. When two new dogs move to town, Sweet Pea 

is eager to show them the sights and smells of Parkville... especially its most famous aTrac1on, the 

one-of-a-kind Golden Chew Bone! But... the Golden Chew Bone has vanished! Parkville needs a 

detec1ve, and Sweet Pea's spectacular sense of smell makes her the perfect pup to crack the case. 

(STL316271) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241529 

DETECTIVE SWEET PEA HC GN VOL 01 CASE OF GOLDEN BONE (C: 0-1 

(W/A) Sara Varon 

Can Detec1ve Sweet Pea sniff out the suspect and crack the case? From beloved author Sara Varon 

comes a new graphic novel series for young readers! 

 

Sweet Pea’s got a preTy sweet life. The animals in her hometown of Parkville have always goTen 

along with one another, and she’s free to spend her days doing what she loves best: making art, 

hanging out with friends, and digging through the trash for tasty treats. When two new dogs move to 

town, Sweet Pea is eager to show them the sights and smells of Parkville . . . especially its most 

famous aTrac1on, the one-of-a-kind Golden Chew Bone. But the Golden Chew Bone has vanished! 



Parkville needs a detec1ve, and Sweet Pea’s spectacular sense of smell makes her the perfect pup to 

crack the case. (STL316272) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $22.99 

 

FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 

 

APR241530 

CTHULHU ART 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-2) 

 (STL314308) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 12pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

FLYING EYE BOOKS 

 

APR241531 

RUNE TALE OF A THOUSAND FACES GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Carlos Sanchez 

Chiri and best friend Dai live in an orphanage right next to the deepest, darkest forest. She's a fun-

loving super cook looking for fresh adventures and ingredients, but on a scavenging mission to find 

some amazing new ingredients for her many culinary experiments, Chiri plunges both her and her 

best friend into the secret kingdom of Puddin', a secret place plagued by the Thousand Faces 

Monster and inhabited by all sorts of magical people and criTers. Befriending witches, bards, ogres 

and sorcerers, can our two protagonists make it home and more importantly, can they evade the 

darkness that has awoken on their arrival? (STL316793) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING 

 

APR241532 

BIG BIG OVERSTREET PRICE GD VOL 54 CVR A PHANTOM LADY (C: 0- 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Aaron Lopres1 

for the cover of The Big, Big Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #54.  

This oversized, limited-edi1on version of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide sells out faster and 

faster each year, and with good reason: it features just the pricing from the standard edi1ons of the 

book, with none of the ar1cles, ads, or other features. Perfect for serious comic book collectors, 



dealers and historians. Square bound with larger print. This year's edi1on of The Big! Big! Overstreet 

features two Golden Age covers: Aaron Lopres1's interpreta1on of the dynamic Phantom Lady and, 

exclusive to PREVIEWS and the direct market, Dean Haspiel's team-up of Fantomah with Wonderman 

and The Human Bomb (STL316847) (C: 0-0-1) 

Comic Reference, SC, 12x12, 800pgs, B&W           SRP: $59.95 

 

APR241533 

BIG BIG OVERSTREET PRICE GD VOL 54 CVR B GOLDEN AGE TEAM-UP  

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  VARIOUS (CA) Dean Haspiel 

Dean Haspiel (The Fox) jumps back into the Golden Age with a team-up of Fantomah with 

Wonderman and The Human Bomb for the cover of The Big, Big Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide 

#54. This oversized, limited-edi1on version of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide sells out faster 

and faster each year, and with good reason: it features just the pricing from the standard edi1ons of 

the book, with none of the ar1cles, ads, or other features. Perfect for serious comic book collectors, 

dealers and historians. Square bound with larger print. (STL316848) (C: 0-0-1) 

Comic Reference, SC, 12x12, 800pgs, B&W           SRP: $59.95 

 

APR241534 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 TMNT (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. Features covers of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles by 

Kevin Eastman and, exclusive to PREVIEWS and the direct market, The Shadow by Michael 

Wm.Kaluta and connec1ng covers of Lady Death and Shi by Billy Tucci. (STL310299) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $34.95 

 

APR241535 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 TMNT (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 



course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. (STL310300) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $44.95 

 

APR241536 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 LADY DEATH (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Billy Tucci 

Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. Cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Shi cover to 

form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316839) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $34.95 

 

APR241537 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 LADY DEATH (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. Cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Shi cover to 

form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316840) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $44.95 

 

APR241538 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 SHI (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Billy Tucci 



Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. Shi cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Lady Death 

cover to form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316841) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $34.95 

 

APR241539 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 SHI (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. Cover by Billy Tucci matches up to CBPG #54 Lady Death 

cover to form one larger image, but also works on its own. (STL316843) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $44.95 

 

APR241540 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG SC VOL 54 SHADOW (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Michael William Kaluta 

Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. Shadow cover by Michael Wm. Kaluta. (STL316844) (C: 0-1-

1) 

SC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $34.95 

 



APR241541 

OVERSTREET COMIC BK PG HC VOL 54 SHADOW (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Robert M. Overstreet (CA) Kevin Eastman 

Inside its covers, this edi1on of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide celebrates the 40th 

anniversary of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the 30th anniversaries of Lady Death and Shi, 

provides a broad overview of historic publisher Charlton Comics, and spotlights The Shadow. And, of 

course, it comes with new market reports, updated prices, and much more! The Bible of serious 

comic book collectors, dealers, and historians since it was first published in 1970, the Guide is 

released each July by Gemstone Publishing. Compiled by founder Robert M. Overstreet with 

contribu1ons from an extensive roster of Overstreet Advisors, the Guide offers insight into the 

complex and exci1ng comic book market. Shadow cover by Michael Wm. Kaluta. (STL316845) (C: 0-1-

1) 

HC, 1120pgs, FC           SRP: $44.95 

 

GODHOOD COMICS 

 

APR241542 

THE ANTAGONISTS #3 (MR) 

(W) Tyler F Mar1n (A) MaTeo Illumina1 (CA) Bruno Abdias 

The origins of Tonya and Calvin's powers are revealed in a devasta1ng flashback mean while Agent 

Sheila English con1nues her inves1ga1on into the death of Mr. Murray. (STL284038) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #8 (AUG231973) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241543 

THE ANTAGONISTS #4 (MR) 

(W) Tyler F Mar1n (A) Heubert Khan & Various (CA) Bruno Abdias 

Tonya's brash ac1ons spell disaster for the en1re Eval family as A.C.T.I.O.N ini1ates a deadly assault; 

one that may reveal secrets that have been hidden for twenty years. (STL292508) 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT231800) 

34pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 



GOLDEN BOOKS 

 

APR241544 

I AM KATARA AVATAR LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Golden Books 

This exci1ng LiTle Golden Book is all about Katara from Nickelodeon's animated series, Avatar: The 

Last Airbender! Meet Katara of the Northern Water Tribe, a fierce waterbender, loyal sister, and 

devoted friend. Follow her journey as she travels with Avatar Aang across the world and uses her 

bravery, compassion, and intelligence to take on their enemies in the Fire Na1on. Illustrated in the 

signature LiTle Golden Books style, it's perfect for children ages 2 to 5 and Avatar superfans of all 

ages! (STL316792) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241545 

DESPICABLE ME 4 LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Golden Books 

An all-new LiTle Golden Book inspired by Despicable Me 4! Children ages 2 to 5 will love this all-new 

LiTle Golden Book based on Illumina1on's newest film. This full-color storybook features Gru, his 

loveable daughters, and everyone's favorites, the Minions! (STL316790) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241546 

DONALD DUCK LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK COLL HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  Golden Books 

Celebrate Donald Duck's 90th anniversary with this classic LiTle Golden Book Collec1on, featuring 

three vintage stories starring Walt Disney's Donald Duck! Since his first appearance in The Wise LiTle 

Hen in 1934, Walt Disney's Donald Duck has been making genera1ons of fans laugh out loud! Join 

the quick-tempered duck with a heart of gold on three hilarious adventures in this hardcover 

collec1on of Donald Duck in Disneyland, Donald Duck's Toy Sailboat, and Donald Duck's Toy Train. 

(STL316791) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 7x8, 80pgs, FC           SRP: $11.99 

 

GRAPHITTI DESIGNS 

 

APR241547 



GIRL POWER AMANDA CONNER GALLERY VARIANT EDITION HC (C: 0-1- 

(W) Jus1n Gray & Various (A/CA) Amanda Conner 

Amanda Conner's amazing artwork showcasing some of DC's most iconic female characters is 

collected together for the first 1me in the large, deluxe-format GIRL POWER: AMANDA CONNER 

GALLERY EDITION. Sourced from the original art, this collec1on reflects the incredible diversity and 

power of Conner's style. Contained between the oversized covers of this Smythe-sewn edi1on are 

high-resolu1on scans of Amanda's art boards for POWER GIRL #1, 7, 8 and 9, DC'S WEDNESDAY 

COMICS Supergirl feature and the complete BEFORE WATCHMAN: SILK SPECTRE saga, as well as an 

assortment of cover art from these series. 

Graphi] Designs' Gallery Edi1ons strive to replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with 

museum-quality reproduc1ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

See for yourself why Conner's fan-favorite work con1nues to grow in popularity with this larger-than-

life presenta1on! 

Measuring 12" by 17", this deluxe Smythe-sewn volume features Conner's work printed in high 

defini1on at 200 lines per inch on heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the 

original art boards. (STL317468) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 12x17, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR241548 

FRANK MILLERS RONIN GALLERY VARIANT ED HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Frank Miller 

Graphi] Designs proudly presents FRANK MILLER'S RONIN GALLERY EDITION, featuring the story and 

art by Frank Miller that forever changed the world of graphic storytelling. Miller's evolu1onary 

stepping-stone between Daredevil and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS comes alive in this 

oversize format that it so richly deserves. This is the content that the Gallery Edi1on format was 

made for. 

Graphi] Designs' Gallery Edi1ons replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original-size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with museum-quality 

reproduc1ons that are obtainable nowhere else. FRANK MILLER'S RONIN features Miller's art as 

you've never seen it before, scanned from the original art. This all-inclusive volume contains the 

covers, interior pages and gatefolds from RONIN #1-6, first published more than thirty years ago. The 

power and innova1on of Miller's artwork shine through for all to see in this actual-size presenta1on 

of this pivotal work. Brilliant. (STL317467) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 12x17, 328pgs, FC           SRP: $195.00 

 

APR241549 

O/A GIRL POWER AMANDA CONNER GALLERY EDITION HC 



(W) Jus1n Gray & Various (A/CA) Amanda Conner 

Amanda Conner’s amazing artwork showcasing some of DC’s most iconic female characters is 

collected together for the first 1me in the large, deluxe-format GIRL POWER: AMANDA CONNER 

GALLERY EDITION. Sourced from the original art, this collec1on reflects the incredible diversity and 

power of Conner’s style. Contained between the oversized covers of this Smythe-sewn edi1on are 

high-resolu1on scans of Amanda’s art boards for POWER GIRL #1, 7, 8 and 9, DC’S WEDNESDAY 

COMICS Supergirl feature and the complete BEFORE WATCHMAN: SILK SPECTRE saga, as well as an 

assortment of cover art from these series. 

Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1ons strive to replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with 

museum-quality reproduc1ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

See for yourself why Conner’s fan-favorite work con1nues to grow in popularity with this larger-than-

life presenta1on! 

Measuring 12” by 17”, this deluxe Smythe-sewn volume features Conner’s work printed in high 

defini1on at 200 lines per inch on heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the 

original art boards. (STL213715) 

HC, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR241550 

O/A FRANK MILLERS RONIN GALLERY ED HC 

(W/A/CA) Frank Miller 

Graphi] Designs proudly presents FRANK MILLER’S RONIN GALLERY EDITION, featuring the story and 

art by Frank Miller that forever changed the world of graphic storytelling. Miller’s evolu1onary 

stepping-stone between Daredevil and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS comes alive in this 

oversize format that it so richly deserves. This is the content that the Gallery Edi1on format was 

made for. 

Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1ons replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original-size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with museum-quality 

reproduc1ons that are obtainable nowhere else. FRANK MILLER’S RONIN features Miller’s art as 

you’ve never seen it before, scanned from the original art. This all-inclusive volume contains the 

covers, interior pages and gatefolds from RONIN #1-6, first published more than thirty years ago. The 

power and innova1on of Miller’s artwork shine through for all to see in this actual-size presenta1on 

of this pivotal work. Brilliant. (STL213712) 

HC, 328pgs, FC           SRP: $195.00 

 

APR241551 

O/A BATMAN DARK KNIGHT RETURNS GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Frank Miller 



Commemorate the 30th anniversary of one of the most defining works in comics history with the 

BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS – FRANK MILLER Gallery Edi1on. Sourced from the original art 

that has been scanned from collectors worldwide, this is the collec1on we’ve all been wai1ng for. 

Featured within the hardcovers of this Smythe-sewn edi1on is Miller’s artwork from DKR #1-4, 

scanned in full color from the original black-and-white pages. Also included are the covers, related 

art and previously unpublished pieces showcasing Miller’s artwork as never seen before.  

Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1ons replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc1ons that are obtainable nowhere else.  

Though we were unable to locate every original from this story, we are pleased to present to fans 

everywhere the best presenta1on of the artwork from this historic series ever seen. This is your only 

opportunity to see the artwork that truly changed Batman forever. (STL213714) 

HC, 13x20, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $175.00 

 

APR241552 

O/A BATMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Kelley Jones 

Graphi] Designs proudly launches their new, large-format hardcover book series with BATMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. For the first 1me ever, Dark Knight fans and collectors will have the 

opportunity to see and own museum-quality reproduc1ons of memorable Batman art...as it was 

originally conceived by the ar1st. 

Printed in color from high-resolu1on scans of the actual original art, this first entry in Graphi] 

Designs’ new Gallery Edi1ons line replicates the look, feel and a]tude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock, capturing the artwork stray pencil marks, whiteout, 

coffee stains and all! The pages are alive with all of the subtle1es and nuances one would expect 

from BATMAN: KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION is the first in a series of deluxe, hardcover books 

from Graphi] Designs that faithfully reproduces the original art from select, key DC Comics series. 

This inaugural volume contains the covers and interior pages from BATMAN #515 through #525, 

minus the interior of issue #520, which Kelley did not draw. These stories are 

WriTen by Doug Moench, with most pages inked by John BeaTy. Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1ons 

reproduce the look, feel and a]tude of the original art as it was Access to original art is an absolute 

must for the originally created by the ar1st. Though it appears to be printed in black and white, the 

contents of remains in the hands of the ar1sts, most stories have these books are sourced from high-

resolu1on, full- color scans taken directly from the artwork. Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn 

hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and are printed at 200 line-screen on a 

rich, heavy paper stock. Replica1ng the original art experience is our goal. Our Gallery Edi1ons are 

the next best thing to holding the original art in your hands and easier success of future Gallery 

Edi1ons. Though some art been split up and scaTered to fans and collectors across the world. 

Knowing that we have our work cut out for us, Graphi] Designs’ approach is both pragma1c and 

prac1cal while retaining our focus to produce the best, most defini1ve edi1ons ever. We at Graphi] 

Designs pledge to always do our best to pack each Gallery Edi1on with the best source material 



available. With the help of the comics fan and collector community, we’re confident you’ll be very 

pleased with the books we produce. (STL213703) 

HC, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR241553 

O/A BATMAN SECRETS SAM KIETH GALLERY ED HC 

(A) Sam Kieth 

Sam Kieth’s unforgeTable depic1on of the Dark Knight fills the pages on the new BATMAN: 

SECRETS—SAM KIETH GALLERY EDITION. Focusing on Kieth’s artwork from the 124-page BATMAN: 

SECRETS series, this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi1on is sourced from and captures the 

look and feel of the original boards. Rounding out this 248- page presenta1on is the complete art 

from BATMAN: CONFIDENTIAL #40, BATMAN/LOBO #1, Kieth’s eight-page story from BATMAN #38 

and an extensive gallery sec1on containing covers and pages from SCRATCH, ARKHAM ASYLUM: 

MADNESS and BATMAN: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.  

Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1ons replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc1ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Containing samples of Kieth’s art from his early days (1992) to the present (2015), this book gives the 

fan, collector and art student a never-before-seen overview of his incredible work. (STL213718) 

HC, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR241554 

O/A DEADMAN KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION HC 

(W) Mike Baron (A/CA) Kelley Jones 

The unmistakable art of Kelley Jones sets the mood for two gothic thrillers in the new DEADMAN: 

KELLEY JONES GALLERY EDITION. Collec1ng Jones’ artwork from DEADMAN: LOVE AFTER DEATH #1-2 

and DEADMAN: EXORCISM #1-2, this Smythe-sewn hardcover edi1on is sourced from the original 

boards and showcases the boldly drama1c line art that established Jones’ crea1ve style prior to his 

work on Batman and other DC characters. Both tales were wriTen by Mike Baron and first published 

in 1989 and 1992.  

Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1ons replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the original artwork. Every 

page is reproduced at full board size on heavy paper stock to provide fans and collectors with 

museum-quality reproduc1ons that are unobtainable from any other source. 

Aerialist Boston Brand comes to (aVer)life as never before in these graceful, moody pages. 

Experience the glory of Kelley Jones’ legendary DEADMAN artwork here in all its haun1ng beauty! 

(STL213717) 

HC, 228pgs, B&W           SRP: $125.00 

 



APR241555 

O/A LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

As the Victorian era draws to a close, Allan Quatermain, Captain Nemo, Hawley Griffin, Dr. Henry 

Jekyll, Mr. Edward Hyde and Mina Murray have been gathered together to save their na1on. Now, 

the original adventures of this group have been collected and sourced from the original art for the 

first 1me ever in THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION. 

This Smythe-sewn hardcover edi1on includes all of Kevin O’Neill’s artwork from the original six-issue 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN miniseries Vol. I, scanned in full color from the 

original art boards. Also included are the covers and various League artwork that showcase Kevin’s 

incredible craVsmanship. 

Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1ons replicate the look, feel and a]tude of the artwork. Every page is 

reproduced at original size on heavy paper stock to provide the fan and collector with museum-

quality reproduc1ons that are obtainable nowhere else. 

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN: KEVIN O’NEILL GALLERY EDITION captures the 

intricate art of Kevin’s artwork as never seen before. His collabora1on with writer Alan Moore 

resulted in a 1meless tale set in an era in desperate need of champions. A more enjoyable 

presenta1on of this fine tale has never before been seen. 

Each high-quality, Smythe-sewn hardcover book captures every detail of the art at actual-size, and is 

printed at 200 lines-per-inch screen on a rich, heavy paper stock. Replica1ng the original art 

experience is our goal. Graphi] Designs’ Gallery Edi1on are the next best thing to holding the 

original art in your hands—and easier on the wallet, too! (STL213713) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR241556 

O/A SANDMAN GALLERY ED HC (MR) 

THE SANDMAN GALLERY EDITION: FEATURING THE ART OF SAM KIETH, P. CRAIG RUSSELL & MORE 

The original art that brought to comics life the wri1ngs of Neil Gaiman are collected together in THE 

SANDMAN Gallery Edi1on. 

In addi1on to artwork by Sam Kieth from THE SANDMAN #1 and P. Craig Russell’s THE SANDMAN: 

THE DREAM HUNTERS includes pages from THE SANDMAN #2-75, the six-page story “Death: A 

Winter’s Tale” of the premiere talents in comics. 

This 272 page, 13” x 20” deluxe, Smythesewn hardcover volume is printed at 200 line-screen on 

heavy paper-stock replica1ng the original art experience. Never before has artwork by so many 

different top talents in comics been seen in this format. (STL213711) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 272pgs, B&W           SRP: $175.00 

 



APR241557 

O/A SANDMAN OVERTURE GALLERY EDITION 

(W) Neil Gaiman (A) J. H. Williams, J. H. Williams 

The complete SANDMAN: OVERTURE saga, scanned from J.H. Williams' original art, is the centerpiece 

for this large-format, Smythe-sewn hardcover edi1on. The numerous double-page spreads can be 

seen as never before and with minimal guTer interference, thanks to the lay-flat feature of these 

books. Measuring 12" by 17", this deluxe volume is printed in high resolu1on at 200 lines per inch on 

heavy paper stock to closely approximate the look and feel of the original art boards. Limited to 2000 

copies. Advance solicita1on for May release. All prior orders have been canceled. (STL213719) 

HC, 230pgs, FC           SRP: $150.00 

 

APR241558 

TERRY MOORE STRANGERS IN PARADISE GALLERY EDITION (C: 1-0-0) 

Celebrate the 25th Anniversary of SIP with this presenta1on of Moore's art that spans the en1re 

Eisner Award-winning series. The evolu1on of Terry together with Francine, Katchoo, David, and all of 

the other characters that inhabit the SIP world is captured in this 248-page, large-format, hardcover 

edi1on. The artwork contained in this Smythe-sewn deluxe edi1on is framed by the original 20-page 

version of the very first SIP story and SIP #90, the series' 2007 finale. Included between these 

"bookends" is a representa1onal page from each of the 105 issues published between issues #1 and 

#90 as well as covers and miscellaneous SIP art from the last 25 years. (STL077446) (FEB180963) (C: 

1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, UK and Ireland. 

HC, 12x17, 248pgs, FC           SRP: $125.00 

 

GRAPHIC MUNDI - PSU PRESS 

 

APR241559 

AND MANKIND CREATED THE GODS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Joseph Behe 

Why does religion exist? Why do people believe? Do all religions start with the same basic idea? 

These are some of the most fundamental and enduring ques1ons we have about the mysteries of 

religion, and they may well hold the key to humankind's future on this earth. In this adapta1on of 

Pascal Boyer's classic work exploring these concepts, Religion Explained, ar1st Joseph Béhé 

harnesses the power of comics to provide clear answers to the basic ques1ons about why religion 

exists and why people believe. His erudite book is rich with insight into the endless jumble of ideas 

that inform religious beliefs and prac1ces across cultures. With detailed, illustra1ve drawings and 

carefully adapted prose, Béhé's graphic novel brings a new perspec1ve to Boyer's work. (STL298203) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 8x10, 368pgs, B&W           SRP: $39.95 



 

APR241560 

EVERYTHING EVENTUALLY CONNECTS GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Sarah Firth 

This is a collec1on of eight autobiographical visual essays that explore the joys and pains of living in a 

hypercomplex and uncertain world. In her sprawling and colorful style, Sarah Firth pursues some of 

life’s deepest philosophical ques1ons about happiness, hope, love, sex, death, truth, reality, and the 

defini1on of “self.” She weaves together a mix of great ideas and silly ones deriving not only from her 

own lived experience, but also from her daydreams, pop culture memes, and the teachings of 

science, philosophy, and history. Her musings ul1mately lead her to consider how to live more 

joyously in a troubling world, and how to be more compassionate towards oneself, others, and the 

planet. (STL298204) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $21.95 

 

GRAPHIX 

 

APR241561 

ACADEMY FOR ROBLOX PROS GN VOL 01 ATTACK OF ZOMBIES (C: 0-1- 

(W/A) Louis Shea 

Do you have what it takes to be a student at the academy for Roblox pros? Introducing the first book 

in an unofficial Roblox graphic novel series, Academy for Roblox Pros! Mitch and his friends thought 

that they were having an average day at school. Their principal, Principal Borelox, was being awful as 

usual, and Roger and his cronies were ge]ng on their nerves. But when Mitch accidentally spills his 

drink on his computer in the tech lab, something miraculous happens. A door appears out of 

nowhere with the symbol of their favorite video game, Roblox. Well, Mitch and his buddies just have 

to check it out! Stepping through the door, the kids are immediately transported into Roblox 

Academy, a blocky world where they are all avatars of themselves. Can the kids get to the boTom of 

this digital world ... or will the mysterious villain, Mr. Warlock, turn them all into zombies!? 

(STL316086) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241562 

DEEP DARK GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Molly Knox Ostertag 

Magdalena Herrera is about to graduate high school, but she already feels like an adult with serious 

responsibili1es: caring for her ailing grandmother; working a part-1me job; clandes1ne makeouts 

with a girl who has a boyfriend. And then there's her secret, which pulls her into the basement each 

night, drains her of energy, and leaves her bleeding. A secret that could hurt and even kill if it ever 



got out—like it did once before. So Mags keeps her head down, isolated in her small desert 

community. That is, un1l her childhood friend Nessa comes back to town, bringing vivid memories of 

the past, an intoxica1ng glimpse of the future, and a secret of her own. Mags won't get aTached, of 

course. She's always been strong enough to survive without anyone's help. But when the darkness 

starts to close in on them both, Mags will have to drag her secret into the daylight, and choose 

between risking everything... or having nothing leV to lose. (STL316085) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 480pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241563 

NEW GIRL GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Cassandra Calin 

Lia and her family are wai1ng to board a flight across the Atlan1c, leaving behind family, friends, and 

Romania — the only home Lia has ever known. But Lia's heartache is overshadowed by the 

discomfort of her first period. As if things weren't difficult enough! Now Lia is thrust into a world 

where everything is different: her home, her language, and even her body. With so many changes 

happening at once, Lia struggles with schoolwork, has trouble communica1ng with classmates, and 

has no idea how to manage her unpleasant periods. Will she ever feel like herself again? (STL316083) 

(C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

GUNGNIR ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR241564 

CHUPRACABRA TALES OF BLOOK & INK HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) MaThew Medney (A) Kyle Faehnrich (CA) Lip Wei Chang 

When a high school reporter begins inves1ga1ng rumors of a secret society headquartered in her 

hometown, mys1cism and sacrifices are only the beginning. (STL301914) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 96pgs, FC           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR241565 

STABLE HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) MaThew Medney, Morgan Rosenblum (A) Francesco Pisa (CA)  Bark Bark Studios 

Earth is dying. One last hope for humanity lies on three arcs that will take a “chosen” 300,000 people 

to a new planet in an alien solar system. But what awaits them in their new home is not what they 

were expec1ng. (STL305899) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 148pgs, FC           SRP: $22.99 



 

HARPER ALLEY 

 

APR241566 

FGTEEV OUT OF TIME GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W)  FGTeeV (A) Miguel Diaz Rivas 

The FGTeeV family gamers have survived their fair share of glitchy gaming consoles. But when Duddz 

can't stop gaming on his fancy new eWatch, the whole family winds up sucked into the watch and on 

a perilous adventure across space and 1me! If Duddz, Moomy, Lexi, Mike, Chase, and Shawn are 

going to find their way home, they have to avoid being eaten by a T. rex, win a joust against a 

decorated knight, and fight angry space invaders. But when they meet a familiar face (another 

Duddz?!), will they be able to return everyone to the right 1me before it's too late? (STL316280) (C: 

0-1-0) 

SC, 7x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241567 

TRISTAN AND LANCELOT TALE OF TWO KNIGHTS GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) James Persiche] (A) L S Biiehler 

In this queer reimagining of an Arthurian legend, Knights of the Round Table Lancelot and Tristan set 

out on a quest to find the missing magician Merlin but instead discover an unexpected romance 

perfect for fans of The Prince and the Dressmaker and Squire. 

When Merlin goes missing and Camelot falls under aTack, King Arthur sends his estranged half-sister, 

Morgan le Fay, and esteemed Knights of the Round Table, Tristan and Lancelot, to find him. As the 

reluctant trio travels through Albion saving towns from treacherous foes and baTling fae, their bonds 

deepen, and sparks fly between the two knights. Before they can sort through their complicated 

feelings, an unexpected dark force appears, bringing what just might be the end of Camelot.  

From debut author James Persiche] and new talent L.S. Biehler, Tristan and Lancelot: A Tale of Two 

Knights will sweep readers away with an epic quest and a love story for the ages. (STL316281) (C: 0-

1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241568 

TRISTAN AND LANCELOT TALE OF TWO KNIGHTS HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) James Persiche] (A) L S Biiehler 

In this queer reimagining of an Arthurian legend, Knights of the Round Table Lancelot and Tristan set 

out on a quest to find the missing magician Merlin but instead discover an unexpected romance 

perfect for fans of The Prince and the Dressmaker and Squire. 



When Merlin goes missing and Camelot falls under aTack, King Arthur sends his estranged half-sister, 

Morgan le Fay, and esteemed Knights of the Round Table, Tristan and Lancelot, to find him. As the 

reluctant trio travels through Albion saving towns from treacherous foes and baTling fae, their bonds 

deepen, and sparks fly between the two knights. Before they can sort through their complicated 

feelings, an unexpected dark force appears, bringing what just might be the end of Camelot.  

From debut author James Persiche] and new talent L.S. Biehler, Tristan and Lancelot: A Tale of Two 

Knights will sweep readers away with an epic quest and a love story for the ages. (STL316285) (C: 0-

1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $26.99 

 

HERMES PRESS 

 

APR241569 

BEST OF JOHN BUSCEMA ROY ROGERS COMICS HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) John Buscema 

Exclusively featuring the art of comic great John Buscema, this collec1on features 272 pages of ac1on 

packed Roy Rogers King of the Cowboys comics specially selected by Roy's son, Dusty! (STL184214) 

(JAN231579) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 8x10, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $60.00 

 

APR241570 

FRANK THORNES COMP IRON DEVIL HC (A) (C: 1-1-1) 

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (JAN231580) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

& UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

HC, 8x11, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR241571 

O/A GLADYS PARKER LIFE IN COMICS PASSION FOR FASHION HC 

(W) Trina Robbins (A) Gladys Parker 

Cartoonist Gladys Parker was unique in comics. As with Frida Kahlo, it was impossible to tell where 

her art leV off and its creator began. Parker mixed fashion and comics and created classic characters 

that mimicked her sense of fashion. In fact, Parker was an exact double for her ink-and-paper 

crea1on, Mopsy. Only Gladys Parker was a fashion designer with a successful line of clothing while at 

the same 1me drawing an equally successful comic strip. Parker's dresses bearing the Gladys Parker 



label were sold at her own New York shop and at high-end department stores across the country. 

Who beTer to chronicle the story of Gladys Parker than comics herstorian Trina Robbins, who in the 

1960s designed clothes for hippies and rock stars out of her East Village bou1que, while drawing 

underground comix? (STL125018) 

Biography, HC, 8x11, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR241572 

PHANTOM GOLD KEY YEARS HC VOL 01 

(W) Bill Harris (A) Bill Lignante (CA) George Wilson 

The 1960s comic book adventures of The Phantom return in full, glorious color! Long out of print and 

in constant demand these classic Phantom stories are collected in two hard cover volumes. Volume 

One collects the first eight issues of the Gold Key comic book version of the granddaddy of costumed 

heroes, the Ghost Who Walks. Featuring cover art by famed painter George Wilson with interior 

artwork by Bill Lignante and stories by Bill Harris. Chock full of a extras, an in depth introduc1on by 

Phantom expert Ed Rhoades accompanied by rare original artwork. This prin1ng will be limited to 

1,000 copies. (STL268835) (APR231513) 

HC, 7x11, 240pgs, FC           SRP: $60.00 

 

APR241573 

O/A PHANTOM GOLD KEY YEARS HC VOL 02 

(W) Bill Harris (A) Bill Lignante (CA) George Wilson 

The 1960s comic book adventures of The Phantom return in full, glorious color! Long out of print and 

in constant demand these classic Phantom stories are collected in two hardcover volumes. Volume 

Two collects issues #9-17. The Gold Key comic book version of the granddaddy of costumed heroes, 

the Ghost Who Walks, is available again, digitally remastered to look beTer than the original books. 

Featuring cover art by famed painter George Wilson with interior artwork by Bill Lignante and stories 

by Bill Harris. Chock of a extras, an in depth introduc1on by Phantom expert Pete Klaus accompanied 

by rare original artwork. This prin1ng will be limited to 1,000 copies. (STL268838) 

HC, 7x11, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $60.00 

 

HUMANOIDS 

 

APR241574 

CYN GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Ibrahim Moustafa 

Haunted by her past lives, both as a human and as the cyberne1c enforcer known as Cyn, Meris is 

desperate to live a peaceful existence. Drawing from sci-fi and Western influences, Cyn is a thrilling 



medita1on on redemp1on, self-sacrifice, and found family from the mind of acclaimed comics 

creator Ibrahim Moustafa (RetroAc1ve, Mother Panic: Gotham A.D.) (STL317713) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241575 

O/A RETROACTIVE (MR) 

(W) Ibrahim Moustafa 

An agent working for the U.S. Bureau of Temporal Affairs sets out to discover the source of several 

anomalies in the 1meline-only to become imprisoned in an inescapable 1me loop. 

The discovery of 1me travel is unknown to the general public, but a new Cold War rages between 

global intelligence agencies as they aTempt to alter historical events in favor of their respec1ve 

futures. When new intel points the U.S. Bureau of Temporal Affairs (BTA) toward a hos1le anomaly in 

the past, veteran field agent Tarik Abdelnasser and his new partner, Lucia Olmos, are dispatched to 

inves1gate. They discover a radical adversary wielding a new technology that could unravel 

everything the BTA fights to maintain. (STL219544) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241576 

COUNT TP (MR) 

(W/A) Ibrahim Moustafa 

A sci-fi reimagining of the greatest revenge story of all 1me: The Count of Monte Cristo. 

Framed for treason and wrongfully imprisoned at the hands of a jealous rival and a corrupt 

magistrate, Redxan Samud escapes his hovering prison colony hell-bent on retribu1on. Given a map 

from his dying jail companion to the loca1on of a stolen cache of Union Credits large enough to make 

him wealthy beyond imagina1on, Samud concocts a plan to exact revenge on those who conspired to 

let him rot in a cell. (STL180156) (JAN211389) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241577 

TOTAL SUPLEX OF THE HEART GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Joanne Starer (A/CA) Diego Greco 

Young freelance journalist Georgie joins a local wrestling circuit to inves1gate a new ar1cle, making 

friends (and more than friends!) along the way. But is the valida1on she gets from the sport worth 

the drama that comes along with it? (STL317714) (C: 0-1-2) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $22.99 

 

INHABIT MEDIA 

 

APR241578 

THE CANNIBAL GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Solomon Awa, Louise Flaherty (A) Solomon Awa 

Based on an Inuit tradi1onal story passed down orally for genera1ons, The Cannibal tells the horrific 

tale of a family experiencing starva1on when the animals they rely on for survival disappear. While 

the wife stays alive by ea1ng plants she gathers daily, the husband does the unthinkable, resor1ng to 

murder and cannibalism. Horrified, and terrified for her life, the wife eventually finds herself alone in 

camp with her husband, knowing what will happen to her if she does not find a way to escape. 

Hatching a plan, the exhausted wife embarks on the journey with her murderous husband in pursuit. 

AVer safely arriving at a nearby camp, she shares the story of what has become of her camp, and her 

own children. Soon the husband arrives, and the camp must decide how to deal with the cannibal. 

Both horrific and poignant, this cau1onary tradi1onal story provides a window into the at 1mes 

harsh reali1es of tradi1onal life. (STL316067) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x11, 44pgs, FC           SRP: $17.95 

 

INVADER COMICS 

 

APR241579 

BACK TO FAIRTAYLIA TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jorg Alberts, Roland Heep (A) P.R. Dedelis 

Once upon a 1me, childhood friends found a magical doorway to Fairtaylia, an enchanted realm full 

of wizardry and wonder. 20 years later they are a bunch of self-absorbed adults who don't believe in 

fairytales anymore… un1l a talking squirrel and a chainsaw-wielding fairy show up on their 

doorsteps. In a fast-paced quest to save Fairtaylia from an unspeakable evil, the gang has to evade 

wicked witches, baTle orcs, ogres, and break into Cinderella's castle while suffering through fairy 

farts, skimpy ouPits, and several musical numbers. Good luck with happily ever aVer… (STL317657) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

152pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

IPI COMICS 

 



APR241580 

BRISTLEMOUTH COVE HORROR #4 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Hayden Fryer 

Final Chapter. Amelia has the supreme terrifying confronta1on and ordeal with the body-horror-

inducing Bristlemouth menace of The Cove, and faces ul1mate choices and the greatest of 

anguishes. Hayden Fryer's dark, beau1ful grey-tone wash storytelling takes the reader into an 

in1mate experience with horror. (STL316887) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

36pgs, B&W (4 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241581 

DRACULA UNFANGED PROSE NOVEL SC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various (A) Vicky Adams (CA) Dave Elsey 

Christopher Sequeira, who devised the cross-dimensional Baker Street collec1on Sherlock Holmes 

and Doctor Was Not invites you to another collec1on of mul1verse-jumping tales about a literary 

icon—this 1me Count Dracula—with stories by some of the best in the field. Enter freely, and of your 

own will! (STL316892) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Prose Anthology, SC, 6x9, 338pgs, B&W           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241582 

SUPERHUMANITY VOL 01 #4 (OF 4) SUPERAUSTRAILIANS 

(W) Karen Beilharz & Various (A) Queenie Chan & Various (CA) J. Scherpenhuizen 

The saga concludes! The work of 28 top Aussie writers and ar1sts reaches a crescendo as Dr. Epoch—

that evil, kookaburra-conversing psycho—unleashes a literal living Zodiac of monstrous adversaries 

to hold the SuperAussies at grim Death's door as he tries to actualize his cosmic plans for evil! This 

one's hits it for six (ask an Aussie mate!) Conceived and Edited by Christopher Sequeira. (STL316888) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $4.99 

 

IRON CIRCUS COMICS 

 

APR241583 

LAKE GARY GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Paul Southworth 



Collec1ng the wildly unpredictable humor strip, Lake Gary takes a pointed look at our washed-up 

society through a much-too-accurate fisheye lens! (STL316064) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 232pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241584 

SMUT PEDDLER X 10 YEARS OF IMPECCABLE PORNOGLYPHICS GN (A) ( 

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #6 (JUN231916) 

SC, 7x10, 280pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 

 

JY 

 

APR241585 

BRAVE GN BERRYBROOK SCHOOL NEW PTG 

In his daydreams, Jensen is the biggest hero that ever was, saving the world and his friends on a daily 

basis. But his middle school reality is VERY different--math is hard, ge]ng along with friends is 

hard...Even finding a partner for the class project is a huge problem when you always get picked last. 

And the pressure's on even more once the school newspaper's dynamic duo, Jenny and Akilah, draw 

Jensen into the whirlwind of school news, social-experiment projects, and behind-the-scenes club 

drama. Jensen has always played the middle school game one level at a 1me, but suddenly, 

someone's cranked up the difficulty se]ng. Will those daring daydreams of his finally work in his 

favor, or will he have to find real solu1ons to his real-life problems? The charming world of 

Berrybrook Middle School gets a liTle bigger in this highly an1cipated follow-up to Svetlana 

Chmakova's award-winning Awkward with a story about a boy who learns his own way of being 

brave! (STL266848) (DEC228691) 

SC, FC           SRP: $13.00 

 

KEENSPOT ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR241586 

CRYING BOY #3 CVR A HERNAN GONZALEZ 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A) Rob Moran (CA) Hernan Gonzalez 

Now that the "Crying Boy" pain1ng is out of the apartment, Nadia and Samir join Fatya on a much-

needed trip to Coney Island. The demon has taken hold of Samir and is hiding in plain sight. Father 



Murray has arrived in Queens and aTempts an interven1on; he must act fast before the demon 

makes its final move and destroys Nadia's en1re family! (STL316866) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241587 

CRYING BOY #3 CVR B GARY O D̀ONNELL 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A) Rob Moran (CA) Gary O d̀onnell 

Now that the "Crying Boy" pain1ng is out of the apartment, Nadia and Samir join Fatya on a much-

needed trip to Coney Island. The demon has taken hold of Samir and is hiding in plain sight. Father 

Murray has arrived in Queens and aTempts an interven1on; he must act fast before the demon 

makes its final move and destroys Nadia's en1re family! (STL316867) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241588 

CRYING BOY #3 CVR C PAOLO MASSAGALI 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A) Rob Moran (CA) Paolo Massagli 

Now that the "Crying Boy" pain1ng is out of the apartment, Nadia and Samir join Fatya on a much-

needed trip to Coney Island. The demon has taken hold of Samir and is hiding in plain sight. Father 

Murray has arrived in Queens and aTempts an interven1on; he must act fast before the demon 

makes its final move and destroys Nadia's en1re family! (STL316868) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241589 

CRYING BOY #3 CVR D ROB MORAN 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A/CA) Rob Moran 

Now that the "Crying Boy" pain1ng is out of the apartment, Nadia and Samir join Fatya on a much-

needed trip to Coney Island. The demon has taken hold of Samir and is hiding in plain sight. Father 

Murray has arrived in Queens and aTempts an interven1on; he must act fast before the demon 

makes its final move and destroys Nadia's en1re family! (STL316869) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241590 

CRYING BOY #3 CVR E HERNAN GONZALEZ VIRGIN HOLOFOIL 

(W) Niall O'Rourke (A) Rob Moran (CA) Hernan Gonzalez 



Now that the "Crying Boy" pain1ng is out of the apartment, Nadia and Samir join Fatya on a much-

needed trip to Coney Island. The demon has taken hold of Samir and is hiding in plain sight. Father 

Murray has arrived in Queens and aTempts an interven1on; he must act fast before the demon 

makes its final move and destroys Nadia's en1re family! (STL316877) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241591 

IMMORTAL ULTRAVIOLENT #1 CVR A ROB NIKOLAKAKIS 

(W) Rob Potchak (A/CA) Rob Nikolakakis 

Taking place thirty years aVer the world went to hell, the everlas1ng Elisa Landis returns as a new 

Immortal appears and is on the run from an unknown en1ty. John Wick meets X-Men in this high-

octane ac1on thriller where one wrong move and you lose your head. Where has Elisa been the last 

three decades? Who is the mysterious new Immortal, and why does Rashin Lyght's name keep 

popping up? (STL316859) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241592 

IMMORTAL ULTRAVIOLENT #1 CVR B SEAN BECK 

(W) Rob Potchak (A) Rob Nikolakakis (CA) Sean Beck 

Taking place thirty years aVer the world went to hell, the everlas1ng Elisa Landis returns as a new 

Immortal appears and is on the run from an unknown en1ty. John Wick meets X-Men in this high-

octane ac1on thriller where one wrong move and you lose your head. Where has Elisa been the last 

three decades? Who is the mysterious new Immortal, and why does Rashin Lyght's name keep 

popping up? (STL316860) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241593 

IMMORTAL ULTRAVIOLENT #1 CVR C ROB POTCHAK 

(W) Rob Potchak (A) Rob Nikolakakis (CA) Rob Potchak 

Taking place thirty years aVer the world went to hell, the everlas1ng Elisa Landis returns as a new 

Immortal appears and is on the run from an unknown en1ty. John Wick meets X-Men in this high-

octane ac1on thriller where one wrong move and you lose your head. Where has Elisa been the last 

three decades? Who is the mysterious new Immortal, and why does Rashin Lyght's name keep 

popping up? (STL316861) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 



APR241594 

IMMORTAL ULTRAVIOLENT #1 CVR D HOLOFOIL FLIP CVR 

(W) Rob Potchak (A) Rob Nikolakakis 

Taking place thirty years aVer the world went to hell, the everlas1ng Elisa Landis returns as a new 

Immortal appears and is on the run from an unknown en1ty. John Wick meets X-Men in this high-

octane ac1on thriller where one wrong move and you lose your head. Where has Elisa been the last 

three decades? Who is the mysterious new Immortal, and why does Rashin Lyght's name keep 

popping up? (STL316862) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241595 

IMMORTAL ULTRAVIOLENT #1 CVR E VIRGIN HOLOFOIL FLIP CVR 

(W) Rob Potchak (A) Rob Nikolakakis 

Taking place thirty years aVer the world went to hell, the everlas1ng Elisa Landis returns as a new 

Immortal appears and is on the run from an unknown en1ty. John Wick meets X-Men in this high-

octane ac1on thriller where one wrong move and you lose your head. Where has Elisa been the last 

three decades? Who is the mysterious new Immortal, and why does Rashin Lyght's name keep 

popping up? (STL316863) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241596 

IMMORTAL ULTRAVIOLENT #1 CVR F BLANK SKETCH 

(W) Rob Potchak (A) Rob Nikolakakis (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

Taking place thirty years aVer the world went to hell, the everlas1ng Elisa Landis returns as a new 

Immortal appears and is on the run from an unknown en1ty. John Wick meets X-Men in this high-

octane ac1on thriller where one wrong move and you lose your head. Where has Elisa been the last 

three decades? Who is the mysterious new Immortal, and why does Rashin Lyght's name keep 

popping up? (STL316864) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241598 

ROBOT + GIRL #2 CVR A MIKE WHITE 

(W/A/CA) Mike White 

Con1nuing the all-ages adventure from acclaimed Penguin Random House graphic novelist Mike 

White! In this issue, Girl (aka Mari) takes Robot (aka ARRA) to her home to fix him up and they get 



acquainted. ARRA observes Mari's day-to-day rou1ne, and they exchange views on having a purpose 

and doing random acts of kindness (STL316870) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241599 

ROBOT + GIRL #2 CVR B MIKE WHITE 

(W/A/CA) Mike White 

Con1nuing the all-ages adventure from acclaimed Penguin Random House graphic novelist Mike 

White! In this issue, Girl (aka Mari) takes Robot (aka ARRA) to her home to fix him up and they get 

acquainted. ARRA observes Mari's day-to-day rou1ne, and they exchange views on having a purpose 

and doing random acts of kindness (STL316871) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241600 

SPELLWEAVER #4 (OF 4) CVR A ROBERT AHMAD 

(W/A/CA) Robert Ahmad 

Final issue! Can Cecile, Tilo and Jacob finally put an end to the witch of Wolfguard's reign of terror? 

BaTles will be fought and only one will become the victor. It all comes down to this, the epic finale of 

the Spellweaver saga. (STL316872) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241601 

SPELLWEAVER #4 (OF 4) CVR B ROBERT AHMAD 

(W/A/CA) Robert Ahmad 

Final issue! Can Cecile, Tilo and Jacob finally put an end to the witch of Wolfguard's reign of terror? 

BaTles will be fought and only one will become the victor. It all comes down to this, the epic finale of 

the Spellweaver saga. (STL316873) 

32pgs, FC (4 of 4)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241602 

ZOR #3 (OF 3) CVR A MICHAEL ADAMS 

(W) Rob Potchak (A/CA) Michael Adams 

The final issue of ZOR sees our heroes making an uneasy alliance to prevent the Undersink from 

ceasing to exist. ZOR makes a final push to get Zoe's ring back where it belongs, while the plumber 



con1nues to do what he can to get it by any means necessary. Will ZOR succeed in keeping the 

Undersink safe, or will it all be destroyed? (STL316874) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241603 

ZOR #3 (OF 3) CVR B ROB NIKOLAKAKIS 

(W) Rob Potchak (A) Michael Adams (CA) Rob Nikolakakis 

The final issue of ZOR sees our heroes making an uneasy alliance to prevent the Undersink from 

ceasing to exist. ZOR makes a final push to get Zoe's ring back where it belongs, while the plumber 

con1nues to do what he can to get it by any means necessary. Will ZOR succeed in keeping the 

Undersink safe, or will it all be destroyed? (STL316875) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241604 

ZOR #3 (OF 3) CVR C ROB POTCHAK 

(W) Rob Potchak (A) Michael Adams (CA) Rob Potchak 

The final issue of ZOR sees our heroes making an uneasy alliance to prevent the Undersink from 

ceasing to exist. ZOR makes a final push to get Zoe's ring back where it belongs, while the plumber 

con1nues to do what he can to get it by any means necessary. Will ZOR succeed in keeping the 

Undersink safe, or will it all be destroyed? (STL316876) 

32pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $5.99 

 

KENZER & COMPANY 

 

APR241605 

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #315 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Jolly Blackburn,  Various (A) Jolly Blackburn (CA) Ivy Lomax 

This mul1ple award-winning comic magazine has moved to a bimonthly double-sized graphic novel 

format! Featuring the hilarious misadventures of a group of gamers (the Knights) and their friends, 

along with useful role-playing and other ar1cles for gamers, from a gamer's perspec1ve. It's a slice of 

(fantasy) life in strips, ar1cles, reviews and features, and a wonderful celebra1on of the gaming 

culture! (STL316895) (C: 0-0-1) 

100pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

LEV GLEASON 



 

APR241606 

O/A I ESCAPED A CHINESE INTERNMENT CAMP TP (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Anthony Del Col (A/CA) Fahmida Azim 

Winner of the 2022 Pulitzer Prize for illustrated repor1ng! The true story of Zumrat Duwat, a mother 

of three from the Xinjiang autonomous region in China, who was arrested and sent to a deten1on 

facility for Uyghur women where she endured brutal living condi1ons and bea1ngs. That was just the 

beginning of the troubles for Duwat, who, with her husband, would soon hatch a plan to escape the 

country. A harrowing, evoca1ve, and important story that will enthrall and enlighten readers 

worldwide. (STL258908) (C: 0-0-1) 

SC, 5x10, 86pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

LITTLE BROWN INK 

 

APR241607 

AN OUTBREAK OF WITCHCRAFT GN (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Deborah Noyes (A) M Duffy 

From 1692 to 1693, fear reigned in the small village of Salem, MassachuseTs. The night Abigail 

Williams and BeTy Paris first accused their servant of witchcraV was only the beginning. Several 

more accusa1ons would follow suit, sparking a widespread panic that consumed Salem in one of the 

longest cases of witch trials in America, where more than twenty innocent lives were lost, and 

mistrust ran amok. The community was in ruins, from the afflicted who fanned the flames of 

supers11on to the judges who used their power unjustly and the accused who were falsely charged 

and hanged in consequence. In the absence of due process and with hysteria abounding, no one in 

Salem was safe. (STL316705) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in England & Ireland 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241608 

AN OUTBREAK OF WITCHCRAFT HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Deborah Noyes (A) M Duffy 

From 1692 to 1693, fear reigned in the small village of Salem, MassachuseTs. The night Abigail 

Williams and BeTy Paris first accused their servant of witchcraV was only the beginning.  

 

Several more accusa1ons would follow suit, sparking a widespread panic that consumed Salem in 

one of the longest cases of witch trials in America, where more than twenty innocent lives were lost, 

and mistrust ran amok. 



 

The community was in ruins, from the afflicted who fanned the flames of supers11on to the judges 

who used their power unjustly and the accused who were falsely charged and hanged in 

consequence. In the absence of due process and with hysteria abounding, no one in Salem was safe. 

(STL316706) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241609 

REGGIE KID PENGUIN GN VOL 02 PENGUIN IN CHARGE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Jen de Oliveira 

Around the neighborhood, Reggie is up to his regular shenanigans. But it seems like everything he 

does causes a mess! When he's building a toy robot, parts fly everywhere. When he's blowing 

bubbles, the suds make his flippers all slimy. And let's not even get started on what happens at the 

local pet talent show! Reggie has a knack for causing a scene, but can this penguin use his crea1ve 

energy to problem solve and learn what it means to take charge? Reggie: Penguin in Charge is a 

collec1on of six giggle-worthy comics that tell playful and relatable stories for fun-loving kids. 

(STL316703) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

APR241610 

REGGIE KID PENGUIN HC GN VOL 02 PENGUIN IN CHARGE (C: 1-1-0) 

(W/A) Jen de Oliveira 

Around the neighborhood, Reggie is up to his regular shenanigans. But it seems like everything he 

does causes a mess! When he's building a toy robot, parts fly everywhere. When he's blowing 

bubbles, the suds make his flippers all slimy. And let's not even get started on what happens at the 

local pet talent show! 

Reggie has a knack for causing a scene, but can this penguin use his crea1ve energy to problem solve 

and learn what it means to take charge?  

Reggie: Penguin in Charge is a collec1on of six giggle-worthy comics that tell playful and relatable 

stories for fun-loving kids. (STL316704) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in England & Ireland 

HC, 6x9, 80pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

LIVING THE LINE 

 

APR241611 

O/A CENTRALIA HC 



(W/A/CA) Miel VandepiTe 

The earth in and around Centralia has warmed so much, it's impossible to stand on without mel1ng. 

Those who survive long enough will be confronted with carnivorous birds, collapsing buildings, and 

the trigger-happy Simia Nasalis, armed with bazookas and s1lts. Against their beTer judgment, a 

group of adventurers set out to discover the treasure of gold hidden away at the heart of the 

abandoned town. (STL241247) 

HC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $35.00 

 

APR241612 

PLAZA TP 

(W/A) Yuichi Yokoyama (CA) Yuichi Yokoyama, Kazunari HaTori 

Bigger, bolder, and louder than ever before, neo-manga ar1st Yokoyama Yuichi is back with PLAZA! 

Inspired by Carnaval in Brazil, PLAZA offers a maniacal extravaganza of marching, dancing, leaping, 

firing, cheering, smashing, and exploding over the course of 225 eye-and-eardrum-confounding 

pages. Originally published in Japan in 2019, this oversize English edi1on of PLAZA brings to full, 

hyper-animated life the spectacular graphic art of this genre-defying work of avant-garde comics. 

(STL234641) (JUN221704) 

SC, 9x12, 240pgs, B&W           SRP: $32.00 

 

APR241613 

STRANGE DEATH OF ALEX RAYMOND HC 

(W/A) Dave Sim, Carson Grubaugh (CA) Dave Sim 

Legendary creator Dave Sim is renowned world-wide for his groundbreaking Cerebus the Aardvark. 

Now, in The Strange Death of Alex Raymond, Sim brings to life the history of comics' greatest 

creators, using their own techniques. Equal parts Understanding Comics and From Hell, Strange 

Death is a head-on collision of ink drawing and spiritual intrigue, pulp comics and movies, history and 

fic1on. The story traces the lives and techniques of Alex Raymond (Flash Gordon, Rip Kirby), Stan 

Drake (Juliet Jones), Hal Foster (Prince Valiant), and more, dissec1ng their techniques through 

recrea1ons of their artwork, and highligh1ng the metatextual resonances that bind them together. 

(STL191916) (MAY211557) 

HC, 8x12, 326pgs, PC           SRP: $40.00 

 

LOCUS MAGAZINE 

 

APR241614 

LOCUS MAGAZINE #761 VOL 92 NO 6 (C: 0-1-1) 



In June, Locus presents our quarterly forthcoming books list, covering genre books being published 

from June 2024 to March 2025; reviews of new and upcoming book releases from our award-winning 

roster of reviewers; interviews with both new and established authors; the latest genre news; 

conven1on coverage; our monthly lis1ng of all the current book releases, and much more. 

(STL316747) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 60pgs, FC           SRP: $12.50 

 

MAD CAVE STUDIOS 

 

APR241615 

DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Stan Lee, Bob Harras (A) Alex Saviuk, Fred Federicks (CA) ScoT Chantler 

The legendary cult classic miniseries is collected here for the first 1me! 

 

Sci-fi legend Flash Gordon must team up with the Phantom, Mandrake the Magician, and the super-

strong Lothar to defend planet Earth against the dark forces of Ming the Merciless. Luckily, they'll get 

some help from the next genera1on of heroes: their children! Collects issues 1-4 of the original 1987 

run from Star Comics. (STL314370) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 96pgs, FC           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR241616 

GATCHAMAN #1 CVR A INAKI MIRANDA 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Chris Ba1sta (CA) Inaki Miranda 

The triumphant return of Gatchaman, the iconic Japanese animated franchise of a five-member, bird-

themed superhero team, known to Western audiences as BaTle of the Planets! 

A mechanical terror has descended upon numerous ci1es and the world's greatest scien1sts are 

disappearing. Our only hope: Science Ninja Team Gatchaman! As they baTle these machina1ons 

from the interna1onal terrorist organiza1on known as Galactor, their strength, willpower, and even 

vehicles are pushed to the absolute limit. If they fail…who's wai1ng in the wings to take their place? 

The first exci1ng issue in an ongoing series that expands upon the original anime series! (STL317439) 

28pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241617 

GATCHAMAN #1 CVR B SANFORD GREENE CONNECTING 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Chris Ba1sta (CA) Sanford Greene 



The triumphant return of Gatchaman, the iconic Japanese animated franchise of a five-member, bird-

themed superhero team, known to Western audiences as BaTle of the Planets! 

A mechanical terror has descended upon numerous ci1es and the world's greatest scien1sts are 

disappearing. Our only hope: Science Ninja Team Gatchaman! As they baTle these machina1ons 

from the interna1onal terrorist organiza1on known as Galactor, their strength, willpower, and even 

vehicles are pushed to the absolute limit. If they fail…who's wai1ng in the wings to take their place? 

The first exci1ng issue in an ongoing series that expands upon the original anime series! (STL317440) 

28pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241618 

GATCHAMAN #1 CVR C CHRIS BATISTA 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A/CA) Chris Ba1sta 

The triumphant return of Gatchaman, the iconic Japanese animated franchise of a five-member, bird-

themed superhero team, known to Western audiences as BaTle of the Planets! 

A mechanical terror has descended upon numerous ci1es and the world's greatest scien1sts are 

disappearing. Our only hope: Science Ninja Team Gatchaman! As they baTle these machina1ons 

from the interna1onal terrorist organiza1on known as Galactor, their strength, willpower, and even 

vehicles are pushed to the absolute limit. If they fail…who's wai1ng in the wings to take their place? 

The first exci1ng issue in an ongoing series that expands upon the original anime series! (STL317441) 

28pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241619 

GATCHAMAN #1 CVR D BLANK SKETCH 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Chris Ba1sta (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

The triumphant return of Gatchaman, the iconic Japanese animated franchise of a five-member, bird-

themed superhero team, known to Western audiences as BaTle of the Planets! 

A mechanical terror has descended upon numerous ci1es and the world's greatest scien1sts are 

disappearing. Our only hope: Science Ninja Team Gatchaman! As they baTle these machina1ons 

from the interna1onal terrorist organiza1on known as Galactor, their strength, willpower, and even 

vehicles are pushed to the absolute limit. If they fail…who's wai1ng in the wings to take their place? 

The first exci1ng issue in an ongoing series that expands upon the original anime series! (STL317442) 

28pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241622 

GATCHAMAN KEN DEATHMATCH ONESHOT CVR A TOMMY LEE EDWARDS 

(W) Tommy Lee Edwards (A) Mindy Lee (CA) Tommy Lee Edwards 



Ken goes undercover to infiltrate an underground gambling ring where mar1al ar1sts from around 

the globe fight to the death. There, the winners are captured and brought to a secret Galactor 

recrui1ng base. If they refuse to join, the cap1ves are dropped in the jungle and hunted as prey for 

Galactor's training program. Can anyone make it out alive? The first in a series of self-contained one-

shots that each focus on a separate member of Science Ninja Team Gatchaman! (STL317445) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR241623 

GATCHAMAN KEN DEATHMATCH ONESHOT CVR B CHRIS BATISTA 

(W) Tommy Lee Edwards (A) Mindy Lee (CA) Chris Ba1sta 

Ken goes undercover to infiltrate an underground gambling ring where mar1al ar1sts from around 

the globe fight to the death. There, the winners are captured and brought to a secret Galactor 

recrui1ng base. If they refuse to join, the cap1ves are dropped in the jungle and hunted as prey for 

Galactor's training program. Can anyone make it out alive? The first in a series of self-contained one-

shots that each focus on a separate member of Science Ninja Team Gatchaman! (STL317446) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR241624 

DICK TRACY #2 CVR A GERALDO BORGES 

(W) Alex Segura, Michael Moreci (A/CA) Geraldo Borges 

THE SAGA OF DICK TRACY CONTINUES IN A NEW ONGOING SERIES FROM MAD CAVE! 

Dick Tracy, the iconic, yellow-clad detec1ve, returns in a must-read noir reimagining from writers Alex 

Segura and Michael Moreci and ar1st Geraldo Borges. As the City reels from the events at the Green 

Eye Diner, Dick Tracy must try and piece together the clues to not only discover the gunman behind 

the slaughter - but the man who gave the order. Who could the new player be? And how does 

intrepid reporter Tess Truehart fit in? A griTy, hardboiled tale that honors everything fans love about 

Dick Tracy-with an unforgeTable twist. This isn't your grandpa's Dick Tracy! Don't miss the series 

everyone is buzzing about. (STL317448) 

28pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241625 

DICK TRACY #2 CVR B BRENT SCHOONOVER 

(W) Alex Segura & Various (A) Geraldo Borges (CA) Brent Schoonover 

THE SAGA OF DICK TRACY CONTINUES IN A NEW ONGOING SERIES FROM MAD CAVE! 

Dick Tracy, the iconic, yellow-clad detec1ve, returns in a must-read noir reimagining from writers Alex 

Segura and Michael Moreci and ar1st Geraldo Borges. As the City reels from the events at the Green 

Eye Diner, Dick Tracy must try and piece together the clues to not only discover the gunman behind 



the slaughter - but the man who gave the order. Who could the new player be? And how does 

intrepid reporter Tess Truehart fit in? A griTy, hardboiled tale that honors everything fans love about 

Dick Tracy-with an unforgeTable twist. This isn't your grandpa's Dick Tracy! Don't miss the series 

everyone is buzzing about. (STL317449) 

28pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241627 

GALAXY OF MADNESS #1 (OF 10) CVR A MICHAEL OEMING 

(W) Magdalene Visaggio (A/CA) Michael Avon Oeming 

In the far-flung thrilling future of the 41st Century, and on the other side of the galaxy, a 

swashbuckling space archaeologist, Vigil Virgo, is on the cusp of learning a universe-shaTering secret 

in this four-color fantasy! But she'll have to dive into the abyss, where no human was ever meant to 

go, to do it. The ques1on is what happens when she emerges from the other side. (STL317456) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 10)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241628 

GALAXY OF MADNESS #1 (OF 10) CVR B PAULINA GANUCHEAU 

(W) Magdalene Visaggio (A) Michael Avon Oeming (CA) Paulina Ganucheau 

In the far-flung thrilling future of the 41st Century, and on the other side of the galaxy, a 

swashbuckling space archaeologist, Vigil Virgo, is on the cusp of learning a universe-shaTering secret 

in this four-color fantasy! But she'll have to dive into the abyss, where no human was ever meant to 

go, to do it. The ques1on is what happens when she emerges from the other side. (STL317457) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 10)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241629 

MAMMOTH #1 (OF 5) CVR A ARJUNA SUSINI 

(W) Paul Tobin (A/CA) Arjuna Susini 

Something is wrong in the deep forests of Broke Tree Valley. Something deadly. Something 

mammoth. The legends speak of something larger than human comprehension...A monstrous 

phantom that disappears for decades at a 1me. Now, it's back, and things are about to go Very Bad if 

four people-Olivia, Jess, Kokoro, and Mason, scien1sts who have come to the small city of Kasbro to 

inves1gate a bizarre series of seismic ac1vi1es in this heavily forested valley-can't put the Mammoth 

to rest. One real problem with this is…Olivia's dead. (STL317458) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241630 



MAMMOTH #1 (OF 5) CVR B JESSICA FONG 

(W) Paul Tobin (A) Arjuna Susini (CA) Jessica Fong 

Something is wrong in the deep forests of Broke Tree Valley. Something deadly. Something 

mammoth. The legends speak of something larger than human comprehension...A monstrous 

phantom that disappears for decades at a 1me. Now, it's back, and things are about to go Very Bad if 

four people-Olivia, Jess, Kokoro, and Mason, scien1sts who have come to the small city of Kasbro to 

inves1gate a bizarre series of seismic ac1vi1es in this heavily forested valley-can't put the Mammoth 

to rest. One real problem with this is…Olivia's dead. (STL317459) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241631 

MAMMOTH #1 (OF 5) CVR C KEVIN WADA 

(W) Paul Tobin (A) Arjuna Susini (CA) Kevin Wada 

Something is wrong in the deep forests of Broke Tree Valley. Something deadly. Something 

mammoth. The legends speak of something larger than human comprehension...A monstrous 

phantom that disappears for decades at a 1me. Now, it's back, and things are about to go Very Bad if 

four people-Olivia, Jess, Kokoro, and Mason, scien1sts who have come to the small city of Kasbro to 

inves1gate a bizarre series of seismic ac1vi1es in this heavily forested valley-can't put the Mammoth 

to rest. One real problem with this is…Olivia's dead. (STL317460) 

28pgs, FC (1 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241632 

NOTTINGHAM #13 (OF 15) CVR A SHANE CONNERY VOLK (MR) 

(W) David Hazan (A/CA) Shane Connery Volk 

BaTle on the bridge! On the eve of baTle, history repeats itself as enemies become allies and friends 

become enemies and No]ngham threatens to tear itself apart (STL317452) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (13 of 15)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241633 

NOTTINGHAM #13 (OF 15) CVR B SHANE CONNERY VOLK B&W (MR) 

(W) David Hazan (A/CA) Shane Connery Volk 

BaTle on the bridge! On the eve of baTle, history repeats itself as enemies become allies and friends 

become enemies and No]ngham threatens to tear itself apart (STL317453) 

MATURE THEMES 



28pgs, FC (13 of 15)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241634 

SANCTION #2 (OF 5) (MR) 

(W) Ray Fawkes (A) Antonio Fuso (CA) Dan Panosian 

While Detec1ve Dimitrovich digs further into the shocking murders, uncovering links to the black 

market, Detec1ve Smirnoff faces pressure from higher up to close the case immediately. Meanwhile, 

the killer strikes very close to home… (STL317454) 

MATURE THEMES 

28pgs, FC (2 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241635 

CHARRED REMAINS #6 

(W) Anthony Cleveland (A) Andrea Mu] (CA) Maan House 

The conclusion to Charred Remains has arrived...and so has the storm. Vic and Amy set out to use 

the raging hurricane to their advantage. Together they devise a plan to finally drown the Fire Man's 

flame. But first, they must retrieve the remaining candle from the Chief, who is well-prepared to burn 

to keep them from ex1nguishing the Fire Man... (STL317447) 

28pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241636 

MORNING STAR #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Tim Daniel, David Andry (A/CA) Marco Finnegan 

Marabeth GarreT has leV the trail and lost her way in search of her s1ll missing brother, Charlie. 

What finds her in the Kootenai Forest drives her deeper into fear and further from her mother into 

the unforgiving Montana wilderness. Jolene's fruitless search for her son Charlie con1nues but her 

path is lit by powerful memories of her deceased husband's love. (STL317451) 

28pgs, FC (3 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241637 

WHEN THE BLOOD HAS DRIED #3 (OF 5) 

(W) Gary Moloney (A) Daniel Romero Ulloa (CA) Marco Rudy 

Thanks to Boru's meddling, Meabh finds herself commiTed to a duel with Darius for the fate of her 

inn. For most people, challenging Darius - the greatest hero of the Adventurers' Guild - would be a 



fool's errand. But Meabh of Cklonia is not most people and is ready to prove she's more than what 

the Guild made her. (STL317455) 

28pgs, FC (3 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

MAVERICK -MAD CAVE STUDIOS 

 

APR241638 

OF HER OWN DESIGN GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Birdie Willis, Nicole Andelfinger (A) Fiona Marchbank, Jess Taylor (CA) Fiona Marchbank 

Brie Page has been struggling with writer's block. Her parents that constantly fight and her former 

best friend/current bully Viv Kinsley, and the gorgeous new girl Kay Ardiger are causing a bit of stress. 

An unexpected encounter with a mischievous bookseller, Ambrose Chance, gives Brie the 

extraordinary ability to go beyond her problems and bury them deep in new stories. When her 

worlds come to life, it's up to her to save her town and her family-if only she could write an ending. 

(STL314380) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

MAGMA COMIX 

 

APR241639 

HELLS HALF ACRE #1 CVR A BUNGE 

(W) Denton J. Tipton (A/CA) Ramon Bunge 

Life is changing fast in 1904 Nashville, but the sins of the past live free in a place called Hell's Half 

Acre-where you can find gambling, sex and most any other debauchery ever dreamed. And none do 

it beTer than Miss Marion's, where a mysterious gambler named BriT sets in mo1on a chain of 

events that will have lawmen and outlaws alike aiming to put him six feet under. Will the woman that 

BriT scorned be his downfall or salva1on when Hell comes calling? 

 

New York Times-bestselling writer Denton J. Tipton (Cobra Kai, G.I. Joe) teams with Ramon Bunge 

(Legacy of Mandrake the Magician) for a thrilling Western-noir with a supernatural twist. 

 

Each issue features a variant cover by Chris Evenhuis (Wynonna Earp, G.I. Joe)! (STL319077) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241640 



HELLS HALF ACRE #1 CVR B EVENHUIS 

(W) Denton J. Tipton (A) Ramon Bunge (CA) Chris Evenhuis 

Life is changing fast in 1904 Nashville, but the sins of the past live free in a place called Hell's Half 

Acre-where you can find gambling, sex and most any other debauchery ever dreamed. And none do 

it beTer than Miss Marion's, where a mysterious gambler named BriT sets in mo1on a chain of 

events that will have lawmen and outlaws alike aiming to put him six feet under. Will the woman that 

BriT scorned be his downfall or salva1on when Hell comes calling? 

 

New York Times-bestselling writer Denton J. Tipton (Cobra Kai, G.I. Joe) teams with Ramon Bunge 

(Legacy of Mandrake the Magician) for a thrilling Western-noir with a supernatural twist. 

 

Each issue features a variant cover by Chris Evenhuis (Wynonna Earp, G.I. Joe)! (STL319081) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241642 

PRINCIPLES OF NECROMANCY #3 CVR A WINKLE 

(W) Jackson Lanzing, Collin Kelly (A/CA) Eamon Winkle 

Once a year, the twenty Grand Doctors of the City Hospital gather for an exposi1on of their 

pioneering research and incredible new cures. Behind these august walls, the strangest minds in the 

world share their most dangerous secrets, always in compe11on with one another to push medical 

science further than ever before. It is a spectacle unlike any in the world - a mee1ng of truly unique 

minds that never fails to carve a new future for the people of the city. 

 

But today, the youngest of their ranks will turn everything on its head and break their most 

fundamental rule.  

 

Doctor Jakob Eyes proudly presents... his cure for death.  

 

Down with medicine. Long live Necromancy. 

 

The phenomenal wri1ng duo of Collin Kelly and Jackson Lanzing (Outsiders, Guardians of the Galaxy, 

Star Trek) return to creator-owned comics with this macabre series brought to life by the evoca1vely 

horrific art of Eamon Winkle. Each issue features a variant cover by Jana Heidersdorf (Dark Souls)! 

(STL319084) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 



APR241643 

PRINCIPLES OF NECROMANCY #3 CVR B HEIDERSDORF 

(W) Jackson Lanzing, Collin Kelly (A/CA) Eamon Winkle 

Once a year, the twenty Grand Doctors of the City Hospital gather for an exposi1on of their 

pioneering research and incredible new cures. Behind these august walls, the strangest minds in the 

world share their most dangerous secrets, always in compe11on with one another to push medical 

science further than ever before. It is a spectacle unlike any in the world - a mee1ng of truly unique 

minds that never fails to carve a new future for the people of the city. 

 

But today, the youngest of their ranks will turn everything on its head and break their most 

fundamental rule.  

 

Doctor Jakob Eyes proudly presents... his cure for death.  

 

Down with medicine. Long live Necromancy. 

 

The phenomenal wri1ng duo of Collin Kelly and Jackson Lanzing (Outsiders, Guardians of the Galaxy, 

Star Trek) return to creator-owned comics with this macabre series brought to life by the evoca1vely 

horrific art of Eamon Winkle. Each issue features a variant cover by Jana Heidersdorf (Dark Souls)! 

(STL319085) 

36pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241645 

SCALE TRADE #2 CVR A HUANG 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA) Megan Huang 

With an injured dragon now under his care, Carmen Tritos is more determined than ever to end the 

scale trade. But Tritos is realizing there's no one he can trust, not even his own partner. With the 

police hounding him for the truth about his explosive raid that leV mul1ple butchers dead, Carmen is 

forced to defend himself just as his next case sends him undercover to cut out the roots of the scale 

trade. But is this really an undercover op at all? Or is Tritos walking into a trap that pins him as an 

unhinged, murderous ac1vist?  

 

Eisner Award nominated writer Steve Orlando (Wonder Woman, Spider-Man 2099) teams with 

Megan Huang (Star Wars, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) for a fantasy-meets-reality story that's sure 

to make your heart race and warm it as well. Each issue features a variant cover by Max Dunbar 

(Dungeons & Dragons)! (STL319087) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 



 

APR241646 

SCALE TRADE #2 CVR B DUNBAR 

(W) Steve Orlando (A) Megan Huang (CA) Max Dunbar 

With an injured dragon now under his care, Carmen Tritos is more determined than ever to end the 

scale trade. But Tritos is realizing there's no one he can trust, not even his own partner. With the 

police hounding him for the truth about his explosive raid that leV mul1ple butchers dead, Carmen is 

forced to defend himself just as his next case sends him undercover to cut out the roots of the scale 

trade. But is this really an undercover op at all? Or is Tritos walking into a trap that pins him as an 

unhinged, murderous ac1vist?  

 

Eisner Award nominated writer Steve Orlando (Wonder Woman, Spider-Man 2099) teams with 

Megan Huang (Star Wars, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) for a fantasy-meets-reality story that's sure 

to make your heart race and warm it as well. Each issue features a variant cover by Max Dunbar 

(Dungeons & Dragons)! (STL319088) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241648 

SILICON BANDITS #3 CVR A TALAJIC 

(W) Jason Starr (A) Dakbor Talajic (CA) Dalibor Talajic 

Kenji and Aurora's venture into the crime world has gone almost too well… and now their android 

accomplices want a larger slice of the share! When Kenji uncovers that his role in the gang has been 

made obsolete he realizes just how badly his plan has gone awry. Can he stop his former proteges 

before the crime spree spreads across the globe? 

 

Crime novelist and comic author Jason Starr (Wolverine Max, Ant-Man: Natural Enemy) reunites with 

Casual Fling collaborator Dalibor Talajic (Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe) in a tale with enough 

twists and turns to fry your circuits! Each issue features a variant cover by Goran Parlov (The 

Punisher)! (STL319090) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241649 

SILICON BANDITS #3 CVR B PARLOV 

(W) Jason Starr (A) Dakbor Talajic (CA) Goran Parlov 

Kenji and Aurora's venture into the crime world has gone almost too well… and now their android 

accomplices want a larger slice of the share! When Kenji uncovers that his role in the gang has been 



made obsolete he realizes just how badly his plan has gone awry. Can he stop his former proteges 

before the crime spree spreads across the globe? 

 

Crime novelist and comic author Jason Starr (Wolverine Max, Ant-Man: Natural Enemy) reunites with 

Casual Fling collaborator Dalibor Talajic (Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe) in a tale with enough 

twists and turns to fry your circuits! Each issue features a variant cover by Goran Parlov (The 

Punisher)! (STL319091) 

36pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

MAGNETIC PRESS INC. 

 

APR241651 

MIDNIGHT ORDER SC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mathieu Bablet & Various (CA) Mathieu Bablet 

An anthology of supernatural tales exploring the hidden world of The Midnight Order, an 

organiza1on dedicated to protec1ng the world from evil forces.  An ac1on-packed series of 

interlinked short tales set in a shadowy shared universe of witches, witch-hunters, and a menagerie 

of unimaginable beasts that roam the world unno1ced. (STL319057) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8.5x11, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241652 

MIDNIGHT ORDER HC (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Mathieu Bablet & Various (CA) Mathieu Bablet 

An anthology of supernatural tales exploring the hidden world of The Midnight Order, an 

organiza1on dedicated to protec1ng the world from evil forces.  An ac1on-packed series of 

interlinked short tales set in a shadowy shared universe of witches, witch-hunters, and a menagerie 

of unimaginable beasts that roam the world unno1ced. (STL319050) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 8.5x11, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR241653 

CARBON & SILICON GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Mathieu Bablet 



Two androids crisscross the planet for centuries in search of themselves and each other while 

civiliza1on crumbles around them. 

Born in a laboratory in Silicon Valley, two androids named Carbon and Silicon will witness the 

evolu1on of humanity. From this dawn of true ar1ficial intelligence, the pinnacle of human 

achievement, they will directly witness ecological, economic, and cultural crises that alter civiliza1on 

as we know it. Through their eyes, we rediscover our planet as it reaches the point of no return. 

The latest project by celebrated author Mathieu Bablet, this ambi1ous work addresses themes 

separa1ng ar1ficial intelligence from humanity. A fable about the ravages of capitalism and the 

illusion of transhumanism. A cau1onary tale spanning 300 years of frighteningly plausible future 

scenarios. (STL319072) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8.5x11, 276pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241654 

SHANGRI LA GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Mathieu Bablet 

A few hundred years in the future, humans live in a space sta1on far from Earth governed by a 

cultured mul1na1onal corpora1on. On the surface, everyone seems to be sa1sfied with this "perfect 

society" and they are set on pushing their own limita1ons to become equal to gods. They are near to 

se]ng up a program aimed at crea1ng life from scratch on Shangri-La, one of the most hospitable 

regions of Titan, where they intend to rewrite "Genesis" in their own way. But as tends to happen, 

mankind's hubris gets in the way… (STL319071) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 228pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241655 

ADRASTEA GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Mathieu Bablet 

AVer 1000 years on his throne, the former king of Hyperborea sets out for Mount Olympus to ask the 

gods why he was cursed with immortality, and how he might finally be allowed to die to rejoin the 

one he once loved. On his way, he will meet men, women, gods, and goddesses who will influence 

and reveal truths to the traveler that he has long since forgoTen. (STL319076) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8.5x11, 164pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

MANUSCRIPT PRESS 



 

APR241656 

ALLEY OOP AND THE BRAIN BUTCHER TP 

(W/A) VT Hamlin (CA) VT Hamlin, Kevin Casson 

Alley Oop's brain is the target of the mad scien1st Dr. Seede!  Will Alley keep himself out of Dr. 

Seede's clutches… or will he lose his mind? Also featuring a hunt for gold in the Old West and the 

quest for the perfect cup of prehistoric coffee!  Reprin1ng all daily strips from 1962. (STL316697) 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, B&W (56 of 54)           SRP: $27.50 

 

APR241657 

ALLEY OOP FIRST TIME-TRAVEL ADVENTURES 1939-1942 HC (C: 0-1- 

(W/A) VT Hamlin (CA) VT Hamlin, Kevin Casson 

Alley Oop's 1me-traveling adventures begin!  Join Alley Oop as he fights in the Trojan War, joins 

Ulysses' Odyssey, visits Cleopatra's Egypt, sails the Spanish Main, plunges into World War II, and 

more!  Four complete years of beau1fully restored daily strips, from 1939-1942, are presented in this 

oversize hardcover. (STL316696) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 10x13, 424pgs, B&W (7 of 54)           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR241658 

COMICS REVUE PRESENTS JUNE 2024 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Lee Falk & Various (A) Phil Davis & Various (CA) Stan Lynde 

America's longest-running magazine of classic comics now has twice as many pages of strips as the 

earlier version, on beTer paper, and features 8 pages of full-color comic strips including Flash Gordon 

by Harry Harrison, Gasoline Alley by Dick Moores, Alley Oop by V. T. Hamlin, The Phantom by Lee Falk 

and Sy Barry, Steve Canyon by Milton Caniff, and Casey Ruggles by Warren TuVs, plus stories in black 

and white including Rick O'Shay by Stan Lynde, Mandrake the Magician by Lee Falk and Ray Moore, 

Krazy Kat by George Herriman, Buz Sawyer by Roy Crane, and more. (STL316695) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, PC           SRP: $19.95 

 

MARRS MEDIA INC 

 

APR241659 

RUE MORGUE MAGAZINE #219 (C: 0-1-1) 



Rue Morgue Magazine is North America's original publica1on for horror in print and entertainment! 

Get exclusive interviews with horror favorites and check out the regular columns as well, all which 

will fill you with a frighPul amount of horror knowledge! (STL316535) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 84pgs, FC           SRP: $13.95 

 

MARVEL PRESS 

 

APR241660 

WORLD OF READING LEVEL 1 THIS IS CAPTAIN AMERICA SC (C: 0-1- 

This Level 1 World of Reading storybook about Captain America features all new art and story. Young 

readers will learn about both super-heroes who have carried the mantle of Captain America: Sam 

Wilson and Steve Rogers. This storybook tells the origin stories of both Avengers and then teams 

them up for an incredible adventure. (STL316797) (C: 0-1-2) 

Beginning Reader, SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241661 

WORLD OF READING SPIDEY & FRIENDS ANT THIEF SC (C: 0-1-2) 

Miles and Ghost Spider go on a 1ny-sized adventure with Ant-Man and Wasp aVer the museum is 

robbed by ants in this Level 1 reader. When the museum is robbed by ants, only Ant-Man and Wasp 

can help Miles and Ghost Spider save the day. Super-hero fans can't miss this hilarious 32-page story 

featuring Spidey's newest hero friends. With familiar words, simple sentence structures, and clear 

illustra1ons, Spidey's latest adventure is perfect for beginning readers. (STL316796) (C: 0-1-2) 

Beginning Reader, SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

MYMOVIEMONSTERS.COM 

 

APR241662 

SCARY MONSTERS MAGAZINE #135 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Various 

Our Scary Monsters 135th "Menacing Manic Inanimates" issue puts the scary spotlight on classic and 

not-so-classic films featuring unfeeling, unthinking, and unstoppable monsters gone rogue, such as 

The Monolith Monsters, Chris1ne, Duel, Killdozer, and many more! Plus, the return of our regular 

columns Trilogy of Terror, Kaiju Korner, Strange Days, and comic strip Roomies from the Tomb on 

square-bound retro pulp pages loaded with photos. (STL316689) (C: 0-1-1) 

Magazine, 128pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 



NBM 

 

APR241663 

PROXY MOM MY EXPERIENCE WITH POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION GN (C: 0- 

(W) Sophie Adriansen (A)  Mathou 

A graphic novel that explores postpartum depression. A story of reconstruc1on and resilience. 

MarieTa and Chuck, madly in love, are expec1ng a baby. But childbirth marks the end of the fairy 

tale. Zoe's birth didn't go as MarieTa imagined, and the maternal ins1nct is slow to manifest itself. 

While she no longer recognizes her body, MarieTa feels herself losing her foo1ng in the face of this 

vulnerable baby for whom she is now responsible. Will she manage to feel like a mother? to love her 

baby? to stop thinking that a proxy mom would do beTer than her? A lightly humored but realist 

viewpoint on a problem experienced by a significant number of new mothers, with an insight on how 

to overcome it. (STL316263) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x9, 152pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241664 

O/A LULU ANEW HC 

(W/A/CA) E1enne Davodeau 

At the end of yet another unproduc1ve job interview, Lulu, on a whim, takes off for the shore just to 

get away from it all. She's got a husband and kids leV bewildered but it's nothing against them. This 

is just her 1me, ge]ng away from the grind and with no other plan than savoring it. Surprised at her 

own temerity, she meets other people on the edge of the world. It wasn't meant to be for long. It 

wasn't meant to be anything but in the end thrilling, fun, and possibly dangerous, this improvised 

experience will make of Lulu a different woman. (STK665000) 

HC, 9X11, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $27.99 

 

APR241665 

O/A PHOOLAN DEVI REBEL QUEEN HC GN 

(W/A) Claire Fauvel 

Phoolan Devi rebelled against the ancient tribal rules of India, her country, resul1ng in her becoming 

a Robin Hood type bandit. Essen1ally sold at the age of 11 to become a wife for a much older man, 

she ran away when he raped her. From that point on, there were few choices for her but to join a 

roaming gang of bandits, her ambi1on leading her to become their rebel chief. Ul1mately, society 

caught up with her and she even became a strong voice for change as a representa1ve in the nascent 

Indian parliament. (STL147590) 

HC, 8x11, 224pgs, FC           SRP: $34.99 

 



APR241666 

O/A WOMEN DISCOVERERS GN 

(W) Christelle Pecout (A) Marie Moinard 

Twenty women who made a difference in science are presented here. From Ada Lovelace 

(compu1ng) to Marie Curie (Physics and Chemistry) these excep1onal women enabled the world to 

advance in all fields of science including space explora1on (Mae Jamison), telecommunica1ons (the 

actress also genius dis-coverer Hedy Lamarr) and Biology (Rosalind Franklin). An inspira1on going 

counter to preconceived no1ons about women and science, presen1ng a diverse group from around 

the world. (STL178871) 

HC, 8.5x11, 96pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

ODYSSEY PUBLICATIONS 

 

APR241667 

SPICY ZEPPELIN STORIES SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Will Murray (CA) Mike Symes 

For decades, this legendary pulp magazine was believed to be a myth.  

But it was not. Not exactly. Nor was it real. Back in the 1970s, prolific pulp writer Will Murray—who 

was not yet prolific—undertook the daun1ng task of wri1ng the en1re first issue of this nebulous 

non-en1ty of a magazine. Within these pages you will discover the exci1ng contents of Spicy 

Zeppelin Stories, Volume 1, Number 1, October, 1936, just as they would have appeared, if only this 

magazine ever existed.… Seven slightly salacious stories set during the 1930s, one for each of the 

dominant pulp genres. Yes, here are thrilling adventure, air-war, mystery, G-Man, Weird Menace, 

space opera, and even a wild Western yarn. Every one wriTen around an airship of some type. Each 

penned under spurious pseudonyms. All guaranteed to evoke the grand and glorious era of the 

Bloody Pulps. (STL316698) (C: 0-1-0) 

Novel, SC, 6x9, 203pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.95 

 

ONI PRESS INC. 

 

APR241668 

CULT OF THE LAMB #1 CVR A DALMAU (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Troy LiTle (CA) Carles Dalmau 

In partnership with Devolver Digital and Massive Monster, acclaimed writer Alex Paknadel (All 

Against All, Red Goblin) and Eisner Award–nominated ar1st Troy LiTle (Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons 

& Dragons, Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas) comes a deviously delighPul, here1c-smashing excursion 



into the sprawling cosmology of the worldwide, BAFTA–nominated video game phenomenon that 

IGN calls "adorably demonic"! 

 

In a land pervaded by cruelty and evil, the most innocent among us—young Lamb, the last of their 

kind—was selected to become a final dark sacrifice. Their death would forever seal the darkest of the 

Old Gods from our realm and usher in a new age ruled by the four eldritch Bishops of the Old Faith. 

So Lamb died . . . then forged a deal of their own. 

  

At the crossroads of eternity, Lamb was met by the imprisoned deity known as the One Who Waits, 

who revealed the lies and distor1ons of the false prophets who rule the world above. And so, Lamb 

was bequeathed the power and responsibili1es of the Red Crown and returned to the land of living 

with unholy powers to exact vengeance and deliver a new cult unto the earth. (STL318880) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241669 

CULT OF THE LAMB #1 CVR B LITTLE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A/CA) Troy LiTle 

In partnership with Devolver Digital and Massive Monster, acclaimed writer Alex Paknadel (All 

Against All, Red Goblin) and Eisner Award–nominated ar1st Troy LiTle (Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons 

& Dragons, Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas) comes a deviously delighPul, here1c-smashing excursion 

into the sprawling cosmology of the worldwide, BAFTA–nominated video game phenomenon that 

IGN calls "adorably demonic"! 

 

In a land pervaded by cruelty and evil, the most innocent among us—young Lamb, the last of their 

kind—was selected to become a final dark sacrifice. Their death would forever seal the darkest of the 

Old Gods from our realm and usher in a new age ruled by the four eldritch Bishops of the Old Faith. 

So Lamb died . . . then forged a deal of their own. 

  

At the crossroads of eternity, Lamb was met by the imprisoned deity known as the One Who Waits, 

who revealed the lies and distor1ons of the false prophets who rule the world above. And so, Lamb 

was bequeathed the power and responsibili1es of the Red Crown and returned to the land of living 

with unholy powers to exact vengeance and deliver a new cult unto the earth. (STL318884) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241670 

CULT OF THE LAMB #1 CVR C FLEECS (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Troy LiTle (CA) Tony Fleecs 



In partnership with Devolver Digital and Massive Monster, acclaimed writer Alex Paknadel (All 

Against All, Red Goblin) and Eisner Award–nominated ar1st Troy LiTle (Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons 

& Dragons, Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas) comes a deviously delighPul, here1c-smashing excursion 

into the sprawling cosmology of the worldwide, BAFTA–nominated video game phenomenon that 

IGN calls "adorably demonic"! 

 

In a land pervaded by cruelty and evil, the most innocent among us—young Lamb, the last of their 

kind—was selected to become a final dark sacrifice. Their death would forever seal the darkest of the 

Old Gods from our realm and usher in a new age ruled by the four eldritch Bishops of the Old Faith. 

So Lamb died . . . then forged a deal of their own. 

  

At the crossroads of eternity, Lamb was met by the imprisoned deity known as the One Who Waits, 

who revealed the lies and distor1ons of the false prophets who rule the world above. And so, Lamb 

was bequeathed the power and responsibili1es of the Red Crown and returned to the land of living 

with unholy powers to exact vengeance and deliver a new cult unto the earth. (STL318886) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241671 

CULT OF THE LAMB #1 CVR D BA (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Troy LiTle (CA) Juni Ba 

In partnership with Devolver Digital and Massive Monster, acclaimed writer Alex Paknadel (All 

Against All, Red Goblin) and Eisner Award–nominated ar1st Troy LiTle (Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons 

& Dragons, Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas) comes a deviously delighPul, here1c-smashing excursion 

into the sprawling cosmology of the worldwide, BAFTA–nominated video game phenomenon that 

IGN calls "adorably demonic"! 

 

In a land pervaded by cruelty and evil, the most innocent among us—young Lamb, the last of their 

kind—was selected to become a final dark sacrifice. Their death would forever seal the darkest of the 

Old Gods from our realm and usher in a new age ruled by the four eldritch Bishops of the Old Faith. 

So Lamb died . . . then forged a deal of their own. 

  

At the crossroads of eternity, Lamb was met by the imprisoned deity known as the One Who Waits, 

who revealed the lies and distor1ons of the false prophets who rule the world above. And so, Lamb 

was bequeathed the power and responsibili1es of the Red Crown and returned to the land of living 

with unholy powers to exact vengeance and deliver a new cult unto the earth. (STL318888) (C: 0-1-0) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241672 



CULT OF THE LAMB #1 CVR E SKETCH VAR 

(W) Alex Paknadel (A) Troy LiTle (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

In partnership with Devolver Digital and Massive Monster, acclaimed writer Alex Paknadel (All 

Against All, Red Goblin) and Eisner Award–nominated ar1st Troy LiTle (Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons 

& Dragons, Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas) comes a deviously delighPul, here1c-smashing excursion 

into the sprawling cosmology of the worldwide, BAFTA–nominated video game phenomenon that 

IGN calls "adorably demonic"! 

 

In a land pervaded by cruelty and evil, the most innocent among us—young Lamb, the last of their 

kind—was selected to become a final dark sacrifice. Their death would forever seal the darkest of the 

Old Gods from our realm and usher in a new age ruled by the four eldritch Bishops of the Old Faith. 

So Lamb died . . . then forged a deal of their own. 

  

At the crossroads of eternity, Lamb was met by the imprisoned deity known as the One Who Waits, 

who revealed the lies and distor1ons of the false prophets who rule the world above. And so, Lamb 

was bequeathed the power and responsibili1es of the Red Crown and returned to the land of living 

with unholy powers to exact vengeance and deliver a new cult unto the earth. (STL318889) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241678 

RICK AND MORTY FINALS WEEK WRATH OF BETH CVR A ELLERBY (MR) 

(W) Jake Black (A/CA) Marc Ellerby 

From writer Jake Black (Batman: ATack of the Man Bat!) and long1me Rick and Morty illustrator 

Marc Ellerby, Wednesday of Finals Week has arrived! As Morty prepares for his world religions final, 

Rick plans to demonstrate the absurdity of faith by crea1ng a cargo cult in an unsuspec1ng culture. 

While his religion comes to frui1on in Rick’s absence, Space Beth happens upon the planet, where 

Rick-worshipping sycophants are now bent on sacrificing Morty lookalikes aVer witnessing their 

dysfunc1onal dynamic. Not on this mama’s watch! (STL319039) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241679 

RICK AND MORTY FINALS WEEK WRATH OF BETH CVR B LLOYD (MR) 

(W) Jake Black (A) Marc Ellerby (CA) Lane Lloyd 

From writer Jake Black (Batman: ATack of the Man Bat!) and long1me Rick and Morty illustrator 

Marc Ellerby, Wednesday of Finals Week has arrived! As Morty prepares for his world religions final, 

Rick plans to demonstrate the absurdity of faith by crea1ng a cargo cult in an unsuspec1ng culture. 



While his religion comes to frui1on in Rick’s absence, Space Beth happens upon the planet, where 

Rick-worshipping sycophants are now bent on sacrificing Morty lookalikes aVer witnessing their 

dysfunc1onal dynamic. Not on this mama’s watch! (STL319048) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241681 

NIGHT PEOPLE #4 CVR A LEVEL (MR) 

(W) Chris Condon (A) Marco Finnegan (CA) Brian Level 

From acclaimed writer Chris Condon (That Texas Blood, The Enfield Gang Massacre) and rising star 

Marco Finnegan (The Keeper, Crossroad Blues) comes the final tale based on the novel by neo-noir 

icon Barry Gifford (Lost Highway, Wild at Heart) . . . 

 

Marble Lesson is the only one who can make sure her estranged daddy stays on the wagon and 

keeps the new job he so desperately needs. But Wes's gig at a remote airstrip comes with some 

unexpected complica1ons. Marble came to save her father—but can she survive on her own? 

(STL318870) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241682 

NIGHT PEOPLE #4 CVR B PHILLIPS (MR) 

(W) Chris Condon (A) Marco Finnegan (CA) Jacob Phillips 

From acclaimed writer Chris Condon (That Texas Blood, The Enfield Gang Massacre) and rising star 

Marco Finnegan (The Keeper, Crossroad Blues) comes the final tale based on the novel by neo-noir 

icon Barry Gifford (Lost Highway, Wild at Heart) . . . 

 

Marble Lesson is the only one who can make sure her estranged daddy stays on the wagon and 

keeps the new job he so desperately needs. But Wes's gig at a remote airstrip comes with some 

unexpected complica1ons. Marble came to save her father—but can she survive on her own? 

(STL318871) 

MATURE THEMES 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241685 



ROBOFORCE #3 CVR A WEAVER 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Diogenes Neves (CA) Dus1n Weaver 

THE LANDMARK MINISERIES KICKING OFF THE NACELLEVERSE COMES TO AN EXPLOSIVE 

CONCLUSION! MAXX 89 AND THE UNSTOPPABLE ROBOFORCE ARE FOREVER CHANGED! 

Maxx 89's last ditch effort to reboot RoboForce is experiencing a total system meltdown! Trapped 

behind enemy lines without Soraya's knowledge, will RoboForce have the firepower to fight their 

way out . . . or has their future been terminated? Melissa Flores (Spider-Gwen: Smash) and Diogenes 

Neves (Realm of X, Suicide Squad) weave the NacelleVerse's first epic finale . . . and set the stage for 

the upcoming Nacelle Company animated series co-produced by Brian Volk-Weiss, Dwayne "The 

Rock" Johnson, Dany Garcia, and Seven Bucks Entertainment.  

 

 

Plus: Coming next month—the NacelleVerse throTles forward as the Biker Mice from Mars enter the 

fray! (STL318874) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241686 

ROBOFORCE #3 CVR B DALFONSO 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Diogenes Neves (CA) Marco D'Alfonso 

THE LANDMARK MINISERIES KICKING OFF THE NACELLEVERSE COMES TO AN EXPLOSIVE 

CONCLUSION! MAXX 89 AND THE UNSTOPPABLE ROBOFORCE ARE FOREVER CHANGED! 

Maxx 89's last ditch effort to reboot RoboForce is experiencing a total system meltdown! Trapped 

behind enemy lines without Soraya's knowledge, will RoboForce have the firepower to fight their 

way out . . . or has their future been terminated? Melissa Flores (Spider-Gwen: Smash) and Diogenes 

Neves (Realm of X, Suicide Squad) weave the NacelleVerse's first epic finale . . . and set the stage for 

the upcoming Nacelle Company animated series co-produced by Brian Volk-Weiss, Dwayne "The 

Rock" Johnson, Dany Garcia, and Seven Bucks Entertainment.  

 

 

Plus: Coming next month—the NacelleVerse throTles forward as the Biker Mice from Mars enter the 

fray! (STL318875) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241687 

ROBOFORCE #3 CVR C TOY VARIANT 

(W) Melissa Flores (A) Diogenes Neves (CA)  Photo 



THE LANDMARK MINISERIES KICKING OFF THE NACELLEVERSE COMES TO AN EXPLOSIVE 

CONCLUSION! MAXX 89 AND THE UNSTOPPABLE ROBOFORCE ARE FOREVER CHANGED! 

Maxx 89's last ditch effort to reboot RoboForce is experiencing a total system meltdown! Trapped 

behind enemy lines without Soraya's knowledge, will RoboForce have the firepower to fight their 

way out . . . or has their future been terminated? Melissa Flores (Spider-Gwen: Smash) and Diogenes 

Neves (Realm of X, Suicide Squad) weave the NacelleVerse's first epic finale . . . and set the stage for 

the upcoming Nacelle Company animated series co-produced by Brian Volk-Weiss, Dwayne "The 

Rock" Johnson, Dany Garcia, and Seven Bucks Entertainment.  

 

 

Plus: Coming next month—the NacelleVerse throTles forward as the Biker Mice from Mars enter the 

fray! (STL318876) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241689 

AKOGUN BRUTALIZER OF GODS #2 CVR A AKANDE (MR) 

(W) Murewa Ayodele (A/CA) Dotun Akande 

THE NEXT CHAPTER OF THE UNRELENTING PROTO-AFRICAN FANTASY EPIC ROARS ONWARD!  

 

Acclaimed creators Murewa Ayodele and Dotun Akande, the writer-ar1st team behind I Am Iron Man 

and Moon Knight: Black, White & Blood, con1nue their uTerly dis1nc1ve, dark fantasy epic as 

AKOGUN seeks to avenge the savage butchering of his betrothed, parents, and en1re village.  

 

In the heavens, a baTle rages between OGUN (the god of metal) and SANGO (the god of lightning) 

for the 1tle of WAR GOD. 

 

Armies will be cut down. Godblood will be spilled. For this is the promise of AKOGUN: BRUTALIZER 

OF GODS! (STL318866) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241690 

AKOGUN BRUTALIZER OF GODS #2 CVR B WILLIAMSON (MR) 

(W) Murewa Ayodele (A) Dotun Akande (CA) Grey Williamson 

THE NEXT CHAPTER OF THE UNRELENTING PROTO-AFRICAN FANTASY EPIC ROARS ONWARD!  



 

Acclaimed creators Murewa Ayodele and Dotun Akande, the writer-ar1st team behind I Am Iron Man 

and Moon Knight: Black, White & Blood, con1nue their uTerly dis1nc1ve, dark fantasy epic as 

AKOGUN seeks to avenge the savage butchering of his betrothed, parents, and en1re village.  

 

In the heavens, a baTle rages between OGUN (the god of metal) and SANGO (the god of lightning) 

for the 1tle of WAR GOD. 

 

Armies will be cut down. Godblood will be spilled. For this is the promise of AKOGUN: BRUTALIZER 

OF GODS! (STL318867) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241691 

AKOGUN BRUTALIZER OF GODS #2 CVR C BA (MR) 

(W) Murewa Ayodele (A) Dotun Akande (CA) Juni Ba 

THE NEXT CHAPTER OF THE UNRELENTING PROTO-AFRICAN FANTASY EPIC ROARS ONWARD!  

 

Acclaimed creators Murewa Ayodele and Dotun Akande, the writer-ar1st team behind I Am Iron Man 

and Moon Knight: Black, White & Blood, con1nue their uTerly dis1nc1ve, dark fantasy epic as 

AKOGUN seeks to avenge the savage butchering of his betrothed, parents, and en1re village.  

 

In the heavens, a baTle rages between OGUN (the god of metal) and SANGO (the god of lightning) 

for the 1tle of WAR GOD. 

 

Armies will be cut down. Godblood will be spilled. For this is the promise of AKOGUN: BRUTALIZER 

OF GODS! (STL318868) 

MATURE THEMES 

40pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241693 

DOWN SET FIGHT 10TH ANNIVERSARY ED HC 

(W) Chad Bowers (A/CA) ScoT Kowalchuk 



“With nothing else like it on the shelves, this 1tle is playing on its own field. Pad up; it packs a 

wallop.” —Booklist 

 

One man versus every mascot in professional sports—THEY WILL ALL BE PUNCHED! Chad Bowers 

(Deadpool: Bad Blood, X-Men ‘92), Chris Sims, and ScoT Kowalchuk’s heartwarming and hilarious 

Down, Set, Fight! returns in a deluxe tenth anniversary hardcover, perfect for fans old and new alike! 

 

“Fearless” Chuck Fairlane was football’s fastest rising star, but his career came to a screeching halt 

when he was expelled from the league aVer goin’ HAM and causing the biggest brawl in the history 

of sports. Years later, Chuck has found peace as a high school football coach, un1l costumed mascots 

begin aTacking him for seemingly no reason. Before long, Chuck's going to discover that you can't 

run away from the past—but you CAN punch it square in the face! (STL304122) 

HC, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241694 

HAPHAVEN DLX ED HC 

(W) Norm Harper (A/CA) Louie Joyce 

How far would you go to change your luck? For supers11ous teen Alex Mills, it’s straight into the land 

of supers11on itself. One part fantasy, one part coming-of-age adventure, Haphaven takes readers 

through the rainbow on a quest to right unlucky wrongs. 

 

Now in a new deluxe hardcover with never-before-seen bonus content! 

 

Ever-supers11ous Alex Mills will do anything to avoid a jinx. Picking up pennies, knocking on wood, 

collec1ng rabbit’s feet . . . you name it. That is, un1l she steps on a crack and it actually does break 

her mother’s back. To save her mom, Alex must follow Hubbub Caskside, a trusty leprechaun, on a 

journey through the end of a rainbow to Haphaven, the world where all of Earth’s supers11ons draw 

their power. All she needs is a rabbit’s foot to save her mom, but she soon discovers the lucky ar1cle 

won’t be so easy to retrieve. Not only is the rabbit’s foot guarded by Haphaven’s most formidable 

creature, the Jinx, there’s also a forest full of trees that knock back if you don’t knock on wood, 

people named Penny who do not like to be picked up, and a par1cularly vindic1ve black cat who will 

not be crossed. As Alex finds herself desperately searching for a way to save her mom, she learns of a 

mysterious connec1on between her family’s fate and the rulers of Haphaven. With her mother’s life 

on the line and her own fate at stake, Alex must find the strength within herself to unlock the 

mystery and take back control of the supers11ons that have controlled her life . . . even if it means 

crossing the Black Cat once and for all. (STL304123) 

HC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 



APR241695 

QUINNELOPE MYSTERY OF MISSING MOON GN 

(W) Hf Brownfield, Kayla Coombs (A/CA) Kayla Coombs, Hf Brownfield 

As Quinnelope is ge]ng ready for bed one night, she discovers that the moon is mysteriously missing 

from the sky. Weird . . . BUT it’s the perfect opportunity to pull an all-nighter. (Err, an “all-dayer” 

actually, since the sun is s1ll up!) Except hours later, there’s s1ll no moon . . . this is a 

DISASTERRrrRrRrrRrrRrRRR!!!! There’s only one thing to do: launch a space mission to solve the 

mystery of the missing moon! Along with her du1ful butler, Bub, and loyal companion, Star, the trio 

blast off on a cosmic adventure to find the missing moon once and for all. 

 

Solving this mystery won’t be as easy as they thought, especially when they learn it’s not just their 

moon that’s missing, but moons all over the galaxy! Wait, WHAT?!?!?!? Will they be able to find the 

moons and restore night 1me once again, or will they be doomed to endure sunny days forever? Join 

comic duo Kayla Coombs and HF Brownfield as they take you on a hilarious planet-hopping road trip 

of a life1me. Don’t forget to pack the snacks! 

 

Don’t miss the first book in this series, Quinnelope and the Cookie King Catastrophe—available now! 

Perfect for fans of Dog Man and Inves1gators! (STL304124) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241696 

TEA DRAGON SOCIETY TREASURY ED GN 

(W/A/CA) K. O'Neill 

Experience K. O’Neill’s two-1me Eisner Award-winning The Tea Dragon Society larger than ever 

before in a new 10” x 14” oversize soVcover treasury edi1on!  

 

 The Tea Dragon Society is the first book in the charming all-ages trilogy that follows the story of 

Greta, a blacksmith appren1ce, and the people she meets as she becomes entwined in the 

enchan1ng world of tea dragons. 

 

AVer discovering a lost tea dragon in the marketplace, Greta learns about the dying art form of tea 

dragon care-taking from the kind tea shop owners, Hesekiel and Erik. As she befriends them and 

their shy ward, MineTe, Greta sees how the craV enriches their lives—and eventually her own. 

(STL304125) 

SC, 10x14, 72pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

PALAZZO EDITIONS 



 

APR241697 

LEGEND OF MAD MAX HC (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Ian Nathan 

The Legend of Mad Max isthe ul1mate guide to the high octane post-apocalyp1c film series, directed 

by visionary filmmaker George Miller. This comprehensive history delves into the making of each 

film, exploring the unique vision and groundbreaking live ac1on and special effects that have made 

Mad Max a cultural touchstone for over five decades. From the unforgeTable characters and thrilling 

ac1on sequences to the complex themes and deep mythology, this stunningly illustrated book 

provides an in-depth look at the world of the iconic road warrior from Mad Max to Furiosa. 

(STL316228) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, HC, 9x11, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $32.00 

 

PANINI PUBLISHING LTD 

 

APR241698 

DOCTOR WHO CHRONICLES VOL 09 1971 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  VARIOUS (A)  Various 

The new 116-page bookazine from the makers of Doctor Who Magazine celebrates an unforgeTable 

era in the show's history. The success of the first episodes starring Jon Pertwee saved the series from 

the threat of cancella1on. A year later, the next phase of its reinven1on introduced a new assistant 

for the Doctor and a debonair adversary to threaten him during his exile on Earth. The colorful 

formula for some of Doctor Who's best-loved adventures was complete. This issue covers all the 

stories from 1971: Terror of the Autons, The Mind of Evil, The Claws of Axos, Colony in Space and The 

Dæmons. All-new content includes exclusive features, insighPul commentary and rare behind-the-

scenes images. (STL316745) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 116pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

PANTHEON BOOKS 

 

APR241699 

RESCUE PARTY HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Various 

On April 1, 2020, the Instagram account of Desert Island, Brooklyn's celebrated alterna1ve comics 

shop, put out a call. By then Desert Island had been shuTered indefinitely, and ci1es all over the 

world had been locked down as the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic took hold. "We all need 

something posi1ve to think about, and a lot of us have 1me on our hands," the post read. "Who 



wants to make something?" What happened next was nothing short of remarkable, as hundreds of 

short comics from more than fiVy countries poured into Desert Island's inbox. Some came from 

notable cartoonists. Most, astonishingly, came from amateur ar1sts just looking for an outlet to 

create in the midst of tragedy—for a chance to join the rescue party that leads us out of isola1on. 

Collected in this book are more than 140 notable entries from the Rescue Party project, capturing 

the loneliness and the surprising comforts of early lockdown; the mania of its middle days as the 

mind begins to fray; and the many paths forward toward humanity's future, as we re-enter a world 

wracked with injus1ce. (STL316812) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $25.00 

 

PAN-UNIVERSAL GALACTIC WORLDWI 

 

APR241700 

NEW MUTANTS #98 PAN DIMENSIONAL 3D ED (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Rob Liefeld, Fabian Nicieza (A/CA) Rob Liefeld 

From comic book legend and renegade Rob Liefeld, revisit—or experience for the first 1me—the first 

appearance of the Merc with the Mouth, Deadpool! Every full-color page has been me1culously 

converted to classic red-and-blue 3D by Anomaly Produc1ons, leaders in 3D comic art enhancement! 

As Cable remolds the New Mutants into a paramilitary force, he finds he's got a target on his back 

when a killer armed with guns, swords, a healing factor, and an unstoppable mouth has been hired to 

dispatch him! Enter, Deadpool! All issues are polybagged and include a pair of 3D glasses! 

(STL316693) (C: 0-1-1) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

PAPERCUTZ 

 

APR241701 

NEW ADV OF ENCANTO HC VOL 01 TIME TO SHINE (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Amparo Or1z (A) Andrea Greppi 

It's 1me to peek behind the curtain at the fantas1cally giVed family Madrigal! Mirabel and her 

extended family live together in an enchanted house named Casita, where the magic of their miracle 

keeps the Encanto going every day. But behind the scenes, everything can't be perfect all the 1me! 

From secret visions and making new friends, to talent shows and tall tales, the Madrigals face their 

share of challenges. Luckily, Mirabel is always there to remind her family of their greatest strength… 

each other! 

 



The New Adventures of Encanto: Volume 1 collects four fun family tales that are perfect for readers 

aged from 8 to 12. The movie may be over, but the fun is just beginning! (STL317399) (C: 1-1-0) 

NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

SC, 8x11, 88pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241702 

NEW ADV OF ENCANTO GN VOL 01 TIME TO SHINE (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Amparo Or1z (A) Andrea Greppi 

The movie may be over, but the fun is just beginning! It's 1me to peek behind the curtain at the 

fantas1cally giVed family Madrigal! Mirabel and her extended family live together in an enchanted 

house named Casita, where the magic of their miracle keeps the Encanto going every day. But behind 

the scenes, everything can't be perfect all the 1me! From secret visions and making new friends, to 

talent shows and tall tales, the Madrigals face their share of challenges. Luckily, Mirabel is always 

there to remind her family of their greatest strength—each other! (STL317398) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 

Available only in US and Canada. 

SC, 8x11, 88pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241703 

PHINEAS & FERB CLASSIC COMICS COLL HC VOL 01 (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Dan Povenmire & Various (A) Eric Jones & Various 

Follow along with the comic adventures of Phineas Flynn and his stepbrother, Ferb Fletcher, as they 

make every day of their summer vaca1on an adventure. From ambi1ous new projects to helping 

those in need, they're always ge]ng into something fun. Meanwhile, across town, the wannabe-evil 

scien1st Dr. Doofenshmirtz con1nually aTempts to take over the Tri-State area with his various 

"inator" devices, and Perry the Platypus, the boys' pet and a secret agent, consistently foils his plans 

on behalf of the O.W.C.A and his commanding officer, Major Monogram. Collects comics stories in 

their original release order from Disney Presents magazines up through issue three of the Phineas 

and Ferb magazine. (STL317395) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US and Canada. 

HC, 8x11, 88pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241704 

PHINEAS & FERB CLASSIC COMICS COLL SC VOL 01 (C: 1-1-0) 

(W) Dan Povenmire & Various (A) Eric Jones & Various 

Follow along with the comic adventures of Phineas Flynn and his stepbrother, Ferb Fletcher, as they 

make every day of their summer vaca1on an adventure. From ambi1ous new projects to helping 

those in need, they're always ge]ng into something fun. Meanwhile, across town, the wannabe-evil 

scien1st Dr. Doofenshmirtz con1nually aTempts to take over the Tri-State area with his various 

"inator" devices, and Perry the Platypus, the boys' pet and a secret agent, consistently foils his plans 



on behalf of the O.W.C.A and his commanding officer, Major Monogram. Collects comics stories in 

their original release order from Disney Presents magazines up through issue three of the Phineas 

and Ferb magazine, many never collected in a trade paperback before! (STL317392) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 

Available only in US and Canada. 

SC, 8x11, 88pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241705 

SMURFS OLYMPIC SPECIAL 

(W/A/CA)  Peyo 

Papercutz is celebra1ng the XXXIII Olympiad with The Smurf Olympics! HeVy Smurf loves to play 

sports, but he can't get the other Smurfs to play with him. His solu1on? Create the "Smurf 

Olympics"! The Smurfs divide themselves into two teams, all compe1ng for the grand prize: a kiss 

from the SmurfeTe. But when one Smurf is turned down by both teams, he decides to compete on 

his own, throwing the games into chaos! Can one Smurf take on the whole village? And can the 

Smurfs stop chea1ng and playing pranks on each other long enough for the games to actually take 

place? Find out in this special one-shot release of the classic story from 1979! (STL317414) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241706 

WINX CLUB GN VOL 02 FRIENDS MONSTERS & WITCHES (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Rainbow Spa 

Join the Winx Club, a group of fairies who fight evil using their unique magical powers! In this second 

installment, Bloom con1nues to build strong friendships at Fairy school in Magix, with her 

superpowered girlfriends, while baTling scary monsters, and wicked witches — all the while 

becoming stronger herself and finding the true meaning of friendship. Collec1ng 3 classic Winx Tales: 

A Friend for Bloom, Prisoners of the Dark and The Swamp Monster. (STL314381) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241707 

O/A WINX CLUB GN VOL 01 WELCOME TO MAGIX 

(W) Rainbow Spa 

Get ready for magical adventures with everyone's favorite members of The Winx Club! Join the Winx 

Club, a group of fairies who fight evil using their unique magical powers! In this first installment, 

Bloom is introduced to Fairy School in Magix and a whole new world of superpowered girlfriends, 

scary monsters, and wicked witches—all the while becoming stronger herself and finding the true 

meaning of friendship. (STL297295) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 



 

APR241708 

CHILDREN OF THE PHOENIX GN VOL 02 IRON ROSE (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Oskar Kallner (A) Karl Johnsson 

Children of the Phoenix reveals a colorful universe teeming with intelligent species, all with their own 

dis1nc1ve characteris1cs, culture, biology and technology. A galaxy with both awe-inspiring miracles 

and shadowy mysteries in fast paced adventures into the unknown. Alice and Elias travel through the 

galaxy with the crew of the The Phoenix. They are searching for the Krao ship that holds their mom 

prisoner. The siblings and their new friends find the enemy ship docked to the space sta1on The Iron 

Rose, the only problem is that it's guarded by hundreds of Krao warriors. A rescue mission is planned, 

but just when they are about to execute it everything takes an unexpected turn… (STL315557) (C: 0-

1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241709 

O/A CHILDREN OF THE PHOENIX GN VOL 01 EYE OF THE STORM 

(W) Oskar Kallner (A) Karl Johnsson 

A new middle grade series of epic space adventure and intrigue with full-color art and comic pages! 

When Elias and Alice's mother disappears in a nearby forest, the siblings quickly embark on a journey 

to find her. But nothing can prepare them for what lies ahead... not when they come face-to-face 

with a crew of aliens who whisk them away to a spaceship where they meet terrifying creatures, 

dangerous aTackers, and a secret that changes all Alice and Elias have ever known about their family. 

Amid the mayhem, will Elias and Alice be able to traverse through the stars and find their mother? 

(STL290803) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241710 

DIGITAL LIZARDS OF DOOM GN VOL 02 COMMANDER EKO (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Gabriel Valen1n (A) Armand Bodnar, Nickolas Nunez 

Commander E.K.O. recovers from his baTle on Kragladon, only to discover that the devious witch 

Warty Morda, aims to betray him. Commander E.K.O. must now construct an elaborate plan to hunt 

down Dizzy Doom and force him to unlock the dark portal, allowing Commander E.K.O. to escape the 

video game universe and return to his mysterious home world. Get ready for an ac1on-packed 

adventure filled with twists, laughs, and thrilling characters you will have to see to believe! 

(STL315558) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 



APR241711 

O/A DIGITAL LIZARDS OF DOOM GN VOL 01 LEVEL 1 DIZZY DOOM 

(W) Gabriel Valen1n (A) Ernie Najera 

Join the Digital Lizards of Doom on an unforgeTable ac1on adventure through the cosmos! When a 

magical trickster secretly traps an en1re universe inside a video game world, a young warrior named 

Dizzy Doom must search for answers to unravel the mystery. But as villains from another galaxy come 

to aTack his kingdom, Dizzy is forced to make an unlikely alliance with a mysterious ninja and cyborg 

cat pirate. Dizzy's ideology will be tested as he comes to realize everything is not always as it seems. 

(STL290799) 

SC, 6x9, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

PENGUIN WORKSHOP 

 

APR241712 

BIGFOOT & NESSIE GN VOL 01 ART OF GETTING NOTICED (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Chelsea M. Campbell (A) Laura Knetzger 

Introducing a hilarious and hearPelt graphic novel in which an unlikely pair of cryp1ds meet up and 

find friendship, crea1vity, and just the right amount of aTen1on. 

Meet Bigfoot and Nessie! Yes, that Bigfoot and Nessie. Only... Well, things are a liTle complicated 

right now. Bigfoot is having trouble fi]ng in with his family. He can never quite manage to get 

himself into the picture, much to the disappointment of his mom, dad, and sister, who always want 

to be in the spotlight. When he meets Nessie, who's equally desperate to get away from the 

cameras, he begins to ask himself the ul1mate ques1on: What's the price of fame aVer all? Big-

hearted and clever, The Art of Ge]ng No1ced invites us to explore our most tender selves through 

friendship and crea1vity—and have quite a bit of fun in between! (STL316815) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x8, 64pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

APR241713 

BIGFOOT & NESSIE GN VOL 02 HAUNTING OF LOCH NESS CASTLE (C:  

(W) Chelsea M. Campbell (A) Laura Knetzger 

Bigfoot and Nessie are visi1ng Nessie's home, the underwater Loch Ness Castle, and Bigfoot couldn't 

be more excited! The castle is huge, lavish, and it seems like Nessie has everything she could possibly 

want. Only things are not exactly what they seem: Nessie can't get away from her "overbearing 

momager" and endless celebrity du1es —and to make maTers worse, there's a ghost roaming 

around in the house. Can Bigfoot and Nessie confront the ghost, stand up to Nessie's mom, and 

uncover the castle's haun1ng secrets? This latest installment of a hearPelt and irresis1ble series is 

filled with endless adventure and explora1on of new feelings, brought to life with hilarious, 

accessible text and vibrant full-color art. (STL316817) (C: 0-1-2) 



HC, 6x8, 64pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

APR241714 

WHAT IS STORY OF GODZILLA HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shelia Keenan,  Who HQ 

In this addi1on to the What Is the Story Of? series, young readers will discover the exci1ng story of 

one of the world's favorite monsters—Godzilla! In 1954, Godzilla appeared on screen for the first 

1me in a Japanese film directed by Ishiro Honda. Awakened by nuclear radia1on, the enormous sea 

monster has appeared in over thirty other films, making Godzilla the longest-running film franchise in 

history. Known as the "King of the Monsters," Godzilla has earned a huge fanbase worldwide. The 

dinosaur-like amphibian  has been featured alongside friends and foes such as Mothra and 

Mechagodzilla, in TV shows, books, video games, and more. There is even a Godzilla star on the 

Hollywood Walk of Fame! Learn about the las1ng legacy of this iconic character in this nonfic1on 

book for young readers. (STL316809) (C: 0-1-2) 

Illustrated Book, SC, 6x8, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

PENGUIN YOUNG READERS 

 

APR241715 

BRAVE LIKE GODZILLA HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Charlie Moon 

Face your fears with Minilla and Godzilla in this original picture book! Minilla and his friends are 

having a great day on Monster Island, when suddenly Gabara comes in and ruins their fun! Minilla 

knows it's hard to stand up to others, but with a liTle help from Godzilla, he and his friends will learn 

the importance of working together and never giving up! (STL316800) (C: 0-1-2) 

Illustrated Book, HC, 9x9, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

PENTHOUSE 

 

APR241716 

PENTHOUSE COMICS #3 CVR A SCALERA (MR) 

(W) Jean-David Morvan & Various (A) Guillem March & Various (CA) MaTeo Scalera 

Cover art by MaTeo Scalera. A Penthouse Comics regular, MaTeo is known for his work for all major 

publishers on 1tles like Batman, Power Rangers, Black Science, and many more. 

 



Releasing 30 years aVer the original line debuted, Penthouse is proud to present the ongoing return 

of Penthouse Comics!  

Featuring a wealth of talent from all across the industry telling stories in the ac1on, thriller, and 

horror genres, issue #3 con1nues the ongoing tales.  

Gun Crazy con1nues with the wild ride of Dolly Sanchez and Lanoya O'Brien, two girls figh1ng for 

survival in this violent story in the crossroads of Taran1no, VHS stuff, and the 80's.  

 

Guillem March con1nues with his incredible artwork on The Dream, a tale about Megan, a 

Hollywood cas1ng director who aTempts to bring out the poten1al actor hidden deep inside a 

stripper in the San Francisco suburbs.  

I Spit On Your Grave, is an adapta1on of Vernon Sullivan's famous novel about Lee Anderson, whose 

only goal is to avenge the death of his brother. Along the way he'll fall into a life of debauchery and 

sex.  

The Dead All Have The Same Skin, con1nues with its tale about a mixed race bouncer in old world 

New York who must hide his iden1ty to keep being accepted by society. But his brother, Richard has 

other plans. 

 

 As always, Penthouse Comics features a bonus photoshoot and editorial! (STL317505) 

MATURE THEMES 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241717 

PENTHOUSE COMICS #3 CVR B KAIOWA (MR) 

(W) Jean-David Morvan & Various (A) Guillem March & Various (CA) PJ Kaiowa 

Cover art by PJ Kaiowa whose work across publishers covers major licenses like Assassins Creed and 

Pacific Rim. 

 

Releasing 30 years aVer the original line debuted, Penthouse is proud to present the ongoing return 

of Penthouse Comics! 

 

Featuring a wealth of talent from all across the industry telling stories in the ac1on, thriller, and 

horror genres, issue #3 con1nues the ongoing tales. 

 

Gun Crazy con1nues with the wild ride of Dolly Sanchez and Lanoya O'Brien, two girls figh1ng for 

survival in this violent story in the crossroads of Taran1no, VHS stuff, and the 80's. 

 



Guillem March con1nues with his incredible artwork on The Dream, a tale about Megan, a 

Hollywood cas1ng director who aTempts to bring out the poten1al actor hidden deep inside a 

stripper in the San Francisco suburbs. 

 

I Spit On Your Grave, is an adapta1on of Vernon Sullivan's famous novel about Lee Anderson, whose 

only goal is to avenge the death of his brother. Along the way he'll fall into a life of debauchery and 

sex. 

 

The Dead All Have The Same Skin, con1nues with its tale about a mixed race bouncer in old world 

New York who must hide his iden1ty to keep being accepted by society. But his brother, Richard has 

other plans. 

 

As always, Penthouse Comics features a bonus photoshoot and editorial! (STL317506) 

MATURE THEMES 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241718 

PENTHOUSE COMICS #3 CVR C PERDITAH (MR) 

(W) Jean-David Morvan & Various (A) Guillem March & Various (CA) Perditah Byrnison 

Cover art by Miriam "Perditah" Hidalgo. She's worked with 1tles like Lego, Top Model, Playmobil, 

while working in anima1on on 1tles like Nocturna, Zorro Genera1on Z, and many more. 

 

Releasing 30 years aVer the original line debuted, Penthouse is proud to present the ongoing return 

of Penthouse Comics! 

 

Featuring a wealth of talent from all across the industry telling stories in the ac1on, thriller, and 

horror genres, issue #3 con1nues the ongoing tales. 

 

Gun Crazy con1nues with the wild ride of Dolly Sanchez and Lanoya O'Brien, two girls figh1ng for 

survival in this violent story in the crossroads of Taran1no, VHS stuff, and the 80's. 

 

Guillem March con1nues with his incredible artwork on The Dream, a tale about Megan, a 

Hollywood cas1ng director who aTempts to bring out the poten1al actor hidden deep inside a 

stripper in the San Francisco suburbs. 

 



I Spit On Your Grave, is an adapta1on of Vernon Sullivan's famous novel about Lee Anderson, whose 

only goal is to avenge the death of his brother. Along the way he'll fall into a life of debauchery and 

sex. 

 

The Dead All Have The Same Skin, con1nues with its tale about a mixed race bouncer in old world 

New York who must hide his iden1ty to keep being accepted by society. But his brother, Richard has 

other plans. 

 

As always, Penthouse Comics features a bonus photoshoot and editorial! (STL317507) 

MATURE THEMES 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241719 

PENTHOUSE COMICS #3 CVR D POLYBAGGED JEF (MR) 

(W) Jean-David Morvan & Various (A) Guillem March & Various (CA)  Big Icky 

Cover art by Jef. Known for his work on 1tles for Titan like The Assignment and Triggerman, Jef is also 

the interior ar1st of Gun Crazy. 

 

Releasing 30 years aVer the original line debuted, Penthouse is proud to present the ongoing return 

of Penthouse Comics! 

 

Featuring a wealth of talent from all across the industry telling stories in the ac1on, thriller, and 

horror genres, issue #3 con1nues the ongoing tales. 

 

Gun Crazy con1nues with the wild ride of Dolly Sanchez and Lanoya O'Brien, two girls figh1ng for 

survival in this violent story in the crossroads of Taran1no, VHS stuff, and the 80's. 

 

Guillem March con1nues with his incredible artwork on The Dream, a tale about Megan, a 

Hollywood cas1ng director who aTempts to bring out the poten1al actor hidden deep inside a 

stripper in the San Francisco suburbs. 

 

I Spit On Your Grave, is an adapta1on of Vernon Sullivan's famous novel about Lee Anderson, whose 

only goal is to avenge the death of his brother. Along the way he'll fall into a life of debauchery and 

sex. 

 



The Dead All Have The Same Skin, con1nues with its tale about a mixed race bouncer in old world 

New York who must hide his iden1ty to keep being accepted by society. But his brother, Richard has 

other plans. 

 

As always, Penthouse Comics features a bonus photoshoot and editorial! (STL317508) 

MATURE THEMES 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241720 

PENTHOUSE COMICS #3 CVR E GEORGE BARAMATIS (MR) 

(W) Jean-David Morvan & Various (A) Guillem March & Various (CA) George Barama1s 

Cover art by George Barama1s. A homage to the Penthouse Comix of old, George perfectly captures 

his trademark retrofuturism 3D design. 

 

Releasing 30 years aVer the original line debuted, Penthouse is proud to present the ongoing return 

of Penthouse Comics! 

 

Featuring a wealth of talent from all across the industry telling stories in the ac1on, thriller, and 

horror genres, issue #3 con1nues the ongoing tales. 

 

Gun Crazy con1nues with the wild ride of Dolly Sanchez and Lanoya O'Brien, two girls figh1ng for 

survival in this violent story in the crossroads of Taran1no, VHS stuff, and the 80's. 

 

Guillem March con1nues with his incredible artwork on The Dream, a tale about Megan, a 

Hollywood cas1ng director who aTempts to bring out the poten1al actor hidden deep inside a 

stripper in the San Francisco suburbs. 

 

I Spit On Your Grave, is an adapta1on of Vernon Sullivan's famous novel about Lee Anderson, whose 

only goal is to avenge the death of his brother. Along the way he'll fall into a life of debauchery and 

sex. 

 

The Dead All Have The Same Skin, con1nues with its tale about a mixed race bouncer in old world 

New York who must hide his iden1ty to keep being accepted by society. But his brother, Richard has 

other plans. 

 



As always, Penthouse Comics features a bonus photoshoot and editorial! (STL317509) 

MATURE THEMES 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241723 

PENTHOUSE COMICS #3 CVR H POLYBAG JADE (MR) 

(W) Jean-David Morvan & Various (A) Guillem March & Various (CA) Helen Jade 

Releasing 30 years aVer the original line debuted, Penthouse is proud to present the ongoing return 

of Penthouse Comics! 

 

Featuring a wealth of talent from all across the industry telling stories in the ac1on, thriller, and 

horror genres, issue #3 con1nues the ongoing tales. 

 

Gun Crazy con1nues with the wild ride of Dolly Sanchez and Lanoya O'Brien, two girls figh1ng for 

survival in this violent story in the crossroads of Taran1no, VHS stuff, and the 80's. 

 

Guillem March con1nues with his incredible artwork on The Dream, a tale about Megan, a 

Hollywood cas1ng director who aTempts to bring out the poten1al actor hidden deep inside a 

stripper in the San Francisco suburbs. 

 

I Spit On Your Grave, is an adapta1on of Vernon Sullivan's famous novel about Lee Anderson, whose 

only goal is to avenge the death of his brother. Along the way he'll fall into a life of debauchery and 

sex. 

 

The Dead All Have The Same Skin, con1nues with its tale about a mixed race bouncer in old world 

New York who must hide his iden1ty to keep being accepted by society. But his brother, Richard has 

other plans. 

 

As always, Penthouse Comics features a bonus photoshoot and editorial! (STL319499) 

MATURE THEMES 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241724 

PENTHOUSE COMICS #3 CVR I 500 LTD PHOTO COVER (MR) 



(W) Jean-David Morvan & Various (A) Guillem March & Various (CA) Helen Jade 

Releasing 30 years aVer the original line debuted, Penthouse is proud to present the ongoing return 

of Penthouse Comics! 

 

Featuring a wealth of talent from all across the industry telling stories in the ac1on, thriller, and 

horror genres, issue #3 con1nues the ongoing tales. 

 

Gun Crazy con1nues with the wild ride of Dolly Sanchez and Lanoya O'Brien, two girls figh1ng for 

survival in this violent story in the crossroads of Taran1no, VHS stuff, and the 80's. 

 

Guillem March con1nues with his incredible artwork on The Dream, a tale about Megan, a 

Hollywood cas1ng director who aTempts to bring out the poten1al actor hidden deep inside a 

stripper in the San Francisco suburbs. 

 

I Spit On Your Grave, is an adapta1on of Vernon Sullivan's famous novel about Lee Anderson, whose 

only goal is to avenge the death of his brother. Along the way he'll fall into a life of debauchery and 

sex. 

 

The Dead All Have The Same Skin, con1nues with its tale about a mixed race bouncer in old world 

New York who must hide his iden1ty to keep being accepted by society. But his brother, Richard has 

other plans. 

 

As always, Penthouse Comics features a bonus photoshoot and editorial! (STL319501) 

MATURE THEMES 

96pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

PHOENIX STUDIOS 

 

APR241725 

O/A BANDITA DOMINICAN SUPERHERO GN 

(W) Kayden Phoenix (A) Ari NavareTe & Various 

Bandita is the Dominican gunslinger from New York. When Bandita hears about a Broadway theatre 

gang taking advantage of the talent, she tryouts for them and lands a job as a custodian. There, she 

befriends Chyanne, the new lead singer, and learns all about the Cien1ficos abusive ways. On 

opening night, Bandita faces off against the boss of the Cien1ficos, Luna Loca. (STL265224) 



SC, 6x9, 100pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241726 

O/A RUCA CHICANA SUPERHERO GN 

(W) Kayden Phoenix (A) Amanda Julina Gonzalez & Various 

Ruca is the East LA Chicana superhero that has instant karma powers. When she and discovers the 

kids in the neighborhood are being stolen, she travels down to Barrio Logan to tack down the stolen 

kids and ends up figh1ng La Monja. (STL265225) 

SC, 6x9, 108pgs, FC           SRP: $15.00 

 

PICTURE ESQUE PUBLISHING 

 

APR241727 

CARTOONS MAGAZINE #51 FEAT EVEL KNIEVEL (C: 0-0-1) 

(A)  VARIOUS (CA) Thomas Estrada 

CARtoons is your automo1ve comic book mag that has mul1ple comic strip stories from various 

ar1sts around the world. They share their hilarious stories about all types of car cultures with their 

unique characters that you will grow to love through their artwork! Expect fresh new stories of Krass 

& Bernie, FNA Adventures, Nutz & Bolts, Learn How to Draw, CARossword Puzzles, plus so much 

more! If you love Evel Knievel, cars & comics, you will definitely love this issue of CARtoons! 

(STL316574) (C: 0-0-1) 

Magazine, SC, 64pgs, B&W           SRP: $8.99 

 

POCKET JACK COMICS 

 

APR241728 

GUINEVERE & DIVINITY FACTORY #1 CVR A LUPER & GREENHAIGH 

(W) Preston Poulter (A/CA) Rod Luper 

Like Harry PoTer, but sluTy. A former stripper seeks to become a spell cas1ng witch. 

She aTends a party by the Great Wizard Gatsby who gives her an amulet to see into the spirit world 

and sends her on a quest to demonstrate her character. (STL314888) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241729 



GUINEVERE & DIVINITY FACTORY #1 CVR B FLAPPER DRESS RB WHITE 

(W) Preston Poulter (A) Rod Luper (CA) Rb White 

Like Harry PoTer, but sluTy. A former stripper seeks to become a spell cas1ng witch. 

She aTends a party by the Great Wizard Gatsby who gives her an amulet to see into the spirit world 

and sends her on a quest to demonstrate her character. (STL314889) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241730 

GUINEVERE & DIVINITY FACTORY #1 CVR C SUCCUBUS WHISKY PAINT 

(W) Preston Poulter (A) Rod Luper (CA)  Whisky Paint 

Like Harry PoTer, but sluTy. A former stripper seeks to become a spell cas1ng witch. 

She aTends a party by the Great Wizard Gatsby who gives her an amulet to see into the spirit world 

and sends her on a quest to demonstrate her character. (STL314890) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241731 

GUINEVERE & DIVINITY FACTORY #1 CVR D GUINEVERE IN SPIRIT 

(W) Preston Poulter (A) Rod Luper (CA)  Whisky Paint 

Like Harry PoTer, but sluTy. A former stripper seeks to become a spell cas1ng witch. 

She aTends a party by the Great Wizard Gatsby who gives her an amulet to see into the spirit world 

and sends her on a quest to demonstrate her character. (STL314891) 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

PRINTERS ROW 

 

APR241732 

DISNEY ANIMATED CLASSICS SNOW WHITE & SEVEN DWARFS HC (C: 0- 

Experience the magic of the Disney animated classic Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs like never 

before in this beau1ful storybook with behind-the-scenes artwork. This fresh retelling follows the 

charming story of the film, enhanced with a variety of early sketches, pain1ngs, and concept art from 

the original Disney Studio. Discover the different styles and mediums from Disney ar1sts as they 

illustrated Snow White, the Queen, the Magic Mirror, and the merry band of friends. This hardcover 

book features a beau1ful canvas cover, perfect for movie fans! (STL315565) (C: 0-1-0) 

Illustrated Prose, HC, 9x12, 74pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 



 

PS ARTBOOKS 

 

APR241733 

GOLDEN AGE CLASSICS BLACK TERROR HC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Richard E. Hughes (A) David Gabrielsen & Various 

Introducing The Black Terror, Nemesis of Crime! Bob Benton was a pharmacist working on a tonic to 

pep people up, who developed "formic ethers" instead, thanks to a comment made by his new 

assistant Tim Roland, inspiring him along a new path. Inhaling the vapors from his discovery granted 

him superhuman strength, which he used to become the crimefighter the Black Terror, baTling 

hoodlums, saboteurs and enemy agents in equal measure. Tim, similarly empowered, became his 

sidekick, together known as the Terror Twins! Collects Exci1ng Comics #9-20 (May 1941-July 1942). 

(STL315968) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $52.99 

 

APR241734 

GOLDEN AGE CLASSICS BLACK TERROR SLIPCASE ED VOL 01 (C: 0-1- 

(W) Richard E. Hughes (A) David Gabrielsen & Various 

PINES - Master Publisher (BeTer o Nedor o Standard) -  

Exci1ng Comics #9 - #20 May 1941 - July 1942  

 

Special Notes: 

Variant Covers If collated need the ra1o, /Free or ordering Criteria 

  

Introducing The Black Terror - Nemesis of Crime - Bob Benton was a pharmacist working on a tonic to 

pep people up, who developed "formic ethers" instead, thanks to a, comment made by his new 

assistant Tim Roland inspiring him along a new path. Inhaling the vapours from his discovery granted 

him superhuman strength, which he used to become the crimefighter the Black Terror, baTling 

hoodlums, saboteurs and enemy agents in equal measure. Tim, similarly empowered, became his 

sidekick - together known as the Terror Twins! (STL315969) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $62.99 

 

APR241735 

PRE CODE CLASSICS GHOST COMICS SOFTEE VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Maurice Whitman & Various 



This oVen unfairly forgoTen series, surely boasted some of the most magnificent covers of any of the 

EC wannabes, despite the ar1sts being a anything but "household names." One of these forgoTen 

masters is Maurice Whitman, plus you get EC's very own Jack Kamen regularly popping up. 

Wonderful stuff. This was material that suggested unpleasantness rather than just stepped forward 

and pulled the old schlock-it-up-lever. Hear1ly recommended for the more discerning horror comics 

reader. Presented in our popular "soVee" format for the very first 1me! Collects Ghost Comics #6-11 

(Spring 1953-1954). (STL315939) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $32.99 

 

APR241736 

PRE CODE CLASSICS GHOST RIDER HC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Dick Ayers, Frank FrazeTa (CA) Dick Ayers 

Created by Dick Ayers and Ray Krank, Rex Fury was originally known as the Calico Kid, who together 

with his white horse Spectre became the Ghost Rider! Wearing a white ouPit covered with 

phosphorus and using a cape that had phosphorescent on one side and black on the other, he could 

cover parts of his body to give the illusion that he was merely a floa1ng head or pair of hands. To 

further the illusion, he wielded a black lariat and black bullwhip—even Spectre glowed in the dark! 

The Ghost Rider baTled many foes who, like him, were not truly supernatural at all, such as an 

imposter of Frankenstein's Monster and the Harpy, werewolves and vampires! The character was the 

inspira1on for Marvel's Phantom Rider, also co-created by Dick Ayers! Collects Ghost Rider #6-14 

(March 1953-1954) and The Calico Kid #6-10 (May-October 1949). (STL315927) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $52.99 

 

APR241737 

PRE CODE CLASSICS GHOST RIDER SLIPCASE ED VOL 03 

(W) Ray Krank, Dick Ayers (A) Dick Ayers, Frank FrazeTa (CA) Dick Ayers 

Created by Dick Ayers and Ray Krank, Rex Fury was originally known as the Calico Kid, who together 

with his white horse Spectre became the Ghost Rider! Wearing a white ouPit covered with 

phosphorus and using a cape that had phosphorescent on one side and black on the other, he could 

cover parts of his body to give the illusion that he was merely a floa1ng head or pair of hands. To 

further the illusion, he wielded a black lariat and black bullwhip—even Spectre glowed in the dark! 

The Ghost Rider baTled many foes who, like him, were not truly supernatural at all, such as an 

imposter of Frankenstein's Monster and the Harpy, werewolves and vampires! The character was the 

inspira1on for Marvel's Phantom Rider, also co-created by Dick Ayers! Collects Ghost Rider #6-14 

(March 1953-1954) and The Calico Kid #6-10 (May-October 1949). (STL315928) 

HC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $62.99 

 

APR241738 

PS ARTBOOKS AMERICAS GREATEST COMICS SOFTEE VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2 



(W) Joe Millard (A) C. C. Beck & Various 

America's Greatest Comics, brought to readers by FawceT Publica1ons, presents an electrifying 

ensemble of heroes ready to defend jus1ce and uphold the American way of life. At its core stands 

Captain Marvel, alias Billy Batson, whose transforma1on into the mighty hero with the power of 

"Shazam!" cap1vates audiences young and old alike. Alongside him, Spy Smasher, with his cunning 

espionage skills, Bulletman, the flying crime-fighter armed with superhuman strength, Minute Man, 

whose speed and agility are unmatched, and Mr. Scarlet, the crimson-clad avenger, unite to combat 

evil in all its forms. Within the pages of America's Greatest Comics, these indomitable champions 

embark on thrilling adventures filled with ac1on, camaraderie, and the unwavering pursuit of jus1ce, 

inspiring genera1ons with their heroism and valor. Collects issues #1 and #2. (STL315955) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $32.99 

 

APR241739 

PS ARTBOOKS CATMAN FACSMILE ED #1 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Charles Quinlan 

Cat-Man, Issue 1, penned by Charles M. Quinlan, introduces readers to the daring adventures of 

David Merryweather, the enigma1c hero known as Cat-Man. Burs1ng onto the scene in 1941, this 

inaugural installment thrusts readers into a world where cunning and agility reign supreme. With 

David's alter ego, Cat-Man, prowling the shadows, jus1ce takes on a feline form as he baTles against 

crime and corrup1on with his razor-sharp wit and unmatched acroba1c prowess. Quinlan's narra1ve 

weaves a tale of intrigue and excitement, se]ng the stage for a thrilling series that will leave readers 

eagerly an1cipa1ng the next chapter in Cat-Man's crusade for jus1ce. (STL315971) (C: 0-1-2) 

Facsimile Edi1on, 7x10, 68pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR241740 

PS ARTBOOKS CATMAN FACSMILE ED #2 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Charles Quinlan 

Synopsis: : Holyoke Publishing    

Cat-Man: ISSUES : #2  

Cat-Man," Issue 2, penned by Charles M. Quinlan, con1nues the thrilling saga of David 

Merryweather, the agile hero known as Cat-Man. Released in 1941, this gripping installment delves 

deeper into the exploits of our feline-themed protagonist as he navigates the treacherous streets of 

crime-infested ci1es. With his quick reflexes and uncanny ins1ncts, Cat-Man confronts new 

adversaries and faces perilous challenges head-on, cemen1ng his status as a formidable force for 

jus1ce. Quinlan's storytelling cap1vates readers once again, weaving a tale of ac1on, suspense, and 

redemp1on that leaves them eagerly an1cipa1ng the next exhilara1ng chapter in Cat-Man's ongoing 

baTle against the forces of evil. (STL315999) (C: 0-1-2) 

Facsimile Edi1on, 7x10, 68pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 



 

APR241741 

PS ARTBOOKS CATMAN FACSMILE ED #3 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Charles Quinlan 

Synopsis: : Holyoke Publishing    

Cat-Man: ISSUES : #3  

Cat-Man," Issue 3, penned by Charles M. Quinlan, delves deeper into the gripping adventures of 

David Merryweather, the daring hero known as Cat-Man. Released in 1941, this installment thrusts 

readers into a world of danger and intrigue as Cat-Man confronts a new wave of criminal 

masterminds threatening the city. With his keen intellect and unmatched agility, Cat-Man navigates 

through a web of decep1on and peril, determined to protect the innocent and uphold jus1ce. 

Quinlan's masterful storytelling con1nues to cap1vate audiences, delivering pulse-pounding ac1on 

and suspense that will keep readers on the edge of their seats un1l the very last page. (STL316001) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

Facsimile Edi1on, 7x10, 68pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR241742 

PS ARTBOOKS CLASSIC HORROR COMICS SOFTEE VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A)  Various & Various 

More horror and suspense for Volume 7 of Classic Horror Comics! Star1ng with tales of stalking 

terror with Fantas1c Fears #4 (November 1953) and in Fantas1c Fears #5 (January 1954) we have 

Steve Ditko's "Stretching Things" story, his first sold to a publisher! Followed up with the iconic 

Purple Claw (issues #1-3, January-May 1953)—aVer Dr. Jonathon Weir told an African witch doctor 

how to combat malaria he was given, in gra1tude the Purple Claw! All brought to you by those 

masters of 1950's comics—Iger Shop, Howard Nostrand, Steve Ditko, Jack Abel and Ben Brown. 

Reproduced completely from cover to cover as they should be—just like the original comic! 

Previously released as a hard cover and now available for the first 1me in our popular SOFTEE 

format. (STL315940) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $32.99 

 

APR241743 

PS ARTBOOKS HORROR MONSTERS MAGAZINE #4 (C: 0-1-2) 

Charlton's contribu1on to the monster craze of the 1950's and 60's with a cover by Frank DeMarco 

and edited by Ed Konick, bringing you all the fiendish features including "The Mummy's Curse," a tale 

of terror. "Shock Theater" ghouls and gore. "The Cat Creeps" menace, mayhem and murder.  Also 

introducing Bob Burns, Man of Horror, and Bela Lugosi, life story of the master of the macabre! Plus, 

the fantas1c featureTes with the Pin-Up parade. Ghouls and Gags, Monster Mail and Frankenstein 

Forever. Reprints Horror Monsters #4 (1963). (STL315932) (C: 0-1-2) 



Magazine, SC, 7x10, 60pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR241744 

PS ARTBOOKS PLANET COMICS SOFTEE VOL 20 (C: 0-1-2) 

(A) Joseph Doolin & Various 

Packed with crazy heroes and villains on far flung and distant planets, drawn by Maurice Whitman, 

Lily Renee, Regina Levander, Fran Hopper, Murphy Anderson, Joe Doolin, Ridy Palais, Saul Rosen, Art 

Saaf, John Belcastro, Bill Discount, Bill Benulis, Vic CarraboTa and A. Albert. With our latest offering 

of the on-going SOFTEE series from PS Artbooks. Collects Planet Comics #68-73 (Winter 1949-

Summer 1952). (STL315930) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 216pgs, FC           SRP: $32.99 

 

APR241745 

PS ARTBOOKS STARTLING COMICS SOFTEE VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Will Garth,  Various (A) Jack Leh1,  Various 

Startling Comics, published by BeTer Publica1ons in 1940, was a groundbreaking comic book series 

that cap1vated readers with its diverse array of dynamic heroes and thrilling adventures. Pioneering 

the Golden Age of Comics, each issue of Startling Comics showcased iconic characters such as 

Captain Future, whose heroic exploits resonated with audiences during a tumultuous era. With its 

bold storytelling, vibrant artwork, and imagina1ve narra1ves, Startling Comics remains a beloved and 

influen1al cornerstone of comic book history, se]ng the stage for genera1ons of super-hero sagas to 

come. Collects issues #1-3. (STL315966) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 204pgs, FC           SRP: $32.99 

 

APR241746 

SILVER AGE CLASSICS THE AVENGER SOFTEE VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Dick Ayers, Bob Powell 

Created by Dick Ayers and Gardner Fox, wealthy scien1st Roger Wright became the super-hero 

known as the Avenger for one reason: To avenge the death of his brother, who was tortured and 

killed by Soviet agents. His assistant, Claire Farrow, made his costume; Roger asked her to make it 

aVer he saw Claire buy a Ghost Rider mask for her nephew. The Avenger had no powers, but he had 

his own inven1ons to fall back on, most notably his VTOL aircraV known as the Starjet and Dissolver 

pistol. The Avenger also possessed a u1lity belt containing items for almost any occasion. He mainly 

focused on thwar1ng the schemes of Soviet forces, both in his na1ve Empire City and around the 

world. He occasionally baTled less conven1onal villains, such as the Robot Robber and the Player. 

Previously released as a hardcover and now available for the first 1me in our popular SOFTEE format. 

Collects The Avenger #1-4 (Feb/Mar-Aug/Sep 1955) and The Killers #1 (1947). (STL315934) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $32.99 



 

PUSHKIN PRESS 

 

APR241747 

COMPLETELY KAFKA GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nicolas Mahler 

Franz Kaza not only wrote prose, he was also passionate about drawing: at one 1me, he even said it 

sa1sfied him more than anything else. In this graphic biography, acclaimed ar1st Nicolas Mahler 

echoes Kaza's own minimalist drawing style in a unique and surprising approach to the great writer's 

life and work. This bold and sharply funny new look at Kaza is told through Nicolas Mahler's 

dis1nc1ve graphic novel style and minimalist illustra1ons. Drawing extensively on Kaza's fic1on, 

leTers, and diaries, Completely Kaza illustrates the major and minor details that formed his life, 

from struggles with self-doubt and writer's block to a failed plan for a series of cheap travel guides. 

Full of fascina1ng details and wiTy, absurdist illustra1ons, it's a delighPul tribute to one of the 

world's great writers. (STL316802) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 9x9, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $19.95 

 

QUILL TREE BOOKS 

 

APR241748 

PALE QUEEN GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Ethan M Aldridge 

From the creator of Estranged and The Legend of Brightblade comes a lush middle grade fantasy 

graphic novel about an aspiring astronomer who aTracts the aTen1on of a mysterious being known 

as the Lady. Agatha has always dreamed of the stars. She longs to study them but because her family 

can't afford an academy's high tui1on, she resigns herself to living at home with her parents. When a 

chance encounter introduces her to the Lady of the Hills, Agatha is shocked to learn that a secret 

magical world is hidden in the mist-shrouded land next to her village. She finds herself quickly 

cap1vated by the Lady, who tells Agatha she's special and easily solves problems with her spells. But 

is the Lady who she appears to be? As Agatha forms a new friendship, she learns that the Lady is far 

older and more powerful than she could've guessed, and that her plans aren't as innocent as they 

appear. Will Agatha be able to protect the people she loves from the Lady's increasing aTen1on and 

sinister agenda? (STL316291) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR241749 

PALE QUEEN HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 



(W/A/CA) Ethan M Aldridge 

From the creator of Estranged and The Legend of Brightblade comes a lush middle grade fantasy 

graphic novel about an aspiring astronomer who aTracts the aTen1on of a mysterious being known 

as the Lady, who lives in the hills surrounding her town. Perfect for fans of Anya’s Ghost and 

Snapdragon! 

Agatha has always dreamed of the stars. She longs to study them but because her family can’t afford 

an academy’s high tui1on, she resigns herself to living at home with her parents. 

When a chance encounter introduces her to the Lady of the Hills, Agatha is shocked to learn that a 

secret magical world is hidden in the mist-shrouded land next to her village. She finds herself quickly 

cap1vated by the Lady, who tells Agatha she’s special and easily solves problems with her spells. 

But is the Lady who she appears to be? As Agatha forms a new friendship, she learns that the Lady is 

far older and more powerful than she could’ve guessed, and that her plans aren’t as innocent as they 

appear. Will Agatha be able to protect the people she loves from the Lady’s increasing aTen1on and 

sinister agenda? (STL316292) (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS YOUNG READE 

 

APR241750 

STORM DAWN OF A GODDESS HC NOVEL (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Tiffany D. Jackson 

Few can weather the storm. As a thief on the streets of Cairo, Ororo Munroe is an expert at blending 

in—keeping her blue eyes low and her white hair beneath a scarf. Stealth is her specialty... especially 

since strange things happen when she loses control. Lately, Ororo has been losing control more 

oVen, se]ng off sudden rainstorms and mysterious winds... and aTrac1ng dangerous aTen1on. 

When she is forced to run from the Shadow King, a villain who steals people's souls, she has nowhere 

to turn to but herself. There is something inside her, calling her across Africa, and the hidden truth of 

her heritage is close enough to taste. But as Ororo nears the secrets of her past, her powers grow 

stronger and the Shadow King veers closer and closer. Can she outrun the shadows that chase her? 

Or can she step into the spotlight and embrace the coming storm? (STL316669) (C: 1-1-1) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC           SRP: $20.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC 

 

APR241751 

SINK OR SWIM GN (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Veronica Agarwal, Lee Durfey-Lavoie 



From the world of Just Roll With It comes a boy-centric graphic novel about accep1ng yourself even 

when it's a liTle scary. Bouncing back from a broken arm should be no big deal—but when Ty spends 

a month off the swim team the thought of ge]ng back in the water is suddenly not as fun as it used 

to be.  AVer weeks of ignoring his friends, Ty isn't sure how to connect with them again in summer 

camp. They used to have swim team together but aVer so long without swimming he's out of shape 

and afraid of failing in front of them. With his friendships fracturing, will Ty be able to gain 

confidence in himself and fix everything before it's too late? (STL316672) (C: 1-1-1) 

SC, 5x8, 320pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS 

 

APR241752 

D&D SPELLJAMMER MEMORYS WAKE HC NOVEL (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Django Wexler 

Set sail for the stars in this official Dungeons & Dragons novel set in the worlds of Spelljammer: 

Adventures in Space! In the colossal void of ShaTerspace, besieged by bloodthirsty marauders and 

brimming with monstrous aberra1ons, the only constant is power: The deV will escape the slow. The 

clever will outwit the naïve. The strong will take from the weak. Axia wishes she could be grateful to 

have spent her life—or what liTle she remembers of it—on an asteroid so far from anything of 

interest that even the greediest spacers see fit to pass it by. So why does something inside her long 

for the stars every 1me she sees a spacefaring spelljammer vessel? When Axia survives a sudden 

assassina1on aTempt, she is cornered by Kori and Nia, a pair of pirates who offer her a place among 

their crew. But Axia quickly realizes that her new friends haven't been en1rely honest about their 

mo1va1ons. It turns out, Axia is the spi]ng image of Blacktongue, the long-disappeared captain of 

one of the deadliest pirate crews in ShaTerspace. And to survive, Axia will have to fill Blacktongue's 

bloodstained boots and embark on a more perilous and thrilling adventure than any she's dared to 

dream. (STL316656) (C: 1-1-1) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $28.99 

 

APR241753 

MARVEL WHAT IF WANDA & PETER WERE SIBLINGS HC NOVEL (C: 1-1- 

(W) Seanan McGuire 

So many worlds, so liTle 1me. Infinite possibili1es, crea1ng infinite reali1es. Long have I watched 

death court the Scarlet Witch. But… what if Wanda didn't have to suffer her grief alone? All Wanda 

has ever known is her friendly liTle neighborhood in Queens. As an infant, aVer her parents died, she 

was adopted into a family where her do1ng Aunt May and Uncle Ben will always be at the breakfast 

table. One that includes her idiot brother, Peter Parker, who thinks hiding a spider bite, joining a 

secret fight club, and becoming a super hero are somehow good ideas. When Wanda's own powers 

emerge, blood, chaos, and suspicion follow in their wake. But as she harnesses her power under the 

guidance of Doctor Strange, Peter is standing beside her in the Sanctum Sanctorum. And as they try 



to protect New York City, the Parker siblings learn that with great powers, there must also come great 

responsibili1es—and greater loss. (STL316650) (C: 1-1-1) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC           SRP: $28.99 

 

APR241754 

STAR WARS TEMPTATION OF FORCE HC NOVEL (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Seanan McGuire 

For over a year, Jedi Masters Avar Kriss and Elzar Mann were kept apart by the Nihil's Stormwall. 

AVer Avar makes a daring escape from inside the Occlusion Zone, the star-crossed Jedi are reunited. 

But while the physical distance between them has evaporated, their shared grief over their failure to 

protect the galaxy from the Nihil threat remains. Together, they lead a daring mission into Nihil space 

to liberate the planet of Naboo and show those trapped behind the Stormwall that the Jedi will 

never abandon them. Now back within close orbit of each other, the two Jedi Masters can no longer 

deny the bond that has always drawn them back together and made them stronger. AVer finally 

embracing their true desires and imbued with renewed purpose, Avar and Elzar devise a plan to turn 

the 1de of the conflict with the Nihil once and for all. But to seek out the Nihil's dangerous leader, 

the Jedi will have to survive the Nameless terrors that thus far they have been powerless to stop. 

(STL316652) (C: 1-1-1) 

Novel, HC, 6x9, 448pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

REBELLION / 2000AD 

 

APR241755 

2000 AD PROG PACK (JUNE 2024 SHIPPING) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ken Niemand & Various (A) Nick Percival & Various (CA) Dan Cornwell 

Incredible SF ac1on from the Eisner-nominated UK anthology! Judge Dredd faces absolute horror in 

the finale to "Iron Teeth" by Ken Niemand & Nick Percival; Bridget learns more about the serial killer 

in Brink: "Consumed" by Dan AbneT & INJ Culbard; Midnight Indica1ng Shame is gathering an army 

in Proteus Vex: "Devious" by Mike Carroll & Jake Lynch; and a new Rogue Trooper series starts in the 

bumper 48pp Prog 2386, "Souther Belle," by Geoffrey D. Wessel & Dan Cornwell! (STL316455) (C: 0-

1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Pack, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $27.99 

 

APR241756 

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #469 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ian Edington & Various (A)  D'Israeli & Various (CA) Stewart K Moore 



More ac1on and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! The lawman is locked into 

one of his strangest situa1ons in "Body Shots" by Ian Edginton & D'Israeli; Devlin Waugh's getaway 

takes a sinister turn in "Two Months Off" by Ales Kot & PJ Holden; the mutated Goya tries to escape a 

hos1le Cursed Earth in Death Cap: Fron1er Jus1ce by TC Eglington & Boo Cook; Brit-Cit detec1ve 

Armitage faces a race against 1me in "Bullets For an Old Man" by Liam Johnson & Warren Pleece; 

and the latest craze brings chaos to the streets in Mega-City 2099: "The Nu Yoo" by Ken Niemand & 

Tom Foster. Plus interviews, features and much more! (STL316457) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $12.50 

 

APR241757 

MONSTER FUN MAGIC & MYSTERY 2024 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Stacey WhiTle & Various (A) BreT Parson & Various (CA) Stephen Webster 

Abracadabra—it's the Monster Fun Magic & Mystery issue! This June we are making the impossible 

possible by bringing you the best issue yet! Gums, Kid Kong, Witch Vs. Warlock, Martha's Monster 

Make-Up, Space Invaded! and FrankencriTer return to work their magic on your funny bone, while 

Rex Power adds a potent spell of high octane Adventure! The Hire A Horror crew are back and this 

1me they are working the Fright ShiV, and we welcome a brand-new story featuring goblins, wizards, 

warriors and a cowardly pig farmer turned knight called Sir Render. (STL316481) (C: 0-1-2) 

7x10, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $7.99 

 

APR241758 

2000 AD ART OF STEVE DILLON APEX EDITION HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Garth Ennis & Various (A/CA) Steve Dillon 

The 2000 AD Art of Steve Dillon: Apex Edi1on contains pages from throughout his 30-plus year career 

working at 2000 AD, including his art on Rogue Trooper and Harlem Heroes. His prolific and defining 

work on Judge Dredd is showcased with a range of stories including his incredible artwork for the 

classic Block Mania alongside the Emerald Isle storyline, one of his first collabora1ons with Garth 

Ennis. Also included in this book is the complete art for Alan Moore's sole A.B.C. Warriors story, Red 

Planet Blues, with painted color by Watchmen ar1st John Higgins. The Apex Edi1on series is a deluxe, 

over-sized facsimile edi1on reproducing his original art pages at their actual size. (STL316493) (C: 0-1-

2) 

HC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $135.99 

 

APR241759 

O/A 2000 AD ART OF KEVIN O ǸEILL APEX ED HC (C: 0-0-2) 

(A/CA) Kevin O'Neill 



An incredible insight into the art of one of comics' most unique talents, The 2000 AD Art of Kevin 

O'Neill: Apex Edi1on contains art from 1977 through to 2022. From concept sketches of 2000 AD's 

alien editor Tharg the Mighty to complete episodes of Ro-Busters and A.B.C. Warriors, and previously 

unseen versions of his Nemesis the Warlock: The Final Conflict pages. Also included are his never 

before reprinted Metalzoic covers and the en1rety of his final sequen1al work on Bonjo From 

Beyond The Stars. The Apex Edi1on is a deluxe, over-sized facsimile edi1on, and this 160-page 

collec1on has been compiled by O'Neill from his own archive, reproducing his original art pages at 

their actual size. (STL269086) (C: 0-0-2) 

HC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $155.00 

 

APR241760 

O/A 2000 AD ART OF MICK MCMAHON APEX EDITION HC (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) John Wagner & Various (A/CA) Mick McMahon 

The 2000 AD Art of Mick McMahon: Apex Edi1on is a gloriously oversized collec1on of some of 

McMahon's best pages from 2000 AD. His legendary work on Slaine is showcased with art from 

"Warriors Dawn," "Heroes Blood," and the incredible "Sky Chariots." Also represented here are his 

Ro-Busters and A.B.C. Warriors eras, the climac1c pages from "Judge Dredd: The Return of Rico," the 

en1rety of Superbean, and the complete opening episode of The V.C.'s, along with his V.C. character 

designs which were used by Cam Kennedy and Garry Leach for ar1s1c con1nuity. The concluding 

sec1on of this book exhibits colour pages from his Judge Dredd Annual stories, including the 

complete "The Fear that Made Milwaukee Famous," and select pages from throughout The Last 

American. (STL284974) (C: 0-0-2) 

HC, 144pgs, B&W           SRP: $135.00 

 

APR241761 

BEST OF 2000 AD TP VOL 06 (OF 6) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Ian McQue 

Best of 2000 AD contains a mix of modern classics and gems from the vault. In each edi1on you'll 

find an explosive new Judge Dredd adventure, fresh essays by prominent popular culture writers, a 

graphic novel-length feature presenta1on by global legends and a vintage Dredd case. In this volume: 

Judge Dredd makes a Tempus Fugi1ve of literature’s most famous 1me-travel enthusiast; tremble 

as Robbie Morrison and Henry Flint deliver galaxy-wide carnage at the hands of the retribu1on of a 

dead race, Shakara The Avenger; during a long, hot summer something rots at the heart of a council 

estate in John Smith and Edmund Bagwell’s Cradlegrave; Dredd sends his cadets into the Cursed 

Earth to face The Hotdog Run; The government agents of Ice Sta1on Delta find their problems 

snowball when they tangle with Shako, the only polar bear on the CIA death list! (STL316496) (C: 0-1-

2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, FC (6 of 6)           SRP: $22.99 



 

APR241762 

O/A BEST OF 2000 AD TP VOL 01 (OF 6) (MR) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Jamie McKelvie 

The ul1mate 2000 AD mix-tape has finally arrived! Best of 2000 AD is a landmark series from the cult 

comic, burs1ng with our greatest stories for a new genera1on of readers. In each edi1on you'll find 

an explosive new Judge Dredd adventure, fresh essays by prominent popular culture writers, a 

graphic novel-length feature presenta1on by global legends and a vintage Dredd case. In this volume: 

Judge Dredd baTles Mu1e Block anarchy; Halo Jones escapes in Alan Moore's first masterpiece; 

humanity is on the Brink in the space murder mystery from Dan AbneT and INJ Culbard; Judge 

Anderson takes centre stage in the search for Shamballa. (STL236957) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC (1 of 6)           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR241763 

O/A BEST OF 2000 AD TP VOL 02 (OF 6) (MR) 

(W/A)  Various (CA) Becky Cloonan 

The ul1mate 2000 AD mix-tape has finally arrived! An explosive Judge Dredd adventure, fresh essays 

by prominent popular culture writers, a graphic novel-length feature presenta1on and a vintage 

Dredd case. In this volume: Judge Dredd hunts untraceable assassins firing Magic Bullets by Al 

Ewing and Colin Wilson; even robots get the Red Planet Blues from Alan Moore, Steve 

Dillon and John Higgins; not even Mega City One’s brightest can escape The Vampire Effect; join the 

front line of the resistance against intergalac1c bigots in Gothic masterpiece Nemesis The Warlock! 

Cover by Becky Cloonan and designer Tom Muller. (STL251534) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC (2 of 6)           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR241764 

O/A BEST OF 2000 AD TP VOL 03 (OF 6) (MR) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Erica Henderson 

Every Best of 2000 AD contains a mix of modern classics and gems from the vault. In each edi1on 

you'll find an explosive new Judge Dredd adventure, fresh essays by prominent popular culture 

writers, a graphic novel-length feature presenta1on by global legends and a vintage Dredd case. In 

this volume: Spend a night on The Graveyard ShiV with Judge Dredd; Gordon Rennie and Frazer 

Irving tune in and drop tab of superpowers before Storming Heaven; get lost in the darkness lying in 

the belly of the good ship Leviathan from Ian Edginton and D'Israeli. Boas1ng brand new covers from 

an all-star line-up of ar1sts including Erica Henderson and Declan Shalvey with designer Tom Muller, 

Best of 2000 AD is the essen1al gateway into the Galaxy's Greatest Comic. (STL263683) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 8x11, 192pgs, FC (3 of 6)           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR241765 

O/A BEST OF 2000 AD TP VOL 04 (OF 6) (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) John Wagner & Various (A) Jamie HewleT & Various (CA) Marguerite Sauvage 

Best of 2000 AD is a landmark series from the cult comic, burs1ng with our greatest stories for a new 

genera1on of readers. In this volume: When Judge Dredd inves1gates a poten1al whistleblower, it's 

hard to avoid paranoia when informa1on is this Mega-City Confiden1al; from medieval Prague to the 

streets of Elizabethan London, Kek-W and John Burns sound the call to baTle extra-dimensional 

Wurms and join The Order; a rolling stone gathers no mousse as Pete Milligan and Jamie HewleT 

tangle you in Hewligan's Haircut, a shear reality-warping victory roll that's just the tonic; quake to the 

Cry of the Werewolf with an all-1me Dredd classic by Alan Grant and Steve Dillon. Boas1ng brand 

new cover from Marguerite Sauvage (Archie) and  \with designer Tom Muller (X-Men), Best of 2000 

AD is the essen1al gateway into the Galaxy's Greatest Comic. (STL284948) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, FC (4 of 6)           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR241766 

O/A BEST OF 2000 AD TP VOL 05 (OF 6) (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Rob Williams & Various (A) Chris Weston & Various (CA) Annie Wu 

Best of 2000 AD is a landmark series from the cult comic, burs1ng with our greatest stories for a new 

genera1on of readers. In this volume: Judge Dredd raises not only the law when Mega City One's 

super-rich consider themselves above it all in Elevator Pitch; crash-land on a Death Planet as Al Ewing 

and Henry Flint introduce the monstrous, weaponized (but dead polite) Zombo; go Swimming in 

Blood with occult detec1ve Devlin Waugh as he inves1gates a vampire outbreak in an underwater 

prison by John Smith and Sean Phillips; ride out into the Godless wasteland of the Cursed Earth and 

witness Gordon Rennie and Frank Quitely preach faith through firepower in Missionary Man. 

Boas1ng brand new covers from an all-star line-up of ar1sts including Annie Wu and with designer 

Tom Muller, Best of 2000 AD is the essen1al gateway into the Galaxy's Greatest Comic. (STL300956) 

(C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, FC (5 of 6)           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR241767 

JUDGE DREDD BY BRIAN BOLLAND: MASTERPIECE ED TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) John Wagner, Pat Mills (A/CA) Brian Bolland 



Acclaimed as one of the greatest ar1sts of his genera1on for his work on such 1tles as Camelot 3000 

and Batman: The Killing Joke, Brian Bolland's work on Judge Dredd helped catapult both the series 

and Bolland himself to interna1onal acclaim. This book will include pages from the Judge Dredd epics 

The Cursed Earth, The Day the Law Died, The Judge Child Quest, and Bolland's masterpiece Judge 

Death Lives. Also included is a gallery of covers ranging from 2000 AD to the Judge Dredd reprints 

published by Eagle Comics which brought Brian to the aTen1on of American readers and show off 

Bolland's inven1veness and sardonic humor. (STL316498) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 12x9, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR241768 

O/A JUDGE DREDD BY MICK MCMAHON HC APEX ED (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) Mick McMahon 

The iconic Judge Dredd work of a master ar1st, from his earliest stories to his groundbreaking work 

on serials such as "The Cursed Earth" and "The Judge Child," this Apex edi1on of Mick McMahon's 

Judge Dredd work shows how his style constantly evolved and helped make him one of the greatest 

Dredd ar1sts of all 1me. Featuring high-resolu1on scans of original artwork, this is a deluxe, over-

sized facsimile edi1on that reproduces McMahon's original art pages at their actual size. Complete 

stories such as "Frankenstein II," "The Wreath Murders," and "Dream Palace" are published alongside 

pages from "The Cursed Earth," "The Day the Law Died," "The Judge Child," "The Fink," and "Block 

Mania." This book ends with a sec1on devoted to his color Dredd work from the early Eigh1es, 

including the complete "Pinboing Wizard" and several double page spreads from the legendary "The 

Vampire Effect." (STL236956) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 128pgs, B&W           SRP: $105.99 

 

APR241769 

KELPIE THE BOY WIZARD HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Ken Mennell (A/CA) John M. Burns 

In days of old, when King Arthur reigned over Britain, there was at royal Camelot an appren1ce 

sorcerer by the name of Kelpie. Together with his venerable master, the great and powerful Merlin, 

Kelpie uses his magic to protect the kingdom from evil doers including The Raven and the Weird 

Sisters of Doon! First published sixty years ago by Odhams press in Wham!, the complete saga 

of Kelpie the Boy Wizard channels Arthurian legend through a Harry PoTer filter, presented through 

the gorgeous black and white artwork of John Burns. (STL316491) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 96pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.50 

 

APR241770 

SLAINE HORNED GOD ANNV ED PX SLIPCASE HC ED (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Pat Mills (A/CA) Simon Bisley 

Sláine: The Horned God returns to print in a massively oversized edi1on just in 1me for the 35th 

anniversary of the ground-breaking and industry-altering story. WriTen by the character's co-creator, 

Pat Mills, and featuring fully-painted art the likes of which had never before been seen in the pages 

of 2000 AD. The Horned God is the defini1ve Sláine storyline. Its appearance in the pages of 2000 AD 

marked a crea1ve high-point for the comic, and the work inspired ar1sts for genera1ons with its 

incredible painted scenes of epic baTles evoking the work of Frank FrazeTa. This anniversary edi1on 

has been rescanned from the original film, and printed at a size that more closely matches the actual 

artwork, so now you can become fully entranced by the art and story of the greatest Sláine epic. 

(STL316494) (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 14x11, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $109.99 

 

APR241771 

SLAINE HORNED GOD ANNV ED TP (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Pat Mills (A/CA) Simon Bisley 

Sláine: The Horned God returns to print in a massively oversized edi1on just in 1me for the 35th 

anniversary of the ground-breaking and industry-altering story. WriTen by the character's co-creator, 

Pat Mills, and featuring fully-painted art the likes of which had never before been seen in the pages 

of 2000 AD. The Horned God is the defini1ve Sláine storyline. This anniversary edi1on has been 

rescanned from the original film, and printed at a size that more closely matches the actual artwork, 

so now you can become fully entranced by the art and story of the greatest Sláine epic. (STL316497) 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 14x10, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $54.99 

 

RED 5 COMICS 

 

APR241772 

BLOOD AND FIRE #2 (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Aaron Wroblewski (A/CA) Ezequiel Rubio Lancho 

AVer the death of Lord Ishida aVer many months of illness, his brother Nobutaka is next to rule. But 

the youngest brother, Kiyotane, is not content to sit on the sidelines. Assaul1ng Castle Ishida in a 

surprise aTack, Kiyotane has taken power,  but he has not counted on a lone, loyal samurai 

surviving... (STL315209) (C: 0-0-1) 

8x11, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.95 

 

RENEGADE ARTS ENTERTAINMENT 

 



APR241773 

MORDECAI CROW GN VOL 02 (OF 3) QUID PRO CROW (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Bill Slavin 

Mordecai Crow con1nues to search for his long lost family with his young friend Podd. Theyventure 

deep into dangerous Luddite territory. There, new allies offer hope for Crow's quest, but that hope is 

accompanied by grave risks. Not only are their lives in constant danger from Luddite aTacks and the 

treacherous dystopian landscape they must traverse, but their friendship will be strained to breaking 

point. Will Crow and Podd be able to unlock the secrets hidden in newly discovered old tech? What 

mysteries lurk within the fabled Tesla Firewall? Does Flood Town harbour the answer to Mordecai 

Crow's quest or a deadly trap? (STL315758) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC (2 of 3)           SRP: $19.99 

 

ROCKETSHIP ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR241774 

LARS THE AWKWARD YETI TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Nick Seluk 

Lars the Awkward Ye1 is an ongoing gag-a-day webcomic by New York Times-bestselling author Nick 

Seluk. Started in 2012, the comic follows the daily life of Lars, a socially awkward blue ye1, trying to 

get by in day-to-day life. Lars organs, Heart & Brain, have spawned their own empire of hit books and 

merchandise. This is the first of a trilogy of collected edi1ons of Lars stories, past and present, where 

it all started. (STL315570) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x8, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241775 

CROAKING GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Megan Grey 

The Roost—the world's most pres1gious military academy—has never accepted a Crow into its ranks. 

Un1l now. However, the condi1ons surrounding Scra's acceptance are shrouded in conspiracy, and 

his new roommate Ky won't rest un1l he finds out just where he goes every night. Between flight 

tests, classes, and Murders, Scra, Ky and Ree must band together to uncover the truth about their 

utopia and the whispers of a superweapon—"The Croaking"—that are seeping from the cracks. 

(STL315562) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x8, 280pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241776 



CROAKING HC GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Megan Grey 

The Roost - the world’s most pres1gious military academy - has never accepted a Crow into its ranks. 

Un1l now. However, the condi1ons surrounding Scra’s acceptance are shrouded in conspiracy, and 

his new roommate Ky won’t rest un1l he finds out just where he goes every night. Between flight 

tests, classes, and Murders, Scra, Ky and Ree must band together to uncover the truth about their 

utopia and the whispers of a superweapon - “The Croaking” - that are seeping from the cracks. 

(STL315563) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 6x8, 280pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241777 

LETS PLAY GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Leeanne M Krecic 

She's young, single and about to achieve her dream of crea1ng incredible video games. But then life 

throws her a one-two punch: a popular streamer gives her first game a scathing review. Even worse, 

she finds out that same troublesome cri1c is now her new neighbor! A funny, sexy, and all-too-real 

story about gaming, memes, and social anxiety. Come for the plot, stay for the doggo. Collects the 

chapters 58 through 75 of the Eisner-nominated webcomic. (STL309849) (C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB241675) 

SC, 6x9, 204pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241778 

LETS PLAY HC GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Leeanne M Krecic 

She’s young, single and about to achieve her dream of crea1ng incredible video games. But then life 

throws her a one-two punch: a popular streamer gives her first game a scathing review. Even worse, 

she finds out that same troublesome cri1c is now her new neighbor! A funny, sexy, and all-too-real 

story about gaming, memes, and social anxiety. Come for the plot, stay for the doggo. Volume 4 of 

Let's Play collects the chapters 58 through 75 of the Eisner-nominated webcomic phenomenon with 

over 7.5 million subscribers. (STL309850) (C: 0-1-0) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIV #2 (FEB241676) 

HC, 6x9, 204pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241779 

LIVE FOREVER GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Raul Trevino 



AVer a tragedy, Sarah's convic1on to never lose another loved one drives her to discover a formula 

for eternal life that provokes a fatal crisis. Live Forever is a supernatural thriller about finding the 

formula for eternal life. You will witness the conflicts of a teenager who gets what she wants, but 

some1mes with serious consequences. If you like characters with guts, surprising moments and 

stories that not only entertain but inspire reflec1on, this is the comic for you. (STL315564) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x8, 312pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241780 

MESSENGER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Paul Tobin (A) Ray Nadine 

Dare Crilley is a bike messenger and is uTerly unsurpassed. She scoffs at bad weather, traffic is barely 

an obstacle, and she’s never even missed a delivery. That’s good, because Dare is about to discover 

her mysterious new client is literally divine, and that a dispute between the gods means the fate of 

the universe rests on a series of increasingly more difficult bicycle deliveries. Will Dare fail on any of 

these fateful missions? Can she assemble all the parts for the Legendary Divine Bicycle? One thing’s 

for sure, Dare never backs down when it’s 1me to deliver. (STL315567) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 250pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

ROSARIUM PUBLISHING 

 

APR241781 

SILK COTTON GN (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Colleen Douglas (A) Jesus C. Gan 

Peter has always been told “the stories” like every child in the Caribbean. The tales of the ancients 

bound to the Silk CoTon tree, the Supernatural monsters of Myths and Legends, whispered in hush 

tones lest the speaker be heard and meet with an un1mely fate. Then the day arrived, when the 

woman who had been his “mother” is struck down by something that could only have come from his 

worst nightmares. Now Peter’s once ordered world crashes into stark reality. Grace Silk CoTon, the 

legendary Supernatural Churlie Queen and enforcer between the worlds, is his real mother. The 

Monsters are real, Peter is one himself, and the prophe1c fight for supremacy, survival, the stories, 

and Silk CoTon has begun. (STL316045) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC           SRP: $19.95 

 

RUNNING PRESS 

 

APR241782 

COSPLAY THE MARVEL WAY GUIDE TO COSTUMING SC (C: 0-1-0) 



(W) Judith Stephens 

Cosplay producer and co-creator of the Women Of Marvel podcast, Judy Stephens weaves together 

the history of Marvel cosplay with prac1cal 1ps, advice, and instruc1ons on how-to create your own 

cosplays based on popular Marvel heroes. This officially licensed guide walks readers through every 

step of the crea1ve process—from choosing a character, gathering your materials and tools, building 

your cosplay using items in your closet or from the thriV store, and showing off their new look at a 

conven1on or photoshoot. Whether you are just star1ng out or have a whole closet jam-packed with 

amazing cosplays, this book is perfect for anyone Marvel fans that are interested in or love dressing 

up as their favorite super heroes. (STL316708) (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference, SC, 7x9, 192pgs, PC           SRP: $24.00 

 

SCOUT COMICS 

 

APR241783 

ACTION TANK SCOOT COLL PACK VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Mike Barry 

A NONSTOP collector's pack! This beau1fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") 

includes a collec1ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! A young 

boy wakes up to find himself on the other side of the solar system! If he wants to get home in 1me 

for his mom's spaghe] carbonara, he must rely on his brains, his courage and the advice of a 

mysterious talking unicorn guy. As the epic journey unfolds, the boy discovers he's been draVed into 

the Intergalac1c Space Trooper Squadron and that he now controls the most powerful piece of 

technology in the universe... The Ac1on Tank! (STL316183) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 9x13, 122pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241784 

ACTION TANK TP VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Mike Barry 

Out of the Closet and Into the Fire! Death Drop, a hitman turned drag queen, enters a race against 

1me to find her missing drag sister as a mysterious rash of killings and A boy races across the Solar 

System, pilo1ng a beat-up spaceship and accompanied by his fascina1ng new friends. Forced to 

crash-land on Neptune, he's soon dodging lightning cannons, racing hovercraVs, and trying to 

outsmart a bunch of super-aggressive guys with buckets on their heads, all in the hope of making it 

back to Earth in 1me for his Mom's spaghe] carbonara. (STL273104) (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #5 (MAY231975) 

SC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 



APR241785 

BLACK DEMON TALES DESCENT #3 

(W) Hector Rodriguez Iii (A) Vincenzo Sansone (CA) Hugo Petrus 

When the Black Demon aTacks a cruise ship in 2006, Dr. Bella González teams up with the 

corpora1on Nixon-Ivo to take out the massive megalodon once and for all. To do so, she has to pilot a 

thirty-foot tall mecha in an unprecedented offensive move. But when the divine avenger causes her 

to hallucinate and lose the baTle, Bella must turn to the mys1c harbinger Mateo and his acolyte Rey 

for a spiritual boost to her technological prowess. Will she prevail against the sen1nel of the seas, or 

will she fail once again? (STL316169) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241786 

BLADE IN THE DARK #5 (OF 5) 

(W) Morgan Quaid (A/CA) Wili Roberts 

Final issue! Caught under the charms of the demon Masuku, Rook and his sister venture into the 

halls of Magnus, the defeated god. Revived by the water goddess, Goblin aTempts to rescue his 

friend while Rook and his sister are forced into a reckoning. Masuku seeks to use the blood of the 

slain gods to accomplish some dark plan, and only two mortals and a trickster stand against him! 

(STL316185) 

32pgs, B&W (5 of 5)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241787 

CLAIRE AND THE DRAGONS SCOOT COLL PACK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Wander Antunes 

A NONSTOP collector's pack! This beau1fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") 

includes a collec1ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! Claire is a 

young girl, tough-minded and independent. She isn't afraid to explore her world—which is how she 

encountered the old hermit Lontar. That crazy old coot is inspired by a supernatural revela1on he 

had many years ago. He believes that if he leaves a cave where he has lived for many years, the world 

will be invaded by dragons. Treated as if he were crazy by the local villagers, he relies on Claire to 

provide for his needs. However, Claire has not yet realized that Lontar believes that she is the 

fulfillment of the ancient prophecy! (STL316186) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 9x13, 122pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241788 

FOREVER MAPS LEGACY ED #1 

(W) Michael Lagace (A/CA) Todor Hristov 



Scout Legacy edi1ons bring back some of our most prolific issue number ones back in print! In 1794, 

a young man named John is given a map. Curious, he follows it, and when he arrives at the end, he 

finds a similar map. This leads him to another, and then another, and on and on. Determined to find 

something, anything, else, he con1nues to follow these strange maps all over the country. Decades 

later, he learns that as long as he follows them, he doesn't seem to get older... and it's not un1l 

nearly a century later that he realizes when he stops, 1me begins to catch up with him. Torn between 

family and immortality, John must con1nually choose between living forever and having a life worth 

living. (STL316188) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241789 

JOYLES SCOUT PREMIERE PREVIEW 

(W) Jocelyn Manns, Ryan Manns (A/CA) Emanuele Simoncini 

Jane Joyless, the galaxy's most dangerous criminal, is pursued across the stars by Vin, a devasta1ngly 

handsome bounty hunter she's hopelessly in love with. Both were vic1ms of a new kind of crime: the 

theV of memories. He thinks she's wronged him and is out for revenge, but Jane's searching for the 

truth about their rela1onship, and her own mysterious past. Originally wriTen for the screen by 

award-winning sibling wri1ng duo, Ryan and Jocelyn Manns. (STL316251) 

16pgs, FC           SRP: $3.99 

 

APR241790 

MARE HOLLOW THE SHOEMAKER TP 

(W/A/CA) Jake Tacito 

In the happy liTle town of Mare Hollow, there lives a shoemaker. He enjoys a peaceful life, spending 

1me with his cat and working on his passion, making shoes. But when he meets a beau1ful young 

woman, he suddenly starts seeing monsters and horrible nightmarish creatures. Does Ida have 

something to do with this, is it his imagina1on, or is there more to this town than he first thought? 

AVer all, the roots of Mare Hollow run long and deep. If only they didn't smell so roTen. (STL316193) 

SC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR241791 

MITCH #6 

(W/A/CA) Maxim Simic 

Another oversized issue! Fans of Howard the Duck and Hellboy will love this series! Mitch as the 

anthropomorphic lead, juxtaposed to the seemingly realis1c world of the late 90s. In this final issue, 

Mitch finds out about the difference between a place called home and a place of comfort. Spirit 

guide takes Mitch to both places, giving him an insight into inner workings of one's soul. (STL316170) 



36pgs, FC           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR241792 

ONCE OUR LAND SCOUT LEGACY ED #1 

(W/A/CA) Peter Ricq 

Scout Legacy edi1ons bring back some of our most prolific issue number ones back in print! Once 

Our Land is a post-apocalyp1c tale set in 1830s Germany. It is the tale of two survivors, Ingrid and 

Fritz, as they baTle each day against mysterious invaders that have surfaced and wiped out 

everything they once knew. A fantasy, sci-fi, period, and ac1on story rolled into one epic package, 

Once Our Land is des1ned to be an all-ages classic! (STL316194) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241793 

PULP BYTES NONSTOP COLL PACK (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Pat Higgins 

A NONSTOP collector's pack! This beau1fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") 

includes a collec1ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! Pulp Bytes 

Volume One contains nine twisted tales of technological terror. Among the stories in the horror/sci-fi 

anthology are: "Easy RIDR," a rough ride revealing the poten1al piPalls of not paying aTen1on while 

using a ride-share app; "Training Day," an adventure in apathy, empathy, and a police officer that 

murders an unarmed man; and "Terms and Condi1ons," a story of a couple whose nightmares come 

true when they ignore the fine print. This collec1on of short stories is full of twists, turns, and 

creepiness. (STL316197) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241794 

SAM & HIS TALKING GUN SCOUT LEGACY COLL PACK 

(W) Drew Ferguson (A) Lee Ferguson 

A Scout Legacy collector's pack! This beau1fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 

3/4") includes a collec1ble first issue (bagged and boarded) and the complete trade paperback! Sam 

stands in a room full of bodies, blood, and broken things. There is only one thing on his mind, there is 

only one thing that maTers—Colt. His brother, by choice, not blood. Colt, the one who put a bullet 

through the only other person Sam cared about. The one who broke Sam's mind... and leV the 

shaTered pieces in a locked room. But now, Sam is back. He has his talking Gun. And no maTer the 

cost, no maTer the consequence—Colt has to pay. (STL316204) 

9x13, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 



APR241795 

SUDDEN DEATH TP (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Alexander Banks-Jongman (A/CA) Robert Ahmad 

AVer a tragic accident, Hank Kelly learns that he is immortal and cannot die. This throws Hank into 

the spotlight, where he is showered with aTen1on and loved by people across the world. However, 

his powers come with a dark consequence—one which shakes the life of police officer Rosalind 

Lovejoy. As Hank tries to use his newfound fame to reconnect with his family, he is unknowingly 

stalked by Rosalind, who is determined to bring out the truth. (STL316209) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 7x10, 126pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241796 

TRAVELERS GUIDE TO FLOGORIA COMP SET 

(W/A/CA) Sam Moore 

This beau1fully designed hangable package (measures 8 1/2" x 12 3/4") includes all three issues 

(bagged and boarded) of the hit Scout series, Traveler's Guide to Flogoria! AVer a freak work accident 

involving a fishing boat, a supposedly non-existent sea creature, and an interdimensional gateway, 

anxiety-addled Harry Blandford finds himself stranded on the far-off world of Flogoria. Can he survive 

long enough to find a way back home? Flogoria shocks Harry out of his comfort zone. He can no 

longer just blend in with the crowd. He's exo1c, a weirdo, an actual alien! The people he interacts 

with aren't just passing acquaintances. His foes are trying to hunt him down, and his allies see him as 

their only hope. Whether they're friends or enemies, Harry has become a key part of their lives. 

(STL316215) 

Set, 9x13, 245pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR241797 

GIRRION TP COMIC TAG CARD 

(W/A/CA) Tom Lintern 

Making digital comics collec1ble! This plas1c collec1ble card that contains a PDF of the complete 

Girrion graphic novel! Girrion is a sweeping sci-fi fantasy story of a hero's journey in a distant 1me 

and world, in a realm called Gania inhabited by peaceful creatures known as the Gunflins. For 

centuries they have learned to harness the power of varied and ancient technologies from their 

violent past. The saga is told through the eyes of Jarra, a poor factory worker who dreams of 

escaping his world of endless toil, un1l one day his deepest wish comes true, though not in a way he 

would have ever wanted, when his city is aTacked by a dark en1ty called the Halodron. He manages 

to escape the conflict, but only to be thrust into a war of other-worldly magic and weaponry. Collects 

all 9 issues! (STL316190) 

SC, 3x4, 148pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 



APR241798 

SHEPHERD TP CLASSIC COMIC TAG VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Andrea L. Molinari, Roberto X. Molinari (A) Luca Panciroli, Ryan Showers (CA) David Mack 

Making digital comics collec1ble! This plas1c collec1ble card that contains a PDF of the complete The 

Shepherd Volume 1 graphic novel! AVer Professor Lawrence Miller's teenage son Val's tragic death, 

he cannot shake the sense that his son's soul is lost and wandering between heaven and earth. Grief-

stricken, Lawrence has become convinced he can rescue his son, but at what cost? What lengths will 

Lawrence go to in this supernatural thriller from the father/son wri1ng team or Andrea Lorenzo 

Molinari and Xavier Roberto Molinari. Collects all 5 issues. (STL316206) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 3x4, 148pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

APR241799 

SHEPHERD TP CLASSIC COMIC TAG VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Andrea L. Molinari, Roberto X. Molinari (A) Jess Hara, Kyle Huston (CA) Riccardo Burchielli 

Making digital comics collec1ble! This plas1c collec1ble card that contains a PDF of the complete The 

Shepherd Volume 2 graphic novel! In life, Dr. Lawrence Miller, aka, The Shepherd, was a husband, 

father, and professor. In the wake of a terrible family tragedy, he now wanders the "Seam," that ever-

shiVing place between this world and whatever comes next, helping other troubled souls, guiding 

and restoring them. The Shepherd happens upon a very unusual district in the Seam, a "hospital" for 

souls who have died in combat. Here warriors of all cultures and eras gather. These lost souls are 

locked in ever-repea1ng cycles of violence and trauma. They are s1ll figh1ng the baTles that claimed 

their lives, struggling against the specters of unresolved fears, broken hopes, and shaTered dreams. 

(STL316207) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 3x4, 148pgs, FC           SRP: $6.99 

 

SCOUT COMICS- CHISPA 

 

APR241800 

THIRTEEN ORIGINS GILA GIRL #1 

(W) Henry Barajas (A/CA) Salomee Luce-An1oneTe 

CHISPA: The Thirteen Origins is a series of one-shot origin stories for the members of The Thirteen, a 

group of Mexicans and Mexican Americans who discover they are chispas, able to wield impossible 

powers. Angela Garay has always followed in her mother's shadow, helping her with costuming and 

stagecraV at their local playhouse. She tries to stand up for what's right with the support and backing 

of her mother, protec1ng vulnerable members of society. But when Angela suddenly gains the 

abili1es of a lizard in the middle of a protest, she is thrust into the posi1on of having no footsteps to 

follow in. (STL316210) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 



 

SCOUT EUROPE 

 

APR241801 

ROGUES #4 CVR A STEFANO MARTINO 

(W) El Torres (A) Pablo Moreno Collar (CA) Stefano Mar1no 

Bram and Weasel plunge into the forsaken Crypt of the Gods in search of a library (also forsaken) 

concealing the dreaded Necronomicon. As LovecraVian horrors spill into Gerada and beyond, the 

duo embarks on a wild and whimsical romp. Get ready for a thrilling escapade, where swordplay 

meets cosmic chaos in a city besieged by the unspeakable! (STL316171) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241802 

ROGUES #4 CVR B STEFANO MARTINO DISTRESSED ED 

(W) El Torres (A) Pablo Moreno Collar (CA) Stefano Mar1no 

Bram and Weasel plunge into the forsaken Crypt of the Gods in search of a library (also forsaken) 

concealing the dreaded Necronomicon. As LovecraVian horrors spill into Gerada and beyond, the 

duo embarks on a wild and whimsical romp. Get ready for a thrilling escapade, where swordplay 

meets cosmic chaos in a city besieged by the unspeakable! (STL316172) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241803 

ROMAN RITUAL #3 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Jaime Mar1nez 

Priest John Brennan unravels the gruesome truth behind the Pope's possession. Amid a Va1can in 

turmoil, the crisis escalates and shakes the whole Catholic Church. As Brennan confronts the 

unspeakable horror lurking inside the Church itself, prepare for a harrowing descent into a realm 

where faith meets the darkest abyss. (STL316173) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241804 

VEIL #4 CVR A GABRIEL HERNANDEZ WALTA 

(W) El Torres (A/CA) Gabriel Hernandez Walta 



Acclaimed and award-winning ar1st Gabriel Hernández Walta and writer El Torres present their 

renowned work in a long-awaited new edi1on, remastered and re-leTered! Revisit their horror 

masterpiece! Chris Luna confronts a city unraveling into madness, haunted by the ominous en1ty 

called the Slug Man. As rabid cries echo, she grapples not only with spectral remnants but also the 

ghosts of her own past. Prepare for a tale where fates intertwine in a web of horror, as Chris baTles 

the relentless darkness both within and… beyond The Veil. (STL316174) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241805 

VEIL #4 CVR B GABRIEL HERNANDEZ WALTA 

(W) El Torres (A) Gabriel Hernandez Walta (CA) Pablo Moreno Collar 

  Acclaimed and award-winning ar1st Gabriel Hernández Walta (The Vision, Phantom Road) and 

writer El Torres (Roman Ritual, Straitjacket) present their renowned work in a long-awaited edi1on, 

remastered and re-leTered! Revisit their horror masterpiece! In this issue, Chris Luna confronts a city 

unraveling into madness, haunted by the ominous en1ty called the Slug Man. As rabid cries echo, she 

grapples not only with spectral remnants but also the ghosts of her own past. Prepare for a tale 

where fates intertwine in a web of horror, as Chris baTles the relentless darkness both within and… 

beyond The Veil. (STL316175) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

SCREAM HORROR MAGAZINE 

 

APR241806 

SCREAM MAGAZINE #84 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

Blood, guts, gore and more! Scream Magazine covers horror in all forms, whether film, TV, book, 

game or comic. If you're aVer zombies, werewolves, ghosts, ghouls and vampires (the proper kind 

mind you, no sparkly one's here, thank you!), this is the place to find them. Each issue takes a well-

wriTen, informa1ve approach to covering its favourite subject, including insighPul ar1cles, reviews, 

previews, interviews with horror's biggest names and several behind the scenes features and set-

reports of some of horror cinema past and present greats alongside plenty of gruesome pics and an 

entertaining yet expert review sec1on covering recent DVD/Blu-ray releases. (STL316459) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, 100pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

SIGMA COMICS 

 

APR241807 



HERE COMES CALICO THE ULTIMATE DEFENDER OF ANIMALS GN VOL 03 

(W) H.H. German (A) Renato Pinto (CA)  Garnabiel 

The Calico con1nues his relentless pursuit of an evil psychopath who tortures and slaughters animals 

for big profits. But he's only part of a much bigger criminal network, and only The Calico can bring it 

all down! This manga volume contains background stories, maps, guides, and more! (STL316447) (C: 

0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W (3 of 4)           SRP: $7.99 

 

SILVER SPROCKET 

 

APR241808 

LUCKY CAP SCOUTS ONESHOT 

(W/A/CA) O Stevens 

Lucky Cap Scouts are a series of mystery box figurines, each with their own unique design and 

personality. When Checkers was unpacked and came alive in their new home, they had no idea about 

the variety of experiences that existence had to offer. There are point-and-click video games, new 

food to taste, friendships with other Scouts—and of course the existen1al dread. Join Checkers and 

the Scouts as they figure out life outside the box! Printed with a spot-gloss cardstock cover and 

includes a s1cker sheet of Scouts in the back of the comic! (STL316163) 

6x9, 40pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241809 

SKIN DEEP ONESHOT (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Flo Woolley 

A queer horror romance comic set amongst the dim lights and graceful bodies of a nocturnal dance 

house. In a world where appearance and performance are paramount, shy Mareike blends into the 

decor. Yet when the lead dancer Sola takes an interest in her, Mareike discovers the intoxica1on of 

the spotlight… and the sacrifices needed to remain in it. (STL316164) 

MATURE THEMES 

6x9, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241810 

O/A HELL PHONE GN VOL 01 

(W) Asia Alfasi & Various (A) Sonia Leong, Woodrow Phoenix 



Sissy and Lola are best friends, next-door neighbors, and now… murder solvers? When Sissy finds a 

lost flip-phone and follows the instruc1ons from the other line, she and Lola are flung into an 

inves1ga1on of a grisly cold case. A new trilogy from Catboy and Girl Juice author Benji Nate! 

(STL216848) 

SC, 6x9, 112pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241811 

MAGICAL BEATDOWN GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jenn Woodall 

Hyper violent street harassment revenge fantasy in the style of Sailor Moon about about an average 

schoolgirl who transforms into a foul-mouthed and rage-fuelled Magical Girl. Watch in awe as she 

swiVly disposes of street harassers and uses her array of magical weapons, printed in fluorescent 

pink and blue. (STL107787) (DEC182039) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 32pgs, 2C           SRP: $6.00 

 

APR241812 

MAGICAL BEATDOWN GN VOL 02 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jenn Woodall 

Even more magic, even more beatdowns! An awkward and unassumed schoolgirl transformers into 

her magical girl alter-ego who is a profane and violent sociopath. Watch in awe as she swiVly 

disposes of street harassers and uses her array of magical weapons, printed in fluorescent pink and 

blue. (STL110721) (JAN192082) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 44pgs, 2C           SRP: $8.00 

 

APR241813 

MAGICAL BEATDOWN GN VOL 03 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Jenn Woodall 

The third installment of the fan-favorite Magical Beatdown series! In this volume, a new magical girl 

arrives—and could there be sparks of romance? The hyper-violent revenge fantasy con1nues, printed 

in striking fluorescent pinks and blues. (STL243604) (SEP221985) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 56pgs, 2C           SRP: $9.99 

 



APR241814 

OF THUNDER & LIGHTNING GN 

(W/A) Kimberly Wang 

Debut author Kimberly Wang craVs a thrilling two-tone sci-fi graphic novel, growing the seeds of 

hope from the gravel of apocalypse. In a world where pop media meets military power, two idol-

supersoldiers are locked in a world-ending conflict on behalf of their corporate na1ons. BaTles blast 

across a dying land, both sides convinced of their own righteousness. Ragnarok looms on the 

horizon. Yet Magni and Dimo—young icons created for the sole purpose of elimina1ng the other—

find their closest reflec1on in their opposite. Now, comple1ng their mission means destroying the 

one who understands them most. (STL275906) (JUN232106) 

SC, 6x9, 80pgs, 2C           SRP: $13.99 

 

SILVERLINE COMICS 

 

APR241815 

TRUMPS #3 

(W) Roland Mann (A/CA) Quinton Bedwell 

The King and Queen of Diamonds are both dead and the Jack ascends to the throne with the Queen 

of Spades by his side. The King of Spades calls for his army…only, he has none. Foul play is suspected 

as the Aces are called to return to their respec1ve kingdoms and prepare for baTle. The Clubs decide 

to launch an all-out assault on the Diamonds while their kingdom is in disarray. All this in a story 

1tled "The King is dead, long live the Jack!" (STL316014) 

32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

SQP ART BOOKS 

 

APR241816 

O/A MAGENTA GN VOL 01 COLOR OF SEX (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR241817 

O/A MAGENTA GN VOL 02 POWER OF PINK (A) (C: 1-0-0) 



For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR241818 

O/A MAGENTA GN VOL 03 LOOK OF LUST (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR241819 

O/A MAGENTA GN VOL 04 DROP DEAD GORGEOUS (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, ask your local 

comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 8x11, 64pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

TASCHEN AMERICA L.L.C. 

 

APR241820 

ART OF PIN UP TASCHEN 40TH ANNIV ED HC (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Dian Hanson & Various (A) Alberto Vargas & Various (CA) Gil Elvgren 

Since TASCHEN released The Great American Pin-up, interna1onal interest in this dis1nctly American 

art form has increased exponen1ally. Pain1ngs by leading ar1sts such as Alberto Vargas, George 

PeTy, and Gil Elvgren that sold for $2,000 in 1996 are going for $200,000 and more today. Pin-up-

drawings, pain1ngs, and pastels of an idealized female face and figure intended for public display-

was produced between 1920 and 1970 for calendars, magazine covers, and centerfolds. This 

aTrac1vely priced edi1on showcases the top 10 names in the game. Each chapter opens with a 

reproduc1on of an original calendar or magazine cover by that ar1st. The reproduc1on quality of the 

pain1ngs, pastels, and preparatory sketches that follow, largely sourced from the original art, invites 

the viewer to trace the brushstrokes, while the exquisite period calendars, vintage prints, and 

original model photos document the ar1sts' crea1ve process. (STL276930) (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 



RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #6 (JUN232151) 

Art Book, HC, 6x9, 512pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 

 

TEN SPEED PRESS 

 

APR241821 

STAMPED FROM BEGINNING GN (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Ibram X. Kendi, Joel Chris1an Gill 

A striking graphic novel edi1on of the Na1onal Book Award-winning history of how racist ideas have 

shaped American life. Racism has persisted throughout history—but so have an1racist efforts to 

dismantle it. Through deep research and a gripping narra1ve that illuminates the lives of five key 

American figures, preeminent historian Ibram X. Kendi reveals how understanding and improving the 

world cannot happen without iden1fying and facing the racist forces that shape it. In collabora1on 

with award-winning historian and comic ar1st Joel Chris1an Gill, this stunningly illustrated graphic-

novel adapta1on of Dr. Kendi's groundbreaking Stamped from the Beginning explores the living 

history of America, and how we can learn from the past to work toward a more equitable, an1racist 

future. (STL316657) (C: 1-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

3D TOTAL PUBLISHING 

 

APR241822 

ARTISTS MASTER SERIES PERSPECTIVE AND DEPTH HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(A)  Various 

No maTer what medium you work in, this combina1on can be the driving force that elevates art 

from "good" to "world-class". This book takes these fundamentals and pushes them to an advanced 

level of understanding and applica1on. To achieve this ambi1ous brief, a select few, hugely popular 

industry experts—Mike Hernandez, Devin Elle Kurtz, Nathan Fowkes, Orenji, and Guweiz—reveal 

how they plan and execute these techniques. Their in-depth illustrated advice, detailed step-by-step 

tutorials, enlightening case studies, and awe-inspiring inspira1on provide a dis1nc1ve and invaluable 

blend of professional-grade techniques that can't be found anywhere else. (STL316079) (C: 0-1-1) 

How-to, HC, 8x12, 304pgs, PC           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR241823 

SEA OF STARS CONCEPT ART OF BRYCE KHO (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Bryce Kho 



The Art of Sea of Stars is a collec1on of artwork from the extremely successful role-playing game, 

created by Sabotage Studio and illustrated by concept ar1st Bryce Kho. Sea of Stars is the prequel to 

The Messenger, which won the pres1gious award for Best Debut Indie Game at The Game Awards in 

2018 and sold 50,000 copies in its first week of release. Bryce Kho has been on the Sabotage Studio 

team as lead concept ar1st since 2020. Known for his colorful and complex, retro-anime inspired 

illustra1ons, it's no mystery as to why Bryce and Sabotage Studio collaborated to make this turn-

based RPG inspired by the classics. The Art of Sea of Stars showcases all the incredible characters, 

worlds, lore, and gameplay that Bryce has lovingly brought to life, and is a book to enjoy for gamers 

and art-lovers alike. (STL316035) (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 9x12, 120pgs, PC           SRP: $50.00 

 

TOON BOOKS 

 

APR241824 

NIGHT STORIES FOLKTALES FROM LATIN AMERICA GN (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Veronica Agarwal, Lee Durfey-Lavoie 

Eisner Award winner Liniers brings his exuberant cartooning style and irrepressible sense of humor to 

the spooky folktales of his childhood, telling three from across La1n America: the Iara, a mermaid (or 

a pink dolphin?) who lures young men to her underwater domain in the Amazon basin; La Lechuza, 

an enormous owl with the face of a woman, who terrorizes people who venture out aVer dark (a 

legend found in Mexico, Chile, and Uruguay); and La Luz Mala, a spooky, evanescent light that 

menaces gauchos and other travelers on the Argen1ne pampas. Liniers animates these thrilling tales 

with lighthearted twists. Combined with informa1ve backmaTer on their ecological, cultural, and 

historical background and a bibliography, these old stories will come alive for all young readers. 

(STL316680) (C: 1-1-1) 

SC, 8x10, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $11.99 

 

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING 

 

APR241825 

ALTER EGO #189 JOHN ROMITA SR TRIBUTE ISSUE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  VARIOUS (CA) John Romita Sr. 

Alter Ego is a 1tanic and well-deserved tribute to the late, great John Romita! Featuring a transcript 

of a podcast recorded shortly aVer the Jazzy One’s passing featuring John Romita Jr., Jim Starlin, 

Steve Englehart, Brian Pulido, Roy Thomas, Jaime Jameson, John Cimino, Steve Houston, and Nile 

Scala! Plus David Armstrong’s con mini-interview with John Romita—and John Cimino on John’s ten 

greatest hits! With FCA (FawceT Collectors of America), Mr. Monster's Comic Crypt, and more! 

(STL316165) (C: 0-1-2) 



Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC           SRP: $10.95 

 

APR241827 

RETROFAN MAGAZINE #34 (C: 0-1-2) 

Take a ride with CHiPs’ Erik Estrada and Larry Wilcox, courtesy of Herbie J Pilato! Plus: an interview 

with movie Hercules Steve Reeves, Weird-Ohs cartoonist Bill Campbell, Plas1c Man on Saturday 

mornings, Tiny Tim, Remo Williams, the search for a Disney ar1st, and more! Featuring columns by 

Andy Mangels, Will Murray, ScoT Saavedra, ScoT Shaw, and Mark Voger. Edited by Michael Eury. 

(STL316167) (C: 0-1-2) 

Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC           SRP: $10.95 

 

APR241828 

MARVEL COMICS IN THE EARLY 1960S SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Pierre A. Comtois (A)  Various 

This new volume in the ongoing "Marvel Comics in the..." series takes you all the way back to that 

company's legendary beginnings, when gunfighters traveled the West and monsters roamed the 

Earth! The company's output in other genres influenced the development of their super-hero 

characters from Thor to Spider-Man, and featured here are the best of those stories not covered 

previously, comple1ng issue-by-issue reviews of every Marvel comic of note from 1961-1965! 

Presented are scores of handy, easy to reference entries on Amazing Fantasy, Tales of Suspense (and 

Astonish), Strange Tales, Journey Into Mystery, Rawhide Kid, plus issues of Fantas1c Four, Avengers, 

Amazing Spider-Man, and others that weren't in the previous 1960s edi1on. It's author Pierre 

Comtois' last word on Marvel’s early years, when Jack Kirby, Steve Ditko, and Don Heck, together 

with writer/editor Stan Lee (and brother Larry!), built an unprecedented new universe of excitement! 

(STL316168) (C: 0-1-2) 

Comics History, HC, 8x11, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241829 

AMERICAN COMIC BOOK CHRONICLES HC 1950S 

New prin1ng with text correc1ons, even beTer binding, and enhanced cover durability, so even if 

you own the first prin1ng, you'll love this one even more! Bill Schelly authors the volume on the 

1950s era of Marilyn Monroe and Elvis Presley, with a year-by-year account of the most significant 

publica1ons, notable creators, and impacPul trends, including: the rise of the great EC "New Trend" 

1tles (Tales of the Crypt, Weird Science), Harvey Kurtzman's Mad, and Carl Barks' classic work on 

Donald Duck and Uncle Scrooge! The re-tooling of the Flash in Showcase #4 that kicked off the Silver 

Age of Comics, and the introduc1on of DC's Mar1an Manhunter, Adam Strange and the new Green 

Lantern! Plus the return of the Timely heroes Captain America, the Human Torch and Sub-Mariner, 

and the birth of Joe Simon and Jack Kirby's Figh1ng American and The Fly! (STL138389) (OCT192159) 

Comics History, HC, 8x11, 240pgs, FC           SRP: $46.95 



 

APR241830 

O/A IT CREPT FROM THE TOMB SC 

Just when you thought it was safe to walk the streets again, From The Tomb (the UK's preeminent 

magazine on the history of horror comics) digs up more tomes of terror from the century past. It 

Crept From The Tomb (the second "Best of" collec1on) uncovers atomic comics lost to the Cold War, 

rarely seen (and censored) Bri1sh horror comics, the early art of Richard Corben, Good Girls of a 

bygone age, Tom SuTon, Don Heck, Lou Morales, Al Eadeh, Bruce Jones' Alien Worlds, HP LovecraV 

in Heavy Metal, and a myriad of terrors from beyond the stars and the shadows of our own world! 

(STL065190) 

Comics History, SC, 8x11, 192pgs, PC           SRP: $29.95 

 

APR241831 

JACK KIRBYS DINGBAT LOVE HC 

TwoMorrows compiles a tempestuous trio of never-seen 1970s Kirby projects! These are the final 

complete, unpublished Jack Kirby stories in existence, presented here for the first 1me! Included are: 

Two unused Dingbats of Danger Street tales, Kirby's final "Kid Gang" group, inked by Mike Royer and 

D. Bruce Berry, and newly colored for this book! True-Life Divorce, the abandoned newsstand 

magazine that was too hot for its 1me, reproduced from Jack's pencil art! And Soul Love, the unseen 

'70s romance book so funky, even a jive turkey will dig the unretouched inks by Vince ColleTa and 

Tony DeZuniga. (STL116405) (JUN191992) 

HC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC           SRP: $43.95 

 

APR241832 

O/A WORKING WITH DITKO SC 

(W) Jack C. Harris (A) Steve Ditko (CA) Steve Ditki 

Working With Ditko takes a unique and nostalgic journey through comics’ Bronze Age, as editor and 

writer Jack C. Harris recalls his numerous collabora1ons with legendary comics master Steve Ditko! It 

features never-before-seen preliminary sketches and pencil art from Harris’ tenure working with 

Ditko on The Creeper, Shade the Changing Man, the Odd Man, the Demon, Wonder Woman, Legion 

of Super-Heroes, The Fly, and even Ditko’s unused redesign for Batman! Plus, it documents their 

work on numerous independent proper1es, and offers glimpses of original characters from Ditko’s 

drawing board that have never been viewed by even his most avid fans! This illustrated volume is a 

once-in-a-life1me chance to experience the crea1ve comic book process by one of the industry’s 

most revered creators, as seen through the eyes of one of his most frequent collaborators! 

(STL274150) 

Biography, SC, 8x11, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $24.95 

 



VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS 

 

APR241833 

COMP WALLY WOOD FROM WITZEND PX DLX SLIPCASE ED (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Wallace Wood, J. David Spurlock (A/CA) Wallace Wood 

Hall of Fame comics creator Wallace Wood's revolu1onary Witzend has been called the birth 

of the pro-zine, underground, independent... but all agree Witzend was a mid-'60s milestone event 

that 

represented the loViest goals of the Underground Movement including art-for-art’s-sake, freedom 

from 

censorship, and creator rights. For the first 1me ever, this single volume collects ALL of Wood's 

own contribu1ons to his revolu1onary Witzend including Animan, Sally Forth, The Rejects, Bucky 

Ruckus, 

Pipsqueek Papers, The Wizard King, Snorky, Lunar Tunes, etc. This Slipcased Deluxe edi1on includes 

16 

bonus pages! (STL317720) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 8x11, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $69.95 

 

APR241834 

COMPLETE WALLY WOOD FROM WITZEND HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Wallace Wood, J. David Spurlock (A/CA) Wallace Wood 

Hall of Fame comics creator Wallace Wood's revolu1onary Witzend has been called the birth 

of the pro-zine, underground, independent... but all agree Witzend was a mid-'60s milestone event 

that 

represented the loViest goals of the Underground Movement including art-for-art’s-sake, freedom 

from 

censorship, and creator rights. For the first 1me ever, this single volume collects ALL of Wood's 

own contribu1ons to his revolu1onary Witzend including Animan, Sally Forth, The Rejects, Bucky 

Ruckus, 

Pipsqueek Papers, The Wizard King, Snorky, Lunar Tunes & surprises! (STL317719) (C: 0-1-1) 

HC, 8x11, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $39.95 

 

APR241835 



FANTASTIC PAINTINGS OF FRAZETTA HC (CURR PTG) 

(W) J. David Spurlock (A/CA) Frank FrazeTa 

Landmark new collec1on from world's greatest fantasy ar1st, cited by the New York Times, Forbes, 

Los Angeles Times… Inspired genera1ons including Conan films, John Carter of Mars, Lord of the 

Rings, Dusk Till Dawn, Game of Thrones, and Star Wars. This large coffee-table book features classic 

and rare art. See the revolu1onary art that inspired Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jason Momoa, the Lord 

of the Rings and Game of Thrones: FrazeTa! (STL150031) (FEB202057) 

HC, 10x15, 120pgs, FC           SRP: $39.95 

 

UNCIVILIZED BOOKS 

 

APR241836 

THE SICKNESS TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Jenna Cha, Lonnie Nadler (A/CA) Jenna Cha 

A teenager in 1945 is suffocated by post-WWII na1onalism. A 1reless doctor in 1955 desperately tries 

to find the origin of a new illness. Though these two people are living seemingly disparate lives, 

decades apart, they will come to understand that their fates are irrevocably intertwined by a rare, 

horrifying sickness and an enigma1c figure who follows wherever they go. He is known only as The 

Man. Confined within their eras, they each race against 1me to escape The Man and find a cure 

before The Sickness collapses their worlds. (STL316076) (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 7x10, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $24.95 

 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPP 

 

APR241837 

CARTOONS & ANTISEMITISM VISUAL POLITICS INTERWAR POLAND (C:  

(W) Ewa Stanczyk 

An1semi1c caricatures had existed in Polish society since at least the mid-19th-century. But never 

had the devasta1ng impacts of this imagery been fully realized or so blatantly apparent than on the 

eve of the Second World War. In Cartoons and An1semi1sm: Visual Poli1cs of Interwar Poland, 

scholar Ewa Stanczyk explores how illustrators conceived of Jewish people in sa1rical drawing and 

reflected on the burning poli1cal ques1ons of the day. Incorpora1ng hundreds of cartoons, sa1rical 

texts, and newspaper ar1cles from the 1930s, Stanczyk inves1gates how a visual culture that was 

essen1ally hos1le to Jews penetrated deep and wide into Polish print media. In her sensi1ve analysis 

of these sources, the author examines how major sa1rical magazines intervened in the ongoing 

events and contributed to the racialized poli1cal climate of the 1me. (STL314336) (C: 0-1-1) 

History, SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 



 

APR241838 

FROM GUM WRAPPERS TO RICHIE RICH MATERIALITY CHEAP COMICS (C 

(W) Neale Barnholden 

Between the 1930s and the inven1on of the internet, American comics reached readers in a few 

dis1nct physical forms: the familiar monthly stapled pamphlet, the newspaper comics sec1on, 

bubblegum wrappers, and bound books. From Gum Wrappers to Richie Rich: The Materiality of 

Cheap Comics places the history of four representa1ve comics—Watchmen, Uncle Scrooge, Richie 

Rich, and Fleer Funnies featuring Pud—in the larger contexts of book history, children’s culture, and 

consumerism to understand the roles that comics have played as very specific kinds of books. 

Examining the bibliographical histories of each 1tle, Barnholden demonstrates how the materiality of 

consumer culture suggests meanings to comics texts beyond the narra1ves. (STL314337) (C: 0-1-1) 

Comics History, SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $30.00 

 

VAULT COMICS 

 

APR241839 

BEYOND REAL #5 CVR A PEARSON 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Jorge Corona & Various (CA) John Pearson 

An ar1st’s voice. June must defeat an army of doppelgängers, who reflect her doubt and despair, to 

reach the mountain of color where the simula1on stands guard. There, June must finally choose 

what is most important to her. (STL316069) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241840 

BEYOND REAL #5 CVR B KANGAS PREMIUM VAR 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Jorge Corona & Various (CA) Liana Kangas 

An ar1st’s voice. June must defeat an army of doppelgängers, who reflect her doubt and despair, to 

reach the mountain of color where the simula1on stands guard. There, June must finally choose 

what is most important to her. (STL316070) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241841 

BEYOND REAL #5 CVR C KANGAS PREMIUM VAR 

(W) Zack Kaplan (A) Jorge Corona & Various (CA) Liana Kangas 



An ar1st’s voice. June must defeat an army of doppelgängers, who reflect her doubt and despair, to 

reach the mountain of color where the simula1on stands guard. There, June must finally choose 

what is most important to her. (STL316071) 

SC, 32pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241842 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #3 CVR A PEIRANO 

(W) M. Son (A/CA) Cas Madcursed Peirano 

This body is not your home. 

The search for CharloTe unwinds a web of horrifying conspiracies, Eddie takes maTers into her own 

hands, and Rainer takes a turn for the worse. (STL295244) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #10 (OCT232044) 

SC, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241843 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #3 CVR B KWAN PREMIUM VAR 

(W) M. Son (A) Cas Madcursed Peirano (CA) Cathy Kwan 

This body is not your home. 

The search for CharloTe unwinds a web of horrifying conspiracies, Eddie takes maTers into her own 

hands, and Rainer takes a turn for the worse. (STL316074) 

SC, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR241844 

SOMETHING CRAWLED OUT #3 CVR C KWAN PREMIUM VAR 

(W) M. Son (A) Cas Madcursed Peirano (CA) Cathy Kwan 

This body is not your home. 

The search for CharloTe unwinds a web of horrifying conspiracies, Eddie takes maTers into her own 

hands, and Rainer takes a turn for the worse. (STL316075) 

SC, 48pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241845 

DOOR TO DOOR NIGHT BY NIGHT TP VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Cullen Bunn (A) Sally Can1rino (CA) Brian HurT 



The last 1me our sales crew met the dreaded Lamashtu, their lives were changed forever. Now the 

demon is back, nes1ng in another small town, abduc1ng children. When the crew runs afoul of the 

monster this 1me, there’s a good chance none of them will survive. 

Will this be the last door they knock on? (STL316072) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241846 

SAINTED LOVE TP VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Steve Orlando (A/CA)  Giopota 

New York City. 1907. Malcolm Irina is the greatest inventor the world’s never heard of, and his lover, 

John Wolf, is the toughest bare-knuckle boxer in the city. Irina’s newest inven1on, the 

Chronocorridor, is nearly complete. He dreams of whisking himself and Wolf away to a 1me when 

they can live and love freely. But when crazed Detec1ve Felt raids Irina’s lab, the couple dive into the 

freshly powered up portal to escape capture. 

 

Steve Orlando (Eisner+GLAAD Nominated writer of Scarlet Witch, Spider-Man 2099, Wonder 

Woman) and Giopota (ar1st+creator of beloved webcomic Mothersea) hurl you across 1me with 

Irina and Wolf, as they encounter famous queer people throughout history and fight back against all 

who would see their names and love erased! (STL316080) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

VERSIFY 

 

APR241847 

BROWNSTONE GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Samuel Teer (A) Mar Julia 

Almudena has always wondered about the dad she never met. Now, with her white mother headed 

on a once-in-a-life1me trip without her, she's leV alone with her Guatemalan father for an en1re 

summer. Xavier seems happy to see her, but he expects her to live in (and help fix up) his old, broken-

down brownstone. And she must navigate the language barrier of his rapid-fire Spanish—which she 

doesn't speak. As Almudena tries to adjust to this new reality, she gets to know the residents of 

Xavier's La1n American neighborhood. Some can't understand why she doesn't know where she 

comes from. Others think she's "not brown enough" to fit in. But 1me is running out for Almudena 

and Xavier to get to know each other, and the key to their connec1on may ul1mately lie in bringing 

all these different elements together. Fixing a broken building is one thing, but turning these 

stubborn individuals into a found family might take more than this one summer. (STL316286) (C: 0-1-

0) 



SC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR241848 

BROWNSTONE HC GN (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Samuel Teer (A) Mar Julia 

Almudena has always wondered about the dad she never met. Now, with her white mother headed 

on a once-in-a-life1me trip without her, she's leV alone with her Guatemalan father for an en1re 

summer. Xavier seems happy to see her, but he expects her to live in (and help fix up) his old, broken-

down brownstone. And she must navigate the language barrier of his rapid-fire Spanish—which she 

doesn't speak. As Almudena tries to adjust to this new reality, she gets to know the residents of 

Xavier's La1n American neighborhood. Some can't understand why she doesn't know where she 

comes from. Others think she's "not brown enough" to fit in. But 1me is running out for Almudena 

and Xavier to get to know each other, and the key to their connec1on may ul1mately lie in bringing 

all these different elements together. Fixing a broken building is one thing, but turning these 

stubborn individuals into a found family might take more than this one summer. (STL316287) (C: 0-1-

0) 

HC, 6x9, 320pgs, FC           SRP: $26.99 

 

VIKING BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS 

 

APR241849 

JUPITER NETTLE & SEVEN SCHOOLS OF MAGIC GN (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Sangu Mandanna (A) Pablo Ballesteros 

For all of her twelve years, Jupiter NeTle has wanted to aTend one of the Seven Schools of Magic. 

When she finally gets the call to take the entrance exam, she shocks everyone with her magic skills... 

but not in the way she'd hoped. Failing spectacularly in one test aVer another, Jupiter goes home 

dejected and confused. What will she do now?  That night, Jupiter gets an unexpected visitor and, 

amazingly, another chance at the Seven Schools! But learning magic isn't what she expected it to 

be... the School of Earth Magic is looked down upon by others, it doesn't involve cool spells, and her 

teacher, Professor Grim, certainly lives up to his name. Jupiter works hard, but the doubts in her 

mind shake her confidence un1l she's ready to give up. Then an age-old enemy returns to exact 

revenge on the Seven Schools, leaving Jupiter to finally find the courage and magic that's been within 

her all along. (STL316686) (C: 1-1-1) 

SC, 5x8, 176pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

WAKE ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR241850 



ASCENCIA #23 (MR) 

(W) John Dolmayan (A)  Artecida (CA) Bill Sienkiewicz 

Will Dr. Assadourian's strike team find Bardakci before it's too late—and who is Bardakci? Why is 

Assadourian looking for him?! (STL314882) 

MATURE THEMES 

24pgs, FC           SRP: $4.99 

 

WARRANT PUBLISHING COMPANY 

 

APR241851 

VAMPIRESS CARMILLA MAGAZINE #22 (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W) Don Glut & Various (A)  Others & Various (CA)  Sanjulian 

Vampiress Carmilla revives the iconic Warren illustrated horror magazines by replica1ng Warren's 

early page layouts and publishing new, classic styled work by original Warren ar1sts, writers and 

editors. Each issue is a highly collec1ble instant classic! (STL316444) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Magazine, SC, 52pgs, B&W           SRP: $6.99 

 

WHITE HART COMICS 

 

APR241852 

FLESH AND BLOOD TP VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Simon Lewis (A/CA) Chris Geary 

"A hunger… Hunger like you've never known…" The discovery of a par1ally eaten corpse on the side 

of a road relights a smoldering obsession within paramedic Ruth Saran—who killed her husband? 

Her quest leads her into the Sco]sh highlands and deep into danger—as she approaches a deadly 

reckoning with a family of killers who share a strange and grisly secret. Bri1sh crime drama and 

supernatural strangeness collide in the first graphic novel from novelist Simon Lewis and ar1st Chris 

Geary. (STL316432) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 7x10, 204pgs, FC           SRP: $32.99 

 

WILLIAM MORROW 

 

APR241853 



HEAVYWEIGHT FAMILY STORY OF HOLOCAUST EMPIRE MEMORY (C: 0-1- 

(W/A) Solomon J Brager 

Solomon Brager grew up with accounts of their great-grandparents' escape from Nazi Germany, told 

over and over un1l their understanding of self was bound up with the heroic details of their 

ancestors' exploits. Their great-grandmother related how her husband, a boxing champion, thrashed 

Joseph Goebbels and cleared beer halls of Nazis with his fists, how she broke him out of an 

internment camp and carried their children over the Pyrenees mountains. But that story was never 

the whole picture; zooming out, everything becomes more complicated. Heavyweight asks us to 

consider how the paTerns of history emerge and reverberate, not as a simple chain of events but in 

haun1ng layers. Confron1ng the specters of violence as both historian and descendent, this book is 

an explora1on of family mythology, intergenera1onal memory, and the mark the past makes on the 

present. (STL316290) (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $25.99 

 

MANGA 

 

ABLAZE PUBLISHING 

 

APR241854 

BREAKER OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Jeon Geuk-Jin (A/CA)  Kamaro 

The story of The Breaker follows Si-Woon Yi, a 1mid high school student who becomes the disciple of 

Chun-Woo Han, a mar1al ar1st who is an enemy to the secret mar1al arts society known as the 

Murim. However, Shi-Woon is naïve and unaware of his master's shady past and the unseen 

underbelly of the society. How will Chun-Woo manage to teach Si-Woon and help him survive in the 

world of the Murim? Originally published in Korean, The Breaker has had interna1onal success in 

France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Russia, Turkey, Poland and more — and now ABLAZE is happy to bring 

the 1tle to English language readers worldwide. Praised not only for its thrilling artwork depic1ng 

amazing mar1al arts ac1on, but also gripping storyline. (STL161783) Available Now! (APR211298) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241855 

BREAKER OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 (MR) 

(W) Jeon Geuk-Jin (A) Jin-Hwan Park 

In The Breaker omnibus Vol 2, Chun-woo has gone missing, following his in-tense and deadly fight 

with the dreaded Gijoo. Meanwhile, Si-woon has been confronted with his inner demons ever since 



Si-Ho Lee administered a remedy that generates so much Qi that the high school student may well 

explode from within! Future invincible warrior…or 1me bomb? 

The Breaker is already a bestselling hit in South Korea, and has been translated into many other 

languages such as French, German, Italian, Spanish and more...and now ABLAZE is happy to bring this 

amazing manhwa 1tle to Eng-lish readers worldwide! (STL201540) Available Now! (NOV211024) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241856 

BREAKER OMNIBUS GN VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Jeon Geuk-Jin (A/CA) Park Jin-Hwan 

Chang-Ho, the school bully, and his gang. Will Si-Woo be able to control his strength and newly 

acquired powers in front of his opponents who, although vio-lent, are merely human? Si-Woon is 

also unaware that at that moment, So-Chun Hyuk, heir to the Chun-Do clan, witnesses the scene and 

discovers the true talents of the young man… 

With the arrival of So-Chun, the story enters a new, much more intense chapter, especially for young 

hero Si-Woon, who is now caught up in the Murim uni-verse. A new world of dangers lies ahead, and 

the young high school student will have to start figh1ng on his own, against enemies of a different 

caliber! He may be entering a spiral of violence in which he may never come out. 

A true bestseller in South Korea and already translated into many languages, Jeon Geuk-jin and Park 

Jin-Hwan's figh1ng manhwa has been praised for its sensa-1onal ac1on, as well as its cap1va1ng 

storyline, with many charisma1c characters and stylish mar1al arts techniques that will keep you 

glued to the page, wan1ng more! (STL211251) Available Now! (FEB221106) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241857 

BREAKER OMNIBUS GN VOL 04 (MR) 

(W) Jeon Geuk-Jin (A/CA) Park Jin-Hwan 

Chun-Woo Han, aka Goo Moon Ryong, aka Nine-Door Dragon, must rescue his student Si-Woon from 

the mar1al arts alliance, and the only way to do so is to put his own life on the line! Taking a page 

from the book of his own master, Chun-Woo starts down a dangerous path for his disciple's sake. 

Hoping to finally bring an end to his long-las1ng misfortunes, the Goo Moon Ryong willingly jumps 

into a trap, leading to what could be his final baTle against the skilled fighters of the alliance. And 

while the big clash between the showy techniques of the mar1al arts schools and the immovable will 

of the Nine-Door Dragon will make alliance fighters fall like autumn leaves, Chun-Woo may not have 

what it takes to get past the most elite fighters of the Murim worlds and save Si-Woon! (STL223598) 

Available Now! (MAY221076) 



MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241858 

BREAKER OMNIBUS GN VOL 05 (MR) 

(W) Jeon Geuk-Jin (A/CA) Park Jin-Hwan 

All the actors are gathered. All members are present to witness the clash. Chun-woo must face the 

leader of the Alliance himself, number 1 of the Murim! The final baTle is near. Get ready for an 

explosion of rage and a flurry of violence. Let the last act begin... 

Jeon Geuk-jin and Park Jin-Hwan's figh1ng manhwa has been praised for its sensa1onal ac1on, as 

well as its cap1va1ng storyline, with many charisma1c characters and stylish mar1al arts techniques 

that will keep you glued to the page! The Breaker Omnibus Vol 5 is the final installment in the 

bestselling, cri1cally acclaimed series, collec1ng Korean vols 9-10 into one compila1on. Don't miss it! 

(STL237378) Available Now! (SEP221262) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 368pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241859 

CAGASTER GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Kachou Hashimoto 

It's the year 2125, and a strange plague called "Cagaster" appears. One-in-a-thousand people is 

infected by this disease, which turns humans into monstrous cannibalis1c insects. Two-thirds of 

humanity is decimated. Thirty years later, young expert bug exterminator and mercenary adventurer 

Kidou and newfound friend Ilie struggle to survive in this brutal new world, while delving into the 

mysteries of the plague and its causes.  Kidou is tasked with finding Ilie's mother, aVer being 

entrusted with her by her dying father. Meanwhile, the baTle con1nues to rage against the mutated 

popula1on of Earth, with the code possibly being cracked to finally end the nightmare. (STL156261) 

Available Now! (APR201396) 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241860 

CAGASTER GN VOL 02 

(W/A/CA) Kachou Hashimoto 

Several exterminators have been murdered and Kidou finally confronts their serial killer. But when 

the laTer reveals his true appearance the shock is severe. A shock all the harsher as Ilie and the 

young boy are summoned to E-01 to give a statement... 



 

Cagaster is a thrilling shonen adventure into a strange apocalyp1c universe, somewhere between 

Mad Max and ATack on Titan. It has been adapted into an Anime series called Cagaster of an Insect 

Cage by Gonzo Anima1on, streaming now on NePlix! (STL161780) Available Now! (JUN200821) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241861 

CAGASTER GN VOL 03 

(W/A) Kachou Hashimoto 

The repercussions of Kidow's tragic past con1nue to upset the present. Despite the arrangements 

made by Qasim, Lygi refuses to go to a school at E-01. As for Hadi, dismissed from the army for not 

having killed a pa1ent turned cagaster, he knows that strange troop movements are at work and that 

a strange incident occurred in the sector where Ilie comes from. He will have to contact Kidow to 

clear up this maTer… 

 

Cagaster is a thrilling shonen adventure into a strange apocalyp1c universe, somewhere between 

Mad Max and ATack on Titan. It has been adapted into an Anime series called Cagaster of an Insect 

Cage by Gonzo Anima1on, streaming now on NePlix! (STL159134) Available Now! (JUL200944) 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241862 

O/A CAGASTER GN VOL 04 

(W/A/CA) Kachou Hashimoto 

Figh1ng intensifies at E-05, and army renegades issue an ul1matum: if the mili1a does not surrender 

before sunset, the city will be set on fire with more blood spilt. Hadi intends to return to the West 

portal to ask for outside help, but the provost of the merchants wants his head! As for Kidow, to save 

Ilie, he is ready to take any risk. And so he heads, alone, to the heart of the enemy base, in the 

middle of the cages of E-07… 

 

Cagaster is a thrilling shonen adventure into a strange apocalyp1c universe, somewhere between 

Mad Max and ATack on Titan. It has been adapted into an Anime series called Cagaster of an Insect 

Cage by Gonzo Anima1on, streaming now on NePlix! (STL159135) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241863 

O/A CAGASTER GN VOL 05 



(W/A/CA) Kachou Hashimoto 

Franz, having released the insects from being mentally controlled, causes chaos in the cage. To 

prevent Harb Adham from regaining control, Kidou and Ilie hurry to the throne room. At E-05, the 

figh1ng rages, with the defenses of the West portal falling from the assault of the coali1on army. The 

only hope of the inhabitants now resides in the city of Azuria… 

 

Cagaster is a thrilling shonen adventure into a strange apocalyp1c universe, somewhere between 

Mad Max and ATack on Titan. It has been adapted into an Anime series called Cagaster of an Insect 

Cage by Gonzo Anima1on, streaming now on NePlix! (STL159136) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241864 

CAGASTER GN VOL 06 

(W/A/CA) Kachou Hashimoto 

As Hadi and Mario con1nue to fight at E-05, Aisha guides the refugees out of the city. But they find 

themselves soon surrounded by tanks of the coali1on army...with a surprising character leading 

them. And in the cage, Acht and Kidow clash in baTle. And Ilie manages to get close to her mother, 

but things do not go as planned... What will be the final outcome of each other's fights? Includes two 

complete bonus stories! 

 

Cagaster is a thrilling shonen adventure into a strange apocalyp1c universe, somewhere between 

Mad Max and ATack on Titan. It has been adapted into an Anime series called Cagaster of an Insect 

Cage by Gonzo Anima1on, streaming now on NePlix! (STL161781) Available Now! (OCT200992) 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241865 

CENTAURS GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Ryo Sumiyoshi 

An epic fantasy adventure set in an alternate medieval Japan, where humans co-exist with the mythic 

half man/half horse beasts known as centaurs, or "jinba". The centaur race were long revered as 

dei1es in ancient 1mes; however, with the advent of the sengoku (warring states) period, humans 

started to enslave and use them for military purposes due to their speed, stamina, and ability to 

communicate in human language. Centaurs living in the plains were rapidly subjugated; in contrast, 

large numbers of centaurs living deep in the mountains were s1ll free due to their rela1ve isola1on. 

A wild and proud warrior jinba from the mountains named Matsukaze, known as the redheaded rock 

1ger, is caught while protec1ng his son. He is traded to a feudal lord, and taken to his land. There he 

meets another centaur, named Kohibari, whose village was burned down as a child. He is a tame 

centaur, who had his arms amputated when he was captured, and has given up hope of escaping his 



human captors. If they can get over their differences and work together, they just might be able to 

return to the wilds as free centaurs. (STL259505) Available Now! (MAR231070) 

SC, 6x9, 180pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241866 

CRUELER THAN DEAD GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Tsukasa Saimura (A/CA) Kozo Takahashi 

Discover the BEST of GORE from JAPAN!  

 

Crueler Than Dead features fast paced and extremely graphic violence concealing none of the 

absolute horror…and requiring a strong heart and stomach! 

 

No one knows where it started…but when the world finally realized what was going on, it was 

already too late. 

 

When Maki Akagi wakes up in a lab full of corpses, she learns from a dying soldier that she is the 

result of a last-ditch experiment to cure humans of a virus turning them into zombies. Accompanied 

by a young boy who also miraculously escaped, she will have to try to get to the very center of a 

devastated Tokyo filled with bloodthirsty monsters. The dome located there contains the last 

survivors of mankind. And humanity's very survival depends solely on a few drops of this miraculous 

vaccine… 

 

Inspired by Katsuhiro Otomo (Akira), The Walking Dead, Romero classics, and new zombie films like 

28 Days Later, Crueler Than Dead delights in the me1culous gory details of decomposed flesh, with a 

wicked and hungry eye...evoking a modern vision of a zombie world that is terrifying, tension filled 

and unseTling! 

_____________________ (STL186931) Available Now! (JUL211189) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241867 

CRUELER THAN DEAD GN VOL 02 

(W) Tsukasa Saimura (A/CA) Kozo Takahashi 

AVer a grueling and dangerous trip, Maki and Shota finally make it to the Tokyo Dome, the largest 

refugee camp in the en1re Kanto region and one of the last places to survive the zombie outbreak 

that has overwhelmed the whole world. 



Maki, who brings with her the remaining doses of the vaccine developed at the Gunma Pharma-

ceu1cal Center where she woke up in the first volume, is taken care of by the people in power in the 

Dome, where a handful of privileged people under the leadership of Colonel Shimamoto live in 

luxury, while the majority of the survivors are forced to survive in appalling condi1ons. 

Shota and Miura are thrust into the difficult daily lives of survivors who do not have the chance to be 

privileged. Miura is assigned to a work team while Shota befriends the leader of a gang of chil-dren… 

Inspired by Katsuhiro Otomo (Akira), The Walking Dead, Romero classics, and new zombie films like 

28 Days Later, Crueler Than Dead delights in the me1culous detail of decomposed flesh, with a 

wicked and hungry eye…evoking a modern vision of a zombie world that is terrifying and ten-sion 

filled. (STL204544) Available Now! (DEC211200) 

SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241868 

O/A FIGHT CLASS 3 OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 

(W/A) Lee Hak 

Hit Webtoon comes to print!   

For fans of The Breaker! If you love kick-ass mar1al arts figh1ng and school life drama this is the 

series for you... 

In an imaginary world where Korea is one of the world's leading na1ons in mar1al arts, its 

government encourages high schools to set up mar1al art classes to develop talented mar1al ar1sts. 

As the government provides numerous benefits to the students of these classes, almost all teenagers 

dream of being selected for the special classes. Among the mar1al arts classes all over the country, 

Namil High School's Mar1al Arts Class 3 is the most famous. 

A short, weak freshman named Jitae, whose physical appearance is the very opposite of a typical 

athlete, looks to join Namil's Mar1al Arts Class 3. Maria, a genius mar1al ar1st and interna1onal 

student of Class 3 from Brazil, happens to no1ce the unique talents that Jitae possesses-a double 

jointed body and the ability to read the movement paTerns of his counterpart while figh1ng-that are 

ideal for Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu. Julia also knows about Ji-tae's missing father, who used to be a famous 

mar1al ar1st. Through numerous fights with Maria and his other classmates, all who have mastered 

different mar1al arts themselves, Jitae gradually becomes a mar1al ar1st specializing in Brazilian Jiu-

Jitsu. All the while, he con1nues searching for his missing father with Maria... (STL241250) Available 

Now! 

SC, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241869 

O/A FIGHT CLASS 3 OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 

(W/A/CA) Lee Hak 



In an imaginary world where Korea is one of the world's leading na1ons in mar1al arts, its 

government encourages high schools to set up mar1al art classes to develop talented mar1al ar1sts. 

As the government provides numerous bene?ts to the students of these classes, almost all teenagers 

dream of being selected for the special classes. Among the mar1al arts classes all over the country, 

Namil High School's Mar1al Arts Class 3 is the most famous. 

 

Jitae's training doesn't appear to be as fruiPul as his teammates and coaches would like, but once he 

gets in the ring, it is clear to other fighters that there is something special about him. His struggles 

don't end there, as he becomes more in1midated by his new classmates, who all seem bigger, 

stronger, and more together than himself. But that may not actually be the case, which Jitae learns as 

part of Maria's past becomes more clear. 

 

A bit of jealousy from another student about Jitae and Maria's rela1onship puts the young man in 

danger…but he's not the only one. Jitae's friends and former classmates, Ok-Dong and Jieun, find 

themselves in a bit of trouble with the school bullies that con1nues to escalate, no maTer how hard 

they try to fix it. Will this put Jitae and the bullies on a collision course that will make the new fighter 

finally have to learn how to use his abili1es? (STL271801) Available Now! 

SC, 6x8, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241870 

O/A HEAVENLY DEMON REBORN GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W)  O'Emperor (A/CA)  Gom-Guk 

Another Manhwa global hit comes to print!   The Webtoon sensa1on Heavenly Demon Reborn! 

arrives this summer!     

 

For fans of the bestselling Solo Leveling comes the story of a hero and his journey of revenge! 

 

In an ancient world where mar1al ar1sts reign supreme, Unseong can only watch as his master is 

brutally beaten to death aVer a false accusa1on of prac1cing forbidden demonic arts. Even aVer a 

valiant fight, he fails to kill those responsible and faces his own end. But fate has other plans… 

Instead of taking his last breath, he awakens as a child, training to be an elite soldier of a demonic 

sect. Now Unseong must embrace the demonic arts and harness power in his ul1mate quest for 

revenge. (STL223595) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 330pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241871 



HEAVENLY DEMON REBORN GN VOL 02 (MR) 

(W)  O'Emperor (A/CA)  Gom-Guk 

Reborn as the lowliest member of the Heavenly Demon cult, Unseong embraces the ancient 

techniques and secrets they teach him to increase his abili1es. Rising from the most likely to die in 

training to the leader of an elite squad, the members of the cult find that Unseong far surpasses 

anyone's expecta1ons, challenging even the cult's leaders' levels of power. And while he plans to use 

those powers to avenge his murdered master, Unseong may not be able to protect himself from the 

dangers of the demonic arts. (STL256066) Available Now! (FEB231044) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 300pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241872 

IMMORTAL REGIS OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) On-Bi Ga (A)  Juder 

When Régis, a young high school student, dies because of an evil witch, he didn't know it would 

actually be just the beginning of his adventures. Now immortal and undead, he will quickly have to 

leave our world for that of Chaos, a parallel universe where magic reigns. Enter the world of 

Immortal Regis. 

Collec1ng the first two volumes of the cri1cally acclaimed supernatural fantasy ac1on manhwa 

series! The stunning artwork, thrilling story and charisma1c characters of this shonen-style 1tle make 

this Korean bestseller a work that is sure to find a wide audience in English. (STL248475) Available 

Now! (JAN231095) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241873 

SPACE PIRATE CAPTAIN HARLOCK HC VOL 01 

(W) Leiji Matsumoto (A/CA) Jerome Alquie 

From the legendary Leiji Matsumoto, along with Jérôme Alquié  , comes an epic new story!  

 

Set within the 1meline of the original series, this brand-new Captain Harlock ad-venture marks the 

beginning of a new story arc. Planet Earth is threatened by an upcoming invasion by the Mazon and 

despite being banished as a pirate, Captain Harlock won't give up trying to save the world. This 1me, 

the source of danger comes directly from Earth, not outer space. A team of scien1sts discovers a Ma-

zon mausoleum where they find informa1on about terrifying gene1c manipula-1ons and a 

destruc1ve power capable of either providing the Mazon with immor-tality or pu]ng an end to their 



civiliza1on. The unprecedented cold spell hi]ng Earth might only be a taste of what this new enemy 

has in store... 

 

Will Captain Harlock and his crew manage to solve this mystery and save the Earth from yet another 

menace? 

 

Bonus:  Includes behind the scenes sketches, designs, art and photos on the crea-1on of the story.  

Also contains a complete cover gallery! (STL204545) Available Now! (NOV211026) 

HC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241874 

O/A RESTORERS HOME OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 

(W/A) King Sang Yeop 

Hit Manhwa series comes to the USA!  

Coming of age fantasy with a unique mix of supernatural ac1on/drama! 

High school freshman Sung-woo lives alone in a big tradi1onal Korean house inherited from his 

grandfather. He has a great skill to restore objects such as an1ques to their original condi1on. He also 

has a supernatural ability to see souls, which are some1mes 1ed to these objects. Trying not to 

reveal his ability, he secretly helps friends and people around him fix their broken stuff. 

Due to his abili1es, Sung-woo soon finds himself surrounded by numerous ancient people/souls who 

help him fix things or solve difficult maTers. And the more restora1on projects and their related 

pieces of stuff he takes on, the more interes1ng his life becomes. But sudden visits from his missing 

father's graduate school advisor and a cute girl from an ancient Korean Kingdom will soon make the 

world know his unique skills...whether he wants it or not! (STL241252) Available Now! 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241875 

O/A RESTORERS HOME OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 

(W/A) Kim Sang-yeop 

High school freshman Sung-woo lives alone in a big tradi1onal Korean house inherited from his 

grandfather. He has a great skill to restore objects such as an1ques to their original condi1on. He also 

has a supernatural ability to see souls, which are some1mes 1ed to these objects. Trying not to 

reveal his ability, he secretly helps friends and people around him ?x their broken stuff. 

 

Sungwoo's life is more complicated than ever. His abili1es to see the souls of objects and restore 

them to their original state has led him down a more lucra1ve and stable path. But the ancient 



Korean emperor and his vassals who are now occupying Sungwoo's home have started to regain their 

power, bringing more work Sunwoo's way but also constantly distrac1ng him. 

 

His understanding of his powers con1nues to grow, as well, thanks to some people from his father's 

past who have come into his life. And while the scope of his restora1on powers expands, it also 

brings him in contact with a fellow restorer who doesn't understand the nature of Sungwoo's 

abili1es, pu]ng them at odds and calling into ques1on his legi1macy. (STL271804) Available Now! 

SC, 6x8, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241876 

SAVAGE GARDEN OMNIBUS GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Lee Hyeon-Sook 

In 18th century England, Gabriel, an orphan girl from a fallen noble family, befriends a young man 

named Jeremy, who was rumored to be an illegi1mate child of a nobleman. AVer an incident occurs, 

Gabriel must impersonate her friend Jeremy, taking his place at an all-boys academy for nobles, a 

place that may seem like heaven to others, but in reality hides a harshness and brutality which she 

could never have imagined. 

Savage Garden is a shojo fantasy that carries an eerie and mysterious ambiance, with cap1va1ng 

characters and an art style that perfectly portrays the period se]ng. A dark, gender bending tale 

with a roman1c triangle that will keep you intrigued '1l the end. Collec1ng the first two Korean 

volumes into English for the first 1me. (STL248476) Available Now! (JAN231094) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241877 

OSAMU TEZUKA ONE HUNDRED TALES GN 

(W/A) Osamu Tezuka 

One Hundred Tales is a story about being careful what you wish for. 

Ichirui Hanri is an ordinary accountant serving his master. Though innocent, he is ordered to commit 

hara-kiri aVer being entangled in some trouble in his master's house. Just then, a witch named 

Sudama appears. She signs a contract with Hanri to obtain his soul in exchange for fulfilling three of 

his wishes. Hanri gets what he wants...but the price he pays is too high. 

An enchan1ng supernatural fable from Osamu Tezuka, known worldwide as the "Godfather of 

Manga" and the most influen1al person of the past century in the development of Japanese manga 

and anime. (STL266751) Available Now! (JUN231266) 

SC, 6x8, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 



APR241878 

TRESE GN VOL 01 MURDER ON BALETE DRIVE (MR) 

(W)  BudjeTe (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

When the sun sets in the city of Manila, don't you dare make a wrong turn and end up in that dimly- 

lit side of the metro, where blood-sucking aswang run the most-wanted kidnapping rings, where 

gigan1c kapre are the kingpins of crime, and magical engkantos slip through the cracks and steal your 

most precious possessions. When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Alexandra Trese.  

Trese Vol 1 "Murder on Balete Drive" features all new, redrawn artwork throughout, and includes a 

substan1al bonus sec1on with behind-the-scenes sketches, info and details on the making of the 

book and further insight into the world of Trese, as told by its creators BudjeTe Tan and Kajo 

Baldisimo! (STL159144) Available Now! (JUL200936) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241879 

TRESE GN VOL 02 UNREPORTED MURDERS 

(W) BudjeTe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning series, and soon to be NePlix anime series! 

  When dusk arrives in the city of Manila, that's when you become the most likely prey of the 

underworld. Kidnappers and thieves will be the least of your worries. 

   Beware the criminals that can't be bound with handcuffs nor harmed with bullets. 

Beware the ones that crave your blood, those who hold your heart ransom, and the ones that come 

to steal your soul. 

   When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Alexandra Trese. 

Trese Vol 2 "Unreported Murders" contains four mysteries for Alexandra Trese to solve; including a 

murdered dwarven-creature, a police sta1on held under siege by the undead, an elusive serial killer 

living in the sewers of the city, and an unassuming gated-community that's willing to pay the price to 

live the privileged life. All the stories feature updated/re-mastered artwork, and a substan1al bonus 

sec1on about the monsters of Philippine myth, as told by its creators BudjeTe Tan and Kajo 

Baldisimo! (STL172348) Available Now! (FEB210942) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241880 

TRESE GN VOL 03 MASS MURDERS 

(W) BudjeTe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Third volume in the Bestselling series!   



 

Award-winning Filipino comic, and soon to be NePlix anime series! 

12 midnight at Metro Manila. Try to remain calm as you walk down the dimly lit streets. 

If you are suddenly surrounded by a pack of dogs that appear from nowhere - these might be segben 

tracking down their prey. 

Avoid the butcher's shop that's open at this hour. It might be a front for a gang of vampiric aswang. 

Yet, there's an even deadlier threat to the city tonight. An ancient being that thrives on violence and 

thirsts for blood has found new disciples in this modern-day city. 

Sacrifice has been demanded. Rituals must be executed. 

When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police call Trese. 

Trese Vol 3 "Mass Murders" contains five separate stories from the case files of Alexandra Trese: 

1. A Private Retalia1on 

2. Pa1ent 414 at Mandaluyong 

3. The Fort Bonifacio Massacre 

4. The Bap1sm of Alexandra Trese 

5. An Act of War 

 

BONUS:  Features all new, redrawn artwork throughout and bonus case files material by creators 

BudjeTe Tan and Kajo Baldisimo! 

__________________________________________________________________ (STL186933) 

Available Now! (JUL211190) 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241881 

TRESE GN VOL 04 LAST SEEN AFTER MIDNIGHT 

(W) BudjeTe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning Filipino comic, and now hit NePlix anime series! 

 

In a neglected area of Luneta Park, a man is found strangled by the weeds and vines. Across town, a 

murdered manananggal is about to spark a supernatural gang war. Over at the university, a strange 

illness is driving college students mad with despair. At the harbor, demons have gathered to watch 

the country's greatest boxer fight for his very soul. 

 



Foul play. Magic spells. Supernatural criminals. When the case takes a turn for the weird, the police 

call Alexandra Trese. 

 

Trese Vol 4: Last Seen AVer Midnight contains 4 stories from the case files of Al-exandra Trese: 

o CADENA DE AMOR 

o A PRIVATE COLLECTION 

o WANTED: BEDSPACER 

o FIGHT OF THE YEAR 

 

Each features updated/remastered artwork, as well as bonus material, including Alexandra's journal 

entries chronicling her creature encounters and more. (STL211252) Available Now! (FEB221105) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241882 

TRESE GN VOL 05 MIDNIGHT TRIBUNAL 

(W) BudjeTe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

Award-winning Filipino comic book and hit NePlix anime series! 

In a city where the vampiric aswang control everything illegal and where ancient gods seek to control 

everything else, enforcing the law can be a very difficult task. 

When crime takes a turn for the weird, the police normally call Alexandra Trese. 

But lately, it seems like others have been taking that call... 

A mysterious motorcycle racer has been capturing criminals with his unearthly speed. 

A masked giant has been demolishing drug dens and destroying gangs' headquarters. 

Trese must control these supernatural crime-fighters and bring back order to the city before the 

underworld aTempts to seek balance in its own way. 

Trese: Midnight Tribunal is the fiVh volume of the award-winning Trese comic book series, upon 

which the hit NePlix anime series is based, featuring an overarching storyline divided into four cases. 

It includes updated/remastered artwork, as well as bonus material, including Alexandra's journal 

entries chronicling her creature encounters. Plus an aVerword by writer BudjeTe Tan, detailing how 

the story evolved from a 20-page stand-alone case to its current form and the factors that influenced 

the story. (STL231692) Available Now! (AUG221024) 

SC, 7x10, 136pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241883 



TRESE GN VOL 06 HIGH TIDE AT MIDNIGHT (MR) 

(W) BudjeTe Tan (A/CA) Kajo Baldisimo 

The award-winning Filipino graphic novel series, on which the NePlix anime is based, con1nues... 

 

Monsoon season has arrived in Manila. Predators that used to hunt sailors in the open sea have 

found their way into the flooded streets of the city. The unceasing rain muffles the screams of the 

vic1ms being pulled down into the murky waters. 

 

In places too high to be reached by the flood, the party con1nues for the privileged, who indulge in a 

new designer drug which grants them the supernatural abili1es of enkanto and aswang. 

 

These are the murders and mysteries Alexandra Trese needs to solve as the 1de con1nue to rise at 

the stroke of midnight. (STL251812) Available Now! (FEB231046) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 7x10, 152pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241884 

VERSUS FIGHTING STORY GN VOL 01 

(W)  Izu (A/CA) Kalon Madd 

From Japan to the USA, the e-sport phenomenon con1nues to grow! 

The first manga dedicated to the world of e-sports compe11on! 

Max Volta, leader of a team of professional players, launches an assault on the Capcom Pro Tour, one 

of the major interna1onal compe11ons for Street Fighter V. Everything does not happen as expected 

for the arrogant and overconfident Max…even aVer being named top pick to win the tournament, he 

suffers a crushing defeat. Max takes it out on his friends, which leads to his sponsors pulling out. He 

is afraid his career is over. But then the mysterious Inés offers to return to the basics of "VS figh1ng" 

and put together a team capable of bea1ng the Japanese god of figh1ng games…which will cause a 

storm in the world of professional gaming. 

Whether you're a beginner or a combat game specialist, you'll enjoy taking a dive into the heart of 

the compe11on in this humorous adventure and its gallery of colorful characters! 

Officially endorsed by Capcom and the figh1ng game community, featuring genuine Street Fighter 

characters, and produced in the vein of the best sports shônen, discover the e-sports spirit, as you 

have never seen it before. (STL178644) Available Now! (APR211299) 

SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241885 



VERSUS FIGHTING STORY GN VOL 02 

(W)  Izu (A/CA) Kalon Madd 

The first manga dedicated to the world of e-sports compe11on!  Esports con1nues to grow in 

popularity!  Total E-sport audience is 557 million! 

The world of Versus Figh1ng is facing an unprecedented struggle! On the one hand, e-sports mag-

nate Eric Volta wants to professionalize the sector with millions of dollars. 

On the other hand, Max Volta, his own nephew, was recruited by Inés, a former player of the Ver-sus 

Dojo arcade who fights to preserve the passion of the figh1ng game culture and its players. To help 

him, the legendary TKO the Destroyer will have to come out of his re1rement to train his team… 

And in the middle of it all, there is a surprise guest: Mr. Judeau, a talented player of obscure games 

that no one else plays. Is the man who gets paid in kebab the Chosen One who will help all these 

people come together? 

Welcome to the crazy world of Versus Figh1ng Story! Officially endorsed by Capcom and the figh1ng 

game community, featuring genuine Street Fighter characters, and produced in the vein of the best 

sports sh?nen, discover the e-sport spirit, as you have never seen it before. (STL204546) Available 

Now! (DEC211201) 

SC, 7x10, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241886 

WAKFU GN VOL 01 QUEST FOR ELIATROPE DOFUS 

(W)  Azra (A) Said Sassine 

From TOT, the creator of the anime hit, comes this exci1ng new manga series!  

The adventures of the Brotherhood of the Tofu con1nue! In a story that directly follows season 2 of 

the Anime series. 

Yugo, Ruel, Percedal, Amalia and Evangelyne are now living their lives, each on their own. The 

adventurers reunite at Alibert's for Yugo and Adamai's birthday, launching this latest saga when a 

party pooper comes to interrupt the celebra1ons and force our friends to set off on the road once 

again for adventure! (STL259508) Available Now! (APR231042) 

SC, 6x8.25, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241887 

WAKFU GN VOL 02 LEGEND OF JIVA 

(W)  Tot (A/CA) Said Sassine 

: From TOT, the creator of the NETFLIX anime hit, comes this exci1ng new manga series! 

 



The adventures of the Brotherhood of the Tofu con1nue! In a story that directly follows season 2 of 

the Anime series. 

 

Jiva has captured Chibi and Grougal. And she'll only release them in exchange for the six Eliatrope 

Dofus. But how can they get them? Their only clue is Mount Zinit! To complete their quest, Yugo, 

Adamai, and their friends enter the Tower of the Jus1ce Knights. A long and perilous journey awaits 

them, but luckily father and son Jus1ce have a trick or two up their sleeves! But it won't be easy, 

because Jiva has a few surprises in store for our heroes… (STL274539) Available Now! (AUG231106) 

SC, 6x9, 184pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241888 

WITCH OF MINE TP VOL 01 

(W)  Haeyoon (A)  MAS 

In these 1mes, if you're too good or bad at something or simply too beau1ful, you're called a witch. 

But there also exist magical beings called witches, who have the power to travel through both 1me 

and different dimensions, and some1mes do in the pursuit of love with human beings. 

 

Up against twists of fate and 1me, an outcast young boy and a mysterious witch, shunned because 

they're different from what's considered normal, one due to his imperfec1on and one due to her 

perfec1on, will need more than just magic spells and incanta1ons…they'll need each other. 

(STL244416) Available Now! (DEC220976) 

SC, 6x8, 250pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR241889 

WITCH OF MINE TP VOL 02 

(W)  Haeyoon (A/CA)  MAS 

In these 1mes, if you're too good or bad at something, or simply too beau1ful, you're called a witch. 

But there also exist magical beings called witches, who can wield great powers of destruc1on and 

manipula1on, some1mes doing so in the pursuit of love with human beings. 

Spinning out from the events of Volume 1, we find another tale of a witch's devo1on to true, 

tenderly mortal love. Disguising herself to fit into the world of humans, Cordelia desires to build a life 

with the kind-hearted Michael, but can their love survive the truth of her origins? Plus: can a resilient 

human woman change the heart of one of the witches' cynical sisters? (STL266752) Available Now! 

(MAY231191) 

SC, 6x8, 250pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

DIGITAL MANGA DISTRIBUTION 



 

APR241890 

ORE MIKO GN (MR) 

(W/A/CA)  Sakira 

NEED AN EXCORCIST? 

Could the random assaults happening around town be the work of a demon? 

On a dark, rainy night aVer finishing his part-1me job as a bartender, college student Kyou 

Izakura is aTacked by a demon who’s disguised himself as a older gentleman!! 

Before being completely devoured, cool but pushy exorcist Shin Goudo intervenes and 

discovers that Kyou has the power to absorb spirits into his body. However, in order to release 

the spirit from his body, Kyou must consume semen and Shin offers his help. 

Follow Kyou and Shin as their rela1onship deepens while they work together to stay alive in 

this all new supernatural ero1c drama by SAKIRA! (STL237021) Available Now! (JUL222131) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 214pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.95 

 

SUBLIME 

 

APR241891 

BIRDS OF SHANGRI-LA GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ranmaru Zariya 

A paradise of sensuality, Shangri-La is a male brothel celebra1ng the glories of gay sex-not 

somewhere you'd expect Apollo, a straight man, to seek employment. But Apollo has now finished 

his training as a teaser under the brothel's most sought-aVer bird, Phi, and he's quickly realizing he's 

not keen to work with anyone else. When Phi himself starts to show possessiveness over Apollo, the 

two further risk permanent exile from paradise! (STL305903) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 306pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR241892 

FINDER DELUXE ED GN VOL 13 MIRAGE (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Ayano Yamane 



Akihito is back with Asami but has lost his memories of him. And to make a bad situa1on worse, 

Akihito is going through withdrawal from no longer taking the drug responsible for his memory loss. 

But despite not remembering his lover, the warmth of Asami's kindness has Akihito feeling confused 

about his growing aTrac1on. Will that be enough for Asami to get his old Akihito back? (STL305912) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 186pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

UDON ENTERTAINMENT INC 

 

APR241893 

STREET FIGHTER MASTERS GAME GALS #1 CVR A CONFRANCESCO (C: 0 

(W) David Lumsdon, Aaron Sparrow (A) Tovio Rogers, Hanzo Steinbach (CA) Andrea Confrancesco 

Sakura squares off against the lovely ladies of Street Fighter, baTling Ibuki, Rainbow Mika, Chun-Li 

and more! What has turned these iconic game gals against one another!? Plus, a bonus story starring 

everyone's favorite Korean kickboxing mercenary - Juri! (STL317706) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-0-2) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 1)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241894 

STREET FIGHTER MASTERS GAME GALS #1 CVR B ROGERS (C: 0-0-2) 

(W) David Lumsdon, Aaron Sparrow (A) Tovio Rogers, Hanzo Steinbach (CA) Tovio Rogers 

Sakura squares off against the lovely ladies of Street Fighter, baTling Ibuki, Rainbow Mika, Chun-Li 

and more! What has turned these iconic game gals against one another!? Plus, a bonus story starring 

everyone's favorite Korean kickboxing mercenary—Juri! (STL317707) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-0-2) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 1)           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR241895 

STREET FIGHTER MASTERS GAME GALS #1 CVR C BLANK SKETCH (C: 0 

(W) David Lumsdon, Aaron Sparrow (A) Tovio Rogers, Hanzo Steinbach (CA)  Blank Sketch Cover 

Sakura squares off against the lovely ladies of Street Fighter, baTling Ibuki, Rainbow Mika, Chun-Li 

and more! What has turned these iconic game gals against one another!? Plus, a bonus story starring 

everyone's favorite Korean kickboxing mercenary—Juri! (STL317708) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-0-2) 

32pgs, FC (1 of 1)           SRP: $6.99 



 

APR241897 

STREET FIGHTER SWIMSUIT SPECIAL COLLECTION HC VOL 02 (C: 0-0 

(W)  Udon (A)  Reiq & Various (CA)  Reiq 

The warrior women of Street Fighter are back for another swimwear-filled illustra1on collec1on by 

the ar1sts of UDON! Long1me fan-favorite femmes like Chun-Li, Cammy, and Juri hit the beaches and 

pools, while joined by newcomers Kimberly, Marisa, Manon, and many more! This beau1ful 

oversized hardcover tome gathers four more years of UDON's Street Fighter pin-up books, including 

three Swimsuit Specials and the Sci-fi & Fantasy Special. Also showcased are rare variant covers and 

never-before-seen rough concepts. (STL304127) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-0-2) 

HC, 8x11, 184pgs, FC           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR241898 

STREET FIGHTER SWIMSUIT SPECIAL COLLECTION HC VOL 01 (MR) 

(W)  Udon (A)  Various (CA) Rob Porter 

The lovely ladies and lads of Street Fighter take a break from fist fights and tournaments to hit up the 

world's hoTest beaches, pools, volleyball courts, and more! Everyone from Chun-Li to Poison to Guile 

shows off their favorite swimwear, plus guest appearances from the cast of Darkstalkers, Rival 

Schools, and Final Fight! This beau1ful hardcover tome gathers four years of UDON's Street Fighter 

Swimsuit and Pin-up specials in an over-sized art book format, including rare covers and never-

before-seen rough concepts. (STL151267) Available Now! (NOV198477) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR241899 

MONSTER HUNTER ILLUSTRATIONS HC (NEW PRT) 

(W/A/CA)  Capcom 

Beloved by fans the world over, the Monster Hunter series takes players on an epic quest to hunt or 

capture the most dangerous and fantas1c monsters imaginable. Monster Hunter Illustra1ons collects 

the unparalleled artwork behind the first two genera1ons of games in this landmark series. Inside 

you'll find hundreds of designs for characters, monsters, armor, weapons, and more, plus tons of 

rough drawings and sketch work. (STL314311) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

HC, 304pgs, PC           SRP: $44.99 

 

APR241900 

O/A MONSTER HUNTER ILLUSTRATIONS 2 HC 



Hardcover edi1on! Monster Hunter Illustra1ons con1nues with another mammoth-sized, 400-page 

artwork collec1on! Monster Hunter Illustra1ons 2 covers all the third genera1on Monster Hunter 

games including Monster Hunter Tri and Monster Hunter Portable 3rd. Featured are creature 

designs, character designs, armor, weapons, tons of rough sketches, and more! (STL092066) 

Available Now! 

HC, 400pgs, PC           SRP: $54.99 

 

VIZ MEDIA LLC 

 

APR241901 

NARUTO SASUKES STORY UCHIHA HEAVENLY STARDUST GN VOL 01 (C:  

(W) Shingo Kimura & Various 

Years aVer the great shinobi war, Naruto is struck with a mysterious illness. Desperate for a cure, 

Sasuke and Sakura embark on a dangerous undercover mission in the distant land of Redaku. 

Together they discover a nefarious plot of life-and-death propor1ons and a baTle that will test this 

husband-and-wife team 1ll death do they part. (STL305928) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 240pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241902 

LOVES IN SIGHT GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Uoyama 

Morio faces one of his greatest fears when he learns of a visually impaired person ge]ng into an 

accident at a train sta1on. He finally relaxes aVer rushing to Yukiko's side and finding out that she's 

safe. But his relief soon flips right back to anxiety when they realize the visually impaired person in 

ques1on is one of Yukiko's best friends! (STL305923) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241903 

SKIP BEAT 3IN1 TP VOL 16 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yoshiki Nakamura 

Ren Tsuruga loves Kyoko Mogami! Once Kyoko gets over the shock of the announcement, she's 

ecsta1c about the news! But in order to protect their privacy and their careers, they have to keep 

their rela1onship upgrade a secret. Good thing Kyoko has a long-awaited trip to Dayjowey Land and 

the filming of her new series to keep her occupied. Will some strange new acquaintances prove to be 

a liTle over the top as a distrac1on, though? (STL305936) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



5x7.5, 448pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR241904 

QUEENS QUALITY GN VOL 19 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kyousuke Motomi 

Kyutaro and friends capture Tsubasa of the Suzaku clan, but they're surprised at Tsubasa's 

confession-he wants to kill fellow Suzaku members Yanagi and K! An even greater mystery is K's 

connec1on to Fumi. Is Fumi prepared for the shocking truth about her past? (STL305932) Scheduled 

to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241905 

RAINBOW DAYS GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Minami Mizuno 

Mocchi from the basketball team has asked Anna out! AVerward, Natsuki finds himself helpless in 

stopping his friendship with Anna from becoming awkward... Meanwhile, MaTsun no1ces Mari's 

feelings are gradually changing, so he decides it's 1me for them to have a serious talk! (STL305933) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241906 

KINGS BEAST GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Rei Toma 

Rangetsu leV the palace because she saw no future for herself and Prince Tenyou. But now that the 

imperial princes are working together to improve the lives of Ajin in the kingdom, Rangetsu once 

again has hope. She even passes the difficult imperial military exam to become the first Ajin to be 

granted an officer's rank, earning her the right to return to the palace and Prince Tenyou's side. But 

not everyone is in favor of the changes. Will increasing tension with the neighboring countries make 

war inevitable? (STL305941) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241907 

SNOW WHITE WITH RED HAIR GN VOL 26 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Sorata Akiduki 



Shirayuki and company have at last received permission from Lord Eisetsu to spread the light-

bringing phostyrias plant. Back in Lilias, as the team prepares for the next phase of the plant 

propaga1on plan, Ryu makes a major decision of his own! And it seems that a job offer has been 

posted in the City of Academics-one seeking an herbalist with very par1cular qualifica1ons! 

(STL305937) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 152pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241908 

LETS DO IT ALREADY GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Aki Kusaka 

Yuri and Keiichiro have goTen to know each other on their daily commute to their respec1ve high 

schools. Yuri makes a passionate love confession to Keiichiro, and he feels the same! Yuri rushes in to 

kiss her new boyfriend, but…! (STL305921) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241909 

ROOSTER FIGHTER GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Shu Sakuratani 

To save Morio from the demon controlling him, Chicken liTle has found her courage and one inside 

Morio's head! She finds the creature that has aTached itself to Morio's brain, but the parasite may 

get the beTer of Chicken LiTle as well! Meanwhile, Keiji, Keisuke, and Elizabeth baTle the seemingly 

unstoppable devil and his minions. When even Keiji goes down, Keisuke must awaken the Righteous 

Egg within his heart to achieve victory. But will even this power be enough? (STL307247) Scheduled 

to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241910 

FIST OF THE NORTH STAR HC VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tetsuo Hara 

Kenshiro has crossed the only sea leV on earth and arrived in the land of the Asuras to rescue Rin. It 

is a blighted place, ruled by a brutal code whereby only those who survive hundreds of deadly baTles 

before the age of 15 are allowed to live. Although Kenshiro knows Jask is using Rin as bait to lure him 

and Falco into a trap, the two warriors won't be stopped. On his way to the Gate of the Asuras, 

Kenshiro learns about another rogue mar1al ar1st, a man whose Hokuto Ryuken style might just lead 

the land of the Asuras to salva1on-or damna1on! (STL307206) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-

1-2) 



HC, 6x9, 298pgs, B&W           SRP: $25.00 

 

APR241911 

INSOMNIACS AFTER SCHOOL GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Makoto Ojiro 

Nakami and Isaki are on their astronomy club's summer trip, but when Isaki's older sister (and their 

chaperone!) ditches them, they're leV all alone. Free from their daily obliga1ons and lost in the bliss 

of summer, they feel 1me seeming to slow down. AVer the trip takes a surprising turn, they reach 

their final des1na1on: the starry sky of the Mawaki ruins. (STL307220) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241912 

MAGILUMIERE MAGICAL GIRLS INC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sekka Iwata (A) Yu Aoki 

It's Kana's first big assignment as a Magilumiere magical girl, and she's excited to put all the 

knowledge she's gained from reading piles and piles of books to good use! She and senior 

Magilumiere magical girl Koshigaya are assigned to a tricky kaii outbreak, but thanks to all her 

research, Kana is quick to suggest an efficient solu1on. So why is President Shigemoto rejec1ng her 

idea for being against company principles?! (STL307227) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241913 

FOOL NIGHT GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kasumi Yasuda 

Kamiya is at the end of his rope. His mother is ill, and his job barely pays for her medica1on, much 

less food. With few op1ons leV, he considers the life-changing process of floromorphosis. Ready to 

give his body up for a payday, Kamiya is about to explore the limits of society's waning humanity. 

(STL307208) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR241914 

MY NAME IS SHINGO PERFECT ED HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kauzo Umezz 



Satoru has been mee1ng up with Marin at his father's factory to spend 1me with the curious robot 

Monroe. But their secret has been misinterpreted by the town gossip mill. As rumors start to spread 

about a budding romance between the two, Marin makes a decision that will forever impact her 

rela1onship with both Satoru and Monroe and change all of their lives in unexpected ways. 

(STL307235) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x9, 480pgs, FC           SRP: $35.00 

 

APR241915 

BLADE OF THE MOON PRINCESS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Tatsuya Endo 

AVer Kaguya has a chance mee1ng with Toyo, the younger sister of Kiruhito Matsunouchi, the pair 

travel to the capital in order to clear the name of Kaguya's mother. Meanwhile, Kiruhito learns the 

truth behind the devasta1ng incident 16 years ago and vows to kill his emperor. New alliances lead to 

big changes! (STL305905) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241916 

CALL OF THE NIGHT GN VOL 16 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Kotoyama 

While Ko does his best to repair his friendship with Mahiru, Mahiru comes to a momentous decision 

regarding his roman1c rela1onship with vampire Kiku. But first he opens his heart to Nazuna about 

his troubled family. And then Ko and Kyoko confront Kiku... (STL305907) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241917 

SLEEPY PRINCESS IN DEMON CASTLE GN VOL 24 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kagiji Kumanomata 

Another milestone for the Demon Castle is (uninten1onally) celebrated with surf, sand, and sun. 

Quilladillo discovers the hidden costs of fame, while Vampire discovers the incredible power of 

normalcy. A quest for a free pillow goes awry when a brief trip to the home of the Divini1es results in 

Princess Syalis and Poseidon coming face-to-face with Somnus-the god of sleep. Plus, river races, idol 

groups, Angel Teddies, part-1me jobs, and the Demon Castle residents like you've never seen them 

before! (STL307251) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 



APR241918 

AKANE BANASHI GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuki Suenaga (A) Takamasa Moue 

Akane begins training with rakugo master Urara in prepara1on for the upcoming Rokumeikai, an 

event where each par1cipant must perform a newly learned story. If she doesn't master a new story 

in the limited 1me leV un1l the event, she won't be allowed to perform! What sort of hint will help 

Akane depict a bewitching courtesan in the tale Urara suggests she tell? Then, Kaisei appears, 

bearing fascina1ng news for Akane… (STL305902) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241919 

SHOW-HA SHOTEN GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

By winning the preliminary round, Azemichi and Taiyo have officially qualified for the Wara-1 Koshien 

comedy compe11on! Rumor has it that everyone who's ever goTen advice from the eccentric 

Professor Hiyama has gone on to win Wara-1 Koshien-but the only way to get that advice is to win 

the Hiyama Cup! Can Azemichi and Taiyo beat both Broken Glass Slipper and Shiba Inu World Tour to 

win a mee1ng with the comedy legend? (STL307250) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241920 

MAO GN VOL 17 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Rumiko Takahashi 

As more is revealed, our friends grow ever closer to the secret of who really killed Mao's first love, 

Sana. Then, another lost relic from the Goko Clan's treasure house turns up-the terrible Box of 

Monstrosity. Mao and the gang pursue the box to free its vic1ms and save lives, but others want to 

get their hands on it for nefarious purposes… (STL305924) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241921 

YO-KAI WATCH GN VOL 23 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Noriyuki Konishi 

Whisper, Nate's trusty Yo-Kai advisor, suddenly disappears! The bond between them sparks an event 

that shakes the Yo-Kai World and brings all kinds of mischievous spirits out to play. Don't miss this 

final volume that 1es together Yo-Kai Watch stories from the manga, anime, movies, and video 

game! (STL305947) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 



 

APR241922 

KAIJU NO 8 GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Naoya Matsumoto 

With kaiju cataclysms transpiring across Japan, Hoshina heads into baTle equipped with Numbers 

Weapon 10 and soon discovers that wielding the first-ever sen1ent kaiju weapon won't be easy. 

Meanwhile, back in the Oizumi area where Kaza is, six supergiant-class kaiju emerge, worsening an 

already grave situa1on. But just as things get dire, some unexpected backup arrives! (STL305920) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 196pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241923 

ONE PIECE ACES STORY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sho Hinata & Various (A)  Boichi 

Taken prisoner by the Whitebeard Pirates, Ace con1nues to challenge the great Emperor of the Sea, 

knowing that he'll never be King of the Pirates if he can't best all his rivals. AVer exchanging blows 

1me and 1me again, the proximity to Whitebeard's fiery soul begins to have an effect on Ace...Will 

his life be forever changed? Experience Ace's backstory in never-before-published scenes of 

excitement and daring! Also, check out ar1st Boichi's bonus rendi1on of Nami and Kalifa's baTle 

from Enies Lobby! (STL305929) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 184pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241924 

MY HERO ACADEMIA GN VOL 38 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kouhei Horikoshi 

In the desperate baTle with All For One and his minions, the U.A. students are pushing themselves to 

their absolute limits. Everywhere, the villains have the upper hand. As the floa1ng U.A. island falls 

out of the sky, Ochaco and Asui fight Himiko Toga, and Midoriya squares off with Tomura. All For 

One's new form appears all but unstoppable, and if he reaches Tomura, all is lost. But one hero 

stands in his way… (STL305926) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241925 

MASHLE MAGIC & MUSCLES GN VOL 16 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hajime Komoto 



Mash shows off the hard-won results of his strenuous training against his greatest and final obstacle 

before confron1ng Innocent Zero-Doom! Now that he knows the extent of his body's capabili1es and 

how to control them, Mash's strength has grown to an unimaginable level! But Doom, having found a 

worthy opponent, responds by unleashing his own true power! Meanwhile, the eclipse is almost 

here, and Innocent Zero's power is near its zenith. Who will come out on top in the baTle between 

ul1mate powers?! (STL305925) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241926 

GOKURAKUGAI GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yuto Sano 

While inves1ga1ng the case of the serial hanging murders around the temple where he and Tao 

previously fought a horde of maga, Alma runs into a mysterious young man. He's so 1mid and quiet 

that Alma graciously surrenders one of his beloved snacks to the stranger, but there's a reason Tao 

says to be careful with the quiet ones... (STL307212) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241927 

SAKAMOTO DAYS GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yuto Suzuki 

It's an assassin showdown! Shishiba and Osaragi take on Yotsumura and his geisha on the streets of 

Kyoto. What happened between Shishiba and Yotsumura in the past to sour their mentor-disciple 

rela1onship? Meanwhile, chaos engulfs the JCC as the baTle between Sakamoto and Kanaguri comes 

to a head! (STL305934) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR241928 

MISSION YOZAKURA FAMILY GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hitsuji Gondaira 

Tsubomi Yozakura comes to Taiyo in his dreams, asking him to kill her! She tells him that in order to 

do so, he'll need two things. Following her instruc1ons, Taiyo decides to take on the silver-rank spy 

advancement exam. Unfortunately for him, the test proctors are all Yozakura siblings...! (STL307230) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7.5, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

YEN PRESS 



 

APR241929 

MY OH MY ATAMI KUN GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Asa Tanuma 

High schooler Atami is living the dream. He's got incredibly good looks, and girls can't help asking 

him out nearly every day. There's just one problem, though—he's into guys, not girls! Even his 

gorgeous face haunts him, since it's all anyone seems to be interested in. Won't anyone see him for 

who he really is? (STL317931) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 196pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241930 

KIND OF A WOLF GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Machi Suehiro 

Shiroki just wants a liTle bit of peace and quiet-1me to chill with his cat and relax in between all his 

university classes. However, his next door neighbor, Hayato, seems unable to do anything without 

making a racket. Which is the last thing Shiroki wants to deal with on any given day. And so life goes 

on, un1l his cat decides to climb onto Hayato’s balcony, leading Shiroki to an unexpectedly furry 

discovery... (STL317924) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241931 

THIS WOLF IS NOT SCARY GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Riko Sakura 

In a world where half-humans who evolved dis1nctly from animals reside, a tough and hard-headed 

wolf named Shirou is oVen misunderstood due to his gaudy appearance. Shirou is in love with Usami, 

a rabbit with eye-catching brown skin. Though Shirou being a carnivore has Usami on edge, aVer the 

wolf saves him from a pervert, Usami shows a vulnerable side to Shirou that no one else can see. But 

then, Shirou starts to want to mate with Usami! (STL317960) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241932 

GOGOGOGO GO GHOST GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Miyako Hiruzuka 

AVer an illicit affair at work falls through, office worker Ushiro Akechi is wallowing in quiet 

despera1on and stumbling towards ending it all. What she really needs is an older sister to talk her 

back from the edge… Luckily, she about to meet one—from the other side! Self-proclaimed Guardian 

Spiritual Older Sister Masako is ready and wai1ng to take Ushiro under her ghostly wing! Can they 

together turn a brush with the end into the start of a gloriously funny new partnership!? (STL317914) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241933 

ARIA OF BEECH FOREST GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yugiri Aika 

The witch Aria is a liTle shy. She’s good at cooking and kni]ng. And she’s a real whiz at growing 

herbs. As for what she’s bad at? Why, that’s magic! One fateful day, the sheltered girl encounters a 

talking wolf, who becomes her very first friend. Watch witch and wolf snuggle up in this comfy story 

with a touch of mystery set in the forests of Ireland! (STL317899) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241934 

MINATOS LAUNDROMAT GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuzu Tsubaki (A) Sawa Kanzume 

Akira is unsure of his feelings for Shin aVer receiving such passionate advances from the boy. But 

aVer watching Shin’s performance at the sports fes1val, he understands the deep affec1on he has for 

Shin is not roman1c love. That's when Akira runs into his high school teacher and former crush, 

Sakuma...! (STL317927) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241935 

KISS THE SCARS OF THE GIRLS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Aya Haruhana 

“I wish you would look only at me…” The story of the vampire girls comes to an end!! Saying goodbye 

to their friends and the vampire hunters, Emille and Eve are now sisters. But Emille grows worried 

over the fact that they haven't completed the “blood vow” and exchanged blood with each other 

yet. And as she listens to Eve’s dream for their future, she begins to grow more and more 

concerned... (STL317925) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 



 

APR241936 

FIFTEEN MINUTES BEFORE WE REALLY DATE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Perico 

Now that their last winter vaca1on as high school students has ended, Natsuha goes to Tokyo for her 

college entrance exams, and Yuuki begins to consider the future of their rela1onship. But Natsuha 

seems to be…reluctant to do so? With the distance between them, the two are deep in their own 

thoughts… (STL317895) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 178pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241937 

VAMPIRE & HIS PLEASANT COMPANIONS GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Narise Konohara (A) Marimo Ragawa 

TV producer Sakairi has offered Al a chance to star in a TV drama again, and the shoo1ng takes place 

in his hometown in America. Al asks Akira about going back to the States to take the gig, but… 

(STL317959) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 248pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241938 

EXCELLENT PROPERTY REJECTS FOR RESIDENTS GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Suu Minazuki 

Yuugo Chayama is an unemployed high-school dropout ren1ng a dirt-cheap apartment in a building 

nicknamed the "Loser Lodge." Everything is communal in this rickety seventy-year-old abode, from 

the bathrooms to the kitchen, but at least the rent is a mere five thousand yen! But then, one day, an 

angel named Hamuel descends with the heavens, having been given the hopeless mission of turning 

Yuugo's life around…! From the author of Heaven's Lost Property and Plunderer comes an all-new 

cohabita1on comedy with a no-good cast! (STL317911) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $30.00 

 

APR241939 

MISS SAVAGE FANG GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kakkaku Akashi (A)  Umashi 

Envil, known by the 1tle “Savage Fang”, was a renowned mercenary who should have died figh1ng in 

the civil war. Instead, he awoke back in 1me—inside the body of the very tyrant who started the war 

in the first place! Mylene Eltania was the world's most beau1ful, most ruthless empress. With 

beau1ful hair signaling her divine giV, and beauty beyond compare, she was a force to be reckoned 



with. Now, this mercenary has a second chance to fight back before it’s too late. Mylene’s beauty on 

the surface, but a savage beast rages below! (STL317928) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241940 

I WANT A GAL GAMER TO PRAISE ME GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Geshumaro 

Having leveled up from coach and student to gaming buddies in the same school club, Raito and Rion 

are having a blast! But as Raito emerges from his shell, Rion can’t help but get this totally weird 

sensa1on when he hangs with her other gal pals… Just what could this feeling be?! (STL317916) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241941 

SWORD ART ONLINE PROGRESSIVE CANON GOLDEN RULE GN VOL 02 (C: 

(W)  Mugetsu (A)  Abec 

Asuna and Kirito narrowly thwarted Morte and his PK gang’s assassina1on aTempt! To solve the 

mystery of the dangerous poison pick he used in the aTack, they head for the dark elf stronghold 

standing tall amidst the wasteland, Castle Galey. And aVer reuni1ng with their comrade Kizmel, she 

tells them all about Elven folklore—revealing an unexpected connec1on between the PK gang and 

the Fallen Elves... (STL317944) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 210pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241942 

TRINITY SEVEN REVISION GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Youichi Nishio (A) Kenji Saito 

High school student Mitsunari Miyazawa had aspira1ons of becoming a screenwriter, but aVer being 

eviscerated by a demon, he’s living a new life as a demon hunter! Unfortunately, he’s off to a less-

than-auspicious start, as a vicious demon clan is already gunning for him... (STL317963) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241943 

MY POISON PRINCESS IS STILL CUTE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Chihiro Sakutake 

AVer relentlessly training under Loren’s mentor to become the cutest couple ever, it’s 1me for Loren 

to face the last boss—Poison Princess Raffy’s father, the Demon King! But when a visit with him 

causes an enormous marital spat, a riV opens up between them...Will these lovebirds learn the art of 

compromise and build a rela1onship that will last through the ages?!  Witness the fantabulous finale 

of these star-crossed lovers' life as newlyweds! (STL317932) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241944 

WHEN I BECAME COMMONER BROKE OFF ENGAGEMENT GN VOL 03 (C: 0- 

(W) Kaoru Takanashi (A) Kenzi Oiwa, Kaya Kuramoto 

Forcibly returned to the family from which she was taken as an infant, Anna’s world is turned upside 

down in a whirl of unfamiliar experiences and unfamiliar faces. She may have lost her status, brother, 

and fiancé, but Anna’s determined to show that her year of prepara1on wasn’t for nothing as her 

new life as a commoner begins…! (STL317964) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241945 

SAINT NOPE MONSTER TAMER PASSING THROUGH GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2 

(W)  Inumajin (A)  Iidatoy,  Falmaro 

Kanata and her hero, Molmo the Beast Tamer, have finally arrived at the goblins’ nest, where they 

discover that the goblins’ leader is the reason they’re aTacking the townsfolk. Now it's Kanata’s team 

against the strange-seeming ogre! Moreover, the smell of fluff is waVing from the Holy City! 

(STL317939) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241946 

REFORMATION OF WORLD BY REALIST DEMON KING GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1 

(W) Ryosuke Hata (A) Manatsu Suzuki 

On a quest to secure skilled craVsmen to expand his castle town, Astaroth teams up with a group of 

dwarves beset by a powerful necromancer. AVer coming up with a plan to retake the village, 

Astaroth marches upon his foe, but will he be able to emerge victorious and save the dwarves? 

(STL317956) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241947 



TOUGE ONI PRIMAL GODS ANCIENT TIMES GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kenji Tsurubuchi 

On the journey to see Hitokoto-Nushi again, Ozuno narrates the tragedy that occurred at a shrine on 

the summit of Mount Katsuragi. Why did the beau1ful and benevolent Hitokoto-Nushi go into 

seclusion? What caused Mount Katsuragi to change? The origin of Ozuno and the party’s journey is 

finally revealed! (STL317962) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241948 

YANA TOBOSO ARTWORKS BLACK BUTLER HC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yana Toboso 

The color black is absolutely luscious, and nowhere is more apparent than in the ever-expanding 

world of Black Butler! This fourth illustra1on collec1on from New York Times bestselling author Yana 

Toboso includes marvelous art from the manga’s Blue Cult and Blue Memory arcs and the anime’s 

Book of Murder and Book of the Atlan1c arcs, as well as promo1onal art for the various Black Butler 

musicals and the Black Label product line. Presented as a deluxe beribboned hardcover tome as 

scrump1ous as any sweet treat! (STL317966) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

art book, HC, 8x11, 132pgs, FC           SRP: $45.00 

 

APR241949 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AKIRA TAKASUKIS CONJECTURE GN VOL 04 (C: 

(W) Mikage Sawamura (A) Toji Aio 

The truth behind Mana, the “Miracle Girl of Okutama,” comes to light! Soon aVer, the crew is called 

to inves1gate the case of “The House that Enshrined a Demon.” There, they find not relics of an Oni, 

but rather a human skull with a gaping hole! All this and more, as Professor Takatsuki and Naoya’s 

hunt for the supernatural con1nues! (STL317902) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241950 

RETURNERS MAGIC SHOULD BE SPECIAL GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Usonan (A)  Wookjakga 

BefiTed with the new 1tles of Single Rankers, as well as Desir himself appointed as Technical Advisor 

to the Tower of Magic, Desir’s party realizes that the challenges they will face from here on out will 

only become greater. Desir takes Roman1ca under his wing to train her into a third circle mage while 

Pram finds tutelage under a sword mage. However, during their training, they find an unexpected 

new ally… (STL317897) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR241951 

IM QUITTING HEROING GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Quantum (A) Nori Kazato, Hana Amano 

Former hero Leo and his friends in the Demon Queen’s army head back to the demon realm, only to 

find a terribly polluted environment. At this rate, the demon realm is sure to be destroyed in a 

year…so it’s 1me for Leo to roll up his sleeves and get to work on saving the land! Meanwhile, the 

Demon Queen Echidna has a problem of her own to take care of…?! (STL317918) Scheduled to ship 

in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241952 

GAME OF FAMILIA FAMILY GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mikoto Yamaguchi (A)  D. P 

A climax in the Daba Kingdom—the clash of the powerful and the mad! As part of his scheme to save 

his sister who was kidnapped by Daba royal family, Sasae manipulates a baTle for the throne from 

behind the scenes. The tangled plots of all the wicked men in the barbarian na1on 1ghten into a 

knot as the showdown between Sasae and the Mad King of Daba begins! (STL317913) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241953 

DEMON SWORD MASTER OF EXCALIBUR ACADEMY GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yu Shimizu (A) Asuka Keigen, Asagi Tohsaka 

AVer comple1ng the mission at the abandoned city, it’s 1me for the eighteenth platoon to take part 

in the Holy Light Fes1val, jointly held alongside the Sixth Assault Garden. Their event of choice? A 

haunted café! It’s not all fun and games, however, as Nefakess’s dark influence begins to creep upon 

Riselia… (STL317948) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241954 

TO SAVE WORLD WAKE MORNING AFTER DEMI HUMAN GN VOL 07 (MR) ( 

(W) Rekomaru Otoi 



Having been labeled as enemies of God on a global broadcast, Tabata and the Ephiphany Maidens 

flee the human world and take shelter at Lina’s home on Angel Island. But what awaits them is…a 

laid-back everyday life?! (Turns out people are preTy open-minded!) And with his new free 1me, 

Tabata has plenty of opportunity to engage in all sorts of morning-aVer ac1vi1es…! (STL317961) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 184pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241955 

REIGN OF THE SEVEN SPELLBLADES GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Bokuto Uno (A) Sakae Esuno, Ruria Miyuki 

Ophelia Salvadori has been consumed by the spell, and Pete has fallen into her clutches. Unwilling to 

give up hope, Oliver and the others prepare to descend into the depths of the chimera-filled 

labyrinth. Their mission—to save their friend…! (STL317938) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241956 

IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY SMARTPHONE GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Patora Fuyuhara (A)  Soto, Eiji Usatsuka 

With Sue entering the mix, Touya’s ever-expanding cadre of brides shows no signs of stopping! But 

he’s not the only one with marriage on his mind, as the much-maligned prince of the Lihnea Kingdom 

has begun to set his sights on a bride himself... Meanwhile, as the search for more Babylon facili1es 

bears fruit, what hidden secrets does Touya’s latest find have in store for him? (STL317919) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241957 

PRINCESS CONVENIENT PLOT DEVICES GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Mamecyoro (A) Kazusa Yoneda, Mitsuya Fuji 

Princess Octavia finds the maruaders and the kidnapped Sil in the true Sky Chamber—but as she and 

her allies aTempt to carry out their rescue, they are aTacked by Sil himself! But Octavia no1ces that 

Sil isn’t ac1ng like himself...Will she be able to snap her brother’s lover out of whatever afflic1on he’s 

under before Klifford is forced to cut him down? (STL317955) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 



APR241958 

HONEY LEMON SODA GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Murata 

Uka’s father mistakenly believes she is being bullied and tells her to transfer schools. With her father 

and her friends being equally important to her, Uka is determined to not give up on either, but... 

(STL317915) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241959 

NO LONGER HEROINE GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Momoko Koda 

Hiromitsu unexpectedly gives Hatori handmade gloves for Christmas! Hatori realizes what a mess 

she’s made of their day together, but now she’s even more resolved—Hiromitsu is the one she wants. 

Luckily, Moe suggests they all go snowboarding over winter break, giving Hatori the perfect chance 

to push Nakajima and Rita together. AVer all, it’s totally fine with her if they date, and that way Rita’s 

out of the picture—but can Hatori handle a trip alongside her boyfriend and her old, long1me 

crush...? (STL317933) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241960 

WHY RAELIANA ENDED AT DUKES MANSION GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Milcha (A)  Whale 

Raeliana is off to save Noah from the terrorists’ trap, gun in hand and Adam in tow! But while 

hurrying down the dark and dangerous waterway, the ominous echoes of explosions reverberate 

from the direc1on her fiancé went in...and Raeliana is horribly unprepared for the scene that awaits 

her. When tragedy strikes, she is forced to come to terms with her feelings—and reveal her big 

secret! (STL317965) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR241961 

SHY GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Bukimi Miki 

To reclaim Tokyo from the influence of Amarariruku, Shy's team delves deeper into the black sphere. 

Shy, Ai, and the other heroes approach the tower where Utsuro awaits...but this 1me it’s Inori who 

prevents them from going further! Can they overcome this foe and ascend to confront Utsuro?! The 

baTle for Tokyo approaches its climax!! (STL317942) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241962 

BANISHED FROM HERO PARTY QUIET COUNTRYSIDE GN VOL 08 (MR) (C 

(W)  Zappon (A) Masahiro Ikeno,  Yasumo 

Winter has come to Zoltan, bringing a chilly wave to the normally temperate fron1er region. Rit’s 

o~anded comment—“If only we had a medicine that could draw in customers on such a cold 

day.”—sets Red about developing a new product, making use of the knowledge he gained from 

previous adventures. Meanwhile, the Hero Ru1 and her ally Tisse have stolen their party’s airship 

and taken flight! But where could they be headed...? (STL317903) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241963 

CHAINED SOLDIER GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Takahiro (A) Yohei Takemura 

Having been lent to Supreme Commander Yamashiro, Yuuki goes berserk in an overwhelmingly 

powerful new form—one too strong for his body to handle. Meanwhile, the Azuma Family is 

preparing to decide their next leader. Desperate to prove herself to both her mother and her 

rela1ves, Himari resolves to par1cipate, plunging her and Yuuki into a vicious free-for-all baTle with 

their pride on the line! (STL317908) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241964 

ABANDONED EMPRESS GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Yuna (A)  INA 

The dreadful moment Tia’s been wai1ng for has finally come—Jieun has arrived! However, she soon 

realizes there’s something different about Jieun as poli1cs pit the two crown princess candidates 

against each other in various tests of competence. In order to protect herself and the people dear to 

her, Tia has chosen to become the head of house Monique...but as the noblist fac1on makes their 

move with an openly hos1le Jieun as their new pawn, Tia learns once again that within the palace, 

there is no room for mercy. (STL317945) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 



APR241965 

IVE BEEN KILLING SLIMES 300 YEARS MAXED OUT GN VOL 13 (C: 0- 

(W) Kisetsu Morita (A)  Benio, Yuusuke Shiba 

Although she keeps trying to s1ck to her moTo of taking it easy every single day, having a new 

freeloader appear out of thin air makes it tough. Add hair-growing magic to the mix and you get a 

recipe for crazy...When will her live ever slow down?! (STL317922) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241966 

DELICIOUS IN DUNGEON GN VOL 14 

(W) Ryoko Kui 

To eat is to live. With the demon poised to sate his appe1te on all the peoples of the surface, Laios is 

the only one who can stop the beast. What will become of the world, the dungeon, and of Falin? 

Find out in this final volume! (STL317910) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241967 

BUNGO STRAY DOGS WAN GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kaza Asagiri, Sango Harukawa (A) Neco Kanai 

Atsushi and Akutagawa buT-heads! Dazai and Chuuya also buT-heads! The Bungou Stray Dogs cast 

have their mature moments…and some childish ones too! (STL317907) Scheduled to ship in July 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 128pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241968 

EMINENCE IN SHADOW GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Daisuke Aizawa (A) Anri Sakano,  Touzai 

To save Mitsugoshi from being crushed in a power struggle, Cid abandons the name of Shadow and 

takes up the mantle of Super Elite Agent John Smith. Weaving a web of betrayal from the threads of 

chaos laid throughout the market, he finally succeed in entangling the mastermind, but will things 

ever be the same between him and the Shadow Garden…?! (STL317950) Scheduled to ship in July 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 144pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 



APR241969 

KONOSUBA GOD BLESSING WONDERFUL WORLD GN VOL 17 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Natsume Akatsuki (A) Masahito Watari 

Even aVer confron1ng the lady from the bath—or rather, the evil god Wolbach—Megumin s1ll feels 

like something isn’t quite right. It seems like Megumin has crossed paths with Wolbach before, and 

when Kazuma tries to ask about it, he realizes he’s made a grave mistake... (STL317926) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241970 

SAGA OF TANYA EVIL GN VOL 23 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Carlo Zen (A) Shinobu Shinotsuki, Chika Tojo 

To give oneself over to the desire for victory, as all must do in war, is a sickness unto death. General 

Romel’s heroic exploits resulted in the replenishment of the Imperial Southern Con1nent 

Expedi1onary Army Corps. But the Empire, intoxicated by its wins in the South, has turned its eyes 

away from the growing ambi1on of the Reds in the east, and cannot feel the hateful stares of the 

world upon it. (STL317957) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

JNC J-NOVEL CLUB 

 

APR241971 

INSTANT DEATH ABILITY IS SO OVERPOWERED GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tsuyoshi Fujitaka (A) Chisato Naruse, Hanamaru Nanto 

Yogiri and Tomochika con1nue on their way through the Tower of the Trial in hopes of escaping 

before it comes to light that Yogiri has not only killed the Dark God, but has also started to do 

significant damage to the tower itself. The other par1cipants are not so understanding, however, and 

seem determined to stop the two high schoolers at every turn. At the same 1me, the Sage Aoi 

follows Yogiri and Tomochika’s tracks to the tower just in 1me to witness the arrival of an infamous 

Aggressor known as the Hedgehog. As ever more supernatural beings converge on the 

swordmaster’s trial, it becomes clear that ge]ng to the capital will be even more of a chore than 

Yogiri and Tomochika had imagined. (STL317930) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 226pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241972 

ASCENDANCE OF A BOOKWORM LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W) Miya Kazuki (A) You Shiina 

A frigid winter melts away to reveal spring celebra1ons Rozemyne is given a harsh choice to make 

upon her return to Ehrenfest. The Leisegangs are now the dominant power aVer the winter purge, 

and their plans are sowing the seeds of distrust within the archducal family. Even so, Rozemyne 

forges ahead, and her unique way of life gradually inspires change around her. As spring approaches, 

so does the celebratory feast. The prepara1ons include a long-overdue mee1ng with lower-city 

merchants, divine protec1ons rituals, furthering the educa1on of the next High Bishop, and a 

magnificent tale told at the closed country gate. Can the archducal family break tradi1on and heal 

the divide between fac1ons? Watch Ehrenfest’s ambi1ous younger genera1on unite in this volume of 

this biblio-fantasy! Also includes two short stories and four-panel manga by You Shiina. (STL317900) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

light novel, SC, 376pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR241973 

OTHERSIDE PICNIC LIGHT NOVEL OMNIBUS VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) lori Miyazawa (A)  shirakaba 

Contains the Complete Volumes 7-8 Satsuki Uruma—a young woman of considerable importance to 

Toriko who disappeared while studying the Otherside. She has menaced Toriko and Sorawo many 

1mes as an appari1on, but now, she makes her boldest move yet towards the laTer. In an act of 

despera1on, Sorawo resolves to use everything she knows about the occult to finally “exorcize” her. 

Enlis1ng the help of not just Toriko, but Kozakura, DS Research, and even former cult leader and high 

schooler Runa Urumi, Sorawo leads the charge on a funeral opera1on. But once that’s behind them, 

there’s something else Sorawo must face; a genuine confession of love from Toriko, with only one 

week to respond. Through a series of conversa1ons with herself and those around her, Sorawo 

begins to reinterpret their rela1onship... Sorawo and Toriko’s bizarre tale of explora1on and survival 

is coming to a climax! (STL317934) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 386pgs, B&W           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR241974 

FULL METAL PANIC SHORT STORIES COLL ED HC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shouji Gatou (A)  Shikidouji 

Contains the Complete Volumes 4-6! Vol. 4: With his loyal(ish) assistant Chidori Kaname by his side, 

Sagara Sousuke is ready for his new career as a private inves1gator for Jindai High. Whether it’s the 

murder of endangered snails or a local scam opera1on, Detec1ve Sousuke is on the case! Vol. 5: 

Problem-solver Sagara Sousuke is at it again, from nego1a1ng peace between warring playground 

fac1ons to dueling for control of a dojo! Oh, and don’t forget leading a yakuza turf war in a mascot 

suit! Vol. 6: Leaving the mercenary life behind sounds nice—un1l you realize high school is a 

baTlefield of its own! Naviga1ng romance, subbing in for a movie actor, draVing a prospec1ve 

student pamphlet... It’s all just as intense for Sagara Sousuke! (STL317912) Scheduled to ship in July 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



HC, 460pgs, B&W           SRP: $32.99 

 

YEN ON 

 

APR241975 

TRAILS OF CHIYODAKU LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Fukurou Kogyoku (A)  Jonsun 

Akuto, a normal game-loving highschooler, and his older sister Tsukasa are summoned one day to a 

strange otherworld called Chiyodaku. There, a laidback princess tasks them with becoming judges for 

her kingdom and assigns them a difficult first case—a murder trial with a hero as the accused! Akuto 

must help his sister, who knows nothing about fantasy worlds and their logic, navigate eccentric 

courtroom characters as the siblings pursue the truth, no maTer where it leads. (STL317958) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241976 

CLASSROOM FOR HEROES NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shin Araki (A) Haruyuki Morisawa 

Re1red Hero Blade is enjoying school life to the fullest. Now that he's made one hundred friends, he 

plans to relax and take in the "normal" life. But that may not be possible, what with the Overlord's 

daughter declaring Blade her rival, a baTle royale breaking out in class, and a monster bird aTacking 

the capital. Plus, Earnest aTempts a fiery diet, and it turns out Blade never learned to swim. Each 

school day brings a new adventure, and a new chance for Blade to make even more friends! 

(STL317909) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241977 

BRIDE OF BARRIER MASTER LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kureha 

Hana’s had her hands full. She’s keeping her husband’s advances at bay, sent a terrorist organiza1on 

packing, saved the school from destruc1on, and rescued her twin sister from the clutches of their 

terrible parents! At this point, flying under the radar is simply impossible. News about her has spread 

far and wide, finally reaching the ears of an Obsidian rank prac11oner named Yukizasa Sankourou. 

He’s an old friend of Saku’s and is vehemently opposed to his buddy’s marriage to Hana. He won’t 

stop at just voicing his opinions either, he’s willing to meddle and he’s not above teaming up with the 

Ichise parents in their con1nued efforts to get Hana out of the picture. (STL317905) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241978 

EMINENCE IN SHADOW LIGHT NOVEL HC VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Daisuke Aizawa (A)  Touzai 

All is well at the Midgar Academy for Dark Knights, but then something wicked suddenly draws near: 

The students are vanishing one by one—even Cid’s older sister Claire! Zeta of the Seven Shadows 

sets off to inves1gate while Cid and Alexia embark for Claire’s room where they find...ancient scripts, 

a cool magic circle, and spells that seem like they have great meaning and yet absolutely no meaning 

whatsoever?! (STL317951) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

HC, 6x9, 272pgs, B&W           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR241979 

SASAKI & PEEPS LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Buncololi (A)  Kantoku 

The alien behind the recent UFO sigh1ngs, whom Sasaki has nicknamed Type Twelve, insists that the 

others act as her family to teach her the value of human culture. Futarishizuka and Sasaki, however, 

just want her to go home. It may look like they're only playing house, but the fight for humanity's 

future rages on. At the same 1me, a suspicious website announces that the proxy war's next game 

will be held on an isolated island. Don't be fooled—things may sound like a slice-of-life, but this 

middle-aged man and his pet java sparrow can't take it easy yet! (STL317940) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241980 

CONTRACT BETWEEN SPECTER & SERVANT NOVEL SC VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Michiru Fushino 

Masamichi almost died in a hit-and-run, but was rescued by a mysterious, handsome man named 

Shino. Shino offered to save him on the condi1on that Masamichi becomes his “food” and it turns 

out he is actually a powerful specter. Now bound by this strange contract, Masamichi moves in with 

him. Disguised as a human, Shino runs an an1que shop. Spirits reside in the store’s wares, and it’s 

said that they bring good luck to customers they’re compa1ble with. Though Shino is unsociable, he 

is a great cook so Masamichi starts to feel comfortable with this new living situa1on. Then, a female 

writer visits wan1ng to use the store as material for her project... (STL317947) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 232pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 



APR241981 

AGENT OF THE FOUR SEASONS NOVEL SC VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kana Akatsuki (A)  Suoh 

AVer the long-awaited return of the Agent of Spring, Hinagiku Kayo, and New Year’s surprise aTack 

on Summer and Autumn, the Four Seasons have formed an unprecedented united front. While they 

successfully overcame many challenges and hardships, a new challenge has arisen. The Hazakura 

sisters have become the first dual Agents in history. Is this a good or bad omen? Summer has arrived, 

and the Agents’ story begins once more. (STL317898) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 368pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241982 

ASSOCIATE PROF AKIRA TAKATSUKIS CONJECTURE NOVEL SC VOL 04 ( 

(W) Mikage Sawamura (A) Toji Aio 

It’s spring, and Naoki is now a second-year college student. As usual, he’s working as Professor 

Takatsuki’s assistant. One day, Takatsuki receives a request from a woman working in an architectural 

firm. What’s the truth behind the creepy things happening in the office related to the number four? 

In June, a weekly magazine publishes an ar1cle about the appearance of a mermaid, causing quite 

the s1r. The fervor about mermaids heats up even in Takatsuki’s lecture. On such a day, a dapper 

Bri1sh gentleman wanders onto campus—and he’s Takatsuki’s uncle?! Unexpectedly, the man tells 

Naoki about Takatski’s sorrowful past. Then on a day off, they go inves1gate the area where the 

mermaid appeared. There, they meet a boy who tells them that his mother turned into a mermaid. 

(STL317901) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241983 

ISHURA LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Keiso (A)  Kureta 

The city quivers in the wake of the destruc1on wrought by Alus. Taking advantage of the chaos in a 

bid to reclaim power, Iriolde—the ringleader once exiled by the 29—begins to move. With plots and 

schemes tangling together, the Sixways Eshibi1on is thrown into the second great baTle. Lucnoca 

smiles in an1cipa1on of another worthy opponent. Then, the “certain death” that the Psianop kept 

concealed is revealed to be—!? (STL317920) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 180pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241984 

MAGICAL REVOLUTION REINCARNATED PRINCESS GENIUS NOVEL SC VOL 

(W) Piero Karasu (A) Yuri Kisaragi 



As Anis and Euphie con1nue their magical revolu1on, they must further advance magicology—and to 

that end, Anis plans to build a new city!? Euphie is there to support her all the way! (STL317954) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.00 

 

APR241985 

BUNGO STRAY DOGS SIDE STORY AYATSUJI VS NYOGOKU NOVEL SC (C: 

(W) Kaza Asagiri, Sango Harukawa 

A brilliant inves1gator known as the “man-slaughtering detec1ve,” Yukito Ayatsuji has an ability so 

deadly that he’s assigned a minder, rookie Special Division agent Mizuki Tsujimura, to monitor him. 

And when Ayatsuji is tasked with solving a murder case, who should be pulling the strings behind the 

scenes but his archnemesis...Natsuhiko Kyougoku?! (STL317906) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241986 

DETECTIVE IS ALREADY DEAD NOVEL SC VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  nigozyu (A)  Umibouzu 

Kimihiko Kimizuka was once the assistant to two ace detec1ves, and aVer achieving a miracle, the 

sequel was ordinary life. The Ritual of Sacred Return was supposed to be the moment world peace 

was achieved—but instead, it was discovered that this was a product of false memories. As the 

search for the truth begins, it seems the memories of another Tuner, Rill, may hold the key... 

(STL317949) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241987 

GENIUS PRINCE RAISING NATION DEBT TREASON NOVEL SC VOL 12 (C 

(W) Toru Toba (A)  Falmaro 

The trouble in the Empire has finally subsided, but that doesn’t mean Wein can rest easy. Rela1ons 

between the East and West are more strained than ever, and there’s new trouble at home. A 

movement for independence is brewing in Natra, and Ninym’s been caught in the center of it. Things 

are looking grim—and that’s when Falanya reveals something that could change the kingdom 

forever! (STL317953) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 232pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241988 



LAST CRUSADE RISE NEW WORLD LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kei Sazane (A) Ao Nekonabe 

In the aVermath of Elletear’s aTack, nothing is certain about the war between the Empire and the 

Sovereignty. Kissing surrenders to Iska to avenge her uncle, and the two join up with Alice and the 

others to travel to a forbidden land in search of answers. There, they learn the truth of the astral 

swords, the calamity at the center of the planet, and the terrible future that awaits… (STL317935) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241989 

KID FROM DUNGEON BOONIES MOVED STARTER TOWN NOVEL SC VOL 15  

(W) Toshio Satou (A) Nao Watanuki 

With Eve now in possession of a perfect Demon Lord's body, Lloyd takes off aVer her and toward the 

final baTle. Once called the weakest boy in the village, he is now a hero, carrying his friends' hopes 

on his capable shoulders. Meanwhile, Eve follows her desires to the depths of the Last Dungeon, one 

move away from achieving her wish. Even the villagers of Kunlun couldn't stop Eve's powerful trump 

card. There's only one person who can beat her—Lloyd, of course! (STL317943) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241990 

EXECUTIONER & HER WAY OF LIFE NOVEL SC VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mato Sato (A)  Nilitsu 

Menou and her group press deeper into the City of Ruins to reach the Astrologer who controls the 

Starhusk, the key to defea1ng Hakua. Instead, they find a Lost One who should’ve died a thousand 

years ago. During the confusion, Genom aTacks. Will Menou be able to overcome a foe even Master 

Flare couldn’t put down? (STL317952) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 248pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241991 

BOFURI DONT WANT TO GET HURT MAX OUT DEFENSE NOVEL SC VOL 13 

(W)  Yuumikan (A)  Koin 

The ninth stratum is a large-scale PvP event where players are divided into two opposing kingdoms! 

All the guilds are scheming about alliances and enemies, but naturally, everyone is interested in who 

Maple Tree will ally with. As Maple exchanges informa1on with her rivals and receives invita1ons 

from compe1ng guilds like the Order of the Holy Sword, she has a lot to consider… And yet, under 

such circumstances, she gets a special quest! To complete it, she’ll have to use almost all her skills 



and drain her MP. How will she overcome the biggest crisis she’s faced so far!? (STL317904) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241992 

IVE BEEN KILLING SLIMES 300 YEARS NOVEL SC VOL 15 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kisetsu Morita (A)  Benio 

I've been killing slimes for 300 years, and my family has finally decided on my birthday! We didn’t 

have a date un1l now (mainly because I forgot it…), but my daughters are going to celebrate it with 

me this year, and I'm really, really excited! Later, I meet the goddess of fate (I can't be surprised 

anymore!), I help out a phantom thief (and my family grows), and I visit a strange land where there 

are no slimes! I'll share another short story from a drama CD at the end, so don't miss it! (STL317923) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241993 

RE ZERO SLIAW LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 25 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tappei Nagatsuki (A) Shinichirou Otsuka 

Subaru Natsuki is determined to make it through the Pleiades Tower without losing anyone, and he's 

willing to die however many 1mes it takes. It’s going to take more than just guts to get everyone out 

and Subaru’s s1ll only one man. Luckily, his friends won’t let him brave the challenges of the tower 

alone. And then it appears—his own book of the dead, a record of pasts that never came to be... 

(STL317937) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

YEN PRESS 

 

APR241994 

OSHI NO KO GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Aka Akasaka (A) Mengo Yokoyari 

Gorou is a gynecologist and idol fan who’s in shock aVer his favorite star, Ai, 

announces an impromptu hiatus. LiTle does Gorou realize that he’s about to forge a 

bond with her that defies all common sense! Lies are an idol’s greatest weapon in this 

outrageous manga from Aka Akasaka (Kaguya-sama: Love is War) and Mengo Yokoyari 



(Scum’s Wish). (STL248482) Available Now! (OCT222137) (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241995 

TOILET BOUND HANAKO KUN GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Aidalro 

"Hanako-san, Hanako-san...are you there?" At Kamome Academy, rumors abound about the school's 

Seven Mysteries, one of which is Hanako-san. Said to occupy the third stall of the third floor girls' 

bathroom in the old school building, Hanako-san grants any wish when summoned. Nene Yashiro, an 

occult-loving high school girl who dreams of romance, ventures into this haunted bathroom...but the 

Hanako-san she meets there is nothing like she imagined! Kamome Academy's Hanako-san...is a boy! 

For readers ages 13 and up. (STL138015) Available Now! (NOV192126) (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 180pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.00 

 

APR241996 

O/A SUMMER HIKARU DIED GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Mokumokuren 

Two boys lived in a village: Yoshiki and Hikaru. The two did everything together...un1l the day Hikaru 

was encompassed by a mysterious light. That was when everything changed—Hikaru most of all. 

Yoshiki s1ll wishes from the boTom of his heart to always stay by his side...but is there even a Hikaru 

leV to be with? (STL268576) Available Now! (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 256pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 

APR241997 

DELICIOUS IN DUNGEON GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Ryoko Kui 

When young adventurer Laios and his company are aTacked and soundly thrashed by a dragon deep 

in a dungeon, the party loses all its money and provisions. They're eager to get right back to it, but 

there's just one problem: if they set out with no food or coin to speak of, they're sure to eat it on the 

way! But Laios comes up with a brilliant idea: "Let's eat the monsters!" Slimes, basilisks, mimics, and 

even dragons...none are safe from the appe1tes of these dungeon-crawling gourmands! (STL040805) 

Available Now! (MAR172247) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Malaysia and Singapore. 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.00 

 



IZE PRESS 

 

APR241998 

YOUR LETTER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hyeon A Cho 

When middle schooler Sori Lee stood up for her friend against their en1re class, she never expected 

to become their new target—but that’s exactly what happens. So, when her friend decides to 

transfer schools, Sori decides to wipe the slate clean and does the same. Luckily, someone seems to 

be looking out for her this 1me, and on her first day, she finds a mysterious leTer taped to the 

boTom of her desk invi1ng her on a scavenger hunt! Sori follows the trail of clues to try and uncover 

the iden1ty of her benefactor, and as she explores all the curious and wonderful people and places 

around the school, begins to open her heart once more... (STL317967) Scheduled to ship in July 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR241999 

ITAEWON CLASS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kwang jin 

The world is made up of strings of fateful encounters, and in this story, they cross in the middle of 

Itaewon. Saeroyi Park is out on the streets promo1ng his new restaurant. Geunsoo Jang, illegi1mate 

son to Daehee Jang and younger brother of Geunwon, is giving his friend Yiseo a ride to the club. 

Geunwon Jang, feeling threatened by Geunsoo’s poten1al as the company heir, has giVed his brother 

a malfunc1oning scooter. And Yiseo Jo, social media star and all-around genius, is thrown off said 

scooter when the brakes stop working—and lands right in Saeroyi’s arms! (STL317921) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 280pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR242000 

SEE YOU IN MY 19TH LIFE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Lee Hye 

Seoha finally remembers how he and Jieum first met—but the return of someone from Jieum’s past 

does not bode well for their future...especially when that someone was the reason for their 

separa1on in the first place. Meanwhile, Chowon is finding Doyun’s defenses an impenetrable 

fortress. They say there’s nothing a bit of alcohol can’t solve, however...and what’s a beTer way to 

bond than a couple of drinks to bring those walls crumbling down? (STL317941) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 328pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 



 

APR242001 

7FATES CHAKHO GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  HYBE 

As the hunters’s confronta1on with Bul1 comes to an end, they discover someone else 1ed closely to 

their fate and past lives. However, as the side of jus1ce gains more allies, so do the Beom con1nue to 

gather their strength. Furthermore, a chance encounter reveals Zeha’s secrets, tes1ng the group’s 

trust. Will the hunters prevail against the ever-growing strength of their enemies? (STL317896) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR242002 

OVERGEARED GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Saenal (A)  Team Argo 

Grid, joined by Huroi (much to Grid’s dismay), is on the hunt for rare special items in a frozen 

wasteland. He’s confident in his new status as “The Apostle of Jus1ce,” but his hubris could be his 

downfall as his strength increases, so does the level of the nasty characters that come across his way. 

Just what kind of monsters and players await our hero? (STL317936) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR242003 

MY GENTLY RAISED BEAST GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Early Flower (A)  Yeoseulki 

With Joseph, the descendent of Barahan by her side, Adellai tries for the throne as the leader of the 

divine beasts. Fearing a war may break out between the humans and divine beasts, Blondina does 

her best to try and protect Amon. Can Blondina put a stop to her power hungry step-sister? 

(STL317929) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR242004 

THE BOXER GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  JH 

With the fight between Yu and Fabrizio commencing, the Santorinos’ reputa1on for playing dirty is 

on full display. Bribing referees, doping, and even targe1ng Carmen are just a few of the many 

devious ploys the brothers use to gain the upper hand. However, they’re not the only ones with 



tricks up their sleeves. And as the bout con1nues, it becomes harder to tell who the real monster is... 

(STL317946) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 304pgs, FC           SRP: $20.00 

 

DENPA BOOKS 

 

APR242005 

BABY BEARS BAKERY GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kamen Totsu 

Baby Bear is the best baker you may have never heard of. Why? Well, while Baby Bear can bake the 

tas1est cakes and most scrump1ous desserts, he's also a baby so his business sense is a liTle lacking. 

Join Baby Bear as he grows his cake empire! (STL316047) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242006 

THEY WERE 11 GN NEW ED (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Moto Hagio 

In the distant future, a survival test strands ten space cadets on a derelict spacecraV. Terror strikes 

when they discover an eleventh member of their crew! Who is the imposter, and what do they want? 

(STL243290) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP222214) 

SC, 8x11, 288pgs, PC           SRP: $19.95 

 

APR242007 

UNDER NINJA GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Kengo Hanazawa 

High school loner is given the part-1me job of a life1me as a modern day ninja tasked to perform 

interna1onal assassina1ons. (STL316051) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR242008 

VAMPEERZ GN VOL 05 MY PEER VAMPIRES (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Akili 



As the school year progresses, it is now 1me for a field trip. And this one takes Ichika and Aria to the 

mountains for a class camping trip. Out in the woods and nature, there is plenty of 1me to get to 

know friends and partners on levels that are much more in1mate than what is commonly seen in 

normal society. People have to work together to survive, and in this case with an accident 

threatening their lives that is at a premium. (STL316052) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.95 

 

801 MEDIA INC 

 

APR242009 

BLACK SUN GN VOL 02 (OF 2) (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (SEP111084) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (2 of 2)           SRP: $15.95 

 

APR242010 

LADIES FULL OF LOVE (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAR141184) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.95 

 

APR242011 

MAKUNOUCHI DELUXE GN VOL 02 (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAR141185) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.95 

 

APR242012 



MEETING YOU GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (AUG084040) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 152pgs           SRP: $15.95 

 

APR242013 

SWEET EMOTIONS GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (DEC131151) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.95 

 

APR242014 

VIRGIN GAMES GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (MAR141187) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.95 

 

GHOST SHIP 

 

APR242015 

100 GIRLFRIENDS WHO REALLY LOVE YOU GN VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-2 

(W) Rikito Nakamura (A) Yukiko Nozawa 

Rentaro has been blessed (Cursed? Blursed?) with the burden of having one hundred soulmates. Not 

a problem, though. Rentaro’s love will never falter, just like his new girlfriend’s sense of duty. Kendo 

club captain Kishika Torotoro is unwavering in her dedica1on to her chivalric lifestyle, but this high 

standard is a lot to live up to! Hopefully, Rentaro’s love can cut through her shining armor and get her 

to share the load! (STL317270) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 218pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242016 

AYAKASHI TRIANGLE GN VOL 10 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Kentaro Yabuki 

Ninokuru is concerned about his growing awareness of Matsuri’s femininity. AVer Ninokuru saves 

Rochka from mel1ng in the heat, the snow maiden ayakashi gives him a giV as a thank you. But not 

just any giV—it’s a box that has the power to give you the thing you want most! What could be 

inside? (STL317276) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242017 

BECOMING PRINCESS KNIGHT & WORKING YURI BROTHEL GN VOL 02 (M 

(W/A)  Hinaki 

Naruse Soushi, private secretary to a poli1cian, is reincarnated into the body of Reina, a princess 

knight turned yuri pros1tute working under the name of Lillian. A 38-year-old man on the inside, 

Lillian is swept away by the pleasure, but works hard at her job. And her efforts have borne fruit! 

She’s become an official member of the Brothel Amore, ranked up, and given the task of serving a 

high-class pros1tute. (STL317277) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242018 

BOOTY ROYALE NEVER GO DOWN WITHOUT FIGHT OMNIBUS GN VOL 07 ( 

(W/A) Rui Takato 

Who will be declared the world's greatest valkyrie at the Ul1mate Showdown of Power and Beauty? 

K-cup karateka Misora, or the uTerly massive judoka Alev1na Guseva, a fighter with the inescapable 

grasp of a black hole?! And what's a girl to do aVer the baTle is over... except head back to her 

hometown, pose nude for an aspiring and very flexible young ar1st, face off against a komodo 

dragon, and learn a sexy, if slippery, new skill? Collects volumes 13 and 14. (STL317402) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 360pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 



APR242019 

CREATURE GIRLS HANDS ON FIELD JOURNAL WORLD GN VOL 10 (C: 0- 

(W/A)  Kakeru 

Daisuke is living large as the Creature Girl Harem King. AVer helping Yura get her revenge on the 

man1core that ripped off her head, he's added the Dullahan woman to his ever-growing group of 

wives. There's certainly something strange and special about a woman who can remove her head 

any1me she likes, and Daisuke's inner scien1st can't wait for a hands-on examina1on! Meanwhile, 

Oritsue is staring down an incredibly intelligent dragon, one whose uncanny wit is matched only by 

its na1on-destroying strength. It'll take every piece of tenacity and warrior prowess Oritsue has to 

survive the encounter! (STL317288) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242020 

DESIRE PANDORA GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Akira Hizuki 

Takai Tsukasa is obsessed with the female body, but what he longs for more than anything is to find 

the perfect armpits. One day, an elegant, blonde demon appears before him, and she has exactly 

what he craves. A bold, uncensored fe1sh fantasy unfurls between Tsukasa, his neighbor Chika, the 

demon Roselia, and a cast of demon girls who are hungry for more than just souls and power! 

(STL317292) Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 154pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242021 

I AM NOT A SUCCUBUS GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Horitomo 

Sakura, the only human in a class full of monster girls, dives headfirst into interspecies sapphic school 

life! Now at Satomigaoka’s seaside school for a hands-on summer learning camp, Sakura meets a 

slime girl, Komari, who molds herself to Sakura’s likeness! Then, Sakura gets into an accident with 

Mai, a scylla who has something against succubi, and gets ensnared in a boob-a-licious swimsuit 

jostle...! But can Sakura keep her cover story intact even if she loses her top? (STL317406) Scheduled 

to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242022 



PARALLEL PARADISE GN VOL 18 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Lynn Okamoto 

All along, Yota has believed that his childhood friend Nishina is the Jealous God who put all of 

humanity under a lethal curse. Now he knows she’s been playing him all along and that the truth is 

far worse. The Jealous God is Kanejo, Yota’s old kendo rival, known for his cruelty, his arrogance, and 

for being unbeatable. (STL317344) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242023 

PLEASE GO HOME MISS AKUTSU GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A) Taichi Nagaoka 

School’s back in session and the new year is jam-packed with events from the sports fes1val to the 

class trip. Akutsu-san seems content to chill out at Oyama’s place as usual un1l a series of surprise 

visitors drop by, star1ng with her parents! Chill 1me over! What on earth are they going to think?! 

(STL317347) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 178pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242024 

WELCOME TO SUCCUBUS HIGH GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Knuckle Curve 

School is in session for this supernaturally hot student body! When high school student Inubou 

Takeru is transferred to a new school, he is shocked to discover that not only is it an all-girls school, 

but all the students are succubi! Can an average guy like Takeru handle the carnal appe1tes of his 

devilish classmates while maintaining his purity? (STL317386) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-

1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242025 

WITCHES OF ADAMAS GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Yu Imai 



Principal Shizuka, the boss of the witches, has transformed Yukinari's school into a co-ed dorm. And 

no one is allowed to leave! There, men serve women at the very boTom of the social totem pole, 

expected to trade sexual favors to get by. Though he baTles to keep himself in check, Yukinari is 

forced to room with a girl with an insa1able sexual appe1te. How's he going to wiggle out of this 

one? (STL317389) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

HARPER ALLEY 

 

APR242026 

UNORDINARY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  uru-chan 

Ever since Wellston High's Ace, Seraphina, was suspended, the hierarchy of the school has been 

unstable. Not only are the high-1ers on edge, but the carefully craVed persona John has built to 

survive his bullying is crumbling, and Arlo is beginning to suspect that John may be a real threat to 

the social order. But when a new danger from the outside world hits too close to home, everyone 

has to put their differences aside to save one of their own and uncover a conspiracy that threatens 

them all. (STL316293) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242027 

UNORDINARY HC GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  uru-chan 

 

 

The ac1on-packed series from the #1 digital comic plaPorm WEBTOON con1nues as high schooler 

John confronts his troubled past and lurking dangers from the outside world—both of which 

threaten to topple Wellston’s strict power hierarchy. 

 

Ever since Wellston High’s Ace, Seraphina, was suspended, the hierarchy of the school has been 

unstable. Not only are the high-1ers on edge, but the carefully craVed persona John has built to 

survive his bullying is crumbling, and Arlo is beginning to suspect that John may be a real threat to 

the social order. 

 



But when a new danger from the outside world hits too close to home, everyone has to put their 

differences aside to save one of their own and uncover a conspiracy that threatens them all. 

(STL316380) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $27.99 

 

APR242028 

O/A UNORDINARY GN VOL 01 

(W/A)  uru-chan 

From WEBTOON, the #1 digital comic plaPorm, comes unOrdinary. Nobody pays much aTen1on to 

John, just a normal teenager at a high school where the social elite happen to possess unthinkable 

powers and abili1es. John prefers it that way. The more he stays under the radar, and stays close to 

the Royal's most powerful Ace, Seraphina, the safer he is in the halls of Wellston High. But John has a 

secret past that threatens to bring down the school's whole social order—and much more. And when 

the other students start to suspect John has something to hide, he becomes their latest target. 

Suddenly, John is pulled into a world of turf wars, betrayals, and deadly conspiracies. (STL287775) 

Available Now! 

SC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242029 

O/A UNORDINARY HC GN VOL 01 

(W/A)  uru-chan 

From WEBTOON, the #1 digital comic plaPorm, comes unOrdinary, the popular, ac1on-packed series 

about John, an ordinary teen trying to survive high school in a world where superpowers dictate 

social status, and betrayal and conspiracies make up every turn.  

Nobody pays much aTen1on to John—just a normal teenager at a high school where the social elite 

happen to possess unthinkable powers and abili1es. John prefers it that way. The more he stays 

under the radar, and stays close to the Royal's most powerful Ace, Seraphina, the safer he is in the 

halls of Wellston High. 

But John has a secret past that threatens to bring down the school's whole social order—and much 

more. And when the other students start to suspect John has something to hide, he becomes their 

latest target. Suddenly, John is pulled into a world of turf wars, betrayals, and deadly conspiracies. 

This hardcover edi1on features exclusive chibi case art! (STL287784) Available Now! 

HC, 6x9, 336pgs, FC           SRP: $27.99 

 

INKLORE 

 

APR242030 



MY LOVE STORY WITH YAMADA KUN AT LV999 GN VOL 02 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A)  Mashiro 

AVer college student Akane was dumped by her boyfriend, she met Yamada, a handsome high school 

boy and pro gamer, while playing an online RPG. In-game, he brushed her off, but in the real world, 

Yamada helped Akane escape an embarrassing encounter with her ex. When Akane's guild master 

invites her to an in-person meet-up with other members of their guild—including Yamada—she 

eagerly accepts. But things get tense when she meets Runa, a player who didn't want to include 

Akane—or any new members—in their guild ac1vi1es. Meanwhile, Akane's feelings for Yamada 

con1nue to grow but she's conflicted about those emo1ons. Could Yamada like her too? (STL316794) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Illustrated Book, SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

J-NOVEL CLUB 

 

APR242031 

ASCENDANCE OF A BOOKWORM SHORT STORY COLL SC VOL 01 (C: 0-1- 

(W) Miya Kazuki (A) Suzuka Quof, You Shiina 

Turn the page on six years of insights and secrets. So many things have happened since Urano began 

a new life as Myne. At first she was a simple commoner, then became an appren1ce shrine maiden, 

and was ul1mately thrown into the world of nobility as Rozemyne, the adopted daughter of an 

archduke! But... what about everyone else? This short story collec1on is packed with previously 

unpublished chapters from a plethora of unique perspec1ves taking place during Parts 1 through 4. 

(STL316066) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel Anthology, SC, 5x7, 400pgs, PC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242032 

MY FRIENDS LITTLE SISTER IN FOR ME L NOVEL VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Mikawaghost (A)  Tomari 

A sexy roman1c comedy of errors! Love is hard in oh-so-many ways, especially when it's just for 

show! Akiteru just wants to get a job and go through life, but now he's stuck pretending to be his 

cousin's boyfriend, something Iroha—his best friend's sister—is none-too-pleased about. But why? 

Iroha's made it more than clear that she can't stand him, so why's she always bu]ng in and making 

his life even more miserable than it already is? (STL316048) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 5x7, 224pgs, PC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242033 

SEIREI GENSOUKI SPIRIT CHRONICLES GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 



(W) Yuri Shibamura, Futago Minaduki (A) Futago Minaduki 

AVer depar1ng his parents’ hometown in the Yagumo region, Rio reunites with La1fa in the spirit folk 

village. She pours her heart out to him, and he responds with a special promise. Rio’s travels then 

take him to the city of Amande, where he witnesses six pillars of light rise up toward the sky. A voice 

in his head beseeches his help, leading him to an unexpected discovery… (STL316049) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 168pgs, PC           SRP: $15.99 

 

J-NOVEL HEART 

 

APR242034 

TEARMOON EMPIRE LIGHT NOVEL VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Nozomu Mochitsuki (A)  Gilse 

Just how many lives has Mia saved in Sunkland? Well, there’s Sion, King Abram, and even Echard... In 

other words, prac1cally the en1re royal family. Go Mia! But now her adventures in Sol Saliente have 

brought her face-to-face with an opponent she can’t ignore—the glorious taste of Equestri buTer! 

(STL316050) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 5x7, 400pgs, PC           SRP: $15.99 

 

KODANSHA COMICS 

 

APR242035 

BLUE LOCK GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Muneyuki Kaneshiro (A) Yusuke Nomura 

Thanks to a last-minute goal, Isagi manages to prove his worth and earn his teammates' respect in 

the first match of tryouts. But more matches remain, and Isagi will need to master his new "reflexive 

thinking" ability to earn a place on the Blue Lock Eleven. The board is almost set... Prepare for the 

ul1mate contest between the Blue Lock strikers' "egoism" and the U-20 Japan team's legendary 

defense! (STL317280) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242036 

EDENS ZERO GN VOL 29 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Hiro Mashima 



The planet Miltz is hidden amongst thousands of dummy planets and should be safe from Void and 

his crew, but somewhow an intruder appears with what seems like the ability to stop 1me! Only 

Rebecca is immune to the intruder's 1me-stopping ability, and she does her best to stop the intruder, 

but things escalate when the one intruder becomes many. Luckily an old friend appears and together 

they face the mysterious enemy in a game! (STL317298) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $10.99 

 

APR242037 

FABLE OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Katsuhisa Minami 

The deadliest man in Japan has a new mission: Take a yearlong break, and don't kill anybody. AVer 

ge]ng a pet parrot, "Akira Sato" (not his real name) is at a loss. What do normal people do? They 

get a job, right? So the Fable musters his courage, writes a resume, and promptly discovers that job 

interviews are much trickier than they seem. Prac1cally by divine luck, a neighbor gets him a job at a 

design company. But how long will the underworld let a legendary assassin slave away at a 9-to-5? 

Collects volumes 3 & 4. (STL317303) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 416pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR242038 

FRAGRANT FLOWER BLOOMS WITH DIGNITY GN VOL 01 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A) Saka Mikami 

This cute and twisty manga spin on Romeo and Juliet is the latest hit in Japan, coming to print from a 

successful digital-first release! Capulet & Montague, Chidori & Kikyo. Chidori High is a boys' school 

that takes in the dregs of society with the lowest grades. Next door stands Kikyo Girls' High, where 

the wealthy, high-class families send their precious daughters. Chidori second-year Rintaro, who has 

a fierce face but a gentle heart, is helping at his family's pa1sserie when he meets a girl named 

Kaoruko. The two hit it off right away... but this blissful peace is quickly disturbed when Rintaro 

discovers that Kaoruko is actually a student at Kikyo. Worse, she doesn't seem to realize what a huge 

problem this really is! Will these two be able to forge a path for themselves, and sidestep the traps 

(metaphorical and literal) laid by their classmates? (STL317418) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 1-

1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242039 

HITORIJIME MY HERO BOX SET VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Memeko Arii 



Collect the BL manga that inspired the hit anime in a premium, six-volume box set, including an 

exclusive, 100-page bonus booklet with seven short stories and color illustra1ons found nowhere 

else! Masahiro Setagawa doesn't believe in heroes, but wishes he could: He's found himself trapped 

in a gang of small-1me street bullies, and with no prospects for a real future. But when high school 

teacher (and scourge of the streets) Kousuke Ohshiba comes to his rescue, he finds he may start 

believing aVer all...in heroes, and in his budding feelings, too. Includes Hitorijime My Hero Vol. 1-6, 

plus bonus booklet. (STL317405) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Box Set, SC, 1136pgs, B&W           SRP: $84.99 

 

APR242040 

HOW I MET MY SOULMATE GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Anashin 

From the creator of Wai1ng for Spring comes a new college romance that meditates on just what 

des1ny means, and whether "the one" is really out there. "I wouldn't come over if the thought of 

something happening between us bothered me." These words keep repea1ng in Yuuki's mind. She 

can't believe that she revealed that to Iori that night. But what is bothering her even more is the 

alluring Airi, the girlfriend of Iori's brother, Ibuki... and why does his brother think that Airi is chea1ng 

with Iori? (STL317311) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242041 

I WAS REINCARNATED AS 7TH PRINCE GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Kenkyo (A/CA) Yosuke Kokuzawa 

In his previous life, Lloyd only wished to study magic, but his status as a commoner lead him to an 

unfortunate end. AVer being ruthlessly done in by the very magic he so desperately desired to 

master, Lloyd opens his eyes to an amazing new existence as the 7th prince of the Kingdom of 

Saloum. This 1me, he's been born with unmatched magical poten1al! With a new lease on life, and 

the resources to grasp his greatest dream in the palm of his hand, Lloyd sets out to finally achieve 

what he's always yearned for: study magic to his heart's content! There's only one small problem... 

he's barely 10 years old! How is anyone going to take him seriously like this? (STL317314) Scheduled 

to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242042 

INITIAL D OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W/A/CA) Shuichi Shigeno 

Is gripping truly king in racing? That is what Takeshi Nakazoto of the Myogi Night Kids wants to prove 

with his GT-R against Takumi Fujiwara's specially tuned Trueno Eight-Six. Mount Akina's downhill may 

not necessarily be that easy of a race, and an overpowered engine and inflated ego may turn a 

deadly corner. What's more, the racing scene is wondering if Takumi can replicate his driV skills on a 

run other than Mount Akina, while Takumi shows nascent signs of a racing obsession. Contains a new 

transla1on of Ini1al D volumes 3 & 4. (STL317317) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 464pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR242043 

A KINGDOM OF QUARTZ GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Bomhat 

For centuries, the Quartz Kingdom has basked in the warm glow of the Goddess's light. That all 

changes one day when Demons aTack the capital, laying low countless Celes. Yet even as the 

kingdom teeters on the brink of disaster, a black-winged orphan named Blue awakens to a terrible 

new power within her and vanquishes the Demons. As the dust seTles on the ravaged city and Blue 

comes back to herself, she swears an oath of fealty to the noble Prince Cassian. She then enters 

Helios Training Academy to fulfill her lifelong dream of becoming an Angel and defending the 

kingdom. Will Blue finally find the light she has been searching for... or an even deeper darkness 

within herself? (STL317272) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242044 

MOON ON A RAINY NIGHT GN VOL 05 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Kuzushiro 

Summer break has finally begun, and Kanon and Saki throw themselves into preparing for the 

upcoming choir contest. When Tanabe suggests se]ng up a maid café for their school fes1val 

project, the three friends decide to head downtown to look at maid ouPits. What with conductor 

prac1ce, shopping excursions, and spending almost every minute with Saki, Kanon is actually star1ng 

to enjoy summer in a way she never did before. The only thing that could burst this happy bubble is 

an unexpected encounter with her classmate, Tomita, who usually treats her with scorn. Could there 

be more to Tomita’s story than she’s le]ng on? (STL317334) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242045 

MY NOISY ROOMMATE GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-1) 



(W/A) Kaho Ozaki 

If you thought Ghostbusters would've been way beTer as a BL, this is the manga for you! Osuke's 

excited about finally ge]ng to live on his own, but on his first day in his new apartment, he finds 

himself kicked out onto the street! So, when a real estate agent appears out of nowhere offering him 

a beau1ful, new place (with just a couple condi1ons), he jumps at the chance. But when he opens 

the door, a drop-dead gorgeous blond guy pops out! It turns out living with him is one of the 

condi1ons! His name is Nijio, and he tells Osuke that, not only are ghosts real, but Osuke himself is a 

magnet for all things supernatural... (STL317461) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No 

countries actually denied. 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242046 

NINA STARRY BRIDE GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  RIKACHI 

Nina had a rough start to life, orphaned and stealing to survive, only to be abducted for her unusual 

lapis lazuli eyes. But to her surprise, her captor, Prince Azure, ordained that she would live the life of 

a princess... specifically, that of the recently deceased princess-priestess, Alisha, who had her same 

eyes. Despite her changing fortune, Nina won't give up her old life without a fight. Azure might just 

be the one to finally match her wits, but how much can she trust him? And can she stop the feelings 

budding in her heart, knowing she must eventually marry another...? (STL317340) Scheduled to ship 

in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 176pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242047 

OGAMI SAN CANT KEEP IT IN GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Yu Yoshidamaru 

Ogami-san has been keeping a dirty liTle secret from her peers at school: Puberty has emp1ed her 

mind of everything but perverted fantasies! For the sake of leading an ordinary school life, she pulls 

out all the stops to keep her mental wild side under wraps. But when she literally reaches a hand out 

to Yaginuma-kun, a cute but mysterious boy in her class, her innermost thoughts just come spilling 

out! All she wants is to get to know him (and his body) beTer, but she can't do that without the risk 

of exposing her true self. What's a girl to do?! (STL317342) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 208pgs, FC           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242048 

PASS MONSTER MEAT MILADY GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Chika Mizube, Kanata Hoshi (A)  Peperon 



Like any proper noble lady, one must have certain acquired tastes. For Melphiera Marchalrayd, she 

just happens to crave a rather exo1c protein—monsters! But do not judge! Despite its bad 

reputa1on, monster meat can be used in exquisite cuisine and Melphiera is determined to change 

the kingdom's opinion of it! Unfortunately, since debu1ng in society, Melphiera has been struggling 

to find her perfect match... un1l she meets the fearless "Blood-Mad Duke" of Galbraith! (STL317345) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242049 

PEACH BOY RIVERSIDE GN VOL 14 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Coolkyoushinja 

Saltherine, princess of the Kingdom of Aldarake, dreams of traveling the world... a dangerous dream 

in a land where monsters roam the countryside! A chance mee1ng with a wanderer gives her hope 

that she might s1ll find excitement in her life. But then she discovers the wanderer's true iden1ty: 

Momotaro the Peach Boy, demon-slayer of legend! Though terrified by his bloody profession, Sally 

feels driven to follow Momotaro and learn more. But is this curiosity, or a magical connec1on that 

goes deeper than either of them realize? (STL317346) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242050 

QUALITY ASSURANCE IN ANOTHER WORLD GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Masamichi Sato 

The once powerless NPC, Gaydle, was modified by Yamanaka, another King’s Seeker like Haga, and 

received an incredibly powerful body. But the warriors of the mountains have had it with his 

barbarous ways. It doesn’t take long for Haga and his party to be dragged into their deadly baTle. 

(STL317350) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242051 

RENT A GIRLFRIEND GN VOL 25 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Reiji Miyajima 

In today's Japan, "rental" services can deliver an aVernoon with a "friend," a "parent," even a fake 

girlfriend! AVer a staggering betrayal by his girlfriend, hapless freshman Kazuya gets just desperate 

enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers how complicated it can be to "rent" an emo1onal 

connec1on, and his new "girlfriend," who's trying to keep her side hustle secret, will panic when she 



finds out her real life and Kazuya's are intertwined in surprising ways! Family, school, and life all start 

to go wrong, too... (STL317360) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242052 

SAVING 80K GOLD IN ANOTHER WORLD GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  FUNA (A) Keisuke Motoe 

AVer growing up an orphan, Mitsuha has a healthy respect for money and a desire to live well—at 

least, un1l she dies aVer being pushed off a cliff. Waking up in a strange fantasy world, Mitsuha 

narrowly survives an encounter with a pack of wolves, then realizes she has the power to move 

between this world and the real one. A lesser person might embark on heroic adventures—Mitsuha 

instead immediately recognizes the lucra1ve possibili1es of her new situa1on, and heads out to buy 

an arsenal of modern weapons. Her goal: to acquire 80,000 gold, and the life of leisure she's always 

dreamed of! (STL317364) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242053 

SHANGRI LA FRONTIER GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Katarina (A/CA) Ryosuke Fuji 

Having survived a fierce aTack by one of the Shangri-La Fron1er PK clans, Sunraku goes into the 

figh1ng ring against ten powerful monsters as part of a unique scenario. He barely escapes with his 

life, only to then receive an invita1on from his gamer friend Pencilgon to help her take down a 

unique monster known as Wethermon the Tombguard. With Wethermon s1ll undefeated by any of 

the game's 30 million players, Sunraku may have biTen off more than he can chew! (STL317366) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242054 

SHONEN NOTE BOY SOPRANO GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Yuhki Kamatani 

Final volume! The only constant in life is change, and now the en1re town of Kawami is forced to 

accept that reality. AVer the dismal results of the vote on the industrial waste disposal facility, 

everyone is lost in a fog of disappointment... everyone, that is, except for the City Opera. As the 

saying goes, the show must go on, and the City Opera troupe hopes to liV the town's spirits with 

music. But will Yutaka be able to recover from Midori's shocking confession that his singing scares 

her? AVer a long journey of self-discovery, Yutaka finally came to terms with who he was—as a boy, a 



singer, and a boy soprano. But now facing Midori's words, will he gather the strength to press 

onward, or will all his growth come crashing down in a chao1c crescendo? (STL317368) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242055 

A SIGN OF AFFECTION OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Suu Morishita 

Yuki, who's always been deaf, is used to communica1ng with sign language and her phone. But she's 

not used to English, so when a tourist from overseas asks for direc1ons, she nearly panics... un1l a 

handsome stranger steps in to help. His name is Itsuomi, and it turns out he's a friend of a friend. A 

charisma1c globetroTer, Itsuomi speaks three languages, but he's never had a deaf friend. The two 

feel drawn to each other and plan a date on a roman1c winter's night, but Yuki's friend is afraid that 

she might be se]ng herself up to get hurt. Could this be something real? Or will these feelings melt 

away with the snow? Includes Vol. 4-6. (STL317400) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 496pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR242056 

SKETCHY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  MAKIHIROCHI 

Ako's love of skateboarding con1nues to grow as she goes to another lesson with her coworker, 

Shiho. The two of them buy their own boards and officially become skater girls! But as Ako struggles 

to learn her second trick, she begins to wonder if she’ll ever truly be able to skateboard... 

(STL317369) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242057 

SUPER MORNING STAR GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Kara Aomiya 

Final volume! AVer persevering through some of the most difficult challenges in their rela1onship, 

Honda and Kaido affirm their commitment to each other. Between overseas work trips, vaca1ons 

with friends, and even mee1ng each other's families, they are ready to face the joys and obstacles 

life has for them—together. It's full steam ahead in this sweet conclusion! (STL317373) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 



 

APR242058 

THAT TIME I REINCARNATED SLIME OMNIBUS GN VOL 02 

(W)  Fuse (A) Mitz Vah, Taiki Kawakami 

Mikami's middle age hasn't gone as he planned: He never found a girlfriend, he got stuck in a dead-

end job, and he was abruptly stabbed to death in the street at 37. So when he wakes up in a new 

world straight out of a fantasy RPG, he's disappointed but not exactly surprised to find that he's 

facing down a dragon, not as a knight or a wizard but as a blind slime demon. But there are chances 

for even a slime to become a hero, and maybe even build a country where the rejects and outcasts 

can find a place to belong… Collects volumes 4-6. (STL317417) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

SC, 576pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR242059 

TYING KNOT WITH AN AMAGAMI SISTER GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Marcey Naito 

Atheist Uryu Kamihate just wants to get into medical school… but his foster father runs a shrine and 

expects him to marry one of the three priestesses! The buxom Yae, the diligent Yuna, and the sporty 

Asahi all have their charms... if they weren't miko! The Amagami Shrine is preparing to hold its 

annual fes1val, and the three sisters are all eagerly preparing! But when debtors come calling and 

the shrine faces bankruptcy, can an atheist and three shrine maidens set aside their differences long 

enough to weather the storm?! (STL317381) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242060 

VINLAND SAGA DLX HC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Makoto Yukimura 

Amid the chaos of the Viking war for dominance over England, a boy has everything taken from him 

and vows revenge. But violent dreams bring no peace… This premium, hardcover edi1on presents 

the acclaimed ac1on epic in hardcover, at a bigger size than ever before (7 by 10 inches), wrapped in 

a black leather-paTerned cover with logo stamping. This new edi1on, collec1ng volumes 7-9 of the 

Japanese edi1on of Vinland Saga, features all the content of the original release, plus new and 

exclusive bonus illustra1ons, interviews, and behind-the-scenes details never before translated. 

(STL317384) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 640pgs, B&W           SRP: $54.99 

 

APR242061 



WIND BREAKER GN VOL 06 

(W/A) Satoru Nii 

Now that he's won the respect of his classmates, Sakura has been promoted to class leader. 

Unfortunately, there's liTle 1me to celebrate, as new trouble strikes. A comrade's childhood friend is 

in danger. To save him, Sakura snd the other first years will have to charge into KEEL's home turf. Do 

the heroic delinquents stand a chance figh1ng behind enemy lines? (STL317388) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

KUMA 

 

APR242062 

MAY TOMORROW BRING RAINBOWS GN (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Noriko Kihara 

Whip runs a drag bar in Tokyo, where they interact with some of the most interes1ng people in 

society. But at home their days are oVen spent by idly cha]ng via a phone app with a user named 

"Insomniac Salaryman." Their conversa1ons are nothing much more than grumbling about their day-

to-days. So when Whip develops some light roman1c feelings for this person that they have never 

met, they dismiss it as a romance that will never happen. (STL316044) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.95 

 

ONE PEACE BOOKS 

 

APR242063 

I HEAR THE SUNSPOT FOUR SEASONS GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Yuki Fumino 

Kohei Sugihara, a college student with hearing loss, and Taichi Sagawa, his ever-op1mis1c former 

classmate, met in a chance encounter that ignited an undeniable spark that would eventually 

blossom into love. Summer has at last arrived, but Kohei's job search is sapping all his free 1me. 

Taichi, now a working professional, is struggling with his role as a mentor to the office's new hire. 

And life only grows more complicated when Taichi receives a sudden phone call from his estranged 

father. (STL316249) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, FC           SRP: $13.95 



 

APR242064 

I HEAR THE SUNSPOT FOUR SEASONS GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Yuki Fumino 

Kohei Sugihara, college student with hearing loss, and Taichi Sagawa, his ever-op1mis1c former 

classmate, met in a chance encounter that ignited an undeniable spark that would eventually 

blossom into love. Now it's spring and as Kohei nears gradua1on, his search for a job begins. 

Meanwhile, Taichi finds himself in charge of someone new at work. Life is busier than ever, but all in 

all, things seem to be looking up for the pair. That is, un1l the sudden appearance of Ena, one of 

Kohei's old flames. (STL260343) Available Now! (FEB232106) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 256pgs, FC           SRP: $13.95 

 

APR242065 

I HEAR THE SUNSPOT LIMIT GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Yuki Fumino 

Because of a hearing disability, university student Kohei had made a habit of distancing himself from 

those around him. But aVer mee1ng the exceedingly cheerful Taichi, he gradually begins to embrace 

a more posi1ve outlook on life. Kohei eventually begins to see Taichi as more than a friend, and aVer 

he finally confesses his love to Taichi, the feelings become mutual. In this addi1on to the I Hear the 

Sunspot series, Kohei con1nues on as a student, while Taichi makes his way out into the working 

world to pursue his own calling and the two begin a new life together! (STL098778) Available Now! 

(SEP182291) 

SC, 5x7, 242pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR242066 

I HEAR THE SUNSPOT LIMIT GN VOL 02 

(W/A/CA) Yuki Fumino 

Kohei is a college student who, because of his hearing loss, tends to distance himself from others. His 

a]tude starts to change aVer he crosses paths with an ever-op1mis1c classmate named Taichi. And 

over 1me, the two begin to develop feelings for each other. As the story con1nues, the pair tries to 

balance their budding rela1onship alongside Taichi's inspiring new career and Kohei's con1nued 

studies at school. But the harder they try to make things work, the more misunderstandings they 

seem to encounter. (STL128784) Available Now! (JUL192525) 

SC, 5x7, 260pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR242067 



I HEAR THE SUNSPOT LIMIT GN VOL 03 (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Yuki Fumino 

Stunningly handsome Kohei Sugihara was outgoing and popular with the girls at school. But when a 

sudden illness leV him with par1al hearing loss, he grew quiet and reluctant to engage with others. 

At college, a chance encounter with an ever-op1mis1c classmate named Taichi Sagawa helped Kohei 

open up once more. And over 1me, the two began to develop feelings for each other. As the story 

con1nues, the pair tries to balance their budding rela1onship alongside Taichi's inspiring new career 

and Kohei's con1nued studies. But things don't always go as planned. One day, seemingly out of 

nowhere, Kohei announces that maybe they should spend some 1me apart. (STL178859) Available 

Now! (JAN211842) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 328pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR242068 

O/A I HEAR THE SUNSPOT GN VOL 01 ORIGINAL VOLUME 

(W/A/CA) Yuki Fumino 

Because of a hearing disability, Kohei is oVen misunderstood and has trouble integra1ng into life on 

campus, so he learns to keep his distance. That is un1l he meets the outspoken and cheerful Taichi. 

He tells Kohei that his hearing loss is not his fault. Taichi's words cut through Kohei's usual defense 

mechanisms and open his heart. More than friends, less than lovers, their rela1onship changes Kohei 

forever. (STL051570) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, FC           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR242069 

O/A I HEAR THE SUNSPOT GN VOL 02 THEORY HAPPINESS 

(W/A/CA) Yuki Fumino 

Because of a hearing disability Kohei is oVen alone. Taichi is outspoken and cheerful. At first, Kohei 

keeps himself well guarded, but aVer he meets Taichi he slowly learns to open up. How will this 

"more than friends, less than lovers" rela1onship evolve? (STL070753) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 312pgs, FC           SRP: $13.95 

 

APR242070 

IT TAKES TWO TOMORROW TOO GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Suzuyuki 



Yuya is enjoying a fulfilling life with Rio—vaca1oning together, celebra1ng his birthday at home—and 

he's finally decided to propose. Prepara1ons go smoothly, but he can't find the right 1me to pop the 

ques1on… (STL316010) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 5x7, 144pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR242071 

TALES OF THE TENDO FAMILY GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ken Saito 

A young woman impersonates Hojo Ran, the daughter of a baron betrothed to Tendo Masato. Her 

wish: to die in order to save someone else's life. With her adopted grandfather dead and her real 

family having perished in a fire, she has nowhere to go, and decides to die protec1ng Masato. Thus 

begins her life in the Tendo family. (STL316011) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.95 

 

APR242072 

VILLAINESS LEVEL 99 GN VOL 03 I MAY BE HIDDEN BOSS NOT DEMON 

(W) Tanabata Satori (A)  nocomi 

The heroine of Light Heroes, Alicia Enlight, is a target of bullying?! Naturally, prince Edwin 

immediately suspects Eumiella, but Patrick steps in to clear her name. When Eumiella confronts the 

real culprit, however, she is confronted with a shocking realiza1on-the very path that may have led 

the original Eumiella down a path of hatred! What's more, Eumiella finds herself unable to escape 

Duke Hillrose's daughter, Elenora. Eumiella enacts a plan in which to draw Elenora's ire, but it proves 

far more difficult than expected! Meanwhile, one of the game's events is coming up-the end of year 

ball. Eumiella is all set to skip it en1rely when a dress arrives from none other than the queen 

herself! Also, look forward to an adorable new character! (STL316012) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 152pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.95 

 

APR242073 

WRONG WAY USE HEALING MAGIC GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Kurokata (A) Kugayama Reki 

To help Nea and the villagers, Usato heads to the sorcery-wielding necromancer's mansion. But 

Aruku is captured by surprise! Something isn't right... is this all a trap?! (STL316013) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 



NETCOMICS 

 

APR242074 

O/A WAREHOUSE GN VOL 01 (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

& UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

5.9x8.3, 320pgs, FC           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR242075 

CHIRO GN VOL 01 STAR PROJECT 

(W/A/CA) Baek Hye-Kyoung 

Eunyu lives the life of a modern-day princess. She grew up famous as a child model. All the boys love 

her. All the girls hate her. Day aVer day, money and opportunity knocks on her door begging to be 

allowed inside. Then, one day, she falls in love with an ordinary honor student Chankyung. At the 

same, Eunyu's alluring face draws the obsessive aTen1on of popular teen icon Inan. Inan desires 

Eunyu no maTer the cost. One boy has the world on a string. The other boy has Eunyu. Only one will 

win. (STK672894) Available Now! (APR151608) 

SC, 204pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242076 

CORE SCRAMBLE GN VOL 01 (OF 3) (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Euho Jun 

Abandoned on the baTlefield by the handsome Gayoon, Chaeun desperately fights off an endless 

bug onslaught only to be rescued by the mysterious renegade leader Moonhoo. At first, the man 

playfully flirts with Chaeun, but slowly the realiza1on dawns that Moonhoo and his Core Hunter 

group have insidious ambi1ons on the dimensional portals. (STK676204) Available Now! 

(MAY151462) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (1 of 3)           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242077 

HIS HOUSE GN VOL 01 (OF 3) (MR) 

(W/A/CA) Hajin Yoo 



Life isn't easy for an orphan, especially when you're as good-looking as Gangyoo. To survive on the 

streets, Gangyoo hires himself out to homely women in desperate need of a pretend boyfriend. Now 

in college, Gangyoo only needs one more gig to earn enough money to graduate and live a normal 

life. There's only one catch. His new client is a man named Soohyun. And there's only one problem. 

They hate each other. Being a pretend boyfriend has never been so hard. LiTle does Gangyoo know 

that his own seedy past will catch up to bite him... and Soohyun harbors a dark secret of his own. 

(STL009723) Available Now! (MAY161646) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 224pgs, FC (1 of 3)           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242078 

INTENSE GN VOL 01 (OF 4) (MR) (C: 0-0-1) 

(W/A/CA) Kyungha Yi 

The mafia banishes Jiwoon Kang to live in a secluded red light district among struggling pros1tutes, 

dirty street thugs, and shady drug dealers. He's a quiet man with deadly talents with a knife. The 

local thugs quickly learn to hate him. To maintain peace, a brothel manager sends Jiwoon to live with 

a strange local man Soohan. Soohan is a mute. He only wishes to be leV alone and help pros1tutes in 

need. The street thugs hate him, too. Both men carry deadly, dark, and trauma1c secrets in their 

past. They may find that their only solace and protec1on lies in each other. (STL009729) Available 

Now! (MAY161649) (C: 0-0-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x8, 176pgs, B&W (1 of 4)           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR242079 

SWEET BLOOD GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Kim Seyoung 

Sooho struggles to survive. The lonely teenager suffers through hunger and harsh weather while 

living in his rundown apartment. Abandoned by his parents, Sooho constantly schemes ways to make 

a fast buck, but even his wealthy classmate Kyungmin refuses to lend a helping hand. His problems 

are about to become far worse. By chance, Sooho draws the aTen1on of an eccentric and 

malevolent vampire. Night aVer night, the aTacks grow worse un1l Sooho realizes that the strange 

creature intends to kidnap him and feed off his blood. Forever. (STK672895) Available Now! 

(APR151610) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $11.99 

 

PIE INTERNATIONAL 

 



APR242083 

O/A PERSONA 5 ANIMATION MATERIAL BOOK SC (C: 1-1-1) 

(W)  PIE Interna1onal 

Persona 5: the Anima1on is an anime television series produced by CloverWorks, a Japanese 

anima1on studio and a rebrand of A1 Pictures, renowned for making popular amine series such as 

Fairy Tail, The Promised Neverland, and Darling in the Franxx. This is a complete collec1on of 

material, giving fans detailed behind-the-scenes look at the developing artworks such as character 

profiles, props profiles, background designs and visual illustra1ons (including never-before-seen 

illustra1ons). The materials consists not only works from Persona 5: the Anima1on but also from the 

special episode Dark Sun. (STL141146) Available Now! (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Art Book, SC, 7x10, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $39.95 

 

PIE INTERNATIONAL INC. 

 

APR242084 

O/A SUSHIO THE IDOL SC ARTBOOK (C: 0-1-2) 

The long-awaited collec1on of artworks from the popular anima1on group "Trigger," the studio 

behind Kill la Kill, Tengen Toppa Gurren Lagann, SSSS. Gridman, and more! This volume is a true 

delight for fans, featuring a collec1on of color illustra1ons widely collected from idol illustra1ons. 

(STL135268) Available Now! (C: 0-1-2) 

Art Book, SC, 8x11, 304pgs, FC           SRP: $45.00 

 

PROJECT H 

 

APR242085 

FETISHISMS VIRGINS GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 

 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (FEB141265) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.95 

 

APR242086 

LATE BLOOMERS GN (A) (C: 1-0-0) 



 Available Now!For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult supplement, 

ask your local comic shop. (JAN141186) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $17.95 

 

RUNNING PRESS 

 

APR242087 

ESSENTIAL MANGA GUIDE 50 SERIES EVERY MANGA FAN SHOULD KNOW  

(W) Briana Lawrence 

Dive into the world of manga and discover 50 of the most influen1al and essen1al series and 

standalone 1tles with this must-have guide for manga fans by Crunchyroll senior editor Briana 

Lawrence. The Essen1al Manga Guide provides a comprehensive, behind-the-scenes look into the 

history and growing legacy of manga. Both casual fans and serious otaku alike will discover an 

entertaining and personal look at the impact of these outstanding manga 1tles and their authors, as 

well as great recommenda1ons of what to read next. This guide includes Berserk, Bleach, Fruits 

Basket, Haikyu!!, Inuyasha, Jujutsu Kaisen, Kuroko's Basketball, My Lesbian Experience With 

Loneliness, Naruto, One Piece, Paradise Kiss, Revolu1onary Girl Utena, Sailor Moon, The Way of the 

House Husband, Tokyo Babylon, Uzumaki, Wotakoi: Love is Hard for Otaku, What Did You Eat 

Yesterday, Yu Yu Hakusho, and many more. (STL316707) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

Reference Book, SC, 7x9, 256pgs, PC           SRP: $24.99 

 

SATURDAY AM 

 

APR242088 

APPLE BLACK ORIGINS VOL 01 SPECTRUM & SPECTRE (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Stephanie Williams, Odunze Oguguo (A/CA) Odunze Oguguo 

In this light-novel prequel to the Apple Black series, a wild young sorceress named Willow looks to 

find all the legendary Golden Wands, like the one she got from her father. She enlists the help of a 

powerful rogue sorcerer Gideon Banburi to find salva1on, though he may be more trouble than she 

an1cipates. (STL316909) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242089 

OFFICIAL WEBTOON PRIDE COLORING BOOK COLLECTION SC (MR) (C:  



(W/A/CA)  WEBTOON Entertainment 

The Official WEBTOON PRIDE Coloring Collec1on is not just a coloring book; it's a celebra1on of love, 

diversity, and the power of storytelling. Color your way through 15 popular WEBTOON Originals 

series that celebrate love, diversity, and ar1s1c expression. Immerse yourself in the enchan1ng 

worlds of LGBTQIA+ webcomics as you add your personal touch to the tales of hit WEBTOON 

Originals series including Boyfriends, Mage & Demon Queen, Castle Swimmer, and more. 

(STL316911) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Coloring Book, 96pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242090 

CLOCK STRIKER GN VOL 01 

(W/A/CA) Issaka Galadima 

Cast dreams of being a SMITH, but no one in her small town ever realizes their dreams. Besides, 

these legendary warrior engineers haven't been seen in years and were never known for having 

female members. Fortunately, Cast meets one surviving member named Ms. Philomena Clock, who 

agrees to take her on as her appren1ce, or striker. (STL247707) Available Now! (OCT222205) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242091 

O/A APPLE BLACK GN VOL 01 NEO FREEDOM 

(W/A) Odunze Oguguo 

Many years ago, humans acquired fruits called "Black" from a tree that descended from the skies, 

which turned humans into sorcerers. Although all of Black is now ex1nct, humans s1ll have sorcery 

inherited from their ancestors. As genera1ons go by, the effects of Black in the bloodline diminishes 

and sorcerers use a variety of objects as "wands" to harness their magical power. Blessed by 

"Merlin," the god of sorcery, with the Arodihs arm, Sano, a young sorcerer, has the ul1mate wand. 

He is raised and trained in isola1on and secrecy to be the world's savior known as the Trinity. The 

savior is believed to be the one who dawns the Infinite Night, an eternal night of chaos. As his fellow 

giVed allies and sorcerers accompany Sano on his quest, the treachery, betrayal, and evil that have 

plagued nearly all of Eden emerge again to threaten the world. Can Sano survive the threats on his 

young life? (STL225976) Available Now! 

SC, 5x8, 208pgs, PC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242092 

O/A GUNHILD GN (SATUDAY AM TANK) VOL 01 NEW GOD 

(W/A) Fred Tornager 



Her travels lead mainly to many foes, but a few enemies become friends, persuaded by Gunhild's 

unwavering determina1on and burning passion for her own cause. Being a 1ny Jotun against a big, 

powerful world, Gunhild must fight smart and learn a trick or two from Loki to earn the 1tle of 

godhood. Certainly, Gunhild will stop at nothing to forge her own fantas1c path and make her dream 

come true. (STL260347) Available Now! 

SC, 5x8, 224pgs, PC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242093 

O/A HAMMER GN VOL 01 OCEAN KINGDOM 

(W/A) Jey Odin 

Stud is a 14-year-old boy whose father regularly abandons him on expedi1ons that he regularly 

catalogs in his own journals. Having to fend for himself, Stud isn't like most kids—he can turn his 

hands into hammers! Unfortunately, the kids in the village don't think it's cool and do not allow him 

to join their own fun adventures. When Stud stumbles upon one of his father's journals detailing his 

past adventures with Tara, Stud's mother, he unknowingly makes a wish and gets sucked into a book! 

With no way home in sight, he aTempts to finally make a friend who can help him and thus chooses 

to aid the Mermaid Detec1ve trying to solve the murder case. Can Stud solve this problem with his 

shiny hammer hands? He's going to try! (STL225977) Available Now! 

SC, 5x8, 224pgs, PC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242094 

O/A MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER WORLD OF GHOSTS GN VOL 01 SATURDAY AM 

(W) Frederick L Jones (A/CA) Oscar Fong 

When Nilay receives a mysterious device from his long-lost mother, he suddenly become a "player" 

in a supersecret video game where people use avatars to baTle over money, territory, and power — 

and that's made other players very angry. Can Nilay survive and learn where his mother is and why 

she sent this device? (STL234364) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242095 

O/A SATURDAY AM PRESENTS HOW TO DRAW DIVERSE MANGA SC 

Saturday AM Presents How to Draw Diverse Manga features Saturday AM's most popular ar1sts, who 

themselves represent racial iden11es, ethnici1es, and cultures from all over the world as well as 

diverse gender iden11es. The reader-friendly, step-by-step presenta1on, which is accessible even to 

beginning ar1sts, shares drawing guidance for Faces, features, and expressions; Bodies, propor1ons, 

and body posi1vity; Hair, including afros, braids, and waves; Developing character design through the 

language of shape, silhoueTe, and color schemes; and Avoiding stereotypes and caricatures. 

(STL225979) Available Now! 



How-to-Draw, SC, 8x11, 144pgs, PC           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242096 

O/A TITAN KING GN VOL 01 SATURDAY AM TANKS 

(W/A/CA) Tony Dawkins 

Honduran teenager Eli Santos has made enemies at every turn, so his father prepares to send him 

away. But before he can leave, Eli is abducted by an alien scout and selected to par1cipate in a 

galac1c tournament using creatures called Titans. Can Eli tame his Titan and defeat those who seek 

to destroy everything? (STL234254) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR242097 

7TH LOOP VILLAINESS CAREFREE LIFE GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Touko Amekawa (A/CA) Wan Hachipisu 

In the month and a half since Rishe became the fiancée of Galkhein's crown prince, she's wasted no 

1me. Not only has she forged alliances with important figures from her past lives, but she's also 

made friends with the common people of the kingdom. Most importantly, her 1me spent training in 

secret with the knight recruits has strengthened her resolve to alter the future and avoid the war she 

knows is coming. So when the true reason for Prince Kyle's visit is finally revealed, Rishe is more 

determined than ever to intervene and prevent tragedy from befalling both Coyolles and Galkhein—

even if it means risking Arnold's wrath! (STL317271) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 184pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242098 

ANCIENT MAGUS BRIDE GN VOL 20 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Kore Yamazaki 

Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far from 

the warmth of family, she has had her share of troubles and piPalls. Just when all hope seems lost, a 

fateful encounter awaits her. When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains 

her through a slave auc1on, Chise's life will never be the same again. The man is a "magus," a 

sorcerer of great power, who decides to free Chise from the bonds of cap1vity. The magus then 

makes a bold statement: Chise will become his appren1ce—and his bride! (STL317274) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 178pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 



 

APR242099 

BERSERK OF GLUTTONY GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Isshiki Ichika (A) Daisuke Takino 

The military force sent to Galia—and supposedly killed by the Divine Dragon—makes a sudden return 

to the royal capital. Among them is Mason Hart, Roxy’s father. Roxy and Fate are shocked and 

confused but joyful to have him back. Meanwhile, Fate receives a report from Laine about the Elder 

Stone—a fragment of Shin. When an explosion hits the military district, where the mysteries behind 

the resurrected dead and the Elder Stone intersect, Fate encounters the last person he expects to 

see! (STL317278) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242100 

BITE MAKER KINGS OMEGA GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Miwako Sugiyama 

Nobunaga collapses at the hands of Kiyomori! Could this be the end for him? Will he and Noel ever 

get a chance to consummate their fiery passion? Find out in the scorching finale of Bite Maker! 

(STL317279) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242101 

CASE FILES COMPENDIUM BING AN BEN L NOVEL VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0- 

(W/A) Rou Bao Bu Chi Rou 

Also known as BAB, the newest Chinese danmei/Boys' Love novel series from the blockbuster author 

of The Husky and His White Cat Shizun! From the outside, He Yu seems to have everything going for 

him: he's handsome, rich, and smart. But beneath his perfect facade, he's hiding a dark secret-one 

that makes him a slumbering threat to the people around him. AVer spending years abroad, he 

enrolls in film school to pursue the girl of his dreams, Xie Xue... but that forces him to deal with her 

overprotec1ve older brother, the man He Yu hoped he'd never see again.Xie Qingcheng, an icy man 

of subdued emo1on, was once He Yu's doctor, and is the only person who knows He Yu's terrible 

secret. He Yu swears not to let his past with this man get in the way of his feelings for Xie Xue, but he 

soon finds himself drawn into a tangled web of intrigue and violence that involves both of the Xie 

siblings. (STL317281) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Novel, SC, 436pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 



APR242102 

CHASING SPICA GN (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Rui Takato 

Nekozuka Serina isn’t sa1sfied. Even though she’s fashionable, popular, and smart to boot, she’s 

always found herself gnawing at the heels of the cold and condescending public morals officer 

Tachibana Reiko. With them now in their third year and a scholarship on the line, Serina must finally 

defeat Reiko and get the highest exam results in their grade. It’s easier said than done! That is un1l 

Serina snaps a photo of Reiko visi1ng a love hotel late at night with an unknown woman and hatches 

a plan... (STL317403) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 172pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242103 

CINDERELLA CLOSET GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Fushiashikumo 

Haruka’s confidence is boosted by Hikaru’s magic, and aVer overcoming her heartbreak over 

Kurotaki, she and Hikaru are finally an item! But right aVer sharing their first kiss, Haruka's mom 

suddenly appears! What will she think of her daughter’s cross-dressing sweetheart? Meanwhile, 

Hikaru begins to consider his dreams as life brings them both to a new stage... (STL317284) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242104 

COLORLESS GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA)  Kent 

The epic conclusion to the stylish tale of a world bereV of color! The first Mercy Pulse robbed the 

world of color, leaving humanity mutated in its wake. Now, using the power of their "Divine Chroma," 

the Iodopsy Order are on the verge of engineering a second Mercy Pulse. Driven by the madness of 

their faith, they don't care what the consequences might be for the human race. Avidia narrowly 

prevailed against the Order's sapphire-1nted god, but now he's grievously wounded and cut off from 

all his friends. To rescue Chie, he's ready to launch an all-out war against the Order, before calamity 

descends upon the world! (STL317285) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 248pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242105 



CONDEMNED VILLAINESS GOES BACK IN TIME GN #2 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Bakufu Narayama (A) Rat Kitaguni 

Claudia, determined to change the past, tries to thwart her half-sister Fermina’s schemes, but their 

clashes finally spiral out of the home and into high society. Now, she must confront the crown prince, 

who is intrigued by her behavior, and his other prospec1ve fiancées. Claudia can’t let her guard 

down for even a second as the baTle between the villainess and the perfect villain escalates! 

(STL317286) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242106 

DANGEROUS CONVENIENCE STORE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  945/gusao 

When Gunwoo tells Eui-joon that he likes him and wants to go out, Eui-joon is thrown for a loop. 

S1ll, Eui-joon can’t deny his growing feelings for the stoic gangster, despite knowing nothing about 

his past or private life, and agrees to a date, hoping he’ll learn more about Gunwoo. Instead, he has a 

rough encounter with one of Gunwoo’s associates, the violent and terrifying Chaehyun. Just what is 

Chaehyun to Gunwoo? And what does his sudden appearance mean for Eui-joon and Gunwoo’s 

budding rela1onship? (STL317289) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 280pgs, FC           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242107 

DELINQUENT DADDY & TENDER TEACHER GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Tama Mizuki 

Hitsuji and Hatoyama are growing closer than ever. And while Hitsuji may not have been ready to 

take the leap into cohabita1ng, he’s determined to support Hatoyama and his son Hinata however he 

can. And boy, it looks like they’re gonna need it! With Hinata s1ll struggling to form a connec1on 

with his new teacher, Samejima, and Hatoyama working himself to the bone to save up money for a 

bigger place, things are on the stressful side for this liTle family. It’s up to Hitsuji to lend a hand and 

find the courage to show Hatoyama just how much he cares for him! (STL317291) Scheduled to ship 

in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 180pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242108 

DRAGON GOES HOUSE HUNTING GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kawo Tanuki (A/CA) Choco Aya 



LeTy is not very good at being a dragon. Actually, he’s so terrible at it that his dad went and kicked 

him out of the house! What’s a ski]sh monster of myth to do in a world where everyone sees him as 

material for their next suit of armor? Why, find a safe place to call home, of course. With the help of 

a slightly evil elvish architect, LeTy’s quest for the ul1mate draconic domicile begins! (STL317294) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242109 

DRAGON KNIGHTS BELOVED GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Asagi Orikawa (A) Ritsu Aozaki 

Melissa and Hurbert are off to the capital! They’ve leV Blue behind to teach him independence. But 

independence means he can make his own decisions, and it doesn’t take him long to decide to head 

to the capital on his own. Melissa’s status as Blue’s surrogate mother makes both of them targets for 

the nobles’ poli1cal games and not all of them are fans of dragons. Things are about to heat up! 

(STL317295) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 170pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242110 

DUKE OF DEATH & HIS MAID GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Koharu Inoue, Koharu Inoue (A) Koharu Inoue 

At last, spring has sprung! With Alice at his side, The Duke travels to speak with his mother once 

again, only to find the main house abuzz with prepara1ons for the evening ball! It promises to be a 

night to remember for the Duke, Viola, and Walter. On this magical night, who dances with whom? 

(STL317296) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242111 

ECCENTRIC DOCTOR OF MOON FLOWER KINGDOM GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tohru Himuka, Tohru Himuka (A) Tohru Himuka 

Determined to get to the boTom of a mysterious pandemic, Keiun leads a top-secret mission into the 

neighboring Plum Province to inves1gate rumors of a "mountain curse" that has already claimed 

many lives. Discovering it was a contagious disease all along, Keiun also uncovers a scheme to 

conceal the spreading sickness as well as the Stem Sect's hidden movements in the shadows. LeV 

with no choice, Keiun uses the last ace leV up his sleeve... (STL317297) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 204pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 



APR242112 

ENNEAD GN VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Mojito 

This hit Boys' Love webtoon-a drama1c fantasy epic-is a reimagining of one of the oldest myths in 

human civiliza1on! Nine powerful gods of ancient Egypt form the Ennead. When the god of war, 

Seth, kills his brother Osiris and takes over Egypt, he ushers in an era of chaos and cruelty. Centuries 

later, a new challenger appears: Horus, the child of Isis. Horus is not yet a full god, but he has the 

support of other dei1es to dethrone Seth. The conflict between Seth and Horus that begins as a 

series of trials warps into a complex web of deceit, obsession... and desire. Seven Seas will release 

two versions of the series, which were originally drawn for different audiences: a paperback version 

rated Older Teen, and a deluxe hardcover version rated Mature. Each version is standalone but has 

alternate depic1ons of some adult material. (STL317299) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 296pgs, FC           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR242113 

ENNEAD HC VOL 03 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Mojito 

The full-color Boys’ Love webtoon hit inspired by ancient Egyp1an mythology! (Hardcover Edi1on for 

Mature Audiences) 

Nine powerful gods of ancient Egypt are known as the Ennead. When the god of war, Seth, kills his 

brother Osiris to take over Egypt, he ushers in an era of chaos and cruelty under his rule. The other 

gods are unable to fight Seth’s power un1l centuries later, when a new challenger appears: Horus, 

the child of Isis. Horus is not yet even a full god, but he’s backed by other dei1es to dethrone Seth 

and bring an end to the many years of bloodshed. The conflict between Seth and Horus that begins 

as a series of trials warps into a complex web of deceit, obsession...and even desire. 

 

This hit Boys’ Love webtoon–a drama1c fantasy epic–is a reimagining of one of the oldest myths in 

human civiliza1on. Already available in mul1ple languages to fans around the world, this is the very 

first 1me the graphic novel series will be printed in English, presented in beau1ful full-color edi1ons 

in an oversized trim! Seven Seas will release two versions of the series, which were originally drawn 

for different audiences: a paperback version rated Older Teen, and a deluxe hardcover version rated 

Mature. (Each version is standalone but has alternate depic1ons of some adult material.) 

(STL317300) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 296pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242114 



EVEN DOGS GO TO OTHER WORLDS GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Ryuuou (A) Hana Ichika 

Takumi oVen works over1me and gets home aVer dark. At least his beloved Maltese puppy, Leo, is 

always happy to greet him when he returns home. One day, Takumi wakes up in an unfamiliar 

forest… and right in front of an enormous wolf! Wait, could this gigan1c canine actually be his once-

liTle Leo?! With the help of a mysterious new magic power, Takumi will do his best to make a laid 

back, easy life for himself and his furry best friend! (STL317301) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-

1-2) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242115 

EVEN THOUGH WERE ADULTS GN VOL 08 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Takako Shimura 

Is it worth making everyone else miserable just so we can be happy? Even as they wrestle with this 

ques1on, Ayano and Akari decide to move in together. Their new life together sustains Ayano aVer 

salacious rumors chased her out of her last teaching job. Meanwhile, Wataru is leV hur1ng in the 

wake of the divorce and Eri struggles with an adulterous love of her own. (STL317302) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242116 

GRANDMASTER OF DEMONIC CULTIVATION GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Mo Xiang Tong Xiu (A) Luo Di Cheng Qiu 

To escape the villainous scheming of Xue Yang, A-Qing is determined to flee, and take her companion 

Xiao Xingchen along with her. But Xiao Xingchen cannot shake his sense of responsibility—he 

resolves to stay behind and confront Xue Yang alone. That's when Xue Yang reveals the truth behind 

their Night Hunts, and all the horrible things he's tricked Xiao Xingchen into doing for so many years. 

BaTle is joined between old friends and fated rivals! Back in the present, Wei Wuxian watches their 

tragic history unfold, and is leV with a single thought. To set things right, he must kill Xue Yang. 

(STL317306) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 240pgs, PC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242117 

HIDDEN DUNGEON ONLY I CAN ENTER GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Meguru Seto (A) Tomoyuki Hino (CA) Enoki Tomoyuki 



Noir Stardia, lesser son of an even lesser noble, just lost his job. Without a penny to his name, he 

decides to enroll in the Hero Academy and improve his career prospects. But he’ll need to get a lot 

stronger to pass the entrance exam. So Noir seeks out a hidden dungeon—a legendary labyrinth 

filled with strange beasts and rare items—where he can train un1l he’s powerful enough to change 

his fate! (STL317308) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242118 

HIS MAJESTY DEMON KINGS HOUSEKEEPER GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Saiko Wadori (A/CA) Mika Kajiyama 

For Takatsuki Sakura, a trip to the library turns into a fantas1cal journey. She has been swept away to 

a grandiose castle ruled by a gorgeous demon king. Magic and wonder covers every room. Taking it 

in, Sakura can hardly breathe… because of all the dust and dirt. A curse has prevented this kingdom 

from cleaning. Only Sakura and her housekeeping knowhow can scrub away this dark magic grime! 

(STL317309) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 162pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242119 

HOMUNCULUS OMNIBUS GN VOL 05 (VOL 9-10) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Hideo Yamamoto 

The final volume! The homunculi have all vanished! All but one—a mysterious woman whose face 

shiVs constantly, and who won't leave Nakoshi alone. In a desperate aTempt to uncover his truth 

and hers, Nakoshi bites the bullet and performs trepana1on on himself. Will he survive the 

procedure and find the answers he's so desperately seeking? Collects volumes 9 & 10. (STL317310) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 680pgs, B&W           SRP: $27.99 

 

APR242120 

I GOT CAUGHT UP IN A HERO SUMMONS GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Toudai (A) Helan Jiro 

Somehow, Kaito has managed to skate away with his life despite being faced against such foes as the 

War King and his entourage! Though the appearance of Chro in her Demon Beast Mode quickly 

dampens raised tempers. Later, a trip to the demon realm has Kaito spending considerable 1me with 

Isis, the Death King, where he must confront his hidden true feelings for Chro. Upon his return, with 

yet more friends and acquaintances added to his entourage, No Face the Illusion King has managed 

to slip in. What informa1on will the Illusion King throw Kaito's way? (STL317312) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 172pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242121 

I THINK I TURNED MY FRIEND INTO A GIRL GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Azusa Banjo 

Hiura and Mido’s 1me as roommates ends with the start of the new school term. But now that 

Hiura’s gained a liTle more confidence, he’s forging deeper friendships with his fellow classmates, 

and at the invita1on of rich girl Yoshino, he somehow ends up making his society debut! Meanwhile, 

a new character who is knowledgeable about makeup gets a glimpse of Mido’s secret. Will this set 

something off? (STL317313) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 170pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242122 

IDEAL SPONGER LIFE GN VOL 16 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tsunehiko Watanabe (A/CA) Neko Hinotsuki 

Princess Freya has arrived in the Twin Kingdoms, aiming to purchase enchanted items for her journey 

home. Lucrezia smells an opportunity—she advises the foreign princess to nego1ate a deal with her 

own Broglie family. But just when things seem to be headed towards a smooth conclusion, the 

Marquis Broglie produces an unexpected treasure. It's a magical item of incomparable value, a Relic 

from the White Empire of yore! Just what kind of ulterior mo1ve is at work here? (STL317316) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 170pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242123 

INVINCIBLE SHOVEL GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yasohachi Tsuchise (A) Renji Fukuhara 

The final volume! In search of the final Orb, Alan and his friends journey to Darkregion, a country 

devoid of sunlight that's guarded by an ancient clan known as the Sen1nels. However, things take a 

serious turn when thousands of demons threaten to invade! To avoid a repeat of the War of 

Genocide that wiped out mankind 300 years ago, Alan challenges the shadowy leader of the demons 

deep in the bowels of the underworld. Will he be victorious? (STL317318) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 196pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 



APR242124 

KAGEKI SHOJO GN VOL 12 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kumiko Saiki 

Ever since she was a liTle girl, Sarasa has wanted to play the role of Oscar as part of the Kouka Ac1ng 

Troupe, an all-female ac1ng troupe similar to the Takarazuka Revue. But before she can do that, she 

has to aTend two years at the Kouka School of Musical and Theatrical Arts. As Sarasa prac1ces 

singing, dancing, and ac1ng, she grows closer to the other girls in her year, including her roommate, 

the stoic former J-idol, Ai. Though Sarasa is great at making friends, her outspoken nature and grand 

ambi1ons earn her lots of enemies as well. Can Sarasa keep her upbeat a]tude and achieve her 

dream of stardom? (STL317319) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242125 

KEMONO JIHEN GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Sho Aimoto 

A friend, a family member, a lover... everyone has someone they care about. And because of that, 

some1mes, they will fight desperately not to lose that someone. Inside the Ouga Ham factory, 

Kabane and Inugami work together in a joint aTack against Haru and the other foxes in a baTle over 

the stones, but Inugami is taken hostage by an unexpected opponent. Can Kabane save him? 

(STL317320) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242126 

KUMA KUMA KUMA BEAR GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Kumanano (A/CA)  Sergei 

Ever since she got transported to another world, Yuna has been on an epic quest... for culinary 

delights! Her latest goal is to find the "bee tree," the source of honey in this world. But when Yuna 

finally finds it, she also discovers a couple of wild bears under aTack by orcs! Never one to back 

down from a fight when a rare ingredient is on the line, Yuna soon jumps into the fray! (STL317321) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242127 

LAST GAME GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Shinobu Amano 



Yanagi and Kujou's trip to an amusement park begins with a haunted house, where Yanagi offers to 

hold her hand if she's scared. But with Momoka and Souma (and Yoshida-senpai) meddling, 

something is bound to go awry! Meanwhile, watching Momoka and Yanagi together is making Kujou 

feel uneasy... and her changing behavior is beginning to change Souma, too. (STL317323) Scheduled 

to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242128 

LONELY CASTLE IN MIRROR GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mizuki Tsujimura (A) Tomo Taketomi 

The kids realize that, aside from Rion, they are all students at Yukishina Junior High No. 5. AVer an 

evenPul Christmas party, Masamune plucks up his courage to suggest that the kids help each other 

out with their problems and maybe even start aTending classes again. They all agree to go to school 

on January 10th. Will Kokoro finally be able to face her bullies? (STL317324) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242129 

LOVE IS AN ILLUSION GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Fargo 

When Hye-sung’s name and photo are published in the news, neither he nor Dojin expect that it will 

bring long-lost rela1ves into their lives. Even though it’s been years since Hye-sung spoke to his 

parents, he’s forced to confront the hard truths of his troubled past. In the face of such trauma, can 

he endure for Dojin and Byul’s sake? Or is the terrified omega about to make another daring escape? 

Meanwhile, all Hye-sung and Dojin’s friends are seTling down. (STL317326) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 416pgs, B&W           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242130 

MAGICAL ANGEL CREAMY MAMI SPOILED PRINCESS GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1 

(W/A) Emi Mitsuki 

Final volume! Filming on a movie wriTen by manager Kidokoro and starring Ayase Megumi has 

begun! Prepara1ons are moving along, but finding talent to star alongside Megumi is proving a 

bigger challenge than an1cipated. Just when all seems lost, a face from the past appears: Creamy 

Mami. Thus begins Mami and Megumi's last appearance together! (STL317327) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 



SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242131 

MALEVOLENT SPIRITS MONONOGATARI GN VOL 07 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A)  Onigunsou 

On their way to Tokyo, the Nagatsuki tsukumogami run into a strange roadblock—a whole group of 

paper umbrella tsukumogami who are aVer Botan. Suzuri manages to send a message to Botan in 

the nick of 1me, aler1ng Hyoma and the others at the Kadomori estate that a group they thought 

were allies are actually aligned with the paper umbrellas. A concentrated aTack separates Hyoma 

and Botan from everyone else, and this 1me, Hyoma is determined to protect Botan at all costs—

even if it means cas1ng aside his chance for vengeance. (STL317328) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. 

(C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 210pgs, PC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242132 

MARRIAGE TO KITSUNE SAMA GN (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Ken Homerun 

A fox spirit is hungry for love in this supernatural Boys' Love rom-com! In the town of Hokutochou, a 

mys1cal tradi1on unfolds every few decades. A villager is selected to ascend the mountain to marry 

one of the alluring fox spirits who reside there. Inaho has longed to take on that role, and when his 

1me finally comes, he eagerly climbs the mountain to meet his new handsome husband, Subaru. The 

cap1va1ng lord has been watching Inaho for quite some 1me and is pleased to receive his new 

spouse. But before this supernatural marriage can enter its honeymoon stage, Inaho discovers 

Subaru is cursed to devour his beloved—aka Inaho! Can they find a way to break the curse, or is this 

marriage doomed to end in tragedy? (STL317408) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 220pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242133 

MISS KOBAYASHIS DRAGON MAID ELMA DIARY GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Coolkyoushinja (A/CA) Ayami Kazama 

Office lady life isn’t all trips to snowy mountains and LiTle Edo. What happens when Elma is 

suspected of stealing the office snacks?! S1ll, this harmony dragon is doing her best to blend in with 

human society. She’s even chosen as an instructor for a study group! (STL317331) Scheduled to ship 

in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 144pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 



 

APR242134 

MODERN DUNGEON CAPTURE GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuuki Kimikawa (A)  Sturkey 

Four years have passed since dungeons suddenly appeared all over the world, sparking conflict over 

the resources hidden within. Then one fateful day, a financial securi1es salaryman named Mizuki, 

who was relegated to an office branch in the countryside, arrives at his new workplace to find it 

transformed into one of those very dungeons. Entering to search for anyone who might be stuck 

inside, Mizuki realizes the dungeon is straight out of a video game! During his search, he comes 

across a fairy and, using his new mysterious skill book, saves her from being roasted alive by goblins. 

The former wage slave's adventure begins now, as he sets out to clear modern dungeons with his 

skill book and his partner from another world! (STL317332) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 162pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242135 

MOMO BLOOD TAKER GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Akira Sugito 

The rive1ng finale! MoMo and Mikogami are finally reunited, but Croix and Brunhilda block their 

way! As the two camps clash, something suddenly happens to Croix's body and the situa1on takes an 

unexpected turn. Furthermore, the King of the Vampires, Kudlak, takes ac1on, bringing the story to 

its final stage! (STL317333) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 210pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242136 

MY NEW LIFE AS A CAT GN VOL 06 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A) Konomi Wagata 

S1ll stranded in the body of a housecat, Nyao is learning to adapt and liking it more than he thought 

he would. He’s seTled into a pleasant rou1ne since his classmate, Chika, adopted him. So when he 

gets the chance to take a trip with her, why not? The cozy kiTy comedy con1nues! (STL317337) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

SC, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242137 

MY SENPAI IS ANNOYING GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Shiro Manta 



Igarashi is a hardworking young office lady. Takeda, the senpai above her at work, annoys her 

constantly-and yet she finds herself growing closer to him. Every day is filled with comic mishaps and 

roman1c moments as Igarashi tries to balance work, life, and love. This full-color manga, which 

started its life as a webcomic, is sure to charm audiences of workplace comedies like Aggretsuko and 

The Office! (STL317338) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 136pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242138 

MY STEPMOTHER & STEPSISTERS ARENT WICKED GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1 

(W/A)  Otsuji 

Miya, an illegi1mate child taken in by the prominent Kounokura main family, never had much of a 

formal educa1on before arriving at her new home. Her stepmother and stepsisters feel she has 

learned all she can within the confines of their estate though and enroll her in a pres1gious all-girls 

academy. Surrounded by the daughters of society’s most elite families, Miya can’t help but feel out of 

place. And when the queen bee of the en1re school singles her out just to tell her she’s not up to 

snuff, Miya definitely feels the pressure! Will she be able to prove herself to her classmates? 

(STL317339) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 146pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242139 

MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Nujima 

Strange new mysteries have made their way into the all-girl school demon-girl Adashino Oto aTends, 

and Sumireko is on the case! The mystery that "licks one's shadow" is odd enough, but who could 

possibly solve the riddle of the Pearl of the Cow, or face that totem of lost souls known as the 

Jinrinki?! Not to men1on the watchman of the spirit world, "Uncle Time." It's up to ho]e novelist 

Ogawa Sumireko to take on all these urban legends, with the help of baby-faced demon boy 

Adashino Ren! (STL317410) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 168pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242140 

NIGHTFALL TRAVELERS GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Tomohi 

Akane, a member of her school's newspaper club, has a new assignment: write about the "haunted" 

places in her sprawling town. She decides to invite the new (and seemingly lonely) transfer student 

to come with her on her ghost hunt, sparking a friendship between them. As the two girls embark on 

their own liTle adventure down labyrinthian staircases, across cryp1c sidestreets, and through dark 



and foreboding tunnels, they discover that there might be some truth to all the spooky stories, aVer 

all! (STL247399) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 134pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242141 

NO LONGER ALLOWED IN ANOTHER WORLD GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Hiroshi Noda (A) Takahiro Wakamatsu 

AVer par1ng ways with his soulmate Sacchan, Sensei is leV heartbroken and bereV of purpose. The 

gloomy, suicidal adventurer soon wanders alone into the frightening trials of the Fairy Queen. Only 

one other person has successfully completed those trials—but Sensei has a unique giV for surviving 

what would kill anyone else. A whole new con1nent waits beyond, where a kingdom that seems 

perfect from the outside hides secret trouble beneath the surface... (STL317341) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 

SC, 160pgs, PC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242142 

PANDORA IN CRIMSON SHELL GHOST URN GN VOL 18 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Masamune Shirow (A/CA) Koushi Rikudou 

Now that the Bydo virus has been removed from Phobos’s system—and with it, Labrys’s 

brainwashing—Phobos faces Clarion again to try and regain the peaceful life she once had. 

Meanwhile, Poseidon’s evil tendrils are creeping closer and closer to the Korobase estate! 

(STL317343) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242143 

PLUS SIZED ELF GN VOL 06 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA)  Synecdoche 

In order to get Elfuda and the others away from junk food, Naoe takes them to the beach for some 

extreme training. But an old enemy, the Satyress, follows them there, and this 1me she has backup! 

Will she ruin Naoe and Elfuda’s fun in the sun? (STL317348) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-

0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 170pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 



APR242144 

PULSE GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Ratana Sa1s 

Final volume! Sue's past is finally coming back to bite her! Both she and her husband have been 

summoned to give statements and it won't be long before they have to go to court. Is the director 

standing at the precipice of her fall from grace? All will finally be answered in the heart-pounding 

conclusion! (STL317349) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 204pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242145 

PUNCH DRUNK LOVE GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  MOSCARETO (A/CA)  Okdong 

AVer ge]ng not just one, but two passionate encounters with manager Jeong Tae-moon, finance 

worker Park Seon-woo is on cloud nine. The problem? Mr. Jeong is completely turned off by 

everything from Seon-woo's frumpy appearance to his sloppy oral technique. Desperate to keep 

living his ul1mate fantasy come true, Seon-woo works hard to improve himself and become a man 

worthy to stand at Mr. Jeong's side… or just to crouch on hands and knees as Mr. Jeong's footstool! 

Could he even dare hope to become Mr. Jeong's exclusive lover? (STL317411) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 304pgs, B&W           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242146 

RE MONSTER GN VOL 09 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kanekiru Kogitsune (A/CA) Kobayakawa Haruyoshi 

Apo-Rou has successfully beaten back the coup aTempt and gathered a group of orphaned children 

to form the youth training unit Sol-Child! And his next project—the founding of a trading company 

and the construc1on of a department store in the capital!! In order to improve his own abili1es, Apo-

Rou has also decided to take on a legendary dungeon... solo! In a nest swarming with demons, a 

fierce baTle between powerful opponents unfolds! Will Apo-Rou live to see his retail dreams come 

true? (STL317352) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242147 

REBORN AS A SPACE MERCENARY GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1-2) 



(W)  Ryuto (A) Tetsuhiro Nabeshima, Shuinichi Matsui 

Former corporate stooge turned star-faring bounty hunter Hiro has survived another baTle long 

enough for the Pirate-Hun1ng Unit to intervene. To ensure the safety of their current charge, the 

Princess Chris, Imperial forces have been commanded to accompany the starship Krishna on her 

travels. With the Imperial Fleet protec1ng them, Hiro and the harem should be able to relax for 

once... but suddenly, they've got a new challenge on their hands! In interstellar space, the game 

never saves, and only ends one way! Can Hiro protect the princess, and himself? (STL317353) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 170pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242148 

REBORN RICH GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  JP (A)  BG 

The full-color webtoon/manhwa (comic) hit comes to English print for the first 1me! A man plots 

revenge against a corporate empire when he's reborn into the family who rules it. AVer thirteen 

years as a loyal employee of the Soonyang Group, South Korea's largest business empire, Hyeonwoo 

is rewarded with betrayal—and murdered—by his employers! Miraculously, he's given a second 

chance, reborn back in 1me as Dojun Jin, grandson of the founder of the corporate dynasty that 

betrayed him. In a daring quest to rewrite des1ny, he will not only aTempt to seTle the score; he will 

aim for the ul1mate hos1le takeover. (STL317412) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 320pgs, B&W           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242149 

REINCARNATED AS A SWORD ANOTHER WISH GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yuu Tanaka (A) Hinako Inoue 

Final volume! Now that Lu is fully healed, she and Fran perform together at the fes1val! However, as 

Stella is called back to the stage for an encore, something happens… Then when Fran and Teacher 

return to their world, they find someone wai1ng for them. (STL317355) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242150 

REINCARNATED AS DRAGON HATCHLING GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Nekoko (A)  Rio 

In a world full of dangerous monsters, our unnamed protagonist finds himself reborn at the very 

boTom of the food chain as an immobile, powerless egg. Even just hatching will require leveling up 



by figh1ng monsters—the same monsters who'd love to eat him as a snack. But with the help of the 

mysterious voice in his head, he's determined to grow into the most powerful creature in the world! 

(STL317356) Scheduled to ship in September 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 161pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242151 

REINCARNATED INTO A GAME AS HEROS FRIEND GN VOL 02 (MR) (C:  

(W) Yuki Suzuki (A) Rampei Ashio 

Lord Werner's saved the day! Well, almost. Having been reincarnated into a game he played when he 

was young, Werner brings his knowledge of upcoming events to change the 1de of baTle and survive 

against the dreaded Demon Stampede. Meanwhile, the hero Mazel comes face to face with one of 

the Demon Lord's trusted commanders. Werner knows his friend will succeed, but can this former 

office worker defy fate to save the lives of his troops? (STL317357) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 178pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242152 

RELIVING LIFE WITH A BF WHO DOESNT REMEMBER ME GN (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Eiko Mutsuhana (A) Gin Shirakawa 

This fantasy tale of mystery and romance was adapted from the cri1cally acclaimed light novel series 

Return from Death: I Kicked the Bucket and Now I'm Back at Square One With a Boyfriend Who 

Doesn't Remember Me! Oriana, a seventeen-year-old magic student, suddenly dies alongside her 

boyfriend, Vincent. However, she returns from death in the body of her seven-year-old self with the 

memories of her past life intact—except for the knowledge of what killed her. She fantasizes for years 

about reuni1ng with her beloved, but when they finally meet, Vincent doesn't remember her! Can 

she make Vincent fall in love with her again and avoid the death that started this mysterious 1me 

loop? (STL317413) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 164pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242153 

ROYAL TAILOR CLOTHIER TO CROWN GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Nakasane Nowaki 

This charming and roman1c shojo/josei fantasy is just what the tailor ordered! Hana's lifelong dream 

is to become a tailor and make wonderful clothes for people of all the different fantasy races. 

However, in a world where humans are discriminated against, even ge]ng work as a seamstress is a 



struggle. When a handsome, mysterious prince offers her a job, it seems like Hana's fortunes might 

finally be changing for the beTer! (STL317416) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 5x7, 196pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242154 

SAINTS MAGIC IS OMNIPOTENT GN VOL 09 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Yuka Tachibana (A/CA)  Fujiazuki 

Living the workaholic life in her mid-20s, Sei never expected she’d be summoned to another world, 

let alone obtain the power of a living Saint. And she especially didn’t expect to be totally ignored by 

the locals! While the kingdom desperately needs a hero, it turns out Sei was just the backup op1on. 

LeV alone, she explores her newfound powers at the royal Research Ins1tute, unraveling the 

mysteries of magic po1ons. As she helps the sick and the dying, her talents reveal themselves. Might 

Sei be the Saint this world needs aVer all? (STL317361) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 148pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242155 

SAINTS MAGIC POWER IS OMNIPOTENT OTHER SAINT GN VOL 04 (C: 0 

(W/A/CA) Sora Akino 

Final volume! Now that the experiments with the holy water were completed successfully, Aira 

returns to her normal work. However, she's once again sent out on a subjuga1on mission that 

requires the holy water. Aira travels to a new region—where someone awaits her... (STL317363) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 212pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242156 

SERVAMP GN VOL 20 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Tanaka Strike 

Final volume! With Tsurugi fallen, Mikuni and Lily con1nue the prepara1ons for the Count's 

reincarna1on ceremony. Meanwhile, Ildeo and the others suppress Jeje, releasing Misono from his 

mental chains and allowing his true memories to return. Amidst the chaos and confusion, Mahiro 

and Kuro finally return to Tokyo from London! (STL317365) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 196pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242157 



SHEEP PRINCESS IN WOLFS CLOTHING GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Mito 

Since becoming Princess Momo’s tutor, Aki has started to warm up to the girl and has now, to her 

shock, fallen hard for her. But Aki worries that it’s pointless to confess her feelings. AVer all, she’s a 

servant and Momo’s a princess. Why bother to confess her love when they can never be together? Is 

there any hope for them? Can Aki overcome her own fear and doubt to tell Momo how she really 

feels? (STL317367) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 152pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242158 

SKULL DRAGONS PRECIOUS DAUGHTER GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Ichi Yukishiro 

Eve's search for connec1ons has brought her into contact with all kinds of people living in all sorts of 

places. This 1me her journey leads her to the Elven Sanctuary, a secluded locale concealed by veil of 

fog. But it turns out that this mist might be hiding more than just elves... it could be hiding a dragon! 

Will they find another one of Snoozy's children? Or something else en1rely? (STL317370) Scheduled 

to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242159 

SOARA & HOUSE OF MONSTERS GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Hidenori Yamaji 

Soara and the gang set out on a new journey to find Kirik’s master. They start by seeking out the 

masters of the land, sea, and air of the monster world. On their way, they meet cats managing a 

cafeteria, a group of huge golems, and some green gnomes. All is going well un1l the appearance of 

an unknown foe spells trouble for their quest! (STL317371) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 200pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242160 

A STEPMOTHERS MARCHEN GN VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Spice&kiTy (A/CA)  ORKA 

Before the marchioness Shuri Von Neuschwanstein was granted a redo of her last seven years, she 

was ambushed on her way to a new life on the morning of Jeremy’s wedding. For the first 1me, the 

events leading up to her death and rebirth are revealed—along with the aVermath of the horrific 

event. Shuri’s death causes an uproar in the empire, especially when blame is placed on refugees 

from the country of Safavid. It seems the empire will go to war, unless Jeremy, Norra, and others 

close to Shuri can find the true culprit. Are the events of Shuri’s previous life connected to her 



second chance life in some way? Who, or what, brought her back from certain death—and to what 

end? (STL317273) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 304pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242161 

TALE OF THE SECRET SAINT GN VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Touya (A) Aobe Mahito 

Fia's travels take her into the heart of Sutherland alongside the First Knight Brigade. There, the land 

is s1ll scarred from the wounds of "The Lament of Sutherland," an internal conflict ins1gated by 

Captain Cyril's parents. Worse s1ll, to this day, the land and its ci1zens despise knights because of the 

tragedy, which means trouble for anyone in the brigade. However, Fia won't lose hope. In fact, she 

might just be exactly what Sutherland needs to help heal this tragic situa1on! (STL317374) Scheduled 

to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 178pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242162 

THERES NO FREAKING WAY BE YOUR LOVER GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Teren Mikami (A)  Musshu 

Sena Ajisai, the angel of the school, always seems to Renako like she has everything together. But this 

illusion is shaTered during a Mai-sanc1oned visit to Ajisai’s house where Renako witnesses her 

normally sweet-natured friend get into a fight with her family. Later, when Ajisai declares over the 

phone that she’s running away from home, it’s up to Renako to keep her friend from doing 

something she’ll regret! (STL317375) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242163 

THIS IS SCREWED UP REINCARNATED AS GIRL GN VOL 12 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Ashi (A) Keyaki Uchiuch 

Ren has successfully fended off the guild staffer who was trying to force her to work for free. Using 

her knowledge of Earth's modern business world, she even creates a new set of reforms to squeeze 

incompetent kids from aristocra1c families out of the guild! Then, Ren’s orphan friends rent a 

ramshackle home to live in. Unable to stand by idly, Ren decides it’s 1me for a gut job and a remodel! 

Is there anything Ren can't do?! She might even change the world! (STL317376) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 



 

APR242164 

THROW AWAY SUIT TOGETHER GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mei Hachimoku (CA)  Kukka 

In this yuri/Girls' Love romance, two college girls under too much pressure leave city life—by running 

away to an island together! Ge]ng into university and job hun1ng is what they're expected to do, 

because that's what "everyone" does—but what do they really want for themselves? When Haru and 

Hii-chan decide to take life into their own hands, they toss their resumes into the sea and move to an 

island together. They soon learn that island living isn't all blue skies and sunny days… and yet, 

whatever the future holds, they will face it together. (STL317430) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 

0-1-2) 

SC, 172pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242165 

TOKYO REVENGERS OMNIBUS GN VOL 13 (VOLS 21-22) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A) Ken Wakui 

The baTle between gangs is over, and the inevitable showdown between Takemichi and Kisaki looms 

close. Takemichi vowed to change the future, but no maTer how oVen he went back to the past, the 

future stubbornly refused to change. And each 1me Takemichi discovered a new obstacle to his 

happy ending, Kisaki was there in the shadows, pulling the strings. It's 1me for Takemichi to wring 

some answers out of him, with his bare hands! Collects volumes 21 & 22. (STL317378) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 390pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.99 

 

APR242166 

TRAPPED IN DATING SIM WORLD OTOME GAMES GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Yomu Mishima (A) Jun Shiosato 

Leon, the side character turned protagonist, has been arrested! For his own safety, so says Mylene. 

But perhaps nobody will be safe aVer Frampton and Hertrude make a secret agreement—the 

Principality will invade the kingdom and in exchange be granted valuable land! With our hero under 

lock and key, who can stop this plot, and the plot of the otome game Leon is striving to win, from 

coming to frui1on? (STL317379) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 170pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242167 

TREE OF DEATH YOMOTSUHEGUI GN VOL 02 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 



(W/A) Masasumi Kakizaki 

Among us live the Undying, who feed the fruit of the Yomotsuhegui to those who seek eternal life, or 

even just a momentary rescue from death, and thus these immortals increase their numbers one by 

one... Can the Shinigami Ren and former police officer and current Undying Nawa save the world 

from a fate worse than death with their special giV—the power to grant mortality to those doomed 

to live forever?! (STL317380) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242168 

UNTAMED OFFICIAL ARTBOOK HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mo Xiang Tong Xiu 

The Untamed is an adapta1on of the bestselling fantasy novel series Grandmaster of Demonic 

Cul1va1on: Mo Dao Zu Shi, also published by Seven Seas. This stunning hardcover collec1on is a full-

color guide to the rich world of historical fantasy The Untamed. This live-ac1on drama series became 

one of the most popular dramas in China with over 9 billion views and fans located all over the 

world, including those introduced to the series in English on NePlix. This full-color hardcover (300+ 

pages long) is an art-and-text guide featuring beau1ful shots from the show, character features, cast 

interviews, explora1ons of fashion and se]ngs, illustra1ons and concept art, song lyrics, and more! 

(STL317421) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Art Book, HC, 312pgs, B&W           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242169 

UZAKI CHAN WANTS TO HANG OUT GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA)  Take 

Sakurai Shinichi's one wish is for a liTle peace and quiet. But Uzaki Hana—his boisterous, well-

endowed underclassman—has other plans. All she wants is to hang out and poke fun at him. With 

the help of her chipper charm and peppy persistence, this might just be the start of a beau1ful 

rela1onship! (STL317382) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 138pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242170 

VILLAINESS WHO HAS BEEN KILLED REMEMBERS EVERYTHING GN VOL 0 

(W)  Namakura (A/CA) Chinori Toriu 

Scarlet’s maid Mary realizes that she’s seen the Beast Master before: he’s the man responsible for 

the death of her son. In order to avenge her child, Mary leaps into the fray. But Mary’s not a fighter, 

and Beast Master’s demon dogs soon gain the upper hand. Are Blood and the others strong enough 



to save Mary, or will Scarlet lose her in this life too? (STL317383) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 

0-1-0) 

SC, 186pgs, FC           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242171 

WHO MADE ME A PRINCESS GN VOL 06 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W)  Plutus (A)  Spoon 

With Luca’s return from the World Tree, Athanasia finally has a way to help her father. LiTle do they 

know that a peculiar guest of Duke Alpheus has been pulling dark strings in every interac1on, with 

the emperor being of special interest. Meanwhile, Claude’s perplexing ailment seems only to ease 

under JeanneTe’s company, but he has slowly been more tolerant of Athanasia’s presence. Ever 

hopeful for any improvement in her father's eyes, Athy must face the worst when Claude’s health 

takes a sudden and dras1c decline... (STL317387) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

SC, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242172 

WORLD END SOLTE GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Satoshi Mizukami 

The war is finally over, but the land has been ravaged. Magical pollu1on runs rampant, distor1ng 

1me and space. Solte, an orphan whose mother and father were killed trying to eliminate this blight, 

decides to follow in her parents' footsteps. But rather than cleansing the pollu1on, she wants to 

venture into it, like the Salvagers who reclaim treasure from its depths. Solte wants to push farther 

and see if she can find the other side—and perhaps even the answers she seeks. (STL317436) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 178pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242173 

WORLDS FASTEST LEVEL UP GN VOL 03 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nagato Yamata (A) Atsushi Suzumi 

Following a dungeon collapse, Rin’s former party, the Kings of Unique, makes the rash decision to 

take on an overpowered final boss. When Rin realizes that amateur adventurer Rei is also with them, 

he decides to try and save her, even if it means revealing his unique skill to the world. There’s one 

thing Rin doesn’t consider, though, and that’s the strength of the final boss itself. When worse comes 

to worst, can Rin take it on solo? (STL317390) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 196pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 



APR242174 

GUARDIAN ZHEN HUN L NOVEL VOL 03 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Priest (A/CA)  Marmaladica 

Final volume! The danmei/Boys' Love novels from China that inspired the popular live-ac1on drama 

streaming in English! Zhao Yunlan is Chief of the Special Inves1ga1ons Department: a secret group of 

uniquely skilled individuals who inves1gate strange happenings in modern-day Dragon City. Although 

laid-back and cheeky to those who don't know him, this tenacious and cunning man fits well into his 

role of the Guardian. While inves1ga1ng a mysterious death at a local university, Zhao Yunlan meets 

Shen Wei, a calm and cold professor who proves as intriguing as the case itself. Something about this 

reserved man feels strangely familiar. Zhao Yunlan can't help but no1ce the intensity of the 

professor's gaze, and wonders why their lives begin to intertwine—as if by fate. (STL317307) 

Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Novel, SC, 408pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242175 

THOUSAND AUTUMNS QIAN QIU L NOVEL VOL 05 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Meng Xi Shi 

Final volume! The beloved danmei/Boys' Love wuxia novel series from China that inspired the 

donghua (animated series) streaming in English! In the tumultuous Central Plains, power and 

pres1ge are flee1ng, and today's friend is tomorrow's foe—and Shen Qiao is in the eye of the storm. 

Following a daring rescue in the midst of a coup that marks the end of a dynasty, the mild-mannered 

Daoist has no 1me to rest as rumors of a power struggle call him home to Xuandu Mountain. But 

before he even reaches his des1na1on, another whisper upon the wind cuts into Shen Qiao's heart: 

Yan Wushi, not yet fully recovered from his damaged demonic core, has challenged Hulugu of the 

Göktürks to a baTle from which only one will survive. Shen Qiao will need to call upon his mar1al 

arts and wits to survive the calamity that surrounds him, but when the dust seTles, will what he 

holds dear s1ll remain? (STL317377) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Novel, SC, 356pgs           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242176 

THOUSAND AUTUMNS QIAN QIU L NOVEL VOL 05 SPECIAL EDITION (C: 

(W) Meng Xi Shi 

Limited Edi1on (one prin1ng only!) of this beloved danmei/Boys’ Love wuxia novel series from China 

that inspired the donghua/animated series streaming in English! 

In this final book (Volume 5), read the conclusion to this historical tale of a virtuous Daoist mar1al 

ar1st’s deep connec1on to the complicated leader of a demonic sect. 



In the tumultuous Central Plains, power and pres1ge are flee1ng, and today’s friend is tomorrow’s 

foe—and Shen Qiao is in the eye of the storm. Following a daring rescue in the midst of a coup that 

marks the end of a dynasty, the mild-mannered Daoist has no 1me to rest as rumors of a power 

struggle call him home to Xuandu Mountain. But before he even reaches his des1na1on, another 

whisper upon the wind cuts into Shen Qiao’s heart: Yan Wushi, not yet fully recovered from his 

damaged demonic core, has challenged Hulugu of the Göktürks to a baTle from which only one will 

survive. Shen Qiao will need to call upon his mar1al arts and wits to survive the calamity that 

surrounds him, but when the dust seTles, will what he holds dear s1ll remain? 

This limited Special Edi1on contains the Standard Edi1on, but with bonus merchandise 

shrinkwrapped to the book: a set of five postcards, a double-sided bookmark, two folded mini 

posters, and a s1cker sheet. Don't miss the new art from guest ar1sts included in this special merch! 

FINAL VOLUME (STL317438) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Novel, SC, 380pgs           SRP: $29.99 

 

SEVEN SEAS ENT - AIRSHIP 

 

APR242177 

BALLAD OF SWORD & WINE SC NOVEL VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Tang Jiu Qing (A)  St 

The fan-favorite danmei/Boys' Love novel series originally released in Chinese! In this historical tale 

of war and poli1cal intrigue, an intense rela1onship burns between the son of an infamous traitor 

and the vengeful nobleman who despises him... at first. Shen Zechuan is the eighth son of the 

traitorous Prince of Jianxing, a man who doomed his ci1es and people to destruc1on at the hands of 

the foreign enemy. As the only surviving member of his reviled line, Shen Zechuan is dragged to the 

capital in chains. He bears the hatred of the na1on, but no one's hate burns hoTer than that of Xiao 

Chiye, the youngest son of the powerful Prince of Libei. Xiao Chiye would love nothing more than to 

see Shen Zechuan deadagainst all odds, he clings to life. Rather than succumb to his family's disgrace, 

he becomes a thorn in Xiao Chiye's side, clawing his way into the cuThroat poli1cal world of the 

capital. Yet as these two biTer enemies beat against the bonds of their fate, they find themselves 

kindred spirits, unlikely allies...and perhaps something more. (STL317401) Scheduled to ship in June 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

Novel, SC, 504pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242178 

CASE FILES OF JEWELER RICHARD LIGHT NOVEL VOL 08 (MR) (C: 1- 

(W) Mika Akatsuki (A) Nanako Tsujimura, Utako Yukihiro 

At the request of Richard’s mother, Catherine, Seigi travels with Richard to her vaca1on home in 

Provence in the south of France to meet her. On arriving, however, they find a mystery awai1ng them 



in the form of a strange girl named Octavia, and an even stranger treasure hunt Catherine has set up 

for them. Can they find the thirty gemstones hidden across the estate? And if so, what else might 

they unearth? (STL317282) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries actually 

denied. 

MATURE THEMES 

Light Novel, SC, 304pgs, PC           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242179 

CONDEMNED VILLAINESS GOES BACK IN TIME SC NOVEL VOL 02 (C: 0 

(W) Bakufu Narayama (A/CA)  Ebisushi 

Just when Claudia thought she’d come out on top, she’s slammed with ominous dreams and a 

troubling reunion: Raul, one of her most prominent clients when she was a sex worker, has arrived at 

the academy! In her previous life, he offered to pay off her debts and free her from the brothel, but 

this 1me, he may be the mastermind fanning the flames of interna1onal conflict. Claudia's prepared 

to bring her tricks of the trade to the poli1cal stage—and she'll have Raul dancing in the palm of her 

hand in no 1me! (STL317287) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 356pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242180 

DISCIPLE OF LICH NOVEL SC VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Nekoko (A) Hihara Yoh 

Final volume! The Unseen Hand of the Gods helped Kanata's group to take out Reniement and 

Lucifer, two of the vilest villains around. Too bad the higher beings' plot is well underway: they're 

ac1va1ng Zero, the Silent Void's life-siphoning curse to obliterate Locklore. Kanata and company rush 

to stop the curse only to crash into the gods' final trump card—Zoras, a lich with a mastery of magic. 

The wicked god Naiarotop shows his face at last to herald the ul1mate showdown between Kanata 

and the higher powers governing this world. (STL317293) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 268pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242181 

FAILURE FRAME LIGHT NOVEL VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Kaoru Shinozaki (A)  KMKW 

As the final baTle against Vicius draws near, Mimori Touka makes full use of his “worthless” skills to 

take revenge on his classmate, Oyamada Shougo. Unbeknownst to him, Vicius has realized his true 

iden1ty as the hero she once disposed of. When the Goddess persuades Kirihara Takuto to aTack 

Touka, the stage is set for an epic clash between two heroes who couldn’t be more different! 

(STL317304) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



Light Novel, SC, 396pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242182 

HIDDEN DUNGEON ONLY I CAN ENTER SC NOVEL VOL 07 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Meguru Seto (CA) Takehana Note 

Hidden dungeonsplaces that no one knows how to enter—are full of extremely rare items, incredibly 

dangerous beasts, and strange beings that can grant power beyond measure. Noir, the third son of a 

penniless baronet, just lost his job. He was contempla1ng becoming an adventurer when fortune 

struck only a mile from home, and he opened the entrance to just such a dungeon! (STL258040) 

Scheduled to ship in October 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXIII #1 (JAN232314) 

Light Novel, SC, 292pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242183 

KUMA KUMA KUMA BEAR NOVEL SC VOL 18 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Hitoma Iruma (A/CA)  Non 

When Yuna stops by Talgwei, the mythical floa1ng island that roams the world, she discovers a new, 

unfamiliar land across the sea. It turns out to be a dream come true and soon, Yuna arrives in the 

Land of Wa! There, she can finally get her fill of her beloved Japanese cuisine and take a dip in the 

hot springs, but not everything is peaceful in her fantasy home away from home. Soon, a mysterious 

ninja girl appears before her, and Yuna learns that the Land of Wa is in great peril. What new 

adventures will unfold in this foreign yet familiar land? (STL317322) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. 

(C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 338pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242184 

LONER LIFE IN ANOTHER WORLD LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Shoji Goji (A)  Booota 

Haruka meets a group of clerics in the fantas1cal fron1er of Omui. One of the clerics, Arianna, is 

actually the princess of the Theocracy. She explains the Theocracy’s deep corrup1on, and Haruka 

resolves to protect her from an upcoming poli1cal purge. First, he’ll send her party someplace safe—

a dungeon?! Thus begins a revolu1onary power-leveling training regime: the clerics are bound to get 

stronger than any pursuing assassins! And when Arianna is concerned about her homeland suffering 

under the new papal reign, Haruka has a plan in store for that too… (STL317325) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 532pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 



APR242185 

MIMOSA CONFESSIONS SC NOVEL VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Mei Hachimoku (CA)  Kukka 

A high school LGBT+ story of love and transforma1on—from the award-winning author of The Tunnel 

to Summer. Growing up in a dreary suburb, Sakuma has liTle to brighten his humdrum days aside 

from his best friend. The bright, talented, and aTrac1ve Ushio seems to have everything Sakuma 

lacks, and his good looks, academics, and athle1c prowess make him popular with the girls at school. 

Past trauma—and an understandable inferiority complex—slowly drive the two apart, and by the 

1me they enter high school, they hardly even speak anymore. Thus, Sakuma finds himself alone. 

Against all odds, he eventually gains a friend in Natsuki, the sweetest girl in class. The two hit it off 

gushing about their favorite novels, and he falls head over heels for her. But that very same night, he 

stumbles upon an unexpected sight while walking through a familiar park: his old friend Ushio, 

dressed in a full-blown schoolgirl's uniform and sobbing uncontrollably. (STL317420) Scheduled to 

ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 318pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242186 

RAVEN OF INNER PALACE NOVEL SC VOL 06 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Kouko Shirakawa (A)  Ayuko 

Breaking the barriers that confined the Raven Consort to the inner palace had a number of 

consequences. Aside from the physical destruc1on it caused, Ishiha is missing, Jusetsu’s ancestry is 

now public knowledge, and the Raven now inhabits Jusetsu's body. The Raven Consort's displaced 

soul has been set adriV, and it can only be called back by a blood rela1ve. Can Koshun find one, or 

will Jusetsu be doomed to wander forever? (STL317351) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 288pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242187 

REBORN AS A SPACE MERCENARY LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 09 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W)  Ryuto (A) Tetsuhiro Nabeshima 

Hiro and the gang get dragged into rescuing the daughters of an elf patriarch and receive a warm 

welcome from the elven home planet. The elves here are nothing like Hiro imagined—they know 

nothing of modern science and rely on magic rather than technology. As Hiro and the girls sample 

local delicacies, enjoy the sights, and get a crash course in elven fashion, they find that Hiro seems to 

wield a power much like the elves’ magic… (STL317354) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 280pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242188 



REINCARNATED INTO A GAME AS HEROS FRIEND SC NOVEL VOL 02 (MR 

(W) Yuki Suzuki (A)  Sanshouuo 

They may have separate missions, but Lord Werner—a Japanese office worker reincarnated into the 

world of a classic RPG—and his friend, the legendary hero Mazel, are both working to save the realm 

in their own ways. While Mazel walks the path of radiance, slaying the Demon Lord’s minions one by 

one, Werner uses his real-world knowledge to help manage the kingdom’s internal affairs. Managing 

refugees, fixing the water supply—it’s a lot of work for a supposed background character! 

(STL317358) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 320pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242189 

REMNANTS OF FILTH YUWU L NOVEL VOL 04 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Rou Bao Bu Chi Rou 

A historical fantasy epic about two war generals who were once close... un1l dark circumstances 

ripped them apart. Noble-born Mo Xi is the foremost general of Chonghua, known for his ruthless 

temper and asce1c air. Once he was one of two promising young commanders, twin stars of the 

empire. His comrade, the lowborn Gu Mang, was Mo Xi's brother-in-arms, best friend, and—

secretly—his lover, un1l the day Gu Mang turned traitor and joined the ranks of their na1on's 

greatest enemy. Now Gu Mang has been returned to the empire a ruined man, a shadow of the 

military genius he once was. The public clamors for his death, and no one yearns for vengeance more 

than Mo Xi. Or so he thought—for faced once more with his biTerest enemy, Mo Xi is leV with more 

ques1ons than answers. Why did the man he loved betray him? And what secrets hide behind Gu 

Mang's tortured eyes? (STL317359) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

Novel, SC, 396pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242190 

RIKU CANT BE A GODDESS SC NOVEL (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Kumi Tamaru 

High school student Ichika has a secret. She allows Riku, her childhood friend and crush, to explore 

his interest in cross-dressing by ac1ng as his personal dress-up doll: a canvas upon which he can 

present his ideal of feminine beauty. One day, an unexpected kiss upends this arrangement, sending 

Ichika fleeing in a panic. What was she really hoping for in their private mee1ngswhat does Riku 

want, deep in his heart? And they're not the only students in their class who struggle with love and 

iden1ty. In this collec1on of four coming-of-age tales, teenagers grapple with hidden fears and secret 

desires as they search for themselves in a complicated world. (STL317415) Scheduled to ship in July 

2024. (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 6x8, 280pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242191 

SAINTS MAGIC POWER IS OMNIPOTENT LIGHT NOVEL SC VOL 10 (C: 0 

(W) Yuka Tachibana (A/CA)  Fujiazuki 

Sei, a 20-year-old office worker, is whisked away to a whole new world. Unfortunately for Sei, the 

ritual that summoned herto produce a "Saint" who would banish the dark magictwo people over 

instead of one. And everyone prefers the second girl over Sei?! But this is just fine by Sei, who leaves 

the royal palace to set up shop making po1ons and cosme1cs with her newfound magic. Business is 

booming, and this might not be such a bad life, aVer all... as long as her supposed Sainthood doesn't 

come back to haunt her. (STL317362) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 238pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242192 

TRUE LOVE FADES AWAY WHEN CONTRACT ENDS SC NOVEL VOL 01 (C:  

(W) Kosuzu Kobato (CA) Fumi Takamura 

In this roman1c shojo/josei period drama, a noblewoman and nobleman pretend to be in love to 

avoid ge]ng married! Fiona isn’t one to live an everyday noble life. Instead, she finds more 

fulfillment in working hard. But when she overhears her father planning an arranged marriage for her 

to her childhood friend, she’s desperate to stop it! Luckily, she meets Giles, the son of an earl and the 

town darling who’s also hoping to avoid marriage. Together they hatch the perfect plan to thwart 

their parents' matchmaking: by pretending to be soulmates! A flawless plan that can't possibly go 

wrong. Right...? (STL317432) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 280pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242193 

YES NO OR MAYBE WHERE HOME IS SC NOVEL (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Michi Ichiho (A) Lala Takemiya 

Newscaster Kei and animator Ushio have been da1ng for nearly two years, and whenever Kei's in 

trouble, Ushio's always there for him. So, of course, when rumors swirl about Kei's (nonexistent!) 

poli1cal plans, Ushio helps him weather the storm. But Kei's star1ng to realize he's not the only one 

who could use a shoulder to lean on. What is Ushio hiding? Why hasn't he goTen any work lately? 

Isn't it Kei's turn to help? (STL317437) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 240pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 



SQUARE ENIX BOOKS 

 

APR242194 

FINAL FANTASY XIV ENDWALKER ART OF RESURRECTION SC (MR) (C:  

(W/A) Rui Takato 

The second volume of a two-volume set of the official art books for the global hit game Final Fantasy 

XIV: Endwalker, featuring hundreds of pages of full-color art and an exclusive item code! Featuring 

roughly 800 pieces of artwork created during the development of the cri1cally acclaimed Endwalker 

expansion, The Art of Resurrec1on: Beyond the Veil is a visual feast for players and fans of Final 

Fantasy XIV! This deluxe, large-format volume covers content through Patch 6.5, including Myths of 

the Realm, Pandamonium, and Island Sanctuary. It also features detailed illustra1ons of characters, 

equipment, dungeons, trials, and more across hundreds of pages. Volume two of a two-volume set 

with The Art of Resurrec1on: Among the Stars. Includes an exclusive item code for a Zodiark Idol 

minion! (STL317404) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

Art Book, SC, 336pgs, B&W           SRP: $39.99 

 

SQUARE ENIX MANGA 

 

APR242195 

CHERRY MAGIC GN VOL 11 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Yuu Toyota 

Adachi and Kurosawa are enjoying their life as newlyweds! Some things have changed, others 

haven't. Every day they spend together is happiness itself! Their honeymoon awaits... Will they 

manage to take in any sights, or will they spend the en1rety of it indoors?! Meanwhile, Tsuge and 

Minato have officially started da1ng, but their rela1onship doesn't seem to be going anywhere, 

crea1ng anxiety for Tsuge. In an aTempt to get things moving, Adachi, Kurosawa, Tsuge, and Minato 

head off on a double date…! (STL317283) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 144pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242196 

GIRL I LIKE FORGOT HER GLASSES GN VOL 10 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A/CA) Koume Fujichika 

To help Mie remember her glasses, Komura and Mie call each other in the mornings. Azuma asks 

Komura for advice on a crush but is shocked Komura and Mie aren't going out yet. AVer Mie entrusts 



Komura with her spare glasses, she realizes she's forge]ng her glasses less oVen. This young 

rela1onship reaches a pivotal moment! (STL317305) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 5x7, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242197 

ICE GUY & COOL GIRL GN VOL 05 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Miyuki Tonogaya 

As the descendant of a snow spirit living in modern 1mes, Himuro oVen finds himself on the verge of 

causing a blizzard due to his strong feelings for his coworker Fuyutsuki! One weekend, the cool and 

unreadable Fuyutsuki invites Himuro over to her house. It’s their first 1me being alone there 

together and as happy as Himuro is about it, he also hopes that this will be his chance to make 

himself Fuyutsuki’s special somebody! (STL317315) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242198 

MAN AND HIS CAT GN VOL 11 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A) Umi Sakurai 

In an aTempt to heal aVer the loss of his wife, Mr. Kanda decides to visit his father-in-law—a fellow 

cat fancier—for the first 1me in a long while. Though both men adored the late Suzune, will Mr. 

Kanda find a warm welcome awai1ng him despite the ever-present grief both men feel? Throw five 

ki]es into the mix, and warmth and mischief surely lurk around every corner! (STL317329) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242199 

MY CLUELESS FIRST FRIEND GN VOL 06 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W/A) Taku Kawamura 

The days are ge]ng longer and hoTer as another summer approaches. But this 1me, things are a 

liTle different. Kitagawa is ac1ng nicer, Kasahara is more honest about her feelings, and Nishimura 

has no shortage of friends to enjoy the sun with! AVer a round of surfing lessons at the beach, the 

kids of Class 6-1 head off to a campsite in the woods, where a roman1c supers11on forces Takada to 

make a tough decision! (STL317335) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in 

Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 

SC, 288pgs, B&W           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR242200 



MY ISEKAI LIFE GN VOL 13 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Shinkoshoto (A) Huuka Kazabana,  Ponjea 

Yuji puts his mining skills to the test when the group he’s teamed up with finds a plen1ful stock of 

Mother Earth’s Tears. He amazes everyone with his ability to scrounge up far more of the precious 

resource than ever before, and he is able to make use of the Slimes to carry the incredibly heavy 

material back to the ship. While en route, however, Proud Wolf begins ac1ng strange. Instead of 

cowering away from a fight with a Dominus Wolf, Proud Wolf goads him on! What’s goTen into the 

formerly cowardly monster? (STL317336) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242201 

SOUL EATER PERFECT EDITION HC GN VOL 15 (MR) (C: 0-1-1) 

(W/A/CA) Atsushi Ohkubo 

Experience the quirky, ac1on-packed adventures of Maka and Soul Eater like never before, with this 

all-new, deluxe collector's edi1on to celebrate Atsushi Ohkubo's global hit! lthough Maka's 

extraordinary Soul Percep1on has pinpointed the Kishin's hideout for DWMA, ge]ng there is an 

en1rely different keTle of fish. Now it's up to Kid and the remaining Deathscythes to take out public 

enemy number one: the Kishin himself! But first, Stein must get past Jus1n and the intense air of 

madness surrounding him… Each volume of this deluxe omnibus edi1on of the megahit manga 

includes the content of approximately 1½ original volumes, the original color pages from the manga's 

Japanese serializa1on, an updated transla1on and leTering, and brand-new cover art drawn by 

creator Atsushi Ohkubo himself. (STL317372) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

MATURE THEMES 

HC, 268pgs, B&W           SRP: $22.99 

 

STONE BRIDGE PRESS 

 

APR242202 

OSAMU TEZUKA STORY LIFE IN MANGA & ANIME SC NEW PTG 

(W) Toshio Ban & Various (A) Osamu Tezuka 

This graphic-format biography of Osamu Tezuka—Japan's "God of Manga"—looks at one of the 

twen1eth century's great crea1ve ar1sts (Astro Boy, Kimba the White Lion, Black Jack). It is also an 

anecdotal study of the evolu1on of Japan's early manga and anime business and its heroes. A never-

before-seen popular culture history of postwar Japan, it is sure to fascinate fans and anyone 

interested in manga, anime, and the poten1al of the graphic storytelling medium. (STL257726) 

Available Now! (AUG229484) 

SC, 7x9, 928pgs, B&W           SRP: $36.95 



 

TASCHEN AMERICA L.L.C. 

 

APR242203 

O/A 100 MANGA ARTISTS HC BIBLIOTHECA ED NEW PTG 

Since the original TASCHEN edi1on of Manga Design, Japan's comic phenomenon has produced yet 

more cap1va1ng characters and a whole host of hot new talents. Through an A-Z directory, we 

discover the superstars—both human and fic1onal—of what is now a vast global industry, inspiring 

adver1sers, filmmakers, crea1ve professionals, millions of avid fans, not to men1on an en1re cosplay 

lifestyle, in which manga devotees in elaborate costume meet to celebrate the existence of their 

characters at huge conven1ons from Los Angeles to Leipzig. This revised and updated edi1on delivers 

the lowdown on the latest and the greatest makers and shapers of the manga scene. (STL279161) 

Available Now! 

Art Book, HC, 6x8, 576pgs, FC           SRP: $25.00 

 

3D TOTAL PUBLISHING 

 

APR242204 

ART OF SAM YANG HC (C: 0-1-1) 

(A) Sam Yang 

In this gorgeous hardback book, discover the incredible journey of Sam Yang (samdoesarts), whose 

stunning art has earned him 1.9million followers on Instagram. Sam Yang not only takes the reader 

behind the scenes into his studio and personal sketchbooks, but also reveals his crea1ve process 

from start to finish in detailed step-by-step tutorials. His anime-inspired, intriguing character designs 

have wide appeal, and many inspiring ar1sts strive to match Sam's level of appeal and complexity in 

digital art.Exis1ng fans will be thrilled to discover new insights into Sam's working methods and 

crea1ve story, while those just discovering his art will love delving into galleries of his artwork, new 

and old. (STL316077) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Art Book, HC, 8x12, 152pgs, PC           SRP: $50.00 

 

TOHAN CORPORATION 

 

APR242205 

ANIMAGE JULY 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Animage is an excellent source for all the latest news on Japanese anime, aimed at fans and the 

public, not industry professionals. Each issue is packed with full-color and black-and-white pages, 



giving you the latest scoop on the hoTest anime around. Japanese Text. (STL316855) Scheduled to 

ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, 400pgs, FC           SRP: $21.00 

 

APR242206 

HOBBY JAPAN JULY 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Hobby Japan, the magazine that specializes in model kit building and customizing in Japan, is 

generally recognized as the No.1 magazine of the hobby industry. A wide variety of ar1cles features 

each month, including the montly "How to Build..." feature, which shows readers how to build and 

customize the latest and greatest Gundam kits from Bandai! As a leading magazine in the industry, 

Hobby Japan listens to its readers and offers the the hoTest informa1on on the market! Japanese 

Text. (STL316856) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, 400pgs, FC           SRP: $22.00 

 

APR242207 

MEGAMI JULY 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Megami is Japan's top anime magazine! Focusing on bishoujo characters from anime and video 

games, Megami features tons of free giveaways, as well as full-color artwork and posters! Includes 

telephone cards, punch-out "character stands," s1ckers, and much more! Japanese Text. (STL316857) 

Scheduled to ship in July 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, FC           SRP: $22.00 

 

APR242208 

NEWTYPE JULY 2024 (C: 1-1-2) 

Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of the latest news on 

anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model reviews, interviews with directors and 

actors, and columns by industry experts. Japanese Text. (STL316858) Scheduled to ship in July 2024. 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Magazine, FC           SRP: $21.00 

 

TOKYO POP - DISNEY MANGA 

 

APR242209 

DISNEY MANGA NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS GN ED (C: 1-0-0) 

(W/A) Jun Asuka 



Jack Skellington is the Pumpkin King, the ruler of Halloween Town and master of all things creepy and 

spooky. But he's 1red of his life in the shadows and longs for something new. When he accidentally 

stumbles upon Christmas Town, he decides this is the perfect chance to try his hand at a brand new 

holiday and is convinced he'll have the world yelling "Scary Christmas"! With the young patchwork 

doll Sally trying to dissuade him and the evil Oogie Boogie wai1ng in the wings to take over 

Halloween Town in Jack's absence, he'd beTer hurry if he wants to get his plan in place by December 

25th! (STL048563) Available Now! (JUN172022) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in North America. 

SC, 5x7.5, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $10.99 

 

APR242210 

DISNEY MANGA NIGHTMARE XMAS ZEROS JOURNEY ULT ED TP (C: 1-0- 

(W/A/CA) Dj Milky 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town and crea1ve genius behind the 

most spooktacular scares. Beside him through every great new creepy concept is his ever-faithful 

ghost pup, Zero. Finding himself lost in a curious land of baked goods, hand-wrapped presents, 

decorated trees, and joyful caroling, Zero must traverse the unfamiliar world of Christmas Town to 

find his way home! This deluxe collectors' edi1on combines the en1re Zero's Journey series into one 

volume in a tradi1onal manga format! (STL162833) Available Now! (JUL201637) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Available only in North America. 

SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242211 

O/A NBX BATTLE FOR PUMPKIN KING TP (C: 1-0-0) 

(W) Dan Conner (A) Dj Milky & Various 

Jack Skellington is the undisputed Pumpkin King of Halloween Town. But it wasn't always that way! 

Years ago, Jack and Oogie Boogie were close friends. Both eager to prove themselves, they poured all 

their passion into their fantas1cal projects to earn their righPul place as the scariest duo in town. But 

there could only be one Pumpkin King! What could have happened to turn two best friends into such 

biTer rivals? Collects the five-issue mini-series. (STL273944) Available Now! (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 

Available only in North America. 

SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC           SRP: $15.99 

 

TOKYOPOP 

 

APR242212 

KONOHANA KITAN GN VOL 14 (C: 0-1-1) 

(W) Sakuya Amano 



Yuzu and Satsuki are now working as maids at the Akitsushima Hotel, an inn for Western Great Spirits 

that they arrived at on their travels. Will they be able to pull off their du1es despite being astonished 

by the inn's quirky owner and the other maids? Fox workers will wait on you hand and foot. This 

volume of nostalgic Japanese stories will illuminate and heal your heart. (STL316798) Scheduled to 

ship in August 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242213 

SINCE I COULD DIE TOMORROW GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sumako Kari 

Sawako Honna, 42, single; she works hard at a film promo1on company. One night, all of a sudden, 

her heart palpitates, and her body goes cold... Could it be that she's going through menopause!? Not 

as hard-working as in your 20s. Not as flippant as in your 30s. The mental and physical changes, and 

the obstacles you face in your 40s. Sudden illness, menopause, fa1gue you can't get rid of, changes in 

working paTerns, money worries, life plans for the future... "What will happen to me 

tomorrow?"23rd Japan Media Arts Fes1val Excellence Award winner. Nominated for the 2020 Manga 

Taisho Award. (STL316799) Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242214 

O/A SINCE I COULD DIE TOMORROW GN VOL 01 

(W) Sumako Kari 

Sawako Honna, 42, is single. She works hard at a film promo1on company. One night, all of a sudden, 

her heart palpitates, and her body goes cold... Could it be that she's going through menopause!? Not 

as hard-working as in your 20s. Not as flippant as in your 30s. The mental and physical changes, and 

the obstacles you face in your 40s. Sudden illness, menopause, fa1gue you can't get rid of, changes in 

working paTerns, money worries, life plans for the future... (STL294353) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242215 

O/A DEAD COMPANY GN VOL 03 (MR) 

(W) Yoshiki Tonogai 

Ryosuke readies to risk it all in this thrilling final volume of Dead Company! Ryosuke Miyauchi may 

have survived a real-life death game three years ago, but that brush with death is only the first of 

many to come. When he's recruited by major game developer EDC on the basis of his prior 

"experience," he soon realizes that they're the ones responsible for his trauma, all while they grow 

profits and slaughter innocents as they run other death games all around the world. Now, his late 

girlfriend's sister Kyo has joined a death game of her own accord, and Ryosuke dedicates himself to 



keeping her safe — no maTer the cost. But when he's offered a chance to strike back against the 

company that took everything away from him, Ryosuke finds himself torn. Can he trust the people 

who claim they want to take EDC down? (STL290596) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 192pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

TOKYOPOP - LOVE X LOVE 

 

APR242216 

WAILS OF THE BOUND GN (A) (C: 1-1-2) 

 Scheduled to ship in August 2024.For more informa1on on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS 

Adult supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Canada, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, & UK. 

ADULT MATERIAL 

SC, 208pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242217 

WORLDS END BLUE BIRD VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Anji Seina 

In the near-future, Tokyo is ruled by a wizard. Rei is an odd-job maintenance worker who lives in 

Twilight Town, one of Tokyo's impoverished slums. One day, he meets Guan, an incredibly aTrac1ve 

man. Guan is covered in taToos, and carries himself with the arrogance of a highborn. Their mee1ng 

leads to a night together... and becomes pivotal for the future of Tokyo. A fantas1c, magical love 

story about overcoming fate told through the experiences of an obs1nate handyman and a 

charisma1c leader. (STL316838) Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

224pgs, B&W           SRP: $15.99 

 

APR242218 

O/A LOVE MURDER BASKETBALL GN (MR) 

As the son of one of the most infamous Yakuza bosses in Japan, Shoto Tanaka's life has been anything 

but average. Then he meets the most popular athlete in Japan, Goro Nakamura. Goro is used to 

pu]ng on a show for the public, and since he comes from a family of wealth and notoriety, he's 

frequently in the limelight; Shoto, like many others, is cap1vated by his icy charisma. What Shoto 

isn't aware of is that Goro is also the infamous "Animosity Serial Killer" of Japan. In what ways will 



Goro and Shoto's profound devo1on to one another and their various ideologies impact their 

complex rela1onship and those around them? (STL277687) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 226pgs, B&W           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242219 

O/A NEVER LET GO GN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Saki Sakimoto 

Rich-kid Haruto is used to being flaTered and fawned over by fellow students, so when he's kicked 

out of his elite Alpha school, he finds himself as the ultra-desirable Alpha transfer student at a mixed-

gender high school. Everyone is quick to try to befriend him—everyone, that is, except student 

council president Miyabi, who actually seems to despise him.  Haruto swore he wouldn't get involved 

with anyone at his new school, but something about openly hos1le, sickly-looking Miyabi keeps 

drawing Haruto in. (STL290610) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

224pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242220 

O/A SEND THEM A FAREWELL GIFT FOR THE LOST TIME GN (MR) (C: 0-1- 

(W)  Cocomi 

For four years, Naruse was swept up in his love for his novelist boyfriend, Toui. But 1ring of his 

fligh1ness and lack of commitment, Naruse finally walks away from his rela1onship. Or at least, he 

tries to. Every 1me he runs into Toui, they seem to get tangled in one another's emo1ons and end up 

sleeping together. They argue and fight, then aVerwards comes the pang of regret. Maybe their 

rela1onship is doomed to fail. Or maybe, it just needs a new angle. (STL290616) Available Now! (C: 0-

1-2) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 194pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242221 

O/A THE PRINCE IS IN THE VILLAINESS WAY GN VOL 01 

(W) Minami Shiina 

Iris, the "Wise Princess Who Never Smiles," had her memories of her reincarna1on come back to her. 

She discovers that Fiona, a princess of a neighboring kingdom, is her from a former life, and that she 

is in danger due to Prince Alvin's betrayal. Iris goes to the neighboring country as the princess's 

educator to save Fiona, but an obstacle stands in her way in the form of a cool-headed prince who 



has no sense of tact. So unfolds the love between a wise princess who never smiles and a cool-

headed prince. (STL294346) Available Now! 

SC, 5x7, 176pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

TOKYOPOP - NOIR CAESAR 

 

APR242222 

SUPER NOVA VOL 01 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Will Brown & Various 

Cyber mechanic Nova lives a perfect life aVer growing up poor and alone in the big city. She has 

found happiness with her girlfriend Cherry, and Cherry’s family has all but adopted her. But when 

Nova and Cherry witness the death of Cherry’s family at the hands of a masked assassin, their world 

is turned upside down and they vow to get revenge. Soon, Nova discovers that the murders are 1ed 

to an underground racing ring run by an organiza1on called Checkmate and their ruthless leader, 

Queen. Determined to uncover the iden1ty of the assassin, Nova enters the ring with a pair of high-

tech skates, while Queen watches her every move from afar. (STL316830) Scheduled to ship in 

August 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

162pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

APR242223 

O/A TRY AGAIN VOL 01 (MR) 

(W) Will Brown & Various (A) Win Dolores 

As a member of the Cacciatore Guild, Danielle Burroughs is one of the Underworld’s most renowned 

hitmen. Despite her success, memories from her past bleed into the present — forcing her to 

reconcile the life she now leads. Events are set in mo1on once she kills Emilio Francesca, her 

caretaker, but accidentally ends up killing his daughter, Lilio, in the process. She realizes that she’s 

had enough of this life, one now truly without meaning. In an aTempt to leave it all behind, she soon 

realizes that even atonement has a price. (STL269710) Available Now! 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 180pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.99 

 

VERTICAL COMICS 

 

APR242224 

KAINA OF GREAT SNOW SEA GN VOL 01 (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W) Tsutomu Nihei (A/CA) Itoe Takemoto 



SF/Fantasy visionary Tsutomu Nihei's most accessible and exci1ng series yet! Part of coming-of-age, 

part adventure, part high fantasy, this is bound to be a classic. Kaina is the only youth in the last 

remaining village that clings to life on the Canopy, high above the surface of the world. When Liliha, a 

princess from the surface, makes her way to the Canopy, each realize that there is more to their 

world than they knew. Kaina agrees to help Liliha return to the Great Snow Sea far below, where her 

kingdom is imperiled by the rapacious neighboring kingdom of Bargia. The trip is arduous, and foes 

lie in wait at the end of their descent. With Liliha taken prisoner and her father the king too caught 

up in poli1cs to rescue her, Kaina has no choice but to set off with only the young prince in tow, 

braving the dangers of the great snow sea to rescue Liliha from Bargia's clutches... (STL317407) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 

SC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.95 

 

APR242225 

MEDAKA KUROIWA IS IMPERVIOUS TO MY CHARMS GN VOL 07 (C: 0-1- 

(W/A) Ran Kuze 

Mona Kawai is on a mission to capture the heart of the only boy she’s ever really wanted: Medaka 

Kuroiwa, the one holdout in school who s1ll stubbornly refuses to bow to her charms. But as the 

annual intramural beauty pageant kicks into full gear and Mona prepares to put on the show of a 

life1me for the panel of judges—which thanks to some sly maneuvering on her part now includes 

Medaka—that could be about to change. All she has to do is out-cute the other contestants, most 

notably her formidable love rival Asahi, and nab the chance to fake confess her feelings to her crush. 

Easy, right? Right…? (STL317330) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 146pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

APR242226 

MERMAID PRINCE GN (MR) (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A/CA) Ken Homerun 

Mugi, a transfer student from Tokyo now living in a southern island of Japan, can stand the new 

sunburn and the bullying he receives at school. It's the ocean, the water that he doesn't know how 

to swim in, and the brother-in-law who's making his older sister so happy, that he can't handle. Ever 

since his parents passed and this stranger became "family," Mugi's felt like there's nowhere he 

belongs, like maybe he should just… drown. Feeling out of place in his own home, he turns for refuge 

to his one friend, local girl Matori, whose grandmother tells them about a mysterious legend 

surrounding mermaids in a secret cove who will grant one wish to whoever they meet. So when 

Mugi's brother-in-law gets swept off to sea trying to save a carless swimmer in rough waters, it's up 

to Mugi to try to make things right—sink or swim. (STL317409) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-

1-0) 

MATURE THEMES 



SC, 5x7, 230pgs, B&W           SRP: $13.95 

 

APR242227 

WELCOME TO DEMON SCHOOL IRUMA KUN GN VOL 08 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Osamu Nishi 

Iruma Suzuki has always been eager to please, even at the cost of his well-being. Worst yet, he's the 

son of two selfish parents who end up selling him to a demon. Thanks to their totally irresponsible 

ac1ons, Iruma has found himself living in the Netherworld, where he must live and aTend school as 

the grandson of an older demon. Luckily, his new, do1ng grandfather is there to help, but Iruma will 

have to figure out how to blend in with his demonic classmates or risk ge]ng eaten. All he needs to 

do is subjugate rival classmates, summon familiars, and do other typical demon things while never 

revealing that he's human… Piece of cake, right? (STL317385) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-

2) 

SC, 198pgs, B&W           SRP: $12.95 

 

VERTICAL INC 

 

APR242228 

AS A REINCARNATED ARISTOCRAT APPRAISAL SKILL SC NOVEL VOL 05 

(W)  MiraijinA (A/CA)  jimmy 

AVer thirty-five years of perfectly ordinary life, a run-of-the-mill businessman suddenly drops dead... 

only to be reborn in another world! Now he must live as Ars Louvent, scion of a minor noble family 

and wielder of a fabulous skill: Appraisal, the power to perceive the strengths and abili1es of others 

at a glance. He'll need it, too, because there are plenty of problems to solve in the Louvent family's 

territory! Ars only has one choice: recruit the most talented individuals his skill can find, and rise up 

to new heights in his brand new world! (STL317275) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Light Novel, SC, 260pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.95 

 

APR242229 

DAWN OF WITCH SC NOVEL VOL 06 (C: 1-1-1) 

(W) Kakeru Kobashiri (A/CA) Takashi Iwasaki 

This sequel to the popular Grimoire of Zero series introudces new se]ngs and protagonists, while 

retaining the thrilling ac1on, detailed worldbuilding, and emo1onal resonance of its predecessor. 

Saybil is a magic student with no memories of his life before he met a mysterious silver-haired 

woman in an alley. Now he travels with his teacher, Loux, another student named Holt, and the 

beasPallen Kudo for "special training"... but this field trip may not be as rou1ne as it seems! 

(STL317290) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 



Light Novel, SC, 224pgs, B&W           SRP: $14.95 

 

WEBTOON UNSCROLLED 

 

APR242230 

FREAKING ROMANCE GN VOL 02 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Snailords 

From the creator of Snailogy and Death: Rescheduled comes a sexy supernatural story about being 

out on your own, finding your dream apartment and discovering that your new place is haunted by a 

handsome spectral stranger from another dimension. Sure, he can't see you and you can't touch him, 

but who said every rela1onship starts out perfectly? In this volume, Zelan witnesses firsthand the 

abuse Zylith's father heaps on his daughter… and moves to protect her. Do they have more in 

common than he's willing to admit? Collects episodes 22-35 of the WEBTOON comic. (STL314317) 

Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-2) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242231 

O/A FREAKING ROMANCE GN VOL 01 

(W/A)  Snailords 

Every rela1onship has its bumps. For this couple, it's interstellar. From the creator of Snailed and 

Snailed It comes a sexy supernatural story about being out on your own, finding your dream 

apartment and discovering that your new place is haunted by a handsome spectral stranger from 

another dimension. Sure, he can't see you and you can't touch him, but who said every rela1onship 

starts out perfectly? Zylith and Zelan have crossed worlds to see each other but they have both 

crossed meaning they no longer see each other any more! (STL277780) Available Now! 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242232 

O/A CURSED PRINCESS CLUB GN VOL 01 

(W/A)  LambCat 

Meet Gwendolyn—living proof that princesses don't always have it all. Although she lives in a castle 

and her father is the King, Gwendolyn isn't like a fairy-tale princess and isn't conven1onally 

aTrac1ve. But one night, she accidentally stumbles upon the twisted world of the Cursed Princess 

Club, and her life will never be the same. Hexed and cast out, the ladies of the club are just the 

people Gwendolyn needs to show her that just because she doesn't "fit the mold" does not mean 

she's any less of a princess. (STL250850) Available Now! 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 



 

APR242233 

O/A CURSED PRINCESS CLUB GN VOL 02 

(W/A)  LambCat 

Just because you're cursed doesn't mean you're not special. Meet Gwendolyn—living proof that 

princesses don't always have it all. Although she lives in a castle and her father is the King, 

Gwendolyn isn't like a fairy-tale princess and isn't conven1onally aTrac1ve. But one night, she 

accidentally stumbles upon the twisted world of the Cursed Princess Club, and her life will never be 

the same. Low self esteem isn't just for girls! Meet the Princels—princes who have shunned society 

not because of curses (although one has to wonder…) but because of their own insecuri1es about 

their physical appearance and their inabili1es to find roman1c partners. And then we have Prince 

Frederick, who starts to worry if he even deserves Gwen. Plus, you too can learn to be as preTy as a 

Cursed Princess! (STL272501) Available Now! 

SC, 6x9, 352pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR242234 

O/A CURSED PRINCESS CLUB GN VOL 03 

(W/A)  LambCat 

Meet Gwendolyn—living proof that princesses don't always have it all. Although she lives in a castle 

and her father is the King, Gwendolyn isn't like a fairy-tale princess and isn't conven1onally 

aTrac1ve. But one night, she accidentally stumbles upon the twisted world of the Cursed Princess 

Club, and her life will never be the same. Hexed and cast out, the ladies of the club are just the 

people Gwendolyn needs to show her that just because she doesn't "fit the mold" does not mean 

she's any less of a princess. Collects episodes 62-77 of the hit webtoon series. (STL292566) Available 

Now! 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR242235 

O/A GOD OF HIGH SCHOOL GN VOL 01 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A) Yongje Park 

Mori Jin is a high school student and Taekwondo specialist who enters "The God of High School," a 

figh1ng tournament that promises the winner anything they want. What began as a compe11on to 

seek out the best high school fighter soon reveals itself to be part of a much greater plot that goes 

beyond Mori's wildest imagina1on. What will he give to become a true god? Collec1ng episodes 1-10 

of the hit WEBTOON comic. (STL277768) Available Now! (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 240pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 



APR242236 

NOBLESSE GN VOL 01 

(W) Jeho Son (A) Kwangsu Lee 

Rai wakes up from an 820-year-long sleep and starts his new life as a student in a high school 

founded by his loyal servant, Frankenstein. But his peaceful days with other human students are 

soon interrupted by mysterious aTackers known as the "Unions." (STL284908) Available Now! 

(AUG232351) 

SC, 6x9, 288pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR242237 

TOWER OF GOD GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  S.I.U. 

Twenty-FiVh Bam must journey skyward in a mysterious tower if he has any chance of reuni1ng with 

his best friend Rachel, even if that means facing his own death. Using his strength, skill and wits, Bam 

climbs higher and higher up the Tower despite the dangers. Bam makes both allies and enemies on 

his quest to find Rachel; however her inten1on to reconnect with him becomes unclear as new 

revela1ons about their friendship reveal a much deeper, darker secret. The surviving Regulars are 

preparing for their next major test, and Bam is making shockingly fast progress in training. While 

Khun and Bam are focused on forging new alliances and friendships, Anaak and Rachel keep quiet 

about their big secrets. And now the fractured group will have to join new teams to take on their 

most dangerous opponent yet: someone who has already made it to the top of the Tower. Collects 

episodes 32 to 39 of the hit WEBTOON comic. (STL316274) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

SC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $18.99 

 

APR242238 

TOWER OF GOD HC GN VOL 04 (C: 0-1-0) 

(W/A)  S.I.U. 

AVer the Crown Game, the surviving Regulars will have to create new teams to take on their most 

dangerous opponent yet: someone who has already made it to the top of the Tower. 

 

Twenty-FiVh Bam must journey skyward in a mysterious tower if he has any chance of reuni1ng with 

his best friend Rachel, even if that means facing his own death. Using his strength, skill and wits, Bam 

climbs higher and higher up the Tower despite the dangers. Bam makes both allies and enemies on 

his quest to find Rachel; however her inten1on to reconnect with him becomes unclear as new 

revela1ons about their friendship reveal a much deeper, darker secret. 

 



The surviving Regulars are preparing for their next major test, and Bam is making shockingly fast 

progress in training. While Khun and Bam are focused on forging new alliances and friendships, 

Anaak and Rachel keep quiet about their big secrets. And now the fractured group will have to join 

new teams to take on their most dangerous opponent yet: someone who has already made it to the 

top of the Tower. 

 

This volume collects episodes 32 to 39 of the hit WEBTOON comic. (STL316275) Scheduled to ship in 

June 2024. (C: 0-1-0) 

HC, 6x9, 272pgs, FC           SRP: $24.99 

 

WELBACK PUBLISHING 

 

APR242239 

GHIBLIOTHEQUE UNOFF GUIDE MOVIES OF STUDIO GHIBLI HC UPDATED 

(W) Jake Cunningham, Michael Leader 

Based on the Ghibliotheque podcast, which leafs through the library of films from the world's 

greatest anima1on studio, Studio Ghibli, this fully illustrated book is now updated to include the new 

2023 film release, The Boy and the Heron. It reviews each Studio Ghibli movie in turn, in the voice of 

expert and newcomer. The lively text delves into produc1on details, themes, key scenes and general 

reviews, as well as Ghibli-specific informa1on. It's beau1fully illustrated with s1lls and posters from 

each movie. (STL316222) Scheduled to ship in June 2024. (C: 0-1-1) 

Reference Book, HC, 7x9, 208pgs, PC           SRP: $29.95 

 

CAL INK 

 

APR242240 

FRUITS BASKET 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-0) 

 (STL317465) Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR242241 

NARUTO 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-0) 

 (STL317464) Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 



Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR242242 

SAILOR MOON 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-0) 

 (STL317463) Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

APR242243 

SPY X FAMILY 2025 WALL CALENDAR (C: 1-1-0) 

 (STL317466) Scheduled to ship in August 2024. (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Wall Calendar, 12x12, 24pgs, FC           SRP: $16.99 

 

MERCHANDISE 

 

DIAMOND SELECT TOYS 

 

APR242244 

AEW SERIES 3 MINIMATES BOX SET (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Ric Flair is All-Elite! The third box set of AEW Minimates is a mix of 

legends and upcoming stars, drawing from the deep talent pool of All Elite Wrestling! The Icon S1ng 

and his tag team partner Darby Allin make up half the set, while American Dragon Bryan Danielson 

and the legendary Nature Boy Ric Flair make up the other half! Each 2-inch Minimates figure features 

up to 14 points of ar1cula1on, as well as fully interchangeable parts and accessories. All four come 

packaged in a full-color window box with a photographic fiVh panel door. Designed by Barry 

Bradfield! (STL319307) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

Minimates Set           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242245 

JOHN WICK LEGENDS IN 3D CHAPTER 2 JOHN WICK SCALE BUST (C: 1 

A Diamond Select Toys release! John Wick is a legend in the assassin community, and now he's a 

Legend in 3D! This ½ scale bust of the man they call Baba Yaga measures approximately 10 inches tall 

atop a pillar base, and features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons. Emblazoned on its base is 

John Wick's taToo, "For1s Fortuna Adiuvat" - "Fortune favors the bold." It is limited to only 1000 



pieces and comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. Designed 

by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella! (STL319322) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-

1-2) 

Bust           SRP: $200.00 

 

APR242246 

MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION WEAPON HULK STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! He's the best there is at what he does, and what he does is smash! 

Kidnapped and experimented on by the Weapon X program, Clayton Cortez was transformed into… 

Weapon H! With the size and strength of the Hulk and the adaman1um claws and skeleton of 

Wolverine, Cortez is an unstoppable hero, and this 1/7 scale resin statue stands approximately 11 

inches tall and features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons. Limited to only 1000 pieces, it 

comes packaged with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color box. Designed by Nelson 

X. Asencio, hand-sculpted by Jean St. Jean! (STL298905) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, 

HK & Taiwan). 

Statue           SRP: $250.00 

 

APR242247 

MARVEL SPIDER-MAN ANIMATED DAREDEVIL BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Man Without Fear gets animated! Based on his appearance in 

the classic 1990s Spider-Man: The Animated Series, this 1/7 scale bust of Daredevil features cartoon-

accurate paint applica1ons, and appears to be spinning his billy club in one hand! Limited to only 

2000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. 

Designed by Barry Bradfield, sculpted by Michelle Riley! (STL298811) Scheduled to ship in December 

2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater 

China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Bust           SRP: $90.00 

 

APR242248 

MARVEL SELECT COMIC WAR MACHINE AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The newest Marvel Select ac1on figure is one of the most requested! 

War Machine joins the line with an accessories-laden, fully transformable figure! Able to switch 

between the Mark 1 and Mark 2 versions, this 7-inch, 1/10 scale ac1on figure features detailed 

sculp1ng and paint applica1ons, as well as alternate heads and blast effects! It comes in display-

ready Select packaging with side-panel artwork for shelf reference. Designed by Yuri Timg, sculpted 

by May Thamtarana! (STL319343) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Figure           SRP: $29.99 



 

APR242249 

MARVEL BLACK WIDOW MOVIE 1/6 SCALE MINI-BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Marvel Cinema1c Universe lives forever with this line of mini-busts 

capturing its greatest heroes in 1/6 scale! Joining her teammates, the Black Widow strikes a powerful 

pose, baton in hand, measuring 6 inches tall atop a black pedestal base. Made of high-quality resin 

and limited to only 1,000 pieces, this bust comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered 

cer1ficate of authen1city. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Juan Ramos! (STL298918) 

Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, 

Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan). 

Bust           SRP: $130.00 

 

APR242250 

STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT UNHELMETED BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The legend, unmasked! Boba FeT returns to the 1/6 scale bust line in a 

new, unhelmeted replica. Based on his likeness and appearance in The Book of Boba FeT, this 

approximately 6-inch bust of the Mos Espa daimyo sits atop a black pedestal base and is limited to 

only 2000 pieces. It comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. 

(STL319352) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny 

Code 217, but N/A Philippines. 

Bust           SRP: $130.00 

 

APR242251 

STAR WARS MILESTONES LAST JEDI LUKE SKYWALKER STATUE (C: 1-1 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Last Jedi has arrived! An older, more jaded Luke Skywalker returns to 

those who need him in this replica of the great Jedi master, as he appeared at the BaTle of Crait. This 

approximately 1/6 scale, 12-inch (14" with lightsaber) resin statue features detailed sculp1ng and 

paint applica1ons. Limited to only 1,000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. (STL319350) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines. 

Statue           SRP: $250.00 

 

APR242252 

STAR WARS DROOPY MCCOOL JUMBO FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! We're ge]ng the band together! Droopy McCool joins Sy Snootles in the 

Jumbo 12-inch figure line, ge]ng you one step closer to comple1ng the Max Rebo Band! One of the 

musical trio entertaining court at Jabba the HuT's palace, Droopy McCool comes with his musical 

instrument and a microphone stand. He comes packaged on a retro-style cardback in a  resealable 



blister. (STL319355) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - 

Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines. 

Figure           SRP: $80.00 

 

APR242253 

HOUSE OF THE DRAGON GALLERY DAEMON PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Let the baTle commence! The prince of Westeros, brother to the 

king, and rider of Caraxes, Daemon Targaryen is the first Gallery Diorama based on House of the 

Dragon! Measuring approximately 11 inches tall, this PVC statue of Daemon in his full armor is 

nothing short of magnificent, with his shield in hand and his sword Dark Sister at the ready. It comes 

packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X Asencio, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella! 

(STL319314) Scheduled to ship in December 2024. (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST Marvel items - Available in 

North America, La1n America, and the European Union. 

Statue           SRP: $80.00 

 

APR242254 

O/A STAR WARS THE RISE OF SKYWALKER C3PO & BABU FRIK 1/6 BUST (C 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! C-3PO gets a tune-up in the newest 1/6 scale Star Wars bust from Gentle 

Ginat Ltd.! With Babu Frick on his shoulder and his wiring exposed to the world, C-3PO measures 

approximately 6 inches tall, and is a necessary addi1on to any Star Wars bust collec1on. Limited to 

only 1,500 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. 

(STL177631) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A 

Philippines 

Item           SRP: $120.00 

 

APR242255 

O/A SW PREMIER COLL OBI-WAN KENOBI DISNEY+ DARTH VADER STATUE (C 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Anakin Skywalker is dead, and Darth Vader has risen in his place! 

Capturing the Sith Lord behind a wall of flames, with his lightsaber drawn and hand raised, this 

approximately 11-inch statue is based on his appearance in the new Obi-Wan Kenobi TV series. It 

features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons, and is limited to only 3000 pieces. It comes 

packaged in a full color box with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. (STL246596) Available Now! 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $200.00 

 

APR242256 

O/A MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION X-23 STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 



A Diamond Select Toys release! She's the best there is at what she does! Laura Kinney pops her claws 

while standing on top of a fallen Sen1nel head in this deluxe statue from DST! Part of the Premier 

Collec1on, this approximately 10-inch statue is limited to only 3,000 pieces and comes packaged in a 

full-color bx with a numbered cer1ficate o authen1city. Designed by Uriel Caton and sculpted by 

Alejandro Pereira! (STL171012) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, 

Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $175.00 

 

APR242257 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE THANOS STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Oh, snap! Thanos takes on all comers in this super-cute take on the 

intergalac1c despot! Based on the super-cute Infinity Gauntlet cover, and inspired by classic Thanos 

artwork from yesteryear, this approximately 4-inch resin statue comes packaged in a full-color box 

with a cer1ficate of authen1city. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL133319) Available Now! (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, 

HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242258 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE MOON KNIGHT STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The Fist of Khonshu has never been cuter! Marc Spector, the Moon 

Knight, is ready for ac1on in this 3 ¼" tall statue, inspired by the "Young Marvel" cover artwork of 

Sko]e Young. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged with a numbered cer1ficate of 

authen1city in a full-color box. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL268063) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242259 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE THING STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! It’s clobberin’ 1me! The rocky curmudgeon of the Fantas1c Four is now a 

super-adorable animated-style statue! Based on the variant cover artwork of Sko]e Young, this 

ac1on-packed piece shows Thing running into the fray, and stands approximately 4 inches tall. 

Limited to only 3,000 pieces, it features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons, and comes packed 

in a full-color box with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. Sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL177551) 

Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & 

Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $49.99 



 

APR242260 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE LOGAN STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. Release! He's the cutest there is at what he does! Logan joins the Marvel 

Animated Statue line with this super-cute 4" resin statue showing him with bared claws. Based on 

the variant cover artwork of Marvel Comics, this limited-edi1on sculpture comes packaged in a full-

color box with a cer1ficate of authen1city. Sculpted by Paul Harding! (STL158301) Available Now! (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, 

HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $60.00 

 

APR242261 

O/A STAR WARS TRIPLE ZERO JUMBO FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! Don't shake his hand! The droid 0-0-0, a.k.a. Triple Zero, is more than a 

protocol droid - his special1es include e1queTe, customs, transla1on and torture. A decep1vely 

murderous ar1ficial intelligence, "Trip" is now the latest 1/6 scale, 12-inch Jumbo figure! Inspired by 

the vintage Star Wars figures of yesteryear, this 12-inch figure comes packaged on a resealable blister 

card with retro-style card art. (STL264305) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - 

Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $80.00 

 

APR242262 

O/A MARVEL AVENGERS ENDGAME CAPTAIN AMERICA BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Avengers Assemble! Captain America leads the charge against 

Thanos with this all-new 1/6 scale mini-bust! Standing 6 inches tall, Cap wields Mjolnir while he 

holds his damaged shield, all atop a pedestal base. Limited to only 3000 pieces, this sculpture 

features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons and comes packaged in a full-color window box. 

Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Joe Menna! (STL250729) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $120.00 

 

APR242263 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS PADME AMIDALA BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The mother of Luke and Leia and the wife of Anakin Skywalker looks 

resplendent in her Senatorial garb in this all-new 1/7 scale mini-bust based on her appearance in the 

Clone Wars cartoon. Measuring approximately 6 inches tall atop a pedestal base, Padme Amidala 

joins the rest of the cast of Clone Wars and Rebels as a mini-bust, and comes packaged with a 



numbered cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color window box. Limited to 3,000 pieces. (STL250740) 

Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $90.00 

 

APR242264 

O/A MARVEL COMIC SPIDER-MAN 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Spider-Sense…1ngling! Spider-Man gets an alert on his old Spider-

1ngle in this all-new resin bust from DST! Standing approximately 6 inches tall on a pedestal base, 

this 1/7 scale bust captures the wall-crawler in an ac1on pose and features detailed sculp1ng and 

paint applica1ons. Limited to only 3000 pieces, it comes packaged with a numbered cer1ficate of 

authen1city in a full-color box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Juan Pitluk! (STL250733) 

Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & 

Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $90.00 

 

APR242265 

O/A STAR WARS L3D MANDALORIAN BO-KATAN 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Bo-Katan Kryze is a legend on her homeworld of Mandalore, and now 

she’s a Legend in 3-Dimensions! Depic1ng the freedom fighter as she appeared on Season 2 of The 

Mandalorian, this 10-inch, approximately ½ scale resin bust features detailed sculp1ng and paint 

applica1ons. Limited to only 1000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color box with a numbered 

cer1ficate of authen1city. (STL250737) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - 

Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $200.00 

 

APR242266 

O/A MARVEL SELECT SKRULL ACTION FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Illumina1 beware! Your ranks have been infiltrated by the Skrulls, and 

this Super Skrull has the powers of all of the Illumina1 combined! Never before made as a toy, this 

green-skinned Skrull comes dressed in an Illumina1-inspired ouPit, and includes an interchangeable 

masked head, as well as interchangeable hands and a devasta1ng Black Bolt sonic aTack piece! 

Standing approximately 7 inches tall and featuring 16 points of ar1cula1on, this collector’s ac1on 

figure comes in Select packaging, with side panel artwork for shelf display. Designed by Eamon 

O’Donoghue, sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL233831) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242267 



O/A STAR WARS BOOK OF BOBA FETT JUMBO FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Jumbo FeT? Where? The star of The Book of Boba FeT is finally here, in 

his all-new ouPit, and he’s a 12-inch Jumbo figure! For the first 1me in the line, Gentle Giant LTD is 

capturing the modern-day Boba FeT in the retro style, and he’s a full foot of awesomeness! Featuring 

a vinyl skirt, a blaster and a backpack missile, this figure is a must-have, and it comes packaged on a 

full-color card in a resealable clamshell blister. (STL250738) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST 

Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $80.00 

 

APR242268 

O/A STAR WARS OBI-WAN KENOBI GRAND INQUISITOR BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Revenge does wonders for the will to live, and the Grand Inquisitor is 

living proof! AVer surviving a betrayal by the Third Sister in Obi-Wan Kenobi, the Inquisitor takes back 

his rank and leaves her for dead, making him one of the coldest villains in the Star Wars mythos. 

Now, he’s one of the coolest mini-busts in the Star Wars mini-bust line! This all-new 1/6 scale mini-

bust stands approximately 6 inches tall atop its pedestal base and features interchangeable double-

bladed lightsabers. Limited to only 2000 pieces, it comes packaged in a full-color window box with a 

numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. (STL250739) Available Now! (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars 

items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $130.00 

 

FUNKO 

 

APR242269 

BITTY POP LOTR FRODO 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

The greatest adventure is what lies ahead! Your favorite The Lord of the Rings POP!s have been 

shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your Middle Earth collec1on with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures 

featuring your most beloved characters! Each 4-pack comes with three standard figures, plus 1 

mystery BiTy Pop! figure. The Frodo Baggins 4-pack also includes Gandalf and Gollum; the Galadriel 

4-pack also includes Legolas and Gimli; the Samwise Gamgee 4-pack also includes Peregrin Took and 

Meriadoc Brandybuck; and the Witch King of Angmar 4-pack also includes the Dunharrow King and 

Lurtz. The mystery figures include Rare (1/3) Aragorn, Rare (1/3) Nazgul, Hyper Rare (1/6) Boromir, 

and Hyper Rare (1/6) Saruman. BiTy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable 

boTom lids. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase. 

(STL279108)  (4552/75456) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242270 



BITTY POP LOTR GALADRIEL 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite The Lord of the Rings Pops! have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your 

Middle Earth collec1on with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved The 

Lord of the Rings characters! This 4-pack includes BiTy Pop! Galadriel, BiTy Pop! Legolas, BiTy Pop! 

Gimli, and a mystery BiTy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiTy Pops! are Rare (1/3) Aragorn, Rare 

(1/3) Nazgul, Hyper Rare (1/6) Boromir, and Hyper Rare (1/6) Saruman. BiTy Pops! are packaged in 

hard acrylic cases with detachable boTom lids. Detachable boTom lids double as acrylic bases, to 

which the BiTy Pop! figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiTy Pops! with the included display 

case! Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiTy Pop! figures each. Vinyl figures are 

approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. 

Collec1bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years old. Item selec1on is random, as each 

piece is in blind packaging. (STL279109)  (4552/75457) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242271 

BITTY POP LOTR SAMWISE 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite The Lord of the Rings Pops! have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your 

Middle Earth collec1on with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved The 

Lord of the Rings characters! This 4-pack includes BiTy Pop! Samwise Gamgee, BiTy Pop! Pippin 

Took, BiTy Pop! Merry Brandybuck, and a mystery BiTy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiTy Pops! 

are Rare (1/3) Aragorn, Rare (1/3) Nazgul, Hyper Rare (1/6) Boromir, and Hyper Rare (1/6) Saruman. 

BiTy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boTom lids. Detachable boTom lids 

double as acrylic bases, to which the BiTy Pop! figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiTy Pops! 

with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiTy Pop! figures 

each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase. 

Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec1bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years old. Item 

selec1on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL279110)  (4552/75458) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242272 

BITTY POP LOTR WITCH KING 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite The Lord of the Rings Pops! have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your 

Middle Earth collec1on with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved The 

Lord of the Rings characters! This 4-pack includes BiTy Pop! Witch King, BiTy Pop! Dunharrow King, 

BiTy Pop! Lurtz, and a mystery BiTy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiTy Pops! are Rare (1/3) 

Aragorn, Rare (1/3) Nazgul, Hyper Rare (1/6) Boromir, and Hyper Rare (1/6) Saruman. BiTy Pops! are 

packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boTom lids. Detachable boTom lids double as acrylic 

bases, to which the BiTy Pop! figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiTy Pops! with the 

included display case! Acrylic display cases are stackable and hold four BiTy Pop! figures each. Vinyl 

figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per single package purchase. Warning: Choking 

Hazard. Collec1bles are small. Not for children under the age of 3 years old. Item selec1on is random, 

as each piece is in blind packaging. (STL279111)  (4552/75459) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242273 

BITTY POP PARKS & REC ANDY 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Your favorite Parks and Recrea1on POP!s have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your collec1on 

with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved Parks Department workers as 

miniaturized figures! Each 4-pack comes with 3 standard figures and 1 mystery figure. The Andy (as 

Princess Rainbow Sparkle) pack also includes Duke Silver and April Ludgate; the Ann (Goddess) pack 

also includes Leslie (Goddess) and April (Goddess); the Leslie the Riveter pack includes Hunter Ron 

and Janet Snakehole; and the Ron Swanson pack includes Leslie Knope and Andy Dwyer. The possible 

mystery BiTy Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) Li'l Sebas1an, Hyper Rare (1/6) Hunter Ron (chase), Rare 

(1/3) Andy Dwyer with sash, and Rare (1/3) Ranger Ron. BiTy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic 

cases with detachable boTom lids. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four figures per 

single package purchase. (STL279113)  (4552/75440) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242274 

BITTY POP PARKS & REC GODDESS 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite Parks and Recrea1on Pops! have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your 

collec1on with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved Parks Department 

workers as miniaturized figures! This 4-pack includes BiTy Pop! Ann (Goddess), BiTy Pop! Leslie 

(Goddess), BiTy Pop! April (Goddess), and a mystery BiTy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiTy 

Pops! are Hyper Rare (1/6) Li’l Sebas1an, Hyper Rare (1/6) Hunter Ron (chase), Rare (1/3) Andy 

Dwyer with sash, and Rare (1/3) Ranger Ron. BiTy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with 

detachable boTom lids. Detachable boTom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiTy Pop! 

figures are adhered. Sort and arrange your BiTy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display 

cases are stackable and hold four BiTy Pop! figures each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches 

tall. Four figures per single package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec1bles are small. Not 

for children under the age of 3 years old. Item selec1on is random, as each piece is in blind 

packaging. (STL279114)  (4552/75441) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242275 

BITTY POP PARKS & REC LESLIE 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite Parks and Recrea1on Pops! have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your 

collec1on with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved Parks Department 

workers as miniaturized figures! This 4-pack includes BiTy Pop! Leslie the Riveter, BiTy Pop! Hunter 

Ron, BiTy Pop! Janet Snakehole, and a mystery BiTy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiTy Pops! are 

Hyper Rare (1/6) Li'l Sebas1an, Hyper Rare (1/6) Hunter Ron (chase), Rare (1/3) Andy Dwyer with 

sash, and Rare (1/3) Ranger Ron. BiTy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable 



boTom lids. Detachable boTom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiTy Pop! figures are 

adhered. Sort and arrange your BiTy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are 

stackable and hold four BiTy Pop! figures each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four 

figures per single package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec1bles are small. Not for children 

under the age of 3 years old. Item selec1on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. 

(STL279115)  (4552/75442) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242276 

BITTY POP PARKS & REC RON 4PK VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Your favorite Parks and Recrea1on Pops! have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your 

collec1on with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved Parks Department 

workers as miniaturized figures! This 4-pack includes BiTy Pop! Ron Swanson, BiTy Pop! Leslie 

Knope, BiTy Pop! Andy Dwyer, and a mystery BiTy Pop! figure. The possible mystery BiTy Pops! are 

Hyper Rare (1/6) Li’l Sebas1an, Hyper Rare (1/6) Hunter Ron (chase), Rare (1/3) Andy Dwyer with 

sash, and Rare (1/3) Ranger Ron. BiTy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable 

boTom lids. Detachable boTom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiTy Pop! figures are 

adhered. Sort and arrange your BiTy Pops! with the included display case! Acrylic display cases are 

stackable and hold four BiTy Pop! figures each. Vinyl figures are approximately 0.9-inches tall. Four 

figures per single package purchase. Warning: Choking Hazard. Collec1bles are small. Not for children 

under the age of 3 years old. Item selec1on is random, as each piece is in blind packaging. 

(STL279116)  (4552/75443) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Pack           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242277 

BITTY POP SINGLES TOY STORY 36PC PDQ (C: 1-1-2) 

Your favorite POP!s have been shrunk into BiTy Pops! Expand your Disney Pixar's Toy Story collec1on 

with this assortment of BiTy Pop! figures featuring your most beloved talking toys! Each BiTy Pop! 

comes in mystery packaging and includes one collec1ble figure. Who will you find? There's BiTy Pop! 

Forky, BiTy Pop! Woody, BiTy Pop! Gabby Gabby, BiTy Pop! Jessie, BiTy Pop! Bullseye, BiTy Pop! 

Hamm, BiTy Pop! Woody, BiTy Pop! Rex, BiTy Pop! Slinky Dog, BiTy Pop! Zurg, BiTy Pop! Alien, and 

BiTy Pop! Buzz Lightyear. BiTy Pops! are packaged in hard acrylic cases with detachable boTom lids. 

Detachable boTom lids double as acrylic bases, to which the BiTy Pop! figures are adhered. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 0.9-inches tall. One figure per single package purchase. (STL282880)  

(4552/76383) (C: 1-1-2) 

Mini-Figure           SRP: $2.99 

 

APR242278 

FUNKO LPP BORUTO NEXT GENERATIONS BORUTO W/ MARKS CHASE (Net 



Embark on a journey to become a shinobi master with Pop! Pin Boruto Uzumaki! Complete your 

collec1on by adding Pop! Pins of Boruto and Inojin that glow-in-the-dark and the Pop! Pin of Sasuke 

to your Boruto: Naruto Next Genera1ons lineup. These Pop! Pins feature gold-colored hardware, 3D 

molded metal, glow-in-the-dark details, and a built-in stand. There's a 1 in 12 chance you may find 

the en1rely blue chase of Pop! Pin Boruto Uzumaki. Enamel pin is approximately 4" tall. (STL289063)  

(4552/BNGPP0006) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242279 

LF FUNKO LPP BORUTO NEXT GENERATIONS INOJIN PIN (C: 1- 

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 

features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289062)  

(4552/BNGPP0003) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242280 

LF FUNKO POP LPP BORUTO NEXT GENERATIONS SASUKE (C: 1- 

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 

features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289056)  

(4552/BNGPP0001) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242281 

LF FUNKO POP LPP DISNEY: LILO AND STITCH - STITCH EXPERIMENT 

Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble Lilo and S1tch pins come in all sorts of 

metal finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each 

pin features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're 

not wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289071)  

(4552/WDPP0075) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242282 

LF FUNKO POP LPP DISNEY: LILO AND STITCH - STITCH WITH UKULE 



From Funko. S1tch may be an unusual pet, but he has many awesome talents that regular pets can't 

compete with! Welcome Pop! Pin S1tch with Ukulele into your ohana by adding him to your Lilo & 

S1tch collec1on! This Pop! Pin features gliTer enamel fill, gunmetal-colored hardware, and a built-in 

stand. Enamel pins are approximately 4-inches tall. (STL289068)  (4552/WDPP0070) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242283 

LF FUNKO POP LPP DISNEY: LILO AND STITCH LILO WITH SCRUMP (N 

From Funko. Lilo is looking for her unusual pet, S1tch, and heard he may be with you! Welcome Pop! 

Pin Lilo with Scrump into your ohana by adding her to your Lilo & S1tch collec1on! This Pop! Pin 

features glow-in-the-dark enamel fill, 3D molded metal, black-colored hardware, and a built-in stand. 

Enamel pins are approximately 4-inches tall. (STL289069)  (4552/WDPP0071) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242284 

LF FUNKO POP LPP DISNEY: LILO AND STITCH STITCH WITH RECO (N 

From Funko. S1tch may be an unusual pet, but he has many awesome talents that regular pets can't 

compete with! Welcome Pop! Pin S1tch with Record Player into your ohana by adding him to your 

Lilo & S1tch collec1on! This Pop! Pin features len1cular detailing that switches between S1tch with 

mouth open and S1tch with mouth closed, glow-in-the-dark enamel fill, silver-colored hardware, and 

a built-in stand. Enamel pins are approximately 4-inches tall. (STL289070)  (4552/WDPP0072) (C: 1-1-

2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242285 

LF FUNKO POP LPP HARRY POTTER POA 20TH HARRY POTTER ON BROOM 

Go! Go! Gryffindor! Cheer on your favorite Seeker with Pop! Pin Harry PoTer in his Quidditch 

uniform! Celebrate the Harry PoTer and the Prisoner of Azkaban movie and expand your Wizarding 

World set by adding Pop! Pin Harry PoTer on broom to your Harry PoTer collec1on. This Pop! Pin 

features 3D molded metal, gold-colored hardware, and a built-in stand. Enamel pin is approximately 

4" tall. (STL289064)  (4552/HPPP0027) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242286 

LF FUNKO POP LPP HARRY POTTER: POA 20TH - BOGGART AS SNAPE ( 

From Funko. Face your fears in Defense Against the Dark Arts class with Pop! Pin Boggart as Snape! 

Celebrate the Harry PoTer and the Prisoner of Azkaban movie and expand your Wizarding World set 



by adding Pop! Pin Boggart as Snape to your Harry PoTer collec1on. This Pop! Pin features gliTer 

enamel fill, silver-colored hardware, and a built-in stand. Enamel pin is approximately 4-inches tall. 

(STL289065)  (4552/HPPP0028) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242287 

LF FUNKO POP LPP HARRY POTTER: POA 20TH - NEVILLE LONGBOTTOM 

From Funko. Prepare for Care of Magical Creatures class by reading the Monster Book of Monsters 

with Pop! Pin Neville LongboTom! Celebrate the Harry PoTer and the Prisoner of Azkaban movie and 

expand your Wizarding World set by adding Pop! Pin Neville LongboTom to your Harry PoTer 

collec1on. This Pop! Pin features silver-colored hardware and a built-in stand. Enamel pin is 

approximately 4-inches tall. (STL289066)  (4552/HPPP0029) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242288 

LF FUNKO POP LPP HARRY POTTER: POA 20TH -SIRIUS BLACK AS DOG 

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 

features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289067)  

(4552/HPPP0032) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242289 

LF FUNKO POP LPP MARVEL LOKI ALLIGATOR LOKI GROUP SKU  

Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, 

with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features 

Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing 

it! Based on the Disney+ series Loki, these pins of Classic Loki, President Loki, Alligator Loki, and 

Sylvie stand about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289055)  (4552/MV000108) 

(C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242290 

LF FUNKO POP LPP MARVEL LOKI CLASSIC LOKI (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Loki's plans took an unexpected turn when he stole the Tesseract. Bring the adventure 

home from Marvel Studios' Loki television show with Pop! Pin Classic Loki. Complete your Marvel 



lineup by adding this god of mischief to your collec1on. This Pop! Pin features enamel fill, 3D molded 

metal, gold-colored hardware, and a built-in stand. Enamel pin is approximately 4-inches tall. 

(STL289053)  (4552/MV000104) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242291 

LF FUNKO POP LPP MARVEL LOKI PRESIDENT LOKI (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 

features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289052)  

(4552/MV000103) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242292 

LF FUNKO POP LPP MARVEL LOKI SYLVIE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 

features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289054)  

(4552/MV000105) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242293 

LF FUNKO POP LPP STAR WARS DARK SIDE BOBA FETT NEON (C 

Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal finishes, 

with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin features 

Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not wearing 

it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. Add these neon pins of 

Star Wars favorites Boba FeT, Darth Vader, Darth Maul, and the Stormtrooper to your collec1on. 

(STL289049)  (4552/STPP0105) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242294 

LF FUNKO POP LPP STAR WARS DARK SIDE DARTH VADER NEON  

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 



features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289048)  

(4552/STPP0104) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242295 

LF FUNKO POP LPP STAR WARS DARTH MAUL CHASE GROUP (C:  

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 

features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289051)  

(4552/STPP0109) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242296 

LP FUNKO POP LPP STAR WARS DARK SIDE STORMTROOPER NEON 

From Funko. Funko POP! Pins aren't your typical pins! These collec1ble pins come in all sorts of metal 

finishes, with unique techniques to help push the boundaries of what a pin typically is. Each pin 

features Funko's signature style and a removable display stand to showcase your pin when you're not 

wearing it! Each pin stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL289050)  

(4552/STPP0106) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242297 

FUNKO 4PKPN LUCAS STAR WARS AHSOKA YODA ACTION (C: 1-1-2) 

Walk the path of Jedi with the Funko Star Wars Ahsoka and Grogu pin set! This 4-pack assortment of 

pins features two pins of Ahsoka and two of Grogu. Complete your Star Wars: The Mandalorian 

lineup by welcoming them into your collec1on where they will add stellar style to any ouPit or 

accessory! Each enamel pin is approximately 1 1/2" tall and features gunmetal-colored hardware and 

signature Funko crown debossing.  Warning: Pin contains func1onal sharp points. (STL289047)  

(4552/STPN0262) (C: 1-1-2) 

Pin Set           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242298 

FUNKO MINI BACKPACK LUCAS STAR WARS AHSOKA ACTION (C: 1-1-2) 

Walk the path of Jedi with the Funko Ahsoka Mini Backpack! On the front pocket Ahsoka stands at 

the ready with her white lightsabers crossed. In the background, Grogu meditates, surrounded by 



white fog. This mini backpack is perfect for carrying all your Jedi training essen1als across the galaxy 

or wherever your journey takes you! Straps and accents in grey compliment the print on this stylish 

backpack. The backpack is made of vegan leather (polyurethane). Backpack has adjustable shoulder 

straps, side pockets, and silver-colored metal hardware. Addi1onal features include printed details. 

Backpack dimensions: 8.25"W x 10.75"H x 4"D. (STL289045)  (4552/STBK0423) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR242299 

FUNKO NYLON BACKPACK LUCAS STAR WARS AHSOKA AOP (C: 1-1-2) 

Walk the path of Jedi with the Funko Star Wars Ahsoka AOP Nylon Backpack! The allover print of this 

bag features a mo1f of Ahsoka, Grogu , and Ahsoka's facial markings against a cool grey background. 

With a large main pocket, a hidden zipper pocket, and two side pockets, this stellar backpack has 

plenty of room for carrying all your Jedi gear across the galaxy or wherever your journey takes you! 

Straps and accents in grey compliment the print on this stylish backpack. The nylon backpack has 

adjustable shoulder straps, side pockets, and silver-colored metal hardware. Addi1onal features 

include a large carrying handle and printed details. Backpack dimensions: 11.5"W x 17.5"H x 5"D. 

(STL289046)  (4552/STBK0424) (C: 1-1-2) 

Backpack           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR242300 

FUNKO PASSPORT BAG LUCAS STAR WARS AHSOKA ACTION (C: 1-1-2) 

Walk the path of Jedi with the Funko Star Wars Ahsoka Passport Bag! On the front pocket Ahsoka 

stands at the ready with her white lightsabers crossed, while Grogu meditates in the background, 

surrounded by white fog. This awesome accessory has plenty of room for carrying all your Jedi 

training essen1als across the galaxy or wherever your journey takes you! The nylon canvas passport 

bag has an adjustable shoulder strap, sturdy metal hardware, and features printed details. This bag is 

an officially licensed Disney product. Bag dimensions: 7"W x 9"H (Please note: width is measured 

across the boTom of the bag.) (STL289044)  (4552/STTB0253) (C: 1-1-2) 

Passport Bag           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242301 

FUNKO ZIPPER WALLET: LUCAS STAR WARS AHSOKA AOP (C: 1-1-2) 

Walk the path of the Jedi with the Funko Star Wars Ahsoka Wallet! The allover print of this wallet 

features a mo1f of Ahsoka, Grogu , and Ahsoka's facial markings against a cool grey background. This 

awesome accessory has 4 slots for holding cards and 1 clear slot for displaying your ID card! The 

vegan leather (polyurethane) wallet zips closed with sturdy metal hardware and features printed 

details. Wallet dimensions: 5"W x 4"H (Please note: width is measured across the boTom of the 

wallet.) (STL289072)  (4552/STWA0265) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 



Wallet           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242302 

POP KEYCHAIN DEMON SLAYER KANAO TSUYURI (C: 1-1-2) 

Demons, look out! Pocket POP! keychains of Kanao Tsuyuri and Muscle Mouse are wai1ng in the 

wings to take on even the toughest of opponents. Kamao Tsuyuri is armed with her sword, and a 

buTerfly perches on her finger1ps. These figural keychains feature figural danglers 1 1/2" tall. 

(STL292182)  (4552/75576) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR242303 

POP KEYCHAIN DEMON SLAYER MUSCLE MOUSE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Demons, look out! Pop! Keychain Muscle Mouse is ready for ac1on. It seems that 

Tengen Uzui has released a powerful ally to help save the day. Get ready to flex as you flesh out your 

Demon Slayer set. Expand your Pop! Anime collec1on today. Vinyl figure keychain is approximately 4 

inches long. (STL292183)  (4552/75577) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR242304 

POP KEYCHAIN ONE PIECE YAMATO (C: 1-1-2) 

Defeat Kaido with Pocket POP! Keychain Yamato! This samurai is looking to liberate Wano Country 

with the help of Luffy in your One Piece collec1on. Vinyl keychain features a 1 1/2" tall figural 

dangler. (STL292186)  (4552/75583) (C: 1-1-2) 

Keychain           SRP: $4.99 

 

APR242305 

POP ANIMATION DEMON SLAYER AOI KANZAKI W CH VIN FIG (C: 1-1- 

Demons, look out! The cast of the hit anime Demon Slayer joins the Funko POP! Anime line. Add 

Inosuku, Tanjiro, Zenitsu, Tengen, Daki, and Aoi (with a Nurse chase variant) to your POP! collec1on. 

Vinyl figures are approximately 4" tall. (STL292122)  (4552/75570) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242306 

POP ANIMATION DEMON SLAYER DAKI VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



From Funko. Demons lurking in the dark? Gather your Pop! Demon Slayer set to take them on! Pop! 

Daki, dressed in her white haori and kimono, looks ready to entertain a challenge. Keep her in your 

collec1on to keep her out of trouble. Flesh out your Demon Slayer set and expand your Pop! Anime 

collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.90 inches tall. (STL292123)  (4552/75571) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242307 

POP ANIMATION DEMON SLAYER INOSUKE KIMONO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Demons, look out! Pop! Inosuke Hashibira, unmasked and dressed in his kimono, looks ready for a 

challenge. He’s channeling his powers to take on even the toughest of demons. Flesh out your 

Demon Slayer set and expand your Pop! Anime collec1on with this skilled and talented swordsman. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 3.95 inches tall. (STL292124)  (4552/75572) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242308 

POP ANIMATION DEMON SLAYER TANJIRO KIMONO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Demons, look out! Pop! Tanjiro Kamado, dressed in a kimono and carrying towels, is on a secret 

mission to obtain informa1on about the latest demon threat. Flesh out your Demon Slayer set and 

expand your Pop! Anime collec1on with this determined and skilled warrior. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4.89 inches tall. (STL292125)  (4552/75573) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242309 

POP ANIMATION DEMON SLAYER TENGEN W CH MT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Demons, look out! Pop! Tengen Uzui is ready to take on any challenge with his most impressive skills. 

There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the metallic chase of Pop! Tengen Uzui. Flesh out your Demon 

Slayer set and expand your Pop! Anime collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.88 inches tall. 

(STL292126)  (4552/75574) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242310 

POP ANIMATION DEMON SLAYER ZENITSU KIMONO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Demons, look out! Pop! Zenitsu Agatsuma, dressed in a kimono, is on a secret mission to obtain 

informa1on about the latest demon threat. Flesh out your Demon Slayer set and expand your Pop! 

Anime collec1on by awakening the strength of this skilled warrior. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.89 

inches tall. (STL292127)  (4552/75575) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242311 

POP ANIMATION ONE PIECE CARROT VINYL FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

Join the scurvy crew of the Straw Hat Pirates with POP! Carrot! This mink will make for a powerful 

ally and necessary sailor for your One Piece collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 5 3.8" tall. 

(STL315913) Scheduled to ship in March 2024.  (4552/75578) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242312 

POP ANIMATION ONE PIECE KATAKURI VINYL FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

Set sail with CharloTe Katakuri, one of the three fearsome Sweet Commanders of the Big Mom 

Pirates! Expand your One Piece collec1on by adding POP! Katakuri to your scurvy crew! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4" tall. (STL315915) Scheduled to ship in March 2024.  (4552/75579) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242313 

POP ANIMATION ONE PIECE LUFFY GEAR 5 W/CHASE VINYL FIGURE (C 

Monkey D. Luffy is determined to become the Pirate King by finding Gol D. Roger's legendary 

treasure. Complete your scurvy crew by adding this Pop! Luffy Gear Five to your One Piece 

collec1on! There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the glow-in-the-dark chase of POP! Luffy Gear Five. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 5 3/8" tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase 

with purpose is not guaranteed. (STL315916) Scheduled to ship in April 2024.  (4552/79321) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242314 

POP SUPER ONE PIECE KAIDO MAN BEAST FORM VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Set sail with the Governor-General of the Beast Pirates, POP! Kaido! Expand your One Piece 

collec1on by adding this Super POP! Kaido in his Man-Beast Form to your scurvy crew! Vinyl figure is 

approximately 6 3/4" tall. (STL292178)  (4552/75580) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242315 



POP DELUXE ONE PIECE YAMATO MANBEAST FORM VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Defeat Kaido with this Deluxe POP! Yamato in Man-Beast Form! This samurai is looking to liberate 

Wano Country with the help of Luffy in your One Piece collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 6 1/4" 

tall. (STL292177)  (4552/75581) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242316 

POP GAMES SPECIALTY SERIES POKEMON AIPOM FL FS VINYL FIG (C: 

From Funko. Funko Specialty Series! Your dream of becoming a Trainer is not out of reach! Catch this 

exclusive, flocked Pop! Aipom to add to your Pokémon collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3 3/8" 

tall. (STL248788)  (4552/68276) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Deny 154 plus UK. 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242317 

POP MLB: ANGELS MIKE TROUT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Step up to the plate and hit a home run for your team! Opening Day for the 2024 Major League 

Baseball season is March 28th as the Dodgers and Padres square off in Seoul, South Korea, and you 

can build your fantasy baseball players with the stars fo the Diamond! Collect all your favorites in 

Funko's POP! MLB series. Each vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL288987)  (4552/75086) (C: 

1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242318 

POP MLB: ASTROS KYLE TUCKER VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Step up to the plate and hit a home run for your team! Recruit Pop! Kyle Tucker, right 

fielder for the Houston Astros, to your Major League Baseball set, and build your fantasy baseball 

team. Collect all your favorites in the MLB series. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.06 inches tall. 

(STL288988)  (4552/75087) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242319 

POP MLB CC PADRES MANNY MACHADO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Step up to the plate and hit a home run for your team! Opening Day for the 2024 Major League 

Baseball season is March 28th as the Dodgers and Padres square off in Seoul, South Korea, and you 

can build your fantasy baseball players with the stars fo the Diamond! Collect all your favorites in 



Funko's POP! MLB series. Each vinyl figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL288989)  (4552/75088) (C: 

1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242320 

POP MLB DODGERS MOOKIE BETTS VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Recruit Pop! Mookie BeTs, ouPielder for the Los Angeles Dodgers, in his white home 

uniform, to join your Major League Baseball collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.45-inches tall. 

(STL288986)  (4552/75085) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242321 

POP MLB WHITE SOX DYLAN CEASE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Step up to the plate and hit a home run for your team! Recruit Pop! Dylan Cease, 

pitcher for the Chicago White Sox, to your Major League Baseball set, and build your fantasy baseball 

team. Collect all your favorites in the MLB series. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.24 inches tall. 

(STL288990)  (4552/75089) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242322 

POP MLB YANKEES AARON JUDGE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Step up to the plate and hit a home run for your team! Recruit Pop! Aaron Judge, 

ouPielder for the New York Yankees, to your Major League Baseball set, and build your fantasy 

baseball team. Collect all your favorites in the MLB series. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.46 inches 

tall. (STL288991)  (4552/75090) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242323 

O/A POP MOMENTS DLX QUEEN WEMBLEY STADIUM VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Bring down the house with an unforgeTable musical performance from 1986! Book this exclusive 

Deluxe POP! Moment of Queen at Wembley Stadium for a sold-out show in your home, featuring 

Roger Taylor, John Deacon, Freddie Mercury, and Brian May. Who will these legendary ar1sts 

collaborate with in your POP! Rocks collec1on? Ffigures are adhered to backdrop to ensure scene 

integrity and ease of display. Approximate dimensions of protec1ve case: 18"W x 13.25"H x 4.75"D. 

(STL289011) Available Now!  (4552/77012) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure Set           SRP: $69.99 



 

APR242324 

O/A POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ COWARDLY LION W CH FL VIN FIG (C: 1- 

"Follow the Yellow Brick Road!" Join Dorothy Gale and her new friends—the Scarecrow, the Cowardly 

Lion, and the Tin Man—as they embark on a journey across the land of Oz to the Emerald City and its 

Wizard with these POP! figures based on the beloved film, The Wizard of Oz. With the help of Glinda 

the Good Witch they may reach the city, but look out for the Wicked Witch of the West and her 

Winged Monkeys! Window box packaging. (STL292102) Available Now!  (4552/75973) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242325 

O/A POP&BUDDY WIZARD OF OZ DOROTHY W TOTO VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Grab your ruby slippers and journey on an unforgeTable adventure down the Yellow Brick Road with 

POP! Dorothy and POP! Toto! Celebrate the Warner Bros 100th Anniversary with these iconic 

characters from The Wizard of Oz. (STL292107) Available Now!  (4552/75979) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242326 

O/A POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ GLINDA THE GOOD WITCH VIN FIG (C: 1- 

From Funko. There are good witches and bad witches. Which witch are you? Pop! Glinda the Good 

Witch has descended from the sky in a dazzling bubble to help you start your journey down the 

Yellow Brick Road! Welcome this Good Witch of the North into your home and reunite her with 

Dorothy in your The Wizard of Oz collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.85-inches tall. 

(STL292103) Available Now!  (4552/75974) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242327 

O/A POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ THE SCARECROW VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Put on your straw thinking hat! Pop! The Scarecrow has been hung up in the cornfield, 

but now he’s ready to leave the pesky crows and kernel rows behind to ask the Wizard for a brain! 

Help this strawman keep his foo1ng as he joins you on your journey down the Yellow Brick Road. 

Welcome him into your home and reunite him with his friends in your The Wizard of Oz collec1on. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 4.35-inches tall. (STL292104) Available Now!  (4552/75975) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242328 



O/A POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ THE TIN MAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. It's no wonder Pop! Tin Man is rusty with emo1ons; he's missing a heart! This 

woodsman needs your help to drum up a beat in his metallic torso with a heart from the Wizard, so 

pack your oil can and axe for a journey down the Yellow Brick Road! Welcome him into your home 

and reunite him with his friends in your The Wizard of Oz collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 5-

inches tall. (STL292105) Available Now!  (4552/75976) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242329 

O/A POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ THE WICKED WITCH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Watch out for Flying Monkeys! The Pop! Wicked Witch of the West is on the hunt for 

Dorothy—and her liTle dog too—and now this envious witch has tracked her to your The Wizard of 

Oz collec1on. Help her reclaim the Ruby Slippers by le]ng her land her broom in your Movies set. 

Vinyl figure is approximately 5.25-inches tall. (STL292106) Available Now!  (4552/75977) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242330 

SPECIALTY SER POP MOVIES WIZARD OF OZ WINGED MONKEY W/CH FIG 

From Funko. Fly! Fly! Fly! The Wicked Witch of the West is on the hunt for Dorothy and the Ruby 

Slippers, and she's sending the exclusive, Specialty Series Pop! Winged Monkey to find them in your 

The Wizard of Oz collec1on. There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the flocked chase of Pop! Winged 

Monkey. Vinyl figure is approximately 4.1-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. 

Receiving a chase with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL316015) Scheduled to ship in March 2024.  

(4552/77423) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242331 

O/A POP TOWN WIZARD OF OZ EMERALD CITY WIZARD VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Add the Emerald City of Oz to your Funko POP! collec1on with this POP! Town The Wizard of Oz set! 

Based on the beloved 1939 film, this set also comes with a POP! Wizard figure; will he send Dorothy 

back to Kansas? Click your heels together and add this set to your collec1on!  Vinyl figures are 

approximately 4" and 5 3/8" tall. (STL292199) Available Now!  (4552/75978) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $34.99 

 

APR242332 

POP TELEVISION INVINCIBLE ATOM EVE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 



When Flaxans and Sequids threaten the planet, it takes a super-hero to leap into ac1on. Embrace 

your inner super-hero with POP! figures based on Invincible, the Amazon Prime animated series 

based on Robert Kirkman and Ryan OTley's comic! Gather all your favorite characters and expand 

your POP! TV set. Figures are approximately 4 1/2" tall. (STL292114)  (4552/75866) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242333 

POP TELEVISION INVINCIBLE INVINCIBLE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. When Flaxans and Sequids threaten the planet, it takes a superhero to leap into ac1on. 

Embrace your inner superhero with Pop! Invincible. Pop! Invincible is ready to take flight in your 

Invincible animated series collec1on. Gather all your favorites and expand your Pop! TV set. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4.20 inches tall. (STL292115)  (4552/75867) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242334 

POP TELEVISION INVINCIBLE OMNIMAN VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. When Flaxans and Sequids threaten the planet, it takes a superhero to leap into ac1on. 

Embrace your inner superhero with Pop! Omni-Man. Pop! Omni-Man is ready to take flight in your 

Invincible animated series collec1on. Gather all your favorites and expand your Pop! TV set. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4.76 inches tall. (STL292116)  (4552/75868) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242335 

POP SPECIALTY SERIES TV INVINCIBLE INVINCIBLE BD VIN FIG (C: 

When Flaxans and Sequids threaten the planet, it takes a superhero to leap into ac1on. Embrace 

your inner superhero with this exclusive POP! Invincible (Bloody), ready to take flight in your 

Invincible animated series collec1on. Gather all your favorites and expand your POP! TV set. Vinyl 

figure is approximately 4 1/4" tall. (STL315780)  (4552/77965) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242336 

POP TV SUCCESSION S1 GREG HIRSCH VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

Tune in and gather the family! Expand your POP! Television collec1on with POP! figures from the hit 

HBO series, Succession. Relive the drama and excitement of the television series in which family 

members vie to take over Logan Roy's global media corpora1on. Who will you put in charge of your 

collec1on? Figures are approximately 4" tall. (STL292117)  (4552/75654) (C: 1-1-2) 



Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242337 

POP TV SUCCESSION S1 KENDALL ROY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tune in and gather the family! Expand your Pop! Television collec1on with Pop! Kendall 

Roy from Succession. Relive the drama and excitement of the television series in which family 

members vie to take over Logan Roy’s global media corpora1on. Who will you put in charge of your 

collec1on? Vinyl figure is approximately 3.88 inches tall. (STL292118)  (4552/75655) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242338 

POP TV SUCCESSION S1 LOGAN ROY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tune in and gather the family! Expand your Pop! Television collec1on with Pop! Logan 

Roy from Succession. Relive the drama and excitement of the television series in which family 

members vie to take over Logan Roy’s global media corpora1on. Who will you put in charge of your 

collec1on? Vinyl figure is approximately 4.05 inches tall. (STL292119)  (4552/75656) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242339 

POP TV SUCCESSION S1 ROMAN ROY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tune in and gather the family! Expand your Pop! Television collec1on with Pop! Roman 

Roy from Succession. Relive the drama and excitement of the television series in which family 

members vie to take over Logan Roy’s global media corpora1on. Who will you put in charge of your 

collec1on? Vinyl figure is approximately 4.05 inches tall. (STL292120)  (4552/75657) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242340 

POP TV SUCCESSION S1 SHIV ROY VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tune in and gather the family! Expand your Pop! Television collec1on with Pop! Shiv Roy 

from Succession. Relive the drama and excitement of the television series in which family members 

vie to take over Logan Roy’s global media corpora1on. Who will you put in charge of your collec1on? 

Vinyl figure is approximately 3.85 inches tall. (STL292121)  (4552/75658) (C: 1-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242341 



POP COMICS TMNT DARK LEONARDO PX VIN FIG (C: 1-1-1) 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Embrace the dark side of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles with 

Pop! Dark Leonardo! From the pages of IDW's ongoing TMNT series, Leonardo, the leader of the 

team, is cursed by the black magic of Kitsune. Now, he must learn to embrace his dark side under the 

tutelage of his greatest enemy: the Shredder! Limited to only 25,000 pieces, this dynamic 4 1/4" tall 

Dark Leo Pop! Vinyl figure is ready to fight for the fate of the Foot with comic-accurate equipment 

including Slash's black mask, frontal plate armor, both his signature katanas, as well as deadly hand-

mounted retractable blades. Help Leonardo master his alternate personality and unlock his hidden 

poten1al by adding the PREVIEWS Exclusive Pop! Dark Leonardo to your Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles comics collec1on! (STL276194)  (4552/76914) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242342 

POP COMIC COVER MARVEL TALES OF SUSPENSE #39 (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Team up with Pop! Iron Man as he defends the innocent from the villains lurking in your 

Avengers collec1on! Recruit him for the super hero team in your Marvel set with this Pop! Comic 

Cover! Pop! Iron Man stands ready for baTle against a backdrop of himself on the cover of issue #39 

of Tales of Suspense comic book! Vinyl bobblehead is approximately 3.85-inches tall. Approximate 

dimensions of protec1ve case: 7"W x 10.75"H x 3.25"D (STL272029)  (4552/72504) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

No countries actually denied 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242343 

O/A POP TOWN AVENGERS 2 AVENGERS TOWER W IRON MAN(GW) PX VIN FIG 

From Funko. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Assemble the Avengers at their iconic home base with the 

Avengers Tower and POP! Iron Man! Complete your Marvel Studios' Infinity Saga lineup with this 

PREVIEWS Exclusive POP! Town, which features glow-in-the-dark Pop! Iron Man as he blasts off in 

front of the newly renamed Avengers Tower as seen in Avengers: Age of Ultron. Each Vinyl collec1ble 

stands approximately 4 5/8" and 6 1/2" tall, respec1vely. Limited to 20,000 pieces, this 2-piece set 

comes packaged together in a window box, perfect for display in any Avengers collec1on! 

(STL274100) Available Now!  (4552/74582) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories 

Item           SRP: $39.99 

 

KOTOBUKIYA 

 

KOTOBUKIYA 



 

APR242344 

FRIEREN BEYOND JOURNEYS END FRIEREN PVC STATUE (C: 1-1 

From Kotobukiya. From the TV anime Frieren: Beyond Journey's End, Frieren joins the Kotobukiya 

lineup in 1/7 scale. The flowing movement in her hair has been delicately sculpted, with clear parts 

being u1lized to create a beau1ful, slightly translucent finish. Every feature, down to the clothes and 

fine parts, has been recreated with me1culous aTen1on to detail. The base features a meadow of 

flowers, further accentua1ng the beauty of Frieren. (STL316525) Scheduled to ship in December 

2024.  (4898/PV142) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue           SRP: $179.99 

 

APR242345 

HAIKYU SHOYO HINATA ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the anime Haikyu!!, Shoyo Hinata joins the scale figure lineup! Shoyo Hinata 

comes to life based on an illustra1on by Takahiro Chiba! Crouching on a tree stump with a serious 

expression, this figure fully recreates the original visual. Careful aTen1on was paid to sculp1ng out 

various fine details, such as the fluTering jacket behind him and the natural flow of his fingers. The 

movement of the crow as it looks to take flight has been perfectly captured. This piece me1culously 

recreates the delicate, yet light atmosphere of the original visual. (STL314322) Scheduled to ship in 

July 2024.  (4898/PV115) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue           SRP: $169.99 

 

APR242346 

HAIKYU TOBIO KAGEYAMA ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the anime Haikyu!!, Tobio Kageyama joins the scale figure lineup! Tobio 

Kageyama comes to life based on an illustra1on by Takahiro Chiba! Crouching at the top of a tree 

with a serious expression, this figure fully recreates the original visual. Careful aTen1on was paid to 

sculp1ng even the finest of details, such as the wrinkles in his clothes and the muscle defini1on on 

his arms and legs. With his jacket fluTering in the wind, the movement in his fingers, and the crow 

perfectly captured in the moment it looks to take flight, this piece me1culously recreates the 

delicate, yet light atmosphere of the original visual. (STL314323) Scheduled to ship in August 2024.  

(4898/PV116) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue           SRP: $179.99 

 

MODELS 

 

APR242347 



1966 BATMOBILE 1/25 SCALE SNAP BATMAN & POLAR LIGHTS MODEL K 

From Round 2. Rev up your Bat-fan excitement with the 1966 Batmobile 1/25 Scale Snap Kit! This 

skill level 2 model kit requires no paint or cement, authen1cally capturing every detail of the iconic 

TV car designed by George Barris. Molded in sleek black, the kit includes pre-painted PVC figures and 

features a glossy body with red striping. Assemble this classic Batmobile effortlessly, and relive the 

nostalgia of the 1966 TV series with this brilliantly detailed and easily assembled model kit. 

(STL313698)  (7170/POL965/12) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242348 

BATMAN FOREVER BATMOBILE AMT 1/25 MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From AMT. Awesome movie car! AMT presents the Batmobile featured in the 1995 classic, Batman 

Forever. This 1/25-scale kit makes a great project for any experienced modeler, or the comic fan 

interested in star1ng the hobby. Add it to your collec1on today! The AMT Batman Forever Batmobile 

kit features removable canopy, open or closed rear fin, cut-out panels, rear turbine, chrome wheels 

& engine detail, 1nted windows and detailed cockpit. Kit also includes cockpit & wheel decals in eye-

catching packaging. (STL315069)  (7170/AMT1240/12) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $36.99 

 

APR242349 

CHRISTINE 1/25 SCALE 1958 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE RED AMT MODEL K 

From Round 2. Experience a piece of automo1ve history with the 1/25-Scale 1958 Plymouth 

Belvedere Model Kit. This kit faithfully replicates the iconic Plymouth Belvedere, famously featured in 

Stephen King's Chris1ne. Injected in striking red and boas1ng modern tooling, this model captures 

the essence of the classic vehicle. The vinyl 1res with whitewall inserts, along with a super-detailed 

chassis, motor, and interior assemblies, ensure an authen1c representa1on. The kit includes a sheet 

of op1onal decals for customiza1on. To bring this classic car to life, you'll need plas1c cement and 

paint, allowing you to add your personal touch to this 1meless piece. (STL313704)  

(7170/AMT801M/02) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit           SRP: $28.99 

 

APR242350 

GREEN HORNET BLACK BEAUTY AMT 1/25 MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2 

From AMT. The classic Green Hornet TV hero car, the Black Beauty, is now in 1:25 scale with all-new 

tooling from AMT. This kit was created with authen1c details inside and out. The outside has gadgets 

galore including the front gas gun, front rocket launchers, rear gun, reach rocket launchers, scanner 

(satellite), and rear brooms. The detailed interior includes an infra-green visor, a detailed dashboard 

compartment for the front phone, a front TV screen, a front speaker, a par11on with main controls, a 



rear TV screen, a rear speaker & oscilloscope, and a rear phone.  The model can be built with the 

gadget doors opened or closed. Other features include custom rims, center & side grilles, double 

infra-green headlights or single lens headlight op1ons, and mul1ple plate op1ons. Also included are 

the full-color water-slide decals and bonus Green Hornet & Kato figures! (STL315071)  

(7170/AMT1271/12) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $35.99 

 

APR242351 

HAUNTED MANOR ESCAPE FROM DUNGEON POLAR LIGHTS 1/12 MDL KIT  

From AMT. The Escape From the Dungeon glue-together model kit is the first release in the Haunted 

Manor series of kits from Polar Lights that re-introduces fun, spooky models from years past. The kit 

features fine details on every part. It uses rubber band ac1on to bring two moving figures to life. Is 

the execu1oner offering a near miss or a favor that will free our diminu1ve friend? In either case, 

another long-dead ghoul has something to say about it! The model base is 8 3/4" wide and 7" long. 

The plas1c model even glows in the dark (if leV unpainted). (STL315090)  (7170/POL972/12) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $27.99 

 

APR242352 

HAUNTED MANOR PLAY IT AGAIN TOM POLAR LIGHTS 1/12 MODEL KIT  

From AMT. Scale-modeling is a great hobby that provides a rewarding building experience. The 

Haunted Manor: Play It Again Tom presents a creepy pipe organ diorama scene featuring plenty of 

detail that is fun to paint. Kits in the Haunted Manor Series from Polar Lights include shocking 

moving features that are triggered by rubber band ac1on. Watch as the organist hits the keys and a 

mummy pops out of the organ! Eye-catching packaging: The kit's eerie packaging is great to display 

on the shelf next to your finished model. 62 finely detailed parts are molded in spooky glow-in-the-

dark plas1c and include the needed rubber bands and metal rods. (STL315098)  (7170/POL984/12) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242353 

JOHN WICK 1970 CHEVY CHEVELLE AMT 1/25 MODEL KIT (C: 1 

From AMT. AMT's 1/25-scale John Wick 1970 Chevy Chevelle SS is the perfect project for any movie 

fan. This kit can be built as any 1970 Chevy Chevelle SS or as the one seen in the movie John Wick. 

The regular car has some fantas1c features such as stock and custom engine op1ons, a detailed 

interior with bucket seats, an authen1c dashboard, and an expanded set of water slide decals with 

colorful op1ons. You can also detail the kit to match the movie car with features such as Torq-thrust 

mag wheels, pad-printed BFGoodrich 1res, chrome dual exhaust 1ps, op1onal Chevelle SS 396 decal 



badges, and other movie-accurate water slide decals. (STL315082)  (7170/AMT1453M/12) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $31.99 

 

APR242354 

STAR TREK 1/537 SCALE USS ENTERPRISE REFIT AMT MODEL KIT (Ne 

From Round 2. This model kit of the iconic U.S.S. Enterprise depicts her in her refit version, as seen in 

Star Trek: The Mo1on Picture and sequels! Photo-etched parts are included to drama1cally improve 

the finish of the kit. Order this classic starship for your own collec1on today! (STL313705)  

(7170/AMT1080/06) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit           SRP: $36.99 

 

APR242355 

STAR TREK KLINGON BIRD OF PREY AMT 1/350 MODEL KIT (C: 

From AMT. Build the 1/350-scale Klingon Bird-of-Prey as seen in the feature film, Star Trek III: The 

Search For Spock. The kit includes parts to posi1on the wings in one of three modes: cruise, aTack, 

or landed. This kit also features metal landing gear parts and rear loading ramp parts, a dome base, 

water-slide decals, and all-new packaging. Ligh1ng kit and cloaking device not included. (STL315077)  

(7170/AMT1400M/12) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $37.99 

 

APR242356 

STAR TREK TNG USS ENTERPRISE NCC-1701-D AMT 1/24 MODEL KIT ( 

From AMT. This 1/1400-scale U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D plas1c assembly kit recreates the fiVh 

starship to be named Enterprise and can be seen in Star Trek: The Next Genera1on. The U.S.S. 

Enterprise NCC-1701-D kit is injected in translucent plas1c making it perfect for ligh1ng. The hit also 

includes hull markings for U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D and U.S.S. Syracuse (seen in Star Trek: 

Picard's third season) and all new packaging. Ligh1ng kit not included. (STL315078)  

(7170/AMT1429M/06) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $42.99 

 

APR242357 

 STAR TREK 1/2500 SCALE U.S.S. ENTERPRISE-D SNAP 2T AMT MODE 

From Round 2. The U.S.S. Enterprise is among the most easily recognisable starships in all of science 

fic1on, and this kit reproduces her as seen in the 1987-94 series Star Trek: The Next Genera1on. The 

kit features snap-fit assembly so glue is not needed, and it's molded in color too; extensive decals are 

included to reproduces the dis1nc1ve "aztec paTern" on its surface. A dome display base and metal 



support rod are included so you can show your ship off when it's completed, too! (STL313707)  

(7170/AMT1126M/12) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit           SRP: $27.99 

 

APR242358 

STAR WARS 1/144 THE BAD BATCH HAVOC MARAUDER AMT MODEL KIT ( 

From Round 2. Star Wars: The Bad Batch presents exci1ng new adventures for young and old that 

introduce new spacecraV like the Havoc Marauder which was inspired by the Imperial ShuTle among 

other designs.  This brand-new model kit features snap assembly, so glue is not required. The gray 

plas1c can be painted to closely match the ship as seen onscreen, and a full-color decal sheet 

supplies all of the fine markings. 1/144 Scale, 38 Parts. 8" long. Molded in gray plas1c with water-

slide decal sheet, and pictorial assembly instruc1ons. Skill level 2; Suggested for modelers age 14+. 

(STL313701)  (7170/AMT1348/12) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit           SRP: $35.99 

 

APR242359 

STAR WARS ANH MILLENNIUM FALCON MPC 1/72 MODEL KIT (C: 

From AMT. The Millennium Falcon from Star Wars: A New Hope has long been one of fandom's 

favorite ships. MPC presents an updated plas1c model kit with improved sidewall details, a radar 

dish, and Han Solo and Chewbacca pilot figures. The model has moving laser cannon turrets, an 

opening entry ramp, and removable landing gear with closable doors. The kit features eye-catching 

box graphics from the original release in 1978, but also included addi1onal upgrades like a larger 

sheet of colored panel decals. A full-color decal placement guide supplies addi1onal techniques for 

weathering for a realis1c look. Kit contains 122 parts, glue and paint required. Built scale: 18" long, 

Ages 14+. (STL315086)  (7170/MPC953/06) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $74.99 

 

APR242360 

STAR WARS A NEW HOPE TIE 1/48 FIGHTER AMT MODEL KIT (C 

From Round 2. Explore the iconic starships of Star Wars with this model kit featuring the 1meless 

Imperial TIE Fighter. A symbol of elegant simplicity, the TIE Fighter has leV an indelible mark in 

science fic1on. Perfect for budding modelers transi1oning from snap kits to glue-together models, 

this 1:48 scale TIE Fighter kit offers a manageable challenge at skill level 2, requiring paint and glue 

for assembly. With 32 me1culously molded parts in gray, including clear components, the finished 

model stands an impressive 6 inches tall. (STL313703)  (7170/AMT1299/12) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit           SRP: $33.99 

 



APR242361 

STAR WARS ROTJ TIE INTERCEPTOR MPC 1/48 MODEL KIT (C:  

From AMT. The Imperial TIE Fighter was the workhorse fighter during the dark 1mes and, always 

looking to gain an edge, the Empire constantly upgraded their assets hence the introduc1on of the 

TIE Interceptor in Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. This TIE Fighter model kit offers a perfect model for 

young or inexperienced modelers that are transi1oning from snap kits to glue-together models. This 

is a 1:48-scale kit, skill level 2, paint & glue required. Each of the 32 parts is molded in gray and clear. 

Model is 6 inches long when completed. Ages 14+ (STL315088)  (7170/MPC989/12) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Model Kit           SRP: $33.99 

 

APR242362 

SUPERNATURAL 1/25 SCALE 1967 CHEVY IMPALA 4 DOOR AMT MODEL K 

From Round 2. This is the highly an1cipated "hero" car from the long-running TV series Supernatural. 

It featues 109 parts molded in black plas1c with chrome and clear parts. This kit features a new four 

door, hardtop body, new bumpers, new interior parts including seats and panels. The chrome wheels 

match the custom wheels on the television show. Also features a detailed decals sheet. (STL313706)  

(7170/AMT1124M/02) (C: 1-1-2) 

Model Kit           SRP: $31.99 

 

DIE-CAST 

 

APR242363 

CASTLE IN THE SKY TIGER MOTH DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Tomica. Many die-cast parts were used for the  hull to give it a sense of weight, and details 

including ladders, railings, and rivets are accurately reproduced. Each propeller actually rotates. 

(STL316116)  (3647/TOM22169) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242364 

HOWLS MOVING CASTLE DREAM CALCIFER DREAM TOMICA FIG (C 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts Calcifer from Howl's Moving Castle struggling not to fall within a large 

iron pot, aVer having been placed in it by Sophie. The iron pot is die-cast, while Calcifer is molded in 

clear matreials. (STL316107)  (3647/TOM90232) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 



 

APR242365 

HOWLS MOVING CASTLE DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts the "Castle," the home and abode of the wizard Howl. This palm-sized 

model castle is an accurate copy of the wonderous and massive one that appears in the film. And 

much like the film's castle, this model is capable of moving, too, thanks to the wheels on its base. 

(STL316106)  (3647/TOM22171) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242366 

KIKIS DELIVERY SERVICE JIJI DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1-2 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts Jiji the cat from Kiki's Delivery Service within their cage whilst 

pretending to be a toy cat, just as he was depicted in the film. This model is well-detailed, down to 

the texture of the basket's waves and the wrinkles throughout the yellow cloth. (STL316105)  

(3647/TOM22620) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242367 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO CAT BUS DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts the "Cat Bus" running through the forest searching for Mei. The 

des1na1on marker is set to "Mei." ATen1on has been paid to detail in the design to look like living 

things such as the limbs are not balanced leV and right to provide energe1c image of running, the 

maTe-painted body provides an image of soV fur, the seats inside the carriage are drawn like a wave, 

reproducing soV and fluffy seats, and the boTom part of the chassis curves outward like a stomach. 

(STL316112)  (3647/TOM21233) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242368 

MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO TRICYCLE TRUCK DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts the iconic "Tricycle Truck." The model is incredibly detailed, with 

emphasis given to the veritable mountain of furniture, supplies, and equipment hoisted and 

wrapped within the truck's bed. (STL316110)  (3647/TOM90717) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242369 



PONYO SOUSUKES TOY BOAT DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Tomica. This cute, palm-sized boat is an accurate copy of the one that appears in the film. The 

pop pop boat even includes details such as the candle and tubes used to power it. The 1res are a 

clear blue color, which looks like the water surface. Ponyo is also on the top of the roof with a green 

bucket in hand, just like the anima1on. (STL316117)  (3647/TOM22172) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242370 

PORCO ROSSO SAVOIA S 21F DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts the "SAVOIA S.21F," the seaplane piloted by Porco. Features that will 

also be appreciated by fans such as a stately design, a cockpit that reproduces the seats and the 

lever, equipped with Fio's seat located at the gap for checking the machine gun at the nose of the 

plane, a rota1ng propeller on the engine, and the body is engraved with a line to reproduce the 

seaplane as designed in the anima1on. (STL316113)  (3647/TOM21234) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242371 

SPIRITED AWAY NO FACE DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts the "No Face" riding within a tarubune boat. This boat needs no 

rudder or sail, thanks to its own oar 1ed to the side. Like a boat on the river, this model glides across 

most surfaces thanks to the wheels on its base. (STL316109)  (3647/TOM90233) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242372 

SPIRITED AWAY SEA RAILWAY DREAM TOMICA FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Tomica. TOMICA depicts the “Sea Railway” that runs on the sea passing by the bathhouse 

Aburaya. This product allows you to experience the world of the film such as peeking through the 

window to see Chihiro and No Face (cutouts) are on board, reproducing the interior of the carriage 

such as the passenger seats and the driver’s seat in the train, reproducing a retro impression of an 

old electric railcar with a maTe� painted body. Buy two and you can join them at the front 

(STL316115)  (3647/TOM18991) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $12.00 

 

APR242373 



RAT FINK FIRE TRUCK W/RESIN FIGURE 1/18 DIECAST (C: 1- 

From Round 2. Rat Fink represents one of Ed “Big Daddy” Roth’s most legendary figures who helped 

shape the aesthe1cs of the hot rod culture from 1963 through today. This 1me, the outrageously 

grungy gearhead is repor1ng for duty as the Fire Chief! His red hat isn’t just for show either. He’s got 

himself a whole new ride rigged up to cool down even the hoTest inferno! This vintage Fire Truck 

features a detailed ladder, firefigh1ng equipment, and a custom flamed paint job oozing with 

character! Whether your tail’s burnin’ or not, when Rat Fink rolls up, it’s going to be HOT. So, jump in, 

hit the siren, and hold on. He’s got a job to do! (STL313696)  (7170/AWSS143/06) (C: 1-1-2) 

Die-Cast           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242374 

SILVER SCREEN BARRIS DRAG-U-LA AW 1/64 DIECAST (C: 1-1 

From Round 2. In the spirit of all things fright'ning, Johnny Lightning has replicated Barris Drag-U-La 

in 1:64 scale! It's a spine-chilling addi1on to your Johnny Lightning Collec1on! (STL315106)  

(7170/JLSS003/24) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR242375 

SILVER SCREEN BARRIS KOACH AW 1/64 DIECAST (C: 1-1-2) 

From Round 2. In the spirit of all things fright'ning, Johnny Lightning has replicated the Barris Koach 

in 1:64 scale! It's a spine-chilling addi1on to your Johnny Lightning Collec1on! (STL315105)  

(7170/JLSS002/24) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $9.99 

 

APR242376 

SILVER SCREEN CHRISTINE 1958 PLYMOUTH FURY AW 1/64 DIECAST ( 

From Round 2. Chris1ne is finally replicated for the first 1me in true 1:64 scale! We take scale 

seriously at Auto World. When we say true 1:64 scale, we mean it! Every detail of the car is scaled a 

perfect 1:64 scale, even the correct wheels and 1res featured in the movie! (STL315099)  

(7170/AWSS6401/24) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Die-Cast           SRP: $9.99 

 

HORROR 

 

APR242377 

HALLOWEEN 78 MICHAEL MYERS SOUVENIR CUP (C: 1-1-2) 



From Fright Rags Inc. Quench your horror thirst with the Halloween '78 Souvenir Cup. This officially 

licensed product boasts a 32oz. capacity in a BPA-free plas1c cup featuring chilling artwork by 

MaThew Skiff. Perfect for horror enthusiasts, this cup is an ideal collector's item for fans of the iconic 

John Carpenter film. Hand washing is preferred to ensure the longevity of this spooky and stylish cup. 

(STL314524)  (3721/16688) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Drinkware           SRP: $7.00 

 

APR242378 

HALLOWEEN 78 MICHAEL MYERS MINI MASK (C: 0-1-2) 

From Fright-Rags Inc. Introducing the officially licensed Halloween Half-Size Vintage Mask, a nostalgic 

blast from the past. Designed by John Tatarelli Jr. and packaged in a collec1ble window box with 

artwork by Kyle Crawford, this vacuform plas1c mask is hand-painted and measures 4" W x 5.5" H. 

The product comes boxed with dimensions of 5.5" W x 6.75" H x 2.75" D, making it a perfect display 

piece for your collec1ble shelf, reminiscent of the classic Halloween masks from our childhood.  Mask 

is for display purposes and not made to be worn… unless you have a shrunken head. Note: Mask may 

differ slightly from design shown. (STL314523)  (3721/16665) (C: 0-1-2) 

Mask           SRP: $20.00 

 

APR242379 

HALLOWEEN II 1981 DAD HAT 

From Fright-Rags Inc. Unleash spooky style with the officially licensed Halloween II 1981 Destroyed 

Dad Hat. Designed by Steve Roman Jr. and Joe Guy Allard, this hat features an embroidered logo and 

a custom distressed look with heavy fray for a unique, worn-in vibe. CraVed from heavy washed 

coTon twill, it offers an adjustable fit for one size that fits most. Perfect for adding a touch of 

Halloween flair to your ensemble. (STL314540)  (3721/30086) 

Hat           SRP: $27.00 

 

APR242380 

HALLOWEEN 4 SOUVENIR CUP (C: 1-1-2) 

From Fright Rags Inc. Quench your horror thirst with the Halloween 4 Souvenir Cup. This officially 

licensed product boasts a 32oz. capacity in a BPA-free plas1c cup featuring chilling artwork by 

MaThew Skiff. Perfect for horror enthusiasts, this cup is an ideal collector's item for fans of the iconic 

film. Hand washing is preferred to ensure the longevity of this spooky and stylish cup. (STL314508)  

(3721/16689) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Drinkware           SRP: $7.00 

 

APR242381 



TERRIFIER ART THE CLOWN 24IN RAG DOLL BLOODY VARIANT ( 

From ScarePros Halloween.This officially licensed Terrifier merchandise features an expertly sculpted, 

hand built, hand painted latex head, hands and feet, aTached to a fabric stuffed body with fabric zip-

up costume, liberally splaTered with faux blood. Choose from Clean or Bloody variants of Art the 

Clonw! (STL314344)  (3718/ART-24-B) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, Canada, 

Australia, and the UK. 

Doll           SRP: $249.99 

 

APR242382 

TERRIFIER ART THE CLOWN 24IN RAG DOLL CLEAN VARIANT (C 

From ScarePros Halloween.This Officially Licensed Terrifier Merchandise features an expertly 

sculpted, hand built, hand painted latex head, hands and feet, aTached to a fabric stuffed body with 

fabric zip-up costume. (STL314341)  (3718/ART-24-C) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, US 

territories, Canada, Australia, and the UK. 

Doll           SRP: $229.99 

 

APR242383 

TRICK R TREAT SAM SOUVENIR CUP (C: 1-1-2) 

From Fright Rags Inc. Quench your horror thirst with the Trick R Treat Sam Souvenir Cup. This 

officially licensed product boasts a 32oz. capacity in a BPA-free plas1c cup featuring chilling artwork 

by MaThew Skiff. Perfect for horror enthusiasts, this cup is an ideal collector's item for fans of the 

iconic Trick 'r Treat film. Hand washing is preferred to ensure the longevity of this spooky and stylish 

cup. (STL314526)  (3721/16690) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Drinkware           SRP: $7.00 

 

APR242384 

WALKING DEAD DARYL DIXON EXQUISITE MINI DARYL 1/18 PX AF (Ne 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Daryl Dixon from The Walking Dead is now part of Hiya Toys' 

EXQUISITE MINI Series, bringing fans a 1/18-scale ac1on figure. In the sequel to The Walking Dead, 

Daryl finds himself on the southern coast of France, where he encounters Isabelle, a nun, and a child 

named Laurent. Determined to protect them on their journey to "The Nest" outpost, Daryl receives 

assistance from Isabelle in return, with her commitment to helping him find a port. Amid various 

crises, they unite to break through the siege, suppor1ng each other along the way. Standing 4" tall, 

this new Daryl Dixon ac1on figure authen1cally captures his facial details. Dressed in a black trench 

coat, mud-covered marching boots, and a detachable canvas bag slung diagonally, he comes 

equipped with a harpoon and a crossbow. With 15 joints, the design supports extensive ar1cula1on, 

featuring 2x interchangeable hand parts for enthusiasts to recreate a variety of ac1on poses from the 

series. The figure also includes a randomly selected exclusive stand from four different appearances, 



bringing scenes of scaTered bodies and muddy grounds to life for an immersive and thrilling 

experience! (STL313639) Scheduled to ship in November 2024.  (3425/EMW0305) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $24.99 

 

ACTION/ADVENTURE 

 

APR242385 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 ARCTIC TROOPER AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Valaverse is excited to introduce the Arc1c Trooper figure! This figure features all the 

detail and ar1cula1on fans have come to expect from the Ac1on Force line. Each Ac1on Force figure 

features 36 points of ar1cula1on and comes loaded with accessories like alternate head sculpts, 

hands and weapons! (STL313357)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242386 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 BLOWBACK DLX AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Valaverse is excited to introduce the Blowback Deluxe figure! This figure features all 

the detail and ar1cula1on fans have come to expect from the Ac1on Force line. Each Ac1on Force 

figure features 36 points of ar1cula1on and comes loaded with accessories like alternate head 

sculpts, hands and weapons! (STL313356)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $54.99 

 

APR242387 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 DESERT CONDOR AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Valaverse is excited to introduce the Desert Condor figure! This figure features all 

the detail and ar1cula1on fans have come to expect from the Ac1on Force line. Each Ac1on Force 

figure features 36 points of ar1cula1on and comes loaded with accessories like alternate head 

sculpts, hands and weapons! (STL313352)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242388 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 DESERT STEEL BRIGADE AF (C: 0-1- 

From Valaverse. Valaverse is excited to introduce the Desert Steel Brigade figure! This figure features 

all the detail and ar1cula1on fans have come to expect from the Ac1on Force line. Each Ac1on Force 

figure features 36 points of ar1cula1on and comes loaded with accessories like alternate head 

sculpts, hands and weapons! (STL313353)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 



Item           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242389 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 SWARM TRACER AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Valaverse is excited to introduce the Swarm Tracer figure! This figure features all the 

detail and ar1cula1on fans have come to expect from the Ac1on Force line. Each Ac1on Force figure 

features 36 points of ar1cula1on and comes loaded with accessories like alternate head sculpts, 

hands and weapons! (STL313355)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $44.99 

 

APR242390 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 URBAN COMMANDO AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Valaverse is excited to introduce the Urban Commando figure! This figure features 

all the detail and ar1cula1on fans have come to expect from the Ac1on Force line. Each Ac1on Force 

figure features 36 points of ar1cula1on and comes loaded with accessories like alternate head 

sculpts, hands and weapons! (STL313354)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242391 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 ARCTIC GEAR PACK AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. 1/12 scale ac1on figure gear! These interchangeable accessories and mul1ple 

weapons fit all male Ac1on Force figures. (STL313359)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242392 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 ARCTIC SNIPER GEAR AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. 1/12 scale ac1on figure gear! These interchangeable accessories and mul1ple 

weapons fit all male Ac1on Force figures. (STL313361)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242393 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 WEAPONS HOTEL AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Upgrade the weaponry of your Ac1on Force figures with this Weapons Pack (Hotel) 

accessory set. (STL313362)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 



Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242394 

ACTION FORCE SERIES 4 TACTICAL HEAD PACK AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. 1/12 scale ac1on figure tac1cal head gear! This set includes two different style 

heads, each in 5 different colors for a total of 10 tac1cal heads. These interchangeable heads fit all 

male Ac1on Force figures. (STL313363)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242395 

ACTION FORCE VANGUARD VEHICLE DESERT TAN (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Unleash the ac1on with this 1/12-scale vehicle designed to accommodate all Ac1on 

Force figures. Measuring over 20 inches in length, this dynamic set includes a 6-inch Reaper driver 

figure and four removable doors for versa1le play. Turn the steering wheel to control the front 1res, 

and explore the working front winch for added excitement. Each Vanguard comes with a s1cker label 

sheet, removable gas cans in the trunk, and a top hatch that can be exchanged for a machine gun 

turret or missile launcher. The control arm rifle seamlessly fits on the turret or inside the trunk, and a 

removable shovel accessory adds to the immersive experience. (STL313453)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2) 

Vehicle           SRP: $185.99 

 

APR242396 

ACTION FORCE VANGUARD VEHICLE STEALTH GRAY (C: 0-1-2) 

From Valaverse. Unleash the ac1on with our 1/12 scale vehicle designed to accommodate all Ac1on 

Force figures. Measuring over 20 inches in length, this dynamic set includes a 6-inch Reaper driver 

figure and four removable doors for versa1le play. Turn the steering wheel to control the front 1res, 

and explore the working front winch for added excitement. Each Vanguard comes with a s1cker label 

sheet, removable gas cans in the trunk, and a top hatch that can be exchanged for a machine gun 

turret or missile launcher. The control arm rifle seamlessly fits on the turret or inside the trunk, and a 

removable shovel accessory adds to the immersive experience. Elevate your Ac1on Force adventures 

with this feature-packed, highly detailed Vanguard vehicle. (STL313455)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2) 

Vehicle           SRP: $185.99 

 

APR242397 

ACTION FORCE VANGUARD MISSILE LAUNCHER ADD ON DESERT TAN (Ne 

From Valaverse. Unleash the ac1on with this 1/12-scale vehicle designed to accommodate all Ac1on 

Force figures. Measuring over 20 inches in length, this dynamic set includes a 6-inch Reaper driver 

figure and four removable doors for versa1le play. Turn the steering wheel to control the front 1res, 



and explore the working front winch for added excitement. Each Vanguard comes with a s1cker label 

sheet, removable gas cans in the trunk, and a top hatch that can be exchanged for a machine gun 

turret or missile launcher. The control arm rifle seamlessly fits on the turret or inside the trunk, and a 

removable shovel accessory adds to the immersive experience. This special version includes a missile 

launcher add-on! (STL313458)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2) 

Vehicle           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242398 

ACTION FORCE VANGUARD MISSILE LAUNCHER ADD ON STEALTH GRAY ( 

From Valaverse. Unleash the ac1on with this 1/12 scale vehicle designed to accommodate all Ac1on 

Force figures. Measuring over 20 inches in length, this dynamic set includes a 6-inch Reaper driver 

figure and four removable doors for versa1le play. Turn the steering wheel to control the front 1res, 

and explore the working front winch for added excitement. Each Vanguard comes with a s1cker label 

sheet, removable gas cans in the trunk, and a top hatch that can be exchanged for a machine gun 

turret or missile launcher. The control arm rifle seamlessly fits on the turret or inside the trunk, and a 

removable shovel accessory adds to the immersive experience. Elevate your Ac1on Force adventures 

with this feature-packed, highly detailed Vanguard vehicle. This special version includes a missile 

launcher add-on! (STL313456)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2) 

Vehicld           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242399 

LEGEND OF THE WHITE DRAGON 6IN FIGURE 2PK AF (C: 0-1-2 

From Valaverse. Add to your figure collec1on with this Legend of the White Dragon ac1on figure 

Two-Pack by Valaverse. These 1/12 scale figures feature over 30 points of ar1cula1on and include 

mul1ple accessories and parts to customize your figures. Be sure to add them to your collec1on! 

Each figure includes an interchangable head, interchangable hands, and a stand for display. 

(STL313350)  (3660) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure Set           SRP: $59.99 

 

COMICS 

 

APR242400 

RED SONJA EPIC HACKS AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Boss Fight Studio. The baddest warrior around, Red Sonja, comes to life in a new epic Deluxe 

1:12 scale ac1on figure! This brand new collec1ble is the perfect way to celebrate her 50th 

Anniversary. Red Sonja comes with more than 30 points or ar1cula1on to get into almost any figh1ng 

stance you can dream up! The figure includes two different sets of armor, sword, sword sheath and 

belt, knife and sheath, axe, stand, three pairs of hands, three heads and two different hairstyles for 



your favorite Red Sonja look! This figure is part of the new Epic H.A.C.K.S. system providing tons of 

ar1cula1on, interchangeability, and customizability! Ages 12 and up. Small parts and sharp points 

may be present. (STL308811)  (3419/RS0001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, US territories, 

Canada, Australia, and the UK. 

Figure           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242401 

SPAWN WINGS OF REDEMPTION 12IN POSED STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From McFarlane Toys. A highly trained assassin, double-crossed and murdered by his evil boss Jason 

Wynn. Al sold his soul to Malebolgia, one of the many rulers of hell, in order to see his wife Wanda 

Blake again. Malebolgia had other things in mind for Al and sent him back to earth with no memory 

as a Hellspawn, one of his soldiers, to do his bidding. He is ordered by the devil's minion, The Clown, 

to kill Wynn/ Wynn has made a deal with the Clown too, and is supposed to destroy the world with a 

deadly virus that will help start Armageddon and allow Hell to aTack Heaven. This incredibly detailed 

1/8-scale statue of Spawn stands approximately 12" tall. Statue includes a large display base for 

display as well as a collec1ble art card and a McFarlane Toys Digital Collec1ble! (STL315742)  

(8348/90164) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Statue           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242402 

TMNT MICHELANGELO V2 IDW COMIC BOOK & BST AXN 5IN AF ( 

From The Loyal Subjects. The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles return to BST AXN in a new comic 

inspired colorway! Standing at 5 inches tall and craVed from durable plas1c, each mutant turtle 

brother in this BST AXN lineup is inspired by the long-running IDW comic series. With an impressive 

31 points of ar1cula1on, these figures of Michelangelo and Leonardo offer unparalleled poseability 

for dynamic displays. Along with their new comic-inspired colorways, each figure comes with a 

limited edi1on comic, boas1ng four connec1ng covers illustrated by Mateus Santolouco—one for 

each member of the team! Packaged in a striking collector window display box with flap, this series is 

a must-have for TMNT enthusiasts and comic aficionados alike! (STL315747)  

(2329/BATMNTMICCOM02) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Set           SRP: $34.99 

 

APR242403 

TMNT LEONARDO V2 IDW COMIC BOOK & BST AXN 5IN AF (C: 1 

From The Loyal Subjects. The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles return to BEST AXN in a new comic 

inspired colorway! Standing at 5 inches tall and craVed from durable plas1c, each mutant turtle 

brother in this BST AXN lineup is inspired by the long-running IDW comic series. With an impressive 

31 points of ar1cula1on, these figures offer unparalleled poseability for dynamic displays. Along with 

their new comic-inspired colorways, each figure comes with a limited edi1on comic, boas1ng four 



connec1ng covers illustrated by Mateus Santolouco—one for each member of the team! Packaged in 

a striking collector window display box with flap, this series is a must-have for TMNT enthusiasts and 

comic aficionados alike! (STL315746)  (2329/BATMNTLEOCOM02) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure Set           SRP: $34.99 

 

DC HEROES 

 

APR242404 

DARK KNIGHT RETURNS BATMAN MAFEX AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MEDICOM Toy. Based on the DC comics series The Dark Knight Returns by Frank Miller and 

Klaus Janson, Medicom unveils their newest release in their new DC Comics MAFEX line of 6" 

ar1culated figures! Featuring a high level of ar1cula1on because of the special joint and wrist parts, 

Batman is sculpted from original designs by Frank Miller! Batman features a poseable cloth cape, 

mul1ple exchangeable hands, and two different head designs. Batman also includes a movable figure 

stand to easily reproduce any scene from the comic! (STL316715)  (4239/STL316715) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Not available in Asia. 

Figure           SRP: $58.99 

 

APR242405 

DARK KNIGHT RETURNS BATMAN BLUE VER & ROBIN MAFEX AF ( 

From MEDICOM Toy. From Frank Miller's The Dark Knight Returns comes a new MAFEX ac1on figure 

set of Batman and Robin! Batman is back in a new color scheme, and comes with blue op1onal parts 

to match his look. This version even comes with an interchangeable Bruce Wayne head so you can 

display him masked or unmasked! And best of all, an ac1on figure of Carrie Kelley as Robin is 

included in the same scale, so you can pose this famous duo together! Addi1onally, the capes are 

made from real cloth with a wire inside so you can shape it to match your poses. A poseable display 

stand is included. (STL316717)  (4239/STL316717) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Figure Set           SRP: $104.99 

 

APR242406 

HUSH SUPERMAN MAFEX AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MEDICOM Toy. Based on the Batman: Hush storyline by Jeph Loeb and Jim Lee, the MAFEX 

Superman is fully ar1culated  and stands about 6 1/4" tall. Superman features a poseable wired 

fabric cape and several accessories including: an alternatre head, aTachable vines from Poison Ivy, 

and a kryptonite ring that goes with the previously announced MAFEX Hush Batman! (STL316716)  

(4239/STL316716) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 

Figure           SRP: $58.99 



 

APR242407 

WB100 DAH-060B DYNAMIC 8-CTION BUGS BUNNY BATMAN PX AF 

From Beast Kingdom. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! In an alternate universe where bunnies and dark caped 

crusaders collide, collectors can now experience a crime-fighter unlike any other—one with an 

appe1te for carrots. One of Warner Bros.' most iconic characters, Bugs Bunny, has been transformed 

into one of DC's most popular Super Heroes, Batman. Presented by Beast Kingdom, the limited 

edi1on PREVIEWS Exclusive Bugs Bunny as Batman is seen wearing the iconic costume, composed of 

the four classic colors of blue, gray, black, and yellow, including the classic belt and logo. With a 

stylish cloak made of real fabric, this 8" tall Bugs Bunny also has an updated suit with protected ear 

gear. Join our favorite bunny as he fights crime for the first 1me in Gotham City and brings jus1ce 

with a swing of his tasty carrot! (STL286757)  (3389/DAH-060B) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $70.00 

 

MARVEL HEROES 

 

APR242408 

MARVEL 60TH DS-086 CAPTAIN AMERICA D-STAGE SER 6IN PX STATUE 

From Beast Kingdom. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Celebrate 60 years of Marvel Comics with these 

amazing new figurines from Beast Kingdom! The D-Stage "Staging Your Dreams" series launches a 

new collec1on of Marvel Comics figurines in celebra1on of Marvel's 60th-anniversary, featuring two 

iconic characters: Iron Man and Captain America. This Captain America figurine is rendered in a 

comic book-accurate style, with comic panel backgrounds and exci1ng typography straight from the 

classic comic book pages. The base showcases a dis1nc1ve object represen1ng the patrio1c hero, 

namely Captain America's star-adorned shield. With me1culous coloring techniques and detailed 

character scenes, these figurines are a must-have collec1ble for Marvel fans of all ages and the 

perfect way to show your love for Marvel Comics. Iron Man and Captain America sold separately. 

Collect them both! (STL286756)  (3389/DS-086) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Statue           SRP: $34.00 

 

APR242409 

MARVEL 60TH DS-085 IRON MAN D-STAGE SER 6IN PX STATUE  

From Beast Kingdom. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Celebrate 60 years of Marvel Comics with these 

amazing new figurines from Beast Kingdom! The D-Stage "Staging Your Dreams" series launches a 

new collec1on of Marvel Comics figurines in celebra1on of Marvel's 60th-anniversary, featuring two 

iconic characters: Iron Man and Captain America.  This Iron Man figurine is rendered in a comic book-

accurate style, with comic panel backgrounds and exci1ng typography straight from the classic comic 



book pages. The base showcases a dis1nc1ve object represen1ng the Armored Avenger, namely Iron 

Man's arc reactor. With me1culous coloring techniques and detailed character scenes, these 

figurines are a must-have collec1ble for Marvel fans of all ages and the perfect way to show your love 

for Marvel Comics. Iron Man and Captain America sold separately. Collect them both! (STL286755)  

(3389/DS-085) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Statue           SRP: $34.00 

 

GODZILLA 

 

APR242410 

O/A GODZILLA 2019 EXQUISITE BASIC MOTHRA EMERALD TITAN PX AF (Ne 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Mothra as she appears in Godzilla: King of the Monsters 

(2019) now joins HiyaToys EXQUISITE BASIC line! This brand new Mothra Emerald Titan Version 

ac1on figure has an impressive 14 1/4" wingspan and features 11 points of ar1cula1on throughout 

the body for a variety of posing po1ons. This PREVIEWS Exclusive figure captures her poster 

appearance with mul1ple layers of paint, displaying the gorgeous paTerns of Mothra's mighty wings 

and evoking her emerald glow. Mothra includes a flight display stand to easily display her in your 

Kaiju collec1on! (STL311562) Available Now!  (3425/EBG0411) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 

Japan. 

Figure           SRP: $51.00 

 

MARVEL HEROES 

 

APR242411 

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY V3 LS-096 STAR-LORD LIFE SIZE STATUE 

From Beast Kingdom. Beast Kingdom's "Entertainment Experience Brand" has flawlessly craVed a 1:1 

statue of the protagonist Star-Lord from Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3! Standing approximately 6 

1/2 feet tall, the statue features delicate carving and molding of Chris PraT's face, perfectly capturing 

his curly hair, beard, and facial features. He is dressed in the blue and red team uniform from the 

movie and holds the iconic "Element Gun" weapon, with every detail of the ouPit, including dust and 

paint chips, me1culously replicated. This statue perfectly recreates the dashing appearance of "Star-

Lord" in the film. As this is Chris PraT's final portrayal of Star-Lord, it is a must-see for both venues 

and fans who want to enjoy the character in all his life-size glory! (STL281192)  (3389/LS-096) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

Life Size Statue           SRP: $13,000.00 

 

APR242412 

GOTG V3 LS-097 GROOT & ROCKET RACCOON LIFE SIZE STATUE 



From Beast Kingdom. Beast Kingdom's "Entertainment Experience Brand" has flawlessly created a 

life-size 1:1 statue of the beloved duo Groot and Rocket Raccoon from Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 

3! The statue stands at a height of approximately 7 1/4 feet tall and captures Groot in his tree form, 

ready for baTle. With expert carving techniques, every 1ny detail and texture of Groot's branches are 

accurately represented. Rocket Raccoon stands atop Groot's shoulder, donning the blue and red 

team uniform from the movie and wielding the iconic "Laser Gun" weapon with a fierce expression, 

showing that the two are prepared to fight side by side on their final mission together. (STL281197)  

(3389/LS-097) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US; no US territories. 

Life Size Statue           SRP: $14,399.00 

 

MOVIE/TV 

 

APR242413 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS MODO AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Nacelle Consumer Products. Are you ready to rock out into baTle with Modo, the one-mouse 

army with a heart of gold? He may not be the quickest thinker around, but Modo more than makes 

up for it with his bionic arm and rocket gun. Standing almost 8" tall, this Modo ac1on figure is a 

must-have for any true fan of the classic animated series. This fully ar1culated figure is perfect for 

recrea1ng all your favorite moments from the show. So, if you're ready to add some serious 

firepower to your Biker Mice From Mars collec1on, don't miss out on this mind-blowing Modo ac1on 

figure! (STL276975)  (3634/MODO 2023) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure           SRP: $35.99 

 

APR242414 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS VINNIE AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Nacelle Consumer Products. Get ready to blast off into ac1on with the fiercely loyal biker 

mouse, Vinnie! With his quick temper, unwavering dedica1on to his biker buddies and his Grip Claw 

accessory Vinnie is always ready to handle any situa1on that comes his way. Standing just under 7 

inches tall, this Vinnie ac1on figure is a must-have for any true fan of the classic animated series. This 

fully ar1culated figure captures every detail of Vinnie's unique personality and style. So, if you're 

ready to join Vinnie and the rest of the Biker Mice on their wild adventures, then don't miss out on 

this mind-blowing addi1on to your collec1on! (STL276976)  (3634/VINNIE 2023) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $35.99 

 

APR242415 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS THROTTLE AF (C: 1-1-2) 



From Nacelle Consumer Products. Rev up your engines and get ready to ride with the fearless leader 

of the Biker Mice From Mars - ThroTle! With his trusty sprocket launcher accessory, ThroTle is ready 

to take on the evil forces of Limburger and lead his crew to victory. Standing at just over 7 inches tall, 

this fully ar1culated ThroTle ac1on figure is a must-have for any true fan of the classic animated 

series. So, whether you're reliving your childhood memories or discovering the Biker Mice for the 

first 1me, this ThroTle ac1on figure is sure to be a mind-blowing addi1on to your collec1on. 

(STL276966)  (3634/THROTTLE 2023) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $35.99 

 

APR242416 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS MODO MONDO CHOPPER VEHICLE (C: 1- 

From Nacelle Consumer Products. It's lean, it's mean, and it's a purple Plutarkian-punishing machine! 

You know its name - Mondo Chopper - Modo's muscled-up, mayhem-causing steed that carries him 

full speed ahead as he clotheslines criminals with his bionic arm and rocks n' rolls throughout the 

cosmos. Clocking in at almost 10 inches in length, Modo's Mondo Chopper is always ready to charge 

forward, loyally carrying this one-mouse army into any dangerous situa1on. 

 

Product Features 

- 9.7 inches in length (24.74cm) 

- Masterfully Painted 

- Packaged in a Collector's Box 

- Perfectly fits in the style of the Biker Mice from Mars Ac1on Figures (STL298185)  (3634) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.PI  

 

APR242417 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS THROTTLE MARTIAN MONSTER BIKE VEHICLE ( 

From Nacelle Consumer Products. Saddled up and ready to lead, ThroTle rides on the one and only 

Mar1an Monster Bike! With its ability to respond to ThroTle's whistle, this trusty bike is never too far 

away and ensures that ThroTle can always get into or out of any s1cky situa1on he might find 

himself in. At almost 9 inches in length, ThroTle's Mar1an Monster Bike will help keep you and the 

Biker Mice one step ahead of Limburger and his evil henchmen. 

 

Product Features 

- 8.42 inches in length (21.40cm) 

- Masterfully Painted 

- Packaged in a Collector's Box 



- Perfectly fits in the style of the Biker Mice from Mars Ac1on Figures (STL298183)  (3634) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.PI  

 

APR242418 

BIKER MICE FROM MARS RADICAL MONSTER SLED VEHICLE (C:  

From Nacelle Consumer Products. It's only fi]ng that the most reckless of Biker Mice would cruise 

around in the most chao1c of motorcycles. That's why Vinnie, the baddest mamajamma of the trio, 

pairs up perfectly with his Radical Rocket Sled! At a full 10 inches in length, this bike comes with a 

laser blaster built right into it, and a seat that raises up to give even more speed as it flies down the 

streets of Chicago! Vinnie's Radical Rocket Sled is built to out chase the bad guys and make them all 

go up in smoke. 

 

Product Features 

- 10.00 inches in length (25.40cm) 

- Masterfully Painted 

- Packaged in a Collector's Box 

- Perfectly fits in the style of the Biker Mice from Mars Ac1on Figures (STL298181)  (3634) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories.PI  

 

APR242419 

STAR TREK 2009 EXQUISITE MINI SERIES SCOTTY 1/18 PX AF 

From Hiya Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Hiya Toys introduces a new addi1on to the EXQUISITE MINI 

Series from Star Trek 2009: the 1/18-scale ScoTy ac1on figure! In the movie, Kirk encounters ScoTy 

at a remote Federa1on outpost. U1lizing the warp transport theory discovered by ScoTy in the 

future, Spock Prime transports both Kirk and ScoTy back to the Enterprise. Returning to the 

Enterprise, they use this theory once again to successfully transport to Nero's ship, leading to the 

final baTle. The EXQUISITE MINI Series ScoTy figure stands 4 1/4" tall and faithfully reproduces his 

red engineering uniform with the Starfleet emblem. His accessories, including communicator and 

phaser pistol, are finely detailed, capturing his character essence at the 1/18-scale. With 17 points of 

ar1cula1on, it offers a wider range of mo1on to recreate dynamic ac1on poses from the movie. The 

figure includes 2 interchangeable hand parts for different poses and a special stand with a 

transparent blue base featuring the Star Trek logo, immersing fans in the ambiance of the Star Trek 

universe! (STL314374) Scheduled to ship in February 2025.  (3425/EMS0258) (C: 0-1-2) 

Figure           SRP: $24.99 

 

ANIME 

 



APR242420 

ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE SABO AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Set Sail with your favorite pirates—Sabo, brother of Ace and Luffy, and the Chief 

of Staff of the Revolu1onary Army. He is recognized as the No. 2 of the en1re organiza1on, being 

directly aVer Dragon himself in terms of command. He ate the Mera-Mera no Mi (the devil fruit 

originally belong to Ace), Sabo is capable of shoo1ng out powerful pyrokine1c blasts and explosions. 

The figure comes with 2 sets of interchangeable hands, character specific accessories, and 20+ points 

of ar1cula1on to pose and play in endless ways. (STL310021) Scheduled to ship in April 2024.  

(9036/37009) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242421 

ONE PIECE CHOPPER 10IN RUMBLING PLUSH (C: 1-1-2) 

From Abysse America. With his trademark blue nose and his lovable smile, Chopper is Japan's most 

popular reindeer! One Piece fans will appreciate the authen1c look of this plush—from its hat to its 

hooves, it was made with One Piece fans in mind. As an added feature, give the aTached string a tug 

and the plush will begin to vibrate. Just like that, Chopper is ready to rumble! (STL314494)  

(3442/SMIPEL014_US) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Plush           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242422 

O/A ONE PIECE ADULT SIZE LUFFYS STRAW HAT PROP (C: 1-1-2) 

From Abysse America. Luffy's Strawhat, behaving like a pirate and reviving the One Piece experience! 

An accurate design based on the One Piece characters, a long-las1ng product with qualita1ve 

finishes. (STL314492) Available Now!  (3442/ABYROL020) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories. 

Hat           SRP: $19.99 

 

NANOBLOCKS 

 

APR242423 

MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK MININANO SER 1 6PC BMB BOX  

From BNTCA. Build your favorites from My Hero Academia with Nanoblock's mininano Series! Collect 

an assortment of 6 characters, packaged in blind boxes. Each piece stands approximately 1.49" tall on 

average. This is considered an entry level kit. (STL304490)  (3647/NAN21855) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $36.00 



 

APR242424 

MY HERO ACADEMIA NANOBLOCK MININANO SER 2 6PC BMB BOX  

From BNTCA. My Hero Academia Vol. 2 (Blind Box) from Nanoblock's mininano Series is an 

assortment of 6 characters. Each piece stands approximately 1.38" tall on average. This is considered 

an entry level kit. (STL306106)  (3647/NAN22190) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories 

Item           SRP: $36.00 

 

APR242425 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK MININANO ELECTRIC TYPE 1 6PC BMB BOX 

From BNTCA. Pokémon Type Electric Set 1 is a blind box complete set of 6 unique characters! Each 

Pokémon stands approximately 1.38" tall. This is considered an entry level kit. (STL303970)  

(3647/NAN22364) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $25.00 

 

APR242426 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK MININANO FIRE TYPE 1 6PC BMB BOX (C: 

From BNTCA. Pokémon Type Fire Set 1 is a blind box complete set of 6 unique characters! Each 

Pokémon stands approximately 1.38" tall. This is considered an entry level kit. (STL303971)  

(3647/NAN22363) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $25.00 

 

APR242427 

POKEMON NANOBLOCK MININANO NORMAL TYPE 1 6PC BMB BOX ( 

From BNTCA. Pokémon Type Normal Set 1 is a blind box complete set of 6 unique characters! Each 

Pokémon stands approximately 1.38" tall. This is considered an entry level kit. (STL303973)  

(3647/NAN22362) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $25.00 

 

HORROR 

 

APR242428 

O/A 5 POINTS MEZCOS MONSTERS TOWER OF FEAR DELUXE BOXED SET (Net 



From Mezco Toys. Bats, brains, and bones — this hair-raising deluxe boxed set has it all and more! 

Mezco's Monsters Tower of Fear Deluxe Boxed Set contains 5 figures, a range of accessories, all in a 

mul1-level environment diorama. Standing at a monstrous 18" once assembled, the retro play set 

diorama creates a decaying Carpathian castle with three floors. Each floor has interac1ve 

components for each Monster including a coffin that Dracula can fit inside, a sarcophagus that 

Mummy can fit inside, lab equipment that Frankenstein's Monster can connect to, mul1ple landings 

for each figure to stand on, and much more! (STL214743) Available Now!  (4830/18023) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $95.00 

 

APR242429 

O/A LA MUERTA & DARK REAPER SUPER DELUXE 1/6TH AF 3PC SET  

From Execu1ve Replicas. Returning home from the war in Afghanistan, army veteran Maria Diaz 

wanted to seTle into a quiet, peaceful life. Those dreams were shaTered when her family was 

slaughtered by a death worshiping crime cartel. Now Maria dons the guise of the vigilante La 

Muerta, seeking bloody vengeance against the city's most ruthless criminals! This 1/6-scale La 

Muerta figure features a TBL Seamless body S23 with a fully ar1culated skeleton and comes dressed 

in a detailed cloth costume. She includes a variety of weapons and accessories including: a Holster, 2 

Big Guns, 2 hand pistols, 2 shrouds, and a metal knife. She includes interchangable hands, 2 fully 

ar1culated metal skeletons, silver cross chain, and a striking graveyard diorama base. (STL212008) 

Available Now!  (3278/ERCCLM01) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $599.99 

 

APR242430 

ONE-12 COLLECTIVE THEODORE SODCUTTER GHOSTLY GHOUL ED PX AF  

From Mezco Toys. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Welcome to Gangreene Estates, a new creepy line for the 

One:12 Collec1ve and introducing Theodore SodcuTer, the groundskeeper! The One:12 Collec1ve 

Theodore SodcuTer is a deluxe, ghostly figure with six unseTling portraits that work with the 

included light up feature and a real working lantern. He is ouPiTed in an old-world ulster coat with 

integrated posing wire, buTon-down shirt, vest, pants, a scarf, and shoes. The ghoulish 

groundskeeper of Gangreene Estates can oVen be heard talking to himself but he's never alone, 

carrying a decapitated head which he can hold in either of his hands. SodcuTer comes with the tools 

of his macabre trade including a decrepit shovel, rusted pickaxe, lantern, a tombstone and rope 

which can 1e to his back, and more! Unveil the haun1ng happenings at Gangreene Estates in the 

included magazine-format comic book, hosted by Theodore himself! The comic book is fiendishly 

inspired by the famous precode horror comics of yesteryear. The One:12 Collec1ve Theodore 

SodcuTer figure features over 20 points of ar1cula1on and includes mul1ple pairs (7) of variant 

hands for plenty of display op1ons. (STL274530)  (4830) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $125.00 

 



PLUSH 

 

APR242431 

MARVEL WEREWOLF BY NIGHT MAN-THING PX 8IN KURICHA PLUSH (Net 

From Bleacher Creatures. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The enigma1c Man-Thing from Marvel's Werewolf 

By Night is now a cuddly 8" Kuricha plush from Bleacher Creatures! Sewn by hand with super-soV 

fabric, this limited-edi1on plushie has a bean bag boTom so it will stay put wherever you set it! With 

his unmistakable red eyes and fuzzy eyebrows, this charming Man-Thing plush captures every detail 

of the monstrous mutant. Limited to just 1500 pieces, this collec1ble plush is an essen1al addi1on to 

your Werewolf By Night collec1on! (STL277021)  (1863/K8-MVM-MTH) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US and Canada 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

BLIND BOXES 

 

APR242432 

O/A HAIKYUU 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Monogram Products. Volleyball sensa1on Haikyuu joins your keychain collec1on with these bag 

clips from Monogram! These 3D foam clips come packaged in blind bags so collec1ng them is always 

a fun surprise. (STL226995) Available Now!  (6257/72505) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories 

Item           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR242433 

TED LASSO 24PC 3D FOAM BAG CLIP BMB DS (C: 1-1-2) 

From Monogram Products. Immerse yourself in the world of Ted Lasso with these collec1ble 3D foam 

figures! Discover an assortment of your beloved characters in a compact 2" size. Don't forget to look 

out for the rare chase figures! This display case contains 24 individually blind-bagged bag clips, 

offering fans a fantas1c opportunity to expand their collec1on. (STL300853)  (6257/47325) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $5.99 

 

PINS 

 

APR242434 

MTG SECRET LAIR ELDRITCH EVOLUTION AR PIN (C: 1-1-2) 



From Pinfinity. Pinfinity's Magic: The Gathering Secret Lair Buggin' Out Pins have been adapted from 

the amazing art by Wooden Cyclops. These special pins will never be reforged again so don't miss 

out! Scan any of them to see the AR bonus features, including anima1on, music, pop-out & DLC! 

Each zinc alloy pin has black nickel free pla1ng and double black rubber clutch. Eldritch Evolu1on 

measures approximately 2.1" x 2.3". (STL299597)  (3621/PMTGSL016) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242435 

MTG SECRET LAIR GIANT ADEPHAGE AR PIN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Pinfinity. Pinfinity's Magic: The Gathering Secret Lair Buggin' Out Pins have been adapted from 

the amazing art by Wooden Cyclops. These special pins will never be reforged again so don't miss 

out! Scan any of them to see the AR bonus features, including anima1on, music, pop-out & DLC! 

Each zinc alloy pin has black nickel free pla1ng and double black rubber clutch. Giant Adephage 

measures approximately 2" x 1.7". (STL299596)  (3621/PMTGSL015) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242436 

MTG SECRET LAIR GRIST THE HUNGER TIDE AR PIN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Pinfinity. Pinfinity's Magic: The Gathering Secret Lair Buggin' Out Pins have been adapted from 

the amazing art by Wooden Cyclops. These special pins will never be reforged again so don't miss 

out! Scan any of them to see the AR bonus features, including anima1on, music, pop-out & DLC! 

Each zinc alloy pin has black nickel free pla1ng and double black rubber clutch. Grist the Hunger Tide 

measures approximately 2.4" x 2". (STL299589)  (3621/PMTGSL012) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242437 

MTG SECRET LAIR MAZIREK KRAUL DEATH PRIEST AR PIN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Pinfinity. Pinfinity's Magic: The Gathering Secret Lair Buggin' Out Pins have been adapted from 

the amazing art by Wooden Cyclops. These special pins will never be reforged again so don't miss 

out! Scan any of them to see the AR bonus features, including anima1on, music, pop-out & DLC! 

Each zinc alloy pin has black nickel free pla1ng and double black rubber clutch. Mazirek Kraul, Death 

Priest measures approximately 2.4" x 2". (STL299594)  (3621/PMTGSL013) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 



APR242438 

MTG SECRET LAIR NOXIOUS REVIVAL AR PIN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Pinfinity. Pinfinity's Magic: The Gathering Secret Lair Buggin' Out Pins have been adapted from 

the amazing art by Wooden Cyclops. These special pins will never be reforged again so don't miss 

out! Scan any of them to see the AR bonus features, including anima1on, music, pop-out & DLC! 

Each zinc alloy pin has black nickel free pla1ng and double black rubber clutch. Noxious Revival 

measures approximately 1.2" x 2.2". (STL299595)  (3621/PMTGSL014) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242439 

MTG THE BLACK COLLECTION AR 3PC PIN SET (C: 1-1-2) 

AR Features: Animated + Music + Pop Out + DLC + Selfie 

Get your Limited Edi1on Black Collec1on Pin Set with ARt Card! 

Scan any of the pins to access anima1ons and downloadables. (STL297043)  (3621/PPMTGSET014) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR242440 

MTG THE BLACK COLLECTION HOLLOW DOGS GITD AR PIN (C: 1-1-2) 

AR Features: Animated + Music + Pop Out + DLC 

This classic piece is based off the stunning work of Jeff Miracola. See Hollow Dogs come to life with 

our free Pinfinity App! Charge it up in the sun and see it glow in the dark! (STL297035)  

(3621/PMTG103) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242441 

MTG THE BLACK COLLECTION NOXIOUS GHOUL GITD AR PIN (C: 1-1-2 

AR Features: Animated + Music + Pop Out + DLC 

If you play zombies, then you'll likely have dropped one of these bad boys on the table. See Noxious 

Ghoul come to life with our free Pinfinity App with animated card art and more.  

Based off the ghoulish art by Luca Zon1ni. Charge it up and see it glow in the dark! (STL297042)  

(3621/PMTG104) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 



 

PUZZLES 

 

APR242442 

NIER AUTOMATA 1A 2B YORHA NO 2 TYPE B 1000PC JIGSAW PUZZLE ( 

From Square Enix. A 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle featuring a beau1ful key visual of 2B from 

NieR:Automata Ver1.1a. (STL286717)  (1089/STL286717) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Puzzle           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR242443 

NIER AUTOMATA 1A 9S YORHA NO 9 TYPE S 1000PC JIGSAW PUZZLE ( 

From Square Enix. A 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle featuring a beau1ful key visual of 9S from 

NieR:Automata Ver1.1a. (STL286713)  (1089/STL286713) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Puzzle           SRP: $39.99 

 

FUNKO 

 

APR242444 

FUNKO POP 6PK PIN SET MHA VILLAINS (FS) (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Expand your Pop! Pins collec1on with this set of 6 pins from the My Hero Academia 

animated series featuring several of the villains from the series. Featuring the memorable Funko-

inspired design these villain themed pins are a perfect accessory to any backpack or bag. 

(STL272140)  (4552/MHAPN0059) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR242445 

O/A POP FOODIES SODA CUP VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Calling all foodies! Bring something delicious to your Pop! collec1on with these Pop! 

vinyl figures of some of your favorite tasty treats. Each Pop! figure stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes 

packaged in a collector-friendly window box. (STL219632) Available Now!  (4552/64072) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $11.99 



 

APR242446 

POP ANIMATION SEVEN DEADLY SINS BAN DGLT FUNKO EXC VIN FIG ( 

From Funko. Get ready to ignite the flames of rebellion as Pop! Ban joins the baTlefield in the war 

against the Holy Knights! This Funko Exclusive Diamond Collec1on Pop! Vinyl figure of the Fox's Sin of 

Greed features the Diamond Collec1on's signature sparkling deco and stands approximately 4.7" tall 

in a collector-friendly window box package. Limited to only 15,000 pieces, don't wait to seize the 

chance to make Ban a dazzling centerpiece in your Seven Deadly Sins collec1on! (STL247945)  

(4552/71397) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242447 

POP ANIMATION TOKYO GHOUL RE HINAMI FUEGUCHI W/CH VIN FIG (C 

From Funko. Tokyo is tormented by mysterious ghouls, but not all are as wicked as they might seem! 

Pop! Hinami Fueguchi is looking to blend in with the humans in your Tokyo Ghoul:re collec1on. 

There’s a 1 in 6 chance you may find the glow-in-the-dark chase of Pop! Hinami Fueguchi. Vinyl figure 

is approximately 3.85-inches tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase with 

purchase is not guaranteed. (STL279008)  (4552/75518) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242448 

POP ANIMATION TOKYO GHOUL RE JUZO SUZUYA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tokyo is tormented by mysterious ghouls! Help rid the world of these menacing 

creatures when you add Pop! Juzo Suzuya to your Tokyo Ghoul:re collec1on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.95-inches tall. (STL279009)  (4552/75519) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242449 

POP ANIMATION TOKYO GHOUL RE KEN KANEKI LAST BATTLE VIN FIG  

From Funko. Tokyo is tormented by mysterious ghouls, but not all are as wicked as they might seem! 

Pop! Ken Kaneki (Final BaTle) is looking to protect his friends and blend in with the humans in your 

Tokyo Ghoul:re collec1on. Vinyl figure is approximately 3.95-inches tall. (STL279010)  (4552/75520) 

(C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242450 



POP ANIMATION TOKYO GHOUL RE KISHO ARIMA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tokyo is tormented by mysterious ghouls! Help rid the world of these menacing 

creatures when you add Pop! Kisho Arima to your Tokyo Ghoul:re collec1on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4.05-inches tall. (STL279006)  (4552/75516) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242451 

POP ANIMATION TOKYO GHOUL RE NIMURA FURUTA VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2 

From Funko. Tokyo is tormented by mysterious ghouls! Help rid the world of these menacing 

creatures when you add Pop! Nimura Furuta to your Tokyo Ghoul:re collec1on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 3.8-inches tall. (STL279012)  (4552/75521) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242452 

POP ANIMATION TOKYO GHOUL RE OWL VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Tokyo is tormented by mysterious ghouls! As one of these menacing creatures, Pop! 

Owl is looking to blend in with the humans in your Tokyo Ghoul:re collec1on. Vinyl figure is 

approximately 4.15-inches tall. (STL279007)  (4552/75517) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242453 

O/A POP WWE SC STEVE AUSTIN W/ BELT VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

From Funko. Collect your favorite WWE Superstars for your Funko collec1on with this new wave of 

WWE Pop! Vinyl figures! Collect Stone Cold Steve Aus1n with Belt, Chyna, Drew McIn1re, Edge, O1s 

(Monkey in the Bank) and even a Pop! Moment with The Rock vs. Stone Cold in the Wrestling ring! 

Each Pop! Figure stands about 3 3/4" tall and comes packaged in a window box. (STL173615) 

Available Now!  (4552/49263) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $11.99 

 

APR242454 

O/A VINYL SODA NARUTO SASUKE W/ CHASE VIN FIG (C: 1-1-2) 

As one of the last surviving members of the Uchiha clan, Sasuke makes it his mission to avenge his 

people. Expand your Vinyl SODA collec1on with Funko SODA Sasuke Uchiha. Only 15,000 of this 

collec1ble were made! There's a 1 in 6 chance you may find the chase of Sasuke Uchiha with Curse 

Mark. Vinyl figure is approximately 4" tall. Chase variants are shipped at random. Receiving a chase 



with purchase is not guaranteed. (STL236514) Available Now!  (4552/63914) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

GODZILLA 

 

APR242455 

GODZILLA MECHAGODZILLA HEAVILY ARMED MOVIE MONSTER SER VINYL 

From BNTCA - Toy. Experience the might of Mechagodzilla with the Heavily Armed Mechagodzilla 

Bandai Movie Monster Series Vinyl Figure! Standing at a height of 6.6" tall, this me1culously craVed 

vinyl figure features limited ar1cula1on in the arms and legs to recreate your favorite scenes from 

the 1974 film Godzilla vs. Mechagodzilla. (STL282708)  (9036/92177) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

MARVEL HEROES 

 

APR242456 

AVENGERS LEGENDS INF SAGA WS 6IN CPTN AMERICA AF CS (C 

From Hasbro Toy Group. Bring the excitement and wonder of the Marvel Universe to your collec1on 

with Hasbro Marvel Legends Captain America and other Infinity Saga ac1on figures! This collec1ble 

6-inch-scale MCU ac1on figure is detailed to look like Captain America from Marvel Studios’ Captain 

America: The Winter Soldier. Captain America Marvel Legends figure is fully ar1culated with 

premium design and poseable head, arms, and legs. This Marvel ac1on figure comes with 2 

accessories. Hasbro Marvel ac1on figures' 6 inch scale make them great for posing and displaying in 

fans' collec1ons. (STL296137)  (309/F65205X00) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242457 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE FALCON STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Sam Wilson strikes! Soaring out of the variant cover artwork of Marvel 

Comics, this Sko]e-Young-designed statue of the Falcon features art-accurate sculp1ng and painted 

details. Measuring approximately 5 inches tall, this super-adorable superhero is limited to only 3000 

pieces, and comes packaged with a hand-numbered cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color box. 

Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL222265) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 



Item           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242458 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE LOKI STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! The Trickster God has been de-aged in comics before, but not like this! 

Captured in the Young Marvel style by ar1st Sko]e Young, this approximately 4-inch resin statue of 

the smooth-talking Asgardian, Loki, features comic-accurate paint applica1ons and is limited to only 

3,000 pieces. It comes packaged with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color box. 

Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL229028) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242459 

O/A MARVEL ANIMATED STYLE WINTER SOLDIER STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! You can’t run from your past, but the Winter Soldier is gonna try, in this 

all-new animated-style statue based on the artwork of Sko]e Young! Bucky Barnes sprints off one of 

Marvel’s popular Young Marvel variant covers and into your collec1on as an approximately 4-inch 

resin statue atop a black pedestal base. It features art-accurate paint applica1ons and is limited to 

only 3000 pieces. IT comes packaged in a full-color box. Sculpted by Casen Barnard! (STL225271) 

Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242460 

O/A MARVEL COMIC MILES MORALES 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Preparing to fire double web lines and launch himself into the fray, 

this 1/6 scale resin bust of Miles Morales is ready for ac1on! Measuring approximately 6 inches tall, 

it features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons and is limited to only 3,000 pieces. It comes 

packaged in a full-color box with a cer1ficate of authen1city. Sculpted by Joe Menna. (STL165752) 

Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, 

EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $99.00 

 

APR242461 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY AVENGERS 3 THOR PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! This 9-inch scale sculpture of Thor features detailed sculp1ng and 

collec1ble-quality paint applica1ons. The PVC plas1c diorama comes packaged in a full-color window 



box. Sculpted by Rocco Tartamella! (STL067715) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242462 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC CAPTAIN AMERICA PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It's a new line of Marvel Gallery Dioramas for the new decade! 

Depic1ng your favorite Marvel heroes in combat, this new series kicks off with none other than 

Captain America, hurling his shield as he races into the fray. Measuring approximately 10" tall, this 

sculpture is made of high-quality PVC and features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons. It comes 

packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, hand-sculpted by Jean St. Jean! 

(STL180403) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242463 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC DEADPOOL PVC DIORAMA (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Merc With a Mouth is now a Merc of Art! Joining the Marvel 

Gallery line of figures, Deadpool leaps from an explosion, wielding twin katanas, to become the latest 

affordable artwork to spring out of the Gallery series. Cast in PVC plas1c with high-quality paint 

applica1ons, Deadpool joins Lady Deadpool, Captain Marvel, Thor, and Ant-Man in the 9-inch scale 

figure line, and is in scale to all Gallery and Femme Fatales figures. Packaged in a full-color window 

box. Sculpted by Jean St. Jean! (STL013871) Available Now!  (4667/18260) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242464 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC ELEKTRA AS DAREDEVIL PVC STATUE (C: 1-1 

A Diamond Select Toys release! There's a new protector of Hell's Kitchen, and it's not MaT Murdock! 

MaT's former lover Elektra dons the red mask as the all-new Daredevil, as seen in recent Marvel 

Comics. Made of high-quality PVC< she stands approximately 10 inches tall and features detailed 

sculp1ng and paint applica1ons. This sculpture comes packaged in a full-color window box. Sculpted 

by Alterton! (STL239201) Available Now!  (4667/84778) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, 

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242465 



O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC GREEN GOBLIN DLX PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Release the Goblin! Spider-Man foe the Green Goblin soars out of a 

cloud of smoke on his Goblin Glider, preparing to hurl a pair of pumpkin bombs at the web-slinger! 

This all-new Gallery Diorama is made of high-quality PVC, and features detailed sculp1ng and paint 

applica1ons. Plus, it features a hole in the back so you can mount it on the wall! The perfect 

companion to your Pumpkin Bombs Spider-Man diorama! Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton. 

(STL219377) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR242466 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC IMMORTAL HULK DLX PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! He cannot be stopped! The Immortal Hulk is now the newest Gallery 

Diorama from Diamond Select Toys! Depic1ng the horrifically powerful hero in full charge, based on 

his most recent comic book appearances, this approximately 11.5-inch PVC diorama comes packaged 

in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alterton! (STL229029) Available Now!  

(4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater 

China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $125.00 

 

APR242467 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC VISION PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The Vision appears! A long-awaited addi1on to the Marvel Gallery 

line, this approximately 10.5-inch-tall sculpture of the synthezoid Avenger depicts the Vision on a 

baTlefield base, phasing through a piece of rubble. Featuring detailed sculp1ng and paint 

applica1ons, it comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, hand-

sculpted by Jean St. Jean! (STL188215) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 

US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242468 

O/A MARVEL GALLERY COMIC WEAPON-X PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Release! The Marvel Gallery line explores the origins of Wolverine with the new 

Weapon X PVC Diorama! Depic1ng Wolverine as he appeared while under the control of the Weapon 

X program, this 9-inch sculpture is made of high-quality PVC and features detailed sculp1ng and paint 

applica1ons. Packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Caesar, sculpted by Alejandro Pereira. 

(STL145711) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 



Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242469 

O/A MARVEL LEGENDS IN 3D CAPTAIN AMERICA 1/2 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1- 

A Diamond Select Toys release! He’s an American Legend! DST captures the first Avenger as a half-

scale bust, the newest in the Legends in 3D line of busts. Measuring approximately 10 inches tall, this 

half-scale resin bust features incredible detail that’s almost as large as life. Limited to only 1000 

pieces, the bust comes packaged with a cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color hand-numbered box. 

Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Rocco Tartamella. (STL124395) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & 

Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $150.00 

 

APR242470 

O/A MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC BLACK WIDOW STATUE (C: 1-1-2 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Gun at the ready and Widow gauntlet raised, Natasha Romanoff 

charges into baTle in the newest entry in the Marvel Premier Collec1on! Measuring approximately 

11 inches tall, this dynamic resin statue features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons. It is limited 

to only 3,000 pieces and comes packaged with a cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color box. 

(STL185902) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, 

Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $175.00 

 

APR242471 

O/A MARVEL PREMIER COLLECTION COMIC THING STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It’s clobberin’ 1me! The ever-loving blue-eyed Thing arrives in the 

Premier Collec1on as an all-new classically styled statue! The Fantas1c Four’s rocky curmudgeon 

strikes a figh1ng pose in front of a poster announcing an upcoming wrestling match, and clocks in at 

about 9 inches tall. Featuring detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons, this statue is limited to only 

3,000 pieces and comes packaged in a full-color box with a cer1ficate of authen1city. Designed by 

Caesar, hand-sculpted by Clayburn Moore! (STL188217) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $175.00 

 

APR242472 

O/A MARVEL SELECT SUE STORM AF (C: 1-1-2) 



A Diamond Select Toys release! Complete the Four! The fourth member of the Fantas1c Four, Sue 

Storm, a.k.a. the Invisible Woman, finishes up the team as she enters the Marvel Select ac1on figure 

line! Joining the previously released Thing, Human Torch, and Mr. Fantas1c, Sue stands 

approximately 7 inches tall and features 16 points of ar1cula1on, as well as a variety of 

interchangeable parts and accessories. Designed by Eamon O'Donoghue, sculpted by May 

Thamtarana! (STL268064) Available Now!  (4667/84977) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the US, 

Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Aus/NZ, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242473 

MARVEL TECH-ON AVENGERS IRON MAN S.H.FIGUARTS AF (C: 1 

From Tamashii Na1ons. Tech-On Avengers is a new S.H.Figuarts collabora1on between Marvel 

Comics and Bandai Spirits! The first release in the series is Iron Man! Designed by Eiichi Shimizu, the 

body is finished in metallic colors and the frame is diecast metal for a high-quality feel. Abundant 

op1ons are the hallmark of the Tech-On Avengers series, and Iron man does not disappoint! You can 

even replicate Iron Man's DH-10 mode! Also incuded are: hand repulsor effects, op1onal face, foot 

repulsor effects, op1onal shoulders, backpack booster unit, forearm cannons, DH-10 mode set, 

op1onal calf covers, two pairs of op1onal hands, and forearm cannon effects! (STL310944)  

(3647/BAS61714) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $95.00 

 

APR242474 

O/A MINICO MARVEL DOCTOR STRANGE MOM STEPHEN STRANGE PVC STATUE  

From Iron Studios. In his magic mansion known as the Sanctum Sanctorum, the heroic Sorcerer 

Supreme from Marvel's universe comfortably floats with his legs crossed, with the help of his faithful 

Cloak of Levita1on.The newest version of the most beloved Sorcerer from Marvel's universe in the 

MiniCo line by Iron Studios is a great addi1on to your Marvel Collec1on! (STL241810) Available Now!  

(3551/MARCAS70522-MC) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $44.99 

 

APR242475 

O/A ONE-12 COLLECTIVE MARVEL MORBIUS AF SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Mezco Toys. The One:12 Collec1ve welcomes Morbius, the living vampire! Morbius wears a 

fiTed bodysuit with a winged cape and features three head portraits, capturing varying degrees of 

his grisly nature. The Nobel Prize-winning biochemist comes complete with a mul1layer mobile 

science lab with a light-up func1on. The removable top layer holds science equipment such as a 

foldable microscope, handheld hematology analyzer, and removable test tube and beaker, while the 

boTom layer conceals weapons such as a dagger, customized handgun, and hammer. Comes 



packaged in a collector friendly box, designed with collectors in mind. (STL186221) Available Now!  

(4830/76940) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $85.00 

 

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE 

 

APR242476 

MOTU MASTERVERSE 87 EVIL-LYN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec1on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 

with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar1cula1on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baTle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL298963)  (744/HXX60-999A) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242477 

MOTU MASTERVERSE NEW ETERNIA MAN-AT-ARMS AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec1on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 

with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar1cula1on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baTle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL299867)  (744/HYC48) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242478 

MOTU MASTERVERSE NEW ETERNIA MEKANECK AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec1on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 

with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar1cula1on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baTle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL299872)  (744/HYC51) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 



 

APR242479 

MOTU MASTERVERSE NEW ETERNIA TRAP JAW AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec1on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 

with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar1cula1on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baTle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL299866)  (744/HYC47) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242480 

MOTU MASTERVERSE NEW ETERNIA TRI-KLOPS AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec1on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 

with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar1cula1on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baTle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL299873)  (744/HYC52) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242481 

MOTU MASTERVERSE REVOLUTION BATTLE ARMOR HE-MAN AF (C: 

From MaTel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec1on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 

with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar1cula1on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baTle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL299871)  (744/HYC49) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242482 

MOTU MASTERVERSE REVOLUTION SKELETOR AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. The Masterverse line celebrates your favorite Master of the Universe characters, will re-

imagined designs and deco! The Masterverse collec1on includes fan favorite heroes and villains, all 



with highly detailed designs. Figures feature at least 30 points of ar1cula1on for extreme pose-ability 

and come with accessories - like a baTle accessory or extra hands - for epic storytelling. A must have 

for collectors and fans who treasure the MOTU legacy and appreciate that it's been expertly 

revitalized for the future. By the power of Grayskull! (STL299865)  (744/HYC46) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242483 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE AF WAVE 15 ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. Collect Cartoon He-Man, Cartoon 

Beastman, and Mer-Man 

 (STL299816)  (744/HYD16-999A) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR242484 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE CARTOON BEASTMAN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. (STL299824)  (744/HYD18) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR242485 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE CARTOON HE-MAN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. (STL299823)  (744/HYD17) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR242486 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE CARTOON SKELETOR AF (C: 1-1-2) 



From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. (STL299856)  (744/HYD24) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR242487 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE CARTOON TEELA AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. (STL299858)  (744/HYD27) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR242488 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE CARTOON TRAP JAW AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. (STL299859)  (744/HYD28) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR242489 

MOTU ORIGINS CORE ZODAC AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. (STL299860)  (744/HYD29) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $17.99 

 

APR242490 

MOTU ORKO & GWILDOR 2-PK AF (C: 1-1-2) 



From MaTel. With Masters of the Universe Origins ac1on figures, the magic of a 1980s childhood is 

back. Inspired by the MOTU toy line from the 80s, this line features key characters designed with a 

nostalgic look. Built at 5.5-inch scale, with 16 points of ar1cula1on for great baTle moves and poses, 

they come with at least 1 accessory and a themed mini comic. (STL299784)  (744/HTG87) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $34.99 

 

STAR WARS 

 

APR242491 

SW BOOK OF BOBA FETT GAMORREAN BODY GUARD 1/6 SCALE BUST (C: 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! It's 1me to go green! I honor of St. Patrick's Day, Gentle Giant LTD is 

proud to introduce their newest 1/6 Scale mini-bust, of the green-skinned Gamorrean Guard. Based 

on its appearance in Star Wars: The Book of Boba FeT, this web-exclusive mini-bust stands 

approximately 6 inches tall and depicts the porcine warrior in a figh1ng stance, with his dagger at his 

waist. Limited to only 1000 pieces, it comes with a numbered cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color 

box. (STL270692)  (4667/84855) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A 

Philippines 

Item           SRP: $130.00 

 

APR242492 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS CAD BANE 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD release! The gunslinger returns! Infamous bounty hunter Cad Bane is back, as an 

animated-style mini-bust from Gentle Giant LTD! Measuring approximately 6 inches tall atop a 

pedestal base, this sculpture depicts Bane 1pping his wide-brimmed hat as he contemplates his next 

target. Limited to only 3000 pieces, this mini-bust comes packaged with a numbered cer1ficate of 

authen1city in a full-color box. (STL268081) Available Now!  (4667/84532) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST 

Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $130.00 

 

KOTOBUKIYA 

 

APR242493 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS CAPTAIN REX ARTFX+ STATUE (C: 1-1 

From Kotobukiya. To commemorate the 20th anniversary of Star Wars: The Clone Wars animated 

series, streaming now on Disney+, Kotobukiya is excited to announce a special, limited reoffering of 

ARTFX+ Captain Rex! One of the original Star Wars ARTFX+ releases, it's been over a decade since 



Captain Rex was available at retailers. As a special bonus this rerelease will include the first half (the 

other half is included with ARTFX+ Commander Cody, sold separately) to build an ARTFX+ Jedi Master 

Yoda! Please note: This special reissue does not include the alterna1ve unmasked head that was 

included in the original release. (STL281001) Available Now!  (4898/SW204) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as 

the Kotobukiya code 234 but Mexico and Chile are not allowed 

Item           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR242494 

O/A STAR WARS CLONE WARS COMMANDER CODY ARTFX+ STATUE (C:  

From Kotobukiya. To commemorate the 20th anniversary of Star Wars: The Clone Wars animated 

series, streaming now on Disney+, Kotobukiya is excited to announce a special, limited reoffering of 

ARTFX+ Commander Cody! One of the original Star Wars ARTFX+ releases, it's been over a decade 

since Commander Cody was available at retailers. As a special bonus this rerelease will include the 

second half (the first half is included with ARTFX+ Captain Rex, sold separately) to build an ARTFX+ 

Jedi Master Yoda! Please noteL This special reissue does not include the alterna1ve unmasked head 

that was included in the original release. (STL281002) Available Now!  (4898/SW205) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Same as the Kotobukiya code 234 but Mexico and Chile are not allowed 

Item           SRP: $99.99 

 

APR242495 

O/A STAR WARS MANDALORIAN S2 AHSOKA TANO JUMBO FIGURE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Gentle Giant LTD Release! That's one big Togruta! Ahsoka Tano, former padawan to Anakin 

Skywalker, is now Jumbo-sized, as the newest Jumbo figure from Gentle Giant LTD! Standing 12 

inches tall with 5 points of ar1cula1on, Ahsoka is based on her Mandalorian appearance and 

sculpted in a retro "Kenner" style. She includes her two lightsabers as accessories and comes 

packaged on a retro-style cardback inside a resealable blister card. (STL254231) Available Now!  

(4667/84643) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $80.00 

 

APR242496 

O/A STAR WARS MILESTONES THE MANDALORIAN SEEING STONE GROGU (C:  

A Gentle Giant Ltd. release! Open your inner eye! Grogu, a.k.a. The Child, sits atop a Jedi Seeing 

Stone, reaching his mind out into the cosmos in search of a friendly voice. Measuring approximately 

8 inches tall, this 1/2 scale statue features lifelike sculp1ng and hand-painted details, and includes 

interchangeable eyes-open and eyes-shut heads. Plus, the wri1ng on the seeing stone lights up! It 

comes packaged in a full-color box with a hand-numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. Limited to only 

1000 pieces! (STL225400) Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: For DST Star Wars items - Deny 

Code 217, but N/A Philippines 

Item           SRP: $250.00 



 

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 

 

APR242497 

O/A TMNT BST AXN COMIC WAVE 1 SHREDDER COMIC HEROES 6IN FIG (Net 

From The Loyal Subjects. Straight from the pages of the TMNT IDW comics with sculpts inspired by 

Mateus Santolouco, TLS proudly unveils the ul1mate Shredder ac1on figure. This shredder has 

incredible detail! From the finely textured weave effect on his clothing to the striking gleam of his 

metallic accents and the defini1on of his rippling muscles. Including highly detailed metallic armor 

including steel claws, menacing horned helmet, metallic plates that cover his arms and legs giving a 

textured and layered appearance, adding amazing depth to this sculpt design. Shredder drapes 

himself in a regal crimson-red cape, further enhancing his commanding presence and establishing 

him as an indomitable adversary. Displayed in a newly designed window box with the packaging 

artwork provided exclusively by Mateus Santolouco for The Loyal Subjects! (STL278192) Available 

Now!  (2329/BATMNTSHRWB04) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242498 

O/A TMNT GALLERY DLX LEONARDO PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! You've never seen the TMNT like this before! DST's new line of 

dynamic Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Gallery Dioramas kicks off with katana-wielding leader 

Leonardo! Collect all four atop their rooVop bases to form one big diorama! This 9-inch diorama is 

made of high-quality PVC, and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Kine1c 

Underground, sculpted by Sandro Luis Sampaio! (STL260998) Available Now!  (4667/84724) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in the US, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, EMEA & Greater China (China, HK & Taiwan) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242499 

O/A TMNT GALLERY DLX MICHELANGELO PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It's party 1me! The third turtle to join the Teenage Mutant Ninja 

Turtles Gallery Diorama line is none other than the party dude himself, Michelangelo! Spinning his 

nunchuks while doing a trick on his skateboard, Michelangelo stands approximately 9 inches tall and 

features detailed sculp1ng and paint applica1ons. Made of high-quality PVC, it comes packaged in a 

full-color window box. Designed by David Forrest of Kine1c Underground, sculpted by Sandro Luis 

Sampaio. (STL292520) Available Now!  (4667/84824) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 

States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item           SRP: $75.00 

 



APR242500 

TMNT GALLERY LAST RONIN B&W VARIANT PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Who is the Last Ronin? The last surviving member of the Teenage 

Mutant Ninja Turtles is shrouded in mystery, but now an exclusive TMNT Gallery Diorama! Measuring 

approximately 10" tall, this dynamic sculpture depicts the Ronin running across a rocky landscape in 

glorious black-and-white, just like the flashbacks in the original comics! CraVed of high-quality PVC, 

this diorama comes packaged in a full color window box. Designed by David Forrest of Kine1c 

Underground and sculpted by Alex Belov of Kine1c Underground! (STL287851)  (4667/85293) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA (Europe, Middle East, 

Africa) 

Item           SRP: $75.00 

 

TIN TITANS 

 

APR242501 

O/A TIN TITANS MARVEL WOLVERINE PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONTAINER (C:  

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive!  It may not be made of Adaman1um, but your 

snacks are sure to stay protected in this PREVIEWS Exclusive Wolverine illustrated 1n tote! Covered 

with classic artwork, the front of the lunchbox shows off Wolverine as he appears on Card #2 of Jim 

Lee's 1992 X-Men Trading Card Set, and the sides feature comic panels with the mutant's iconic 

SNIKT sound effect! This stylish lunchbox also includes a fully illustrated 10oz retro-styled beverage 

container/soup cup featuring art from Jim Lee's cover of Wolverine #27 (1990). Don't miss out on 

adding this lunchbox to your X-Men collec1on today! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand 

wash only. (STL240733) Available Now!  (1824/LBX-MU-WLVR) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242502 

TIN TITANS SAILOR MOON & TUXEDO MASK PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONT  

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Pack up a roman1c picnic to share with the 

dashing and mysterious masked hero in this Tin Titans illustrated lunchbox from Surreal 

Entertainment! Fated lovers Tuxedo Mask and Sailor Moon embrace in a heavenly scene on the front 

of this stylish lunchbox, and the included 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup cup features 

portraits of two two heroes. Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Salior Moon collec1on 

today! Lunchbox measures 7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL255371)  (1824/LBX-SM-SMTM) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 



APR242503 

TIN TITANS SAILOR MOON SCOUT LINEUP PX LUNCHBOX & BEV CONT ( 

From Surreal Entertainment. A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Not even the evil Negaforce will be able to 

penetrate this sturdy Sailor Moon Tin Titans illustrated lunchbox from Surreal Entertainment. 

Featuring an illustra1on of the original 5 Sailor Scouts on their way to fight the forces of evil, this 

stylish lunchbox also includes a 10oz retro-styled beverage container/soup cup showcases the scouts 

along with their elements and zodiac symbols! Don't miss out on adding this lunchbox to your Sailor 

Moon collec1on today and protect your lunch with the power of the moon!! Lunchbox measures 

7.75'" x 6.75" x 4". Hand wash only. (STL255372)  (1824/LBX-SM-SMSS) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

ANIME 

 

APR242504 

ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE BROOK AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA - Toy. Join the Straw Hat Crew in their search for the One Piece with Anime Heroes One 

Piece 6.5-inch ac1on figures, from Bandai Namco Toys & Collec1bles. Relive or recreate epic 

moments from one of the longest running anime 1tles with over 1000 episodes and countless 

adventures to be had. Anime Heroes brings all the iconic One Piece characters to life with fan 

favorites that remind you why you love the show, and how the journey of finding the One Piece isnt 

finished yet. (STL279353)  (9036/37006) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US 

territories. 

Figure           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242505 

O/A ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE CHOPPER 6.5 IN AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Bandai America. Bandai's Anime Heroes figure line now lets you step into the anime world of 

One Piece. Tony Tony Chopper comes to life with interchangable faces and true to show character 

features. The detailed and amazingly decorated 6 1/2" scale figure allows you to recreate iconic 

moments with over 16 points of ar1cula1on. Comes in premium packaging that is influenced by 

Japanese manga and art. Each Anime Heroes figure comes with an addi1onal two sets of switchable 

hands and character-specific accessories. (STL232058) Available Now!  (9036/36936) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242506 

O/A ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE FRANKY AF (C: 1-1-2) 



From BNTCA. Join the Straw Hat Crew in their search for the One Piece with Anime Heroes One Piece 

6 1/2" ac1on figures, from Bandai Namco Toys & Collec1bles. Relive or recreate epic moments from 

one of the longest running anime 1tles with over 1000 episodes and countless adventures to be had. 

Anime Heroes brings iconic One Piece character Franky to life with details that remind you why you 

love the show and how the journey of finding the One Piece isn't finished yet. (STL254701) Available 

Now!  (9036/36938) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242507 

ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE MONKEY D LUFFY 6.5 IN AF RENEW VER (N 

Luffy, Captain of the Straw Hat Crew, has set out to be the King of the Pirates. Luffy goes on 

adventures aiding those in need and collec1ng more friends and members for his crew along the 

way. One Piece fans can now imagine the biggest baTles and missions with the Anime Heroes 6.5-

inch One Piece figures that have over 20 points of ar1cula1on, now with updated facial details. 

Bandai's Anime Heroes have amazing features and decora1on that incorporates the quality and 

realism anime fans love. (STL303259)  (9036/37008) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, 

and US territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

ONE PIECE 

 

APR242508 

O/A ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE RORONOA ZORO 6.5 IN AF (C: 1-1- 

From Bandai America. Bandai's Anime Heroes figure line now lets you step into the anime world of 

One Piece. This Zoro figure captures the skill and determina1n of Zoro, des1ned to be the greated 

swordsman in the world! The detailed and amazingly decorated 6.5" scale figure allows you to 

recreate Zoro's iconic moments with over 16 points of ar1cula1on. Each Anime Heroes figure comes 

with an addi1onal two sets of switchable hands and character-specific accessories. Comes in 

premium packaging that is influenced by Japanese manga and art. Fans can look for more Anime 

Heroes One Piece series figures from Bandai (Each figure sold separately). (STL191576) Available 

Now!  (9036/36932) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

ANIME 

 

APR242509 

ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE TRAFALGAR LAW AF (C: 1-1-2) 



From BTNCA - Toy. One Piece fans can now imagine the biggest baTles and missions with the Anime 

Heroes 6.5-inch One Piece figures that have over 16 points of ar1cula1on. Bandai's Anime Heroes 

have amazing features and decora1on that incorporates the quality and realism anime fans love. 

(STL277819)  (9036/36937) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242510 

ANIME HEROES ONE PIECE USOPP AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From BNTCA Toy. Join the Straw Hat Crew in their search for the One Piece with Anime Heroes One 

Piece 6.5inch ac1on figures, from Bandai Namco Toys & Collec1bles. Relive or recreate epic moments 

from one of the longest running anime 1tles with over 1000 episodes and countless adventures to be 

had. (STL263096)  (9036/37005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242511 

CHAINSAW MAN ANIME HEROES CHAINSAW MAN 6.5IN AF (C: 1- 

From BNTCA - Toy. BANDAI is revving up and expanding its popular Anime Heroes ac1on figure line 

with the addi1on of fan-favorite an1-hero Chainsaw Man! Chainsaw Man figure stands at 6.5 inches 

tall with 20+ points of ar1cula1ons and has excep1onal detail that makes for an uncanny 

resemblance to both the anime and manga - most notably with the iconic transforma1on of his body 

parts into chainsaws. (STL305763)  (9036/37026) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and 

US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242512 

DEMON SLAYER KIMETSU DEMON SERIES V12 UPPER DEMON FIG  

From Banpresto. A new addi1on to the 12th volume of Demon Series of figures from Banpresto! 

From Demon Slayer: Kimetsu No Yaiba, this figure measures 5.9" tall and comes in a closed, printed 

giV box. Images to be revealed! (STL280396)  (2720/88489) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242513 

JUJUTSU KAISEN JUKON NO KATA UTAHIME IORI FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Banpresto. Utahime Iori is the newest addi1on to the Jukon No Kata series of Jujutsu Kaisen 

figures! This detailed non-scale statue measures just under 6" tall. (STL272420)  (2720/88278) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 



Figure           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242514 

MY HERO ACADEMIA AGE OF HEROES EARPHONE JACK FIG (C: 1 

From Banpresto. Celebrate the heroes of My Hero Academia with the Age of Heroes Earphone Jack 

Statue. Standing at 5.9 inches, this dynamic statue depicts Earphone Jack in ac1on, capturing her 

fierce spirit and determina1on. (STL283507)  (2720/88591) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242515 

MY HERO ACADEMIA ANIME HEROES ALL MIGHT 6.5IN AF (C: 1 

From BNTCA - Toy. The All Might has arrived, fear not, bystander! Posed in all of his glory, complete 

with massive grin and wearing a bright red, white, and blue costume that makes his design so 

recognizable! He’s depicted in a simple standing pose for this Age of Heroes figure at a height of 7.9 

inches which truly radiates with all of his confidence and characteris1c charm. Seeing this, it’s 

impossible to not feel more at ease! (STL312515)  (9036/36913) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242516 

MY HERO ACADEMIA ANIME HEROES IZUKU MIDORIYA 6.5IN AF  

From BNTCA - Toy. Fans of one of the biggest anime's of all 1me, MY HERO ACADEMIA, can now 

bring home their favorite characters from the Anime Heroes 6.5-inch MHA ac1on figure line, by 

Bandai Namco Toys & Collec1bles. Immerse yourself into the world of MHA and recreate the biggest 

baTles with ac1on figures that look exactly like their anime characters! (STL312509)  (9036/36911) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 

 

APR242517 

MY HERO ACADEMIA ANIME HEROES KATSUKI BAKUGO 6.5IN AF  

From BNTCA - Toy. Fans of one of the biggest anime's of all 1me, MY HERO ACADEMIA, can now 

bring home their favorite characters from the Anime Heroes 6.5-inch MHA ac1on figure line, by 

Bandai Namco Toys & Collec1bles. Immerse yourself into the world of MHA and recreate the biggest 

baTles with ac1on figures that look exactly like their anime characters! (STL312512)  (9036/36912) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $21.99 



 

APR242518 

MY HERO ACADEMIA BRAVEGRAPH 2 V2 IZUKU MIDORIYA FIG (C: 1-1- 

From Banpresto. Izuku Midoriya returns to the Bravegraph line of figures from Banpresto! This 4.3" 

tall non-scale figure includes a base for easy display. (STL262441)  (2720/88067) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only in US, Canada, and US territories. 

Figure           SRP: $26.99 

 

APR242519 

MY HERO ACADEMIA DABI ARTFX J STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. From the hit anime My Hero Academia, Dabi is joining Kotobukiya's lineup as a 

scale figure! Standing calm and composed, Dabi comes to life while releasing his Quirk, Blueflame. 

Pay close aTen1on to the expression of details, including his burns and wrinkles in his flowing coat. 

Display Dabi to recreate the world of My Hero Academia by adding him to your collec1on today! 

(STL263481)  (4898/PV068) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed. 

Statue           SRP: $159.99 

 

APR242520 

O/A NARUTO SHIPPUDEN ITACHI UCHIHA 1/8 PVC STATUE (C: 1-1- 

From Espada. Itachi Uchiha with both his Mangekiyo and three tomoe Sharingan eyes come to life in 

this 1/80scale statue from Espada! Itachi stands in front of a crimson moon as his Akatsuki cloak 

transforms into crows. Itachi, his crows, and Sharingan eyes (interchangeable) are made from PVC 

and the crimson moon is high quality semi-translucent ABS and painted with mul1ple shades of red 

to add realism and simulate the light of the moon through the LED feature! First run is limited to only 

3,000 units. (STL247219) Available Now!  (6600/ESP003) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $225.00 

 

IMPORT TOYS 

 

APR242521 

AZUR LANE RENO BIGGEST LITTLE CHEERLEADER 1/6 PVC FIG  

From Goldenhead. Reno from Azur Lane is here to cheer on the Eagle Union in a cute cheerleader 

ouPit in this stunning 1/6 scale figure from Goldehead! Her translucent top and pleated skirt show 

off her spectacular curves, and her silver hair is also made with a translucent material that's partly 

painted for a realis1c look. Her base includes her flag held in place by her two mascots, and you'll 



love her lively pose, too! (STL259683)  (3145/STL259683) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories. 

MATURE THEMES 

RES. from Previews Vol. XXXII #9 (SEP228840 

Item           SRP: $340.00 

 

APR242522 

CORVUS BELLI INF NA2 MONSTRUCKERS #2 WOMAN 1/18 AF (C: 

From Joytoy. The JoyToy Ac1on Figure Infinity Corvus Belli Nomads Wildcats Polyvalent Tac1cal Unit 

#2MWoman is perfect for collectors and fans of the Infinity universe! With its impressive level of 

detail and ar1cula1on, this ac1on figure is a must-have for any serious collector or fan. This 1/18 

scale ac1on figure includes Gun and knife accessories, along with interchangeable hands and a base 

for display. (STL299944)  (3584/JT7615) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR242523 

DARK SOURCE JIANG HU LORD OF SHENJI CAMP LIN ZHAO 1/18 AF (N 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. From Joy Toy, this Lord Of Shenji Camp Lin Zhao  ac1on figure is 

incredibly detailed in 1/18 scale. Each Dark Source figure is highly ar1culated and includes weapon 

accessories as well as several pieces of removable armor. (STL281481)  (3584/JT5642) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR242524 

DARK SOURCE JIANG HU MASTER ZONGSHI TOMB YUNHE LIN 1/18 AF ( 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. From Joy Toy, this Jiang Hu Master Zongshi Tomb Yunhe Lin ac1on figure 

is incredibly detailed in 1/18 scale. Each Dark Source figure is highly ar1culated and includes weapon 

accessories as well as several pieces of removable armor. (STL281480)  (3584/JT5635) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR242525 

DARK SOURCE JIANGHU TOMB HUAI-EN XU 1/18 AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Joytoy (Bejing) Tech. Introducing the remarkable JoyToy Ac1on Figure Dark Source JiangHu 

Zongshi Tomb Huai-En Xu. This me1culously craVed 1/18 scale ac1on figure brings the mys1cal world 

of Jiang Hu to life, capturing the essence and prowess of a legendary warrior. Every inch of this ac1on 

figure showcases the ar1stry and craVsmanship that JoyToy is renowned for, ensuring an authen1c 

and immersive experience for collectors and enthusiasts alike. (STL297668)  (3584/JT7707) (C: 0-1-2 



Item           SRP: $50.00 

 

APR242526 

DARK SOURCE JIANGHU WAR HORSE 1/18 AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Joytoy (Bejing) Tech. Introducing the remarkable JoyToy Ac1on Figure Dark Source JiangHu War 

Horse. This me1culously craVed 1/18 scale ac1on figure brings the mys1cal world of Jiang Hu to life, 

capturing the essence and prowess of a legendary warriors of old. Every inch of this ac1on figure 

showcases the ar1stry and craVsmanship that JoyToy is renowned for, ensuring an authen1c and 

immersive experience for collectors and enthusiasts alike. (STL297669)  (3584/JT7769) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $47.00 

 

APR242527 

O/A DATE A BULLET KURUMI PIGEON BLOOD RUBY DRESS 1/7 PVC FIG (C: 

From Estream. Estream adds Kurumi from Date a Bullet to their Crystal Dress figure line! Featuring an 

amazingly detailed dress design that features translucent parts, this 1/7-scale figure measures an 

imposing 12 1/2" tall to the top of the sculpted base. (STL215464) Available Now!  (3145/STL215464) 

(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $769.99 

 

APR242528 

HEXA GEAR BLOCK EARLY GOVERNOR V3 1/24 KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. Introducing the latest addi1on to the popular Early Governor series, the female 

Governor model! This highly customizable model features four different head varia1ons, including a 

beret, earmuffs, shoo1ng glasses, and a plain head. With 22 points of ar1cula1on, it allows for 

natural and dynamic poses, u1lizing the same technology found in Frame Arms Girl Handscale Gou-

rai. The HEXA G-R.A.M. piece on the model's back includes a 3mm aTachment for handguns and 

rifles. The kit includes hand parts, an assortment of weapons such as a handgun, assault rifles, and 

aTachment parts for the HEXA G-R.A.M. connector. Addi1onally, by aTaching the HEXA G-R.A.M. 

connector to the model's back, it becomes compa1ble with the New Flying Base (sold separately), 

enabling acroba1c poses. Dive into the world of customiza1on and versa1lity with the Early Governor 

Vol. 3 Model! (STL281120)  (4898/HG052) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico 

allowed. 

Kit Block           SRP: $23.99 

 

APR242529 

HEXA GEAR BULKARM BETA LUMBERJACK 1/24 PLASTIC MODEL KIT (Ne 



From Kotobukiya. Introducing Lumberjack, a specialized variant model derived from Bulkarm Beta in 

the MSG series. Designed for targeted dismantling, this model features the formidable "Slugger 

Blade" made of stelacrys, a unique material capable of instantaneous high-temperature aTacks. With 

the power of a HEXA G-R.A.M., this weapon is ideal for oblitera1ng large structures. The model's 

sensor unit enhances its proficiency in close combat, making it more adept at brawls than long-range 

engagements. Enjoy the versa1lity of this model, including the detachable hover units that can be 

transformed into a hovercraV for Governor models. The kit includes addi1onal op1onal heads and 

various accessories, providing endless customiza1on possibili1es. Get ready to conquer with 

Lumberjack! (STL283069)  (4898/HG043X) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico 

allowed 

Item           SRP: $74.99 

 

APR242530 

HEXA GEAR LORD IMPULSE MDL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. Lord Impulse is a third genera1on Hexa Gear developed by Earthcline 

Biomechanics. It is a high grade mass produced predecessor model of Rayblade Impulse. Despite 

some parts and the frame being the same, Lord Impulse remains an outstanding, universally 

adaptable machine. The ar1culated thrusters installed on either side of the front of the machine are 

not intended for accelera1on, but rather as instant a]tude control in the air while jumping. The 

"trick blade" that extends from the back of the machine is a mul1-jointed mechanical arm. The 1p of 

the arm is equipped with an adjustable claw. This weapon can be used as a fiVh arm in close quarters 

combat, or can also hold firearms or melee weapons. The model can be converted between the 

combat-based Zoatex Mode or the mobility-based Vehicle Mode. (STL272838)  (4898/HG034X) (C: 1-

1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed 

Item           SRP: $54.99 

 

APR242531 

JOYTOY FRONTLINE CHAOS BOURBON 1/12 AF (C: 0-1-2) 

From Bloomage Joytoy Tech. JoyToy Ac1on Figure Frontline Chaos Bourbon is a highly detailed and 

ar1culated collec1ble ac1on figure from JoyToy's Frontline series. This figure features Bourbon, a 

fierce and baTle-hardened warrior armed with an array of weapons and equipment. Perfect for fans 

of military-themed ac1on figures and collectors alike, this toy is sure to bring excitement and 

adventure to any collec1on. (STL275113)  (3584/JT4751) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $100.00 

 

APR242532 

JOYTOY INFINITY ARIADNA MARAUDERS 5307TH RANGE UNIT1 1/18 AF 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. Joy Toy brings to the table a new series of figures, inspired aVer the 

tabletop wargame Infinity published by Corvus Belli. This highly detailed 1/18-scale figure stands just 



over 4 inches tall and comes equipped with an arsenal of interchangeable parts and weapons. Add 

the Marauders Rangers to your collec1on and build up your army for baTle! (STL269562)  

(3584/JT4454) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $35.00 

 

APR242533 

JOYTOY WH40K BLOOD ANGELS INTERCESSORS 1/18 AF (C: 0-1 

From Bloomage JoyToy Tech. Every Blood Angel felt their hopes dashed when the first of the Primaris 

Space Marines brought to the Chapter by Roboute Guilliman fell to the Black Rage. With great 

solemnity were these brothers inducted into the Death Company. However, once unleashed on the 

baTlefield, their strength, combined with the fury of the Black Rage, is a terrifying sight to behold. 

Joy Toy brings the Imperial Fists Intercessors from Warhammer 40k to life with this new series of 

1/18 scale figures. Each figure includes interchangable hands and weapon accessories and stands 

about between 4" and 6" tall. (STL287826)  (3584/JT6649) (C: 0-1-2 

Item           SRP: $25.00 

 

APR242534 

MARUTTOYS MAMORU BLACK VER PLASTIC MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2 

From Kotobukiya. Introducing MAMORU, the highly an1cipated security robot from MARUTTOYS. 

This plas1c model kit features a unique and stylish design, offering expansion capabili1es and 

impressive features. Developed by ATARASY, MAMORU is a top-of-the-line security robot equipped 

with cu]ng-edge advanced motors, providing enhanced maneuverability and power. Its durable 

design and versa1le aTachments, including Sub-arm Units, allow for delicate tasks and adaptability in 

various scenarios. Beyond its intended security role, MAMORU finds applica1on in rescue teams, the 

police force, and the military. The model kit, available in the Black Ver., boasts 55 points of 

ar1cula1on, a complete inner frame, and the ability to transform between "Normal Mode" and 

"Work Mode." With its excep1onal specifica1ons and compa1bility with op1onal units, MAMORU 

opens up a world of possibili1es for model enthusiasts and collectors. (STL288010)  (4898/KP673) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with Mexico allowed 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242535 

MARUTTOYS MAMORU WHITE VER PLASTIC MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2 

From Kotobukiya. Introducing MAMORU, the highly an1cipated security robot from MARUTTOYS. 

This plas1c model kit features a unique and stylish design, offering expansion capabili1es and 

impressive features. Developed by ATARASY, MAMORU is a top-of-the-line security robot equipped 

with advanced motors for enhanced maneuverability and power. With 55 points of ar1cula1on and a 

complete inner frame, this full ac1on model kit can transform from "Normal Mode" to "Work Mode" 

and features detachable outer parts. Its versa1lity extends beyond security, as it is u1lized by rescue 



teams, the police force, and the military. The kit includes Sub-arm Units, and the model can be 

ordered in the default ATARASY White Ver. color scheme. With its excep1onal specifica1ons and 

compa1bility with op1onal aTachments, MAMORU exceeds expecta1ons and opens up a world of 

crea1ve possibili1es. (STL288008)  (4898/KP672) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242536 

O/A TOUHOU PROJECT REIMU HAKUREI KOUMAJOU DENSETSU 1/8 PVC FIG ( 

From QuesQ. Reimu Hakurei as she appears in Koumajou Densetsu: Scarlet Symphony is ready to 

fight in this 1/8-scale figure from QuesQ! Featuring an ornate costume and a stern expression, this 

PVC and ABS figure stands 8 1/4" tall. (STL247788) Available Now!  (3145/STL247788) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $419.99 

 

MOVIE/TV 

 

APR242537 

O/A BRUCE LEE GALLERY AIR PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Bruce Lee was not just a master of the mar1al arts, he was a master 

of the four elements! The fourth in our series of elemental portraits of the mar1al-arts icon, “Air” 

features Bruce execu1ng a flying kick atop a column of wind. Standing approximately 10 inches tall, 

this digitally sculpted piece art features detailed paint applica1ons and is made of high-quality PVC. It 

comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Rocco 

Tartamella! (STL242933) Available Now!  (4667/84426) (C: 1-1-2) 

2C           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242538 

O/A BRUCE LEE ULTIMATES W1 THE CHALLENGER AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. Despite his tragically short 1me in the spotlight, Bruce Lee was able to cast a huge 

shadow that spanned the globe, encompassing not just mar1al arts, but Hollywood, pop culture, and 

the imagina1on of millions of fans! This 7" scale, highly ar1culated ULTIMATES! figure of The 

Challenger features Bruce Lee in his iconic yellow tracksuit and comes with interchangeable alternate 

heads & hands and a variety of other accessories, including nunchucks and green bamboo whip. 

We're not playing games so you won't need to fight your way through mul1ple levels of mar1al arts 

experts, but if you miss out on the made-to-order Bruce Lee ULTIMATES! figures, the pain of regret 

may end up being just as bad! (STL225196) Available Now!  (5577/UL-BLEEW01-GOD-) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: No countries actually denied 



Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242539 

O/A BRUCE LEE ULTIMATES W1 THE WARRIOR AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. Despite his tragically short 1me in the spotlight, Bruce Lee was able to cast a huge 

shadow that spanned the globe, encompassing not just mar1al arts, but Hollywood, pop culture, and 

the imagina1on of millions of fans! This 7" scale, highly ar1culated ULTIMATES! figure of The Warrior 

features Bruce Lee in his kung fu ouPit and comes with interchangeable alternate heads & hands and 

a variety of other accessories, including real metal chain nunchucks, a bo staff, and removable soV 

goods undershirt & jacket. Don't miss the connec1on, get your made-to-order Bruce Lee ULTIMATES! 

Figures while you can because your chance to get one, much like a punch from Bruce Lee, will pass in 

the blink of an eye! (STL225197) Available Now!  (5577/UL-BLEEW01-LEE-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No 

countries actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242540 

CRITICAL ROLE WV2 7IN AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These incredibly detailed 7" scale figures based off the new animated 

Amazon series The Legend Of Vox Machina and are designed with Ultra Ar1cula1on with up to 22 

moving parts for full range of posing and play. Each figure includes an accessory and a base in Cri1cal 

Role: The Legend Of Vox Machina themed window Box packaging. Collect Keyleth & Vax Ildan. 

(STL244500)  (8348/11300) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242541 

DISNEY MIRRORVERSE WV3 5IN AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. These 5" scale figures based off the mobile game Disney Mirrorverse 

are designed with ar1cula1on for play and posing! Packaged in a card backed blister designed with 

Disney Mirrorverse artwork, each figure includes accessories and collectable art card with Disney 

Mirrorverse artwork on the front, and character biography on the back! Collect Anger and Baymax. 

(STL221392)  (8348/16050) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, US territories, 

Canada, and UK 

Item           SRP: $12.99 

 

APR242542 

DISNEY MIRRORVERSE WV3 7IN AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 



From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 7" scale figure based off the mobile game 

Disney Mirrorverse is designed with Ultra Ar1cula1on with up to 22 moving parts for full range of 

posing and play! Each figure includes accessories and a base, plus a collectable art card, and comes in 

window box packaging designed with Disney Mirrorverse artwork! Collect Captain Hook and 

Maleficent. (STL221399)  (8348/16080) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, US 

territories, Canada, and UK 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242543 

O/A GAME OF THRONES GALLERY JON SNOW PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It's an all-new product line from Diamond Select Toys, based on the 

hit HBO series Game Of Thrones! In this inaugural sculpture, Jon Snow crouches, sword at the ready, 

as his injured direwolf Ghost looks on. Both are in their Season 8 appearances, and this piece 

measures 10 inches to the 1p of Jon's sword. It comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed 

by Nelson X. Asencio, sculpted by Ed Trujillo. (STL276737) Available Now!  (4667/84924) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available in US, UST, Canada, La1n America, and EMEA 

Item           SRP: $75.00 

 

APR242544 

O/A GI JOE LEGENDS IN 3D PROFIT DIRECTOR DESTRO 1/2 SCALE BUST ( 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Profits are up, and Destro is raking it in! The Cobra officer, who is also 

CEO of M.A.R.S., must be having a good year, because he's tricked out his ouPit for 2023! This ½ 

scale, approximately 10-inch bust captures Destro in his Profit Director duds, with gold helmet and 

leopard-print collar. Plus, he also sports his famous medallion, all atop a pedestal designed aVer his 

wrist rockets! Limited to only 1000 pieces, this Legends in 3D bust comes in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. Designed by Joe Allard, sculpted by Jorge Santos Souza! 

(STL216393) Available Now!  (4667/84747) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and Europe 

Item           SRP: $200.00 

 

APR242545 

O/A GI JOE ULTIMATES REAL AMERICAN HERO WV3 COBRA TROOPER AF (Ne 

From Super7. It's hard to know what would lead someone to join Cobra. Is it the result of a series of 

bad decisions? Are they someone who just wants to help the world burn? Both? Regardless, the 

Cobra Troopers are the ones who end up doing the dirty work carrying out Cobra Commander's evil 

plans… usually to their great misfortune. This 7" scale highly ar1culated G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! figure of 

a Cobra Trooper features premium decora1on and comes with interchangeable heads & hands in 

both light and dark skin tones, as well as a variety of weapons. Don't miss adding this versa1le made-

to-order G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! Cobra Trooper figure to your collec1on! (STL231284) Available Now!  

(5577/UL-GIJOW03-CSD-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied 



Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242546 

O/A GI JOE ULTIMATES REAL AMERICAN HERO WV3 DOC AF (C: 1-1 

From Super7. He has a PhD from an Ivy League university, completed Airborne School, 

Mountaineering School, the Desert Training Unit, and he’s a chaplain’s assistant. With that level of 

training and know-how, Carl W. Greer, AKA Doc, can use his skill, knowledge, and cunning to help G.I. 

Joe thwart Cobra’s nefarious plans without having to resort to violence. This 7” scale highly 

ar1culated G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! figure of Doc features premium decora1on and comes with 

interchangeable heads & hands as well as a variety of accessories. He’s oVen overshadowed by some 

of the flashier characters, but as a medic, Doc is one of the most indispensable and the made-to-

order G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! figure of Doc will be an equally indispensable part of your collec1on! 

(STL231281) Available Now!  (5577/UL-GIJOW03-DOC-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242547 

O/A GI JOE ULTIMATES REAL AMERICAN HERO WV3 SCARLETT AF (C 

From Super7. Beauty may only be skin deep, but lethal goes clean to the bone. With sniper, mar1al 

arts, and covert ops training, those who misjudge ScarleT as a less than a formidable opponent do so 

at their own peril! This 7” scale highly ar1culated G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! figure of ScarleT features 

premium decora1on and comes with interchangeable heads & hands as well as a variety of 

accessories, including her crossbow and a medley of trick arrows. ScarleT may be tougher than she 

looks, but her made-to-order G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! figure is every bit as amazing as it appears and 

would be a great addi1on to your roster of G.I. Joe collec1bles! (STL231282) Available Now!  

(5577/UL-GIJOW03-SCT-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242548 

O/A GI JOE ULTIMATES REAL AMERICAN HERO WV3 STORM SHADOW AF (Net 

From Super7. With shiVing allegiances and a mysterious past, it’s hard to know where Storm 

Shadow’s loyalty truly lies, but this ninja comes from a long line of assassins and is a deadly foe to 

any who face him in baTle! This 7” scale highly ar1culated G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! figure of Storm 

Shadow features premium decora1on and comes with interchangeable heads & hands as well as a 

healthy arsenal of weapons. The only thing about Storm Shadow that isn’t a mystery is how cool his 

made-to-order G.I. Joe ULTIMATES! figure is, so don’t miss out on the opportunity to add it to your 

collec1on! (STL231283) Available Now!  (5577/UL-GIJOW03-SSH-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries 

actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 



APR242549 

O/A GREEN HORNET DLX VALET KATO AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Jus1ce is served! OuPiTed in his white valet jacket, Kato is no less 

deadly an opponent, as depicted in this approximately 7-inch, 1/10 scale ac1on figure. Featuring 

over 16 points of ar1cula1on as well as mul1ple weapons and interchangeable parts, this Kato figure 

features the likeness of actor Bruce Lee and comes packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by 

Yuri Timg, sculpted by Chris Dahlberg! (STL276678) Available Now!  (4667/84466) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242550 

O/A GREEN HORNET KATO 1/7 SCALE BUST (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! Gangsters beware! Green Hornet’s sidekick Kato is baTling his way 

into the Diamond Select Toys line of mini-busts! Standing approximately 6 inches tall, this 1/7 scale 

bust of Kato is based on his appearance in the 1960s TV series, and sits atop a detailed pedestal base. 

It will look great next to your Batman 1966 mini-bust collec1on! Limited to 1,000 pieces, it comes 

packaged with a hand-numbered cer1ficate of authen1city in a full-color box. Designed by Barry 

Bradfield, hand-sculpted by Jean St. Jean! (STL272342) Available Now!  (4667/84430) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242551 

HARRY POTTER SER BROOMSTICK PEN NIMBUS 2001 VERSION (C 

From Beast Kingdom. Calling all Harry PoTer fans! Have you ever longed to experience the thrill of 

flying on the legendary brooms1cks from the series? Well, now you can unleash your inner wizard 

and zoom across a paper page with your very own Brooms1ck pens! Fans can enjoy exquisite 

craVsmanship with the utmost aTen1on to detail in each pen, perfectly replica1ng the appearance 

and intricate paTerns of the brooms1cks seen in the movies. As a special touch, the end of each 

brooms1ck is designed to be detachable, revealing a fully func1onal pen! Choose your favorite 

brooms1ck and join Harry and his friends as they soar through the skies of Hogwarts and onto a 

notepad near you! (STL281842)  (3389) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories 

Item           SRP: $14.99 

 

APR242552 

O/A INDIANA JONES GALLERY TEMPLE ROPE BRIDGE DLX PVC STATUE (C:  

Everybody hold on! Indiana Jones has a plan, and you aren't gonna like it! Depic1ng Indy, machete in 

hand, as he crosses the rope bridge in Temple of Doom, this approximately 11 inch Gallery Diorama 

is made of high-quality PVC and comes packaged in a full-color window box. It features detailes 

sculp1ng and paint applica1ons. (STL276776) Available Now!  (4667/84654) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - 

Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand 



Item           SRP: $80.00 

 

APR242553 

O/A INDIANA JONES GOLDEN IDOL BANK (C: 1-1-2) 

Throw me the idol! The iconic golden idol from the beginning or Raiders of the Lost Ark is back, in 

vinyl bank form! Measuring approximately 8 inches tall, this realis1c bank is made of high-quality 

vinyl, with a coin slot on the back and a removable plug on the boTom. Giant boulder not included! 

It comes packaged in a full-color window box. (STL276768) Available Now!  (4667/84774) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New 

Zealand 

Item           SRP: $39.99 

 

APR242554 

O/A IRON GIANT GALLERY SUPERMAN PVC STATUE (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! For the 20th anniversary of the movie, the Iron Giant gets all heroic 

in the first-ever Gallery Diorama based on the classic animated film! Measuring approximately 10 

inches tall, this sculpture is craVed of high-quality PVC and features detailed sculp1ng and paint 

details. Packaged in a full-color window box. Designed by Joe Allard. (STL139827) Available Now!  

(4667) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada and EMEA 

(Europe, Middle East, Africa) 

Item           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242555 

O/A KINGDOM HEARTS III PLAY ARTS KAI RIKU AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Square Enix. Riku, the keyblade wielder from the Kingdom Hearts series, makes his appearance 

in the PLAY ARTS KAI line based on his design from Kingdom Hearts III!  Includes addi1onal hand 

parts and Riku's iconic Keyblade, Braveheart, making it possible to replicate iconic poses. Figure 

includes display stand. (STL234926) Available Now!  (1089/STL234926) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $189.99 

 

APR242556 

O/A KINGDOM HEARTS III PLAY ARTS KAI SORA VER2 DLX AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Square Enix. Sora, the main protagonist of Kingdom Hearts III, makes an appearance in the 

PLAY ARTS KAI line with a completely new sculpt! In addi1on to the brushed-up modeling, he 

features the metallic crown mo1f necklace. The face parts are vividly colored and have detailed 

expressions. Includes alternate hand parts and Sora's iconic Kingdom Key Keyblade. Addi1onally, the 



Deluxe version comes with two extra face parts, one with a smiling face and the other with a baTle 

face, as well as the Shoo1ng Star and Ul1ma Weapon Keyblades. This is a must-have item for fans 

who want to reenact various scenes from the game. Figure includes display stand. (STL234925) 

Available Now!  (1089/STL234925) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $209.99 

 

APR242557 

LORD OF THE RINGS SAURON 1:1 SCALE ART MASK (C: 0-1-2) 

From Pure Arts Limited. The maker of the One Ring is back to claim his precious! Who beTer from 

the Lord of the Rings Series to feature than the Dark Lord Himself? This Massive 1/1 scale detailed 

sculpt of Sauron's Helmet comes with a full Barad-dûr replica moun1ng stand. With LED glowing lava 

effects and an LED Eye of Sauron that can be see through the mask, this is a replica that Lord of the 

Rings fans won't want to miss! (STL227784)  (3617/PA002LOL) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, 

Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $899.00 

 

APR242558 

O/A MEGA MAN & ROCKMAN 11 VER PLASTIC MODEL KIT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Kotobukiya. Experience the ul1mate power-up with Mega Man: Mega Man 11 Ver./Rockman -

Rockman 11 Ver.! This plas1c model kit celebrates over 10 years since the release of Mega Man and 

incorporates advanced techniques from the Mega Man X series. Easy to assemble with pre-painted 

parts, this kit brings Mega Man to life just as he appears in the game. With enhanced ar1cula1on, 

including pop-out features in the chest and arms, Mega Man can achieve a wider range of mo1on 

and more natural poses. The kit includes interchangeable face parts, Buster, Charge Shot effect parts, 

hands, a helmetless head, and more, allowing you to recreate iconic scenes from the game. With 

compa1bility for Kotobukiya's M.S.G series bases, you can display Mega Man in dynamic ac1on 

poses. (STL281735) Available Now!  (4898/KP607) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed 

Item           SRP: $69.99 

 

APR242559 

O/A MUPPETS DLX BACKSTAGE AF BOX SET (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! It's 1me to get things started again! Looking to fill gaps in your 

Muppets collec1on, or just give them a place to hang out between shows? Then you need the 

Muppets Ac1on Figures Backstage Box Set! Made to look like the backstage area of the Muppet 

Theater, this box set of ac1on figures includes Kermit, Fozzie (with hat), Gonzo, Scooter, Mahna 

Mahna and Bean Bunny! Each ac1on figure features mul1ple points of ar1cula1on. Packaged in a 

full-color window box. (STL216384) Available Now!  (4667/84740) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 

US, Canada, and US territories 



Item           SRP: $90.00 

 

APR242560 

NINTENDO 2-1/2IN LIMITED ARTICULATION AF WV44 ASST (C: 

From Jakks Pacific. Jakks Pacific presents World of Nintendo 2 1/2" Ar1culated Figures featuring your 

favorite characters from classic Nintendo videogames! Featuring limited ar1cula1on, these figures 

are perfect for both play and display. Collect Hammer Bro, Toad, Goomba, Yoshi, and Mario. 

(STL300357)  (4301/421224) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in US, Canada, and US territories 

Item           SRP: $5.99 

 

APR242561 

O/A RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK DLX GALLERY ESCAPE W/IDOL PVC STATUE 

Run for your life, Indiana! In this all-new Gallery Diorama, Doctor Jones sprints past launching 

arrows, idol in hand, racing against 1me as the tunnel caves in behind him. Standing approximately 

10 inches tall, this sculpture is made of high-quality PVC and comes packaged in a full-color window 

box. (STL276772) Available Now!  (4667/84632) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST - Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, 

Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand 

Item           SRP: $80.00 

 

APR242562 

PACIFIC RIM JAEGER WV1 CHERNO ALPHA AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 

English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303248)  (8348/14736) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242563 

PACIFIC RIM JAEGER WV1 CRIMSON TYPHOON AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 

English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303251)  (8348/14738) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242564 



PACIFIC RIM JAEGER WV1 GIPSY DANGER AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 

English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303250)  (8348/14737) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242565 

PACIFIC RIM JAEGER WV1 STRIKER EUREKA AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 

English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303253)  (8348/14739) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242566 

PACIFIC RIM KAIJU WV1 KNIFEHEAD AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 

English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303255)  (8348/14747) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242567 

PACIFIC RIM KAIJU WV1 LEATHERBACK AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 

English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303256)  (8348/14748) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242568 

PACIFIC RIM KAIJU WV1 OTACHI AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 



English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303257)  (8348/14749) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242569 

PACIFIC RIM KAIJU WV1 RAIJU AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From TMP/McFarlane's Toys. Each incredibly detailed 4" scale figure based on Pacific Rim includes 

rebuildable tower, street sec1on and two vehicles! Comes packaged in an a blister pack with an 

English version Pacific Rim comic. (STL303254)  (8348/14746) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories 

Item           SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242570 

O/A RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK LEGENDS 3D INDIANA JONES 1/2 SCALE B 

Call him Doctor Jones! Dr. Henry Jones, Jr. wears his iconic hat and leather jacket in this 1/2 scale 

resin bust. Measuring approximately 10 inches tall atop a golden pillar with a coiled whip at its base, 

this detailed portrait is limited to only 1000 pieces, and comes packaged in a full-color box with a 

numbered cer1ficate of authen1city. (STL276761) Available Now!  (4667/84792) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: DST 

- Avail in US, Canada, EMEA, Japan, S. Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, Australia, & New Zealand 

Item           SRP: $200.00 

 

APR242571 

O/A ROCKMAN X MEGA MAN X 2ND ARMOR DOUBLE CHARGE SHOT MDL KIT (N 

From Kotobukiya. Immerse yourself in the world of Mega Man X with the Second Armor Double 

Charge Shot Version Model Kit. This special version of X from Mega Man X2 features a pearl and 

metallic recoloring, capturing the charge up effect. The kit includes new large effect parts to recreate 

X's powerful Double Charge Shot and the iconic Shoryuken move. With three interchangeable face 

parts, a Buster Cannon, and various hand parts, you can pose X in different dynamic ways. The model 

is compa1ble with bases from Kotobukiya's M.S.G series, and its parts are interchangeable with the 

previously sold Mega Man X X kit. This mul1-colored plas1c kit is perfect for fans and builders of all 

levels. (STL281115) Available Now!  (4898/KP576) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Same as Deny 233, but with 

Mexico allowed 

Item           SRP: $69.99 

 

APR242572 

O/A REBEL MOON SERIES 1 AF ASST (C: 1-1-2) 



A Diamond Select Toys release! The sci-fi event of the year is almost here! Zack Snyder’s sure-to-be-

epic Rebel Moon movie is ge]ng ready to launch on NePlix, and DST is launching a new series of 

ac1on figures to celebrate! The first series includes warrior Nemesis and robot Jimmy, and each 1/10 

scale ac1on figure features mul1ple points of ar1cula1on, as well as character-specific accessories. 

They come packed in full-color window boxes. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL296879) 

Available Now!  (4667/885278) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242573 

REBEL MOON SERIES 1 NEMESIS AF (C: 1-1-2) 

A Diamond Select Toys release! The sci-fi event of the year is almost here! Zack Snyder's sure-to-be-

epic Rebel Moon movie is ge]ng ready to launch on NePlix, and DST is launching a new series of 

ac1on figures to celebrate! The first series includes warrior Nemesis, and this 1/10 scale ac1on figure 

features mul1ple points of ar1cula1on, as well as character-specific accessories. She comes packed in 

full-color window boxes. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios! (STL298154)  (4667) (C: 1-1-2 

Item           SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242574 

O/A SIMPSONS ULTIMATES DEEP SPACE HOMER AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. Inspired by The Simpsons episode Deep Space Homer, this made-to-order 7" fully 

ar1culated ULTIMATES! figure comes with interchangeable heads and hands, and a variety of 

accessories, including the inanimate carbon rod. Each ULTIMATES! figure comes packaged in a deluxe 

slip-case window box. Collect the whole first wave of The Simpsons ULTIMATES! figures! (STL208690) 

Available Now!  (5577/UL-SIMPW01-DSH-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242575 

O/A SIMPSONS ULTIMATES MOE AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. This made-to-order 7” fully ar1culated figure of Moe, Springfield’s favorite bartender, 

comes with interchangeable heads and hands, and accessories that highlight his endeavors, including 

a Flaming Moe and panda. Each ULTIMATES! figure comes packaged in a deluxe slip-case window 

box. Collect the whole first wave of The Simpsons ULTIMATES! figures! (STL208694) Available Now!  

(5577/UL-SIMPW01-MOE-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242576 

O/A THREEZERO X HASBRO GI JOE FIREFLY 1/6 SCALE AF (C: 0-1 



From Threezero. Following in threezero and Hasbro's 1/6-scale G.I. Joe series is the COBRA Saboteur 

Firefly! Firefly is an explosives expert and an accomplished pilot who is known for ge]ng the job 

done. Standing 12" tall, the 1/6-scale Firefly collec1ble figure features the threezero standard fully-

ar1culated body with 22 points of ar1cula1on and a carefully replicated tailored costuming with 

finely-detailed camouflage paTern, plus tac1cal goggles, fa1gue jacket, shoulder pads, arm guards 

with sheath, tac1cal harness, u1lity belt with holster, fa1gue pants, kneepads and tac1cal boots. The 

figure includes a detailed Firefly head-sculpt, sub-machine gun, pistol, combat knife, hand grenades, 

magne1c detonators, 1me bomb, biochemical bomb, backpack, and four sets of interchangeable 

hands. The combat knife can be sheathed in the right arm guard, and the magne1c detonators can 

be aTached to the leV thigh armor for storage. (STL233484) Available Now!  (2026/3Z03480W0) (C: 

0-1-0 

Item           SRP: $169.00 

 

APR242577 

TRANSFORMERS ULTIMATES W4 DEAD OPTIMUS PRIME AF (C: 1- 

From Super7. Op1mus has made the ul1mate sacrifice, and the Matrix of Leadership will soon pass 

on to the next Prime who will con1nue to guide the Autobots in their fight against the evil 

Decep1cons! This 7" scale highly ar1culated, intricately detailed Transformers ULTIMATES! figure of 

Fallen Leader Op1mus Prime is inspired by his emo1onal-damage-inflic1ng death in The 

Transformers: The Movie and features a new grayscale baTle-damaged torso with cartoon-accurate 

matrix storage chamber inside his chest, and comes with mul1ple interchangeable hands, his blaster, 

and the Matrix of Leadership. (STL239884)  (5577/UL-TRANW04-OPT-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries 

actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242578 

TRANSFORMERS ULTIMATES W4 STARSCREAM AF (C: 1-1-2) 

From Super7. With teammates like Starscream, who needs enemies? Treacherous, power-hungry, 

and ambi1ous, Starscream oVen manages to sabotage Decep1con plans in pursuit of his own 

agenda. This 7” scale highly ar1culated, intricately detailed Transformers ULTIMATES! figure of 

Starscream is inspired by its G1 appearance and comes with mul1ple interchangeable heads & hands 

as well as a variety of accessories, including an Energon cube and Megatron gun. (STL239885)  

(5577/UL-TRANW04-STA-) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually denied 

Item           SRP: $55.00 

 

APR242579 

TRANSFORMERS AUTOBOTS KAWAII PIN SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Icon Heroes. Get ready to show off your love for the Autobots with this limited edi1on, 

individually numbered pin set! Featuring Op1mus Prime, Grimlock, and Bumblebee, these cute 



(kawaii) collec1ble pins will make a great addi1on to any fan's collec1on. Get yours before they're 

gone! (STL282373)  (1624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan 

Item           SRP: $35.00 

 

APR242580 

TRANSFORMERS DECEPTICONS KAWAII PIN SET (C: 1-1-2) 

From Icon Heroes. Get ready to experience total awesomeness with the Decep1cons Pins Set! It's a 

limited edi1on, individually numbered collec1on of the greatest villains from Transformers - 

Megatron, Starscream, and Soundwave - brought to life in this cute (kawaii) set of pins. Let your 

inner geek shine and show your love for Decep1cons with this must-have collec1on! (STL282372)  

(1624) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan 

Item           SRP: $35.00 

 

GAMES & PUZZLES 

 

BANDAI CO., LTD 

 

APR242581 

BATTLE SPIRITS SAGA TCG SET 5 STRANGERS BOOSTER (24CT) BSS05 

Double color cards, with symbols of two colors, arrive on the scene. Double color cards include not 

just spirits, but nexuses and magic as well. The new keyword effect Chain also makes it easier to 

construct mul1-color decks, opening up a whole new range of strategies. The envoys who appear in 

the story possess a special Astral power, which is also featured in the gameplay. Astral is an 

extremely powerful keyword effect that makes it so that a spirit can only be blocked by another spirit 

with Astral. The addi1on of Astral to the game will make strategies that target a players life become 

stronger than before. Double color cards for Red/Purple, Purple/Yellow, Yellow/White, White/Green, 

Green/Blue, and Blue/Red are included. By combining these with cards from BSS01 BSS04 and CB01, 

you can construct even more powerful decks. Con1nuing the collabora1ons of BSS04 and CB01, 

BSS05 also includes Evangelion collabora1on cards. These are BSS05 cards featuring special 

Evangelion card art. Kenji Watanabe, illustrator and character designer for Digimon, designed the 

main character for this set. (STL316192) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC (BAN 2741323)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242582 

ONE PIECE TCG 3D2Y STARTER DECK DISPLAY (6CT) (ST-14)  

This deck showcases the Straw Hat Crew and their two years of individual training following the 

Summit War. In addi1on to members of the Straw Hat Crew, this deck introduces new Characters, 



such as Haredas and Heracles! This release is packed with cards that perform best with high-cost 

allies. Increase the cost of Characters on your field to unleash an imposing new tac1c that will shake 

up gameplay in the One Piece Card Game. Comes with 5 holographic cards! Leader cards are 

holo+textured foil. Newcomers can easily pick up the One Piece Card Game with this product! Cards 

from this deck can also be combined with previously released cards to build a variety of decks. 

(STL311763) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Deck, FC (BAN 2745325)            SRP: PI  

 

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR242583 

CZ PLUS DARK KNIGHTS METAL TCG 12CT DIS (C: 1-1-2) 

The iconic Batman comic book series becomes a trading card set that goes Dark! Batman uncovers 

the Dark Mul1verse, in the process unleashing the Dark Knights, seven evil versions of himself, 

including The Batman Who Laughs. Cryptozoic's first CZPlus premium trading card release showcases 

new Brilliance Cards: cu]ng edge variants printed on foil substrate with different colors of Deco Foil 

and crash-numbering. Rare The Batman Who Laughs Brilliance Cards each have a unique black 

symbol and are one of a kind. In addi1on, CZPlus Dark Nights: Metal features a 63-card Base Set with 

intense imagery from the comic books, four uniquely themed Chase Sets, one-of-one Sketch Cards, 

and randomly-inserted single, Dual, and Triple Autograph Cards with on-card signatures from fan-

favorite writers, inkers, and illustrators. (STL316248) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Pack, FC           SRP: PI  

 

GOODMAN GAMES LLC 

 

APR242584 

DCC LANKHMAR #15 HOUSE OF JADE & SHADOW SC (C: 1-1-2) 

(W) Marzio Muscedere (A) Doug Kovacs 

Goodman Games presents The House of Jade and Shadow for DCC Lankhmar. A mysterious noble 

arrives in Lankhmar, the City of Ten Thousand Smokes, claiming to possess the secrets of eternal 

youth. But are his elaborate feasts the path to immortality or a mask that hides a more sinister goal? 

DCCL #15: The House of Jade and Shadow is a 24-page adventure intended for 1st level characters. It 

features a unique magical item that assumes many powers depending on how the pieces of the 

object are assembled. Judges and players looking to delve into the world of Lankhmar's noble class 

will find this adventure the perfect gateway into society's upper 1ers. (STL317975) (C: 1-1-2) 

Adventure Book, 24pgs, FC (GMG5230)            SRP: $9.99 

 



APR242585 

PROTECTORATE OF JENULANE SC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Nick Baran (A) MaT S1kker 

Standing proudly at the top of a rising craggy knoll, the Tower of House Jenulane was once a bas1on 

of strength and protec1on for the surrounding lands. The Protectorate, a chivalric knighthood 

gathered around House Jenulane, are bearers of the word of Gorhan the Helmed Vengeance. For 

genera1ons they held encroaching dangers at bay, rising to the occasion when evil actors took root in 

the region. Sadly, corrup1on has set in and the Protectorate no longer lives up to its name, nor its 

noble mission. Many stories remain to be told about the Tower of House Jenulane. Here you will 

par1cipate in its return to prominence...or you will bear witness to its fall. The Protectorate of 

Jenulane is an adventure module designed for 1 character, levels 0-2. This adventure includes 6 

detailed NPCs, 8 new monsters, 20 rumors, a detailed mini-sandbox loca1on, and the 12 variable 

encounters that form The Path of the Valorous. The adventure also includes 8 adventure hooks to 

draw Tower Jenulane and its inhabitants into a larger campaign. (STL317977) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, SC, 48pgs, FC (GMGBPX-DC002)            SRP: $20.00 

 

APR242586 

SCALES OF HYPER VISOR GOD HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Sean Richer (A) Zach Hazard Vaupen 

A paranoid, conspiracy laden, stand-alone adventure for Levels 1-6+ for Dungeon Crawl Classics. Visit 

"Mercy of Angels," a Town in the woods rife with Problems. Trek through the ShaTered Woods 

escaping goliath dryads. Crawl across The Capitol avoiding all the strange denizens that inhabit it. 

Finally taking the endless dive into the Mega-Dungeon—chasing a man who dared to touch a God. 

All 1ed together with a Conspiracy that constantly warps as the world becomes more and less 

ra1onal; unable to explain itself. (STL317979) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, HC, 250pgs, FC (GMG 3P281)            SRP: $74.99 

 

APR242587 

TALES FROM SMOKING WRYM SC #8 (C: 0-1-2) 

(W/A)  Various 

Tales from the Smoking Wyrm is a fanzine inspired not just by the roleplaying game Dungeon Crawl 

Classics (DCC), but also by the wondrous fanzines of the past 40 years! While we focus on DCC, the 

material produced can be easily translated into any Old School Renaissance (OSR) system, or even 

5th edi1on D&D. The eighth issue contains eight features, usable by both players and judges, 

Addi1onal Birth Augurs—While the DCC RPG provides a lot of birth augurs, Brian Gilkison has few 

that were missed, and so we share them with you in this niVy ar1cle on the topic! Jinn Adversaries—

Jinn... Their names are whispered in legend, lamps are rubbed in hopefulness of dreams fulfilled, and 

their realms are places of mystery and the roiling chaos of the first plane rolled into one. In this 



ar1cle, Khaldoun Khelil details Jinn as adversaries in all their glory and magnificent depth!  These are 

foes unlike any your characters have faced before! And much more! (STL318007) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, 5x8, 60pgs, FC (SWM009)            SRP: $20.00 

 

GREEN RONIN PUBLISHING 

 

APR242588 

O/A ORK RPG SECOND ED 

(W) Jon Leitheusser & Various 

Shut up! You am Ork! Enter the bone-cracking World of Orkdom with Ork: The Roleplaying Game. 

This new edi1on is the standalone, streamlined roleplaying game of orkish mayhem: a "beer and 

pretzels" game where monstrous, hilarious adventure maTers more than rules and tables. Claw your 

way out of the Gunk Pit, earn your name with acts of spectacular violence, and bring terror to the 

Squishy Man villages in the name of Almighty Krom. Includes a blood-soaked combat system, other, 

lesser rules, and a complete series of adventures to take your orks from nameless youth to sharp-

toothed, unholy terrors — if you can avoid the wrath of Krom. Being a monster has never been such 

fun! (STL052978) 

Sourcebook, SC, 8x11, 128pgs (GRR4502)            SRP: $29.95 

 

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT 

 

APR242589 

YU GI OH TCG BATTLES OF LEGEND BOOSTER DIS (24CT) (C: 0-1-2) 

BaTles of Legend: Terminal Revenge combines the storytelling of the Hidden Arsenal series with its 

own signature blend of foil-ups for popular cards, and gives Duelists another shot at tournament-

level cards. Combined, it's a can't miss, all-foil Summer Dueling blockbuster! (STL318031) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Pack, FC (KON 86518)            SRP: $4.49 

 

PAIZO INC 

 

APR242590 

PATHFINDER RPG PATHFINDER MONSTER CORE POCKET ED (P2) (C: 0- 

(W) Logan Bonner & Various 



Pathfinder Monster Core is the defini1ve monster rulebook for the fully remastered Pathfinder 

Second Edi1on RPG! These rules are compa1ble with previous Pathfinder Second Edi1on rulebooks, 

incorpora1ng comprehensive errata and rules updates and some of the best addi1ons from later 

books into new, easier-to-access volumes with new presenta1ons inspired by years of player 

feedback. Along with the Player Core, GM Core, and Player Core 2, these books provide a new 

founda1on for the future of tabletop gaming! The pocket edi1on presents the same contents as the 

standard edi1on in a smaller sized soVcover for a lower price and beTer portability. (STL316276) (C: 

0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, SC, 8.5x11, 376pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242591 

PATHFINDER ADV PATH WARDENS OF WILDWOOD (P2) VOL 03 (OF 3) ( 

(W) Mike Kimmel, John Compton 

Having neutralized the enemy's new weapons, the PCs and their allies assault the Wildwood Lodge 

directly to oust its murderous despot. Yet aVer recrui1ng local allies and besieging living fortresses, 

they discover their foe has fled to an unfamiliar realm: the Plane of Wood. The PCs pursue, arriving in 

an elemental town that is all too familiar with the Wildwood Lodge's trickery. The PCs must earn the 

inhabitants' trust and inves1gate their foe's final gambit before giving chase into a blighted 

wilderness and aver1ng an invasion that could devastate the Verduran Forest. "Shepherd of Decay" is 

a wilderness-themed Pathfinder adventure for four 11th-level characters. The adventure concludes 

the Wardens of Wildwood Adventure Path. (STL316278) (C: 0-1-2) 

Adventure Book, SC, 96pgs, FC (3 of 3)           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242592 

PATHFINDER MONSTER CORE PAWN BOX (P2) (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Paizo Publishing 

The fearsome foes of the Pathfinder Monster Core come alive on your tabletop with this collec1on of 

more than 450 creature pawns for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game or any tabletop fantasy 

RPG! Printed on sturdy cardstock, each double-sided pawn contains a beau1ful full-color image of a 

monstrous friend or foe from the Pathfinder Monster Core. The pawns slot into size-appropriate 

plas1c bases included in the box, making them easy to mix with tradi1onal metal or plas1c 

miniatures, bringing your Pathfinder campaign to stunning life! (STL316277) (C: 0-1-2) 

Game Accessory, SC, 8.5x11, FC           SRP: $74.99 

 

APR242593 

PATHFINDER FLIP-MAT BASIC ENVIRONMENTS MULTI-PACK (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Jason Engle, Stephen Radney-MacFarland 



With the Pathfinder Flip-Mat: Basic Environments Mul1-Pack, you can focus on what maTers the 

most: the ac1on in your game. A special coa1ng on each Flip-Mat allows you to use wet erase, dry 

erase, AND permanent markers with ease! Removing permanent ink is easy-simply trace over any 

permanent mark with a dry erase marker, wait 10 seconds, then wipe off both marks with a dry cloth 

or paper towel. This set includes two flip mats, each measuring 24" × 30" unfolded, and 8" x 10" 

folded. (STL316279) (C: 0-1-2) 

Game Accessory, SC, 8x10, 36pgs, FC           SRP: $29.99 

 

APR242594 

STARFINDER RPG CORE RULEBOOK HC 

(W) James L. SuTer & Various 

Blast off into a galaxy of adventure with the Starfinder Roleplaying Game! Step into your powered 

armor and grab your magic-infused laser rifle as you inves1gate the mysteries of a weird universe 

with your bold starship crew. Will you delve for lost ar1facts in the ruins of alien temples? Strap on 

rune-enhanced armor and a laser rifle to baTle undead empires in fleets of bone ships, or defend 

colonists from a swarm of ravenous monsters? Whether you're making first contact with new 

cultures on uncharted worlds or figh1ng to survive in the neon-lit back alleys of Absalom Sta1on, you 

and your team will need all your wits, combat skill, and magic to make it through. This massive 528-

page hardcover rulebook is the essen1al centerpiece of the Starfinder Roleplaying Game, with rules 

for character crea1on, magic, gear, and more. (STL045365) (JUN173371) 

Sourcebook, HC, 9x12, 528pgs, FC           SRP: $59.99 

 

APR242595 

O/A STARFINDER RPG STARFINDER ENHANCED HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W)  Various 

Enhance your Starfinder experience with this invaluable game resource covering all aspects of the 

Starfinder rules! From totally revised fundamentals like core classes and starship combat to brand-

new systems for expanding the way you play, this 192-page hardcover rules resource offers fresh 

ideas while s1ll blending with the exis1ng system. With Starfinder Enhanced at hand, you’ll be ready 

for the countless challenges of infinite space! (STL271854) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 192pgs, FC           SRP: $44.99 

 

RENEGADE GAME STUDIO 

 

APR242596 

GI JOE AXIS & ALLIES BATTLE FOR ARTIC CIRCLE BOARD GAME (C:  



Cobra has established a base at the North Pole and threatens the world with its Weather Dominator! 

Only G.I. Joe is ready and able to defeat these forces without drawing the en1re world into a larger 

conflict. Admiral Keel-Haul and Snow Job lead the Joes against the aggressive forces of Cobra, led by 

Cobra Commander and Destro! This game contains over 100 plas1c miniatures and has classic Axis & 

Allies gameplay with G.I. JOE twist! The Air, Land, and Sea of the Arc1c Circle is the baTlefield. Are 

you ready for a fight? (STL314239) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game, FC (RGS 02667)            SRP: $60.00 

 

ROLL FOR COMBAT 

 

APR242597 

BATTLEZOO ELDAMON (5E) HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Stephen Glicker & Various (A) Firat Solhan, Ameur Makhloufi 

Befriend, train, baTle, and evolve over 160 dis1nc1ve elemental monsters in your 5th Edi1on or 

Pathfinder 2nd Edi1on game. Anyone can befriend an eldamon and bring them along, but with the 

new eldamon trainer class, you can use them to baTle monsters. And with the elemental avatar 

class, you can embody an eldamon's elemental powers within your own body! (STL285969) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 240pgs, FC           SRP: $69.99 

 

APR242598 

BATTLEZOO ELDAMON (PATHFINDER 2) HC (C: 0-1-2) 

(W) Stephen Glicker, Mark SeiVer (A) Firat Solhan, Ameur Makhloufi 

Befriend, train, baTle, and evolve over 160 dis1nc1ve elemental monsters in your Pathfinder 2nd 

Edi1on game. Anyone can befriend an eldamon and bring them along, but with the new eldamon 

trainer class, you can use them to baTle monsters. And with the elemental avatar class, you can 

embody an eldamon's elemental powers within your own body! (STL285967) (C: 0-1-2) 

Sourcebook, HC, 240pgs, FC           SRP: $69.99 

 

APR242599 

O/A BATTLEZOO BESTIARY (5E) HC 

(W) Stephen Glicker & Various (A) Ameur Makhloufi, Sebas1an Rodriguez 

Explore over 100 award-winning monsters for 5th Edi1on and Pathfinder Second Edi1on from the 

2020 RPG Superstar Contest. Inside, you'll find the monster mage, who learns spells from defeated 

monsters, ves1ge hunters, who gain the powers of their fallen foes, and new backgrounds related to 

monster hun1ng. Finally, upgrade your game's craVing with monster parts using the extensive and 

flexible new subsystem that fits in seamlessly with the game's economy. (STL283590) 



176pgs           SRP: $49.99 

 

APR242600 

O/A BATTLEZOO BESTIARY (PATHFINDER 2E) HC 

(W) Mark SeiVer (A) Firat Solhan, Ameur Makhloufi 

Explore over 100 award-winning monsters for Pathfinder Second Edi1on from the 2020 RPG 

Superstar Contest. Inside, you'll find the monster mage, who learns spells from defeated monsters, 

ves1ge hunters, who gain the powers of their fallen foes, and new backgrounds related to monster 

hun1ng. Finally, upgrade your game's craVing with monster parts using the extensive and flexible 

new subsystem that fits in seamlessly with the game's economy. (STL283583) 

136pgs           SRP: $49.99 

 

SIRIUS DICE 

 

APR242601 

MERMAID D20 NECKLACE (C: 1-1-2) 

Immerse yourself in the enchan1ng world of fantasy with Sirius Dice's Mermaid D20 Necklace, a 

must-have accessory for tabletop gamers and mermaid enthusiasts! Mermaid Magic: A mermaid 

pendant cradles a Snowglobe D20 at its center, marrying style with tabletop gaming. Spellbinding 

Cascade: Mesmerizing blue and green gliTer tumble in a cap1va1ng cascade within the free-spinning 

die, adding an extra touch of magic to your ensemble. Magical Precision: The detachable and rollable 

D20 is adorned with sharp edges, ensuring magically precise rolls for your gaming adventures. 

(STL316121) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Necklace (SDZ 0022-02)            SRP: $30.00 

 

APR242602 

RPG DICE SET 7 ILLUSORY STONE GRANITE (C: 1-1-2) 

Dice wizardry at its best! The Illusory Stone 7-set polyhedral dice collec1on gives the aesthe1c allure 

of stone with the lightweight and tac1le sensa1on of resin! Every set showcases intricate glyphs and 

numbers with vintage charm. (STL316127) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Dice Set (SDZ 0023-03)            SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242603 

RPG DICE SET 7 ILLUSORY STONE PURPLE AGATE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Sirus Dice. Dice wizardry at its best! – The Illusory Stone 7-set polyhedral dice collec1on gives 

the aesthe1c allure of stone with the lightweight and tac1le sensa1on of resin! Every set showcases 



intricate glyphs and numbers with vintage charm. (STL316124) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Dice Set (SDZ 0023-01)            SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242604 

RPG DICE SET 7 ILLUSORY STONE SANDSTONE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Sirus Dice. Dice wizardry at its best! – The Illusory Stone 7-set polyhedral dice collec1on gives 

the aesthe1c allure of stone with the lightweight and tac1le sensa1on of resin! Every set showcases 

intricate glyphs and numbers with vintage charm. (STL316125) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Dice Set (SDZ 0023-02)            SRP: $24.99 

 

APR242605 

RPG DICE SET 7 MAGIC MUSHROOM (C: 1-1-2) 

Embark on RPG adventures with Sirius Dice's 7-piece polyhedral dice set collec1on. CraVed from 

resin, these precision dice feature enchan1ng mushroom mo1fs, adding a touch of magic to your 

tabletop quests. Elevate your RPG experience with this stylish and charming set, perfect for fellow 

adventurers and mushroom lovers! (STL316114) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Dice Set (SDZ 0024-02)            SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242606 

RPG DICE SET 7 MUSHROOM VILLAGE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Sirus Dice. Embark on RPG adventures with the Mushroom 7-piece polyhedral dice set 

collec1on. CraVed from resin, these precision dice feature enchan1ng mushroom mo1fs, adding a 

touch of magic to your tabletop quests. Elevate your RPG experience with this stylish and charming 

set – the perfect giV for fellow adventurers and mushroom lovers! (STL316099) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Dice Set (SDZ 0024-01)            SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242607 

RPG DICE SET 7 POWER MUSHROOM (C: 1-1-2) 

From Sirus Dice. Embark on RPG adventures with the Mushroom 7-piece polyhedral dice set 

collec1on. CraVed from resin, these precision dice feature enchan1ng mushroom mo1fs, adding a 

touch of magic to your tabletop quests. Elevate your RPG experience with this stylish and charming 

set – the perfect giV for fellow adventurers and mushroom lovers! (STL316118) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 



Dice Set (SDZ 0024-03)            SRP: $19.99 

 

APR242608 

RPG DICE SET 7 SHARP AQUA FAIRY (C: 1-1-2) 

A must-have addi1on to your gaming arsenal, promising magical moments for both seasoned 

dungeon masters and adventurous newcomers alike for any role playing game, these 7-set sharp-

edged dice features vibrant resin holding gliTer and iridescent foil within. Also comes packaged in a 

flat-boTom tube, so you can easily carry them! (STL316120) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US 

and territories. 

Dice Set (SDZ 0014-08)            SRP: $25.00 

 

APR242609 

RPG DICE SET 7 SHARP PURPLE FAIRY (C: 1-1-2) 

From Sirus Dice. Delve into mys1cal realms with the Fairy 7-piece polyhedral dice set collec1on. A 

must-have addi1on to your gaming arsenal, promising magical moments for both seasoned dungeon 

masters and adventurous newcomers alike for any role playing game. This 7-set sharp-edged dice 

features vibrant resin holding gliTer and iridescent foil within. Also comes packaged in a flat-boTom 

tube, so you can easily carry them! (STL316119) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Dice Set (SDZ 0014-07)            SRP: $25.00 

 

ULTRA PRO INTERNATIONAL 

 

APR242610 

D&D QUESTS INFINITE STAIRCASE PLAYMAT STANDARD ART (C: 

Playmats featuring popular Dungeons & Dragons artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316214) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38569)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242611 

D&D QUESTS INFINITE STAIRCASE BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Black S1tched Playmats featuring popular Dungeons Dragons artwork. 

Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to 



keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. The s1tched 

edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat 

also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316217) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38570)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242612 

D&D VECNA EVE OF RUIN PLAYMAT STANDARD ART (C: 1-1-2) 

Playmats featuring popular Dungeons & Dragons artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316212) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38461)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242613 

D&D VECNA EVE OF RUIN BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT ALL ART ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Black S1tched Playmats featuring popular Dungeons Dragons artwork. 

Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to 

keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. The s1tched 

edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat 

also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316213) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38462)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242614 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX A (C: 1-1-2) 

100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color artwork and includes a deck 

divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, you can store up to 100 

double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards securely stored when not 

in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. (STL315055) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38522)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242615 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX B (C: 1-1-2) 



From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315056) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38523)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242616 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX C (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315057) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38524)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242617 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX D (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315058) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38525)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242618 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX BLACK (C: 1-1-2) 

100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color artwork and includes a deck 

divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, you can store up to 100 

double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards securely stored when not 

in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. (STL315061) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38528)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242619 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX BLUE (C: 1-1-2) 



From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315060) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38527)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242620 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX GREEN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315063) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38530)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242621 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX MULTI (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315065) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38531)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242622 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX RED (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315062) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38529)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242623 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK BOX WHITE (C: 1-1-2) 



From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100+ Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color 

artwork and includes a deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

you can store up to 100 double-sleeved cards with confidence. The self-locking lid keeps your cards 

securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading cards. 

(STL315059) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38526)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242624 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES A (C: 

100-Count Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color artwork and 

are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent peeling. Archival-safe 

polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. Sized for standard size 

trading cards measuring 2 1/2" x 3 1/2". The maTe finish offers a glare-free, camera ready play 

experience! (STL315026) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38510)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242625 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES B (C:  

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315029) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38511)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242626 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES C (C:  

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315031) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38512)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242627 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100+ DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES D (C:  



From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315032) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38513)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242628 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES BLACK 

100-Count Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color artwork and 

are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent peeling. Archival-safe 

polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. Sized for standard size 

trading cards measuring 2 1/2" x 3 1/2". The maTe finish offers a glare-free, camera ready play 

experience! (STL315041) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38516)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242629 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES BLUE  

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315038) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38515)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242630 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES GREEN 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315050) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38518)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242631 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES MULTI 



From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315052) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38519)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242632 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES RED ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315043) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38517)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242633 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 100CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES WHITE 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 100ct Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature a 

vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our proprietary ChromaFusion Technology to prevent 

peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. 

Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2.5 in. x 3.5 in. The maTe finish offers a glare-free, 

camera ready play experience! (STL315036) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38514)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242634 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 105CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES ARTIST 1 (N 

The 105ct APEX Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature vibrant Bloomburrow art 

from the trading card game. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your cards 

with confidence. Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2 1/2" x 3 1/2". The gloss clear front 

lets your foil cards shine! (STL315053) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38520)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242635 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 105CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES SYMBOL (Net 

The 105-Count APEX Deck Protector sleeves for Magic: The Gathering feature vibrant Bloomburrow 

art from the trading card game. Archival-safe polypropylene materials ensure you can sleeve your 



cards with confidence. Sized for standard size trading cards measuring 2 1/2" x 3 1/2". The gloss clear 

front lets your foil cards shine! (STL315054) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38521)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242636 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 4 POCKET PRO BINDER (C: 1-1-2) 

PRO-Binders for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-art cover and elas1c strap closure. Side-

loading pockets and low-fric1on material help keep cards in place. Up to 160 cards can be stored 

safely in the 4-Pocket binder, 480 cards in the 12-Pocket binder, in archival-safe, acid-free, non-PVC 

pages. (STL315072) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Binder (UPI 38535)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242637 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 12 POCKET PRO BINDER (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 12-Pocket PRO-Binders for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-

art cover and elas1c strap closure. Side-loading pockets and low-fric1on material help keep cards in 

place. Up to 480 cards can be stored safely in archival-safe, acid-free, non-PVC pages. (STL315074) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Binder (UPI 38537)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242638 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 6FT TABLE PLAYMAT (C: 1-1-2) 

Table Playmats for Magic: The Gathering provide a soV fabric play surface which helps protect cards 

during gameplay. The non-slip rubber backing helps keep the Table Playmat from shiVing during use. 

The 6-foot playmat measures approximately 72" x 30", while the 8-foot playmat measures 90" x 30". 

(STL315084) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38543)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242639 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 8FT TABLE PLAYMAT (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 8V Table Playmats for Magic: The Gathering provide a soV fabric play 

surface which helps protect cards during gameplay. The non-slip rubber backing helps keep the Table 

Playmat from shiVing during use. Measures approximately 90 in. x 30 in. (STL315085) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38544)            SRP: PI  

 



APR242640 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 9 POCKET PREMIUM ZIPPERED PRO BINDER (Ne 

9-Pocket Premium Zippered PRO-Binders for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-art cover 

and elas1c strap closure. Side-loading pockets and low-fric1on material help keep cards in place. Up 

to 360 cards can be stored safely in archival-safe, acid-free, non-PVC pages. (STL315070) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38534)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242641 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW 9 POCKET PRO BINDER (C: 1-1-2) 

9-Pocket PRO-Binders for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-art cover and elas1c strap 

closure. Side-loading pockets and low-fric1on material help keep cards in place. Up to 360 cards can 

be stored safely in archival-safe, acid-free, non-PVC pages. (STL315073) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 

only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38536)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242642 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW ALCOVE FLIP DECK BOX SPECIAL ARTIST 1 (N 

Alcove Flip Deck Boxs for Magic: The Gathering feature a vibrant, full-color leathereTe finish, strong 

magne1c closure, and dual thumb notches for easy access to your deck. This deck box holds up to 

100 standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra PRO Deck Protector sleeves. (STL315066) (C: 

1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply (UPI 38532)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242643 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW AR ENHANCED PLAYMAT MULTI (C: 1-1- 

Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL315100) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38554)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242644 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT SPECIAL ARTIST 2  



Black S1tched Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soV fabric top 

to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from 

shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. The s1tched edges offer an added 

premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL315102) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38566)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242645 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT SPECIAL GUEST 1 ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. S1tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s1tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL315103) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38567)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242646 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW BLACK STITCHED PLAYMAT SPECIAL GUEST 2 ( 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. S1tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s1tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL315104) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38568)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242647 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW GAMER POUCH (C: 1-1-2) 

Gamer Pouchs for Bloomburrow capture the most adorable side of your favorite creatures. The MTG 

plush gamer pouches are sized to fit your dice, coins, or other small gaming accessories. This officially 

licensed Magic: The Gathering accessory features a zippered inner compartment and is made of soV, 

plush material. The carabiner aTachment hook lets you clip your MTG gamer pouch for adventures 

on the go! (Dice not included) (STL315081) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Game Accessory (UPI 38540)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242648 



MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT SPECIAL ARTIST 1  

Holofoil Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork printed on a shimmering material 

with s1tched edges. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-

slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay 

experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL315101) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38565)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242649 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT A (C: 1-1-2) 

Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL315087) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38545)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242650 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT B (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL315089) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38546)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242651 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT C (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL315091) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38547)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242652 



MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT D (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL315092) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38548)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242653 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT BLACK (C: 1-1-2) 

Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL315095) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38551)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242654 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT BLUE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL315094) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38550)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242655 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT GREEN (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL315097) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38553)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242656 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT RED (C: 1-1-2) 



From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL315096) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38552)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242657 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PLAYMAT WHITE (C: 1-1-2) 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a 

soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the 

playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of 

approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or 

office. (STL315093) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat (UPI 38549)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242658 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW PREMIUM ALCOVE EDGE DECK BOX SYMBOL (Net 

Premium Alcove Edge Deck Boxs for Bloomburrow feature a vibrant, full-color leathereTe finish, 

strong magne1c closure, and dual thumb notches for easy access to your deck. This deck box holds 

up to 100 standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra PRO Deck Protector sleeves. 

(STL315067) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Game Accessory (UPI 38533)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242659 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW SPIRAL LIFE PAD (C: 1-1-2) 

Spiral Life Pads featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Beneath the cover lie 60 custom 

printed pages to help you organize life totals as you play through each game. Our Life Pads measure 

5" wide x 7" tall and secure shut with an elas1c band. (STL315075) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Game Accessory (UPI 38538)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242660 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW TOKEN DIVIDERS WITH DECK BOX (C: 1 

Token Dividers with Deck Boxes for Magic: The Gathering. Each box includes 26 full art Token and 

Emblem dividers for use in play and to help you organize and sort your collec1ble cards. Token 

Dividers are approximately the same size as standard gaming cards, and come in a clear 100+ Ultra 



PRO Deck Box. Each pack features one of each token and emblem from the Bloomburrow set release. 

(STL315083) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Game Accessory (UPI 38541)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242661 

MTG CCG BLOOMBURROW WALL SCROLL (C: 1-1-2) 

Wall Scrolls featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Rods and hanging cord are black for a 

classic and consistent look. With dimensions of 26 3/4" x 37 3/8", these Wall Scrolls make the perfect 

decora1ons for your home or office. The UP logo on the collapsible rod ends verify authen1city. 

(STL315076) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Artwork (UPI 38539)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242662 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES 2024 STITCHED PLAYMAT RAKDOS  

S1tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork. Made with a soV fabric top 

to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from 

shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. The s1tched edges offer an added 

premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316233) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38450)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242663 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES 2024 STITCHED PLAYMAT SELVALA 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. S1tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s1tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316235) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38453)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242664 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES 2024 STITCHED PLAYMAT SHORIKAI (Net 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. S1tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 



The s1tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316231) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38448)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242665 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES 2024 STITCHED PLAYMAT SYTHIS  

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. S1tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s1tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316234) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38452)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242666 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES 2024 STITCHED PLAYMAT YURIKO  

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. S1tched Edge Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering 

artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber 

backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. 

The s1tched edges offer an added premium feel. With dimensions of approximately 24 in. x 13.5 in., 

a playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316232) (C: 1-1-2) 

NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38449)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242667 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES 2024 DOUBLE SIDED PLAYMAT TOVOLAR ( 

Double Sided Playmats featurng popular Magic: The Gathering artwork printed on both sides of the 

playmat. Made with a soV fabric material to reduce damage to cards during play, playmats enhance 

the gameplay experience. The double-sided artwork provides a unique addi1on to any Magic: The 

Gathering collec1on. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an 

excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316236) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within 

US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38451)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242668 

MTG CCG COMMANDER SERIES 2024 HOLOFOIL PLAYMAT GO SHINTAI (N 



Holofoil Playmats featuring popular Magic: The Gathering artwork printed on a shimmering material 

with s1tched edges. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce damage to cards during play and a non-

slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during use, playmats enhance the gameplay 

experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a playmat also makes an excellent 

oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316229) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 38447)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242669 

MULTI RING ROTING CONDITION & HEALTH TRACKER RINGS (10CT) (N 

Keep track of your hit points and condi1ons with these handy rota1ng tracker rings from Ultra Pro. 

Comes in a pack of 10. (STL316242) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Game Accessory, FC (UPI 16399)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242670 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM 65CT SLEEVES (C: 

Deck Protector sleeves for Pokémon feature vibrant, full-color artwork and are made with our 

proprietary ChromaFusion Technology(TM) to prevent peeling. Archival-safe polypropylene materials 

ensure you can sleeve your cards with confidence. Sized for standard-size trading cards measuring 2 

1/2" x 3 1/2". (STL316218) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply, FC (UPI 16378)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242671 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM ALCOVE 4CLICK DECK BOX 

Collect, store, and personalize with the Alcove Click for Pokémon! The Alcove Click comes with 

themed badges. This Deck Box holds up to 100 standard size trading cards double-sleeved in Ultra 

PRO Deck Protector sleeves, features a strong magne1c closure, and has dual thumb notches for easy 

access to your deck. Personalize your Alcove Click by popping on your favorite magne1c badges and 

replacing them with other badges. Badges have a 1 1/2" diameter. (STL316221) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply, FC (UPI 16381)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242672 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM FULL VIEW DECK BOX (Ne 

Full View Deck Box card storage containers for Pokémon feature vibrant, full-color artwork and 

includes one matching deck divider. Made with archival-safe, non-PVC, rigid polypropylene materials, 

these deck boxes can store up to 75 double-sleeved cards comfortably. The self-locking lid keeps your 



cards securely stored when not in use, while also offering easy access. Sized for standard size trading 

cards. (STL316219) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply, FC (UPI 16379)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242673 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM 4 POCKET PORTFOLIO (Ne 

Pocket PorPolios for Pokemon feature a vibrant, full-art cover. The 4-pocket porPolio stores and 

protects up to 40 standard size cards single-loaded and 80 cards double-loaded in archival-safe 

polypropylene pages. There are also pages in the center of the porPolio to store up to 4 oversized 

Pokemon cards. The 9-pocket porPolio holds up to 90 standard size cards single-loaded and 180 

cards double-loaded. (STL316224) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply, FC (UPI 16383)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242674 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM 9 POCKET PORTFOLIO (Ne 

From Ultra Pro Interna1onal. 9-Pocket PorPolios for Pokemon feature a vibrant, full-art cover. Each 

porPolio stores and protects up to 90 standard size cards single-loaded and 180 cards double-loaded 

in archival-safe polypropylene pages. Made in California, U.S.A. (STL316226) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply, FC (UPI 16384)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242675 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM 9 POCKET PRO BINDER (N 

9-Pocket PRO-Binders for Pokémon feature a vibrant, full-art cover and includes an elas1c strap 

closure. Side-loading pockets and low-fric1on material help keep cards in place. Safely stores up to 

360 cards in archival-safe, acid-free, non-PVC pages. (STL316220) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Card Supply, FC (UPI 16380)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242676 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM 2 INCH ALBUM (C: 

2-Inch Albums for Pokémon feature a vibrant, full-art cover. Equipped with 2-inch thick D-rings, this 

3-ring album is perfect for large collec1ons of pages or organizing school work. (Pages sold 

separately.) (STL316227) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Card Supply, FC (UPI 16385)            SRP: PI  

 



APR242677 

POKEMON TCG GALLERY SERIES TRICK ROOM PLAYMAT (C: 1-1- 

Playmats for Pokemon feature vibrant, full-color artwork. Made with a soV fabric top to reduce 

damage to cards during play and a non-slip rubber backing to keep the playmat from shiVing during 

use, playmats enhance the gameplay experience. With dimensions of approximately 24" x 13 1/2", a 

playmat also makes an excellent oversize mousepad for home or office. (STL316223) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 

Available only within US and territories. 

Playmat, FC (UPI 16382)            SRP: PI  

 

USAOPOLY 

 

APR242678 

10 DAYS IN USA BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

10 Days in the USA offers an exci1ng journey through the United States, where players will tour by 

plane, van, and on foot. Chart your course from start to finish using des1na1on and transporta1on 

1les. With a liTle luck and clever planning, you just might outmaneuver your fellow travelers. The 

first traveler to make connec1ons for a ten-day journey wins the game. Let the journey begin! 

USAopoly products must be sold in your brick & mortar store, or through a website you own. 

USAopoly products cannot be sold on Amazon, or any other third party website. (STL316196) (C: 1-1-

2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game, FC (USO PA055-846)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242679 

CLUE WEDNESDAY BOARD GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

A dark mystery with terrible dangers is yours to solve in this spooky, modern take on the classic 

mystery game. With the dangerous Hyde on the loose, you play as students of Nevermore Academy 

like Wednesday Addams and Ajax Petropolus. You've got to keep your wits about you as you 

determine WHO will be the Hyde's next vic1m, WHERE will the Hyde aTack, and WHAT item was key 

in bringing him down! USAopoly products must be sold in your brick & mortar store, or through a 

website you own. USAopoly products cannot be sold on Amazon, or any other third party website. 

(STL316199) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Board Game, FC (USO CL169-853)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242680 

DRAGON BALL Z BUU SAGA 1000PC PUZZLE (C: 1-1-2) 



The beloved characters of the Buu Saga from Dragonball Z feature on this 1,000 piece puzzle that 

measures 19" x 27" when finished! (STL316205) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and 

territories. 

Puzzle, FC (USO PZ113-852)            SRP: PI  

 

APR242681 

YAHTZEE KUROMI GAME (C: 1-1-2) 

Play America's  number 1 dice game with the mischievous Kuromi! Set comes with a custom figural 

dice cup of Kuromi's head, plus a die set featuring Kuromi's different expressions. USAopoly products 

must be sold in your brick & mortar store, or through a website you own. USAopoly products cannot 

be sold on Amazon, or any other third party website. (STL316203) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Dice Game, FC (USO YZ075-845)            SRP: PI  

 

WIZARDS OF THE COAST 

 

APR242682 

D&D RPG VECNA EVE OF RUIN HC (C: 1-1-2) 

Dare you say his name? Fans of Stranger Things will be delighted to discover that Vecna is back—with 

a vengeance. This notorious D&D villain has set his sights on something more terrifying than ever: 

the end of existence itself. Dungeon Masters and players alike will unlock their full poten1al in this 

epic high-level adventure, which is designed for 10th to 20th level characters. You hold the power to 

change the mul1verse, so what are you wai1ng for? Legends aren't born—they're made. Join the 

baTle for the mul1verse alongside legendary allies who you may recognize from other D&D 

adventures. This book includes detailed character dossiers with exclusive insight into these illustrious 

figures. Take on over 30 terrifying new monsters spawning from all over the mul1verse. BaTling 

these beasts will bring you one step closer to foiling Vecna's plans and vanquishing evil, once and for 

all. (STL316601) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Sourcebook, 256pgs, FC (WOC D37040000)            SRP: $59.95 

 

APR242683 

D&D RPG VECNA EVE OF RUIN ALT CVR HC (C: 1-1-2) 

From Wizards of the Coast. (STL316602) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Sourcebook, 256pgs, FC (WOC D37050000)            SRP: $59.95 

 

APR242684 



D&D RPG PLAYERS HANDBOOK HC 

Everything a player needs to create heroic characters for the world's greatest roleplaying game! The 

Player's Handbook is the essen1al reference for every Dungeons & Dragons roleplayer. It contains 

rules for character crea1on and advancement, backgrounds and skills, explora1on and combat, 

equipment, spells, and much more. Use this book to create exci1ng characters from among the most 

iconic races and classes. D&D immerses you in a world of adventure. Explore ancient ruins and 

deadly dungeons. BaTle monsters while searching for legendary treasures. Gain experience and 

power as you trek across uncharted lands with your companions. The world needs heroes. Will you 

answer the call? (STK650024) (JUL142620) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Sourcebook, HC, 9x11, 320pgs (WOC A92170000)            SRP: $49.95 

 

APR242685 

O/A D&D RPG DUNGEON MASTERS GUIDE HC 

Everything a Dungeon Master needs to weave legendary stories for the world's greatest roleplaying 

game.The Dungeon Master's Guide provides the inspira1on and the guidance you need to spark your 

imagina1on and create worlds of adventure for your players to explore and enjoy. Inside you'll find 

world-building tools, 1ps and tricks for crea1ng memorable dungeons and adventures, op1onal 

game rules, hundreds of classic D&D magic items, and much more! (STK663850) NOTE: Available only 

within US and territories. 

Sourcebook, HC, 9x11, 320pgs (WOC A92190000PR)            SRP: $49.95 

 

APR242686 

D&D RPG MONSTER MANUAL HC 

A menagerie of deadly monsters for the world's greatest roleplaying game! The Monster Manual 

presents a horde of classic Dungeons & Dragons creatures, including dragons, giants, mindflayers, 

and beholders — a monstrous menagerie for Dungeon Masters ready to challenge their players and 

populate their adventures. The monsters contained herein are culled from D&D's illustrious history, 

with easy-to-use game sta1s1cs and thrilling stories to feed your imagina1on. (STK650026) 

(JUL142621) NOTE: Available only within US and territories. 

Sourcebook, HC, 9x11, 320pgs (WOC A92180000)            SRP: $49.95 

 

WIZKIDS/APR242687 

D&D ICONS REALMS ADULT CRYSTAL DRAGON (C: 0-1-2) 

The D&D Icons of the Realms: Adult Crystal Dragon boxed miniature is an excellent addi1on to your 

miniatures collec1on or display shelf. Sculpted with highly detailed features and using premium 

paints, this crystal dragon is a great foe for any adventure! Shimmering with radiant energy and 

brimming with life, crystal dragons enjoy an innate psionic connec1on to the Posi1ve Plane that 

suffuses their bodies as well as their personali1es with light. Though they prefer to live in desolate, 

frigid regions, many of them are among the friendliest of dragonkind, nurturing and op1mis1c. 



(STL315977) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New 

Zealand & select countries. 

Miniatures Game (WZK 96303)            SRP: $79.99 

 

APR242688 

D&D ICONS REALMS BONE ROC MINI (C: 0-1-2) 

Elevate your Vecna: Eve of Ruin campaign with the D&D Icons of the Realms: Bone Roc - Boxed 

Miniature! This huge boxed miniature set features the terrifying Bone Roc that will inspire dread 

amongst your players. (STL316003) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries. 

Boxed Mini (WZK 96274)            SRP: $69.99 

 

APR242689 

D&D ICONS REALMS SPIDERDRAGON MINI (C: 0-1-2) 

Elevate your Vecna: Eve of Ruin campaign with the D&D Icons of the Realms: Spiderdragon - Boxed 

Miniature! This huge boxed miniature set features the terrifying Spiderdragon that is sure to inspire 

dread among your players. (STL316002) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, 

UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select countries. 

Boxed Mini (WZK 96273)            SRP: $39.99 

 

APR242690 

D&D ICONS REALMS TOMB OF ANNIHILATION COMPLETE SET (C: 0-1-2 

Revisit the mysteries of Chult with D&D Icons of the Realms: Tomb of Annihila1on - Complete Set! 

This set contains one of each miniature from the original Tomb of Annihila1on booster brick set and 

a complete collec1on of Tomb of Annihila1on Tomb and Traps Case Incen1ve miniatures. All told, 66 

pre-painted miniatures and 14 dungeon dressings! Don't delay your return to the Tomb of 

Annihila1on, though! Once these monstrous miniatures and terrible traps are gone, they are gone 

for good. Re1red to one of Ubtao's mazes, the like never to be seen again! (STL316005) (C: 0-1-2) 

NOTE: NECA Category 5 items - Available in US, UST, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & select 

countries. 

Boxed Set (WZK 96308)            SRP: $299.99 
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